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Abstract
Abstract
Small and medium-sized tourism enterprises and peripheral, remote and insular destinations experience a
wide range of competitive disadvantages. This vulnerability is particularly evident in the distribution function
where overdependence upon partners jeopardises their prosperity. This thesis benefits from field research
throughout the distribution channel of tourism. It employs a holistic and triangulation research methodology
and utilises almost 500 interviews and questionnaires with entrepreneurs and executives of accommodation
establishments and incoming travel agencies in the Greek Aegean islands as well as European tour operators
and outgoing travel agencies.
Exploratory research illuminates the operational framework and profitability of tourism distribution channel
members; their role and strategic approach; their ability to understand consumers' needs; the selection
criteria utilised for identifying suitable partners; and finally their inter-relations, intra-channel power and
conflicts. Elaboration of the dynamics of the tourism distribution channel not only demonstrates the strategic
weaknesses of small and medium-sized tourism enterprises and peripheral destinations, but also provides
potential solutions for achieving equity on the returns on resources. The tourism industry is driven towards
a global transformation due to proliferation of information technologies in strategic and operational
management, paradigm-shift of best practices and re-engineering of business processes. This yields
unprecedented opportunities for strengthening the competitiveness of small and medium-sized tourism
enterprises and peripheral destinations. In distribution it enables them to achieve further integration towards
the provision of seamless tourism experiences, as well as to bridge their gap with target markets allowing
a certain degree of disintermediation.
By combining analysis of tourism distribution with the emerging information technology several strategic
tools are originated, aiming to reinforce equity on the returns on investments. Destination Integrated
Computer Information Reservation Management Systems emerge as destination-based platforms for product
amalgamation, promotion, and distribution. A thorough examination of each partner's perspective towards
these systems illustrates that their willingness to participate and pay for services, as well as their preferences
for the presentation and organisational structures of these systems, are determined by their commercial
interests and current intra-channel power. Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservation
Management Systems become pivotal for the prosperity of small and medium-sized tourism enterprises and
peripheral destinations in the new millennium.
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I. The research background: philosophical stimulus and challenges in the tourism industry
The tourism industry, defined as the "facilities created to cater for the needs of people on a temporary
movement away from their normal places of work and residence, and their activities during their stay at
destinations" (Mathieson and Wa11,1982,p.1; Cooper,1993c,p.4), radically emerges as a major contributor
to the global economy. It is estimated that in 1994, it yielded a $3.4 trillion gross output; employed 11%
of the world's workforce; produced 10.1% of the global GDP; invested $693 billion in new facilities; and
provided $654 million of tax revenue (WTTC,1993,p.4). As these figures take into consideration both
tourism's direct and indirect impacts, they project a more accurate approach to assessing the industry's
pivotal role in the growth of the global economy. Since the 1950s, tourism arrivals have enjoyed an average
annual growth of 7.3%, and increased from 25 million international travellers in 1950, to 500m in 1993.
Similarly tourism receipts have grown at an average annual rate of 12.5%, from $2.1m in 1950, to $316bn
in 1993. Despite the hitherto geographical concentration of tourism activity in Europe (61.8%) and the
Americas (21.5%) due to their industrial development, the other continents have grown at a faster pace,
building up their market share (WTO, 1992 and 1994).
Tourism has also been instrumental in the development of peripheral, remote, and insular regions, which
had failed to establish a strong industrial basis, due to their peripherality, isolation, fragility, scarcity of
resources, limited labour force and transportation cost competitive disadvantages (Britton, 1990,p.4'73;
Jenkins and Henry,1982; Coccosis,1987,p.84; Anderson,1984; Amara1,1984; Murray,1984). In addition,
tourism has been widely used to enable the reduction of the economic prosperity gap between developed and
developing countries (Jenkins, 1982,p.91), while it has been central in the development of insular regions
by facilitating their transition from agriculture based economies to the services industries (Wing, 1994,p.467;
McErloy et a1,1993; Ritchie, 1993; Dann and Potter, 1994,p.5; King,1993,p.26-31; Alexakis,1994). Coccosis
(1987,p.86) explains that "growing demand for tourism opens new opportunities for island development,
contributing to the income of island inhabitants", while Wilkinson (1989,p.155) suggests that "there appears
to be an almost universal view that many island microstates -particularly those that are tropical islands- have
little economic choice but to accept traditional tourism development (characterised by mass tourism, control
by multinational companies and large-scale facilities) as being inevitable". Lack of major industrial
development on most islands enabled them to maintain their natural resources, which are fundamental
motivators for visitation (Krippendorf,1987). Traditionally, the tourism industry in the majority of
destinations worldwide, is based on a network of small and medium-sized tourism enterprises (SMTEs),
which provide all types of tourism products and services, while enabling closer interaction between the host
population and visitors, as well as facilitating a rapid infusion of tourism spending into the local economy.
It is estimated that more than 90% of all tourism industry enterprises are SMTEs (Shaw and
Williams, 1990,p.74; Go and Welch,1991,p.14).
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1.1 Stimulus for the research: tourism industry structural problems and the search for equity
Despite the tourism industry's rapid development, Britton (1982,p.355) observes that "the international
tourist industry, because of the commercial power held by foreign enterprises, imposes on peripheral
destinations a development mode which reinforces dependency on, and vulnerability to, developed countries.
This is particularly true for small [Pacific] island economies. This situation results in tourists at destinations
being channelled within that commercial apparatus controlled by large-scale foreign and national enterprises
which dominate the industry. The greatest commercial gains therefore go to foreign and local elite interests.
The majority of locals can only participate in tourism through wage labour employment or small petty retail
and artisan enterprises. Though highly differentiated in their activities, these enterprises have one common
attribute. Their income generating potential is severely limited". As a result, great dependency levels
emerge, while the locus of control over the tourism development and operation processes shifts from the
people that are most affected, the host community, to the tourism generating regions (Hal1,1994-,p.123).
This is reinforced due to SMTEs' domination in the tourism industry as well as due to their strategic
marketing weaknesses and inability to compete. Increasingly therefore, it is evident that destinations' and
SMTEs' gains from tourism activity are jeopardised due to four major factors in the global tourism industry,
namely oversupply, mass tourism, industry concentration, and SMTEs' weaknesses. The rapid growth of
tourism supply, in parallel with the declining pace of tourism demand development, results in a global
oversupply of tourism products and magnifies competition levels worldwide (Josephides,1993a,p.54).
Hitherto, insufficient differentiation of tourism product and marketing inevitably diverted both tourism
industry suppliers and destinations to aim for "cost competitive-advantages". This resulted in affordable
holidays for everyone and proliferated mass tourism which was introduced in the 1950s, due to transportation
technology developments, improvements in consumers' disposable income, as well as the emerging
psychological need of people to escape from industrially developed environments. Based on rigidly-packaged
and low-priced tourism products it facilitated the rapid growth of tourism demand towards certain holiday
resorts, which soon became overcrowded and saturated. Mass tourism's need for low priced holidays could
only be satisfied with large organisations taking advantage of economies of scale and bargaining power.
Thus, a high degree of tourism industry concentration expanded globally, originating a number of multi-
national corporations which increasingly control a larger part of the tourism industry. The concentration is
mainly evident in the distribution channel of leisure tourism, where international corporations take advantage
of their marketing, planning and negotiating functions and cater for a greater market share. Consequently,
SMTEs are increasingly forced to operate in the shade of multinational corporations and are effectively
marginalised from the market place. SMTEs' weaknesses in marketing, management, planning, and financial
resources, jeopardise their competitiveness, but also they threaten the welfare of destinations, SMTEs and
host populations, as they effectively jeopardise the sustainability of their resources.
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Within this framework of structural problems, this thesis attempts to identify strategic solutions which will
enable destinations and SMTEs to reverse their deficiencies and improve their competitiveness in this respect.
Middleton (1994,p.373) argues that for the tourism industry, "as well as for all forms of business, the major
issues of the next decade and beyond will revolve around defining and attempting to balance the often
competing needs of Economy, Ecology, Equity - Globally. Economy in this context means profit (or surplus
on operations for non-commercial organisations). Ecology means environmental constraints, broadly defined.
Equity means a fairer distribution of the use of the earth's resources and considerations for the need of
present and future generations as well as the interest of economic expansion". In this context, the thesis aims
to support the long-term welfare of peripheral, remote and insular destinations and SMTEs, by utilising
strategic management and marketing techniques. The emerging revolutionary information technologies (ITs),
are perceived as a major opportunity in order to identify strategic weapons which can strengthen the
competitiveness of both destinations and SMTEs. The ultimate aim is the contribution towards the
conceptualisation of a total-wealth creation system and a seamless value-chain at the destination level. This
is expected to enable both destinations and SMTEs to achieve and distribute equitable return on resources
utilised for the provision of tourism services, while it will support the sustainability of sociocultural,
environmental and economic assets. Figure 1.1 illustrates the rationale of the thesis and demonstrates the
structure of the thesis, while the following sections elaborate on the research stimulants, challenges and
proposals. The research concentrates on the Greek Aegean islands destination and SMTEs, not only due to
the researcher's interest in this area, but also due to the unquestionable dependence for their subsistence on
the tourism industry and the severe difficulties they currently encounter. However, the analysis and
recommendations should be applicable to destinations worldwide, and especially Mediterranean holiday
resorts.
1.1.1 Tourism destinations and SMTEs
A further analysis of these four major factors is appropriate, as they are principally responsible for the
gradual deterioration of both the tourism impacts at the destination level and the profitability of the SMTEs.
In many cases, tourism oversupply results in the expansion of destinations' superstructure, without a parallel
development of infrastructure. Often this oversupply is based on inadequate facilities for the tourism demand
and as a result, a deterioration of the quality offered at the destination is inevitable (Josephides,1993a,p.54-
55). Oversupply at both the local and global level also stimulates fierce competition between tourism
principals, and thus, strengthens the role of the distribution channels. Therefore, oversupply, competition
and domination of distribution channels often consolidate the role of pricing as a core element in the
marketing mix, due to the small amount of product differentiation observed in the mass tourism oriented
industry, while it diminishes consumers' willingness to pay. [Greek tourism demand and supply are analysed
in section 1.2 which examines the oversupply factor]
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The mass tourism growth in major destinations shifted tourists' attitudes from culturally motivated and
respectably behaving "allocentrics" or "wanderlusts", to purely fun and enjoyment seekers "psychocentrics"
or "sunlusts" (Plog,1991; Poon,1993,p.39; Krippendorf,1987). Increasing visitation and irresponsible
attitudes of tourists have severe implications for the local natural, social and cultural resources, while
destinations are rushed to reach their saturation stage (Macnaught,1982). It also results in centralisation of
power to metropolitan multinational corporations, by increasing the size of tourism firms, boosting vertical
and horizontal integration and penetrating non-tourism capital (Britton,1982,p.336). More importantly for
the purpose of this thesis, the concentration of power by mass tourism intermediaries who aim to increase
the volume of tourist arrivals to destinations, effectively contributes to the deterioration of the tourism
product. As a consequence, it increasingly diminishes their competitiveness and appeal, resulting in a decline
of economic impacts at the macro level and profitability at the micro level. Hence, distribution channels play
an instrumental role in the proliferation of mass tourism, and in this capacity they have adverse impacts for
tourism principals and destinations. [Section 1.2 explains the development of mass tourism in Greece and its
Unplications for economic, sociocultural and environmental impacts].
In addition, the concentration of the tourism industry in the form of multinational corporations essentially
means that a large fraction of the profit margin generated through tourism activity is exported back to the
place of origin of the tourists, reducing destinations' economic impacts even further. A fairly modest
development of multinational tourism principals can be found in the Mediterranean leisure tourism context,
mainly due to the domination of small, independent and family run SMTEs, which are characterised by low
standardisation and high autonomy. However, multinational intermediaries concentrate on controlling the
distribution process of leisure tourism destinations, generating a great level of dependency for both
destinations and SMTEs. Intermediaries take advantage of their marketing research and ability to formulate
inclusive packages covering all aspects of the travel experience, and effectively bridge the gap between
prospective tourists and principals. As a result, they accumulate considerable power over their partners in
the distribution channel, and become capable of determining their marketing and management function. In
addition, international intermediaries can influence tourism demand through their mechanisms for information
diffusion and reservations systems, effectively directing the international tourism flows. Britton (1989,p.94
and 1982,p.337) asserts that "the situation puts industry intermediaries between the tourist client and the
destination countries in a pivotal position. It allows metropolitan tourism corporations to influence the
volume of tourism flows to any one market (where subsidiary tourist companies may be owned), while
foreign transport companies heavily influence the volume and direction of tourist flows". In addition, Wing
(1994,p.467) explains that in most insular destinations due to "the absence of a strong local private sector,
which will have initiated tourism development, and of an entrepreneurial public sector, the part played by
foreign companies to develop and promote tourism is of paramount importance".
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The inability of SMTEs to promote and distribute their product efficiently to their markets, in combination
with the strictly regulated air transportation, stimulated the growth of vertically integrated mass tour
operators (T0s). Tour operators were instrumental in the development of mass tourism (Poon,1993,p.56).
They accumulated almost absolute control not only over the distribution and promotion functions of the
tourism industry, but also over the accessibility to the destination, by providing inflexible, but inexpensive
and direct charter flights. Faced with intense competition in their marketplace and armed with the
aforementioned control, tour operators increasingly pressurise tourism suppliers' price levels, minimising
their profitability and economic impacts. This is facilitated by the bargaining power provided by the volume
of their customers, as it is estimated for example that the top six British and German tour operators operating
in Greece supply 20% of the country's total arrivals. Wanhill (1993a,p.193) explains that "criticism of major
tour operators usually comes from destinations, particularly in less developed countries. The latter have
expressed concern over the strength of the economic power of large wholesalers, which allows them to
obtain prices below those that would occur in markets where competition prevailed. It is further argued that
their specialist knowledge allows them to influence consumer choice in tourism-generating countries, and
so gives them the opportunity to switch sales to destinations which are more profitable to the company".
Apart from the direct impacts on tourism suppliers and accommodation establishments (ACCs), the
concentration of power by tour operators within the tourism distribution channel (TDC) has severe
implications for the survival and competitiveness of all other tourism distribution channel members, such
as outgoing travel agencies (OTAs), small tour operators, and incoming travel agencies (ITAs), as well as
of entire destinations. [Chapter 2 examines the theoretical framework of the marketing distribution channels
and the tourism distribution channel, while it analyses thoroughly the functions, needs and trends of each
tourism distribution channel member. Chapters 5 and 6 elaborate on the operations of the current tourism
distribution channel and illustrate the findings regarding each tourism distribution channel members' criteria
to select their partners, as well as the source of conflicts between tourism distribution channel members].
SMTEs are particularly vulnerable, due to the numerous weaknesses and threats emerging from their size
and function, and thus, tend to suffer more. It is increasingly recognised that SMTEs are not smaller
versions of the equivalent large organisations, as a result of their lack of expertise and resources. The World
Tourism Organisation (1991c,p.1) warns that SMTEs run the risk of being marginalised as they suffer from
major handicaps, such as training inadequacies, inability to standardise quality, fiscal pressures, lack of
market understanding and exclusion from the emergent computer reservation systems. Their overdependence
on a smaller number of intermediaries for their prosperity and profitability illustrate that SMTEs are
undersupplied with intra-channel power, and therefore, are less capable of negotiating with their distribution
channel partners. This is reinforced by their marketing disadvantages and their inability to communicate
directly with their customers. Therefore, a greater dependence upon fewer tourism distribution channel
members is inevitable, while their limited disposable resources and expertise to react to consumer
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requirements and industry jeopardise their position and their contribution to destinations' welfare. [Section
1.3.3.2 undertakes a thorough competitive analysis of SMTEs, while section 5.1 illustrates Aegean SMTEs'
marketing and distribution weaknesses and section 6.2 illuminates SMTEs' conflicts with their partners in
the tourism distribution channel].
Insular destinations experience greater difficulties, due to their overdependence on the tourism industry,
the scarcity of physical, financial and human resources, as well as their inability to achieve competitive
advantages in other economic activities (Bastin, 1984; Wilkinson, 1987; King,1993,p.30; Connell, 1993;
Butler,1993; McElroy and de Albuquerge,1994,p.12-13). In addition, due to the deficient industrial and
agricultural output of their economy, they have a limited ability to achieve high multiplier effects
(Archer,1989,p.128), while their competitiveness and tourism economic benefits are declining
(Ritchie,1993,p.300). Wilkinson (1989,p.157) explains that governments and other decision-makers often
pursue policies which are contrary to their own interests, despite the availability of feasible alternatives. The
result may he a short-term gain, but it is almost inevitably a long-term loss. The single tourism development
strategy magnifies dependencies and jeopardises the long term prosperity of the local economy
(Vernicos,1987,p.105; Ritchie,1993,p.304; Dine11,1987,p.156). Despite tourism activity relying on the
environmental quality more than any other economic activity, this is often disregarded in local planning.
Moreover, tourism development often contrasts sharply with the protection of uniqueness, since it implies
modernisation, change in culture, urbanisation and exploitation of resources (Coccosis,1987,p.86). As a
consequence of the overdependence on concentrated multinational corporations and mass tourism growth,
national governments and tourism destinations, especially in developing and insular regions, are unable to
gain control over their own tourist facilities (Britton,1989,p.100), despite the fact that they often subsidise
tourism demand and supply substantially. The increasing concentration of the tourism intermediaries, and
their rigid control of the tourism distribution channel determine the tourism demand flows by ruling the
accessibility of destinations as well as their promotional activities. Thus, they reduce the ability of insular
regions to preserve their sovereignty over their tourism industries. This situation is often referred to in the
literature as neo-colonisation (Britton,1989,p.101 and 1982,p.353; Bianchi, 1994,p.181; Hal1,1994,p.125;
Cooper and Buhalis,1992,p.103; Kurrent,1991,p.78).
In conclusion, destinations and SMTEs lack the resources to reverse their dependence upon the concentrated,
mass-tourism oriented multinational corporations, and in particular, upon their distribution channel partners.
These dependencies in combination with their inability to re-invest in the sustainability of the resources
utilised and in the improvement of their services due to low profit margins, force them into a spiral of
quality, competitiveness, training, demand, price, profitability and economic impacts deterioration, which
unavoidably jeopardise the welfare of both destinations and SMTEs (Josephides,1993a; EC,1994c,p.6).
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1.1.2 Challenges and opportunities in the contemporary tourism industry
Several new challenges arise, providing SMTEs and destinations with the opportunity to ameliorate their
competitiveness and their position within the tourism distribution chain. Should SMTEs and destinations take
advantage of these challenges and opportunities, they will be able to reverse their unfavourable
circumstances, while supporting their profitability at the micro-level and economic impacts at the macro-
level. The most significant challenges and opportunities are the transformation of tourism demand; the
revolution in lTs; the recognised significance of the SMTEs and the public sector's willingness to support
them; and the re-distribution of labour in the European area according to the competitive advantages each
region can achieve.
This thesis focuses on the revolution in ITs in tourism, which re-engineers the industry processes and amends
the best business practices (Poon,1993; Ritchie,1991,p.156). The development of a variety of CRSs
illustrates the need for computerised inventory control, while the recent development of global distribution
systems (GDSs) and destination management systems (DMSs) highlighted the need to integrate the entire
range of tourism products and services in electronic marketplaces for tourism distribution. These systems
expedite the international distribution function, as they enable global information diffusion and reservations
through electronic networks and switch/interface companies, while they effectively facilitate the inter-
connectivity and distribution of a wide variety of tourism products worldwide, from a single computer
terminal. For example, in early 1995 the INTERNET and the "electronic superhighway" are revolutionising
the computing, telecommunications, broadcasting and publishing industries, by integrating these elements
through widely distributed multimedia interfaces. The proliferation of the World Wide Web as an interactive
communication medium, enables consumers and the travel trade to interact with tourism principals in
"cyberspace", providing unprecedented opportunities for marketing and distribution. Thus, ITs strengthen
the distribution function of SMTEs and destinations, by bridging the gap between tourism demand and
supply, and as a result, they establish strategic tools to support their competitiveness and profitability. In
addition, ITs are perceived as major facilitators of destinations' multi-integration, as they facilitate the
introduction of a platform for both SMTEs and local economy interaction. Therefore, closer and efficient
cooperation at the local level does not only become feasible, but essential in order to improve
competitiveness and tourism impacts at the destination level. [Chapter 3 demonstrates the strategic use of
ITs and elaborates on the entire range of ITs utilised in tourism product distribution, while section 7
illustrates the findings of the current ITs' usage by each tourism distribution channel member].
Moreover, the transformation of tourism demand towards the "new era of tourism", where individual,
flexible, specialised and sophisticated tourism products are becoming elements central to tourism demand,
empower SMTEs and destinations to add value to their products and attract consumers with specialised
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interests. Poon (1987,1988a,1989, and 1993) has led the debate on tourism metamorphosis by suggesting
that the "old tourism" is gradually being replaced by the "new tourism". The "old tourism" is characterised
by "mass, standardised and rigidly packaged" tourism with little attention to tourists' personal needs
capitalising on the Ford model of mass production (Poon,1989,p.91). It has appealed to the mass markets,
based on economies of scale and has primarily served the sunlust and inexperienced consumer. Using charter
flights and undifferentiated inexpensive accommodation, tour operators gather all elements of a trip in a
"package" which they sell as a commodity in its own capacity.
However, since the early 1990s the "new tourism", characterised as "flexible, segmented, customised and
diagonally integrated" emerged, offering new best practices and products in the industry. As a result, the
relative importance of package tours, which are based on low quality/low price, is challenged in favour of
independently organised tourism (Moutinho,1992,p.10 and	 1990,p.106; Gooda11,1988a,p.34;
Aderhold,1992,p.118; Cooper, 1992,p.94; WT0,1991b,p.18; Minte1,1991,p.4; Economist, 1992;
Ryan, 1989,p.67; Jenner and Smith,1993,p.169; Poon,1989,p.93; Buhalis,1991,p.46; Cooper and
Buhalis,1993,p.268). Utilising new technology, the tourism industry is able to offer a much more tailor-made
product to a new/experienced/sophisticated/demanding tourist, who seeks authentic experiences and has a
wanderlust as wellas an independent attitude. Flexibility in both consumer choice and the service delivery
process is a key element. Brackenbury (1991,p.7) recently admitted that "the traditional annual family
holiday, mostly in a Mediterranean beach resort, will not play a dominant role in the future. We have to
accept that multi-interest travel is replacing part of our present bread and butter products. At least it has to
be a combination of beach holidays plus pleasure of some kind or culture". Every tourist is different,
bringing a unique blend of experiences, motivations and desires. Jones (1993,p.1) suggests that "leisure
lifestyles are inconsistent, contradictory and individual"/ In the 1990s tourism is following the trend towards
customisation. Cooper and Buhalis (1993,p.268) suggest that "to an extent the new sophisticated traveller
has emerged as a result of experience. Tourists from the major generating regions of the world have become
frequent travellers, are linguistically and technologically skilled and can function in multicultural and
demanding environments overseas". SMTEs have a superiority in addressing specific markets, due to their
ability to specialise and provide sophisticated products. However, due to their marketing disadvantage,
overdependence upon the traditional mass intermediaries, and the inability to distribute their products directly
to the specialised segments, SMTEs are forced to deliver an undifferentiated product, based on price
competitiveness. However, the emerging ITs provide the strategic tools for SMTEs to target mini-segments,
by distributing their products effectively and efficiently.
Buhalis (1991,p.46) proposed that the traditional 4Ss of the tourism industry (sun-sea-sand-sex) are
transformed into sophistication-specialisation-segmentation-satisfaction. Hitherto, holidaymakers from
northern countries escape to the sunny south to "recharge their batteries" for a heavy winter back home
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(Krippendorf,1987,p.xv). However, sea pollution, health dangers resulting from sun exposure, sand
degradation and modern sexually transmitted diseases gradually limit the appeal of these elements
(Poon,1993,p.64 and p.124; Wall, 1992,p.218; Harrison, 1994; Hall, 1992; Burns, 1993,p.6; O'Malley, 1988;
Wickens, 1994,p.820; Truong,1989; Crick, 1989,p.324; Lowry,1993,p.183; Kurent,1991; Cohen, 1988). An
increasing demand for more individualised, authentic and enriched tourist experiences signify the
transformation of the traditional "4Ss" to four modern ones which framework the trends of the emerging
tourism demand. Educated, experienced and demanding tourists require sophisticated tourism products which
can satisfy their cultural, intellectual and sporting interests. As a result, a demand for tailor-made, authentic
and enriched experiences gradually leads the tourism industry to a sophisticated marketplace
(Bentley,1991,p.55; Coates and Coates,1991,p.68; Bennett, 0.,1992,p.87; Moutinho,1992,p.9; Cooper and
Ozdi1,1992,p.378). Since every prospective tourist has almost unique needs and wants, a certain amount of
specialisation is expected to dominate the future tourist product. Thus, the focus is turned to individuals and
mini-mass markets which can share common activities and desire to experience similar activities
(Kotler, 1988,p.281; Lickorish,1990,p.112; Gilbert, 1992,p.235; WT0,1985c; Weiler and Hall, 1992; Smith
and Jenner,1990; Ogilvie and Dickinson,1992; Cockere11,1991; Ryan, 1989,p.67).
The identification of these mini-markets can only be achieved through detailed market segmentation based
on life style rather than on demographics. This process can demonstrate the similarities of the consumers
and results in the formulation of feasible specialised activities (Poon,1989,p.94; WT0,1991b,p.16;
Lowyck , Langenhove,Bollaert,1992,p .13 ; Morrison,1989,p.145; Fotis,1992,p .22). Theultimate aim for every
tourism enterprise and destination should be total customer satisfaction throughout the tourist consumption
chain, ie before, during and after the holiday (Kotler,1992,p.24; Moutinho,1987,p.35). An integrated
approach within the tourism industry is, therefore, required in order to ensure the co-ordination of the
various enterprises and individuals involved in the tourist product delivery. This will also eliminate legal
implications emerging from the EU tourism package directive (EC, 1990b; Atherton, 1994). SMTEs and
destinations will need to appreciate the challenges emerging from the transformation of tourism demand, as
they will be instrumental in their ability to attract their markets. Thus, a differentiation strategy towards
specific market segments, as well as the increasing concern about resource preservation, will contribute to
the improvement of the economic, sociocultural and environmental impacts of tourism, as they will improve
both consumers' willingness to pay and their social behaviour while on holiday. Furthermore, a
comprehension of the instrumental role tourism intermediaries play in SMTEs' ability to distribute their
product to their specialised target markets is essential. As a result, SMTEs will need to design their
distribution mix according to their target markets and to cooperate with the appropriate intermediaries.
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Both SM Es and SMTEs are increasingly being recognised as the engine of growth for the European
economy and therefore, a wide range of measures are proposed by the public sector to strengthen their
position (EC,1993c; EIM,1993; Page, 1993; WT0,1991c,p.8). This recognition is even greater in the tourism
industry, as SMTEs are regarded as flexible and capable of providing personalised services for the new era
of tourism. Public sector support for networking schemes is also of great significance, as it assists SMTEs
to achieve synergies, economies of scope and system gains. In this context, the public sector in several
regions has recently financed destination management systems in order to strengthen SMTEs' visibility and
competitiveness in the tourism distribution channel. Other programmes include training and incentive policies
aiming to reduce SMTEs' strategic disadvantages and to ameliorate their tourism product. Hence, as a result
of the recognition that SMTEs are the backbone of the tourism industry, a variety of supporting agents,
funds and programmes become available to support both the enterprises at the micro level, but also their
regions at the macro level. [Section 1.3.1 examines the contribution of SMEs to the European economy, while
section 1.3.2 illuvtrates SMTEs' contribution to the tourism industry and local economy. In addition, section
1.3.3 undertakes a strategic analysis for both SMTEs and destinations. Chapter 5 and 6 examine the
operational fratnework of SMTEs as well as the selection criteria and conflicts between each member of the
tourirm distribution channel, and highlight the vulnerability of SMTEs both at the destination and at the
places of origin of the tourists].
Finally, there is some evidence suggesting that a re-allocation of the European area labour distribution is
gradually undertaken, in order to facilitate regional specialisations in economic activities which can provide
sustainable competitive advantages. Thus, total European productivity and competitiveness would grow
substantially enabling a better quality of life throughout Europe (EC, 1993c). As the majority of peripheral,
remote and insular regions are repeatedly assessed as capable of achieving competitive advantages only in
the area of tourism economic activity (Konsolas,1994), they attract further assistance to sustain their
resources and to develop their services. This provides an opportunity for SMTEs and destinations to take
advantage of the available assistance in order to develop their infrastructure, train their labour force and
institute distribution mechanisms which will reduce their strategic disadvantages and enable them to
strengthen their competitiveness. [Section 1.2 examines the competitiveness of the Aegean islands in Greece
as a prime example of regions which can achieve high competitive advantage in tourism, but suffer
disadvantages in other economic activities].
Despite the above challenges being regarded as opportunities for SMTEs and destinations, they also imply
a great threat for tourism industry members who fail to appreciate the potentials and neglect to take action
in order to benefit from the new opportunities. Therefore, tourism planning, information diffusion and
incentive policies should stimulate both private and public sectors' reaction to these challenges, aiming to
strengthen the competitiveness and profitability of both destinations and SMTEs.
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1.1.3 The thesis rationale: Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservation Management
Systems as strategic tools for the long term prosperity of SMTEs and destinations
This research proposes that destinations' and SMTEs' strategies are closely interrelated, while it suggests
that a "differentiation" and "niche" grand strategy should be adopted, in order to delight the
consumer/tourist, strengthen the profitability and competitiveness of SMTEs and destinations in the long
term, as well as develop the host populations' prosperity by ensuring the sustainability of their resources.
Ultimately, equitable return on resources utilised need to be achieved for both SMTEs and destinations. A
close cooperation between the entire range of tourism principals at the destination level is advised in order
to strengthen SMTEs' ability to compete efficiently in the global tourism market. Thus, an intensified
cooperation would reduce the competition at the local level, provide adequate resources to diminish the
overdependence upon distribution partners and enable a stronger representation in the international tourism
arena. Therefore, a closer cooperation is instrumental in the achievement of the strategic directions for both
SMTEs and destinations. [Section 1.3.3 proposes a strategy for both SMTEs and destinations, while it argues
the need for closer SMTEs' cooperation at the destination level. Chapter 5 illustrates the operational
practices of each tourism distribution channel member, while sections 5.1.4 and 5.2.5 illustrate the current
horizontal cooperation level at destinations by accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies].
The thesis also emphasises that distribution increasingly becomes the most critical element of the tourism
industry marketing mix. It is demonstrated that establishing appropriate partnerships with tourism
intermediaries is fundamental for their ability to achieve their strategic directions and their long term
competitiveness. This is illustrated by the fact that for every tourism "product" provided, the "promotion"
and "place" elements of its marketing mix, both controlled by the tourism distribution channel
intermediaries, effectively determine its "price". Therefore, the distribution function is pivotal for the
profitability of SMTEs and the economic impacts of destinations. As a result, a better understanding of the
tourism distribution channel mechanisms and problems is essential in order to identify ways to strengthen
the intra-channel position of SMTEs and destinations as well as their ability to distinguish suitable partners
for their products. Therefore, it elaborates on the conflicts of the tourism distribution channel partners and
the allocation of intra-channel power, demonstrating that smaller .partners throughout the channel suffer
severe disadvantages due to their overdependence on their channel partners, and their inability to achieve
reasonable returns on their investments. An examination of the methods and criteria utilised to select suitable
partners is also undertaken for each tourism distribution channel member, in order to illuminate the sources
of conflicts as well as to identify ways to strengthen SMTEs' distribution mix. This analysis is utilised as
input to the identification of ITs strategic tools which can ameliorate the distribution function of SMTEs and
destinations. [Chapter 2 illuminates the currently utilised tourism distribution channel, by examining each
members' roles, needs and trends. Chapter 5 demonstrates the distribution mix and framework for each
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tourism distribution channel member. Chapter 6 illustrates the research findings on criteria utilised to select
tourism distribution channel partners, as well as the sources of conflict between tourism distribution channel
partners'.
The emerging ITs are regarded as a great opportunity for SMTEs and destinations to develop strategic tools
in order to achieve their strategy and to strengthen their distribution function. The emerging ITs and the
electronic superhighway offer unprecedented opportunities for the development of destination based
computerised platforms, which will eventually network SMTEs in a total wealth creation system, offering
a seamless amalgamation of local tourism products. They can also bridge the gap between consumers and
principals, supporting the distribution function of SMTEs and destinations. The development of "partnership
marketing" aiming to establish relationships between consumers and the travel trade, would eventually reduce
the dependence of SMTEs and destinations on their distribution intermediaries, and therefore, would facilitate
a certain degree of "disintermediation". The pace of penetration of ITs in the tourism industry and the
strategic and operational utilities also need examination. This thesis proposes that the development of a
Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservation Management System (DICIRMS) would strengthen
the competitiveness of destinations and SMTEs, as well as their ability to achieve the proposed strategy.
More importantly, it is argued that a DICIRMS will reduce the overdependence experienced upon tourism
distribution intermediaries, and thus, reinforce the distribution and promotion functions of SMTEs, in order
to support their profitability and enable them to improve their product delivery. As a consequence,
DICIRMSs are proposed as strategic tools to reverse the unfavourable implications of SMTEs' and
destinations' marketing disadvantages and their adverse position in the tourism distribution channel. [Section
3.3.2.5 elaborates on the DICIRMS concept and demonstrates its operation. In addition, Chapter 7 provides
a thorough insight into the level of ITs utilisation by each tourism distribution channel member, while chapter
8 illustrates the tourism distribution channel members' perspectives and willingness to use a DICIRMS].
1.1.4 The structure of the research
The structure of this thesis reflects the complexity of the research themes, as it attempts to provide insights
into the problems, challenges and proposed strategic solutions for the SMTEs and destinations. It adopts a
holistic approach examining the distribution issues, ITs' utilisation and DICIRMS perspectives, from the
point of view of the core tourism distribution channel partners, namely, accommodation establishments,
incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies. Thus, the research attempts a
thorough illumination of the major themes, through the tourism distribution channel prism, aiming to explore
an under-researched area in tourism, which has pivotal implications at both the micro and macro level.
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Chapter 1 introduces the conceptual framework of the research, by outlining the philosophical stimulus,
as well as the problems, challenges and opportunities, and proposed solutions. In addition, it places the
research into context by providing a brief background of Greek and Aegean tourism, while it illustrates the
significance of the SMTEs and undertakes a brief strategic analysis. Section 1.2 provides a critical analysis
of the competitiveness of tourism in Greece and the Aegean islands, while it argues the urgency for thorough
research and strategic planning. Based on the Aegean region, Section 1.3 examines SMTEs' contribution to
the tourism industry, while proposing a generic strategy for both SMTEs and destinations, suggesting the
need for a supportive agent for SMTEs' cooperation. Chapter 2 focuses on the theoretical framework of
distribution, as an element of the marketing mix, while it illuminates the Tourism Distribution Channel by
analysing thoroughly the functions, needs and trends for each tourism distribution channel member. This
chapter elaborates the tourism distribution body of knowledge and examines it critically in order to illustrate
the intra-channel conflicts and power allocation. It clearly explains that smaller tourism distribution channel
partners have a greater dependence upon their channel partners for their profitability. Chapter 3
concentrates on ITs' applications in the tourism industry. The strategic implications of ITs for
organisational competitiveness are examined first, while all types of CRSs are examined comprehensively,
drawing the map of the "electronic tourism distribution channels jungle". The DICIRMS idea is then
conceptualised, by examining its contribution to SMTEs and destinations, as well as its function,
organisation, distribution and economics. Previous experiences of DICIRMSs' operation and failures are
utilised to provide several lessons for future developments. Chapter 4 illustrates the methodology of this
research project, illustrating the research design and analysis processes, as well as the limitation experienced.
Chapter 5 elaborates on the operational, distribution, marketing, and cooperation practices findings
for each TDC member. A critical analysis of the tourism distribution channel partners' operational practices
is undertaken, in combination with the implications for their profitability, competitiveness, and satisfaction.
SMTEs' strategic weaknesses are clearly demonstrated for firms operating both at destinations and places
of origin of tourists. Chapter 6 provides the findings of the tourism distribution channel partners'
interrelations investigation. It illustrates the selection criteria utilised by each tourism distribution channel
member to choose their partners, as well as the conflicts between tourism distribution channel partners, while
it examines the distribution channel power allocation for each partner. Emphasis is given to conflicts between
tour operators and accommodation establishments, as they are central to this research. The vulnerability of
the small tourism distribution channel partners both at the destination and the places of origin is highlighted
through the conflicts analysis. Chapter 7 illustrates the findings of the current ITs utilisation by the
tourism distribution channel members. An in-depth examination of the existing technology applications,
hardware and networking utilised and the perception for their future usage is provided. This analysis is
utilised in order to measure the degree of familiarisation with ITs within the tourism industry, as well as the
tourism distribution channel members' abilities to identify technology as strategic resources. In addition, as
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ITs are a prerequisite for the development and operation of a DICIRMS, the capability of tourism
distribution channel members is also examined. Chapter 8 concentrates on tourism distribution channel
members' perception of DICIRMSs and their willingness to use these systems. It also examines the
anticipated value-added which tourism distribution channel members expect a DICIRMS to contribute to their
operation. The chapter demonstrates that familiarity with ITs is a prerequisite for the understanding of the
concept and utility of DICIRMS, as well as for the willingness of tourism distribution channel members to
participate in such systems. It is also demonstrated that each tourism distribution channel member has
dissimilar levels of interest in the system, emerging from their conflicting distribution strategies and
commercial interests. Chapter 9 concludes the research project by synthesing the major inferences. It
demonstrates that a DICIRMS can assist in the reduction of SMTEs' dependence upon their tourism
distribution channel partners and consequently strengthen its competitiveness. The chapter also provides some
guidelines for future research. Finally, it debates whether the current tourism distribution channel members
would he capable of comprehending the paradigm-shift experienced in the industry and adopt the proposed
strategic tools.
The following section places the research framework into context, by examining the tourism industry
operation and development processes in the Greek Aegean islands. It is argued that several similarities can
he identified with other remote and insular destinations, as the peripherality, remoteness, insularity and small
size of tourism enterprises are pivotal characteristics of numerous leisure destinations worldwide.
1.2 Tourism in Greece and the Aegean islands: critical issues
It is beyond the scope of this research to provide a comprehensive analysis of Greek tourism, but it attempts
rather to highlight the critical issues which are related with the distribution and competitiveness of the
destination and its SMTEs, and therefore, to place the research framework into its context. Greece and the
Aegean region have been selected for this research, not only due to the interests of the researcher, but also
because of their character as one of the most remote, peripheral, insular and poor economic regions of the
EU. Greece has a long tradition in tourism and hospitality mainly due to its history and ancient civilisation
(Briassoulis,1993,p.285; Skoulas,1985,p.2; EIU,1986,p.45). A dramatic increase in tourism flows to Greece
in the late 1970s and 1980s was experienced, facilitated by the maturity of competitive destinations, the
availability of natural, sociocultural and environmental resources, the existing airport infrastructure in major
islands, and the lower cost of living in comparison with most of Europe (EIU,1990,p.49; Komilis,1987;
Leontidou,1991; Papadopoulos,1989,p.297-300; Buckley and Papadopoulos,1986,p.86; Sezer and
Harrison, 1994,p.77).
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On a regional basis, the Aegean Archipelago is the largest island complex in Europe, accommodating 4.5%
of the Greek population living on 95 inhabited islands (Eurostat,1993,p.320-327; Buhalis,1991,p.16b). The
area is divided into two administrative peripheries and five regions as demonstrated in Figure 1.2. Due to
the insular character of the region, a great nautical industry and tradition has been established since early
times. Apart from agriculture and an extensive fishing industry, the region's economy depends heavily on
tourism, as its insular character, as well as the lack of infrastructure and qualified professionals, deprive it
of competitive advantages in other economic activities (Konsolas,1994,p.152). Thus, peripherality; distance
from mainland Greece; historically unfriendly relations with neighbouring Turkey (Gure1,1993); scarcity of
resources; inadequate infrastructure; and industrial development are the major reasons for the region's
hampered economic development and prosperity in comparison with the Greek and the EU averages
(Eurostat,1993 ,p .320-327; Provatas,1984,p.134; Drakatos,1993; Logothetis,1990a,p .45 and p.85). However,
there is evidence that the Aegean islands achieve numerous competitive advantages as a successful tourism
destination (Buhalis,1991,p.72; EIU,1990,p.61; Konsolas,1994,p.152; Logothetis,1990a,p.45; ETBA,1992a
and 1992b; Finas,1991,p.225; Stavrou,1988,p.43-46, and 1989a,p.15; Tourism in Greece,1994,p.13;
Boniface and Cooper,1987,p.111; Ottaway,1993; Wickers,1993).
1.2.1 The contribution of tourism to the Greek national and Aegean regional economies
Despite the structural problems in the Greek economy, tourism is emerging as a stimulant of the national
economy, while it is regarded as an activity which flourishes through the re-distribution of labour within the
EU (Zacharatos,1989,p.274; Economist,1993a,p.5; Truett and Truett,1987,p.178). Tourism is a major
export for the Greek Economy and a contributor to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and balance of
payments, as in 1993 it generated $3.3bn, providing 4.4% of the GDP and covered 26% of the country's
merchandise trade deficit. However these figures do not include pre-purchases of drachma by tourists abroad,
credit card payments, payments for cruises and other earnings, which have been estimated to increase total
receipts by up to 80% (EIU,1990,p.49, 1994,p.42 and 1993,p.43; Papadopoulos and Mirza,1985,p.133;
Epilogi,1994,p.355). Thus, the GNTO (1993,p.10) estimates that in 1992, foreign currency imported into
Greece from all types of tourism expenditure was $5.8bn, contributing almost 8% of the GDP and covering
41.7% of the international trade deficit. Tourism is also increasingly recognised as an instrument for regional
development policies, especially for socio-economically depressed areas (Konsolas and Zacharatos,1993,p .57;
Papadopoulos and Mirza,1985,p.134; Zacharatos,1989,p.281). Hence, the immigration pace from the
Aegean islands was diminished and a trend for re-habitation on the islands is evident
(Panagiotopoulou,1990,p.10; Loukissas,1982,p.537; Logothetis,1990a,p.23). Tourism is also a major
employer as it is estimated that 10.6% of the Greek labour force or 350,000 employees are occupied in
tourism (GNT0,1993,p.10; OECD, I992,p.70) despite great seasonality (Zacharatos,1989,p.283;
Drakatos,1987; Mourdoukatos,1988; Papadopoulos and Mirza,1985,p.134). However, the true contribution
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Figure 1.2 Administrative map of Greece
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of tourism to the Greek economy is substantially greater, as the official figures ignore the "para-economy"
(black or parallel economy), estimated to be as high as 28-50% of the official GDP (EIU,1993,p.25;
EIU,1990,p.47; Zacharatos,1989 and 1988). The WTTC (1993,p.26-31) report however, illustrates that the
contribution of tourism to the Greek economy is greater than the above figures when indirect impacts are
taken into consideration. It also predicts a dramatic growth of the tourism industry for the next decade.
Unfortunately, there are insufficient data to assess the contribution of tourism to the Aegean regional
economy (Komilis,1991,p.6 and 1994,p.68). Naturally, the economic impacts of tourism vary greatly from
region to region, according to the economic structure of each island (Loukissas,1982,p.535). About 37.5%
of the 28,000 Aegean firms are tourism enterprises, all of which are SMEs (Litinas,1993,p.1; Litinas and
Scarpetis,1992,p.8), while almost two thirds of the Aegean labour force are employed in the service sectors,
and most of them in tourism (Eurostat,1993,p.320-327; Logothetis,1990a,p.21). About 58% of the Gross
Regional Product in the Dodecanese economy is generated by the service industries (mainly tourism)
(Finas,1991,p.103; Logothetis, 1989,p.45), although the multiplier effect magnitudes tourism's impact
(Eurostat,1993,p.320-327). In addition, the Dodecanese region has a surplus on its international trade and
contributes to the reduction of the national balance of payments deficit (Finas,1991,p.126 and p.138). It can
therefore, be concluded that the Aegean islands' wealth depends almost exclusively upon tourism activity,
and therefore it demonstrates that supporting the Aegean destination and SMTEs is instrumental for the
prosperity of the local population.
1.2.2 Tourism supply in Greek and Aegean tourism
The Greek tourism product is an amalgam of natural, cultural and heritage attractions spread throughout the
country, as well as a wide variety of tourism services offered pre-dominantly by SMTEs. Some, "25,000
registered and protected monuments and archaeological sites, numerous museums and about 500
characteristic traditional settlements" offer a unique blend of tourist attractions (Buckley and
Papadopoulos,1986,p.96). A plethora of SMTEs provide the entire variety of tourism amenities, as a total
of 7,500 official accommodation establishments with a total capacity of half a million beds are provided in
different categories as demonstrated in Table 1.1. An estimated accommodation capacity of about one million
beds, in unregistered and unregulated "rooms to let" and "self-catering appartments" (often referred to as
"parahoteleria") is provided also (EIU,1990,p.47; Jenner and Smith,1993,p .142; Leontidou,1991,p.98;
SETE,1993a,p.42; Zacharatos,1989,p.284 and 1993,p.3). Eurostat estimates that about 20,000 restaurants
operate in Greece, while a countless number of other types of catering and entertainment establishments are
on offer. Furthermore, some 7,000 travel agencies, 1,500 coach rental and some 4,000 car rental firms are
estimated to operate throughout the country (EC, 1993d). Accessibility is facilitated through 32 airports, most
of which can receive direct international charter flights. An extensive Olympic Airways scheduled flight
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network, as well as newly established small carriers facilitate domestic air transportation. Moreover, a
complex network of sea, road and rail transportation enables passenger transportation throughout the country
(Briassoulis,1993,p.291). Unfortunately, the infrastructure in Greece is incapable of supporting the tourism
superstructure growth of the last decades, and thus, telecommunications, transportation, police and health
services, water supply, and sewage systems are under extreme pressure in the summer peak months to satisfy
the demand density (Konsolas and Zacharatos,1993,p.63; EIU,1990,p.61).
The implementation of the Greek national tourism policy is supervised by the Greek National Tourism
Organisation (GNTO), and the Ministry of Tourism. The two organisations share the responsibilities for
planning, implementation and promotion of Greek tourism at the national and regional level, as well as
coordination of the public and private sectors involvement in all tourism activities. Public investment in
commercial facilities was undertaken in the early days of Greek tourism to stimulate both tourism demand
and the private sector's confidence to invest. The GNTO operates 21 regional and 25 overseas offices in 18
countries worldwide (Konsolas and Zacharatos,1993; Leontidou,1991; Briassoulis,1993).
Table 1.1 Greek hotels and similar establishments' capacity as in 1994
Category Accommodation
units
Beds Contribution
%
Average
beds
Hotel Lux 39 16,775 3.4% 430
Hotel A 296 85,429 17.1% 287
Hotel B 807 95,004 19.0% 118
Hotel C 2,122 126,270 25.3% 60
Hotel D 901 29,162 5.8% 32
Hotel E 757 18,837 3.8% 25
Bungalows 112 12,199 2.5% 109
Hotel and bungalows 130 35,494 7.1% 273
Motels 33 3,018 0.6% 91
Pensions 901 27,474 5.5% 30
Boarding houses 54 1,370 0.3% 25
Inns 30 398 0.08% 13
Furnished appartments 1,327 48,092 9.6% 36
Motel and bungalows 1 84 0.02% 84
Total 7,510 499,606 100% 66.5
ource: GNTO, Department of Accommodation Establishments.
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The Aegean islands have been a traditional destination since the 1960s, offering a great number of facilities.
A thorough analysis of their supply is provided in Buhalis (1991,p.25-35), while major statistics on the
developments are provided in several publications (NSSG; Tourism in Greece,1994; Logothetis,1992a). A
great number of site and event attractions can be identified, as the Aegean complex is unique in Europe. The
traditionally built islands and the beautiful landscapes on the one hand, and the unspoiled sea on the other,
make it a desirable summer destination. The major attraction is the classical "sun, sand, sea" in combination
with the cultural, natural, and historical resources, as well as the event attractions taking place. In 1994,
accommodation was provided in almost 2,000 official hotels with a total capacity of almost 132,000 beds.
Table 1.2 illustrates the accommodation capacity per island, and category. In addition, about 90,000 beds
in almost 7,000 registered "rooms to rent" and self-catering were provided. In total therefore, it is estimated
that the accommodation capacity of the Aegean islands is about 220,000 beds, in almost 9,000 officially
registered enterprises. Nevertheless, due to the "parahoteleria" phenomenon, which is booming in the insular
tourism destinations, these figures are substantially underestimated (Leontidou,1991,p.98). In addition,
thousands of catering, sports and entertainment enterprises of every type operate every summer. Essentially
all tourism providers in the region are SMTEs, as the average hotel size is 66 beds per unit, while only few
enterprises occupy more than 100 employees. Accessibility is one of the most important elements of the
tourism product, especially for insular destinations. The Aegean islands have a very complicated . and well-
developed transportation system which incorporates at least one major port in each island and 16 airports,
most of which are capable of receiving charter flights directly from Europe. There is a great number of
connections between the mainland and the islands, as well as between the islands themselves. In 1988, about
nine thousand charter flights arrived at the islands, carrying 1.2 million passengers from 71 cities of the
world. The Aegean islands are also connected, by ferry services, with the port of Pireaus in Athens, while
a great number of island to island connections facilitate inter-island transportation. Accessibility and
transportation connections between the Aegean islands improved recently with the introduction of modern,
fast and convenient vessels, such as hydrofoils and catamarans (EIU,1990,p.61).
The Aegean tourism products are distributed to the international market predominantly through European
tour operators, which organise packages for the Aegean islands. Some 800 tour operators were reported to
operate in Greece in 1994 (Tourism in Greece Business,1993,p.130-155). In addition, there are more than
300 incoming travel agencies on the Aegean islands which act as tour operators' handling agents, and
provide a variety of tourism services directly to consumers. They usually participate in the negotiations
between tour operators and accommodation establishments as well as cooperate with tour operators'
representatives at the destination. In addition, the GNTO operates six information offices, while several local
authorities provide tourist information as well as distribute promotional material. Furthermore, the global
GNTO network abroad distributes information material to potential tourists, as well as undertakes all the
marketing and public relation functions, both for individual and institutional customers.
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In terms of organisation, the GNTO and the Ministry of Tourism undertake most of the tourism planning,
marketing and legislation at both the national and regional level from its headquarters, centrally in Athens.
It has therefore, the entire responsibility for all ranges of activities such as marketing, publication and
distribution of promotional material, co-operation with tour operators, design of incentives policy and
development regulations for every region. There are two GNTO directorates locally on the Aegean islands,
one in Lesvos responsible for the Northern Aegean Periphery, and one in Rhodes for the Southern Aegean
Periphery. Furthermore, in most islands local associations for each type of tourism enterprise coordinate the
private sector and lobby the public sector in order to improve their operational environment.
1.2.3 Tourism demand for Greece and the Aegean islands
Greece has had a continuous growth in arrivals, since the early 1950s. Despite the lack of any
comprehensive tourism demand analysis, several research documents address the tourism demand issue
(Psoinos, 1994a and 1994b; GNT0,1985a; Fotis,1992; Logothetis,1992b,p.10; Buhalis,1991,p.37-49;
Tourismos ke Oikonomia,1993; Stavrou,1986c and 1986a; NSSG,1993,1990,1987a,1985,1983). In 1950,
33,333 foreign tourists passed the borders while this figure rose to almost 10 million in 1993, as illustrated
in Table 1.3. A concentration in the summer months can be observed, as in the last ten years 37.5% of the
average arrivals were in July and August, while the period May to September attracted 74.0% of total
arrivals. The dominant countries of origin are Germany and Britain, with a share of 22% and 23%
respectively in 1993. Tourism arrivals in Greece are forecasted to double to 20m arrivals by the year 2000
(Jenner and Smith,1993,p.161). As far as arrivals in the Aegean islands are concerned, there is a lack of
any reliable data for the entire region, although it is estimated that the region attracts slightly more than one
fourth of the national figures.
In 1993, about 48.5 million bednights were recorded for all types of Greek accommodation establishments,
of which 75% were international tourists. The Aegean islands have enjoyed a steady growth which reached
12 million bednights in 1991, accommodating one quarter of the tourists arriving in Greece. EIU (1990,p.61)
suggests that "each island resort has a different market profile and there is a very wide variety from island
to island in the type and geographical source of clientele". The vast majority of the bednights spent in the
area were by Europeans, especially British, Germans, Swedish, Finnish, Dutch and Austrian. As a result,
these nationalities are the dominant markets for the destination, accounting for more than three quarters of
the bednights, with the British and Germans contributing almost half of all bednights. Domestic tourism is
also a significant contributor. In 1993, more than 75% of tourists arrived in Greece by air and 57.8% of the
total arrived on charter flights, because of the distance from the country of departure. This is expected to
be higher for the Aegean islands as travellers prefer direct charter flights rather than having a stopover in
Athens. In 1985, about 89% of the tourists' arrivals to Greece were holiday-makers, while 7% travelled only
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Table 1.3 Tourism demand evolution in Greece in the period 1950 - 1993
YEAR Arrivals Var. Bednights of Var. Capacity Var. Exchange in Var. Expenditure
per capita in $
	
142
Var.
n.a.
foreign tourists in beds million $
n.a.Year 1950 33,333 n.a. - - - - 4.735
Year 1951 40,568 21.71 - - - - 5.933 25.30 146 2.95
Year 1952 68,184 68.07 - - - - 9.583 61.52 141 -3.90
Year 1953 94,41038.46
66.95-
- - - - 22.721 137.10 241 71.23
Year 1954 157,618 1,273,105 - - - 25.321 11.44 161 -33.25
Year 1955
Year 1956
195,852
218,301
24.26
11.46
19.90-
1,351,312 6.14 - - 29.123 15.02 149-7.44
1,594,088 17.97 - - 31.213 7.18 152 2.22
Year 1957 261,738 2,041,096 28.04 - - 41.374 32.55 166 9.21
Year 1958
Year 1959
Year 1960
276,534 5.65 2,069,722 1.40 - - 36.196 -12.52 142 -14.46
339,802
399,438-
22.88 -	 2,552,271 23.31 - - 41.667 15.11 138 -2.82
17.55
23.72
2,963,478 16.11 - - 49.260 18.22 141 2.17
Year 1961 494,191 3,934,522 32.77 57,022 - 62.469 26.81 142 0.71
Year 1962
Year 1961-
Year 1964-
597,924 20.99 4,921,803 25.09 60,945 6.88 75.986 21.64 140 -1.41
741,193
757,495
23.96 6,129.500 24.54 65,604 7.64 95.415 25.57 142 1.43
2.2(5 5,102,121 -16.76 71,741 9.35 90.800 -4.84 135 -4.93
Year 1965 976,125 28.86 6,158300 20.70 78,487 9.40 107.575 18.47 127 -5.93
Year 1966 1,131,730 15.94 8,810,300 43.06 85,323 8.71 143.458 33.36 144 13.39
Year 1967 996,473 11.95 - - 90,362 5.91 126.768 -11.63 149 3.47
Year 1968 1,017,621 2.12 - - 98,631 9.15 120.263 -5.13 137 -8.05
Year 1969 1,305,951 28.33 6,212,000 - 108,180 9.68 140.470 16.80 131 -4.38
Year 1970 1,609,210 23.22 7,683,639 23.69 118,859 9.87 193.556 37.79 155 18.32
Year 1971 2,257,994 40.32 11,224,000 46.08 135,103 13.67 305.299 57.73 171 10.32
Year 1972 2,731,58I0.97
3J77,682
14,687,325 30.86 151,420 12.08 392.700 28.63 176 2.92
Year 1973 16.33 15,698,030 6.88 166,552 9.99 514.900 31.12 197 11.93
Year 1974 2,188,304 -31.14 10,214,164 -34.93 175,161 5.17 436.600 15.21 253 28.43
Year 1975
Year 197E,243,563
Year 197T4597,354
3,172,986 45.00 13,574,801 32.90 185,275 5.77 643.600 47.41 244 -3.56
33.74 19,202,614 41.46 213,431 15.20 823.700 27.98 225 -7.79
8.34 18,714,446 -2.54 231,797 8.61 980.600 19.05 248 10.22
Year 1978 5,081,033 10.52 22,259,598 18.94 247,040 6.58 1,326300 35.25 293 18.15
Year 1979 -5,798,360 1 4.12	 26,672,482 19.82 265,550 7.49 1,662.300 25.33 318 8.53
Year 1980 5,271,115 -9.09 27,170,344 1.87 278,045 4.71 1,733.500 4.28 361 13.52
Year 1981 5,577,109 5.81 28,171,610 3.69 285,860 2.81 1,881.000 8.51 369 2.22
Year 1982 5,463,060 -2.04 29,954,664 6.33 301,230 5.38 1,527.200 -18.81 303 -17.89
Year 1983 5,258,372 -3.75 27,216,605 -9.14 317,920 5.54 1,175.700 -23.02 246 -18.81
Year 1984 6,027,266 14.62 32,821,789 20.59 333,820 5.00 1,312.800 11.66 238 -3.25
Year 1985 7,039,428 16.79 35,709,851 8.80 348,170 430 1,428.000 8.78 217 -8.82
Year 1986 7,339,015 4.26 35,450,027 -0.73 359,380 3.22 1,834.200 28.45 261 20.28
Year 1987
Year 1988-8,351,182
8,053,052 9.73 35,755,308 0.86 375,370 4.45 2,268.100 23.66 297 13.79
3.70 36,000,000 0.68 395,810 5.45 2,396.100 5.64 305 2.69
Year 1989 8,540,962 2.27 34,157,667 -5.12 423,790 7.07 1,976.000 -17.53 245 -19.67
Year 1990 9,310,492 9.01 36,298,604 6.27 438,360 3.44 2,575.000 30.31 290 18.37
Year 1991 8,271,258 -11.16 29,873,046 -17.70 459,300 4.78 2,566.100 -0.35 319 10.00
Year 1992 9,756,012 17.95 36,260,299 21.38 475,800 3.59 3,268.400 27.37 350 9.72
Year 1993 9,913,267 1.61 36,474,968 0.59 499,606 5.00 3,335.200 2.04 354 1.14
Average variation 16 11 7 19 3
Note: Expenditure per capita is given by dividing the tourism receipts by the total arrivals excluding the ciuise ship passe gers
Travel exchange excludes payments from Tour Operators, payments with credit cards and rest recei ts
Source: Adapted from Greek National Tourism Organisation, and Tourismos ke Oikononna,1993.
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for business, 2% for other reasons and 1% were in transit (GNT0,1985a,p.20). Similar results emerged in
recent research, although the location of the data collection influenced the motivation of the sample,
stimulating a higher percentage of business travellers (Psoinos,1994a,p.62). The average length of stay in
the country was 14 days, while the average expenditure per capita in 1993 reached a level of $354: it is
estimated that 53% of the tourists arriving in Greece in 1985 had bought an inclusive tour package
(GNT0,1985a,p.8). This figure may have increased slightly, as almost 58% of travellers arrived by charter
flights in 1993, while tourists arriving on the Aegean islands benefit from direct accessibility and tend to
participate in organised tours more frequently. However, the Aegean islands have all the qualities required
to respond to the new tourism era", where a greater degree of individuality and sophistication is essential.
1.2.4 Critical issues: structural weaknesses and tourism product handicaps
Despite its popularity and growth over the last 40 years, the Greek tourism industry has reached a stage
where both its potentials and competitiveness have become questionable. "The seemingly unstoppable growth
of this market contributed to a degree of complacency which has led to Greece repeating some of the errors
made in Spain. Rapid price increases mean the country is no longer perceived by mass market clients as
cheap in relation to comparable destinations in the Mediterranean, but much of the country's tourism
infrastructure, hastily built in response to demand for cheap accommodation, does not meet the needs of a
market less sensitive to price and more concerned with quality and value for money" (EIU,1990,p.45).
Richter-Papaconstantinou (1992,p.27) explains that tourism development in Rhodes "takes place without any
Master Plan of the area; respect for the landscape and environment; analysis of whether there is demand and
what the demand is after; regard to what is happening in similar situations". At the micro level, Chitiris
(1991,p.148-150) describes a range of managerial problems in Greek resort hotels, which diminish the
quality of the tourism services. Unless the Greek tourism industry addresses a number of critical issues
immediately, its future would be seriously jeopardised, resulting in a potential catastrophe of the Aegean
region's economy.
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The major weaknesses and threats for the Greek tourism product as well as the challenging factors can be
summarised in the following points
• Image of Greece as cheap, simple, unsophisticated, undifferentiated, sun-sea destination;
• Gradual deterioration of tourism product and lack of re-investment in improvements;
• Increase in tourism arrivals but decrease in tourism expenditure per capita;
• Inadequacy of the Greek planning process;
• Dependence upon major TOs for promotion and distribution of the Greek tourism product;
• Plethora of anarchically developed and behaving SMTEs, aiming for short term profitability;
• Inadequacy of infrastructure to serve the ever-expanding demand;
• Lack of coordination at the destination and disrespect for tourists' needs;
• Lack of professionalism and training in both state and private tourism establishments;
• individualistic behaviour by SMTEs and unwillingness to cooperate on a destination basis;
• Unsuccessful and inconsistent programmes of government intervention;
• Almost unregulated environment, with near complete lack of control;
• Development of tourism as a single regional development option;
• Failure of the private sector to invest in long term projects;
• Deterioration of natural, social and cultural resources;
• SMTEs' inability to resist in global concentration in the tourism industry;
• Failure of both the private and public sectors to learn from internationally gained
experience in tourism development and marketing;
• Lack of tourism research to identify the impacts of tourism;
• Negligence with regard to new tourism demand challenges.
As a result, Greece and the Aegean islands fail to attract the desired "high-quality, high-expenditure"
tourists, as they are increasingly unable to satisfy their requirements. The deterioration of the tourism
product and image leads to a lower willingness to pay by consumers, which consequently, leads to a further
drop in quality, as the industry attempts to attract customers with lower prices. This is a vicious spiral which
has been destroying the essence of developing tourism in several Mediterranean destinations. The
concentration of bargaining power in European distribution channel intermediaries and tour operators in
particular, in combination with the inability of the Greek tourism industry to promote itself and offer
effective distribution channels, inevitably minimise the profit margins of SMTEs and their ability to yield
decent returns on their investment. As a result, Figure 1.3 illustrates that tourists' expenditure per capita in
Greece deteriorates gradually, while their volume increases (SETE,1993a,p.35). As the tourist arrivals are
forecasted to double to 20m annually by the year 2000 (Jenner and Smith,1993,p.161), these pressures are
becoming even greater. Ultimately the economic benefits of tourism in Greece become debatable, especially
due to the inadequacy of tourism economic research and data, while the destination has to bear
environmental, social and cultural decay. Encouragingly, articles in recent tourism industry publications
(Touristiki Agora; Tourismos ke Oikonomia; Travel News; XENIA), as well as several influential members
of the tourism industry (Josephides,1993a, 1994c and 1995; Skoulas,1994; Daskalantonakis,I994;
Divanis,1994b; Plevris,1995; Kalogeropoulou,1989; Rizos,1990; Papandropoulos,1995) acknowledge these
challenges and appreciate the dangers, urging both the private and public sectors to take action.
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The above issues are addressed throughout this thesis and are the basis for the marketing analysis. They
illustrate that the Greek tourism product increasingly becomes incompetent, while emphasising that the
inadequate "product", "promotion" and "place" (distribution) elements of the Greek tourism marketing mix
have unfavourable implications on the "price", deteriorating the profitability of the SMTEs and the tourism
economic impacts on the destination. A thorough SWOT analysis of the Greek tourism industry and the
SMTEs was undertaken by Buhalis (1991), as part of destinations' and SMTEs' strategic management and
marketing analysis. As summarised in section 1.3.3, a strategic management plan is proposed to facilitate
the reversal of the unfavourable trends, in order to improve the quality and competitiveness of the tourism
product, establish efficient distribution methods and respond to the tourism demand challenges.
1.2.5 Major profitability problems for small and medium-sized tourism enterprises
Due to the aforementioned structural problems, a decline in the profitability of tourism enterprises at the
destination is experienced. As demonstrated in Table 1.4, which represents the majority of the larger Greek
tourism enterprises, only car-rental companies and travel agencies managed to have an acceptable return-on-
equity (16.9% and 14.5% respectively), which can be compared with the 17% interest rate obtainable from
saving bank accounts (Epilogi,1994,p.110); the 27.5% cost of capital (p.111); the 14.4% inflation rate in
1993 (p.37); or the 8.8%-11.1% average return-on-equity of industrial investments (p.233). In contrast,
yachting and cruising companies had a much tower profitability, while ac-commodation establishments had
a negative return-on-investment (-1.8%) and a negative profit margin (-6.9%). The average return on
shareholders' equity, as well as the average profit margins, throughout the industry are both negative (-0.9%
and -2.7% respectively), leaving little room for optimism. Surprisingly, 1993 was characterised as a "good
year", as it reduced 1992's losses dramatically by 68.3%, while the return-on-equity for accommodation
establishments improved by 69.32% (from -5.9% to -1.8%) (Tourismos ke Oikonomia,1994). Smaller
tourism industry companies are expected to have experienced worse problems as they have less bargaining
power, knowledge of markets, marketing activities, financial resources, management structures and expertise,
and therefore are less profitable.
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Table 1.4 Basic financial data of Greek tourism enterprises in 1993 (in thousands of drachmas)
Car rental
enterprises
Yachting-
cruising
enterprises
Travel
agencies
Hotels Total
1. Sample size 44 40 279 1,451 1,814
2. Personnel employed 1,068 29 3,831 - -
3. Bed capacity - - - 253,227 253,227
4. Total assets 16,030,421 18,806,889 52,562,990 623,061,276 710,461,576
5. Fixed assets 20,515,996 16,488,921 22,440,360 832,633,899 829,079,176
6. Depreciation 6,772,166 1,945,660 7,773,910 326,108,906 342,600,642
7. Debts 10,316,801 12,050,095 41,278,428 296,869,161 333,514,535
8. Net
 worth
(shareholders' equity)
5,713,620 6,756,694 11,284,562 353,192,115 376,946,991
9. Gross revenue 5,443,866 6,033,001 24,599,341 93,060,240 129,136,448
10. Net profit 968,013 276,881 1,637,237 (6,405,118) (3,522,926)
11. Return on share-
holders' equity [10/8]
16.94% 4.10% 14.51% (1.81%) (0.93%)
12. Debt/Total assets
ratio (%)	 [714]
64% 64% 79% 43% 47%
13. Net profit margin
[10/9]
17.78% 4.59% 6.66% (6.88%) (2.72%)
ource: Adaptedfrom	 - our sm as quoted in Tourismos ke Oikonomia, December,p. 15.
The low profitability of hotels as well as their inability to increase their prices in line with inflation is
determined by several major reasons. The low occupancy level achieved yearly is a key problem. Horwath's
(1994,p.9) suggestion of 73.3% average annual occupancy in 1993 is based only on the larger
accommodation establishments, while GNTO's figures illustrate that the average occupancy for the entire
accommodation population is 56.8% (contributed by 42.7% foreign and 14.1% domestic tourists). However,
a major methodological problem arises in the discussion of occupancy rates, as the majority of leisure hotels
in the holiday resorts remain closed during the winter period. The occupancy rates quoted are based on the
summer season when accommodation establishments operate (often April-October) and therefore, are not
comparable with figures from urban hotels operating year-round. Similarly, the seasonality of the
Mediterranean and Greek tourism industry has always been a problem for the profitability of SMTEs, since
enterprises operate only for a limited period (Jenner and Smith,1993,p.70; Drakatos,1987; Donatos and
Zairis,1991). Attempts to promote winter tourism in Greece have proved fairly unsuccessful
(EIU,1986,p.56). This is attributed to the image of Greece, as an exclusively summer-sun destination, as
well as due to the uncoordinated attempts to maintain a certain degree of tourism enterprises active during
the winter months (EIU,1990,p.57).
Factor	 Rhodes annual average for the
five year period 1988-1992
+ Inflation at destination 	 16.6%
+ Change of labour cost	 18.8%
+ Cost of capital (mortgages interest rates)	 27.5%-42% (*)
- Inflation at place of origin (for major markets) 	 2%-4%
- Depreciation of local currency in relation to ECU 	 8.7%
# Increase of hotel average room rates 	 9.5%
# Increase of hotel bed capacity in Rhodes	 6.6%
# Increase of hotel bednights in Rhodes	 4.3%
Source: Adapted from Minaidis (1994a,p.12); Divanis (1994a,p.1); Logothetis (1992b,p.13);
Dafni (1995); Ktenas,1994 and 1995; XENIA (1994,0ctober,p.16-17).
Note: (*) Initial capital charged 27.5%, but penalties for overdue payments pushed it
up to 42%, while deregulation of interest rates in 1990 boosted charges (Dafni,1995)
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The average room rate is the second major determinant of the profitability of accommodation establishments.
Figure 1.4 examines the factors affecting the annual room-rate increase and demonstrates the basic ratios
which affect accommodation establishments' pricing in Rhodes. It is becoming apparent that high levels of
inflation, employment costs and cost of capital, in combination with a relatively strong currency policy and
low rates of inflation in major markets reduce the ability of Greek accommodation establishments to offer
competitive prices and maintain their profitability. Marketing inadequacies and the inability to promote the
Greek tourism product as a differentiated entity; rapid increase of supply in comparison to demand; as well
as overall dependence upon oligopsonistic tour operators for the Greek tourism product promotion minimise
the profit margin of accommodation establishments and deteriorate both the quality of their product and
profitability. Increasing levels of pressure by tour operators prevent SMTEs from re-investing in their
properties and therefore, a gradual deterioration of the properties is inevitable (Richter-
Papaconstantinou,1992,p.14; Skoulas,1985,p.9). Figure 1.4 illustrates that European tour operators, faced
with fierce competition in their markets, are essentially willing to pay an annual price increase equal to little
less than the depreciation of drachma, plus the inflation at the place of origin of the tourists (Ktenas,1994).
This policy progressively deteriorates the accommodation establishments' profitability and product, while
it has severe impacts for their prosperity. The situation is worse for smaller accommodation establishments,
which manage to negotiate even smaller price increases, due to their exclusive dependence upon fewer
intermediaries ( Logothetis ,1992b 'p.14).
Figure 1.4 Factors affecting the real change in accommodation price at Greek destinations
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The oversupply of tourism services both in Greece and worldwide, also contributes to global competition
for a less rapidly increasing demand (Josephides,1993a,p.54). In Greece, the average annual increase of the
official hotel bed supply in 1983-1992 was 4.7%, while the annual average increase in international tourist
bednights was 2.7% (Epilogi,1994,p.271). The investment incentive Law 1262/82 boosted this oversupply
as it generated small, unfeasible and uncontrollable accommodation units unable to offer high quality of
services, while it exaggerated the concentration of tourism units in infrastructure undersupplied resorts
(Kriebardis and Marmagiolis,1990,p.51; Stavrou,1989b,p.5). The vast majority of the capacity growth is
in the uncontrolled "parahoteleria", which provide very low quality and priced accommodation, and
therefore, appeal to mass tour operators' clientele. This does not only increase unfair competition for the
official hotels, but it also reduces both tax revenues and employment at the macro level.
*
Global tourism development and oversupply enable tour operators to apply a "structural seasonality", by
directing tourism periodically to alternative destinations. Consequently, tour operators support demand for
low priced destinations and thus, pressurise enterprises in other destinations to reduce their prices in order
to increase their competitiveness. For example, early in 1993 there was a decline in bookings for Greek
hotels which forced hoteliers to accept underpriced contracts for 1994, with minimal price increases (0-8%).
This resulted in a healthy demand for 1994, which boosted their confidence and enabled hoteliers to achieve
price increases of around 15 %-20 % (Minaidis,1994b,p.5). However, bookings for the 1995 season were
predicted to be very low or they were deliberately kept below their normal volume. As a result, last-minute
room rate re-negotiations for the 1995 season were undertaken, while the GNTO urged accommodation
establishments not to panic and reduce their rates when negotiating for the next season (Zougris and
Dafni,1995). Once price negotiations were completed bookings increased at their normal rates. Substitute
Mediterranean tourism destinations encounter a similar structural seasonality in alternate years, and thus,
a circle is achieved every few years maintaining the price levels below satisfactory levels for principals.
Hence, the prices of tourism products throughout the Mediterranean are kept very low and the profitability
of local hoteliers evaporates.
As a result, newly established SMTEs have been unable to pay back their mortgages and bank loans, and
therefore they experience an increase in their interest rates from an expected 14-18%, to penalty rates of up
to 42% (XENIA,1994,0ctober,p.17; Dafni,1995,p.61). This situation has severe impacts on these
accommodation establishments' ability to survive and as a consequence, it is estimated that 1250 newly
established small and medium Greek hotels (almost 20% of the population) are already in receivership
(XENIA,1994,0ctober,p.17). Intensive political lobbying attempts and often succeeds in doing so, to assist
SMTEs with temporary solutions and exceptions, based on the arguments that tourism enterprises are
contributing to the national economy; the interest rates increases are unjustified; as well as that SMTEs play
a national role at the Greek border (Dafni,1995; XENIA,1994,September,p.9-12, 1994,0ctober,p.17-20,
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and 1994,January,p.7-8). Nevertheless, it is evident that under the oligopsonistic situation described in the
marketplace, the private sector is almost unable to operate without subsidies from the public sector.
Therefore, to a large extent, both the Greek private sector and tourism demand are subsidised by the Greek
government, reducing the macro-economic impacts of tourism on the destination.
Horwath (1994,p.3) concludes that "unfortunately, the results in terms of return on investment in the tourism
industry are not very promising especially when compared with those of other Greek economic sectors. It
is an undisputable fact that the average Greek tourism entrepreneur is heavily dependent on the tourist
package price which is ruthlessly negotiated by the international tour operators. It is an 'unhealthy'
dependency as a result of the weak position of the Greek tourist product in the international market. In
addition, the aforementioned dependency is the result of the lack of marketing activities in an average tourist
enterprise. As we all know, effective marketing activities are based on the product, place, price, promotion
which all contribute to client satisfaction and further to a bigger share in the international tourist market. Up
to now, three of the aforementioned important elements of marketing have been overlooked which determine
the weak negotiation power of the Greek entrepreneur". Hence, radical measures are required in the product
formulation, the promotion strategy and the distribution channels to support the destinations' and the SMTEs'
competitiveness, profitability and prosperity. Failure to react by strengthening the competitiveness of the
Aegean accommodation establishments and SMTEs would have severe implications for the future of tourism
activity in Greece, as the essence of its existence is jeopardised, and its economic contribution may be
questionable.
1.2.6 Tourism impacts on the host population
The above situation has profound implications for the Aegean host population, as their economic,
sociocultural and environmental resources are exploited, without ensuring their sustainability. Lack of
comprehensive research and failure to initiate carrying-capacity limits or zoning systems contribute to the
anarchic development of tourism, as well as expanding the negative impacts of tourism on society and the
environment. Hence, the Aegean region is required to pay without achieving equitable returns on resources.
Despite the contribution of tourism to the Greek and Aegean economies, certain negative economic impacts
can be identified. Not only is the competitiveness and profitability of the tourism industry jeopardised, but
also the region seems to follow a single-development of tourism as a regional development option, at the
expense of industrial and agricultural growth. As a result, the economic structure of the destination is
jeopardised, while a complete dependence on tourism and a reduction of the tourism multiplier become
inevitable (Komilis,1991,p.7; Stavrou,1989a,p.6 and p.14; Vernicos,1987,p.105; Loukissas,1982,p.537;
Briassoulis,1993,p.295). Public sector subsidies to the private sector, as well as unemployment benefits in
the off-season period also reduce the benefits at the macro level (Mourdoukoutas,1988;
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Leontidou,1991,p.102). Both opportunity costs and displacement effects (Fletcher,1993a,p.115) are therefore
evident. However, lack of scientific research though, on the economic impacts of tourism, makes the real
contribution of tourism in the economy speculative, rather than one based on hard evidence (Zacharatos,1988
and 1989; Konsolas and Zacharatos,1993).
A number of negative sociocultural impacts are reported for Aegean society. The islands are almost crime-
free zones, due to the personal relationships of the locals. Tourism introduces criminal activity, through
visitors' misbehaviour, such as "lager-louts" behaviour, hooliganism, and nudity, which often offend the host
population, who have no option but to tolerate it (Tsartas,1989 and 1992; Briassoulis,1993,p.296;
Stavrou,1978,1979,1980,1986b; Loukissas,1982,p.538; Castelberg-Koulma,1991,p.201). Furthermore, the
commercialisation of history, cultural traditions and human relations is also evident (Briassoulis,1993,p.296;
Papadopoulos,1988b,p.24 and 1988a,p.30), while locals overwork during the summer season
(Mourdoukoutas,1988,p.325), altering or even neglecting their social, family, religious and cultural
obligations (Castelberg-Koulma,1991; Moore,1992). Despite environmental resources becoming central to
destinations' competitiveness, many regions go through an unparalleled exploitation, due to inadequate
planning and re-investment in their sustainability (Buhalis and Fletcher,1992 and 1995). Coastal pollution,
water shortages, sewage treatment, waste disposal, traffic congestion, noise pollution, overbuilding, and
aesthetic degradation are some of the impacts already experienced in a number of resorts
(Briassoulis,1993,p.297; Coccosis and Parprairis,1992; Boniface and Cooper,1987,p.110; Peterson, 1990;
Leontidou,1991,p.99; Marinos,1983; Economist, 1991a; Stavrou,1988,p.19 and 1989a,p.5; EC,1994c,p.16;
Van den Bergh, 1993; Papadopoulos,1988b,p.24). In addition, the disturbance of endangered species' habitats
is another problem experienced on several islands (Briassoulis,1993,p.298; Ottaway,1992; Van Den
Bergh,1993,p.70; Pruner, Sweeny and Geen,1993).
The aforementioned impacts illustrate that tourism activity, and particularly mass tourism orientation, reduces
the sovereignty of host populations over their resources (Loukissas,1982,p .538). As these impacts are trade-
offs for the economic gains of tourism activity, it is important that consistent, long term strategic planning
should be undertaken, in order to enable the preservation of the local resources, and achieve sustainability
of the tourism destinations. These tasks should all be reinforced by research, political will and strategic
planning.
1.2.7 Political intervention, limited research, tourism policy and planning
Perhaps the largest obstacle in developing a competitive tourism industry in Greece has been inconsistent
political intervention. Unfortunately, tourism has extensively been utilised as a political vehicle, where each
government uses it to gratify its political needs and friends. This can be experienced at all levels of
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recruitment in the public sector institutions, as a change of government or even minister, results in immense
changes throughout the GNTO as well as to major policies and regulations. In addition, political allies of
each government achieve amendments in regulations, incentive policies and business environment through
intensive lobbying. These practices result in a great inconsistency in Greek tourism policy and disrupt its
rationalisation. Therefore, a "depolitisation of Greek tourism", towards a professionally managed public
sector, guided through a compromised strategic master plan is urgently required (Josephides,1995).
The limited existing scientific research highlights the lack of comprehensive examination of tourism impacts
in Greece, while it illustrates that tourism policy is based on insufficient documentation
(Zacharatos,1989,p.278 and 1988,p.22). Hitherto, public sector research is almost non-existent, while the
authorities seem uninterested in consulting the Greek tourism research produced by academia (Zacharatos,
1984 and 1986; Komilis,1987; Loukissas,1977; Papadimitris,1988; Papadopoulos,1985; Moore, 1992;
Tsartas,1989; Velissariou,1991; Fotis,1992; Buhalis,1991) or the international tourism body of knowledge
(Zacharatos,1988,p.24). Consequently, tourism policy follows conventional wisdom and concentrates on
attracting a larger volume of tourists, ignoring scientific methods to assess the economic, social and
environmental impacts of each tourism segment, assuming that the more the tourism volume, the better for
the national economy.
The lack of a comprehensive tourism policy or a tourism Master Plan for Greek tourism is instrumental in
the aforementioned problems. Policy is often based on mid-term, unsubstantiated statements published by
the Tourism Ministry or the GNTO (GNTO, 1993, 1989a, and 1985b), often as pre-general election
material. Based on the assumption that tourism arrivals to Greece would increase indefinitely, the general
directions of Greek tourism policy focus invariably on the following tasks (Euromonitor,1992,p.61;
GNT0,1989b,p.4.1 and 1993,p.1; OECD, 1992,p.70; Skoulas,1985,p.14; Leontidou,1991,p.88-91;
Apostolopoulos,1990; Zacharatos,1989,p.275 and 1988,p.21):
• Increase arrivals and foreign exchange income;
• Increase competitiveness of tourism product;
• Improvement of services in the industry;
• Reduction of seasonality and expansion of tourism season;
• Attraction of high spenders and alternative types of tourism;
• Construction of facilities appealing to the upper-end of the market,
such as luxury hotels, golf courses, congress centres, casinos and marinas;
• Development of tourism infrastructure, with emphasis on transportation;
• Support of social tourism for low-income domestic tourists;
• Geographical redistribution of tourism demand and supply to achieve an even spread;
• Training of tourism employees.
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Occasionally, incentives for tourism development; responses to lobbying from tourism related associations
and regions; training programmes; and general legislation, attempt to direct the Greek tourism industry
towards the policy directions described above. In addition, an inconsistent and fairly undifferentiated
promotional campaign is implemented yearly. The campaign attempts to achieve the above unspecified policy
tasks, while it is often a reaction measure to a forecasted decline of bookings for the current season, rather
than a coordinated, long term marketing policy (Jenner and Smith,1993,p.143; Papadopoulos,1989,p.304).
Despite the advertising campaign's positive impact on arrivals (Papadopoulos,1987b,p.74), the feedback of
the advertising campaigns is rather speculative, as no formal research is undertaken to identify the most cost
effective media and communication methods for each target market (Papadopoulos,1989,p.311 and
1987b,p.82; Woodside, 1990).
As deficient scientific examination of Greek tourism and its impacts, prohibits the authorities from
establishing quantifiable and measurable tourism policies, their policies are based on subjective and personal
judgments, while feedback practices are rarely followed. In addition, the implementation of the vaguely
defined tourism policies as well as the targets, regulations and standards often bend to accommodate lobbying
and political pressures (Zacharatos,1989,p.279 and 1988). Komilis (1991,p.10 and 1993,p.225) suggests that
tourism planning in Greece is generally realised and exercised within a socio-political environment
characterised by several factors: a limited degree of political commitment; lack of social awareness and
acceptability of planning actions; inadequacy of scientific and technical foundation to support planning
intervention; centralised administrative-institutional system gathering a plethora of functions, but failing to
perform its coordination and enforcing role. When the conflicting interests and power of each member of
the tourism industry are brought into the equation, where different partners attempt to influence legislation
in order to maximise their own short-term profitability, regardless of the impacts on the destination and other
enterprises, the planning process is becoming more complicated (Komilis,1993,p.227). This results in an
ineffective planning system and process, which produces policies unable to provide an appropriate balance
between restrictive policies and control of planning implementation. Moreover, the plethora of SMTEs, in
combination with inadequate legislation concerning their establishment and operation, seem to adversely
affect the competitiveness of the industry and the ability to diversify and enrich the local tourism product
(Komilis,1992,p.11; EIU,1990,p.59). On the tourism demand side, after the meteoric growth in the 1970s
and 1980s, the Greek tourism industry has been trying to transform "the country into a destination which
can compete not just on price, but on value for money" (EIU,1990,p.45). It is becoming apparent that the
tourism population is not infinite and an adaptability and responsiveness to tourists' needs is of great
importance. A legislation designed to protect the consumer/tourist is therefore, long overdue (Sezer and
Harrison, 1994,p.83).
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1.2.8 The need for tourism planning and a Master Plan
Consequently, international tourism competition, the transformation of tourism demand, and pressure from
the private sector which is unable to achieve adequate returns on equity, force the GNTO to draw up a
Master Plan, where a strategy should be adopted, based on quantifiable objectives and tasks
(Fletcher,1993b). Extensive research should be undertaken by using credible measurement methodologies,
such as Input-Output models and multiplier analysis, not only for the economic, but also for the social,
cultural and environmental impacts as well as consumer satisfaction measurement techniques
(Zacharatos,1988 and 1989; Fletcher,1993a and 1993b; Buhalis and Fletcher, 1992 and 1995; Dervitsiotis
and Kouremenos,1994). Thus, a planning process is required, to facilitate the development and
implementation of a tourism strategy, through funds allocation and monitoring, land use control, and
examination of tourism public and private sector practices. Komilis (1994,p.71) explains that although the
various levels of planning (sectoral, national/EU, spatial or regional) are not mutually exclusive, but rather
complementary, the regional level planning is more suitable for drawing sustainable strategies, especially
for areas with dissimilar needs such as the Aegean islands. The regional planning should "contribute to the
maximisation of regional development benefits in a way that utilises and mobilises the regional resource
base, realises regional inter-sectoral linkages and is compatible with regional economic interests, societal
values and environmental assets". It should also take into consideration the uniqueness of the insular
economies, as well as the sociocultural and environmental resources of each region and the complexity of
rural and urban functions. The planning process should encourage the complementarity and co-existence of
economic activities; regional self-sufficiency and reduction of dependence upon external inputs; and finally
integration within the EU area (Komilis,1991,11.12 and 1994,p.72; Loukissas,1982,p.539).
The public sector has to play its role as regulator, coordinator, infrastructure provider and promoter of the
destination, while a multi-integration of the tourism industry with all the involved bodies in the preparation,
distribution and delivery of the tourism experience needs to be ensured (Wanhil1,1993b; Hal1,1994,ch.2;
Jenkins,1991,p.64-77; Skoulas,1985,p.17 and 1994,p.10; Stavrou,1988,p.46). The private sector should
improve the Greek tourism industry competitiveness by ameliorating its managerial and labour force
competencies, enhancing the quality of services, designing appropriate marketing mixes to attract and satisfy
target markets and cooperating closely in order to achieve synergies and economies of scope
(Briassoulis,1993,p.300; Koufopoulos and Morgan, 1994). The reverse of the decreasing quality vicious cycle
is of critical importance for Greek tourism. Better quality services would stimulate the competitiveness of
the tourism product, strengthen its position in the international market, provide distribution channel power,
enhance its customers' willingness to pay, and enable the industry to increase its prices, improving the
profitability at the micro level and the economic impacts of tourism at the macro-level (Skoulas, 1994).
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The analysis of Greek tourism clearly illustrates the importance of tourism activity at both the national and
regional level, while it indicates the structural disadvantages of Greece and the Aegean islands as a tourism
destination. It demonstrates that the overdependence of the tourism industry on its distribution channels, as
well as the lack of planning and the plethora of SMTEs, generate numerous negative economic, sociocultural
and environmental impacts. It also examines the implications of the structural weaknesses and
overdependency for the profitability of the Greek tourism industry, illustrating the dramatic consequences
and urgency for action. It emphasises that the SMTEs are particularly vulnerable and that their marketing
and management decisions are often determined by their multinational distribution partners. Consequently,
it suggests that strategic planning is essential for the prosperity of the tourism industry. Therefore, a further
investigation of the SMTEs' needs and weaknesses should be undertaken in order to identify mechanisms
to strengthen their competitiveness. The issue of destinations' and SMTEs' strategies is examined from the
marketing and management point of view in section 1.3, where a diagonal integration strategy for SMTEs
is proposed, aiming to maximise consumer satisfaction, long-term SMTEs prosperity and host population
welfare at the destination level.
1.3 Small and medium-sized tourism enterprises and tourism destinations
Similarly to Greece and the Aegean islands, most tourism destinations around the world consist of SMTEs,
which provide a wide variety of tourism products such as accommodation, leisure facilities, attractions,
activities and transportation, attempting to satisfy consumers' demand. Although SMTEs originate a variety
of benefits for destinations, they also have negative implications due to their vulnerability, their deficient
marketing and management function, and their dependence on larger tourism distribution channel partners.
Nevertheless, the prosperity of destinations and SMTEs is closely interrelated, as the fortune of the one
heavily depends upon the management and competitiveness of the other. A generic analysis of the small
business contribution to the European economy is provided, while the contribution of SMTEs in the tourism
industry is examined thoroughly. An examination of SMTEs' competitiveness is attempted, based on the
strategic analysis of the Aegean SMTEs. Finally, a strategy is formulated attempting to achieve the
maximisation of tourists' satisfaction; the competitiveness and profitability of both destinations and SMTEs;
as well as the long term prosperity for the host population. This strategic analysis provides a framework for
the concentration on the distribution function of the SMTEs and their ability in taking advantage of the
emerging ITs.
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1.3.1 Contribution of small and medium-sized enterprises to the European economy and definitions
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) dominate most markets worldwide, for example the average size
of an EU enterprise is 6 persons (EIM,1993,p.15). In Europe, the significance of SMEs becomes more
obvious, as they are recognised as providers of a diversity of products and services for a wide range of
cultural and national backgrounds (EC, 199 lb and 1989b). More importantly, due to their flexibility, SMEs
are capable of operating successfully even during periods of economic turbulence and recessions
(EC,1993d,p.2). EC (1993c,p.71 and 1994b,p.1) recognises that SMEs have a strength in their presence in
expanding markets and the service sectors, due to their ability to serve market niches and their operation
flexibility. They also provide employment opportunities especially for women and young people, as well as
contribute to the economic progress, even in unfavourable periods, by utilising innovative production
procedures to deliver customised products and services (EC,1993b,p.71). Consequently, SMEs increasingly
attract governmental and supranational organisations' attention (EC,1993b,p.40, 1991c and 1993c,p.72-74,
1994b and 1989b; Thomas, 1995; Hewson,1995), as well as intrigue the interest of academic research
(Giaoutzi, Nijkamp and Storey,1988a; Karlsson, Johannison, Storey, 1993; Atkin,Chell,Mason,1993;
Reid,Jocabsen,Anderson,1993; Page, 1993; Bums and Dewhurst,1989; Curran and Blackburn, 1991;
Oaken,1984; Pratten,1991; Reid,1993; Reid and Jocabsen,1988; Hull and Hjern,1987; Rothwel and
Legreld,1982). Table 1.5 illustrates the distribution of EU enterprises according to their size and their
contribution to the EU economy.
Table 1.5 Small and medium-sized enterprises' contribution to the European Union economy
Type of
firm
Employees Firms in
the EU
% of
firms
Number
of jobs
% of the EU
employment
Total
turnover
Micro 0-9 14.5 m 93.05% 26m 30% 22%
Small 10-99 1 m 6.42% 22m 25%
48%
Medium 100-499 70,000 0.45% 14m 16%
SMEs 0-499 15,570,000 99.9% 62m 70% 70%
Large 500+  12,000 0.08% 26m 29% 30%
Total 15,582,000 100% 88m 100% 100%
urce: Adapted from ELM,1	 ; EC,1993a and 1993c,p. ; Page 1993,p.5.
It is evident therefore that SMEs are the backbone of the European economy and that their contribution is
instrumental for the growth of the EU and competitiveness in the international market (EC,1993c,p.72).
Classifying enterprises is not an easy task. Two major approaches can be employed: a quantitative/objective
and a qualitative/subjective approach. In the first case, three criteria are normally used, namely number of
employees, fixed assets and annual turnover. The classification according to number of employees is
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illustrated in Table 1.5, while the European Union classifies as SMEs all enterprises which have
(EC ,1991b ,p . VI):
• less than 500 employees;
• less than 75 million ECUs net fixed asset;
• less than 38 million ECUs net turnover;
• less than 1/3 of the company is held by a larger firm.
A wide range of qualitative criteria can be used such as the organisational structure; participation in hotel
consortia or chains; turnover; responsibility distribution in decision making; financial strength; operational
procedures; recruitment and training practices; decision making process; entrepreneurial involvement and
control; integration level; family domination in running the property; internationalisation of operation; the
marketing functions and managerial experience (Buhalis,1993,p.367; Poon,1988a,p.6 and 1990,p.110). When
hotels are classified, the number of beds criterion can be applied. Most authors seem to agree that
accommodation establishments with less than 50 rooms are small, (Go and Welch,1991,p.14;
WT0,1988,p.46; Moutinho,1990,p.104). Moutinho (1990,p.104) characterises as small all hotels and travel
agencies employing less than 10 people.
1.3.2 Contribution of small and medium-sized tourism enterprises to the tourism industry
SMTEs play a dominant role in the tourism industry worldwide (WT0,1991c; Buhalis,1991 and 1994,p.257;
Morrison,1994a,p.1; Thomas, 1995; Adam,1994,p.3). Despite their structural weaknesses emerging from
their management, marketing and training handicaps, SMTEs are particularly important for destinations'
prosperity, not only by enabling tourists to experience the destination character, but also by facilitating the
rapid infusion of tourist spending into the local economy (Cooper and Buhalis,1992,p.102). In addition, they
contribute significantly to the range, variety, authenticity and quality of the "tourism experience"
(Morrison,1994a,p.26). Moreover, SMTEs often formulate value-added networks of product and service
delivery, which enhance tourist satisfaction and stimulate the multiplier effects of the tourism activity at the
destination. Since a wide number of SMTEs are involved in order to deliver a tourism product and service,
the destination is literally an amalgam of SMTEs which address the consumer's needs.
It is estimated that more than 90% of hotels are SMTEs and family managed (Shaw and Williams, 1990,p.74;
Go and Welch,1991,p.14; Sheldon,1993a,p.636; Callan, 1989). Most of the accommodation establishments
throughout Europe are small, independent, flexible and seasonal (Go and Welch, 1991,p.52-56). More than
90% of Swiss hotels have 50 rooms or less and only 2% more than 100 rooms. France is perhaps a typical
example as enterprises employing up to 10 people represent 94% of the firms and 48% of total employment
in tourism. Only 19% of employment in the French tourism industry is generated from enterprises with more
than 100 employees (EC,1993d). The average hotel in the UK has 25 rooms (Lockwood, 1994,p.277), while
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70% of the Scottish Western Isles have less than five letting bedrooms (Cooper and Buhalis,1992,p.102).
In addition, 92.5% of the Scottish hotels and 98.6% of restaurants, cafes and snack bars have less than 50
employees (Adam, 1994,p.3). The average hotel and restaurant establishment in Greece employs 2.5 persons
(Leontidou,1991,p.96), while the average Aegean island's hotel has 63 beds (Buhalis,1991,p.25). Finally,
almost 90% of USA hotels have less than 149 rooms (Go and Welch,1991,p.24).
SMTEs in most cases operate informal organisational structures with great involvement by proprietors'
family (Lee-Ross and Ingold,1994,p.205; Thomas,1995,p.72). Often it is found that traditional household
roles are adapted in the every day running of the business (Lowe, 1988,p.209). Research in small Greek
hotels demonstrated that in many cases women have cooking, serving, cleaning and room setting
responsibilities, while men look after the reception, bar, construction, technology, negotiating prices and
signing-up contracts, purchasing, marketing and financial functions (Williams and Shaw,1988,p.34;
Leontidou,1991,p.102). As a result, business is usually run according to family principles, rather than proper
business practices, while people in the SMTE rarely have formal education or training. This often causes
both managerial and emotional problems. Smaller hotels are not simply smaller versions of larger hospitality
organisations but have distinct managerial/owner cultures of their own (Lee-Ross and Ingold,1994,p.204;
Thomas,1995,p.72; Callan, 1989; Quinn,Larmour,McQuillan,1992). SMTEs have therefore special needs
and requirements which affect their competitiveness and their ability to grow. Research in Scotland rates
eight major factors perceived by SMTEs as key contributors to the growth of small businesses in tourism,
namely: staff training; management training; marketing support; better interaction with local authorities; tax
exemptions and incentives; human resources and staff subsidies; financial support; and risk sharing in capital
investment (Moutinho,1990,p.111). In addition, Thomas (1995,p.72) highlights the need for further research
on SMTEs' dynamics which would provide a solid ground for policy and public support.
1.3.3 Strategy for SMTEs and destinations - strengthening competitiveness
Porter (1985a,p.1) suggests that competitive strategy "is the search for a favourable competitive position in
an industry" which is a function of the attractiveness of the industry and the relative competitive position
within that particular industry. He also argues that "competitive strategy aims to establish a profitable and
sustainable position against the forces that determine industry competition". Competitiveness is, therefore,
defined as the effort undertaken by organisations to maintain long term profitability, above the average of
the particular industry within which they operate or above alternative investment opportunities in other
industries. SMTEs' competitiveness should be assessed within a framework of competitive analysis.
However, as most SMTEs are family owned and managed, it is rather rare to identify rational entrepreneurs
who regard their business like just another investment opportunity (Lowe,1988; Lee-Ross and Ingold,1994;
Morrison,1994a,p.27). They tend to be emotionally involved with the enterprise and therefore, they are
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reluctant to abandon it in difficult times. Therefore, tourism entrepreneurs rarely take into consideration the
opportunity to diversify their portfolio with new enterprises, unless it complements their normal activities.
Thus, their strategic position is determined by their competitive position within their own industry. Finally,
as "tourists' overall experience is composed of numerous small encounters with a variety of tourism service
providers" (Moutinho,1990,p.104), there is a great overlapping between SMTEs' and destinations' strategies,
and thus, the competitiveness of each one is often indistinguishable from the other.
1.3.3.1 SWOT analysis for small and medium-sized tourism enterprises
A strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis is illustrated, based on strategic
management research undertaken for the SMTEs of the Aegean islands (Buhalis,1991 and 1992), as
illustrated in Figure 1.5. This analysis can be applied to SMTEs in most destinations and especially in
Mediterranean holiday resorts, while the interrelations between SMTEs and destinations are quite apparent,
illustrating that a destinations' weaknesses and threats are reflected in the competitiveness of SMTEs and vice
versa. The SWOT analysis concentrates on the structural, rather than functional, strengths and weaknesses
of SMTEs.
As far as the strengths of SMTEs are concerned, their flexibility and ability to tailor products to consumers'
needs are of great importance to their existence. SMTEs can identify profitable niches in the market,
establish the requirements of that market and attempt to satisfy the specialised needs (Moutinho,1990,p.106).
Direct control by entrepreneurs permits quick and efficient managerial reaction to external challenges. Fewer
hierarchical levels facilitate closer and more effective control over the service delivery process, enabling
personal services to customers. In addition, natural and cultural resources as well as their local character are
also significant assets for SMTEs, as they tend to be located at the heart of the local community. As a result,
they benefit from local resources and are ideally situated to offer special interest holidays. SMTEs can also
capitalise on personal relations with consumers, suppliers, labour and the entire tourism industry in general.
Their small size enables SMTEs to provide a personal finish to all products provided, while it is not unusual
for customers to become friends, and to be treated accordingly (Lowe,1988,p.210). Similarly, strong
relations with employees support labour loyalty and low turnover. The proprietor's family is normally
directly involved with every aspect of the business, reacting efficiently and promptly to any problem arising.
Their involvement in running the enterprise provides considerable benefits, especially in having a very
flexible, multi-skilled and dedicated workforce which tolerates unsociable working schedules as family
members feel committed to the long term prosperity of the enterprise. Thus, a better matching between
tourism demand and SMTEs' supply is achieved (Buhalis,1991,p.61; Cooper and Buhalis,1992,p.102; Go
and Welch,1991,p.53; WT0,1988,p.44; Lowe,1988,p.211; Williams and Shaw, 1988,p.28;
Morrison, 1990,p.24).
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Figure 1.5 Small and medium tourism enterprises' strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats analysis
Strengths
•	 Flexibility
•	 Tailor made product delivery
•	 Entrepreneurial activity
•	 Family involvement
•	 Strong local character
•	 Personalised relationships
•	 Labour loyalty and low turnover
Weaknesses
•	 Management
•	 Marketing
•	 Information technologies illiteracy
•	 Dependence upon tour operators
•	 Supporting markets
•	 Lack of economies of scale
•	 Human resources management
•	 Transportation and accessibility
•	 Financial management and resources
•	 Seasonality
•	 Lack of standardisation
•	 Lack of quality assurances
Opportunities
•	 European Union support
•	 European re-distribution of labour
•	 Increase in tourism demand size
•	 Trends in tourism demand
•	 Low cost of living in periphery
•	 Information technology
Threats
•	 Lack of visibility in CRSs
•	 Environmental degradation
•	 Concentration and globalisation
•	 Oversupply
•	 Infrastructure
•	 Wars-Terrorism
•	 Political intervention
Source: Adapted from Buhalis,1991,p.60c and 1992
However, a close-up of the structural weaknesses of SMTEs is critical for this thesis. Although entrepreneurs
are normally an asset for SMTEs, it seems that a number of managerial problems often arise. Lack of
operational management know-how creates inconsistency in the creation and delivery of the tourism product.
This has direct implications for consumers' satisfaction and the projected image of SMTEs. More
importantly, there is often a complete lack of strategic vision and it seems that enterprises are often an
extension of proprietors' domestic environment. Entrepreneurs recruit family members and relatives as
personnel and suppliers, even though more appropriate/qualified alternatives can be found in the market
place. Therefore, the management of SMTEs clearly projects proprietors' family life-style and decision
making processes on to an enterprise. Marketing is another significant weakness for most SMTEs
(Moutinho,1990,p.105), as they are often completely unaware of the techniques available and thus follow
a product-orientation rather than a consumer-orientation approach. Consequently, uncoordinated, isolated,
trouble-shooting marketing activities are occasionally undertaken, rather than a consistent and well planned
marketing campaign. Lack of marketing research debilitates SMTEs' knowledge of their consumers' needs
and wants and prevents them from identifying methods for improving services in order to meet consumers'
expectations. Inability to execute and finance advertising campaigns and other promotional techniques
reduces their visibility in their markets. These weaknesses in combination with the ITs illiteracy of
proprietors originate further weaknesses as SMTEs are unable to promote themselves through the emerging
ITs media and CRSs (Morrison, 1994a and 1994b,p.8). As a consequence of the above management and
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marketing weaknesses, SMTEs suffer from overdependence on the tourism distribution channels to promote
and distribute their product. In particular, intermediaries and especially tour operators, concentrate enormous
power within the tourism distribution channels (Morrison,1994a,p.14), and are capable of determining
SMTEs' product, marketing, distribution and pricing mixes, as examined in Section 5.1 and 6.2.2.1. The
marketing campaign and the visibility of SMTEs is often determined by the coverage, space, photographs
and description in tour operators' brochures. In addition, European tour operators can also control SMTEs'
accessibility, especially to Mediterranean or long haul destinations, as they own most charter airlines which
provide direct and inexpensive flights to these destinations. SMTE managers' computer illiteracy increases
the dependence upon the existing tourism distribution channels, as it prevents the exploration of newly
available tourism distribution channels, such as CRSs of all types, while it makes them reluctant to join a
DICIRMS, as discussed in chapter 8.
As most SMTEs are located in peripheral areas, there is usually little economic development in the supplying
sectors. Therefore, remote destinations have to import essential raw and construction materials from
elsewhere while SMTEs often face transportation, delivery and purchasing problems and excessive
transportation costs. In addition, lack of economies of scale essentially means that SMTEs have to pay higher
prices for products than their larger counterparts. Lack of specialised personnel and inadequate training
procedures mean that human resources management is a major weakness of SMTEs. As in most SMTEs,
personnel have to cover a wide range of positions, a loose job description is usually provided and multi-
skilled personnel are required. The labour turnover, due to the seasonality of the tourism industry, reduces
the availability of qualified and experienced personnel and makes SMTEs' tourism product delivery not only
variable, but also unprofessional. The small size of operation provides little opportunity for the division of
tasks, professional employees and proper training. Since no quality standards are introduced, service delivery
varies according to the occupancy, service provider and timing. Moreover, lack of economies of scale in
purchasing raw material, low bargaining power, and lack of advanced facilities are additional operational
disadvantages (WT0,199 lc and 1988,p.45; Shaw and Williams,1990,p.75; Buhalis,1991,p.64;
Morrison,1990,p.23-24; Williams and Shaw,1988,p.28). Transportation and accessibility to SMTEs may also
be a weakness, as most enterprises are located in peripheral and often inaccessible regions. SMTEs tend to
feel frustrated because they are unable to attract consumers, simply because they cannot provide convenient,
reliable and affordable transportation. The formulation of charter air carriers by destination areas, such as
Turkey and Spain, as well as the emerging deregulation policies in the European Union may diminish this
problem in the near future. Moreover, SMTEs face significant financial constraints as on the one hand they
are required to invest in fixed assets at the beginning of their operations, and on the other hand, there is a
discrimination against them by financial institutions, since they normally have very few assets. Consequently,
they are forced to accept unfavourable financial deals. The EU has realised this problem and has taken action
to provide financial resources for SMEs (EC,1993c,p.72). Finally, SMTEs suffer from seasonality problems
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and have to produce adequate income within a limited period every year. Lack of diversified investment in
other economic activities forces proprietors to work intensively for the peak months and rest in the off-peak
months, while their pay-back period is inevitably unfavourable. As the tourism industry becomes more
professional, embraces quality management and responds to an increasingly discerning customer, SMTEs'
typical lack of business expertise and minimal standardisation may become a liability especially for some
target markets (Cooper and Buhalis,1992,p.102).
Recent developments in the external environment present numerous opportunities for SMTEs. In the
European context, the European Union takes several actions to support small and medium-sized enterprises
(EC, 1993c,p.72), while it supports infrastructure development of peripheral regions and contributes
significantly to the prosperity of SMTEs. It is anticipated that a gradual European labour re-distribution will
be undertaken, providing support for each region to specialise in the production of goods and services where
it can achieve competitive advantages. Traditionally, remote and insular destinations, where a greater number
of SMTEs are based, achieve a competitive advantage in tourism, and therefore greater support is
anticipated. SMTEs benefit from the continuous growth of global tourism demand, as more people require
holiday services, while the new trends of tourism demand as examined in section 1.1.2, favour SMTEs as
they can satisfy the emerging specialised and sophisticated customer better than larger organisations.
Information and telecommunication technologies can provide strategic tools for SMTEs' tourism products
distribution and thus, reduce their isolation. Despite the marginalisation of SMTEs from the mainstream of
IT developments in the tourism industry (Morrison,1994a,p.8), and their extreme vulnerability as examined
in sections 2.3.2.5.3.2 and 5.1, the late emergence of the DICIRMS provides unique opportunities for
enterprises to reach a very wide market at an affordable cost as illustrated in section 3.3.2.5.1. New
technologies offer opportunities for developing innovative tourism products, such as teleworking for tourists
who would like to spend time working during their stay at the destination. Finally, SMTEs tend to achieve
a cost advantage, since they employ unpaid family members, and they usually operate in inexpensive
peripheral regions which have a lower cost of living in comparison with metropolitan areas.
In terms of external threats, environmental degradation through inappropriate waste management and
excessive usage of natural resources can be observed. Lack of know-how and funds effectively makes
SMTEs unable to deal with environmental problems. Consequently, they often suffer severe damages while
they feel unable to take remedial measures. Moreover, the oversupply of tourism service providers and lack
of well defined carrying capacity limits in several destinations has placed SMTEs in a disadvantaged position
as they cannot achieve sufficient income. Similarly, concentration of power in fewer tourism industry
enterprises through the emerging globalisation, also threatens the ability of SMTEs to survive. The issue of
infrastructure is closely related to the oversupply which attracts higher demand than planned. Destinations
often have limited infrastructure provisions which fail to follow the pace of development. As a consequence,
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there are pressures on the existing inadequate tourism facilities at a destination level. Finally, SMTEs suffer
the impacts of wars and terrorism activities, like every other tourism enterprise. However they have more
limited means of dealing with unfavourable situations and thus are more vulnerable in dealing with the
impacts. Political intervention, perhaps through the public sector and the legislator framework often damage
the prosperity of SMTEs. As SMTEs have little lobbying power they have limited influence over political
decisions which determine their welfare.
1.3.3.2 Strategy formulation for small and medium-sized tourism enterprises and destinations
As a result of the SWOT analysis, a strategy is proposed, in order to demonstrate the directions and
objectives SMTEs and destinations should set in their attempt to reduce their vulnerability. This also provides
a "solution framework", where the investigation into the distribution function and the emerging ITs tools is
based. A grand strategy, along with the main strategic directions, objectives and tasks for the SMTEs are
proposed in this section, aiming to strengthen the competitiveness and prosperity of SMTEs and destinations,
as well as to achieve long term equity in the returns on resources utilised for the creation of the tourism
product (Buhalis,1991). As there is a high degree of differentiation between various destinations and SMTE
types, only generic strategies can be drawn. However, these guidelines can be applicable to destinations and
SMTEs worldwide as they address the strategic rather than the operational issues. The analysis highlights
that SMTEs are leisure value added chains or networks of wealth creation, which essentially comprise the
entire destination. Therefore, an integrated approach is followed as there is a great complementarity between
destinations' and SMTEs' strategies and strategic directions.
1.3.3.2.1 Grand strategy for small and medium-sized tourism enterprises and destinations
The grand strategy analysis is based on an examination of three general strategy models, namely Porter's
generic strategies, Gilbert's proposition for "differentiation of the destination" and Poon's analysis for
"flexible specialisation". A grand strategy is then proposed for SMTEs and destinations based on inference
for these three models. Figure 1.6 illustrates the three main generic strategies proposed by Porter
(1980,p.34-46) in order to "outperform other firms in an industry": Overall cost leadership, where the firm
is required to minimise its costs, based on mass production and strict cost control of the main business
functions; differentiation of products or services offered by a firm, "creating something that is perceived
industry-wide as being unique"; focus on a "particular buyer group, segment of the product line or
geographical market" and achieve either cost leadership or product differentiation (Porter, 1980,p.37-38).
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Figure 1.6 Porter's three generic strategies
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE
Perceived product uniqueness Cost advantage
TARGET
MARKET
Industry
wide •	 Differentiation •	 Cost Leadership
Particular
segments
only
•	 Differentiation Focus •	 Cost Focus
 Porter,r, 80,p.39.
Furthermore, Gilbert (1984 and 1990b) argues that destinations should differentiate their tourism products
in order to be able to achieve a unique "tourist product benefit" which would enable them to establish their
position in the international tourism market, as well as to attract high spenders and loyal tourists. Tourism
destinations, therefore, should attempt to achieve a "status area" image, rather than a "commodity area" one,
as illustrated in Figure 1.7. In the first case, the destination is heavily substitutable, very sensitive to price
and economic changes, while consumers have a low awareness of any unique benefits or attributes of the
region. Thus, holidaymakers base their decision to visit the area merely on price, while the demand for the
destination is incidental and destinations are unable to attract high spenders. In contrast "status areas" achieve
intentional demand as a result of the unique product attributes perceived by the tourism market. These unique
attributes may be genuine or imagined and thus, a destination is regarded as irreplaceable, which increases
consumers' loyalty and willingness to pay. Gilbert (1990b,p.24-25) asserts that destinations should attempt
to become "status areas" in order to improve their image, loyalty and economic benefits.
Figure 1.7 Gilbert's differentiation strategy
Incidental demand Task Intentional demand
Willingness
to pay
higher prices
Willingness
to pay
higher prices
Status/
area'
Status/
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Source: Gilbert, 1990b, p.25
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A third strategic approach for tourism is proposed by Poon (1987, 1989, 1990 and 1988a), based on the
concept of "flexible specialisation" of the tourism business. In essence, Poon examines the tourism industry
processes and proposes a strategy to enable tourism organisations to improve their competitiveness. Poon
also argues that "flexible specialisation" is a strategy of "permanent innovation" and "ceaseless change"
which provides for the "new tourism". This new tourism is flexible, segmented, customised to the tourist's
needs and diagonally integrated. In contrast, the old tourism can be characterised as "mass, standardised and
rigidly packaged" (Poon,1989,p.91-93). "The main sources of flexibility for service firms lie in the
organisation, management, marketing, distribution and other forms of interaction and interrelationships
among guests, hotels, suppliers, distributors. What is important however is not each of these stand alone
aspects but how they are couple to create competitive advantages and hence, capabilities to move with the
market" (Poon,1988a,p.24).
Examination of these three main strategies illustrates that they share a similar base. Porter's "differentiation",
Gilbert's "status area" and Poon's "flexible specialisation" describe firms' and destinations' attempt to
achieve value competitive advantages. In contrast, the "cost leadership", "commodity area" and the
"standardisation or Fordism production model" describe firms' or destinations' effort to achieve "cost
competitive advantage", offering their products for less than their competitors. In the first case, consumers
perceive the product as unique and are willing to pay a premium, while in the second case, the decision is
merely based on price. The classical strategic decision of "low volume-high profit margin" or "high volume-
low profit margin" is the underlying concept of the two alternative strategies.
As far as tourism destinations and SMTEs are concerned, it is apparent that cost advantage has to be
avoided, as regions need to exercise the preservation of their scarce environmental and cultural resources
and achieve sustainable development. As cost advantage is based on mass production and consumption, they
assume an unlimited production capacity, which is inapplicable in the tourism industry. The inseparability
of the tourism product determines that consumers should be present at the time of product delivery, and
when combined with tourism seasonality, it generates demand peaks, which drain destinations' scarce
environmental, social and cultural resources. Moreover, destinations have maximum carrying capacities
beyond which both destinations and consumers' satisfaction is jeopardised. Both Gilbert and Poon agree that
destinations should aim to achieve "status area" or niche orientation, through differentiation, in order to
increase consumer satisfaction as well as to maximise the benefits for both regions and SMTEs. This strategy
is already adopted in several resort areas, such as Valencia in Spain, where it is recognised that the need for
diversification and differentiation "has now become essential owing to the level of competitiveness that has
been attained (and can be foreseen) in the world tourist market" (Fayos-Sola,1992,p.49). It is particularly
useful for insular destinations in microstates, where a limited number of economic and financial resources
are available (Wilkinson,1989,p.170).
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Although the economic benefits can also be achieved by using the "commodity area or the "standard
product model", it is argued that these approaches reduce tourists' satisfaction, consumer willingness to pay,
while they are against the tourism demand trends, as described in section 1.1.2. In addition, the "high
volume-low profit margins" strategy has catastrophic social and environmental impacts on destinations. As
most destinations are networks of SMTEs, there is a complete overlapping between their strategic
orientations, and therefore, the above analysis is applicable for both. Destinations implementing a "status
area" strategy would probably enhance tourists' satisfaction, as well as their competitiveness. The
formulation of unique and customised products by using flexibility and co-operation will also increase
tourists' willingness to pay and their loyalty, while it will respond to the new tourism demand trends.
However, the proposed strategy should not be an excuse for SMTEs not attempting to improve their
efficiency and minimise their production costs. Although the unique service for tourists' needs should be
their priority, offering perceived value for money would determine their competitiveness in the marketplace.
As a result, all SMTEs should assess their assets and strengths for serving specific markets and target them,
taking advantage of their small size which facilitates flexibility and specialisation. Unfortunately, some
resorts and SMTEs can no longer be positioned as irreplaceable unique products, due to their
overdevelopment. Tourism supply has exceeded the carrying capacity of these resorts, and their product
reached the saturation or decline phase of their life cycle. Several Spanish "costas" and some resorts in
Greek destinations, such as Benitses, Kayos, Faliraki, Malia, Hersonissos, Nidri (Josephides,1994c), have
been overdeveloped to such an extent that only a high-volume, low-profit margin orientation is feasible.
When resorts reach their saturation level only a "cost leadership" or "mass production" strategy can be
proposed, as they are unable to provide any specific "tourist product benefit". The attraction of the lower
end of the market is inevitable and as a consequence, there are no alternative strategies. The minimisation
of further social and environmental damage as well as attempts to improve the surrounding environment
should also be a primary objective of both tourism destinations and SMTEs in this case.
The grand strategy that SMTEs and destinations select to follow has direct implications for the most suitable
tourism distribution channels utilised to promote and deliver their tourism products. In general, large/mass
tour operators as well as multiple/large outgoing travel agencies tend to follow the "cost leadership"
orientation as they deliver a variety of "mass, standardised, rigidly packaged" products in "commodity
areas". Therefore, they often target consumers with lower disposable incomes. In contrast, smaller/niche tour
operators and independent/small outgoing travel agencies tend to serve the "differentiated", "specialised"
markets, and the "status areas". Thus, their customers are less price oriented and they focus on the value
of tourism products rather than on their cost. As a result, SMTEs and destinations will need to build a
distribution mix which will facilitate their grand strategy and will enable them to address their target markets
effectively and efficiently. The distribution mix design plays an instrumental role in the implementation of
the grand strategy and is pivotal for the competitiveness of destinations and SMTEs.
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1.3.3.2.2 Strategic directions, objectives and tasks
This section illustrates how the aforementioned grand strategy can be implemented for destination and
SMTEs, through a number of strategic directions, objectives and tasks, as presented in Figure 1.8. Three
pivotal strategic directions are identified in order to stimulate the growth of both destinations and SMTEs:
1. Enhance tourists' satisfaction and delight the customer;
2. Strengthen SMTEs' and destinations' long-term profitability and competitiveness;
3. Develop destinations and local areas sustainably, and ensure prosperity of host population.
Enhancing tourists' satisfaction and delighting the customer are pivotal to ensure the well-being of
destinations and SMTEs in the long-term. Consequently, the entire range of tourism service providers should
delight their clients. As a result of the tourism product integration, consumer satisfaction cannot be achieved
by independent businesses separately, but by the entire network of destinations' SMTEs. The improvement
in services is perhaps the most important strategic objective. Consistency in promises through standardisation
of service delivery and implementation of a total quality management philosophy throughout the tourism
industry are essential strategic tasks for achieving this objective, while flexibility in service delivery and
training are critical. Furthermore, the production of tailor-made tourism products should be ensured in order
to satisfy the specific needs of particular niches and the requirements of the emerging new tourism demand.
Life-style segmentation would enable destinations and SMTEs to design appropriate tourism products. In
addition, as tourist demand elasticity has increasingly become doubtful in recent years, the price of the
holiday is no longer considered to be the most important attribute in the decision-making process.
Consequently, SMTEs should concentrate on providing value for money at all price levels, as well as
offering whatever they have promised to the consumer.
Supporting the long-term competitiveness and profitability of SMTEs and destinations is by far the most
important strategic objective. The first strategic objective for every SMTE has to be the increase in its
revenue, by maximising its occupancy or load factors and the rates it achieves. The lengthening of the
operating season, as well as the identification of new markets and the penetration into existing ones, and the
effective utilisation of distribution channels will contribute to this strategic direction. Higher rates can be
achieved by targeting specialised and smaller tour operators, attracting alternative types of tourists and
expanding the distribution channels mix as well as by attempting a certain degree of 'disintermediation' by
encouraging direct sales to outgoing travel agencies or consumers. Aggressive marketing and establishment
of partnerships with other enterprises are essential functions of the SMTEs (Wood,1980). Motivation of
"front of house" employees as salesmen and sale incentives would also increase average spending per
customer. The use of CRSs may also be an appropriate method for achieving higher prices and better
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occupancy rates. Finally, yield management techniques should be utilised by all types of SMTEs to assist
them in pricing and maximising revenue. Cost control and rational management is the second strategic
objective needed to increase efficiency and profitability in the long term. Standardisation of the service
delivery process, minimisation of the labour cost through better operational management would be primary
recommendations. Managers and employees should improve their productivity and marketing skills by
intensive training. In addition, the rationalisation of supply management and the use of new technology is
expected to reduce operational costs. Finally, integration of service delivery enables SMTEs to provide
complementary services and achieve additional revenues without immense costs.
Human resources management is crucial in the tourism product delivery process. The concept of "internal
marketing", where employees are perceived and treated as 'internal customers' has to be utilised in order
to ensure their satisfaction. As Berry (1981,p.34) states "the satisfaction of the needs and wants of the
SMTEs' internal customers can upgrade their capacity for satisfying the needs and wants of their external
customers" and as a consequence, contribute to the profitability of SMTEs. Satisfactory salary and working
conditions are prerequisites for the well-being of SMTEs' employees. Long term relationships between
employees and SMTEs can reduce turnover, enable a better performance, while it can reduce recruitment
and training costs. Empowerment would enable employees to be involved in SMTEs' management and would
authorise them to respond more efficiently to consumer requests, while contributing to their job satisfaction.
Finally, state and public tourism organisations support is often vital for the long range survival of SMTEs.
Apart from the improvement in infrastructure, the state and public tourism organisations are expected to hold
the destinations' strategic responsibility, as well as to regulate the competition in order to enable smaller
enterprises to survive. Incentive policies are also introduced by public tourism organisations to enable
development or improvements in certain types of enterprises. Public tourism organisations are also
instrumental in attracting assistance from European Development funds while they also undertake the
majority of destinations' promotional activity. Finally, the need for public sector support to provide
affordable financial resources for SMEs is highlighted by the EU (EC,1993c,p.73).
The third strategic direction for SMTEs should be the sustainable development of the destination and the
local area as this is vital for both consumer satisfaction and SMTEs' profitability. Although, in most cases
SMTEs are unable to incorporate these types of strategic objectives and tasks, they can initiate a framework
of necessary actions for sustainable destination development through their associations. Environmental
protection is naturally the most important strategic objective as consumers' environmental consciousness has
been raised recently. Carrying capacity limits should be identified and strict regulations and guidelines for
tourism development need to be drawn. A zoning system should be implemented in order to locate tourism
activities according to the geographical morphology of the destination. In addition, natural resources
management is necessary, as tourism demand may exhaust the resources and especially the water supplies.
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Figure 1.8 Strategic directions, objectives and tasks for SMTEs and destinations
Strategic directions Strategic objectives Strategic tasks
1. 14.111tance tourists'
satisfaction and
delight the customer
1.1 Improvement of services a. Standardisation of service delivery
b. Development of quality control systems
c. Consistency of promises
d. Improvements in operational management
e. Flexibility in services delivery
f. Training and education improvements
g. Smile and personal relationships
h. Augmentation of tourism product
i. Total Quality Management
1.2 Specialisation of tourism product a. Niche marketing
b. lifestyle targeting
1.3 Value for money a. Quality at each price level
2. Strengthen SMTEs' and
destinations' long term
competitiveness and
profitability
2.1 Increase revenue a. Increase tourist volumes
b. Target new markets and penetration in existing
c. Use yield management
d. Expand distribution channel mix
e. Aggressive marketing
f. Achieve high average spending per customer
g. Select high-quality specialised tour operators
h. Attract alternative types of tourism
i. Use alternative distribution channels
j. Motivate front of house employees as salesmen
2 2 Cost control and rational management a. Standardise service delivery
b. Increase productivity
c. Reduce labour costs
d. Rationalise supplies management
e. Education/training for managers and employees
f. Use of new technology
g. Integrate service delivery within SMTEs
2.3 Human resources management a. Internal marketing
b. Empowerment
c. Satisfactory salary and working conditions
d. Long term relations with employees
e. Motivation and rewards
2.4 State and public tourism
organisation support
a. Destination development and control
b. Incentives policies for improvement
c. Attract European Union assistance
d. Promotional activity
e. Provide financial resources
1
3. Develop destination and
local area sustainably, and
ensure prosperity of host
population
3.1 Environmental protection a. Carrying capacity identification
b. Zoning system application
c. Architecture preservation
d. Installation of sewage treatment systems
e. Reduction of noise pollution
f. Natural supplies management
3.2 Infrastructure amelioration a. Accessibility improvements
b. Telecommunication improvements
c. Public facilities advancements
3.3 Transportation improvements a. Improvement of local timetables
b. Punctuality and reliability
c. Improvements of vehicles
d. Flexibility to meet demand
3.4 Economic integration a. Integration with raw material production
b. Utilisation of local labour force
c. Integration of tourism services
d. Diagonal integration of destination's economy
3.5 Equitable return on resources utilised a. Establish mechanism for re-investments
b. Provide services for host community
c. Invest in sustainability of resources
d. Ensure equity in distribution of wealth produced
Source: Adapted from Buhalts,1991,p.83a.
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The installation of sewage treatment systems and the reduction of noise pollution should be considered. In
addition, infrastructure amelioration must be one of the primary objectives of the destination, as it is an
essential prerequisite for both consumers' satisfaction and SMTEs' development. The improvement of
accessibility, public services, as well as the telecommunications facilities is a crucial factor. Transportation
is also significant in increasing both consumer satisfaction and profitability of SMTEs. Improvements of
timetables and services punctuality; increasing transportation capacity; improvement of the fleet in terms of
speed, cleanliness and leisure facilities are all required. Furthermore, greater flexibility is needed in order
to meet demand. Economic integration of the destination can improve the economic and social benefits of
tourism in the region and the efficiency of SMTEs. Tourism on the other hand should be utilised as the
catalyst and major stimulant of regional development. Consequently, tourism enterprises should make every
effort to use local raw materials and labour, in order to maximise the multiplier effects within the local area.
Diagonal integration of destinations' economy can be achieved by re-arranging the goods and service
production in order to support the tourism industry demand, and thus, minimise imports. Finally, SMTEs
and tourism organisations need to offer a fair return on resources utilised back to the host community. A
mechanism should be established to re-invest part of the revenues in the sustainability of the resources,
provision of services for the host community, such as education, training, health services; and generally
ensure equity in distribution of wealth produced from the local resources. As the private sector cannot be
expected to behave altruistically towards the host community, the public sector should probably utilise
regulation and taxation for this purpose.
1.3.4 Small and medium-sized tourism enterprises - a synopsis
It is increasingly recognised that SMEs have a profound contribution to the international economy, as they
formulate networks of flexible specialisation and produce tailor-made goods and services to satisfy consumer
needs. Due to their flexibility, SMEs are attributed the ability to survive periods of economic turbulence,
while they are regarded as major employment providers. In the tourism industry, family-run SMTEs
dominate the supply of most European countries, taking advantage of several strengths, and especially their
ability to provide personalised and flexible tourism products. However, their position is gradually
jeopardised, due to the tourism industry's increasing concentration and globalisation, as well as their IT and
management illiteracy, which diminishes their competitive position in the marketplace.
A strategic analysis is undertaken for both SMTEs and destinations, illustrating their Strengths-Weaknesses-
Opportunities-Threats for SMTEs. It is demonstrated that the structural weaknesses of the SMTEs, emerging
from their size and operational patterns, are responsible for their marginalisation from the core tourism
product, as well as for their overdependence upon their distribution partners for their visibility in the
marketplace. A grand strategy is proposed, suggesting that both SMTEs and destinations should attempt to
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achieve a differentiation strategy, based on a "low-volume, high profit-margin", in order to minimise the
negative environmental, sociocultural and economic impacts on destinations. Consequently, a range of
strategic directions, objectives and tasks are proposed aiming to enhance tourists' satisfaction, achieve long-
term competitiveness and profitability for both SMTEs and destinations, as well as to ensure destinations'
sustainable development and the prosperity of host populations.
1.4 Synopsis - Introduction to the research background and rationale
This chapter introduces the research by elaborating on the research philosophical stimulus and the logical
framework of the approach. It suggests that the research attempts to re-address the issue of wealth creation
and distribution through the tourism industry value-chain. It emphasises the need for equitable returns on
resources utilised by the industry, and urges for a fairer distribution of the total value-added generated
between the tourism industry partners. It is, however, widely recognised that SMTEs' and destinations' share
of the value-added is disproportionate to the resources they utilise for the production and delivery of the
tourism product. Consequently, their prosperity is jeopardised having severe implications for both the
tourism industry and the host population. This is attributed to four major problems, namely the oversupply
observed in the global tourism industry; the proliferation of mass tourism and its consequent exploitation of
destinations' environmental, sociocultural and economic resources; the industry concentration in multinational
corporations and the overdependency of SMTEs on their distribution partners; and finally, the structural
weaknesses and handicaps of SMTEs which emerge from their deficient management and marketing
functions. Despite these unfavourable market conditions, several challenges emerge, providing unparalleled
opportunities for SMTEs and destinations to reverse their weaknesses and improve their competitiveness.
The major opportunities and challenges examined can be summarised in the transformation of the tourism
demand to a "new era" where the specialisation/sophistication/segmentation/satisfaction will dominate
successful product delivery; the ITs' revolution which enables innovative SMTEs to strengthen their position
regardless of their size or peripheral location; the recognised significance of SMTEs and the support attracted
by the EU and governmental organisations; and the re-distribution of labour in the European area which
facilitates the regional specialisation in tourism and attracts support for both SMTEs and destinations.
The chapter illustrates these problems and opportunities by examining the tourism industry of the Greek
Aegean islands, where it is demonstrated that the aforementioned problems not only do damage to the
profitability of the private sector, but also have severe consequences on the economic, sociocultural and
environmental impacts of tourism. The structural weaknesses of SMTEs, in combination with incompetent
planning and intervention by the Greek public sector, place both the motivation and the rationale of this
research in context. Based on the Greek and Aegean island experience, the chapter suggests that the
problems examined emerge from the structural weaknesses of SMTEs. Therefore, they are widely applicable
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for most destinations, as SMTEs dominate the tourism industry worldwide. A thorough analysis of SMEs'
contribution to the EU economy, as well as an illustration of SMTEs' significance in the majority of tourism
destinations are provided. The chapter explains that SMTEs formulate networks for the amalgamation of
tourism products, while they set value-added chains enabling consumers to enjoy a combination of
individually produced products and services.
Moreover, the chapter summarises a strategic analysis for SMTEs and destinations attempting to provide a
framework for further analysis. A SWOT analysis is provided, illustrating that the weaknesses and threats
outnumber the strengths and opportunities, underlying the urgency for strategic action. In addition, the
SWOT analysis highlights that the management and marketing handicaps of SMTEs are responsible for the
overdependence of SMTEs on their distribution partners, while it also suggests that despite SMTEs' illiteracy
on IT, great opportunities emerge to strengthen their position. A grand strategy towards differentiation and
niche marketing is proposed, along with three strategic directions aiming to satisfy the customer/tourist,
support the long-term competitiveness and profitability of SMTEs and destinations, as well as develop
destinations sustainably and ensure the prosperity of the host population. Numerous strategic objectives and
tasks are also proposed, while the need for closer cooperation between local SMTEs is argued.
The strategic analysis and the proposed strategy, as well as the investigation of the critical issues encountered
in the Greek and Aegean tourism as a destination, provide a solid "problem-solution framework". This is
utilised as a basis for the tourism distribution channel examination and the assessment of SMTEs' intra-
channel position. In addition, it suggests guidelines for the appraisal of the opportunities emerging through
the ITs' revolution, as strategic tools for the strengthening the competitiveness of SMTEs and destinations.
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Distribution is emerging as one of the most critical elements of strategic management for every organisation
(Gattorna,1990,p.90; Schoe11,1985,p.333; Christopher,1991,p.378) and as "one of the few remaining sources
of real competitive advantage" (Mitche11,1995a,p.10). Gattorna (1978,p.471) suggests that distribution has
traditionally been examined as an element of a firm's marketing mix, although in contrast with the other
elements, it has received relatively little attention and research hitherto. The post-war industrial revolution
of the mass production era placed significance on the product itself, its designs and attributes. When most
basic needs were satisfied, the emphasis shifted towards consumers' awareness and convenience. "If the
eighties was a time when promotion was the key "p" and the early nineties a period when price took the
spotlight, in the coming years it will be place" (Mitche11,1995a,p.11).
The distribution concept and techniques were initially established in order to optimise the physical
distribution of commodities, and to facilitate all required activities to transport them from the supply to the
demand. Thus, the logistics concept emerged to accommodate both materials management and distribution
(Rushton and Oxley,1991,p.4). West (1989,p.3) proposes that "logistics involves the planning and control
of the interaction of materials management and the distribution of the finished product", while Christopher
(1986,p.1) suggests that logistics is "concerned with the management of the physical flow which begins with
sources of supply and ends at the point of consumption". Moreover, during the last decades rapid
developments in the service sectors increased the demand for efficient, scientific and rational methods to
reach customers for any kind of organisation (Cowel1,1991,p.182; Kotler, 1988,p.534). As a result,
"strategically oriented organisations are realising that a key to sustainable long-term profitability is increased
interdependence", which can be "achieved by building and fostering productive and mutually beneficial
channel relations" (Gattorna,1990,p.90) between distribution partners who can contribute to the formulation
of a value chain for wealth creation. Further, there is evidence that marketing channels may absorb an excess
of 50% of products' price, providing plenty of space for cost rationalisation (Mitche11,1995a,p.11). Thus,
distribution arises as, perhaps, the most significant part of the marketing strategy and mix, which effectively
determines the visibility and accessibility of each organisation. Moreover, West (1989,p.2) illustrates
Drucker's views, where distribution is described as one of management's final frontiers, as it affects all
aspects of firms' activity and organisation. As summarised by Mitchell (1995a,p.11) "effective channel
management has always been essential to turn demand into sales. But now it's moving to the top of the
strategic agenda as dramatic cost savings become possible, consumer requirements change, and as
distribution becomes a key to wielding power in the supply chain and itself a differentiator of brands."
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The tourism industry is no exception and setting appropriate tourism distribution channel effectively
determines whether tourism organisations are included in the customer's decision making models or not.
Moreover, globalisation observed in the tourism industry transforms the marketplace practices to more
information and transaction intensive ones, and thus dictates that more effective communication and
distribution channels are required to be established between potential tourists and principals, in order for a
trip to be realised. Unlike commodities, most of these transactions contain information and perhaps some
documentation rather than goods. Consequently, tourism is probably one of the most information intensive
industries, while distribution channels extensively influence the prosperity of both tourism enterprises and
destinations all over the world, not only by leading consumer behaviour, but also by determining the
competence of the industry and its ability to respond to consumers' desires and requests efficiently.
This chapter provides a concise theoretical background to distribution channels and attempts to present a
comprehensive picture of the current situation vis a vis tourism distribution channel. Whilst consumers'
needs and desires from the industry are examined in section 1.1.2, and tourism principals who 'manufacture'
tourism products at the Aegean Islands are examined in section 1.2.2, an analysis of the inter-channel
elements is offered here. Most functions, utilities and roles of channel intermediaries, ie incoming and
outgoing travel agencies, tour operators, and public tourist organisations (PT0s) are thoroughly analysed.
In addition, an investigation of the existing channels' impacts on tourist destinations, tourists' satisfaction
and other enterprises involved, is attempted. Critical issues in the relation of tourism distribution channel
members such as power, conflicts and strategic partnerships are examined, while their inter-dependencies
are highlighted. This chapter suggests that tourism distribution channels have undergone a great
transformation due to the metamorphosis of tourism demand, the revolution ITs provoke and the
development of the industry. Numerous trends for the tourism distribution channel members are identified,
while the differences between the tourism distribution channel formulations in different European countries
are illustrated.
2.1 Distribution channels as part of the marketing management function
Distribution or marketing channels are defined as "sets of interdependent organisations involved in the
process of making a product or service available for use or consumption" (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.1).
Further, the distribution concept is complex, involving a series of interlocking factors, which enable
organisations to establish a cost effective distribution process (West, 1989,p.4). Gattorna (1978,p.493) quotes
McCammon and Little (1965) stating that viewing the channel as an organised behaviour system "recognises
that a channel is a purposive and rational assemblage of firms rather than a random collection of
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enterprises", while "it emphasises the existence of co-operative, as well as antagonistic, behaviour within
the channel". Distribution channels have also been characterised as super-organisations as "they have
characteristics of complex social organisations even though channels are comprised of collectivities rather
than individuals" (Reve and Stern,1979,p.406).
2.1.1 Distribution channels: nature and concepts
As different consumer segments utilise different distribution channels to purchase goods and services, the
ultimate objective of logistics and any distribution channel can be summarised as delivering the right quality
and quantity of a product, in the right place, at the right time, at the least cost, to the correct customer
(Christopher,1986,p.4). Stern and El-Ansary (1992,p.1) also underline the promotional role of distribution
channels, as they hold responsibility for stimulating demand, through promotional activities. Distribution
management therefore concentrates on the establishment of a total system of materials and goods flow, from
the source of supply through to the final point of consumption. It "recognises the interconnections and
interrelationships between the multitude of functions involved in this movement, from source to user, and
in doing so forces management to think in terms of managing the total system, rather than just one part of
it" (Christopher,1986,p.4). Stern and El-Ansary (1992,p.1) go further to claim that "the channel should be
viewed as an orchestrated network that creates value for the user or consumer through the generation of
form, possession, time and place utilities". Therefore distribution channels are essentially facilitators of
demand management. Hitherto, the majority of research undertaken on distribution focused on the physical
delivery of commodities, and therefore logistics, optimum routes, storage and inventory control techniques
were at the centre of research. However, the rapid development of services which emerged in the 1980s and
grew over the 1990s, in combination with the evolution of ITs which minimised geographical limitations,
forced researchers to concentrate on the strategic implications of distribution channels.
A distribution channel consists mainly of intermediaries, which stand between producers and consumers, and
provide an efficient method for product and payment transactions within the marketplace. This is achieved
through centralisation of distribution and facilitation of the "discrepancy between the assortment of goods
and services generated by the producer, and the assortment demanded by the consumer". Moreover,
intermediaries support the routinisation of transactions which increase the exchange mechanism reliability,
while reducing costs, and finally facilitate both consumers' and producers' searching process for sellers and
buyers respectively, by rationalising the interchange process (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.4). There are
several ways to classify distribution organisations. Their role can be described as merchant middlemen (such
as wholesalers and retailers who buy, take title to and resell the merchandise), agent middlemen (such as
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brokers, manufacturers' representatives and sales agents who search for customers and may negotiate on
behalf of the producer, but do not take title to the goods), and facilitators (such as transportation companies,
independent warehouses, banks and advertising agencies who assist in the performance of distribution, but
neither take title to goods, nor negotiate purchases or sales) (Kotler,1988,p.528). The number of
intermediaries between the manufacturer and the consumer determines the channel level (Kotler, 1988,p.532).
In addition, members of distribution channels are often categorised as retailers or wholesalers. Stern and El-
Ansary (1992) suggest that "retailing consists of the activities involved in selling goods and services to
ultimate consumers" (p.42), in contrast with wholesaling which is "concerned with the activities of those
persons or establishments which sell to retailers and other merchants and/or to industrial, institutional and
commercial users, but not sell in significant amounts to ultimate consumers" (p.106).
2.1.2 The major utilities of distribution channels
The main utility of the distribution channels is to make "goods widely available and accessible to target
markets" (Kotler,1988,p.530). A number of functions are often performed by channel members. These
functions normally include carrying of inventory; demand generation through promotion; market information
collection and analysis; negotiation between channel members and consumers; physical possession and
distribution; risk taking; payment and financial arrangements; and after-sale service (Stern and El-
Ansary,1992,p. 11; McGammon and Little,1965; Stern,1969; Kotler,1988,p.531). As it would be almost
impossible for every producer to contact directly every potential buyer, the "middleman" undertakes this job
for a commission. Figure 2.1 illustrates the number of contact lines required for four manufacturers to reach
ten retailers with none, one and two wholesalers. In addition, Stern and El-Ansary (1988,p.3) suggest that
marketing channels "do not all satisfy demand by supplying goods and services at the right place, quantity,
quality and price, but they also stimulate demand through the promotional activities of the units (eg.
retailers, manufacturers' representatives, sales office and wholesalers) comprising them". Five main flows
can normally be observed during the exchange of one particular product, namely, physical flows of product,
title flows, payment flows, information flows and promotion flows. Only the latter four are applicable in
service industries (Kotler,1988,p.531).
Furthermore, increasingly distribution channels enable product differentiation. This is achieved by value
added on a product through the channel, in terms of availability of product at consumers' convenience,
appropriate pricing, as well as branding, through the channel. In the first case, distribution channels can
determine delivery time, convenience of location, final price, credit available, conditions of purchasing,
guarantees for quality and reliability. Moreover, distribution channels contribute to the total brand
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experience, by distributing via branded retail outlets, which project a powerful image, in respect to their
quality, price and service strategies. "How goods and services are brought to market - the degree of
convenience, reassurance, indeed excitement, and of course, cost - has a crucial bearing on the brand's total
value proposition" (Mitche11,1995b,p.15). Thus, a product's image is often enormously affected by the
channel it promotes. Mitchell (1995a,p.12) suggests that 'it is a sign of the times that nowadays the
distribution channel can be a central and explicit part of a brand's identity".
2.1.3 Channel design and selecting partners
The distribution channel design is a complex process, which plays a vital role in the competitiveness of
enterprises. It involves a number of strategic and tactical decisions by both manufacturers and suppliers of
products and services (Schoe11,1985,p.350-355; West,1989,p.46; Stern and El-Ansary,1988,p.562 and
1992,ch.5; Kotler,1988,p.534), which can be summarised in the following issues:
• Analysis of consumer needs for service outputs
• Establish channel objectives and constraints
• Identify major channel alternatives
• Determine number and type of effective channels
• Decide on the most suitable distribution channels/mix
• Examine the distribution channels of competitors
• Analyse opportunities and threats arising from distribution channels
• Choose the specific channel members
• Establish close or broad agreements with channel members
• Arrange details of delivery / distribution
• Motivate the chosen channel members
• Evaluate the performance of channel members
• Modify channel arrangements
• Redefine distribution channels
Distribution decisions are increasingly controlled by executive boards, unlike the practice hitherto, where
they were regarded as a minor operational issue. Numerous factors in both the internal and external
environment of businesses are thoroughly examined by logistics strategists in the new channels' design
process. Competitor analysis is often limited in assessing the quality of product and prices. However, it is
increasingly realised that market share considerations are predominately dependent on distribution
arrangements.
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Choosing suitable channel partners is therefore of pivotal for every organisation. However firms are often
forced to select the best available partner, as the majority might not match the ideal description. Numerous
criteria are illustrated in the literature. The criteria utilised normally by suppliers include: financial strength
of prospective channel partner; sales strength and performance; reputation; product lines; market coverage;
management and marketing strength; training programmes; equipment and facilities; contracting and payment
procedures; willingness to commit resources and co-operate in joint programmes; willingness to share data;
and willingness to accept a quota (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.236).
Trust defined by Stern and El-Ansary (1992,p.282) as "the belief that a party's word or promise is reliable
and the party will fulfil his or her obligations in an exchange relationship", is perhaps one of the most
common criteria for selecting partners. Moreover, the stability, growth, profit record, reputation, co-
operativeness of intermediaries, as well as the number and character of other products promoted, location
and area of operation, growth potentials and type of clientele are major considerations undertaken by
suppliers in their partners' selection process (Kotler,1988,p.541).
2.1.4 The concept of power in distribution channels
The concept of power is defined as "the ability to control the decision variables in the marketing strategy
of another member in a given channel at a different level of distribution. For this control to qualify as
power, it should be different from the influenced member's original level of control over its own marketing
strategy" (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.270). Power is normally "obtained through the possession and control
of resources that are valued by another party" (p.268). Several bases of power are referred to the literature.
Reward power is a members' belief that can achieve a number of rewards by the channel leader, such as
discounts, better commission, co-operation in promotion, exclusivities etc. In contrast, coercion power is
achieved through fear of punishment, when a channel member is afraid of negative sanctions such as
exclusion from the distribution channel, reduction of margins, withdrawal of rewards etc, and it is normally
used in extremely unbalanced power distribution within the channel, where channel leaders exercise their
power over weaker partners. The situation is often observed between powerful retailers and small dependent
suppliers who would probably not survive without support from the channel leader. Expert power is based
on the knowledge and expertise which channel leaders are perceived to hold, by other channel members.
Referent/identification power is evident in distribution channels as members often desire to be associated with
prestigious brand names, which enhance their image and enable them to attract more clients. Finally,
legitimate power emerges from the beliefs of some channel members that the channel leader has the right
to guide the channel members, which may be the case in franchising or other similar contracts. Although
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these powers are explained individually, in reality a combination of these powers is often used to determine
behaviour within the distribution channel. Moreover, synergistic affects can apply when a combination of
power bases is used, while there might be conflicts between certain bases. However, having power does not
mean that channel members would necessarily exercise it, although it clearly indicates that they have the
potential influence over the marketing strategy of other members (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.273-285;
Gaski,1984; Etgar,1978,p.54; Hunt and Nevin,1974,p.187; Dwyer and Walker,1981; Beier and
Stern, 1969,p.94-104).
Moreover, power balances are often closely related with the availability of products, ie demand and supply
(Wilemon,1972,p.72). McAlister, Bazerman and Fader (1986,p.228) suggest that "when supply is greater
than demand, the power is with the buyer and transactions should be more profitable to the buyer than to
the seller. Similarly when demand is greater than supply, the power is with the seller and transactions should
be more profitable to the seller than to the buyer". Finally, power is closely related to channel leadership,
which is defined as "the exercise of authority and power to achieve control" (El-Ansary and
Robicheaux,1974,p.2), as the more power(s) a channel member holds, the easier it is to lead the channel.
2.1.5 Conflicts in distribution channels and their resolution
Power and conflict are directly interrelated, because both concepts are considered as functions of the channel
members' interdependence (Reve and Stern, 1979,p.407). Although all channel members are interdependent,
ie have at least some power, unbalanced distribution of power within the channel often creates
overdependency, and thus, conflicts. Conflict can be seen as "the frequency and intensity of disagreements
between channel members" (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.287), while it is defined as the "situation in which
one channel member perceives another channel member(s) to be engaged in behaviour that is preventing or
impeding it from achieving its goals" (p.289). A conflict between different channel members can occur,
should incompatible and antagonistic targets and goals be developed among channel members. For example,
attempts at direct selling; level of inventory which should be carried by members; contradictory perceptions;
unrealistic expectations; and ineffective communications are some traditional stimulants of conflict (Reve and
Stern, 1979,p .407; Etgar,1979,p.64-67; Stern and Gorman,1969,p.159). A distinction between horizontal and
vertical channel conflict can be made. Horizontal conflict describes a conflict that occurs between member
firms at the same level of the channel, while vertical channel conflict, which is in fact even more common,
refers to conflicts of interest between different levels of the same channel (Kotler,1988,p.551). In addition,
research indicates that exercised non-coercive sources and unexercised coercive power sources tend to reduce
intra-channel conflict and increase satisfaction. In contrast, exercising coercive power and unexercising non-
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coercive power tend to increase conflict and decrease satisfaction (Gaski,1984,p.22; Gaski and Nevin, 1985;
Lusch,1976,p.388; Wilkinson, 1981,p.23).
Some channel members fail to closely co-operate with other channel members and attempt to pursue their
own independent goals, effectively jeopardising the channel unity. This is the case with intermediaries, which
often act as independent markets, at "the risk of sacrificing the levels of co-ordination necessary for overall
channel effectiveness, efficiency, growth and long term survival" (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.35). The main
reasons for channel conflicts are described as: Goal incompatibility; profit margins; product availability;
level of commission; unclear roles and rights; difference in perspectives for main orientation; difference in
perception; level of interdependence; performance of certain functions; grey or unauthorised distribution;
cost of training; level of stock; promotion; and finally poor communications (Kotler,1988,p.550;
Schoe11,1985,p.343-344; Wilemon,1972; Stern and El-Ansary,1988,p.285-289 and 1992,p.289-299). Often
conflicts can be perceived as a process of changes, which induce realignments in channel member relations
(Stern and Gorman,1969,p.157). Thus, it can be argued that conflicts in fact "motivate channel members
to adapt, grow and seize new opportunities" (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.299). Two major conflict outcomes
are normally emerging: Disintegration, through cessation of channel member relations and unification which
can "be viewed as a continuum of degree of conflict resolution" (Stern and Gorman,1969,p.171). Several
techniques and methodologies for both power and conflict measurement have been introduced during the last
decades (El-Ansary and Stern,1972,p.48; Frazier,1983; Rosenberg and Stern,1971; Brown and Day,1981;
Wilkinson, 1974), while a comprehensive summary of empirical research in power and conflict is illustrated
in Gaski (1984).
Numerous methods for conflict resolution are suggested in the literature. Diplomacy involves specialised
personnel in negotiating and maintaining a harmonious relation between partners in the distribution channel;
joint membership in trade associations, where interaction between representatives of different interest groups
can formalise negotiation at a macro level, and therefore reduce conflict at the micro level; exchange of
employees, where role reversal can create an understanding of the position of channel partners; co-optation,
where new elements are absorbed into the leadership or policy determining structure of an organisation as
a means of averting threats; mediation by using a third party encourages negotiations and makes objective
recommendations; both compulsory and voluntary arbitration is also used where partners are either forced
or voluntarily submit their dispute to a third party for conflict resolution; ideally channel members could
adopt superordinate goals which satisfy everybody's desires and require concerted efforts of all channel
members; and finally, employing conflict management programs by using a combination of the above
strategies (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.300-309; Dant and Schu1,1992; Kotler,1988,p.551;
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Schoe11,1985,p.344). Moreover, several conflict handling styles are illustrated in Day, Michaels and Perdue
(1988,p.155).
Perhaps one of the most important functions which reduces the conflict possibility of any distribution channel
is bargaining between channel members. "Bargaining is defined as the process whereby in the face of
resistance parties rearrange their mutual distributions of obligations, benefits and burdens"
(Dwyer,Schurr,Oh,1987,p.16). In addition, Ganesan (1993,p.193) defines negotiation as "a unique form of
conflict management whereby participants develop mutual shared rules and then co-operate within those rules
to gain a competitive advantage over their opponents". Alternatively, negotiation can be defined as "the
decision making process through which a buyer and a seller establish the terms of a purchase agreement"
(Perdue and Summers,1991,p.175). As suppliers' competition increases, buyers can be expected to capitalise
on the natural rivalry among suppliers to keep prices down and to promote product and service
improvements (Perdue and Summers,1991,p.178). In general, "power retailers" who achieved a better
customer understanding and developed strong positioning in the market, have undertaken the channel
leadership from brand name manufacturers (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.59). This power is likely to increase
due to the ability of retailers to hold more information on consumption patterns emerging from scanning tills
(Piercy,1983,p.49). Horizontal integration and expansion enabled them to establish their brand names to such
an extent that they became more significant than just traditional brand name manufacturers. Price orientation,
coupled with excellent locations, appealing stores and reasonable service, led retailers to dominate the
commodities distribution channel and forced suppliers into an unfavourable position (Stern and El-
Ansary,1992,p.67-70). Moreover, technology enables retailers to have a better understanding of consumer
behaviour and patterns as well as comprehend the contribution on profitability of better products (Stern and
El-Ansary,1992,p.429).
2.1.6 Information technologies and distribution channels transformation
Major changes are experienced in distribution channels as a consequence of ITs (West, 1989,p.6; Stern and
El-Ansary,1992,p.472-476), despite the fact that "the distribution sector has traditionally been a follower
rather than a leader in the applications of most forms of new technologies within business organisations"
(Burt and Dawson,1991,p.10). Initially, ITs improved inter-organisational communication and thus,
transactions between channel members (Farrell and Song, 1988,p.13). As a result, it enabled the channel to
deliver a more efficient, reliable, prompt and quality service and thus, to achieve a better response to
consumers' requirements (Wijnhoven and Wassenaar,1990,p .47). Moreover, ITs can reduce distribution costs
and at the same time improve both the actual and perceived customer services (Gattorna and
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Kerr,1990,p.459), while Beaumont and Sparks (1990,p.29) suggest that "distribution channels are now much
more comprehensively managed than previously owing to a considerable extent to the introduction of ITs.
In fact, as consumers' sophistication and expectations develop, ITs have provided an important means of
enhancing the quality and timeliness of customer service".
In addition, information is a source of power as it improves knowledge and enables better decision making
(West,1989,p.6). ITs can provide distribution channel members with endless data about sales, production
lead times, stockholding, and delivery, which effectively determine their power (Burt and
Dawson,1991,p.44, Piercy,1983). Consequently, ITs can shift the bargaining relation and are also
instrumental in determining buyers' power within the channel (Porter,1985b,p.65; Jackson,1989,p.33;
Parsons,1983,p.7). In addition, ITs offer new tools to intermediaries, such as personal databases as well as
data obtained through retailers' bar codes and scanner tills, in order to improve their understanding of
consumer needs and purchasing patterns (Mitche11,1995a,p.13; Piercy,1983,p.4546). Thus, they can
introduce new "expert power" and strengthen the position of some members within the channel, as well as
provide new commercial opportunities for members who have access to this information (Piercy,1983,p.47).
This power "may be used in a coercive way to obtain more favourable buying terms from suppliers and in
a co-operative way to increase the efficiency of the total distribution channel" (Burt and Dawson,1991,p.45).
Even more importantly, ITs radically alter purchasing patterns and provide new opportunities and threats
for both suppliers and intermediaries. Mitchell (1995a,p.13) quotes Taller arguing that "distribution no
longer means putting something on the shelf. It is now essentially an information system", where information
about a product is perhaps more crucial than displaying it. Thus, ifs transform the traditional exchange of
goods and services system to virtual/electronic marketplaces, which enable consumers to collect information
and place orders in the "cybermarket" (Bakos,1991; Adamson and Toole, 1995; Rushbrook,1995). The
development of the information superhighway and public networks, such as the INTERNET and the World
Wide Web, as well as the interactivity between consumers and suppliers, facilitate this revolution
(Schofield,1995; Anderson,1995). Rayport and Sviokla (1994,p.142) claim that ITs enable the transformation
of traditional marketplaces, determined by where products, sellers and buyers physically sit, to marketspaces,
where the crucial issue is information about these goods. Moreover, electronic marketspaces reduce
massively both buyers' search time and costs, and therefore enable a much more efficient identification of
suitable products in the market (Bakos,1991). In addition, lower distribution cost, enhanced convenience,
higher ubiquity, and perhaps larger profit margins, due to value added, can be achieved in the
"marketspaces" (Rayport and Sviokla,1994,p.142). Furthermore, the potential advantages from interactive,
inexpensive, flexible and targeted direct communication with consumers, as well as the instant feedback
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provided from consumers, revolutionises distribution through the marketspace and is perhaps the most
important way of doing business in the future (Schofield,1995,p.13). Although hitherto retailers were the
dynamic channel members who selected and arranged the product assortment for consumers' inspection,
there is evidence that consumers are taking over the dynamic role in the channels (English, 1985,p.61). In
addition, ITs re-distribute the power in many distribution channels and enhance the position of channel
members who are prepared to innovate and experiment with the newly available distribution methods/tools
(Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.474). English (1985,p.66) suggests that the "channel member who stands to
gain the most is the consumer, in fact the consumer may gain too much power!"
Ultimately, the future of intermediaries is questioned as consumers powered with tools to access suppliers
and retailers regardless of their geographical location, are expected to adopt a much higher level of
involvement (Rushbrook,1995,p.21). Moreover, English (1985,p.67) warns that "the rationale for the
existence of the channel and especially the channel intermediaries lies in the separation between producers
and consumers. To the extent that the emerging electronic technology narrows this gap, it literally eliminates
the channel itself. Hence, the archetypal channel middlemen, the wholesalers and retailers, will lose power".
However, using newly available information throughout the channel would enable innovative intermediaries
to offer premium services and value added to current products and services, and therefore establish their
position. Consequently, "distributed marketing information systems" can be found (Piercy,1983,p.48).
2.1.7 The future of distribution channels - strategic partnerships
Recent developments urge that most organisations need to re-engineer their distribution channels, in order
to take advantage of emerging opportunities and to avoid threats. The emerging opportunities make it easier
for organisations to redesign distribution channels, develop a new level of branding and service, and respond
to radically changing consumer demands. Moreover, a focus on distribution costs would rationalise profit
margins within the channels. More importantly, partners within the distribution channel can share detailed
market information in order to comprehend how they add value to their products and thus, achieve better
segmentation and consumer satisfaction (Mitche11,1995a,p.13).
Members of any distribution channel should realise their interdependency and formulate strategic marketing
partnerships, using co-operation and symbiosis for their mutual well being (Bwyer,Schurr,Oh,1987; Dowling
and Robinson,1990,p.102). This partnership would enable channel members to achieve lower total costs,
share information and enhance the value added within the channel. Gattorna (1990,p.98) suggests that "the
incentive is provided by adding value - the process of making the product more valuable as it moves down
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the distribution channel from supplier to consumer". Moreover, total quality management throughout the
channel could then be developed, in order to achieve competitive advantages over alternative channels, which
target the same market segments. Thus, Rosenberg and Stern (1971,p.437) propose that "channels are
interfirm behavioral systems which must operate as an integrated whole in order to attain efficiency and to
compete effectively against rival systems. Co-operative interactions must predominate, despite an inherited
level of conflict". Thus, strategic partnerships would enable channel members to establish the "total
distribution concept" (West,1989,p.4) and enjoy mutual benefits and competitiveness throughout the channel,
in the long term (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.32; Dowling and Robinson, 1990; Gattorna,1990,p.99).
2.2 Distribution channels and service industries: the case of tourism
Marketing and distribution channels for services are quite different from those of commodities, due to the
special attributes of service products. This section illustrates these differences and explores how they affect
the service distribution channels, with particular emphasis on the ones utilised by the tourism industry.
Gronroos (1990,p.27) suggests that service is a complicated phenomenon and defines it as "an activity or
series of activities of more or less intangible nature that normally, but not necessarily, take place in
interactions between the customer and service employees and/or physical resources or goods and/or systems
of the service provider, which are provided as solutions to costumer problems." As the vast majority of the
literature predominately concentrates on logistics, and thus the physical movement of commodities to
consumers (Stern and El-Ansary,1992; Christopher, 1986; West, 1989; Rushton and Oxley, 1991), there is
a "limited conceptual analysis and empirical research on the inter-organization management of marketing
channels for services" (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.578). However, most principles developed for the
commodities market still apply for services. However, Stern and El-Ansary (1992,p.576) acknowledge that
"it is difficult to typify the functions performed by the various agents and brokers who appear in service
channels, because the duties performed vary so widely from channel to channel". The differences between
service and commodities distribution result from the special characteristics of service industries, ie
intangibility, inseparability, variability and perishability. As services are usually "consumed as they are
produced, the service factory, retail outlet and consumption point are often one and the same"
(Lovelock, 1984,p.481). Moreover, tourism distribution channels in particular, reverse the distribution
structure and logic, as they facilitate the physical movement of consumers to tourism manufacturers, at
destinations. Thus, a combination of numerous transportation, accommodation, catering, entertainment and
other services are consumed at the time and location of their production.
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As services are intangible, service distribution channels face a great challenge, the availability of something
intangible (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.571). Channel members normally carry responsibility for most
products' attributes, by describing products and ensuring customers that a particular product is available and
will satisfy their needs and desires adequately. As a result, information provided by the channel, especially
in tourism, is often the only guide to assessing the "quality" and availability of a product
(Poon,1988b,p.536). Thus, distribution channels can influence consumer decision making by reducing some
of the intangibility of services, and therefore the perceived risks. This is especially applicable for customers
who have no previous experience or preconceptions of a service. This can be demonstrated in tourism, where
destination naive prospective tourists depend on tourism distribution channels for a detailed description and
advice in order to assess whether a tourism product meets their requirements and expectations. Distance
between consumers and destinations enlarges the need for this role to be performed by the distribution
channel.
Moreover, the inseparability or simultaneity element implies that services are produced and consumed at
the same time. Therefore Sasser, Olsen and Wyckoff (1978,p.17) suggest that "services do not move through
distribution channels". This is partly accurate, as distribution channels for services often facilitate the
transportation of either service providers or consumers to the place of service production. As a result,
traditionally a relatively small number of intermediaries is involved in services distribution. In tourism for
example, customers consume tourism products once at a destination, but cannot inspect them in advance.
Should tourism products fail to satisfy the requirements and expectations of tourists, customers often have
no other choice than to tolerate unpleasant and inappropriate products, until an arrangement to return back
home is completed. Consequently, tourism distribution channels have an even greater responsibility to match
products' attributes with tourists' expectations, by providing reliable, adequate, and objective information
(WT0,1975,p.4). Moreover, Kotler (1988,p.479) proposes that both service providers and clients affect the
service outcome. Thus, as fellow customers become part of the tourism product, tourism distribution channel
members are also responsible for combining travellers with similar needs and wants with compatible groups,
in order to be matched harmoniously with fellow travellers.
In addition, services can vary quite often, due to the high variability or heterogeneity of services
(Gronroos,1990,p.30). This may be caused by potential changes in management, employees, weather
conditions, environment and tourism development stages. Moreover, this heterogeneity might be perceptual,
as consumers might perceive the same service differently, according to their cultural and educational
background, preconceptions, temper and particular situation. In addition, service distribution channels play
a standardisation and monitor role, as they base their promotion on service descriptions. As a consequence,
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tourism distribution channels need to observe closely every destination they serve, in order to be able to
inform their customers accurately. In addition, should tourism services vary unacceptably from what is
promised to consumers, tourism distribution channels often undertake actions to restore standardised services.
Due to the perishability of services, unlike the commodities market, distribution channels cannot pre-
purchase or store services. Consequently, unused services are wasted (Targett,1989,p.391;
Kotler, 1988,p.480). As a result, "the interaction between service organisations and their customers has been
a close one" (Lovelock, 1984,p.340), while lower lever channels are normally utilised to distribute services.
Thus, the fluctuation of demand is more difficult to handle (Sasser, Olsen and Wyckoff,1978,p.16). As far
as tourism services are concerned this is a particular problem as it faces high seasonality. Lower demand,
especially in the "shoulder months", essentially means that tourism distribution channels should exert all their
effort on selling tourism products on time, otherwise the opportunity for a sale can be easily lost forever
(Mill and Morrison, 1985,p.400). Middleton (1994,p.200) suggests that "paradoxically, the inability in travel
and tourism to create physical stocks of products adds rather than reduces the importance of the distribution
process".
Moreover, Stern and El-Ansary (1992,p.574) suggest that often "the delivery of service quality is contingent
upon networking with competitors". As tourism products are amalgams of services offered by a wide number
of suppliers, it is not unusual for tourism providers to co-operate with competitors in order to implement
a complicated itinerary. This is also stimulated through CRSs, where a combination of often fiercely
competing organisations is used to meet consumers' requirements. Therefore the concept of the seamless
channel (Stern and El-Ansary,1992,p.34), where channel members work closely together to serve the
customer and thereby, blurring both organisation and communication lines that separate departments and
organisations within the channel, in order to provide a total quality service to customers, can find no better
application than in the tourism industry. The following section attempts a detailed examination of the existing
tourism distribution channel, especially for the leisure market. Therefore the function and role of incoming
travel agencies, outgoing travel agencies, and tour operators are described thoroughly, while an attempt is
made to predict the major future trends for the members of the tourism distribution channel.
2.3 Distribution channels in the tourism industry
Increasingly tourism distribution channels are regarded as one of the most critical elements in the tourism
industry, which have profound effects on the competitiveness and profitability of tourism organisations. As
a result, tourism distribution channels attract more attention by contemporary researchers and strategists.
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Accordingly the following paragraphs attempt to illustrate the role, performance and implications of tourism
intermediaries, as presented in the relatively limited literature, and in particular to illustrate their role in the
tourism industry operation and profitability. As tourism distribution channels vary according to the type of
products and countries, this research concentrates on the European leisure market. Although similar
principles normally apply in global and business tourism, several differentiations are evident, preventing
generalisations. The WTO (1975,p.3) suggests that "the primary distribution functions are thus, information,
combination and travel arrangement services". The purpose of the tourism distribution channel is actually
twofold: to provide information for prospective tourists and also to establish a mechanism which would
enable consumers to make, confirm and pay for reservations (Middleton,1988,p.188; Mill and
Morrison, 1985,p.399). "In tourism, the position of the distribution sector is much stronger: trade
intermediaries (travel agents and tour operators of course, but also charter brokers, reservation systems and
other travel distribution specialists) have a far greater power to influence and to direct demand than their
counterparts in other industries do. Since they do, in fact, control demand, they also have increased
bargaining power in their relations with suppliers of tourist services and are in a position to influence their
pricing, their product policies and their promotional activities" (WT0,1975,p.2). Thus, Morrison (1994a,p.7)
suggests that "product distribution is starting to assume a much more central position in tourism marketing
strategy".
Several scholars attempt to define the tourism distribution channel concept. Wanhill (1993a,p.189) suggests
that "the principal role of intermediaries is to bring buyers and sellers together, either to create markets
where they previously did not exist or to make existing markets work more efficiently and thereby to expand
market size". Moreover, Middleton (1988,p.186) proposes that "a distribution channel is any organised and
serviced system, created or utilised to provide convenient points of sale and/or access to consumers, away
from the location of production and consumption, and paid for out of marketing budgets". However, this
definition ignores the promotional and marketing research activities undertaken by tourism distribution
channels, while it underestimates their information provision function. In addition, it excludes local
distribution channels, such as box offices or incoming travel agencies at destinations. Furthermore, McIntosh
defines tourism distribution channels, as "an operating structure, system or linkages of various combinations
of travel organisation, through which a producer of travel products describes and confirms travel
arrangements to the buyer" (Mill and Morrison, 1985,p.400). The promotional element of the channels is still
ignored but, the information provision function is highlighted in this definition. Moreover, WTO (1975,p.13)
suggests that "a distribution channel can be described as a given combination of intermediaries who
co-operate in the sale of a product. It follows that a distribution system can be and in most instances is
composed of more than one distribution channel, each of which operates parallel to and in competition with
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other channels". In conclusion, several generic functions and benefits are enhanced by the tourism
distribution channel, as described in the following points (Middleton,1988,p.190; Bitner and Booms, 1982;
Welburn,1987,p.4-5; Holloway, 1989,p.54; Wanhil1,1993a,p.190; WT0,1975,p.3):
• Facilitation of access to often remote tourism products, for both bookings and purchasing
• Provision of information by using discussions, leaflets, maps, brochures, video, CDs
• Consumers' guidance / consultation for particular packages or products
• Undertake pre and post experience marketing research on consumers' needs and experiences
• Assemble tourism products from different providers according to tourists' expectations
• Facilitate selling process of tourism products, by reserving and issuing travel documents
• Ameliorate inventory management by managing demand and supply
• Issue of travel documentation, ie ticketing, vouchers etc
• Utilise a clearing system where each channel member receives payments for their services
• Spreading the commercial risk involved between tourism distribution channel members
• Arranging details and ancillary services, such as insurance, visa, currency
• Promotion of particular products or packages, in co-operation with principals
• Complaint handling for both customers and industry
The tourism distribution channel is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where it is explained that consumers may
purchase various components directly from producers, while numerous distribution and sales intermediaries
are involved in promoting the tourism product. Two different types of intermediaries are normally used in
order to access and purchase products, ie tour operators (wholesalers) and outgoing travel agencies (retailers)
(Wanhil1,1993a,p.189; Mill and Morrison,1985,p.401; Gee,Makens,Choy,1989,p.178). However, leisure
tourism distribution channels normally include some more members, which are often omitted in the
literature. For example, incoming travel agencies based at destinations undertake the handling of incoming
groups. Moreover, national or regional tourist organisations are used by both tourists and travel trade for
additional information, support documentation, classification and inspection of tourism products, co-operation
in promotion, and special arrangements. In this sense they facilitate the tourism distribution channel function.
Further, a number of organisations offer ancillary services and may also be considered as tourism
distribution channel members. A great number of specialty intermediaries, clubs, credit card companies,
special privileged user cards, societies, religious groups and organisations seem to promote and organise
travelling (Middleton,1988,p.191; Gee,Makens,Choy,1989,p.182; Holloway,1989,p.55). The length, level
or stage of a tourism distribution channel is determined by the number of intermediaries involved between
final consumers and principals (Kotler, 1988,p.532; Middleton,1988,p.187; Gee,Makens,Choy,1989,p.183).
The role, functions and trends of these distribution channels will be examined in detail in the following
section.
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Tourism distribution decisions should be regarded as pivotal to the marketing mix, and their interdependency
with the other elements should be emphasised (Mill and Morrison,1995,p.402). As intermediaries influence
both branding and image of tourism products, suitable intermediaries should be utilised by tourism suppliers
for their distribution. More importantly, Middleton (1994,p.201) highlights that "paradoxically, the inability
in travel and tourism to create physical stocks of products, adds to rather than reduces the importance of the
distribution process. In marketing practice, creating and manipulating access for consumers is one of the
principal ways to manage demand for highly perishable products'. Contemporary tourism distribution
channels facilitated by CRSs, GDSs and DMSs not only distribute tourism products, but also affect the other
marketing mix "Ps", as they often determine the price by assessing real time demand and available supply;
manipulate and formulate tourism industry products by combining and specialising products according to
customers' needs and wishes; and finally facilitate promotion by targeting specific markets and establishing
communication. To a certain extent electronic tourism distribution channels dictate the choice of product as
Bennett and Radburn (1991,p.48) quote an outgoing travel agency claiming that "it is no longer the
difference between these companies and their products, it's how easy they are to get at... The system is
taking over the product, the product doesn't matter, it doesn't matter who's offering it - it's the same product
anyway and the technology is dictating the choice".
Moreover, distribution channel strategies can be characterised as intensive, which involves maximising the
travel product's exposure by distributing through all available intermediaries; exclusive, when a limited
amount of channels and outlets are utilised; or selective, which is a mixture of the intensive and exclusive
strategies (Kotler,1988,p.537; Mill and Morrison,1985,p.405). Figures 2.3 and 2.4 present all possible
tourism distribution channel members combinations in purchasing tourism products. Every method is marked
as a category and the tourism distribution channel level is also indicated. Prospective tourists may also use
more than one category or tourism distribution channel for one trip. For example, they can use "E" for a
"seat only" charter product and "A" for accommodation and catering. The vast majority of tourists
purchasing leisure packages use all three intermediaries, as demonstrated in category "H". Understandably,
each tourism distribution channel member has different needs and wants, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Unfortunately, some of these needs are antagonistic, and therefore a degree of channel conflict is inevitable.
Power distribution within the tourism distribution channel affects channel control and leadership, while
tourism enterprises often need to redesign their channels in order to resolve these conflicts. A general trend
for horizontal and/or vertical integration can be observed in the tourism industry and tourism distribution
channel (Bote and Sinclair, 1991). Horizontal integration takes place at the same level of any tourism
distribution channel, and essentially enables homogeneous enterprises to distribute their products more
efficiently and effectively. Franchising, consortia and "code-sharing" airlines are typical examples of
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horizontally integrated organisations. Moreover, vertical integration emerges when organisations at one level
in the tourism distribution channel merge with members from other levels to achieve economies of scale,
better cost control, co-ordinated brand management, more channel control and increased bargaining power.
Mergers between tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, airlines and accommodation establishments
are typical examples of vertical integration (Holloway, 1989,p.57-6O; Wanhil1,1993a,p.191-193). A detailed
analysis of each member of the tourism distribution channel, namely accommodation establishments,
incoming travel agencies, tour operators, outgoing travel agencies and public tourism offices is undertaken.
Emphasis is given to Northern European markets, not only due to the maturity of their tourism distribution
channels but also because of their importance for the distribution of the Aegean islands SMTEs.
2.3.1 Outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies are one of the most important elements of the tourism distribution channel, as they
act as an interface between the tourism industry and outbound consumers. A clear distinction between
inbound and outbound agencies is made here, although agencies in several countries are likely to undertake
both activities. Historical aspects of their development can be found in classical tourism textbooks (Burkart
and Medlik,1981,p.167-168; Holloway,1989,p.102; Plant,1989,p.B4.2; Mill and Morrison, 1985,p.414-415;
Beaver,1993,p.7-10; Renshaw,1991,p.66-84 and 1992,ch.2). This section attempts to examine outgoing
travel agencies' operation critical issues which have implications in either the tourism distribution channel
or their willingness and ability to utilise a DICIRMS. A comprehensive approach on outgoing travel
agencies' operations within the tourism distribution channel is provided, based on Beaver (1993) and
Renshaw (1992).
"The main role of agents is to provide a convenient location for the purchase of travel. At the locations, they
act as booking agents for holidays and travel, as well as a source of information and advice on travel
services. Their customers look to them for expert product knowledge and objectivity in the advice offered"
(Holloway,1989,p.103). In addition, outgoing travel agencies provide ancillary travel services such as
travellers cheques, foreign currency, provision of passports and visas, as well as travel insurance (Burkart
and Medlik,1981,p.168). This research concentrates on leisure outgoing travel agencies, in contrast with
business outgoing travel agencies and consolidators, as the Aegean Islands are predominantly a leisure
destination.
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2.3.1.1 Outgoing travel agencies' major functions and role in the tourism distribution channel
_..-
Gee, Makens and Choy (1989,p.200) suggest that a retail travel agent is a commissioned intermediary who
serves as sales outlet for tourism principals and wholesalers. "As a commissioned intermediary, the travel
agent usually owns the services he or she sells to travellers". Unlike other retailers, outgoing travel agencies
do not stock travel products. Instead, they only stock tourist information in the form of brochures, leaflets,
and data as well as utilise the personal expertise of the travel consultants. Consequently, outgoing travel
agencies do carry limited financial risk, as they never purchase tourism products in advance. They only
reserve/confirm/purchase/issue travel documents, ie tickets, vouchers, only upon request from customers
(Renshaw,1992,p.6; Burkart and Medlik,1981,p.168; WT0,1975,p.17). Thus, an outgoing travel agent "has
no product of his own to sell, only the quality of his service" (Buck,1988,p.67).
As demonstrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, outgoing travel agencies take part in several tourism distribution
channel configurations, as they are approached by prospective tourists (individual or group) who normally
inquire about a very wide range of information: rates, schedules, location, facilities and services, availability,
booking procedures, issuing of tickets/vouchers, travel insurance, currency, transfers, travel formalities. In
addition, consumers might ask for outgoing travel agencies' recommendation for a forthcoming travel
opportunity. Consequently, outgoing travel agencies need to search through their
files/brochures/directories/databases/CRSs, in order to identify suitable tourism products which satisfy
consumers' needs and requirements. Outgoing travel agencies can sell individual tourism products or
packages, while they can design a customised product for customers' special needs, by contacting directly
principals or incoming travel agencies at destinations. In addition, outgoing travel agencies may also contact
PTOs in order to request further information or to arrange special requests. Once availability is established,
tourism products can be reserved and purchased while travel documents can be issued. Payments are then
forwarded to all principals and intermediaries involved while the arranged commission is retained.
In the UK and other Northern European countries, outgoing travel agencies tend to focus exclusively on
outbound tourism, unlike travel agencies in Southern Europe where both inbound and outbound tourism
services are regularly on offer. Therefore the vast majority of outgoing travel agencies distribute a wide
range of tourism products, such as inclusive tours, air, rail, coach ferry travel, accommodation services,
cruise lines, car rentals, travel insurance policies, foreign exchange, as well as ancillary services, such as
theatre and concert tickets (Gee,Makens,Choy,1989,p.179). The entire process of ticketing and travel
consulting is then undertaken by outgoing travel agencies. In addition, business outgoing travel agencies can
be involved in organising special arrangements for corporate clients, groups, conferences and incentives.
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Also, some outgoing travel agencies, especially in Northern European countries, tend to specialise in some
elements of the tourism product, depending on their market, orientation, location and business partners.
Thus, there is a clear distinction between leisure and business travel agencies. Several outgoing travel
agencies specialise in air transportation ticketing and some of them go further by becoming "consolidators"
for major scheduled airlines.
Crocher (1990) and Renshaw (1992,p.11) suggest that outgoing travel agencies contribute to the tourism
distribution channel value chain, by offering numerous benefits for consumers: personal service, expert
advice, unbiased advice on a wide range of products, ancillary services, convenience and location, greater
choice of products. These values enable them to influence consumers' choice, as demonstrated in
accommodation establishments reservations. It is estimated that: 23% of the European leisure travellers
clients ask outgoing travel agencies to book a specific hotel; 44% require suggestions by outgoing travel
agencies; 27% request help by outgoing travel agencies in selecting a hotel; and finally 6% ask outgoing
travel agencies to book a particular chain but do not specify the property. Therefore about 77% of
prospective tourists require outgoing travel agencies' assistance in selecting accommodation establishments
for their holidays (Reed,1990a,p.12). In addition, Holiday Which (1989b,p.141) rates the importance
consumers attribute to outgoing travel agencies' services: booking travel arrangements (83%); advice on best
prices (71%); providing insurance (68%); advice on choosing tour operators (64%); advice on holiday
destination (60%). Similar influences can be found for most tourism products, and thus, provide outgoing
travel agencies with great power within tourism distribution channel.
2.3.1.2 Classification and types of outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies can be classified in numerous categories depending on several variables such as
the geographical spread, size, type of business, type of appointment (Renshaw,1992,p.17). Although this
is not an exhaustive list of criteria, it provides a basis for outgoing travel agencies understanding and
classification. A great degree of differentiation can be observed between outgoing travel agencies in various
countries. Travel agencies in several countries, and especially Southern European ones, often undertake the
role of tour operators, while they may serve inbound tourists as well.
Firstly, outgoing travel agencies' geographical coverage of activity is a variable for classification to
multinational, national, or regional outgoing travel agencies. Only few outgoing travel agencies operate
globally, mainly due to consumer needs and differences in consumption pattern differences. However,
globalisation increasingly provides both the scope and opportunity for outgoing travel agencies' geographical
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expansion. Thus, a number of outgoing travel agency groups are currently involved in the development of
worldwide networks. Secondly, they can be characterised as multiples, mintiples, miniples and independents,
according to their size and number of outlets. Multiples are normally nation-wide outgoing travel agencies,
which operate more than perhaps 100 outlets, and often are owned by a large travel corporation. They tend
to be located on most city high street locations. Multiples can achieve economies of scale and therefore have
advantages of large-scale purchasing power, investment in new technology and national promotional
campaigns (Holloway,1989,p.117). It is also observed that gradually multiples concentrate on package
holidays and have withdrawn from most service intensive products (Mayhew,1987,p.62). Mintiples tend to
concentrate on a particular region where they enjoy a high profile. Similarly with multiples, they are located
centrally and they also offer some business travel services. In contrast, independent outgoing travel agencies
can be a single to six outlet agency, normally managed by their proprietor or partners and serving their local
community (Renshaw, 1992,p.20). Independent or small outgoing travel agencies tend to specialise in niche
markets, and thus, accommodate their clients' needs adequately. Keynote (1994,p.20) suggests that 90% of
the British outgoing travel agencies belong to ABTA (Association of British Travel Agencies), which, in
1993, had 2,671 members operating 6,875 outlets, an average of 2.57 outlets per member. In November
1987, ABTA presented the travel agency "ownership band" as demonstrated in Table 2.1 where the
distribution of outlets to licensed travel agencies is illustrated.
Table 2.1 Outgoing travel agencies' size distribution in the United Kingdom
Locations owned Owner concerns % of companies Total outlets % of outlets
1 2,056 71.1% 2,056 29.6%
2-5 743 25.7% 1,920 27.6%
6-20 74 2.6% 691 9.9%
21-100 14 0.5% 792 11.4%
101+ 5 0.2% 1,496 21.5%
ource: ABIA, quoted in Plant„ p.4.
Thirdly, a distinction between leisure and business outgoing travel agencies is essential in most countries,
as they often serve totally different products and markets. "Ten years ago, it was normal to conduct a strong
business travel operation within the same premises and under the same management as a leisure travel
business; now few multiple agencies would attempt this. Instead, business travel has been split out of the
high street retail shops into purpose made office units equipped with specialised staff and technology"
(Mayhew,1987,p.51). Business outgoing travel agencies tend to arrange travel for business travellers and
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corporations. In return for customers' high loyalty, outgoing travel agencies offer a number of special
arrangements such as discounted rates; extended credit; commission free accommodation booking; extra
services; implants, ie personnel located within a corporation; or fixed annual fee for all travel arrangements.
Moreover, business outgoing travel agencies are highly competitive, while business travellers are very
demanding, as they normally require reservations at short notice, service outside normal office hours and
expect documents to be delivered to their offices. Business outgoing travel agencies tend to be located in
higher floors of business buildings without any sophisticated shop design (Cleverdon and
0' Brien,1988,p .155; Holloway,1988,p .109; Renshaw, 1992,p .25). In contrast, general/leisure outgoing travel
agencies are located in high streets and primarily serve holidaymakers. They usually display tour operators'
brochures and sell inclusive packages, although a very wide range of travel requests can be satisfied. Leisure
outgoing travel agencies may also specialise in some types of leisure activity and/or a destination, or even
may design tailor-made holidays for independent travellers. This is particularly the case for smaller,
independent outgoing travel agencies. Finally, holiday shops/outgoing travel agencies specialise almost
exclusively in the inclusive tour market and to a large extent exclude other types of business. Often they
belong to multiples or to very small independents (Renshaw, 1992,p.24).
Fourthly, British outgoing travel agencies can be characterised according to the organisation which has
appointed them. The suitability of ABTA members to perform numerous tasks is assessed, while the ABTA
Code of Conduct obliges agents to follow several customer protection and operation practices. Non-ABTA
outgoing travel agencies are forced to promote non-ABTA tour operators' packages, while they do not enjoy
the same level of trust from the public. They often concentrate on secondary tourism products, such as coach
tours for local operators or become non-licensed air ticket sales offices working for consolidators. IATA
(International Air Transportation Association) members are also assessed and need to certify not only their
financial standing but also their staff's ability to sell air transportation. In contrast, non-IATA concentrate
on inclusive tours or other less lucrative products (Renshaw,1992,p.29). Similar associations operate in most
countries, and thus, outgoing travel agencies' designation would rate their ability and reliability
(Holloway,1989,p.110).
Hotelline (1990a,p.1) estimates that 40,105 outgoing travel agencies operate in Europe, while 32,400
outgoing travel agencies function in the USA (Loverseed,1994,p.54). The magnitude of this sub-sector is
demonstrated by Smith and Jenner (1994) who suggest that over 200,000 people are employed in outgoing
travel agencies, an average of 6 persons per outlet, while a £50 billion combined annual turnover is
estimated. Table 2.2 provides numerous operational figures for European outgoing travel agencies,
illustrating their size, while it offers a comparison basis for agencies in different countries Europe. Although
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it is unwise to suggest that outgoing travel agencies in each European country undertake exactly the same
activities, this table gives an indication of the industry's magnitude. In addition, data are provided on
outgoing travel agencies' primary activity, employment, average turnover, remuneration and CRS penetration
in each European country.
2.3.1.3 Outgoing travel agencies' needs, wants and profitability
Outgoing travel agencies are profit making organisations which attempt to maximise their earnings by
optimising both the volume of customers served and their profit margin. This is achieved by selling higher
commission/profit margin products, as well as selecting partners with high reliability and strong image, who
can sell their products relatively easily. Building a strong image among prospective travellers as well as
offering a wide range of tourism products also contributes to their profitability. The following paragraphs
illustrate the major cost and benefits of outgoing travel agencies, while attempting to highlight the methods
utilised in the industry to select partners.
2.3.1.3.1 Outgoing travel agencies' remuneration
Traditionally, outgoing travel agencies are paid a commission for all products they manage to reserve and
sell. Roughly a range of 8-12% covers the commission for the majority of products sold through incoming
travel agencies internationally. Renshaw (1992) illustrates the contribution of outgoing travel agencies to
perspective principals, while Beaver (1993) suggests the typical commission rates paid to British outgoing
travel agencies. He also claims that in order to receive commission an agent needs to be appointed by
tourism principals. However, "split commission is the widespread but unofficial practice, by which appointed
agents supply tickets to and share commissions with others" (p.1601). In addition, Table 2.3 illustrates an
income analysis for British outgoing travel agencies, as estimated in the literature.
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Table 2.3 Commission, business and income generated by British outgoing travel agencies
Commission payable to
British agencies by
tourism principals
Commission
levels % (+)
Business generated
through travel
agencies (*)
Agency
revenue
(A)
Agency
revenue
(13)
Agency revenue (C)
International ticket 9% 80%
24.8% 25%
Domestic air tickets 7.5% 77%
21.4%
Ferry companies 9-10% 60% 2.9% 3.6% 4%
Cruises 7-10% 88% n/a 4.6% n/a
Rail travel 9% 9% 2.7% n/a 5%
Tour operators -
inclusive tours
10-12% Domestic 7-9%
International 84%
62.2% 66.9% Domestic 5%
International 55%
Rent a car
-
15% 60% 0.7% n/a n/a
Travel insurance 35-50% n/a n/a n/a 3%
Other n/a _ Dia _ 4.7% n/a 3%
Source: Adapted from (+) Beaver, 1993, p.1601, 1682 and 1157; (*) Renshaw,1992,p.32-35;
(A)Renshaw,1992,p.31; (B)Keynote,1994,p.23; (C)Plant,1989,p.B4.5.
As far as the profitability and cost and benefit analysis of the British outgoing travel agencies is concerned,
Keynote (1994,p.24) suggests that, in 1993, they had an average turnover of around £1 million per outlet.
Lunn Poly had a turnover in excess of £1.5 million per outlet in 1993, which appears to be twice as
productive as the average outgoing travel agencies. Table 2.4 illustrates a typical British agency cost and
revenue break down, indicating their profitability.
Table 2.4 Outgoing travel agencies' cost and benefit breakdown
Sales Percentage Costs and expenses Percentage
Inclusive tours 53.0% Payroll expenses 46.5%
Air tickets 33.0% Advertising 3.0%
Other tickets 4.9% Energy 1.5%
Insurance 1.0% Administration 6.5%
Car hire 0.3% Repairs and maintenance 0.5%
Miscellaneous 7.8% Accommodation expenses 12.5%
Revenue Depreciation 2.5%
Commissions 9.5% Total cost 85%
Other income 0.5%
Total 10.1% Net income 16.0%
Source: Adapted from Wanhil1,1993a,p.194
Moreover, override or incentive commissions are additional incentives paid by principals or wholesalers to
stimulate extra bookings and increase outgoing travel agencies' loyalty. In most cases, overrides are a form
of performance bonus, based on a graduated rate schedule according to volume of business generated
(Gee,Makens, and Choy, 1989,p.207). Overrides vary considerably according to products and operators,
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while inclusive tour operators normally offer an average of 1-2.5% (Minte1,1994b,p.26;
Renshaw,1992,p.179; Monopolies and Merger Commission,1989,p.24). Furthermore, other incentives may
be offered either to outgoing travel agencies' organisation or personnel, such as educational or familiarisation
trips, free flights or holidays, free shopping vouchers, or goods such as colour televisions, compact disks
(Holiday Which,1989b,p.139 and 1993b,p.38); certain cash incentives per holiday or booking to promote
preferred partners or parent tour operators, such as Pickfords and Lunn Poly offering £3 per holiday to staff
for sales confirmed on their parent organisations (Holiday Which,1993c,p.174; Renshaw, 1994,p.244). In
addition, certain powerful multiples and especially the ones who are tied to large tour operators, which
control a large number of outlets, and therefore have access to a substantial part of the market, demand an
override commission, in order to distribute tourism principals. This policy often jeopardises the visibility
of smaller tour operators, as they are required to pay higher commission rates (up to 17-18%), in order to
rack their brochures and sell their holidays to the public (Minte1,1994b,p,31; Kirker,1994,p.66;
Renshaw,1994,p.244; Monopolies and Mergers Commission,1986,p.54 and p.60). Principals and tour
operators who offer override commissions often achieve "preferred supplier" status and enjoy preferential
racking of their brochures and merchandising (Minte1,1994b,p.31). As a result, outgoing travel agencies are
often accused of directional selling towards those suppliers.
In some cases, outgoing travel agencies might make an agreement to pass a fraction of their override
commissions to the public, as a cash discount, in order to stimulate demand (Minte1,1994b,p.27;
Renshaw,1992,p.159). Brett (1992,p.5) warns that "recommended retail prices on leisure products will never
return. Efficient retailers will sell holidays cheaper than inefficient ones". This is encouraged by the high
integration which is observed, especially between tour operators and multiples, as integrated travel
organisations attempt to maximise their corporation's market share and profitability, rather than to improve
the performance of each particular member involved. In this case, discounts can develop into "price wars",
where both outgoing travel agencies and tour operators are involved (Economist, 1993b). Moreover, outgoing
travel agencies lately are adopting a "bundle technique", which enables them to offer a discount, provided
that a client purchases another product at the same time, such as travel insurance and package holidays. This
discount on package holidays varied from a 5% to 15% in August 1994 (Noakes, 1994,p.6;
Skapinker,1994a,p.6), and reached an unprecedented 25% in January 1995 (O'Connell, 1995,p.1;
Fleming, 1995,p.98). Apparently, these discounting levels are unrealistically higher than the alleged
commission agencies receive, and therefore are forced to sell holidays at a loss. Moreover, they jeopardise
the competitiveness of smaller outgoing travel agencies, which cannot achieve override commissions and
preferential treatment (Hamilton and Oldfield,1994,p.3.2). However, multiples generate extra profit as they
promote their parent tour operators and therefore boost both their own as well as their parent tour operators'
market share (Noakes,1994a,p.6); sell an overpriced travel insurance for a high commission (40-50%)
(Wickers,1994a,p.29); attract immense and inexpensive publicity (Fleming, 1995,p.98); as well as keep
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deposits (at £5 per person) should travellers cancel at a later stage (TTG,1994b,p.12). As a result of the
recent price wars in the tourism industry, outgoing travel agencies' profit margins have massively
deteriorated. Table 2.5 demonstrates the profitability achieved by major British outgoing travel agencies in
the recent years.
Table 2.5 Multiple outgoing travel agencies' profit margins
Profit margin (%) 1989 1990 1991 1992
AT Mays 0.8 -0.2 -0.7 0.0
Lunn Poly 4.6 8.4 5.7 22.7
Thomas Cook 6.0 6.8 2.1 5.2
ource: Keynote, 	 p.40-45
In conclusion, Tables 2.3 and 2.4 clearly illustrate that inclusive tours and air transportation generate the
vast majority of outgoing travel agencies' turnover, perhaps due to the efficiencies and increased productivity
achieved in the production of these services (Saltamarsh,1986,p.57). An analysis of the contribution of
holidays to European outgoing travel agencies' turnover is demonstrated in Table 2.2. It can be observed
that Northern European outgoing travel agencies make more than half of their income by selling holidays,
while their Southern European counterparts have ticketing and individual travel arrangements as their main
source of earnings.
2.3.1.3.2 Outgoing travel agencies' processes for selecting partners
Holloway and Plant (1988,p.200) suggest that there are three factors affecting principals' distribution choice,
ie cost, control and level of service. However, there is very little academic research on how outgoing travel
agencies select their partners in the tourism distribution channel. A recent Louis Harris survey on American
outgoing travel agencies advises hoteliers on the most important attributes and criteria which determine
agencies' selection (Hotelline,1990b,p.3):
1. Pay commission promptly
2. Honour reservations
3. Pay commission
4. Provide updated information on rates and special promotions
5. Improve efficiency and reliability of their reservations systems
6. Avoid overbooking
7. Improve overall service
8. Provide trained, knowledgeable and courteous staff
9. Provide accurate and updated computer information
10. Provide better information on hotel facilities and services
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This is a list of the most valued characteristics in the relations between outgoing travel agencies and
accommodation establishments. Effectively, they underline the importance of timely bill settling, delivery
of products promised and establishment of efficient communication. Moreover, Schulz (1994) suggests that
a partnership between accommodation establishments an outgoing travel agencies should be initiated, based
on mutual understanding and co-operation for mutual benefit. These principles can be applied to all other
partners in tourism distribution channels.
2.3.1.4 Critical issues in outgoing travel agencies' position in the tourism distribution channels
Numerous structural issues affect the prosperity of outgoing travel agencies as well as their contribution to
the tourism industry. Perhaps the most critical one is the horizontal and vertical integration observed in the
market, which effectively restructures the distribution of power and enhances conflict opportunities within
the tourism distribution channel. A thorough examination of these issues is attempted in the following
paragraphs based on the limited available literature.
2.3.1.4.1 Outgoing travel agencies' integration in the tourism distribution channel context
Both horizontal and vertical integration can be observed in tourism distribution channel, affecting outgoing
travel agencies' position. Horizontal integration or "the march of multiples" occurs when outgoing travel
agencies amalgamate through mergers or takeovers (Wanhil1,1993a,p.192). This integration has several
effects on the industry structure and operation, as it is estimated that in 1993, 46% of all UK air inclusive
tours were sold through the top four British outgoing travel agencies, of which 23% were through Lunn Poly
alone (Keynote,1994,p.21). In contrast, French outgoing travel agencies have been slower in integration
(Saltmarsh,1986,p .50). Effectively, horizontal integration restructures the channel and particularly, the
relation between outgoing travel agency and principals, by providing more power to outgoing travel agencies
and enables them to dictate their terms especially to smaller principals and wholesalers. They are supporting
this by building strong corporate identities, increasing their market share, improving economies of scales,
offering standardised training and services and providing a centralised mechanism for negotiations which are
capable of reacting efficiently to market fluctuations and competition tactics. Although it jeopardises the
competitiveness of small and independent outgoing travel agencies, it facilitates rationalisation, economies
of scale and efficiency in the channel. Furthermore, several consequences can be observed in outgoing travel
agencies' operation. The development of strong corporate images enabling consumers to associate enterprises
to their needs. In addition, it forced outgoing travel agencies to put emphasis on their training procedures,
while it stimulated marketing research, a better understanding of the market and customer incentives. As
multiple management becomes more troublesome, ITs' investments are also stimulated. However, the effect
of horizontal integration on small, independent outgoing travel agencies is devastating, as they face excessive
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competition and observe their market share evaporate towards price oriented multiples. In an attempt to
reverse these trends, independent British outgoing travel agencies form consortia such as the ARTAC
(Alliance of Retail Travel Agency Consortia) and NAITA (National Association of Independent Travel
Agencies) in order to strengthen their position (Minte1,1994b,p.16; Renshaw,1992,ch.5 and 1994,p.244;
Wanhil1,1993a,p.152; McNei1,1994,p.32-34; Saltmarsh,1986,p.55). Similarly, in the USA, GIANTS
(Greater Independent Association of National Travel Services) perform a comparable role
(Loverseed,1994,p.55).
Moreover, vertical integration in the tourism industry essentially means that several outgoing travel agencies
are linked with other tourism distribution channel members. Ownerships and strategic alliances between
outgoing travel agencies, tour operators, and major principals such as airlines, and hotels are evident
throughout the tourism industry (Wanhil1,1993a,p.191). In the UK, major multiples are owned by or have
strategic alliances with tour operators, and thus, form the following pairs: Thomson-Lunn Poly, Airtours-
Going Places, First Choice-Thomas Cook, Inspirations-AT Mays. Industrial sources estimate that these
multiples provide services and holidays for about 50% of the entire leisure market, as demonstrated in Table
2.6. The domination of large multiple outgoing travel agencies can be observed in this table, which also
illustrates tour operators' control over the retailing part of the tourism distribution channel
(Keynote, 1994,p.21). Holiday Which (1993c) suggests that vertical integration restricts consumers' choice
to outgoing travel agencies' preferential tour operators.
Table 2.6 Major travel agencies in the UK and their market shares
Travel Agency Parent TO
or strategic
alliances
Number
of outlets
Percentage
of ABTA
outlets
Air inclusive tour market
shares of UK travel agents
1993 (% by volume)
Lunn Poly Thomson 705 10.6% 23%
Thomas Cook First Choice 365 5.3% 9%
Going Places Airtours 545 7.9% 9%
AT Mays Inspirations 317 4.6% 4%
Total Four 1932 28.1% 46%
Notes: Thomas Cookholds% of the First Choce shares, Go ing Places emerged by combining Pickfords
and Hogg Robinson chains in June 1993 and is the retail chain of Airtours, AT Mays formulated a joint
venture with Inspirations in May 1993.
Source: Adapted from Keynote, 1994, p.21-22 and Thomson, 1994, p.13
In contrast, in Germany outgoing travel agencies are usually the major shareholders in tour operators,
formulating a reverse type of control (Smith and Jenner,1994,p.71), while in Scandinavian countries, tour
operators operate exclusive outgoing travel agencies as booking offices for their "parent" tour operators, in
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order to minimise distribution costs (Nielsen, 1994,p.72). The integration trends are also confirmed by the
fact that 19 out of the 20 biggest travel corporations in Europe are in travel agency business, while 19 are
also in the outbound tour operator business (Bywater, 1994,p.80). As a consequence, leisure travel retailing
becomes enormously concentrated, which essentially increases tour operators' power within the tourism
distribution channel, while it jeopardises the well being of smaller, independent tour operators and outgoing
travel agencies, which cannot match these competitive advantages. Holloway (1989,p.113) suggests that
"chains benefit from a number of advantages over independent agents, favouring their growth. They are able
to negotiate more favourable incentive commissions, owing to their strength in the marketplace, and can
choose if they wish to discount their prices, by passing on commission to their clients, to an extent greater
than a small company will find possible". Vertical integration has various implications for the tourism
distribution channel as analysed in the next paragraphs.
2.3.1.4.2 Power and conflicts experienced by outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies are reported to exercise some power over principals and tour operators, as they
effectively control who can be distributed from their shelves as well as who will be contacted for a specially
arranged travel itinerary. Perhaps the issue which attracts most attention in industrial publications is the
power of multiples which serve a considerable fraction of the total market. They are reported to request
unreasonable levels of commission, while they often demand a high quality of services, especially by small
and powerless tour operators. Renshaw (1992,p.131) acknowledges that "in the travel trade there has been
a swing from supplier dominance to agency dominance over recent years created by the wide choice and
relative similarity of inclusive tour products and the expansion of the multiple agency network". Outgoing
travel agencies and especially multiples increased their power over other members of the tourism distribution
channel and negotiated increases in commission (Holloway and Plant, 1988,p.208).
Inter-channel conflict is often inevitable as multiples frequently use coercion and expert power to strengthen
their negotiating capability with suppliers and wholesalers. Thus, several conflicts are generated between
multiple outgoing travel agencies and independent tour operators, especially as far as overrides are
concerned "which have reached a ceiling" (Kirker,1994,p .66; O' Conne11,1994,p .3 ; Heape,1995,p .54). AITO
also claims that multiples would refuse to sell any no override commission, paying tour operators by saying
to consumers that these operators are "incompetent, more expensive or financially insecure" (Monopolies
and Mergers Commission, 1989,p.29). In addition, as vertically outgoing travel agencies attempt to mislead
prospective tourists towards their parent tour operators' products they restrict consumers' choice (Holiday
Which, 1993c), while forcing both independent agencies and tour operators to bankruptcy (Kirker,1994,p.66;
Heape,1995,p.54). These implications were investigated by the British Monopolies and Mergers Commission
(1986,p .60), and the Office of Fair Trading (Skapinker,1994b,p .5), which recognised that discounting
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worsens the vulnerability of both small outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, while trading standards
officers were examining whether the Code of Practice under the Consumer Protection Act was compiled
(O'Connell,1995,p.1).
In reverse, similar conflicts are observed between large tour operators and independent outgoing travel
agencies, as the former are forced to provide preferential treatment to multiples and consequently, jeopardise
independent the competitiveness of outgoing travel agencies (Muir,1995,p.78). In addition, ITs introduction
has caused conflicts, as tour operators attempt to determine ITs' standards of trading, (through the
introduction of Videotex in the middle 1980s and currently, with the upgrade to PC technology), at outgoing
travel agencies' cost (Buck, 1988,p.73). Increasingly tour operators concentrate on the most productive
outgoing travel agencies and reduce the services available to the least productive ones, reducing the ability
of smaller agencies to serve their clients properly and pushing them to closure (Buck,1988,p.74). Finally,
conflicts between alternative tourism distribution channel, are often initiated by agencies, as discounting in
brochure launching and busy booking periods can develop to full-scale price war (Economist, 1993b). Thus,
tourism enterprises at the same distribution channel level are competing fiercely. In reality, these price wars
are originated by both multiple outgoing travel agencies' and parent tour operators' agony to maintain their
market share, in order to achieve higher profitability.
2.3.1.4.3 Product discrimination and biased service from outgoing travel agencies
Prospective tourists, ideally, demand impartial advice from outgoing travel agencies (Welburn,1987,p.12).
However, in many cases agencies are blamed by both the Consumer Association and the associations of both
independent outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, for providing directional advice, according to their
relations and preferential contracts with principals and other tourism distribution channel members (Holiday
Which,1989b,p.139). Keynote (1994,p.24) suggest that Thomson and Airtours ability to perform
directionally, selling in Lunn Poly and Going Places respectively, reduced both Owners Abroad
competitiveness and market share. Apart from supporting the parent organisation, a variety of reasons is
often mentioned for this bias: Streamlined product range is described as the extensive usage of most popular
principals, which increases the efficiency of outgoing travel agencies and reduces the risk to use unknown
service providers. As agencies cannot keep track of all holiday destinations and services on offer, they select
the most appealing products for their target market and effectively limit customers' options to these
principals (Holiday Which,1988d,p.22; Gilbert and Soni,1991,p.417). Moreover, they are reluctant to
promote troublesome products, which require complex or unfamiliar procedures. In addition, as a result of
fierce competition outgoing travel agencies are forced to sell only high revenue items (Plant,1989,p.4-5) and
products which require low service involvement and enable rapid turnover of customers
(Mayhew, 1987,p.62). Thus, products which yield low profit margins and/or fail to appear in well known
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brochures or familiar CRSs, are effectively excluded from the offered options, because they are regarded
as reducing the profitability and efficiency of outgoing travel agencies (Bennett,1992,p.9).
Moreover, outgoing travel agencies gain numerous loyalty benefits such as discounts, bonus and cash per
reservation, override commissions, special rates, promotional help, merchandising material, preferential
service and educational trips, based on volumes of sales generated and certain sales targets
(Mintel,1994b,p.26; Holiday Which,1993c; Holloway and Plant,1988,p.218; Renshaw,1992,p.156). As
expected, outgoing travel agencies support these particular products by directing or misleading prospective
tourists. This is often attributed to multiples and vertically integrated agencies which are blamed for
promoting their in-house tour operators and principals, which in fact attracted the attention of the British
Office of Fair Trading and is still under investigation (Noakes and Quinton,1995,p.1; Welsh, 1995,p.5.2;
Wickers,1994b,p.53; Cohen,1994b,p.5; Holiday Which,1988d,p.23 and 1993c). Independent agencies, on
the other hand, which have no strategic alliances with principals, are believed to be more objective about
their brochure display and package promotion.
Finally, technology and CRSs introduce a new source of bias, as on one hand, there is often bias within
CRSs' ranking procedures, which treats unfavourably a number of principals by displaying their products
towards the end of the list, while on the other hand, searching through one particular CRS/videotex system
automatically excludes all principals which are not subscribed in this system (Bennett and
Radburn,1991,p.48; Bennett, 1992,p.8-9). As an outgoing travel agency's clerk gets comfortable using some
CRS or videotex systems it is unlikely that he/she would switch to other less known systems. This bias is
analytically examined in section 3.3.2.1.4.
2.3.1.5 Major trends for outgoing travel agencies and future prospects
Several trends can be identified for outgoing travel agencies' future. The march of the multiples and both
horizontal and vertical integration is expected to thrive and the polarisation between multiple and
small/independent outgoing travel agencies will raise. Multiples will continue to grow, taking advantage of
economies of scale, technology, brand name and vertical integration with other tourism distribution channel
members. Alternatively, small, independent outgoing travel agencies would capitalise on extensive choice,
personalised services, higher quality of expertise and consultation, rapid arrangements and satisfaction of
specialised customer needs. However, medium sized outgoing travel agencies may find it difficult to compete
in the long term, unless they develop a strong competitive advantage, either towards cost or service
orientation (Papworth,1994; Holloway,1989,p.117; Holloway and Plant,1988,p.209-211). Integration
provokes fierce competition in the market place and jeopardises the prosperity of smaller agencies which
cannot compete on cost with their larger counterparts which can demand override commissions and make
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special agreements with tourism principals. Therefore co-operation through independent outgoing travel
agencies consortia, which would enable negotiating preferential commissions and joint marketing is also
recommended for smaller agencies, through organisations such as ARTAC and NAITA (Minte1,1994b,p.16;
McNei1,1994,p.32-34; Papworth,1994,p.9; Saltmarsh,1986,p.55, and Renshaw, 1994,p.244). They can also
benefit by formulating exclusive agreements with Associations of other smaller and independent tourism
distribution channel members, for example the AITO.
In addition, although authors speculate the development of the business-leisure outgoing travel agencies
polarisation, it is believed that it will be reduced. Apart from "corporate and implant outgoing travel
agencies" which would remain concentrating on corporate travel, it is believed that outgoing travel agencies
catering for individual business travellers, would support the leisure needs of their customers. This can
capitalise the motion of partnership between consumers and service providers, where an understanding of
each others' needs and requirements is achieved. Instead, a great differentiation between "holiday shops"
acting almost exclusively as booking agents for packaged holidays, and outgoing travel agencies which
undertake the entire range of travel arrangements for independent travellers, is predicted
(Plant,1989,p.B.4.5). Therefore a re-distribution of roles between business and leisure outgoing travel
agencies is expected, which will benefit both agencies and tourists. On the one hand, outgoing travel 
agencies will be able to build this partnership by using more extensively "client history" and consumers'
databases; promote leisure products to existing business travellers; improve the loyalty of their clientele;
increase their productivity by asking the personal details (eg.address, credit card details) only once; and
finally, be able to promote both their activities. On the other hand, travellers can benefit from better
understanding of their needs and preferences; loyalty schemes; personalised and efficient service; and
personal suggestions.
Numerous benefits can be achieved by using direct selling and marketing and thus, it has always been a fear
for outgoing travel agencies (Mayhew,1987,p.63; Minte1,1987,p.5.12; Reid, 1994; Parkinson, 1989).
However, although several direct selling tour operators commenced their operation in the UK (Burkart and
Medlik,1981,p.176), there is evidence of very little success in the marketplace. However, the direct sale
threat is accelerated by knowledgable consumers who feel confident to undertake the entire information
collection and reservation process without professional help, as well as the inadequacy of outgoing travel
agency's personnel. Thus, "a business traveller knowing more about his needs than the travel agents and
being able to book direct; the leisure traveller growing in confidence and demanding more individuality in
the holiday arrangements are overcoming the psychological demand for face to face contact in the purchase"
(Mayhew, 1987,p.63). In addition, most British major tour operators have established their direct sales brand
names (Thomson: Portland Holidays, First Choice: Eclipse) which operate on telephone reservation bases.
This perhaps follows Scandinavian tour operators' example, which operate exclusive outgoing travel agencies
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for their package holidays in order to reduce their distribution cost as well as strengthen their brand name
and loyalty (Nilsen, 1994,p.26). Finally, Smith and Jenner (1994,p.72) thoughtfully question "what is vertical
integration if not a form of direct selling?", and therefore highlight that vertical integration essentially means
that commissions and special promotions, payable by suppliers or wholesalers to outgoing travel agencies,
remain in the integrated corporation (Parkinson,1989,p.107).
However, due to the core benefits of every distribution channel, outgoing travel agencies would never be
eliminated from the tourism distribution channel. Holloway (1989,p.114) suggests that "selling direct, cuts
out the high costs of servicing intermediaries and of paying commission on each sale. On the other hand,
it involves considerably capital expenses in setting up sales offices and direct marketing costs can be high,
especially if a programme of national advertising is thought necessary to reach the travelling public". In
addition, SMTEs' dominance in the tourism industry makes direct selling more difficult as it is hitherto
impossible for each producer to access each consumer efficiently. As a consequence, 85-90% of package
holidays are currently sold through outgoing travel agencies (Brett,1992,p.5; Fitch, 1987,p.33). Furthermore,
the intangibility of tourism products is another barrier. People need to have face to face communication, to
feel secure that a destination, they intent to visit, would satisfy their needs. Moreover, as most principals
charge rack rates to individual clients, consumers are forced to seek a discounted price through outgoing
travel agencies, which normally have negotiated rates or/and bargaining power to achieve a discount. This
is a tourism industry paradox, where bookings through outgoing travel agencies cost principals not only
commissions, but also lost revenue from the discount provided for customers. However, principals would
hardly let individual customers have any fraction of this discount, when selling directly.
In contrast, YI's and CRSs may contribute to the direct distribution of tourism products, through personal
and public terminals (Welburn,1987,p.14). However, despite the fact that the hitherto high cost and low
consumer ifs' understanding limited this progress (Welburn,1987,p.10), the introduction of user friendly
and accessible from personal computer, networks through the "information superhighway", initiates unlimited
new opportunities. USA experience of consumers using technology for travel arrangements demonstrates that
the majority of users research for information, but rely on agents to check the travel itinerary and make the
final reservation (Loverseed,1994,p.63). Thus, home travel shopping will probably jeopardise outgoing travel
agencies' domination, especially for the ones which are not prepared to innovate and adapt themselves to
the contemporary environment challenges. Therefore it seems that agencies will continue to provide travellers
with their services, although their role might be transformed to travel councillors, rather than retailers. The
more tourism products available in the market, and the more sophisticated CRSs required to reserve them,
the more expertise and professional advice will be required and valued by consumers.
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As demonstrated in section 1.1.2, demand trends and the "4Ss" metamorphosis engender the need for
outgoing travel agencies specialisation. Tourists' life-style segmentation would probably lead agencies to
concentrate on specialised activity holidays, with destinations as well as some particular hobbies or sports
being central to tourism products. "Themed agencies" which specialise in products involving, religion,
"golden age" holidays, spa, shopping, adventure, safari, bird watching, historical, industrial, food and drink,
would probably enable smaller outgoing travel agencies to achieve niches and increase their profit margin
and market share, regardless of fierce competition from multiples. On the other hand, numerous agencies
will remain diversified, trying to sell as many tourist products as possible, by attracting all types of tourism
demand. These agencies would probably need to develop a cost oriented strategy.
Outgoing travel agencies also need to adapt stronger selling techniques and ultimately fulfil the role of travel
counsellor, rather than retaining their image as booking offices (Kendall and Booms,1989,p.29). They have
to concentrate on their staff ability to sell, establish rapport with clients and offer a superior level of product
knowledge, so that clients would be stimulated to actively seek advice, particularly for independent, tailor
made travel arrangements, which provide greater earning potential than the standard package holidays
(Holloway and Plant, 1988,p.209). Research identified that tourists expect outgoing travel agencies to advise
them on different aspects of tourism products. Table 2.7 illustrates the importance of advice given to tourists
on a six point scale. Although agencies recognise this demand and even call their shop assistants "tourism
consultants", there is evidence to suggest that inexperienced and underpaid clerks, especially in multiples
are insufficiently qualified to offer the required level of services and expertise (Holiday Which,1989b,p.139;
Holloway and Plant, 1988,p.209). Thus, plenty of room for improvements is available, in order to offer full
and comprehensive advisory services for demanding consumers.
Table 2.7 Importance of outgoing travel agencies' advice
Advice Mean STD
Best means of transports 5.0 1.3
Possible hotels and resorts 5.0 1.2
Local attractions and side trips 4.4 1.5
Activities to pursue 4.1 1.6
Possible destination 4.0 1.7
Restaurants 3.7 1.7
Source: Kendall and- Booms,1989,p.34 Note: (Likert Scale 1-6 "Disagree-Agree")
Finally, CRSs and GDSs create a great trend for one stop shopping, where the opportunity to access
information and make reservations for the entire tourism product is provided from a single point of offer.
As a result, outgoing travel agencies can become the centre of individually packaged tourism products, and
thus, recapture some power from other tourism distribution channel members.
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2.3.2 Tour operators
Tour operators are the next tourism distribution channel member to be examined, along with their role and
services. Tour operators' most significant contribution is the package tour, where a combination of different
products is offered as a bunch for tourism consumption. As they make bulk reservations on various tourism
products, before distributing them through the retailers' network (outgoing travel agencies), they are often
regarded as wholesalers (Gee, Makens, Choy,1989,p.179). McIntosh and Goeldner (1990,p.101) propose
that "the tour wholesaler (also called tour operator) puts together a tour and all its components and sells the
tour through his or her own company, through retail outlets, and/or through approved travel agencies". This
integrated product is usually called "tourist package" or "inclusive tour" and it can de defined as "a selected
travel and tourism product, marketed under a particular product or brand label, and sold at an inclusive
price" (Middleton,1988,p.271). The EU "package directive" defines tour operators as "organisers", which
"means the person who, other than occasionally, organizes packages and sells or offers them for sale,
whether directly or through a retailer", while it also defines package as "the pre-arranged combination of
not fewer than two of the following when sold or offered for sale at an inclusive price and when the service
covers a period of more than twenty-four hours or includes overnight accommodation: a) transport, b)
accommodation c) other tourist services not ancillary to transport or accommodation and accounting for a
significant proportion of the package" (EC,1990b,p.60). Details of tour operators' strategies and practices
as well as the major European ones are thoroughly examined by Bywater (1992), Keynote (1994),
Euromonitor (1988), and Van Eeckhout (1993). In addition, some historical aspects of tour operators' growth
can be found in various publications (Burkart and Medlik,1981,p.183-185; Delaney-Smith,1987;
Allen, 1985,p .83-85; Ryan,1989,p.61-64; Sheldon,1989b,p.469-470 and 1986,p.351-352).
A great variation between tour operators' practices and strategies can be observed in various countries
(Sheldon,1986, 1988 and 1994a; Ryan,1989; King,1991). However, Northern European ones have to a
certain extent standardised packages towards sun-sand-sea-sex destinations. In contrast, immature Southern
European tour operators predominately concentrate on short breaks-sightseeing-shopping-shows in European
capitals, as most of their clients are residents or neighbours to sunny destinations. Figure 2.6 clusters
European markets according to their propensity to use package holidays. This section concentrates on
Northern European tour operators, due to their contribution to the Aegean Island's tourism, and it is argued
that similar patterns can be identified in most Mediterranean destinations. Industry insights of the European
tour operator's industry are provided in several reports (Bywater,1992; Van Eeckhout,1993; Nilsen, 1994;
Euromonitor,1988; The pH Group, 1993).
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Figure 2.6 Suitability of holiday markets for package holidays
Only Germany and the UK combine strong demand with
a high rate of packaged holidays
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Holidays (millions of 4+ nights)
Source: The pH Group, 1993.
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2.3.2.1 Tour operators' major functions and role in the tourism distribution channel
Tour operators undertake a wide range of activities in order to negotiate with suppliers as well as prepare
and sell their packages to consumers (Sheldon,1994a,p.399). They normally purchase a number of travel
services such as aircraft seats, accommodation and transfers at destinations, and set-up a package at a single
price (Holloway, 1989,p.130). The high standardisation and repetitiveness of these packages stimulate a more
precise definition: "standardised repeatable offers comprising two or more elements of transport,
accommodation, food, destination attractions, other facilities and services (such as travel insurance). Product
packages are marketed to the general public, described in print or other media, and offered for sale to
prospective customers at a published, inclusive price, in which the costs of the product components cannot
be separately identified" (Middleton,1988,p.273). Buying in bulk, generates immense discounts and
economies of scale. Thus, Wanhill (1993a,p.195) suggests that "tour operating is a process of combining
aircraft seats and beds in hotels (or other forms of accommodation) in a manner which will make the
purchase price attractive to potential holidaymakers".
In essence, tour operators offer the branding and distribution mechanisms to an amalgam of tourism products
provided by different principals. However several authors tend to point out that by contracting and
combining individual suppliers and products, tour operators are in fact producers or manufacturers of tourism
products (D'Souza,1991,p.78). Mintel (1987,p.5.9) suggests that "the role of the tour operator is not only
complex, it is also variable in the sense that in some respects the company acts as a principal while in other
respects, often equally important, it acts as an agent or broker for the services of other suppliers". However,
in most destinations, tour operators' involvement is limited only to the provision of a combination of
accommodation and transportation services, often provided by SMTEs. With the exception of some charter
airlines which are owned by large/mass tour operators, they are unable to control the production and delivery
of these products and services. As a result, this research adapts Holloway's (1989,p.55) view, and regards
tour operators as distributors and wholesalers, rather than producers or suppliers. Sheldon (1986,p.352) also
suggests that "tour operators act as an intermediary between the suppliers and the travel agent, or the
suppliers and the consumer".
Increasingly, tour operators appreciate tourists' special interests and specific activity requirements, and
attempt to provide themed and activity holidays built around a central theme or activity, such as ski, bird-
watching, history etc. This is a response to the evident inadequacy of the traditional "4Ss" tourism product
to satisfy the emerging sophisticated tourism demand, as described in section 1.1.2. Moreover, tour
operators play a fundamental role in passengers transportation and thus, they either own their transportation
companies and/or they closely co-operate with several. Consequently, they determine consumers'
accessibility to destinations, especially for remote and insular regions. Charter airlines are established to
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enable direct, reliable and inexpensive transportation for prospective tourists, while a mechanism involving
all convenient transportation media is utilised to transfer consumers whilst at a destination. In addition, tour
operators tend to oversee the entire holiday experience by providing representatives who are capable of
solving most holidaymakers' problems during their holiday, while assessing tourists' satisfaction after their
trip. Therefore tour operators monitor the performance of the entire tourism industry. To summarise, tour
operators arrange and supervise the delivery of tourism packages, which they formulate by combining several
tourism products. Often they own transportation media, such as charter airlines which enable them to reduce
transportation costs. Finally, they are able to pass on significant savings to travellers, by exercising
purchasing power on principals, while they oversee the delivery of the tourism product. Three main periods
of a tourist package design, marketing and implementation can be identified. Several authors describe
alternative procedures and charts tour operators follow to make their product available in the market place
(Wanhil1,1993a,p .196-203;S heldon,1986,p .352-355;M iddleton,1988,p .275-278;H olloway,1989,p .134-138;
Mill and Morrison, 1985,p.409-414).
During the preparation and inclusive tour design phase tour operators have to undertake marketing research
in order to explore the overall market size and the demand trends, as well as the attractiveness of their
products and destinations. Past experience, consumer questionnaires, research inferences, business
environment, trade opinions, complaints and expert suggestions are reviewed in this phase to assist in the
forecasting of desirability for both destinations and products. As a result, the most appealing destinations
and products are drawn, and a capacity plan illustrating the amount of beds and transportation seats is
undertaken. In this stage, miscalculation of demand can be fatal (Keynote,1994,p.13; Baum and
Mudambi,1994,p.86), while overcapacity inevitably leads to massive discounting (Josephides,1993b,p.164).
A period of negotiation follows, when tour operators contact tourism principals or incoming travel agencies
and inquire about accommodation as well as numerous facilities and services for their clientele
(Wanhil1,1993a,p.197; Middleton, 1994,p.296; Mill and Morrison,1985,p.411; Holloway,1989,p.134).
Two major types of contracts are normally used by tour operators for accommodation establishments. Either
block reservations (allotment or allocation), or block pre-purchases (commitment or guarantee) with
principals (Wanhil1,1993a,p.197; Sheldon,1986,p.353). In allotment, tour operators negotiate prices based
on the expected volumes and period as they reserve a number of beds in accommodation establishments and
promise to fill them. However, they keep the right to cancel this reservation a few days before their tourists'
arrival (release period), which effectively reduces tour operators' financial risk, as they are under no
financial obligation. On the other hand, commitment contracts enable tour operators to pre-purchase tourism
products, regardless of whether they are being used or not. This type of contract is used extensively for
transportation (charter flights) and often for small self-catering accommodation establishments or in well
established hotels in traditional destinations, which enjoy high demand. As the majority of the risk passes
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from the principal to tour operators, they normally purchase the products for much lower prices. Finally,
a combination between the two types of contracts is also used extensively, especially for accommodation
establishments with strong demand or within destinations with limited capacity. This is guaranteed occupancy
within an allotment contract. In this case, tour operators guarantee a certain degree of allotment coverage,
and undertake the risk and obligation to cover this percentage of the entire contract. In addition, a release 
period is set, when a tour operator can notify the supplier of the number of units required and the ones that
the supplier is free to sell. This release period varies according to destinations' demand and supply, although
Sheldon (1994a,p.401 and 1986,p.353) suggests 30 days.
Similarly, tour operators contract airline seats. Most of the large tour operators have their in-house charter
carrier which supports their transportation requirements. "In other circumstances, the tour operator may
contract an aircraft for the whole season (a 'time charter') or for specified flights (a "whole-plane charter")
or may purchase a block of seats on a scheduled service or a chartered airline (a "part charter")"
(Wanhil1,1993a,p.197). Tour operators attempt to achieve a higher than 85-90% utilisation factor in order
to break even, and this is perhaps their greatest risk (Josephides,1994a,p.11, 1993a,p.54, and 1994b,p.11;
Wanhil1,1993a,p.199; Middleton,1991,p.187; Fitch, 1987,p.38).
Price is probably the most important element of the package marketing mix. As holidays have a high
elasticity of demand, it is estimated that a variation of 1% in package prices, leads to 3% in tourist volumes
(Brackenbury,1991,p.3). Thus, price of service is central to negotiations, as tour operators attempt to
minimise supplier charges in order to be able to offer cheaper holidays to the market, and consequently, to
increase their market share and profitability (Josephides,1993a,p.54; Buhalis,1991,p.63; Allen,1985;
Dane, 1994). Should tour operators fail to achieve adequate capacity in a fashionable destination at the desired
prices, they turn to less attractive areas, where they can find cheaper products (Allen,1985,p.86). Section
2.3.2.4.1 illustrates the price structure of an inclusive tour. Sheldon (1994a,p.401) suggests that volume,
past performance and the financial standing of the company determine the amount of discounts on rack rates
achieved. "Discounts can vary between 10% (minimum travel agent discount) and over 50%" (p.400)
depending on the demand for a particular year, attractiveness of the area, facilities offered, uniqueness of
destination, period of year, and volume of business". Moreover, Wanhill (1993a,p.190) suggests that
"wholesalers are able through their buying power to negotiate discounts of up to 60% off the normal tariff",
especially in resorts dealing with large numbers of visitors.
As soon as contracts are completed, the second phase, ie tour marketing, commences (Sheldon, 1986,p.354).
The main marketing tool for tour operators is brochures, which include information for both tourism
products and destinations. Brochure design is a very complicated and expensive procedure (Hodgson,1993
and 1992; Wanhil1,1993a,p.199; Holloway and Plant, 1988,p.255-273; Holloway, 1989,p.140-143; Gilbert
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and Houghton,1991; Mill and Morrison,1985,p.413). It is estimated that "production costs are 2-5% of the
total tour price and a conversion rate of one booking to eight to ten brochures is accepted as the industry
norm" (Sheldon,1986,p.354). The cost of each brochure copy varies according to its size, quality of printing,
number of printouts, etc, but an average of ft per brochure is often quoted (Hodgson,1993,p.50;
Beaver, 1993,p.675; Gilbert and Houghton, 1991,p.20). An average of 13 brochures per booking is estimated
in the UK (Hodgson,1993,p.50) while specialised tour operators tend to produce thinner and less expensive
copies, but they may need to give up to 30 copies per each booking they achieve. Furthermore, Mintel
(1994b,p.31) suggests that 40% of brochures are wasted, even without having been looked at by any
consumers, while Gilbert and Houghton (1991,p.20) claim that tour operators' material is often thrown
away. As a consequence they still have a considerable brochure cost per holiday (Holloway,1989,p.142).
In addition, tour operators distribute their brochures, through outgoing travel agencies or by direct marketing
by using mass media advertising and direct mail. Various techniques are often utilised to match the tourism
demand and supply. Apart from advertising, tour operators which have an overcapacity are inevitably lead
to discount, which often develops price wars in the marketplace (Ryan,1989,p.64; Josephides,1993a,p.54;
Upton,1985; Tailor,1993; TTG,1995; Noakes,1994 and 1995a; Noakes and O'Conne11,1995; Noakes and
Cohen,1995; Middleton,1994,p.302).
The last phase is the tour administration at a destination and the post experience service. Under the 1992
EU Package Directive, tour operators bear responsibility for the implementation of their programme and the
services offered by the entire range of contributors to their product. Although specialised tour operators are
more likely to offer escorted tours whereby a tour manager accompanies holidaymakers throughout their
journey, volume package tour operators, employ a number of representatives to accompany tourists during
their transfers and are available for certain periods for additional services (Wanhil1,1993a,p.200).
Representatives also promote excursions and social events organised by incoming travel agencies and/or tour
operators, as well as supervise the appropriateness of the several products involved. In small destinations,
tour operators representation is undertaken by local incoming travel agencies. Post experience services
include responses to compliments and complaints, as well as analysis of consumers' questionnaires
(Wanhil1,1993a,p.200). This feedback is instrumental in both the planning and marketing of package
holidays, while it often determines whether a collaboration with a partner will continue for the following
seasons.
2.3.2.2 The importance of air transportation in the tourism package
Air transportation is probably the single most important element in an inclusive package, as it is the key
determinant of the package price. Two different products are usually utilised for the leisure inclusive tourist:
charter and scheduled air transportation (ITC and ITX respectively) (Burkart and Medlik,1981,p.178;
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Holloway,1989,p.121). Charter flights undercut air transportation costs substantially, as they do not base
their prices on national agreements, and are therefore utilised almost exclusively for package holidays from
Northern European countries. Large European tour operators usually operate in-house charter airlines or
formulate strategic alliances with independent ones. For example, Airtours International "provided
approximately 85% of Airtours flying requirements for winter 1994/1995 and approximately 55% of the
summer 1994 requirements" (Airtours,1993,p.7). Moreover, in 1993, although Britannia's capacity exceeded
Thomson's passenger transportation requirements, 88% of Britannia Airway's seat hours were flown for
Thomson Tour Operations (Thomson, 1993,p.6 and p.19). Thus, large tour operators are often self sufficient
in terms of transportation. In contrast, smaller ones often purchase a block of seats on either charter or
scheduled flights. Consequently, larger tour operators can determine the competitiveness of their smaller
counterparts by using their control on charter airlines (Monopolies and Mergers Commission, 1989,p.28).
Furthermore, charter airline economics are based on high load factors and little marginal cost, and therefore
require load factors of more than 90% (Middleton,1991,p.187). The situation is fairly different in the USA,
where deregulation enabled the air transportation industry to have flexible pricing, and therefore the need
for regular charter flights as in Europe (Westlake and Buhalis,1993,p.186).
As large tour operators govern the majority of charter airlines, they effectively control accessibility to
destinations, especially in cases of remote and insular regions, which depend almost entirely on air
transportation. As scheduled airlines have hitherto failed to offer direct, convenient and inexpensive services
to such holiday destinations, the tour operators' accessibility control is central to their power, within the
tourism distribution channel and destinations, as they can determine where demand is directed according to
the availability of charter seats. This is also the reason why they are less dominant in mainland and central
European destinations, which are accessible via road or train transportation by individual clients. In addition,
large tour operators which control charter airlines may determine the ability of their smaller counterparts
to have allocations in inexpensive charter flights, as well as governing the prices they can achieve. Therefore
their competitiveness is to a great extent affected by larger tour operators.
2.3.2.3 Classification and types of tour operators
There are several ways to describe the type of tour operator, but there is a clear distinction between
large/mass operators, covering a very wide range of destinations and tourism products, and small/specialists
who normally provide holidays for few destinations and/or specialise in themed or activity holidays
(Holloway,1989,p.126; Sheldon,1994a,p.402). In the UK, the former ones normally belong to the Federation
of Tour Operators (FTO) and the Tour Operators' Study Group (TOSG), while the latter ones are often
members of the Association of Independent Tour Operators (AITO) (Holloway,1989,p.126). In addition,
several operators are in the middle range, mainly being a smaller version of large/mass tour operators
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perhaps operating in fewer destinations. The size of a tour operator is probably described best by the number
of tourists it serves annually. For the purpose of this research, tour operators are categorised from very small
to very large as demonstrated in Table 2.8. In addition, Table 2.9 rates the larger 50 tour operators in
Europe according to the number of tourists served. It is quite apparent that tour operators of different size
and type have dissimilar needs and requirements, while they exercise different power within the tourism
distribution channel and on the destination.
Table 2.8 Volume of tourists and tour operators' size
Size of tour operator Volume of tourists served yearly
Very small 0-999
Small 1,000-9,999
Medium 10,000-99,999
Large 100,000-999,999
Very large More than 1,000,000
Smaller tour operators tend to concentrate on differentiation and value-added strategies, while the majority
of large tour operators attempt to achieve cost advantage and thus, to increase their market share and
turnover rather than their profit margin. Consequently, larger tour operators exercise their purchasing power
to negotiate prices with tourism suppliers and pay less attention to service quality, while smaller ones are
often more demanding on quality and the elements of the tourism product provided to the customer and are
less persistent on prices (Sheldon,1986,p.359).
Moreover, Table 2.9 demonstrates a summary of Europe's 50 largest tour operators and provides data for
their financial and operational performance. Inconsistencies in accounting systems and requirements in
different European Countries as well as insufficient information, may affect the accuracy of this table, which
is provided for indicative purposes only.
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Table 2.9 Europe's top 50 package travel companies ranked according to their turnover in 1991/1992
Company Country Tourists
volume in
1992 (2)
Turnover
in ECU in
1991 (1)
(Millions)
Turnover in
local currency
in 1991
(1)
Profit
margin
1991
(I)
%
Own brand
package
travel as
share of
turnover (1)
TUT Germany 4,480,000 2590 DM 5.3bn *0.47 85
Thomson UK 3,300,000 1623 £1.16 bn 5.05 64
NUR Germany 3,000,000 1220 DM 2.5bn *2.40 90
LTU Germany 1,732,000 1206 DM 2.46 bn *2.89 75
Kuoni Switzerland 700,000 1190 Sfr 2.16 bn 0.98 50
Club Mediterranne France 1,322,000 1122 Fr 7.84 bn *1.03 60
DER Germany 1,353,000 1056 DM 2.15 bn 0.70 40
NRT Nordisk Sweden 800,000 1019 Slcr 7.59 bn 0.07 40
ITS Germany 1,978,000 963 DM 1.97 bn 0.15 65
Owners Abroad UK 2,100,000 916 £ 644 mn 4.91 75
Nouvelles Frontieres France 1,448,000 639 FR 4.46 bn 2.53 80
Hotelplan Switzerland 1,733,000 606 Sfr 1.09 bn 1.00 89
SAS Leisure Sweden 828,000 556 Skr 4.14 bn 1.10 60
Spies Denmark 826,000 540 Dlcr 4.25 bn 0.90 80
Grupo Viajes Iberia Spain na 532 Pta 69 bn na 60
Airtours UK 1,700,000 412 £ 289.5 cm 6.30 80
Ante Reizen Netherlands 460,000 374 G 801 mn 1.01 51
Center Pares Netherlands na 347 G 795 mn 8.10 100
CIT Italy na 342 L 525 bn 0.00 40
Sun International Belgium 528,000 317 Bfr 13.4bn 2.57 70
Alpitours Italy 525,000 296 L 453 bn 1.09 100
Frantour France 525,000 290 Fr 2.0bn 2.20 30
Sotair France 492,000 276 Fr 1.93 0.00 98
Fram France 408,000 252 Fr 1.75 bn 2.59 87
British Airways Holidays UK 178,000 187 £ 133.6 mn 2.02 100
Imholz-Jelmoli Switzerland 206,000 166 Sfr 298 mn na 75
Best Travel UK 304,000 164 £ 115 mn na 100
Hazel Germany 307,000 161 DM 329.4mn na 97.5
AlphalAir Mann Germany .	 268,000 160 DM 328mn na 81
Ameropa Germany 677,000 160 DM 327 mn na 100
Saga Group UK na 156 £ 111  mn 2.19 90
Club Vacaciones Spain 400,000 154 Pia 20bn na 100
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Company Country Tourists
volume in
1992 (2)
Turnover
in ECU in
1991 (1)
(Millions)
Turnover in
local currency
in 1991
(1 )
Profit
margin
1991
(1)
%
Own brand
package
travel as
share of
turnover (1)
Shearing UK na 150 £ 105 mn na 90
Cosmos UK 164,000 150 £105 inn na 100
Kreutzer Germany 308,000 150 DM 306mm na 98.5
OAD Reizen Netherlands na 148 G 340 inn na 58
Fischer Reisen Germany 332,000 144 DM 295mn na 95
ITAS Austria 240,000 140 Sch 2 mn na 95
Ruefa Reisen Austria 130,000 140 Sch 2.0 bn na 35
Chorus Tours France 254,000 139 Fr 963 mn na 100
Alltours Germany 349,000 136 DM 278 mn *2.98 100
Suntours Finland 366,000 123 Fmk 658 inn na 100
Touropa Austria 214,000 118 Sch 1.7 bn na 100
Aviatour Italy 280,000 118 L 180 bn 0.01 95
Unijet Group UK 300,000 116 £81.5mn 2.86 81
Tiempo Libre Spain 362,000 116 Pta 15 bn 1.50 100
Farncorosso
International
Italy 220,000 105 L 160 bn 0.0004 98
Virgin Holidays UK na 103 £ 72 inn na 100
Valtur Italy na 100 L 153 bn 3.66 100
Studiosus Germany na 98 DM 200 inn na 90
Source: Adapted from (1) Bywater, 1992, Economist Intelligence Unit, p.12 and
(2) Van Eeckhout, 1993,p .34.
Notes:
A) Profit Margin = turnover/after tax profit (* or pre tax). Although 1991 is the basis year, in some
occasions 1990 figures are used according to availability of data.
B) In general, the Gulf War in 1991 has reduced the profitability of European tour operators, while the
collapse of the International Leisure Group in the UK has boosted the profit margins of the British very large
tour operators.
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Moreover, the geographical spread of tour operators varies according to the country of origin and their
size. In general, Scandinavian ones tend to operate in every Scandinavian country, while there is a growth
trend in German tour operators for further expansion in the central European countries. In contrast, the vast
majority of British ones operate only in the UK, with the exception of Airtours which acquired the SAS,
expending to Scandinavian countries. Bywater (1994 and 1992) examines analytically the major European
tour operators and provides detailed insights about their geographical spread in Europe, while she develops
a detailed analysis of their corporate links, highlighting their non-tourism interests.
Other criteria can be used to categorise tour operators in meaningful sizes, such as the EU definition of
small, medium and larger enterprises, while qualitative criteria, such as, the ownership and strategic
alliances, the decision making processes, the number of destinations served, the financial performance and
stability, as well as the professionalism of the enterprise can be assessed. For the purpose of this research,
the volume of clients is probably the most appropriate, as it demonstrates the purchasing power of tour
operator and therefore its domination within the tourism distribution channel. However, it has to be
highlighted that from the tourism suppliers' point of view, it is the percentage of their business originated
by a tour operator which determines its power on them and on the particular tourism distribution channel,
rather than its absolute size. Thus, a very small tour operator which provides 100% of an accommodation
establishment's clientele, can exercise far stronger power than a much larger one which provides business
occasionally to the enterprise.
2.3.2.4 Tour operators' needs, wants and profitability
As illustrated in Figure 2.5, traditionally large/mass tour operators have concentrated their effort on
increasing their sales volume, often at the expense of their profit margins. Attempting to be competitive in
tour operating usually means to offer the minimum possible price and thus, their profitability is consistently
marginal. Smaller ones tend to address niche markets and normally charge premium prices for specialised
services. In addition, as tour operators' responsibilities for the delivery of the tourism product increase, due
to new regulations and specifically the EU travel package directive (Atherton,1994; Minte1,1994b,p.28;
Josephides,1993b,p.166), they need more reliable producers to offer quality services consistently and fulfil
their promises to consumers, while they attempt to minimise the risk on their operations emerging by
exogenous factors, such as currency fluctuations or local conflicts. In their effort to increase standardisation
and efficiency, they are often accused of little novelty and differentiation. Finally, they are constantly seeking
for new destinations as well as for products which can motive both tourism demand and "push" the product
through the tourism distribution channel.
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2.3.2.4.1 Tour operators' remunerations and cost-benefit analysis
Attempting to split down the cost of a week package holiday is a very difficult exercise, as different tour
operators, from different countries, charge different prices and operate on a dissimilar cost structure
(Monopolies and Mergers Commission,1989,p.18). Both tour operators' characteristics and orientation, as
well as operational practices in their market determine the profit margins and mark-ups charged, while
quality of holiday, distance from destination, demand and supply at a destination, efficiency and availability
of fleet determine the associated costs. These factors are illustrated as holidays are often cheaper in certain
countries of origin, such as the UK and the Scandinavian countries, where large/mass tour operators have
accumulated strong bargaining power and therefore provide cheaper holidays for tourists. Josephides
(1993b,p.163) suggests that British holidaymakers are more price rather than quality conscious and thus,
enjoy lower prices than other Europeans. He claims that "a recent TUI survey put the British, Finns and
Danish at the bottom of a table illustrating per capita expenditure on package holidays - the Italians, Swiss
and Austrians spending twice as much". Moreover, Bywater (1992,p.68) offers an index which explains the
"average flight package price from major origin countries as a percentage of average price to 13
Mediterranean destinations, by hotel type and duration of stay, for medium category hotel and 14 nights stay,
on winter 1990/1991", as demonstrated in Table 2.10.
Table 2.10 Package holiday prices index in European countries of tourists' origin
Country Index
United Kingdom 84.7
Spain 90.9
Netherlands 91.5
Belgium 93.1
Sweden 93.9
Germany 102.8
France 106.4
Italy 110.5
Norway 113.9
Austria 124.0
Switzerland 139.5
Source: Bywater,1992,p 68
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Moreover, Wanhill (1993a,p.202) aggregates the price structure for a 14 night inclusive tour, by assessing
each element in Table 2.11. As it can be observed the vast majority of holidays' cost is spent on
accommodation and transportation, while overheads are kept to a minimum. A minimal profit margin is
achieved, mainly due to fierce competition in the market place.
Table 2.11 Tour operators' price structure for a typical two week holiday
Direct cost % Indirect costs % Net income %
Accommodation 41% Payroll expenses 4% Trading profit 3%
Air seats 35% Marketing 3% Interest on deposits 1%
Transfers, excursions 2% Office expenses 2%
Travel agents commission 10% Total 9%
Total 88%
ource: Wanhill,1993a,p.202.
The minimisation of tour operators' profit margins is clearly demonstrated in Table 2.12, where the average
profit margins for the 30 top British tour operators are presented over the last 20 years. As it can be
observed the oil crisis in the early 1970s affected dramatically tour operators' profitability, while a gradually
decreasing profit margin is evident, especially during the 1980s', mainly due to the fierce competition and
the price wars at the market place. Although a major competitor (International Leisure Group) collapsed in
March 1991, and thus, stimulated profitability among the survivors, several factors such as the shift of
tourism demand towards more individualised products, as well as the economic recession and job insecurity
prevented tour operators from recovering in the early 1990s. It is quite apparent that tour operators' margins
have been kept to a minimum due to holidays' elasticity of demand and the ruthless competition observed.
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Table 2.12 Profitability of the top 30 British tour operators
Year Turnover (£m) Profits (fin) Profit margins %
1972 206.0 -8.9 -4.3
1973 245.5 -0.4 -0.2
1974 226.7 -3.0 -1.3
1975 278.3 12.9 4.6
1976 326.1 11.7 3.6
1977 355.3 7.9 2.2
1978 530.7 34.4 6.5
1979 695.4 37.3 5.4
1980 906.9 43.8 4.8
1981 1019.7 52.2 5.1
1982 1299.5 27.7 2.1
1983 1407.0 55.3 3.9
1984 1799.0 55.3 3.0
1985 1841.0 60.7 3.3
1986 2132.0 35.6 1.7
1987 2791.2 -24.8 -0.9
1988 3005.4 15.5 0.5
1989 3048.3 -0.1 0.0
1990 2730.9 40.3 1.5
1991 2747.6 104.8 3.8
1992 3621.0 100.6 2.8
1993 3985.0 103.8 2.6
Source: Adopted from Evans,1994,p.7 and p.19, and Keynote,1994,p.18.
It is also interesting to assess tour operators' marketing expenditure, as it has a strong influence on tourism
demand. Mintel (1994a,p.12) suggests that British tour operators have hitherto concentrated on advertising
almost exclusively on price. However, as customers experienced dissatisfaction and poor value for their
money, tour operators' "advertising begun moving towards a value for money and more caring service
message to combat the poor image of package holidays. In addition, operators have begun to use advertising
to develop branded products targeted at specific sectors of the market". The total advertising expenditure
for outbound inclusive holiday tours was estimated to be £56.9 million, in 1993. Thomson spent 25% of this
amount, while Airtours and First Choice contributed 13% and 4% respectively on this expenditure (p.13).
However, Cramp (1994,p.12) suggests that Owners Abroad re-branding to First Choice in 1994 cost £20
million, while claiming that Thomson and Airtours spend £15 and £8.3 million annually on advertising,
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respectively. The bulk of this expenditure has been directed to the press, while television and radio play a
secondary role, as demonstrated in Table 2.13. Mintel (1992,p.21) highlights the emphasis on marketing
campaigns by explaining that "honest and realistic holiday descriptions will be essential and for products that
are still sold on the grounds of cheapness alone, the price advantage should be emphasised".
Table 2.13 Advertising expenditure in the foreign holiday tours market
Year £ Million % Annual change TV % Radio % Press %
1988 28.4 - 13 3 84
1989 25.9 -9 12 3 85
1990 20.3 -22 4 2 94
1991 25.9 +27 8 1 91
1992 43.5 +68 (*) 13 (*) 1 (*) 86
1993 56.9 +26 na na na
ource: Adopted from Mmte(1994a,p. 	 an 1	 ,p. 2)
Notes: (*) Data only for first quarter
2.3.2.4.2 Tour operators' financial performance and profitability
Acquiring financial information on the profitability of tour operators is enormously difficult, not only
because few people can provide accurate numbers, but also because fierce competition in the market place
makes this information strictly confidential. However, in the case of some large tour operators, published
annual reports provide insights into their financial situation. Turnover and profit margin data for the largest
50 European tour operators is provided in Table 2.9, while a financial summary for the major UK ones is
provided in Fitch (1987,p.38) and Monopolies and Mergers Commission (1986). Furthermore, a closer
examination of the two largest companies in the UK, ie Thomson and Airtours, provide meaningful insights
into the profitability and profit margins of tour operators.
Although it is beyond the ambitions of this thesis to provide a comprehensive financial analysis, a summary
of the two market leaders is provided in order to discuss the issues of profitability within the context of the
tourism distribution channel. Table 2.14 analyses the latest available Thomson profitability ratios per
Strategic Business Unit, while Table 2.15 examines the profitability of the corporate in the period 1989-
1993. Similarly, Tables 2.16 and 2.17 examine the profitability of Airtours. Records for Thomson's past
financial performance (1983-87) can also be accessed in Monopolies and Mergers Commission (1989,p.55).
It should be recognised though, that smaller tour operators have a very different financial position and annual
statements, as they are less vertically integrated and rarely possess an in-house charter airline.
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It has been suggested that there are few "barriers to entry" in tour operating, as it requires minimal
investments. This is quite apparent when the net assets on the tour operating side of both operators are
examined. However, integrated tour operators which operate a charter carrier need heavy investments on
airplanes, although many of them are often leased. Thus, Thomson's "Airline Operation" represented, in
1993, 86.2% of the company's net assets. The second most important asset held by tour operators is
computer hardware and software as Bywater (1992,p.66) suggests that most European operators had to
undertake major investments to computerise their operation during the last 5 years. Although a tour operator
can operate without an in-house airline, it seems impossible to run an efficient and competitive organisation
without using powerful ITs equipment and software, which not only enable inventory handling, but also
support communication and distribution of tourism products to outgoing travel agencies. Therefore it is
expected that ITs would impose a critical barrier to entry in tour operating.
Of course, tour operators have to bear the majority of financial risks from organising holidays, a perishable,
seasonal and vulnerable to external factors product. The single most significant risk undertaken by tour
operators is the commitment to charter flights. This risk is highlighted more by smaller tour operators who
need to commit charter seats to external charter carriers (Josephides,1994a,p.11). The same author claims
that "mass tourism yields such small margins to the operator, that aircraft operating at under 95% load
factors spell disaster and bankruptcy" (Josephides,1994b,p.11). However, Crossland (Airtours' Chairman)
suggests that his company and major tour operators reduce these risks by using their in-house flying capacity
and also by negotiating cancellation policies with third party transportation and accommodation suppliers
(Airtours,1992,p.6). Accommodation commitments are less significant and cost consuming risks. However,
the commitment of only a small fraction of their accommodation requirements, in combination with hoteliers'
inability to pursue legal action should their partners fail to fulfil their contract obligations, provide a sense
of comfort for tour operators. In addition, changes in exchange, interest rates and aviation fuel as well as
brochure printing and marketing costs are also critical risks undertaken by tour operators. Their vulnerability
has probably increased since the EU package holiday directive was introduced in 1992, due to their increased
responsibility for the entire package (Atherton, 1994).
Relatively low profit margins are achieved by the 50 largest European and 30 top British tour operators, as
presented in Tables 2.9 and 2.12 respectively. Fitch (1987,p.36) suggests that "package tour operators in
the UK, taken as a whole, tend to operate on a level of net profit which would be deemed unacceptable in
most other industries" while Bywater (1992,p.iii) claims for European tour operators that "a net profit of
4-5% is regarded as excellent, 1-2% fairly widely regarded as normal". Tables 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17
demonstrate that Thomson's and Airtours' profit margins before tax are relatively higher than the industry
standard, while they have been improving gradually since 1989, due to the UK economy getting out of the
recession and the collapse of their major competitor (ILG) in 1991. More importantly, both companies enjoy
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the benefits of vertical integration as they are almost self sufficient in airplane capacity while the building
of their outgoing travel agencies in the last few years, has enabled them to promote their products more
effectively to prospective tourists, while maximising their profit margin as a group by retaining commissions.
Interestingly, one of the vital contributors to tour operators' profit margin is the interest received, as
Wanhill (1993a,p.202) suggests that it represents one fourth of the net income emerging from package
holidays, or the 1% of a 14 night inclusive tour price. Moreover, Ryan (1989,p.68) estimates interest to
account for up to 12% of tour operators' income. Analysis in Thomson's and Airtours' annual reports
suggests that the latter figures may be an understatement. In 1993, "net interest income" contributed the
8.6% of Thomson's "operating profit from continuing operations", while in 1992 it had a contribution of
19.17% (Thomson,1993,p .19). Similarly, Airtours' "bank interest receivable" contributed the 26.6% and
28.1% of "operating profit before abortive bid costs" in 1993 and 1992 respectively (Airtours,1993,p.24-29).
However, assessing tour operators' return on investment (ROI) or pre-tax return on net assets demonstrates
that the two tour operators achieve quite high ROI, in comparison with other industries. As little capital is
required for tour operators' start-up and operation, they enjoy a much higher return than manufacturers,
although this is to a certain extent justified by the higher risk involved in tour operations. Tables 2.15 and
2.17 demonstrate clearly that the return on investment for both companies increases steadily. Although
Thomson has just exceeded the 30% mark in 1993, Airtours almost doubled this figure, and exceeded 75%.
Hence, it seems that the "pile up and sell cheap" strategy provides excellent results for tour operators, and
offers higher profitability than other economic activities, which require higher fixed financial commitments.
In conclusion, despite fierce competition in the marketplace and the enormous discounting on consumer
prices during the 1980s, the two and perhaps other tour operators manage to achieve good returns on their
investments or capital employed. This is probably a fresult of offering very cheap holidays subsidised by great
discounts tour operators attract from principals, as they exercise their bargaining power. Thus, tour
operators' shareholders are normally pleased with the financial results of their company and consumers are
satisfied by the prices they pay. Smaller tour operators are not expected to be as profitable, due to their
inability to exercise power within the tourism distribution channel and attract similarly high discounts
(Monopolies and Mergers Commission, 1986,p.60). Consequently profitability differs significantly between
different types of tour operators. Smaller tour operators find it increasingly more difficult to compete with
their vertically integrated counterparts, who can offer much cheaper tourism packages and still be profitable.
They claim that the three major tour operators in the UK formulate a monopolistic environment, jeopardising
the prosperity of the smaller ones (Allen, 1985; Kirker,1994,p.66; Tailor, 1993; Renshaw, 1994,p .245;
Cohen,1994b,p.5; Monopolies and Mergers Commission, 1989,p.28).
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Finally, although consumers enjoy the cheap prices they achieve, they start to realise that the quality of the
services they receive suffers. Consequently, they complain about the inadequate and "less than promised"
service they receive during their holiday experience (Noakes,1995d,p .20; Josephides,1994a,p.11; Monopolies
and Mergers Commission,1989,p.31; Elliott,1995,p.21; Holiday Which, 1988b; Jolley, 1995c; Kirker,1994).
Perhaps one of the biggest paradoxes currently in the tourism industry is that "UK's fastest growing holiday
company" (Airtours,1993,p.1) and profit thriving Airtours consistently achieves the worst satisfaction record
and recommendation factor by its customers, in comparison with all other tour operators and it is described
as the one who "achieved among the poorest ratings for accommodation, brochures, representatives and
travel arrangements" (Holiday Which,1995,p.7).
2.3.2.4.3 Tour operators' selection of partners
There is a total lack of published guidelines on how tour operators select their partners. However, as
discussed earlier, the majority of tour operators require reliable tourism suppliers, who can offer consistent
services for minimum prices. Smaller ones tend to emphasise their qualitative criteria and select partners
according to their ability to satisfy the specific requirements of their clientele and deliver premium value for
money. Sinclair et al (1992,p.59) suggest that tour operators select accommodation establishments "which
have a good location and provide good quality service". In several situations, exclusivity of service is a
prerequisite imposed by tour operators, essentially because they attempt to reduce smaller tour operators'
and accommodation establishments' ability to freely select partners, while they try to avoid having their
prices directly compared with their competitors. Thus, accommodation establishments, incoming travel
agencies and other suppliers are often prevented from offering services to any other tour operators or
between competitors. However, recently the German Federal Antitrust Authority pronounced exclusivity
contracts between German tour operators and Spanish Hoteliers as illegal, as they contained provisions
impeding free competition. "By using their contracting size and power, TUI and NUR have unfairly
restricted the freedom of the hotel owners to contract with whom they choose" (Robinson,1995,p.31).
Therefore exclusivity rights might be reduced from accommodation establishments' contracts.
2.3.2.5 Critical issues in tour operators' position in tourism distribution channels
Over the last 40 years, European tour operators achieved a dominant position in the European holiday
tourism distribution channel. Their domination arose through their understanding of the market and perhaps
even more importantly, through vertical integration, which enables them to achieve bargaining power,
economies of scale and synergies, and therefore empowers them to offer reliable and cheap holidays for
customers. Consequently, their functions have both positive and negative implications for the tourism
industry at destinations and tourists, as it is summarised in Figure 2.7. In addition, the competitiveness of
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smaller tour operators and outgoing travel agencies at the place of origin, as well as their ability to survive
are jeopardised (Renshaw, 1994; Kirker,1994; Noakes,1995a; Muir, 1995; Noakes and Quinton, 1995;
O'Connell, 1994). However, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to address these problems. Both the tourism
industry and prospective tourists need to undertake a cost and benefit analysis, in order to assess their
specific gains and losses. The ultimate result would probably depend on numerous factors such as:
principals' distribution and clientele mix; tourism demand maturity; tourism segments attracted to a
destination; the life cycle stage of a destination; accessibility of destination and control over transportation;
relations between different tourism distribution channel members; planning and development process and
regulations at both micro and macro level; and integration of the tourism industry at a destination level.
2.3.2.5.1 Integration and concentration in tour operating
The issue of vertical integration and concentration of European tour operators restructures the tourism
industry and affects the competitiveness of the entire industry (Bote and Sinclair, 1991). Further, to paragraph
2.3.1.4.1, where outgoing travel agencies' integration is analysed, tour operators often incorporate
transportation, hospitality and entertainment organisations, which enable them to offer consistent services
and reduce the profit margin of each sub-organisation in order to maximise market share and to maximise
the corporation's profitability.
Bywater (1994 and 1992,p.27) illustrates this integration in major European tour operators, while she claims
that all leading UK and Scandinavian tour operators have in-house airlines, while in Germany, it is outgoing
travel agencies which have established strategic links with airlines (p.39). Often an airline may establish its
own tour operator, in order to generate additional leisure demand for its planes (p.40). Moreover, outgoing
travel agencies and tour operators are often closely linked (p.42) while a new trend for tour operators to
establish their own incoming travel agencies at major destinations is emerging (p.56). This concentration
enables European tour operators to expand geographically to other countries, in order to increase their
market share and their bargaining power on a European level (p.80). They increasingly become the nucleus
of tourism distribution channels and therefore increase their bargaining power over their channel partners.
2.3.2.5.2 Tour operators' major benefits and power for industry and consumers
The great development of tour operators in the last decades underlines that their operation provides several
benefits to different parties involved (Sheldon,1986,p.352). This is probably a mix of "coercion", "expert"
and "referent" power that enables them to lead the tourism distribution channel. An analysis of the major
benefits offered by tour operators to both consumers and industry is undertaken, while an examination of
conflicts is provided.
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2.3.2.5.2.1 Benefits for and power over consumers/tourists
Perhaps the greatest benefit for tourists is lower priced holidays, which tour operators can offer due to their
negotiation ability and bargaining power (Sheldon,1994a,p.400). "Wholesalers can offer vacation packages
to the travelling public at prices lower than an individual traveller can arrange, because wholesalers can buy
services such as transportation, hotel rooms, sightseeing services, airport transfers . and meals in large
quantities at discounted prices" (McIntosh and Goeldner,1990,p.101). Therefore they can achieve economies
of scale and originate a price competitive advantage. The differences between the cost of independent and
inclusive travelling can be enormous, although it varies according to destination, competition level and
season. Although "there are instances where the cost of an inclusive vacation from a tour wholesaler is
cheaper than the cost of the round trip air fare" (Sheldon,1994a,p.400), on some occasions, flexibly priced
tourism products and special promotions can prove to be cheaper than tour operators' prices, who have a
limited ability to revise their prices through the season, due to printing and distribution costs.
Another advantage is the provision of information about a destination. As tour operators offer package
holidays to several destinations regularly, they have adequate information to satisfy most tourists' enquiries.
Tourists do not need to communicate directly with principals to arrange their holiday, as they can find
enough details from their local outgoing travel agencies. Brochures are hitherto, the main sources of
information for both tourism products and destinations (Wanhil1,1993a,p.199). Although brochures cannot
be characterised as comprehensive, adequate or accurate sources of information and fail to address individual
tastes and interests, they still provide a first source of information. Furthermore, tourists feel more familiar.
and safer in an inclusive tour, rather than by travelling alone. This is particularly the case with "destination
naive travellers", who are not able to associate destinations with previous experiences. Thus, arranged
transfers and representatives' advice reduce their anxiety, while tour operators representatives' familiar
uniform, ability to communicate in the same language, and the adjustment to home taste meals decrease the
perceived risks involved when travelling away from home, especially for older travellers
(Sheldon,1994a,p.400). Therefore tour operators reduce some of tourism products' intangibility by being
a familiar organisation that travellers know and hopefully trust, with the promise to consumers that the
tourism products will satisfy their needs and wants. A number of "protection plans", "customer promises",
insurances, guarantees, "commitments", the EU package travel directive, as well as tour operators'
organisations (e.g. ABTA, Tour Operator's Study Group, AITO, ATOL in the UK) reduce substantially any
risks from operators' misconduct or travellers' accidents and make tourists feel safer. As a result, tour
operators achieve reward power over consumers, who firmly believe that they can increase the value of their
money, as well as their convenience and security by using their services. In cases of distinctive and
prestigious tourism products, tour operators can also enjoy referent/identification power, when consumers
are proud of being associated with a particular product.
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2.3.2.5.2.2 Benefits for and power over tourism enterprises
As far as advantages for the micro level are concerned, tour operators manage to increase the occupancy of
principals, especially during the low season. Taking as an example the average hotel occupancy rate
worldwide in 1993 which was 61.9% (Horwath International, 1993,p.2) there is still more than one third of
the total hotel capacity to be sold. Due to the very high fixed costs of hotels and transportation enterprises,
tour operators assist principals in filling the unsold capacity, at an expense of their prices. Hence, tour
operators to a certain extent reduce seasonality as they can stimulate tourism demand during low periods and
therefore extend the operating season of principals. However, the main tool for doing that is the price of the
package. Consumers without children and the ones with lower disposable income, such as pensioners, usually
enjoy travelling in the shoulder months for discounted prices. Moreover, as tour operators invest in the
presentation, promotion and accessibility of both destinations and enterprises months before the
implementation of a trip, they undertake a degree of principals' risk (Sheldon,1994a,p.400). This is
particularly the case when they offer either commitment or guaranteed allotment contracts, and they are
obliged to pay even for unsold products. Additionally, when hoteliers need financing to finish or expand
their properties, tour operators can assist in the return of long term contracts (Josephides,1993a,p.53).
Finally, tour operators often undertake a large fraction of the marketing function of principals. Buhalis
(1991,p.62) suggests that most SMTEs cannot promote themselves adequately, due to their size, operation
orientation, shortage of funds, lack of marketing information, insufficient marketing skills, absence of CRSs
and inability to understand the tourism market. Therefore, tour operators undertake most of the marketing
activities of SMTEs and provide them with the opportunity to reach their markets and increase their
visibility. As a result, they reduce the marketing requirements and budget of SMTEs (Sheldon,1994a,p.400).
Based on the aforementioned benefits, tour operators obtain both coercion and expert power, and establish
their position as the tourism distribution channel leader. Moreover, association with prestigious tour
operators boosts their status, and a certain referent/identification power can be established.
2.3.2.5.2.3 Benefits for and power over destinations
A similar situation can be observed at the macro level, ie destination. Tour operators can massively improve
the accessibility of destinations by operating charter flights, while they tend to support the marketing efforts
of destinations by enabling them to promote themselves through brochures and increase their visibility in the
marketplace. Mill and Morrison (1985,p.420) suggest that, especially in the development stages, tour
operators exercise a high degree of power on destinations as they can decide whether or not to offer a
destination through their brochures, and thus, determine destinations' availability. Furthermore, the authors
recognise that the balance of power in the distribution channel is very much a balance of supply and demand.
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Tour operators stimulate demand through promotions, advertisement and educational trips for the clerks of
outgoing travel agencies. Even more importantly, they can project the images of destinations to consumers,
and thus, affect the desire of consumers for visitation (Dann, 1988). Therefore their activity, to a certain
extent, expands the tourism season, creates a longer period for operations and employment while enabling
local SMTEs to increase their profitability. Consequently, numerous positive economic impacts emerge.
Sheldon (1994a,p.400) suggests that tour operators have an interest to maintain a destination attractive to
their clients, and therefore often invest in destinations in order to improve attractions and in general, the
desirability of destinations. This can be demonstrated by IFTO's project in Mallorca and Rhodes, where
several environmental improvements have been addressed. Due to these benefits and tour operators' expertise
on consumers needs, tour operators acquire a certain degree of power over the authorities of destinations.
Josephides (1993a,p.53) confirms that by acknowledging that when his company initiated the first charter
flight to Skiathos island, they "had more power in Skiathos than the Greek government itself".
2.3.2.5.3 Tour operators' major conflicts with the tourism industry and consumers
Despite the above benefits, the orientation of larger tour operators towards high volume and low profit
margin stimulates several economic, social and environmental problems, at both a micro and macro level.
"Examples of potential negative impacts experienced by destinations are overcrowding, pollution and
environmental deterioration or social unease" (Sheldon,1994a,p.400). Wanhill (1993a,p.193) suggests that
"criticism of major tour operators usually comes from destinations, particularly in less developed countries.
The latter have expressed concern over the strength of the economic buying power of large wholesalers,
which allows them to obtain prices below those that would occur in markets where competition prevailed.
It is further argued that their specialist knowledge allows them the opportunity to switch sales to destinations
which are more profitable to the company". Thus, tour operators are able to direct the channel towards their
interests, while their power often provokes conflicts within the tourism distribution channel.
2.3.2.5.3.1 Conflicts of interest as regards the tourists
Firstly, tour operators may yield a number of unfavourable impacts for tourists. Despite claims that the
"majority of consumers are probably content with the present industry structure in that it does provide sun,
sand and sea at low cost" (Gilbert and Soni,1991,p.421), it is clearly illustrated in section 1.2 that package
holidays become unable to satisfy sophisticated needs and wants of contemporary consumers, due to the
"mass, standardised and rigidly packaged" attributes of the product (Poon,1989,p.92). Often tour operators
are blamed for failure to deliver what is promised, either because of their fault, such as delays or
cancellation of flights/holiday, or due to the inability of their partners to deliver the product, such as
overbooking or by a lack of promised facilities (Which, 1993; Holiday Which, 1988c; Jolley, 1995c; Owen
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and Elliott,1994,p.22). Holiday Which (1995,p.8) estimates that 17% of total package holidaymakers are
forced to make alterations to their original choice and accept a different product. Furthermore, 40% of these
holidaymakers are offered no reasoning for the changes made and 70% are offered no compensation or the
opportunity to cancel or re-book. As in most of these cases, alterations are made known just a few days
before departure, and there are minimal compensation fees as well as the limited ability to book alternative
holidays to fit the original requirements, it is often the case that holidaymakers are forced to accept
alterations that they dislike.
Mass tourism fails to recognise the individuality of the traveller and therefore it often does not
comprehensively fulfil tourists' expectations. Tour operators' packages restrict choice of holidays and
destinations to the few options presented in their brochures and consequently, they fail to offer what is
available in order to satisfy the needs and requirements of consumers. "Sea-sun-sand-sex" are the major
attributes in most undifferentiated packages. The package holiday preference decline since the late 1980s
perhaps identifies this consumer dissatisfaction. Middleton (1991,p.187) suggests that "although the major
tour operators appear not to have noticed it, as the reports from the 1987 ABTA conference reveal, the UK
package holiday market, as we knew it for two decades, probably reached maturity around 1984". Thus,
tourist packages have lost their appeal for a large proportion of the market. "The total number continued to
grow until 1984, but the proportion of adults who had ever been on holidays abroad reached 67% in 1985
and has stayed there ever since give or take two percentage points or so".
The most significant advantage of major tour operators is low holiday package prices, although the "low
margins/high volumes" strategy followed, diminishes the quality, service and safety of tourism products 
(Josephides,1994a,p.11, and 1994b,p.11; Middleton, 1991,p.187; Komilis,1993,p.227; Dane, 1994;
Welsh, 1994; Which, 1993; Holiday Which, 1988d; Allen, 1985,p.88). The needs of tour operators to offer
their packages at the lowest possible prices, a vicious cycle is initiated, where a sequence of reduced prices
is followed by reduction of services, and quality of tourism products, as demonstrated in Figure 2.8. In
contrast, tourist volume normally increases. Principals often have no other choice but to withdraw tangible
elements of the product, disregard safety regulations, reduce staff numbers and training requirements.
Tourists are confronted with inappropriate, inadequate and potentially hazardous tourism products
(Moynahan,1983,p.33; Josephides,1994a,p.11). As a consequence, there is greater consumer dissatisfaction,
as they are "led to expect to travel on a low budget, with the expectation of being able to consume a quality
product" (Gilbert and Soni,1991,p.421; Noakes,1995a). Dissatisfaction diminishes the image of a destination
as well as discourages travellers from future trips and results in a reduction of their willingness to pay for
future holidays. In addition, consumers who could not normally have afforded holidays are attracted,
strongly believing in their right to enjoy cheap holidays abroad. Tour operators use their negotiation power
to further reduce the principal prices, while the quality/price relation vicious cycle continues. The visitation
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of the area is also transforming as the first visitors cannot be satisfied and seek unspoilt destinations.
Snudden suggests that "this trend has been accentuated in the UK by the struggle for market share among
the major tour operators who have been prepared to see the quality fall and to reduce profit margins in order
to dominate a market which is now in recession due in part to their struggles" (Beaver, 1993,p.655), while
Peisley (1989,p.65) admits that "the price based market share battle between the major operators has, in
either perception or reality, lowered the quality of the holidays on offer". The merciless chase of lower
prices decreases product quality, which in combination with the promising promotional material produced
increases the distance between consumers' expectations and products' delivery, creating disatisfaction.
Moreover, tour operators are often accused of leading or rather of misleading their customers and entice
them to destinations or suppliers where they have stronger commercial interests and greater profitability.
This is particularly facilitated by integrated tour operators' control over their outgoing travel agency chains
(Renshaw,
 ,1994,p .245; Keynote,1994,p.15; Gilbert and Soni,1991,p .417; Wickers,1994b; Erlichman,1994;
Holiday Which,1993a, 1993c, 1988d,p.23; Komilis,1993,p.227), as well as by projecting destinations'
images according to their profitability (Darin,1988,p.45). Shaw and Williams (1994,p.115) emphasise that
the image projected is often "placeless", as resorts are described "purely in terms of their leisure attributes,
and are presented as devoid of nationality, culture or other local context". This practice creates images of
"identikit" resorts and enables tour operators to depress prices further, due to the lack of differentiation. The
restriction of consumers' choice is achieved through tour operators' control over outgoing travel agencies
and reservation systems which display availability only on holidays tour operators are keen to promote. In
addition, travel consultant advice, promotional campaigns, discounts and information provision can be used
in order to diversify consumers from their original choice. "This can be seen to operate against the public
interest by restricting competition, discouraging innovation and depriving customers of a real choice in the
mix of prices and services most suited to their needs" (Gilbert and Soni,1991,p.417). Thomson's campaign
"IF THOMSON DON'T DO IT, DON'T DO IT (BUT IF THEY DO, DO)" (Minte1,1994a,p.13) underlines
tourists' guidance towards the products offered by the firm, implying that whatever is not featured on its
brochures is not worthy doing. Moreover, tour operators can lead tourists by their pricing policies, as they
can technically increase or decrease prices, in order to discourage or encourage tourism demand. They might
also mislead tourists by overstating some destinations' characteristics or omitting a number of attributes. For
example, instead of using terms such as "noisy", "congested" and "overcrowded", to characterise a tourism
destination or product, they often use wording such as "lively" and "popular" to hide realities and make false
impressions (Holiday Which, 1988b). Consumers are often mislead by tour operators into buying products
that do not match their needs and requirements as, a considerable percentage of consumers find brochures
inaccurate (Holiday Which, 1995,p.8 and 1988b).
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Finally, the advice of tour operators' representatives at destinations is supposed to aim towards
holidaymakers satisfaction. However, as they are often usually inadequately trained they fail to perform their
advisory role, while they concentrate on selling commisionable excursions, rent a car and ancillary services
to supplement their insufficient income (about £300 monthly of which half payable at destination) (Holiday
Which, 1991c). Not only are representatives usually underpaid, but tour operators impose sales targets for
them. Some Dutch operators even charge their representatives a fee (50 Guilds) per tourist they handle in
order to stimulate hard selling techniques. As a consequence, representatives often have no option but to
offer partial advice and it is not unusual to go as far as to lie and warn tourists that products and services
not recommended by them would be fake, or it would be dangerous to travel alone within the destination
and that they should follow the group. This action not only restricts consumers choice and dissatisfies
consumers (Holiday Which, 1995,p.8), but also creates a mistrust between visitors and host population. The
situation has raised concern among holidaymakers and has given an opportunity for competitive advantage
by small and specialised tour operators. For example, Laskarina Holidays (1993,p.4) advertises the
objectivity of its representatives as a competitive advantage: "Our overseas representatives are paid a normal
UK salary, and therefore unlike others, DO NOT depend on commissions for their livelihood, nor would
they even think of accepting free meals or backhanders from anyone. Consequently, you will not be hassled
into going on organised excursions, or forced to dine in particular restaurants; instead you will be given
totally impartial advice on any aspect of their island".
2.3.2.5.3.2 Conflicts with tourism enterprises at a micro level
Numerous negative impacts on the operation of SMTEs are attributed to the activities of tour operators
(Sheldon,1994a,p.400; Batle and Shera,1992,p.2; Komilis,1992,p.19; Buhalis,1991,p.62). Taking advantage
of the oligopsonistic situation in the marketplace, due to concentration, tour operators minimise the prices 
and profit margins of suppliers, in order to be able to offer competitive prices and increase their market
share. The tour operator business is often characterised as the most competitive and price oriented one, due
to low barriers to entry. Their bargaining power empowered by oversupply enables tour operators to dictate
minimal prices to principals, which they have to accept or else be left out of the programmes of tour
operators (Knight, 1992; Shaw and Williams,1994,p.114). These discounts in accommodation establishments
are estimated to be between 10% and 60% off the normal price (Wanhil1,1993a,p.190; Sheldon,1994a,p.400;
Sinclair et a1, 1992,p.58; Shaw and Williams,1994,p.192). This is often followed by further negotiations few
months before tourists' arrivals, when tour operators attempt to adjust tourism demand to their capacity.
Using the excuse that this is a particularly difficult year or even pretending that a last minute crisis has
occurred by withholding bookings, they often demand and achieve further discounts. Furthermore, local
currency depreciation often results in a real decrease in the foreign currency price paid by overseas tour
operators (Sinclair et a1,1992,p.58), while exclusivity of properties' usage is often achieved (Bote and
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Sinclair,1991,p.84). Thus, the British Caterer & Hotelkeeper magazine defines a tour operator as "a person
who automatically insists last year's rates were extortionately high and that they will have to come down
progressively for the next years" (Gledhil1,1994,p.22). As the chairman, of one of the biggest European tour
operators has quite honestly admitted in a public presentation: "this is the nature of the tour operators
business. Hoteliers' choice is restricted to co-operate or not with a particular operator. Should tourism
enterprises feel that it is not worthy they should look for alternative business sources". The above analysis
illustrates the main reasons for tour operators' reluctance to acquire hotel properties (Bote and
Sinclair,1991,p.84).
The policies and domination of tour operators in the market, in combination with the marketing inadequacies
of SMTEs, force leisure suppliers to compromise with their requirements (Batle and Serra,1992,p.3). The
situation is often worse for destinations which depend for their accessibility on tour operators, ie remote and
insular destinations such as the Aegean or Caribbean islands, where there is little domestic and pass-by
demand and therefore tour operators emerge to be the single option for tourists' arrivals. Similarly,
destinations in the last stages of their life cycle, which are less appealing and desirable for consumers, as
well as the ones which develop a cost differentiation, fail to attract individual clients, and thus, depend
almost exclusively on tour operators. Gilbert and Soni (1991,p.415) rightly suggest that a tour operator ''has
sufficient power to dictate to overseas suppliers the rates it will accept". As a consequence, tourism suppliers
achieve minimal return on investment, while several organisations are driven to receivership. In addition,
due to the minimisation of prices, tourism enterprises can never be viable unless they receive substantial
government incentives. Thus, to a certain degree, the public sector of receiving countries subsidises incoming
tourism. In areas where the international profile of the country needs to be raised as well as in foreign
currency hungry countries, the public sector deliberately subsidises incoming tourism by incentives such as
interest free loans, reduction of capital and operating costs, and by supporting the fuel cost of charter flights
(Wanhil1,1993b,p.157).
A lack of alternative distribution channels, such as direct sales and destination computerised systems, enables
tour operators to dominate both SMTEs and destinations (Buhalis,1991,p.62), which in fact produces an
overdependencv (Sinclair et a1,1992,p .59). Sinclair et al (1992,p .58) describe how the intra-channel power
of tour operators causes problems in the operation of Kenyan accommodation establishments. Tour operators
do not accept to pay deposits for bookings and contracts, which in combination with a minimal release period
(often as short as seven days), as well as their refusal to pay compensation for unused rooms, forces local
hoteliers to overcontract and creates overbooking problems (Owen and Elliott,1994). In addition,
accommodation establishments receive payments from tour operators more than one month after consumers'
departure, creating enormous cash flow difficulties. Coercion power is extensively utilised by tour operators,
who threat that, should their conditions not be satisfied by suppliers, they will drop the product from their
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programme. It may not be an exaggeration to state that few destinations primarily depend on a handful of
tour operators, as they may account for more than half of their tourist receipts.
Furthermore, this dependency brings a certain amount of risk for SMTEs, which is generated by both the
economic, social and political situation in the countries of origin of the tour operators (Shaw and
Williams,1994,p.182), as well as by their financial performance and operation. Should tour operators'
market economy be in recession or exogenous incidents occur, such as physical disasters or political unrest,
then tourism demand would vanish and both destinations and SMTEs would face major problems in
redistributing their capacity and achieving a reasonable occupancy. Often therefore, even guaranteed
allotments or commitment contracts are cancelled at the last minute without adequate compensation. In
addition, as tour operators operate under fierce competition and vast risk, it is not unusual to be driven to
bankruptcy (Ryan,1989,p.64). It is suggested that "between 1989 and 1993, on average nearly 11% of
ABTA tour operators ceased trading each year", while "there are only 5% fewer tour operators in 1993
compared with 1989" (Keynote,1994,p.14). If this is combined with the relatively small amount of capital
employed, it underlines the issue that often, executives of bankrupt tour operators restart trading under a new
firm, having lost very small sums through bankruptcy. Since most tour operators have low capital employed,
and consumers have a priority to return from destinations if they are on holidays at the time of the collapse,
or to receive their money back should they have booked in advance, a great risk may arise from the tour
operators' financial position and operation. In many cases accommodation establishments and suppliers have
to find new partners at the last moment, while they often loose substantial amounts of money for services
they have already offered to consumers. Thus, it is inaccurate to suggest that tour operators reduce SMTEs'
risks indiscriminately, and therefore a thorough examination of both tour operators' country business
environment as well as their financial position is needed.
In the case of the Aegean islands, previous research suggests that accommodation establishments are unable
to increase the nominal room rates for several years, despite the de-facto real prices reduction, due to the
drachma depreciation and high inflation (Buhalis,1991,p.63). Furthermore, tour operators are often accused
of delaying payments and as a result cause serious problems on SMTEs' cash flow. Finally, they tend to fail
to honour their allotment contracts and do not pay cancellation fees, while accommodation establishments
lose significant amounts each time a tour operator is going into liquidation (Buhalis,1991,p.63).
2.3.2.5.3.3 Conflicts with destination regions at a macro level
Tour operators stimulate overdevelopment and overcapacity by facilitating the transformation of destinations
to mass market and overcrowding (Shaw and Williams,1994,p.192). In addition, they stimulate tourism
supply, by supporting new, self catering and budget accommodation establishments (Buhalis,1991,p.70;
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Josephides,1994b,p.11). This aid can be a loan supported by a long term contract, prior to accommodation
establishments' completion (Josephides,1993a,p.53). As capacity increases, tourism supply is boosted and
prices are inevitably reduced. Moreover, existing SMTEs which fail to satisfy tour operators' requirements
(e.g. lack of swimming pool) are forced to either offer minimal prices or loose all business. Consequently,
as tour operators stimulate and support additional capacity, they effectively force destinations through their
life cycle stages, faster than normal. Overdevelopment spoils the environment at destinations, while
specifically built "tourist towns" are anarchically constructed, often without respect for local architecture and
environmental constraints. The destination is then environmentally deteriorated, overbuilt and out of fashion
(Josephides,1993a,p.54; Sheldon,1994a,p.400). As a result, the area is converted into a mass tourism
destination and a great number of negative consequences can be observed. Several destinations have followed
this pattern, such as Mallorca (Barrett,1992,p.43; Valenzuela,1991,p.42).
Tour operators have several indirect negative effects, which emerge by their mass tourism driven
development. As they stimulate oversupply, local SMTEs compete with each other on a price basis, due to
their inability to differentiate their products. Consequently, tourism products' prices, foreign currency and
income are massively reduced and the economic benefits of a destination are minimised. The multiplier
effects are reduced and people work more, but get paid less. Furthermore, as tourism is becoming the
dominant and perhaps the only economic activity of destinations, people refrain from investing or working
in traditional economic sectors, such as agriculture and industry, and therefore a destination's economic 
structure can be entirely dependent on tourism (Valenzuela,1991,p.52). Inadequate local production of goods
for both households and tourism demand essentially increases imports from other national or international
regions, and therefore minimises the multiplier effects in the economy as well as limits the benefits of
tourism to low paid employment. In terms of social impacts, the culture and heritage of a destination is spoilt
by millions of tourists who carry their own cultures, life styles and attitudes. Locals' relation with tourists
becomes antagonistic and there is no exchange of culture and understanding, but rather a hedonistic approach
for visitors who are only interested in their well being, by exploiting local resources. On the other hand,
individual tourists do not count any more for their contribution to the local area. Only masses are important
for the welfare of a mass destination. The environment of destinations suffers more as the density of resource
usage increases dramatically. The carrying capacity of destinations is also exceeded and both man-made
environment, such as architecture, heritage, and nature face intense environmental pressures (Shaw and
Williams,1994,p.184). Water supply and sewage system inadequacies are also emphasised due to excessive
use (Archer and Cooper, 1994).
Although local planners have great responsibilities for planning and management of these impacts, in most
Mediterranean destinations, tour operators' power on authorities as well as political interventions reduce the
effectiveness of planners and allow an anarchic development, led by the mass tourism logic. Similarly with
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enterprises, destinations create great dependencies on tour operators who acquire enough power to dictate
their terms to the receiving areas' authorities (Roekaerts and Savat,1989,p.55; Josephides,1993a,p .53 and
1994b,p.11; Komilis,1992,p.11 and 1994,p.67; Briassoulis,1993,p.289). Valenzuela (1991,p.42) suggests
that Spain achieves comparatively low tourism income, due to tour operators' control of demand and
contribution to strong geographical concentration of both demand and supply. As destinations move through
their life cycle, the first tour operators to operate at the area, who often have a more responsible attitude at
the destination, are pushed out as they cannot offer the volumes and financial substance of their larger
counterparts (Allen,1985). As a consequence, they can often force destination authorities to make irrational
decisions or undertake environmental unfriendly practices (Ottaway,1992), which may only assist tour
operators' short term profitability. Failure of local authorities to satisfy tour operators' requests results either
in side-stepping the regulation and/or have important effects on the demand for travel on destinations and
the associated revenue which the countries receive (Sinclair et a1,1992,p.56-57).
Thus, the public sector, as a traditional planner and infrastructure provider of tourism facilities, is often
accused of inadequate planning, inappropriate or wrongly implemented regulation, and lack of investment
on infrastructure. Tour operators and SMTEs request investments on transportation, telecommunications and
sewage systems in order to accommodate more and more tourists. Yet they do not appreciate that every
destination has a carrying capacity limit, beyond which tourists cannot be satisfied. As soon as a destination
becomes unacceptable, tour operators shift their interests to new destinations, while locals cannot understand
why their place fails to attract high spending tourists any more. Another alternative destination in an earlier
development stage is becoming fashionable and accommodates tourism demand, while spoilt destinations are
used for low priced, mass tourism packages (Josephides,1993a,p.54). The described path of tour operator
driven tourism development is quite common and numerous examples can be identified through the world.
Planning and strategic management of destinations, as well as the ability of tourism development agencies
to control tourism demand and supply, has to be examined. Unfortunately, most destinations, including
Greece and the Aegean islands, have hitherto failed to establish a strict development policy and carrying
capacity limits for the tourism industry. The main reason for this failure is often political intervention, strong
entrepreneurial activity, unwise incentive policy, lack of tourism policy expertise from both enterprises and
the public sector and insufficient alternative investment opportunities (Buhalis,1991,p.17). As "it is no longer
acceptable for the industry to exploit and "use-up" destinations and then move on", lessons from the life
cycle analysis, visitor management techniques, and an analysis of each tourism distribution channel members'
needs, have to be learned in order to assist long term sustainable planning (Archer and Cooper, 1994,p.88).
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2.3.2.6 Major trends affecting tour operators and future prospects
Several trends can be identified in the European tour operators, as they attempt to increase their
competitiveness in a very dynamic industry. Several major trends are described, especially the ones affecting
destinations and distribution. The issue of concentration through vertical and horizontal integration is
presented in paragraph 2.3.2.5.1, while further trends are examined in this section. Despite the numerous
problems that integration originates for independent members of the tourism industry (Renshaw, 1994), and
speculations by the Office of Fair Trading (Noakes and Quinton,1995,p.1; TTG,1994c; Skapinker,1994b;
Cohen, 1994a), further horizontal and vertical integration is expected in the tourism industry, capitalising on
economies of scale and marketing practices, in an attempt to survive global competition (Bote and
Sinclair, 1991; Shaw and Williams,1994,p.113). Increasingly, tour operators' efforts concentrate on market
share, and thus, further mergers, take overs, hostile bids and strategic alliances are expected. This is
confirmed by the fact that the share of the largest five tour operators increased from 18.6% in 1976 to
71.7% in 1989, although it declined to 61.8% in 1993 (Evans,1994,p.8 and p.12). However, consumers'
concern about quality issues, anti-monopoly legislation and the inability of large organisations to offer
flexible products may reduce the pace of concentration in the future (Ryan,1991b,p.77).
The concentration of tour operating will probably emerge by cross border organisations, which will benefit
from greater bargaining power, economies of scale and optimisation of charter flight planning
(Bywater, 1994,p.80). As Northern European package holidaymakers tend to have either a price or a quality
and special interests orientation, multinational companies would probably aim to satisfy the demand and
provide substantial synergies at several stages of package planning and delivery, as well as benefit by
spreading the risk across numerous countries and economic cycles (Bywater, 1992,p.61). Moreover, Northern
European tour operators can take advantage of Southern European ones' immaturity and attempt to expand
to these markets "either by carrying passengers in both directions or by adding, in particular, the Spanish
outbound market to their purchasing power first in the Spanish islands and possibly later in other
destinations, eg Brazil" (Bywater, 1992,p.55). A wide number of examples of concentration can already be
identified in the European tourism industry which demonstrate the trend for further concentration
(Bywater, 1994).
A number of tourism demand trends have been observed during the last decade. Firstly, as examined in
1.1.2, there is a decline of package market share as rigidly packaged tourism products fail to address
individual needs and requirements, and thus, become less capable in satisfying tourists (Poon,1993;
Beaver,1993,p.659; Middleton,1991,p.187; Fitch,1987,p.33). Brackenbury (1991,p.27) admits that the
package holiday market has been in decline for the UK since 1987 and will not play a dominant role any
more for the German market. Peisley (1989,p.64) supports the concept that traditional package holidays have
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lost their popularity due to airport delays, drop in quality, favourable weather in the North, pollution in the
Mediterranean and overdeveloped and congested resorts. Finally, Hitchins (1991,p.94) believes that "the
maturing of the market has meant that people now require more flexible choice and adventure than the
package holiday can offer and are opting for independent travel". Thus, "tour operators are increasingly
being forced to respond to much more complex holiday market than has hitherto existed, through
diversification, segmentation, independently minded travellers and increasingly experienced customers"
(Evans, 1994,p.28). In contrast with the existing "rigidly packaged tourist packages", a strong demand for
personalised, tailored made, independent and flexible tourist products is supported by many authors
(Poon,1993 and 1989,p.92; Ryan,1989,p.67; Brackenbury,1991,p.5). Tour operators use life style
segmentation in order to produce augmented and enriched packages, which contain several activities and give
options for individual preferences (Minte1,1987,p.5.8). Therefore large operators attempt to formulate
specialised packages for a smaller segment of the mass markets, while their smaller and medium counterparts
use their flexibility advantage to serve niche markets more efficiently (Ryan, 1989,p.75;
Brackenbury,1991,p.8; Minte1,1987,p.5.2). The market saturation, or "ceiling phenomenon", which is
expected to reach most major tourism markets by 2005, would increase the competition between large
organisations seeking to grow and gain market share even more (Middleton, 1994,p.360). Thus, only tour
operators who can offer exceptionally high perceived value for money would probably be able to survive
in the new global competitive environment.
Recently, however, the pattern of tour operators spoiling a destination and then abandoning it tends to
change, and a longer term, more responsible role at the destination is increasingly adapted
(Middleton, 1991,p .191). This is by large determined by consumers' environmental awareness which makes
tourists less tolerant to environmental problems at destinations (Bywater, 1992,p.9). As Brackenbury
(1992,p.26) reveals, tour operators cannot continue developing new destinations, simply because "there is
nowhere else to move on to". Instead, they turn to support a more sustainable, environmental friendly
development, which will enable them to have a higher return on their investment on the destination in the
long term. The IFTO's pilot projects of Mallorca and Rhodes demonstrate the beginning of an attitude
change, which is mainly prompted by business and economic motives, rather than ethical and altruistic ones.
Brackenbury (1992,p.26) admits "it's nothing to do with altruism and long term views on the planet. The
only way we can make this business work is if people are satisfied when they get there. It's entirely to do
with self-interest".
A great polarisation between large/mass and "high volume-low profit margin" tour operators oriented in
contrast with small/specialists and "low volume-high profit margin" ones, can be observed. In the first case,
tour operators compete primarily on price and attempt to maximise tourist volumes by providing standardised
packages in established destinations perhaps for the lower income market (Wanhil1,1993a,p.203). On the
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other hand, alternative or specialised tourism programmes are offered in mini segments, featuring particular
themes and interests for actively participating travellers. This market is willing to pay a premium for tailor-
made products suited to their requirements. Special interest tours for a well researched and understood
market segment or specialisation in a particular destination or specialised interest would therefore provide
opportunities for smaller tour operators (Sheldon,1994a,p.402; Evans, 1994,p.46; Monopolies and Mergers
Commission,1989,p.17; Ryan, 1989,p.76; Bote and Sinclair, 1991,p.86; Minte1,1987,p.5.33). Smaller tour
operators who cannot compete on price with their integrated/larger counterparts and face difficulties in
distributing their packages through outgoing travel agencies (Kirker,1994,p .66; Heape,1995,p .54), would
fight by providing better service for niche markets. Smith (1987,p.99) calculates that "a tour operator
carrying less than one million passengers will certainly have a higher per passenger cost than the consumer
is prepared to pay, unless he truly specialises". As a consequence, polarisation is expected to increase in the
future. On the one hand, tourists will seek "maximum perceived value for money" and request the special
attributes of the products they pay extra for. On the other hand, the hunting of even cheaper prices will
continue for the low disposable income tourists. Economies of scale, reduction of product quality and high
risk operations will, therefore be used to produce high volume and low margin holidays. Destinations at the
saturation or decline stages of their life cycle will always have adequate capacity to accommodate low budget
tourists. Thus, the fact that the fastest growing British tour operator (Airtours) is consistently rated as the
worst one in tourists satisfaction (Holiday Which, 1995,p.7), is understandable. Increasingly, tour operators
will specialise more towards one of these markets, while operators caught in the middle will face difficulties
in justifying their higher prices for mass products and their inability to be flexible enough to satisfy the
specialised markets.
2.3.2.7 Conclusions regarding tour operators
The above analysis demonstrates that tour operators dominate the tourism distribution channel and have a
great influence on both the tourism industry and destinations. Numerous benefits and problems emerge from
their operations, due to the nature of their business. A clear distinction between large/mass and small/niche
tour operators is made, as they follow different strategies to achieve and sustain profitability. Mass tour
operators follow a "low profit margin/high volume" strategy, where a maximum market share is targeted.
Smaller/niche tour operators normally aim for a "low volume/high profit margin" strategy and hence, build
their profitability by providing exceptional value in differentiated and specialised products. In addition,
middle-sized tour operators usually try to approach the large ones, and often survive in their shadow. Each
type of tour operator distributes its packages differently. Smaller/niche ones often promote their products
directly to the public, while their large/mass counterparts use both independent and multiple outgoing travel
agencies to promote their products nationwide. Often large tour operators belong to vertically integrated
corporations which own several other members of the tourism distribution channel. They can also have
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excessive marketing expenditure and use the entire range of marketing media. In contrast, smaller tour
operators are limited in a deficient advertising campaign in the press while use targeted campaigns to
promote their products. As far as the financial performance of tour operators is concerned, inadequate data
prevents a thorough analysis. Instead, a detailed presentation of the financial performance of the two largest
British operators demonstrates that although they enjoy comparatively low profit margins, the low capital
employed achieves considerable returns on investment and makes them a very attractive investment. Several
risk sources are also explained. In addition, a thorough analysis of the positive and negative impacts
emerging for individuals, enterprises and destinations is provided while the major trends of tour operating
in the future are illustrated.
2.3.3 Incoming travel agencies
Incoming travel agencies (often referred to as incoming tour operators, "ground operators", handling,
receiving or inbound agents) are also intermediaries in the tourism distribution channel. They are often
omitted in the tourism distribution channel study and there is very little research undertaken on this area.
Their major activities usually involve the planning and execution of tour packages on a destination level, and
often act as intermediaries between tour operator and principals, while they represent tour operators for both
tourists and local authorities. They normally cover hotel transfers, overnight accommodation, sightseeing
and special arrangements and supervise the product delivery by the local suppliers (Gee, Makens and
Choy,1989,p.182). In contrast with Northern Europe, there is a vague distinction between incoming and
outgoing travel agencies in the majority of the southern European countries. Thus, it is very usual for travel
agencies to serve both inbound and outbound travellers.
2.3.3.1 Incoming travel agencies' major function and role in the tourism distribution channel
It is quite difficult to describe precisely incoming travel agencies' operations, as there is great differentiation
and flexibility between their activities. However, their functions can be divided into individual and travel
trade services, according to the receiver of their services (Buhalis,1990,p.55). Figure 2.9 displays several
activities undertaken by incoming travel agencies, although perhaps the best applicable description for their
operation is that they undertake all coinmissionable jobs at a destination. Firstly, they bridge tour operators
with destinations by undertaking various responsibilities for their local representation. Normally, tour
operators meet incoming travel agencies at international tourist exhibitions or in their first visit to a
destination and commence a co-operation. An incoming travel agency is appointed as a tour operator's
representative and assumes responsibilities in identification, negotiation, contract, reservation of appropriate
tourism products at destinations. Nevertheless, when tour operators have a strong interest in a destination,
they normally undertake the contracting function directly.
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In less developed destinations incoming travel agencies may also contract accommodation establishments and
then subcontract them to tour operators for a commission fee. Furthermore, they also supply tour operators
with promotional material and information for destinations, in order to support their brochure production.
Incoming travel agencies can also facilitate the financial arrangements of tour operators at a destination, as
they receive invoices and distribute payments to principals. Inspection of accommodation, catering,
entertainment and transportation facilities used by the clients of tour operators are normally included in the
duties of incoming travel agencies. In collaboration with tour operators' representatives, incoming travel
agencies may also be involved in distributing rooming lists and manifests to local hoteliers and authorities.
Upon tourists' arrival, incoming travel agencies undertake the transfers to and from accommodation
establishments, as well as organise welcome/information meetings.
Incoming travel agencies usually offer office facilities and equipment to tour operators' representatives and
set a bureau for their activities in a destination. They also handle complaints from both tourists and the local
industry, while they attempt to find solutions for complaints of consumers during the holiday experience.
On the other side, principals regard incoming travel agencies responsible for tour operators' actions, and
often they are involved in settling disputes between the two. They also participate in international tourist
exhibitions, where they establish contacts with tour operators, in order to investigate potential co-operation
and destination promotion to new markets. Most incoming travel agencies organise a number of local
excursions and sightseeing, which are promoted to the clients of tour operators as well as to individual
travellers. In addition, a number of folklore nights, entertainment and activities are often organised and
merchandised (Holloway,1989,p.128). On some occasions incoming travel agencies undertake the
organisation of conferences and meetings, while services to individual customers include reservations for
tourism products as well as the rent of vehicles, bikes and boats, which they may own or rent from someone
else for a commission. Ticketing for all kinds of local transportation such as aeroplanes, boats, coaches and
train is also a common feature of their activities. Furthermore, they offer a number of ancillary services such
as exchange currency, destination information and in general, undertake any commissionable travel
arrangement. Agencies in most Southern European countries have a parallel outbound section as well.
2.3.3.2 Classification and types of incoming travel agencies
There is no classification and typology of incoming travel agencies offered in the literature. However,
several criteria can be utilised in order to classify them. The geographical coverage of a destination can
classify incoming travel agencies into organisations covering from a small resort to an entire destination
country. Closely related is the number of branches an agency operates at a destination, as they offer
operational bases in several resorts. Naturally, the more branches, the larger the incoming travel agencies
and vice versa. In addition, the number of employees, as well as the number of tour operators'
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representatives accommodated in an incoming travel agency's office can provide meaningful inferences for
its size. Finally, the size and types of assets, such as coaches and accommodation establishments, would
indicate the economic substance of a company. Typically, incoming travel agencies are very small
enterprises, run by their proprietor on a local level. Instead of having a great geographical coverage
themselves, they often formulate strategic partnerships with counterparts in other destinations in order to
offer a comprehensive service to their clients. As far as the typology of incoming travel agencies is
concerned, a vague distinction can be made between the ones operating exclusively with tour operators and
agencies which offer their services directly to the public. However, in most cases a combination of services
and clientele is served. Associated tour operators also demonstrate the size of operation an incoming travel
agency is capable of handling, as well as its operational orientation. Finally, the associations where incoming
travel agencies belong can also provide some insight into their operation. British incoming travel agencies
are normally members of BITOA (British Incoming Tour Operators' Association) (Holloway,1989,p.128).
2.3.3.3 Incoming travel agencies' needs and wants
Volume of business and higher margins are the major goals attempted for services provided directly to
consumers. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 2.5, incoming travel agencies' needs and wants are often
closely related with their major customers' desires. Apart from reliable, loyal and economically stable
partners, agencies which operate primarily with tour operators tend to have similar aims, i.e. high volume
and low profit margins. Moreover, incoming travel agencies would prefer active tourists, who would join
their excursions and rent vehicles, as they make the majority of their profit from these services. A
combination of large and small tour operators, as well as a mixture of partners from different countries
would spread their risk, and enable a reaction to fluctuations in a particular market. Even more importantly,
incoming travel agencies need prompt payments in order to pay back their suppliers and avoid conflicts.
As far as the remuneration and cost and benefit analysis of incoming travel agencies are concerned, there
is no data on their breakdown, as cost and benefits vary greatly depending on their type and orientation.
However, incoming travel agencies' major remuneration for services provided to tour operators includes
handling fees, which are essentially a fixed fee per tourist arriving at a destination, and transfer fees,
depending on the distance between port/airport and accommodation establishments, and the method of
transportation. In addition, they often have the exclusive right to organise excursions at a destination for tour
operators' customers, while they gain commission for other services required, such as ticketing and
accommodation contracting. Similarly, with other intermediaries, there is a small barrier to entry for
incoming travel agencies, while minor capital investment is required. However, established incoming travel
agencies often need to invest in coaches and other vehicles to rent, which employ the vast majority of their
capital. Therefore they normally achieve high returns on investment, mainly due to the risks they undertake.
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When incoming travel agencies select their tourism distribution channel partners they attempt to co-
operate with reliable and economically stable partners. Although no set criteria is provided by any research,
there is evidence from trade magazines suggesting that they would attempt to represent as many tour
operators as possible in a destination, in order to maximise the utilisation of their coaches as well as achieve
economies of scale. They also attempt to attract prestigious tour operators not only because of the volume
of their market, but also because they can boost their image and power at the destination. Usually however,
they are restricted in their choice by exclusivity rights, as competing tour operators dislike being represented
at a destination by the same incoming travel agencies. As far as local providers are concerned, incoming
travel agencies reflect a tour operator's need for minimal priced, reliable tourism products.
2.3.3.4 Critical issues in incoming travel agencies' position in the tourism distribution channel
Incoming travel agencies play a very crucial role in the tourism distribution channel, as they act as
intermediaries between their local tourism industry and tour operators. They provide feedback to tour
operators and enable them to comprehend the local business environment. As a consequence, incoming travel
agencies are often regarded as tour operators' "right hand" at destinations and they act on their behalf
especially with smaller suppliers. Thus, to a certain extent, they can facilitate or discourage tour operators'
impacts on destinations and SMTEs.
2.3.3.4.1 Incoming travel agencies' major benefits and power in the tourism distribution channel
Incoming travel agencies obtain power in the tourism distribution channel, due to their knowledge at the
destination level, and through their ability to identify suitable suppliers efficiently and quickly. In addition,
they organise the logistics of travellers' local transfers and arrange entertainment and sightseeing based on
tour operators' requirements. Speaking the same language with suppliers and understanding their culture
better, it is fairly easy for incoming travel agencies to negotiate with SMTEs. Thus, they offer a central
selling point for most local tourism products, and therefore offer considerable convenience for both tourists
and tour operators. Incoming travel agencies represent their destination internationally, as they attend
exhibitions and visit other tourism distribution channel members, attempting to persuade them to include or
increase the contribution of a destination to their programmes. It is often their efforts that make a destination
known and available through tour operators' brochures. Subsequently, they manage the demand arriving at
a destination, as they often preselect most local SMTEs on behalf of tour operators, while they are best
qualified to provide feedback to the destination's authorities on its performance and customer satisfaction.
Due to the aforementioned benefits, incoming travel agencies achieve reward power on both destinations and
SMTEs, as they can provide business, join promotions and influence financial support by tour operators.
They are often in close contact with the major markets, and therefore acquire an expert power on consumer
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needs. Smaller tourism suppliers attribute a legitimate power on incoming travel agencies, as they believe
that they have the right and expertise to lead their marketing decisions, as well as advise them on the
suitability of other tourism distribution channel members. Coercion power is occasionally exercised also,
as certain SMTEs fear that incoming travel agencies would not recommend them to tour operators and
consumers, and thus, they will be excluded from the suppliers' offering. The degree of power achieved by
incoming travel agencies is often a function of demand and supply.
2.3.3.4.2 Incoming travel agencies' potential conflicts of interest within the tourism distribution channel
Incoming travel agencies as suppliers of local transfer and excursion services, as well as intermediaries for
other suppliers, often encounter conflicts with tour operators, especially on prices and commissions.
Typically, tour operators attempt to minimise prices and reduce their commission fees, by exercising
coercion power on incoming travel agencies. Demand and supply of incoming travel agencies' services at
the destination determine at large the outcome of this conflict. Moreover, incoming travel agencies have a
very difficult role to accomplish at a destination, as in most cases they need to support tour operators'
benefits and interests. They, therefore negotiate fiercely with local SMTEs and attempt to squeeze prices on
behalf of tour operators. In addition, they stimulate overdevelopment and rush destinations through the stages
of their life cycle. Naturally, the more successful they are, the more competitive advantage they have to
attract more tour operators and increase their own revenue. Further, when they distribute payments on behalf
of tour operators, tourism principals regularly complain that incoming travel agencies deliberately delay tour
operators' payments, in order to gain bank interest and benefit from their cash flow improvement. The main
paradox in the activities undertaken by incoming travel agencies is that on the one hand, they act as tour
operators' agencies at a destination and attempt to satisfy their needs, while on the other hand, this activity
is often contradictory with the interests of both destinations and SMTEs where incoming travel agencies
belong and owe their business/income.
2.3.3.5 Major trends for incoming travel agencies and future prospects
Several future trends can be observed for incoming travel agencies. Most importantly, vertical integration
by large tour operators effectively jeopardises incoming travel agencies' prosperity as its representation role
might evaporate. As a consequence, they need to comprehend the new tourism demand trends and attempt
to offer new services which would strengthen of their position in the tourism distribution channel.
Increasingly, therefore incoming travel agencies need to focus on their major product, ie the destination and
its resources and attempt to support their competitiveness in the global market.
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The vertical integration of tour operators affects incoming travel agencies also, as increasingly they either
buy a controlling interest in local agencies or establish their own representation office, especially in large
resorts in order to achieve a tighter control over the distribution process. In several destinations,
comprehensive tour operators' teams commence undertaking the majority of functions of incoming travel
agencies and eliminating their role to transfers and local transportation. Thus, the position of incoming travel
agencies as a service provider for other tourism distribution channel members may be jeopardised in the
future. As a consequence, they need to diversify their activities and attention to tour operators of all sizes,
as well as they should attempt to offer new services to tourism distribution channel members, which would
increase their value-added in the channel, and enable them to maintain their competitiveness.
Furthermore, as tourism products become increasingly more complex and specialised, largely due to the
transformation of tourism demand, the role of incoming travel agencies can be enhanced to become facilitator
of product design and delivery. Increasingly, as local resources are becoming the critical point in tourists'
motivation, better knowledge of these resources would be a valuable asset for tourism product formulation.
Therefore incoming travel agencies can add considerable value to tourism products, and thus, play an even
more important role on a destination level, by setting local experience themes towards consumers' lifestyle.
However, a better understanding of the requirements of tourists and tour operators is essential in order to
generate and to implement innovative ideas to enhance customers' experience, during their visit.
Buhalis (1991,p.97) and Buhalis and Cooper (1996) suggest that a wider co-operation between SMTEs of
all types and a diagonal integration on a destination level is essential in order to achieve long term prosperity
for both enterprises and regions. Consequently, incoming travel agencies should probably adjust their
position in order to serve both tour operators and destinations properly, by playing a more balanced role.
Perhaps, they could act as consultants for SMTEs, which lack expertise to promote and protect themselves
adequately, in order to strengthen their position. They could also advise local authorities of tourism trends
and guide them through actions required to increase tourists' satisfaction. In the long term, incoming travel
agencies should assist the sustainable and rational development of their destination, in order to increase the
competitiveness of both the entire destination and their own. Although these directions may reduce their
profitability in the short term, it would certainly increase the desirability of their destination, and thus, it
would enhance their main asset -the destination- enabling them to benefit in the long term.
2.3.3.6 Conclusions regarding incoming travel agencies
Incoming travel agencies often act as agents for destinations and local SMTEs, while they are involved in
representing tour operators at a destination. A great variety of services are normally offered to both
individual tourists as well as other tourism distribution channel members. Although they tend to represent
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all local tourism products offered at a destination, in most cases they act as tourism principals by supplying
the local transfers to tour operators. As they stand between a destination and tour operators, incoming travel
agencies have a great influence on decisions undertaken by both SMTEs and tour operators, through their
expert and legitimate power. However, as an incoming travel agency primarily operates as several tour
operators' arm at a destination, they are often associated with tour operators' negative impacts on both
SMTEs and the region. Tour operators' vertical integration endangers incoming travel agencies' position in
the tourism distribution channel. As a result, incoming travel agencies would need to capitalise on their local
resources expertise and add value to the products promoted by the tourism distribution channel, in order to
enhance their competitiveness. In addition, a need for incoming travel agencies' closer local co-operation
with SMTEs is identified as a method to improve the local tourism industry, and thus, support their product.
2.3.4 Public tourism organisations
Public tourism organisations (PT0s) and the public sector in general undertake a generic function in
developing and marketing destinations. Numerous activities focus on drawing strategy, developing,
supporting and promoting the tourism industry of their destinations are undertaken (Wanhil1,1993b;
Jenkins, 1991,p .64; Jenkins and Henry, 1982; Edge11,1990; Mill and Morrison, 1985,p .242), which are beyond
the scope of this thesis. They also play a vital supportive role in the tourism distribution channel by
facilitating the distribution of tourism products.
Public tourism organisations undertake a wide range of promotional "activities directed towards the travel
trade with the aim to ensuring that outgoing travel agencies and tour operators are aware of travel
opportunities and are fully equipped to advise their customers" (WT0,1975,p.47). They have traditionally
been regarded as information providers for both individuals and organisations, within and outside
destinations. As a result, public tourism organisations act as supportive intermediaries between institutional
tourism buyers and/or prospective tourists and principals. In most cases, they are reluctant to be regarded
as competitors of tourism distribution channel members, and therefore rarely offer reservation services.
However, they can direct tourism demand through information provision, while their offices abroad, at the
heart of the tourism market, can facilitate tourism and stimulate demand by distributing information, leaflets,
brochures, timetables, posters and every kind of promotional material (Middleton, 1988,p.221). This activity
is particularly important for SMTEs which have no adequate funds, and thus, experience difficulties in
promoting themselves in the international tourism market. However, in some areas, public tourism
organisations also provide information on suppliers' availability, undertake reservations and provide vouchers
to independent travellers, for a small commission (WT0,1975,p.49). In this sense, public tourism
organisations overlap with a number of incoming travel agencies or outgoing travel agencies activities. This
is expected to expand further due to increased public tourism organisations' involvement in the creation of
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destination databases or regional CRSs, as analysed in section 3.3.2.5.1. As far as co-operation with tour
operators is concerned, public tourism organisations not only facilitate their function at a destination, by
assisting in planning issues, but they may also co-finance advertising campaigns and organise joint
promotional activities within the country of origin. Furthermore, they traditionally undertake the information
provision role for a wide variety of requests, concerning all types of services offered at a destination.
2.4 Synopsis - The tourism distribution channel
This chapter attempts to explore the complicated sphere of the tourism distribution channel, by introducing
the distribution concept and theories, and proceeding with their theoretical application on services and more
specifically on the tourism industry. Furthermore, an in-depth critical analysis of the nature, role, typologies,
functions, and major trends for the main intermediaries in the tourism distribution channel, namely outgoing
travel agencies, tour operators, incoming travel agencies and finally public tourism organisations, as
facilitators of the channel, is presented. The great complexity of the travel trade and the dissimilarity of
operational practices in different countries of origin and destinations, makes it difficult to define and establish
world widely used strategies, tactics, operation features, practices and functions. As a consequence, this
analysis concentrates on the leisure industry patterns from North to South Europe. Therefore some of the
suggested practises may need alteration before being to other destinations. However, it is believed that an
adequate introduction of the alternative roles, interests, operations and perspectives for each tourism
distribution channel member has been achieved. This is particularly the case for remote and insular
destinations, which rely their existence on direct and inexpensive flights, and therefore depend on tour
operators for their accessibility.
In addition, a preliminary analysis of power sources and conflicts in the tourism distribution channel is also
provided and lays the ground for further discussion and research towards assessing the interrelations between
the tourism distribution channel partners. A number of intra-channel conflicts can be identified, as different
members of the channel attempt to protect their own interests, and inevitably exert their power to weaker
members, in order to obtain a larger portion of tourists' expenditure. Thus, conflicts emerge when the
distribution of this expenditure is attempted between the various principals and intermediaries involved. Not
surprisingly, each partner in the tourism distribution channel attempts to increase its percentage of the total
expenditure. Furthermore, conflicts occur when channel members have antagonistic strategic orientations.
Most large tour operators follow a "low profit margin, high volume" strategy and attempt to maximise their
market share. As channel leaders they attempt to direct their partners towards this strategic approach. In
contrast, their smaller counterparts concentrate on niche markets and aim to deliver special interest packages.
The power allocation and intra-channel conflicts are determined by the demand and supply of tourism
products, and their implications for each tourism distribution channel member depend on its competitiveness.
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Mediterranean destinations have been promoted as undifferentiated sun products, as large tour operators
clearly take advantage of their leadership in the tourism distribution channel, and impose their wishes on the
majority of their partners by using coercion and expert power. Their power is mainly emerging from the
volume of tourists they serve yearly, which makes them lucrative partners for every enterprise and
destination. This enables them to dictate their conditions and prices to principals, while they negotiate special
terms with outgoing travel agencies distributing their brochures. Coercion power in the tourism distribution
channel essentially means that, should a partner disobey the terms determined by large tour operators, he
is more likely to be punished or even be excluded from the channel. This power also emerges from the
vertical integration, which enables tour operators to control accessibility to insular and remote regions, while
provides them with a strong cost advantage.
In contrast, smaller tour operators are not in such a privileged position, simply because their customers'
volumes are much lower, and cannot exercise similar bargaining and negotiation power. However, as they
are under great pressure to offer competitively priced packages to their market, they also attempt to minimise
their partners' profit margins in the tourism distribution channel. Principals which fail to develop alternative
distribution options and depend on this channel for the majority of their clientele suffer more. Thus, tourism
principals such as accommodation establishments and other local service providers receive the impact of the
uneven distribution of power within tourism distribution channel. Moreover, vertical integration makes
smaller tourism distribution channel members, such as small outgoing travel agencies and tour operators,
to feel powerless and forces them to follow and accept conditions imposed by larger players. Often they
survive by building niche markets, where they can develop specialisation and differentiation and charge
premium prices. Unfortunately, the tourism distribution channel conflicts are under-explored in the tourism
literature and apart from descriptive industrial publications, there is little academic research in this area.
This chapter deliberately avoids to refer to new technology, which forces a radical re-engineer throughout
the entire tourism industry. During the last decade new ITs effectively change the nature and best operation
practices within the tourism distribution channel, and even more importantly, transform the tourism
distribution channel itself. Numerous powerful CRSs, penetrated into the tourism distribution channel
bringing revolutionary changes into the tourism industry and leading the biggest industry of the world to
conquest its role in the next century. The next chapter analytically explores the tourism information
technology partnership era.
CHAPTER 3
Information technologies in the tourism product distribution
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Chapter 3. Information technologies in the tourism product distribution
Undoubtedly, the 1980s revolutionised information technologies' capabilities, forcing organisations to re-
engineer their processes in order to take advantage of the new potentials and improve their competitiveness.
Inevitably, the tourism industry, like any other economic activity, receives a great impact from these
developments and explores the new emerging opportunities and threats. The re-engineering of these processes
is particularly evident in the tourism product distribution, where a paradigm-shift is conspicuously
experienced. The most significant ITs applications in the tourism industry are therefore the various types of
computer reservation systems (CRSs), which play an increasingly important role in the distribution of
tourism products. During the last decade, CRSs were established as indispensable tools for the tourism
industry, and illustrated that the competitiveness of tourism organisations would increasingly depend on their
ITs' literacy and strategic usage. It is expected that the undergoing transformation will re-address the entire
distribution problem, while it will amend the power allocation within the tourism distribution channel,
providing both opportunities and threats for the various intra-channel partners. Thus, ITs are becoming a
fundamental determinant of the competitiveness and prosperity of tourism distribution channel members.
It is difficult to define ITs accurately while Thomas (1988,p.44) philosophically suggests that technology "is
consisting of society's poll of knowledge concerning the industrial, mechanical and practical areas". Poon
(1993,p.71) defines IT as "the collective term given to the most recent developments in the mode (electronic)
and the mechanisms (computers and communications technologies) used for the acquisition, processing,
analysis, storage, retrieval, dissemination, and application of information". Similarly, Peppard (1993b,p .5)
defines IT as the enabling mechanism which facilitates the processing and flow of information in an
organisation and between organisations, encompassing the information the business creates, uses and stores,
as well as the technologies used in physical processing to produce a product or provide a service. In
addition, Runge and Earl (1988,p.125) propose that "telecommunication networks provide the information
highways over which new products and services can be offered, thereby redefining concepts of customer
service, opening up new arenas of innovation and altering the economics of distribution". As on the one
hand, telecommunication networks are utilised to transfer information and on the other, information
technology facilitates networks' operations, it is becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish between the
two concepts (Bubley and Bennett,1994,p.16). Therefore for the purpose of this study, ITs should be
regarded as a "synthesis of electronics, computing and telecommunications technologies" (Poon,1993,p.71)
and thus, as a system of integrated information telecommunications technologies, such as computers,
Videotex, teletext, telephones, management information systems, tele-conferencing, modems, multimedia,
computer networks, satellites and wireless communication systems, enable effective data processing and
communication.
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The massive enhancements in the processing capabilities increase computing speed; decrease equipment size;
reduce hardware and software costs; and improve the reliability, compatibility and inter-connectivity of
numerous terminals and applications. In addition, ITs "increase a company's ability to co-ordinate its
activities regionally, nationally and globally. It can unlock the power of broader geographical scope to create
competitive advantage" (Porter and Millar,1985,p.157). These changes only emerged in the last decade, and
therefore a great degree of innovation is found in hardware, software and network developments.
Paradoxically, the more powerful and complicated ITs become, the more user friendly they are, enabling
more people to take advantage. Hence, Hopper (1990,p.119) proposes that "in the not-so-distant future,
computers will be as familiar part of the business environment as telephones are today. They will also be
as simple to use as telephones or at least nearly so".
This chapter demonstrates the strategic implications of the usage of ITs for organisations and specifically for
the tourism industry. A further analysis of the basic ITs components is undertaken, while their usage within
the tourism industry is demonstrated. An attempt to illuminate the complexity of the various types of CRSs,
and an exploration of their functions and operations is also performed. Finally, a critical analysis of the
relationship between technological innovations and the competitive position of SMTEs is undertaken, while
the pros and cons of CRS operations within the tourism distribution channel context are examined. In
addition, the chapter provides a comprehensive revision of the various destination oriented systems and
originates the concept of the Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservation Management System
(DICIRMS).
3.1 Information technologies in business strategy
ITs' developments in the 1990s revolutionise both the global economy and enterprises around the world,
regardless of their size, product and geographical coverage. At the macroeconomic level, ITs are
increasingly regarded as instrumental in regional development and long term prosperity of regions. EC
(1993c,p.22) claims that "throughout the world, production systems, methods of organising work and
consumption patterns are undergoing changes which will have long-term effects comparable with the first
industrial revolution" as a result of the development of ITs. The report focuses on the emerging need for
global competitiveness of both enterprises and regions in the new information society and knowledge-based
economy. It suggests that "a new information society is emerging, in which management, quality and speed
of information are key factors for competitiveness: as an input to the industries, as a whole and as a service
provided to ultimate consumers, information and communication technologies influence the economy at all
stages". Thus, "the competitiveness of the European economy will to a great extent depend both on the
conditions of utilization and on the development and application of these technologies" (p.92).
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Similarly, at the microeconomic level, ITs' developments have enormous effects on the operation, structure
and strategy of organisations. Not only do they massively reduce both communication and operational costs
of most enterprises internationally, they also restructure their management practices. Porter (1989,p.19)
believes that ultimately "technology can totally transform the way an entire business is done" as, it
contributes towards efficiency, productivity and competitiveness improvements of both inter-organisational
and intra-organisational systems (Farrell and Song,1988,p.14). Thus, Porter (1989,p.19) asserts that "the
real payout of information technology is the linking, the re-configuring, the connecting of businesses and
business functions". Piercy (1983,p.42) suggests that "information provides power where it is controlled,
manipulated or where it provides the ability to absorb critical uncertainties more effectively than can others
elsewhere in the system". More importantly, Haeckel and Nolan (1993,p.122) suggest that ITs have driven
a shift from product oriented organisations, to a flexible and responsive marketplace, where success depends
on sensing and responding to rapidly changing customer needs. Bradley, Hausman and Nolan (1993a,p.33)
illustrate the profound role of technology on the competitiveness of organisations in the global economy, as
they claim that "globalisation and technology are mutually reinforcing drivers of change". In addition,
Metakides (1994,p.2) asserts that the global information revolution obliges enterprises to "act local and think
global", while transforming dramatically both production and consumption patterns. Perhaps, SMEs would
receive a greater impact from ITs developments, due to the new potentials which are becoming available
(EC,1993c,p.71). Hence, ITs increasingly become one of the most important strategic considerations at the
corporate level, as successful IT strategies can provide organisations with competitive advantages.
Moreover, transformation of the marketplace, to "virtual or electronic marketspaces", and ultimately to
"cybermarkets" (Bakos,1991; Rushbrook,1995; Adamson and Toole, 1995) is examined in paragraph 2.1.6.
Major advantages such as lower transaction costs, convenience, ubiquity and premium pricing as a result
of previous benefits are expected (Rayport and Sviokla,1994,p.142). Profound implications therefore emerge,
in the distribution of products and services, while revolutionary methods of interactivity between producers
and consumers are initiated based on networks of ITs. As these developments are extremely dynamic,
strategic planners would need to constantly follow the major trends in the new environment and assess how
they can benefit from the new opportunities emerging (Porter,1985b,p.75; Rayport and Sviokla,1994,p.149).
3.1.1 Information technology development phases
Ward, Griffiths and Whitemore (1990,p.10) distinguished three main eras in ITs development, hitherto. In
the first era, "data processing", the main objective was to improve operational efficiency by automating
information based processes. The "data processing" era took place from the 1960s onwards and it mainly
used mainframes and mini computers. The second era is the "management information systems (MIS)", where
there was an attempt to increase management effectiveness by satisfying the organisational information
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requirements. This era commenced in the 1970s and it utilised local processing linked to information
resources. Thus, the majority of information systems were used primarily to address a company's internal
management and co-ordination needs and emphasis was given on administrative and clerical functions,
especially accounting or inventory, while delivering customer value-added was a low priority
(Strassmann, 1990,p .32; Gamble,1994a,p .274).
Finally, since the early 1980s the "strategic information systems (SIS)" era commenced to improve
competitiveness by changing the nature or conduct of business. In this phase the impact on the business is
different, as integrated IT networks are utilised to achieve organisations' strategic objectives; enhance
performance; co-ordinate activities across functional and business unit lines and the interactions with external
entities, in pursuit of competitive advantage (Robson,1994; Peppard,1993a; McGee and Thomas,1988;
Ear1,1988a; Jackson,1989). Thus, "the primary use of SIS is to support or shape the competitive strategy
of the organisation, and its plan for gaining (or maintaining) competitive advantage" (Wiseman,1985,p.233).
Moreover, Bradley, Hausman and Nolan (1993,p.11) emphasise that since the early 1990s a fourth and more
profound era emerges: "the network era", where intra-organisational and inter-organisational networking is
proliferated, enabling efficient communication and multi-level integration and consequently, altering the
competitiveness of firms in the global competition arena.
In the last decade, the unprecedented proliferation of the usage of ITs enabled organisations to benefit
widely. Only a few years ago, computers could be found almost exclusively in the accounting and payroll
departments. Nowadays, ITs are used as indispensable tools for almost all business functions from production
to marketing, while they facilitate quick communication; reliable and timely information transfer and
retrieval; integration of the different divisions within organisations; flexibility of product specification;
sharing of information; and achievement of common objectives (Blois,1987,p.17).
3.1.2 Information technologies as a major contributor to competitiveness and competitive advantage
"The fusion of information technology and telecommunications is creating new industries, restructuring
existing industries and radically changing the way firms compete" (Bradley, Hausman and Nolan,1993,p.13).
Porter (1989,p.19) suggests that "information technology is also reshaping the nature of competition
industries", while Georgiou, Metcalfe and Gibbons propose that "industrial competitiveness depends on a
process in which new products and processes are continually introduced, improved and replaced"
(Bruce,1989,p.455). In addition, McFarlan (1984,p.98) specifies that systems which link consumers and
suppliers offer an opportunity for a competitive edge and can add value to organisations' products in order
to increase their competitiveness. Hence, Feeny (1988,p.99) quotes Clemons and McFarlan (1986) suggesting
"the new technologies of communications have the power to change the competitive game for almost all
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company of all sizes". Porter (1985b,p.63) proposes that "technology affects competitive advantage if it has
a significant role in determining relative cost position or differentiation", while Peppard (1993c,p.66)
suggests some of the major competitive advantages a firm can adopt by using ITs:
• establishing entry barriers
• affecting switching costs
• differentiating products/services of a company
• limiting access to distribution channels
• ensuring competitive pricing
• decreasing supply costs and easing supply
• increasing cost efficiency
• using information as a product itself
• building closer relationships with suppliers and customers
As "information is a source of power in negotiations with trading partners" ITs' adoption often stimulates
the power balance in distribution channels (Burt and Dawson,1991,p.44). Thus, perhaps, the most relevant
competitive advantage becoming available for SMTEs by using ITs, would be the shift of their buyers'
bargaining power and the relations between an industry and its buyers (Parsons,1983,p.7;
Jackson,1989,p.29; Porter,1985b,p.65). Porter and Millar (1985,p.156) suggest that ITs "have had a
particularly strong impact on bargaining relationships between suppliers and buyers since they affect the
linkages between companies and their suppliers, channels and buyers". This would enable SMTE to enhance
their position within the tourism distribution channel and can assist them in increasing their profit margin.
Wijnhoven and Wassenaar (1990,p.48) conclude that competitiveness is "very often increased because of
great cost savings and better service to clients", while as illustrated in Table 3.1, King, Hufnagel and Grover
(1988,p.82) provide empirical data for the major areas ITs are utilised as a strategic resource. ITs also
attempt to alleviate the employees from monotonous, repetitive jobs and give them an opportunity to
concentrate further on more sophisticated/interesting jobs, as well as customer service. They also enable a
wide spread of empowerment within an organisation, as more members of staff can have access to vital
information, and thus, allow decentralised decision making.
Table 3.1 Major areas of information technology application as a strategic resource
Cost competitiveness 66.67%
Customer service 64.29%
Product/Service differentiation 45.24%
Market segmentation 41.67%
New product planning 32.14%
Supplier relations 28.57%
Other 26.19%
Source: King, Hufnagel and Grover,1988,p.82.
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There are four main types of strategic IT systems (Ward, Griffiths and Whitmore,1990,p.22): "a) Those that
link the organisation via technology-based systems to its customer/consumers and/or suppliers; b) those that
produce more effective integration of the use of information in the organisation's value adding process; c)
those that enable the organisation to develop, produce, market and deliver new or enhanced products or
services based on information; and d) those that provide executive management with information to support
the development and implementation of strategy". Moreover, Robson (1994,p.189) suggests that ITs can
provide competitive advantages only if: they are critical to operations on a daily basis; planned applications
are critical to future competitiveness; and information content/intensity of products and functional area is
high. ITs can act as a "competitive weapon", which is based on information resources and assists the
organisation to compete in the marketplace (Parsons,1983; King, Hufnagel and Grover,1988,p.79).
Furthermore, Peppard (1993b,p.1) and Earl (1988b,p.33) suggest that ITs offer new management and
business opportunities and "can be applied strategically in at least four different ways: gain a competitive
advantage; improve productivity and performance; facilitate new ways of managing and organising; and
develop new businesses". Ultimately, firms investing in ITs attempt to gain a competitive advantage by
lowering their cost of doing business or improving customers' perception about the qualities of their products
and services, ie differentiate their approach. However, due to imitation and substitution, gaining sustainable
competitive advantage through ITs seems unlikely. "To survive in the future firms must meet or beat the
competition in delivering value to the customer. With industries being fundamentally restructured by the
integration of information technology and telecommunications, it is often absolutely essential that these
investments be made to avoid genuine strategic vulnerability" (Bradley, Hausman, Nolan, 1993,p.23). Hence,
ITs are beneficial for organisations, provided that rational and innovative planning and management is
exercised (Ward,Griffiths,Whitmore,1990; Robson, 1994; Hickey, 1993).
3.1.3 Prerequisites for achieving competitive advantages through information technology
It is now recognised that ITs are not a panacea for organisational problems and in fact can create new ones,
if enterprises fail to introduce adequate, rational and innovative ITs resources (Poon,1993,p.103). Although
there is evidence that ITs can be a source of competitive advantage Beaumont and Sparks (1990,p.35) debate
whether this advantage can be sustainable (Bradley, Hausman and Nolan (1993,p.23). Similarly, Gamble
(1994b,p.204) debates whether any of the ITs utilised in the hospitality industry have "led to anything
approaching a competitive advantage. Each investment in technology by one company has been matched by
another and it would appear that the application of the technology is necessary merely to sustain what might
be called competitive parity". Indeed, Robson (1994,p.188) emphasises that organisations should "realise
that ITs contribute to both sides of the general business equation, since they recognisably add to both the
revenue and the cost streams". Strassmann (1990,p.43) reveals that there is no significant correlation between
information systems spending and profitability, while there is criticism that ITs often fail to add value in an
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organisation's operation and the costs associated (capital, training, staff) often exceed the benefits generated
(Gamble,1988a,p.318; 1992,p.255; and 1990c,p.4). The lack of ITs' strategy in the hospitality industry is
central to their inability to capitalise benefits, often available to other tourism industry partners
(Gamble,1991b,p.11). Porter (1985b,p.60) suggests that high technology does not guarantee profitability and
it may even worsen the competitive position of firms and the attractiveness of an industry. Cash warns that
"the use of technology as a stand alone initiative to deliver competitive advantage has probably run its
course", while he proposes that ITs' usage has to be coupled with a redesign of organisational structures and
management control systems (Freedman,1991,p.44). Hopper (1990,p.119) also suggests that it is dangerous
to believe that ITs on their own, can provide an enduring business advantage.
As a result, ITs can be fruitful for organisations, only if certain prerequisites, such as long term planning
and strategy; innovative processes introduction; top management commitment; and training throughout the
hierarchy are satisfied. These prerequisites are therefore instrumental in organisations' ability to achieve and
sustain competitive advantage through ITs (Beaumont and Sparks,1990,p.35; Gamble,1988a and 1991b).
Failure to address the above issues can jeopardise organisations' competitiveness, prosperity and even
existence. The attitude of managers and training, as well as the degree of ITs' capitalization, play a critical
role in the successful contribution to organisations (Gamble,1988b, 1988a, 1990c, 1994b,p.205 and
1992,p.265; Pine,1993a,p.209; Bruce,1989,p.455). Benjamin et al (1984) claim that "senior management
should work to create an environment in which IT is considered an important strategic weapon". Hence, Earl
(1988c,p.288) recommends that management education is crucial to successful information management and
proposes a "4R" framework for training programmes, namely:
• Refocusing: raising executive management awareness and understanding of how
important IT is for business,
• Retooling: developing management or application skills and knowledge to follow up any
new initiatives identified in refocusing,
• Reskilling: educating and training the Information Systems community on technology,
management and business skills for the new IT era,
• Reinforcing: building top management understanding, confidence and commitment to
support the effects of the other programmes.
Thus, Freedman (1991,p.48) suggests that "rather than trying to build a flashy application that will sew up
a market -something that these systems never did- organisations need to construct a broad, flexible IT
platform, hone managers' skills at applying information to decision making and continually search for more
effective ways of doing business with support from IT". Perhaps the greater challenge is to identify and train
managers who will be effective users of ITs and would lead technology based-decision making in order to
achieve quantifiable gains and competitive advantages for organisations (Gamble,1988a,p.324 and 1990c).
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3.1.4 ITs in the contemporary competitive arena: business re-engineering and paradigm shift
Increasingly, strategic management literature refers to business re-engineering, which is defined as "the
fundamental analysis and redesign of everything associated with a business area to achieve dramatic
performance improvement and the management of associated business changes" (Reynolds,1992,p.11). Re-
engineering argues that yesterdays' practices, traditional hierarchical and organisational structures, revered
and habitual procedures are almost irrelevant. In contrast, it urges that corporations should respond to
current and future challenges, by "designing new processes all over, starting from scratch" (Hammer, 1990;
Obeng and Crainer,1994; Hammer and Champy,1993; Robson,1994,p.203). Hence, by capitalising on
powers and potentials, which become available through the ITs' revolution, corporations need to convert
their operations from business functions to business processes, as well as re-conceive their distribution
channels strategy, and even more importantly, their corporate values and culture. There is also a clear need
for a long term vision and commitment (Gamble,1994a,p.280 and 1994b,p.205), which would allow
organisations to incorporate ITs as an enabler in their long term strategic planning. Thus, "IT takes a central
role as a key enabler of entirely new cross functional business processes" (Obeng and Crainer,1994-,p.153;
Davenport, 1993,p.49). Business re-engineering has profound implications for contemporary management
thinking and the marketplace mechanisms in general (Hammer and Champy,1993; Obeng and Cramer, 1994;
Davenport,1993; Tapscott and Caston,1993).
Poon (1993,p.73) suggests that a new paradigm is emerging, offering "a radical transformation of the
prevailing engineering and managerial common sense for best productivity and most profitable practice,
which is applicable in almost any industry" (Freeman and Perez, 1988,p.48). This paradigm has profound
implications for the world geopolitical situation and the international business environment, while at the
micro level, it stimulates the rise of the new open, networked enterprise which constitutes a new
organisational paradigm (Tapscott and Caston,1993,p.13). Haeckel and Nolan (1993,p.122) propose a new
innovative management method, which takes advantage of the new paradigm: "managing by wire" is defined
as "the capability to run a business by managing its information representation". It is therefore apparent that
ITs increasingly play a more vital role in the achievement of the strategic objectives of organisations. Despite
their inability to solve all business problems, ITs provide opportunities to increase competitiveness and
efficiency. However, the re-engineering of the entire range of management and marketing processes, as well
as the re-definition of best practices are essential, in order to gain maximum benefits. The dynamic nature
of ITs suggests that only consistently innovative organisations would manage to gain sustainable competitive
advantages.
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3.2 Information technologies in tourism
Tourism is inevitably influenced by the new business environment created by the diffusion of IT. As
"information is the life blood of the travel industry" (Sheldon,1994b,p.126), Wayne (1995,p.7) emphasises
that "effective use of computer technology is fundamental to the tourism sector as we approach the 21st
Century". Moreover, Poon (1993,p.153) suggests that "a whole system of IT is being rapidly diffused
throughout the tourism industry and no player will escape its impacts". Furthermore, WTO (1988,p.8) states
that "the tourism sector is being affected by the technological revolution in a variety of ways. Probably the
most important effect can be attributed to the improvement of information infrastructure resulting from recent
developments in micro-electronics and telecommunications". Hence, the ITs' revolution, in the 1980s, has
profound implications on the tourism industry management, by enabling efficient co-operation and offering
tools for a real globalisation of the industry.
This thesis supports the concept that ITs have undoubtedly become one of the most important elements of
the tourism industry. Poon (1993,p.154) probably describes it best by saying that "tourism is a very
information intensive activity. In few other areas of activity are the generation, gathering, processing,
application and communication of information as important for day-to-day operations as they are for the
travel and tourism industry". Unlike durable goods, the intangible tourism services cannot be physically
displayed or inspected at the point of sale before purchasing. Tourism services are normally bought before
the time of their use and away from the place of consumption (Schertler,1994-,p.23). In the marketplace
therefore tourism products are almost exclusively dependent upon representations and descriptions by the
travel trade, ie information in printed and audio-visual formats.
Thus, communications and information transmission tools are indispensable to the tourism industry
(Vlitos,1995; Sheldon,! 994b; Schertler,1994; Schmid, 1994; Poon,1993; Crouch, 1991; Hawkins, 1988;
Buhalis,1994). Consequently, the development of both tourism supply and demand makes ITs imperative
partners of the tourism industry. This partnership seems to becoming much more important in the near
future, as ITs undoubtedly increase their contribution to the marketing, distribution and industry linkages
functions of tourism enterprises (Poon,1988b,p.540; WT0,1988). Stipanuk (1993,p.268) highlights that IT
"has contributed to the massive economic growth of tourism" while he explores the implications of ITs for
tourists' experiences. In the following analysis two major assumptions are made. In the long term, which
is estimated to be 2-3 years in the ITs industry, the available technology would be adequate to facilitate all
functions specified by the business needs of organisations, while it would be affordable by most tourism
organisations. Developments in the last decades support the validity of these assumptions
(Chervenak,1993,p.114).
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3.2.1 Information technologies importance/necessity in the tourism industry
The importance and necessity of ITs in the tourism industry is a relatively new subject in tourism literature.
Following the general routes of ITs' penetration into the business jenvironments, numerous authors
demonstrate ITs' usage in the improvement of tourism enterprises operations. Hitherto, the literature is
dominated by the data processing phase" of technological development, and thus, illustrates how technology
improves traditional business practices (Var,Sheldon,Liu,Boberg,1986,p.111). Until recently, few authors
illustrated the use of ITs in the form of management information systems for tourist organisations, which
attempt to improve the managerial information processes in order to improve control and efficient decision
making, and to enable enterprises to react to environmental changes and consumer behaviour trends.
However, the strategic dimension of ITs in the tourism industry is evident increasingly in the literature, with
a number of studies on strategic IT applications and tourism business re-engineering appearing in recent
literature (Sheldon,1994b; Schertler,1994; Schmid, 1994; Mowlana and Smith, 1992; Vlitos,1995;
Poon,1993,p.154; Buhalis,1994,p.255). Hence, increasingly the literature attempts to identify possible ways
of enhancing the competitiveness of the tourism industry by re-engineering its processes.
Despite the fact that tourism has traditionally, been regarded as a labour intensive industry, ITs transform
the best operation practices and provide opportunities for business expansion in all geographical, marketing,
and operational senses. Hoffman (1995,p.1) suggests that several major drivers make ITs an integral part
of the tourism industry, namely: economic necessity as global competition requires maximum efficiency;
rapid advancements in technology; improvements in ITs' price/petformance ratios which yield better
productivity for capital employed in ITs; and finally rising consumer expectations, as consumers become
used to advanced products and expect further improvements. As a result, the tourism industry becomes more
flexible, quicker in consumer requests, and more efficient. ITs have also reduced the costs of operations by
decreasing the number of people required for back office jobs, while they provide tools for flexible and
competitive pricing. The rapid increase of the reliability, speed and capacity of ITs, in combination with the
decrease of their cost, forces enterprises in the tourism industry to adapt and use these new organisational
tools heavily.
3.2.1.1 Supply driven penetration of information technologies in the tourism industry
ITs' usage is necessitated by the great supply growth in the tourism industry. In terms of tourism supply,
instant access to millions of events, schedules, fares, availabilities, reservations is critical for the tourism
industry's daily operation, while numerous tourism destinations and unlimited tourism products are currently
on offer globally (Sheldon,1994b,p.126). All these international business activities have enormous
information requirements (Archdale,1991c,p.128), and could never be handled without using ITs
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(Buhalis,1994,p.255). In addition, concentration and integration have originated multinational tourism
companies, offering services in several areas. Moreover, the proliferation of computers in society and fierce
competition forces enterprises to increase efficiencies and consequently drive ITs into the tourism industry
(Go and Welch,1991,p.35; Truitt,Teye,Farris,1991,p.24). Hence, WTO (1988,p.50) claims that ITs "can
provide a powerful tool, which, if properly applied and utilised, could doubtlessly bring great advantages
in promoting and strengthening tourism industry operations". The tourism industry utilises ITs in four major
functions, which permit organisations to enhance their efficiency; improve qualities of services; provide new
services and formulate new combinations of tourist products; and re-engineer new and innovative business
practices (Poon,1987,p.105-110 and 1993,p.161). Their operational functions can be summarised in the
following points:
• Production and delivery of tourism products
• Organisation, management, control of tourism enterprises
• International tourism marketing, information distribution and reservation process
• Facilitation of producer-consumer/tourist interaction
ITs enhance tourism distribution to an electronic marketplace (Sheldon,1993a,p.636 and 1992,p.38;
Schmid,1994; Ernst and Walpuski,1994; Klein and Langenoh1,1994; Byerley et a1,1995; Hoffman,1995),
where easy access to information and ubiquity is achieved, and thus, the interactivity of producers and
consumers is enhanced. Schmid (1994,p.6) warns that tourism information and suppliers who are not
included in the electronic markets would be unable to address the consumers, while he suggests that the
quality of access possibilities and product presentation in the global electronic tourism market are as
important as the actual product itself (p.7). As a result, Schelter (1994,p.24) claims that ITs would determine
the competence of tourism organisations while the vision for survival in tourism should be "speed" and
"global distribution".
Understandably, larger tourism corporations take advantage of these technologies to a greater extent, not
only because they can afford the cost, but also because they often have a much more complicated and
geographically spread inventory of tourism products to manage. In contrast, SMTEs are more reluctant to
introduce technologies, often due to the ITs' illiteracy of their entrepreneurs and inability to control the
equipment, which increases his/her perceived dependence on trained staff. Moreover, the cost of ITs is often
perceived as prohibiting for entrepreneurs. However, WTO (1989,p.46) and Buhalis (1994 and 1993) suggest
that ITs provide new tools for strengthening the competitiveness of SMTEs, by encouraging co-operation
and networking at a regional level.
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3.2.1.2 Demand driven information technologies penetration in the tourism industry
Sheldon (1994b,p.128) asserts "IT has the potential both to increase the efficiency of travel industry firms,
and to make products more accessible to the travel public. Most importantly, when implemented
appropriately, information technology can improve the service quality and contribute to higher guest/traveller
satisfaction". Hence, on the tourism demand side, a new/experienced/ sophisticated/demanding traveller, is
seeking more destinations and experiences. Consequently, prospective tourists request more specific
information on accessibility, facilities, attractions and activities (Coates,1992,p.760; Harms, 1991,p .210).
Timely and accurate information, relevant to the consumer's needs, is often the key to successful satisfaction
of tourism demand (Williams,1993,p.201). Schertler, Maier and Rohte (1995,p.49) take this issue further
by suggesting "experienced travellers could be "empowered" significantly by ITs to use travel information
and booking systems independently and improve their personal efficiency and competencies". Stipanuk
(1993) explores how technology affects tourists' experiences, while Crouch (1991) demonstrates the use of
expert systems for selecting tourism products. Accordingly, WTO (1988,p.15) argues that "the key to
success lies in the quick identification of consumer needs and in reaching potential clients with
comprehensive, personalised and up-to-date information". Therefore it can be concluded, that ITs' radical
usage in the tourism industry is driven by both the development of the size and complication of the tourism
demand, as well as by the rapid expansion and sophistication of tourism products which increasingly address
mini market segments. The above analysis demonstrates that ITs will be fundamental to tourism industry
developments in the future. Furthermore, current and revolutionary developments in ITs illustrate that
increasingly, the tourism industry will need to be able to take advantage of the emerging potentials, and re-
engineer their marketing, distribution and delivery processes.
3.2.2 Applications/technological equipment
A very wide range of ITs are used in order to exchange information and to facilitate the operation of the
tourism industry (Hawkins,1988). Most of these technologies enable tourism distribution channel members
to communicate with consumers and between each other in order to exchange information, reservations and
payments. Hence, ITs are established as the lifeblood of the tourism industry, which facilitate four major
patterns of communication and function, as indicated in Table 3.2. In order to achieve these communications
and functions, tourism enterprises use the entire range of ITs media. ITs are broadly divided into three main
categories namely, computing (hardware and software); communications and networking; and applications.
However, there is a great interactivity between them, and hence, it is almost impossible to isolate each
element from the entire picture. The nature of each media is briefly analysed, while its contribution to the
tourism industry operation is examined.
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Table 3.2 Tourism industry communication patterns and functions facilitated by ITs
Intra-organisational communications & functions
•	 Within a tourism organisation
•	 Management
strategic planning
competition analysis
financial planning and control
marketing research
marketing strategy & implementation
pricing decision and tactics
middle term planning & feedback
management statistics/reports
operational control
management functions
•	 Communication between departments
networking & information exchange
co-ordination of staff
operational planning
accounting/billing
payroll
supplies management
•	 Communication and function with branches
co-ordination of operations
availability/prices/information
orders from headquarters/administration
share of common resource databases
for customer and operational information
Inter-organisational communications & functions
•	 Tourist product suppliers
•	 Pre-travel arrangements
general information
availability/prices inquiries
negotiations and bargaining
reservations & confirmations
ancillary services
*Travel related documentation
lists of groups/visitors
receipts/documents
vouchers & tickets production
•	 Post travel arrangements
payments & commissions
feedback & suggestions
complaint handling
Consumer communication with tourism industry
•	 Travel advice
•	 Request availability/prices/information
•	 Reservation & confirmation
•	 Amendments for a reservation
•	 Deposits and full settlements
•	 Specific requests/enquiries
•	 Feedback/complaints
Tourism enterprise communication with non-tourism
enterprises
•	 Other suppliers and ancillary services
vaccinations
travel formalities & visa
•	 Insurance companies
•	 Weather forecasting
•	 Banking/financial services
•	 Credit cards
•	 Other business services
3.2.2.1 Computing in the tourism industry
Firstly, computing equipment and software are examined, as the centre of the revolutionary developments.
Mainframes and mini computers have been widely used in the tourism industry in order to support the
reservation and operational planning of various large organisations and especially airlines and hotel chains
(Inkpen,1994,p.46; Braham,1988,p.15; Sheldon, 1987,p.259). The availability of the computing capabilities
of mainframes, from the early 1970s, made them suitable for massive data process, while their ability to
support hundreds of terminals made them very useful for information and tourism products distribution.
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However, their popularity is declining due to their cost and complexity, in combination with the rise of
smaller computers' capabilities. Mini computers are smaller, cheaper, equally reliable but with less process
capabilities than mainframes, while they can support several terminals. Often mini computers are used within
big hotels or regional airline branches. The major advantages of mainframes and minicomputers in
comparison with personal computers (PCs) concentrate on their speed, reliability, computing capability and
the ability to support many users at the same time. On the other hand, they cost more, require more space
and controlled climate conditions, as well as demand skilled personnel to operate them as they use less user-
friendly software and interfaces.
It is widely claimed that PCs or microcomputers, revolutionalised the modern business world
(Inkpen,1994,p.35; Braham,1988,p.17) as they introduced massive processing capabilities on the desktop,
while becoming remarkably affordable and user friendly. Although most PCs operate as a stand alone
terminal, they are increasingly becoming able to support parallel operations of several other terminals, as
well as used as networking terminals (Sheldon,1987,p.259). PCs are wider utilised in SMTEs, where their
capacity can be sufficient for smaller types of operation. They are used in both the "front and back office"
of tourism enterprises, as they support functions such as reservations, ticketing, billing, guest history,
administration, marketing, personnel, accounting, control and departmental communication. An overview
of computer applications in the tourism industry is provided by Gamble (1984), Braham (1988) and Inkpen
(1994), where both operations and benefits generated are examined. Table 3.3 illustrates a research report
by Travel Weekly (1990a,p.130), which examines the use of PCs in American travel agencies.
Table 3.3 Use of personal computers in the USA travel agencies
1989 % of users
Accounting tasks 47%
Database management, such as mailing lists 43%
Word processing 41%
Access to databases within agency 36%
Spreadsheet 33%
Communications between agencies 18%
Communications with clients 15%
Electronic mail 12%
Communication with databases existing in other companies 12%
Source: Travel Weekly, 1990a,p.130.
The late introduction of Compact Disk-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) technology, empowers PCs and
enables them to store and present information in text/images/photos/video form, which require massive
storage capabilities (Tourism Canada,1988,p.16). This technology empowers the rapid diffusion of
multimedia technology for individual users. Increasingly, tourism industry organisations, such as the
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JAGUAR/SABREV1SION, provide CD-ROMs as part of their promotional material and enable both
individuals and the travel trade to experience multimedia presentations from a destination or a tourism
product (Szabo et a1,1994; Rochester and Douglass,1991,p.1; Beaver,1993,p.1388; Bennett,1995,p.18;
Hickey, 1988,p.36; Beaver,1992,p.16; Inkpen,1994,p.260). Tourism Canada (1988,p.16) forecasts that in
the near future a new industry sector will be developed in order to undertake the gathering, formatting and
storage of tourism related information for optical devices.
Software and computer applications are used to operate the above apparatus in order to perform tasks for
end-users (Reynolds,1992,p.48). This software can be purpose-built for an organisation or a standardised
package which performs the same functions for all users. Most of the IT applications used in the tourism
industry are divided into "front-office", which describes ITs which facilitate the transactions with customers,
and "back-office" applications, which support organisational needs (Inkpen,1994,p.30; Braham,1988,p.121
& p.157; Gamble, 1984,p.78). Front-office applications are utilised in travel agency counters or hotel
receptions to serve consumers, while back-office applications include planning, financial and management
accounting, personnel, payroll, supplies, inventory control, security, energy control, food and beverage
control and management information systems (Gamble, 1989,p.19-21; Sheldon,1983,p.270-272;
Poon,1987,p.350). Integration of these two types of applications maximises efficiency and reduces the cost
of data processing.
3.2.2.2 Telecommunications and networking in the tourism industry
Telephone, telex and fax are the most commonly used telecommunications in the tourism industry worldwide
(Beaver,1992,p.15). Although telephone conversation is a personal and direct way of communication,
linguistic problems, time zone differences and its prohibiting cost, eliminates its international usage.
Digitalization of telephone networks integrate several new services, such as tele-conferencing and re-directing
calls (BT, 1993). Frankel (1993,p.28) demonstrates the revolutionary developments in the international
telecom industry and global competition emerging for these services. Telex has also contributed greatly to
the tourism industry communications (Braham,1988,p.302). As it transmits text reliably and inexpensively,
without requiring simultaneous availability of sender and receiver, it has been extensively used especially
for regions with inadequate telephone networks. However, due to its isolation, inefficiency and user
unfriendliness, it is gradually replaced by other media (Inkpen,1994,p.67; Beaver,1993,p.1363), such as
telefax, which allows the transmission of images over phone lines. Although the cost of a fax transmission
is the same as a phone call, information can be communicated more efficiently, as it allows transmission of
readily available documents, while it does not require technical skills or the simultaneous presence of sender
and receiver. Finally, fax can send the same message to multiple receivers, while integration with PCs makes
transmission easier and more flexible (Inkpen,1994,p.59; Beaver,1993,p.1364; Braham,1988,p.302).
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Computer networks link together computers in order to allow users to exchange information and share
peripherals, such as memory units and printers (Reynolds,1992,p.71). Two main types of networks are often
found, ie Local Area Networks (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN). LANs are frequently utilised by
single organisations, over a limited distance, and assist users to share information and resources
(Reynolds,1992,p.72; Inkpen,1994,p.66). LANs are widely used in hotels, where different departments use
the same databases, such as inventory or guest history, for planning, billing, accounting and reports
production (Braham,1988,p.297); National Tourism Organisations (Sheldon,1987,p.260); while travel
agencies use LANs in order to share fewer ports to CRSs, databases and specialised ticket printers. WANs
interconnect computers in a larger geographical area (Reynolds,1992,p.85) and allow information
communication between headquarters and branches, especially in airlines and hotel chains. Braham
(1988,p.299) analyses the WAN utilised by Hilton which facilitates organisation, administration and
reservations tasks. WANs are normally used in CRSs and GDSs, as they can offer on-line room/seat
inventory management for multinational corporations. Connections may either be dedicated to a WAN, or
used occasionally when it is required and/or in prearranged times (EC,1988a,p.41; Mistely,1992,p.29). A
range of connection methods are utilised, such as cable connections, microwave transmission and satellites.
LANs and WANs are indispensable tools in the tourism industry, as they enable staff in different locations
to share information on schedules and inventory, as well as reservations and customers' history. ABTECH
(1993) estimates that 15% of UK's travel agencies utilise a LAN to enable multiple usage of their resources.
Despite their installation and operation costs, computer networks offer accurate and timely strategic
information through MIS, which assists prompt reaction to market fluctuations. Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) uses computer networks to enable computer files to interchange between organisations and thus,
enhance communication efficiency and reduce labour cost (Reynolds, 1992,p.93). Similarly, electronic mail
is expected to be extensively utilised in the tourism industry in the near future, due to its effectiveness and
cost advantage. Hitherto, its penetration in the tourism industry is limited, as it is estimated that only 12%
of the USA travel agents use their PCs for electronic mail (Travel Weekly,1990a,p.130). Gilbert
(1990a,p.676) suggests that electronic mail "has helped to improve communications between principals,
agents and consumers" in the tourism industry. The CRS and Videotex networks developments boost their
usage in the tourism industry (Beaver,1993,p.1391).
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Networks), is an international standardised network capable of facilitating
voice, images, data and video distribution, at a fraction of the time required by other systems (Bubley and
Bennett, 1994,p.27; Haines,1993,p.2; BT,1993,p.95; Tourism Canada,1988,p.11). Burt and Dawson
(1991,p.29) describe the ISDN key characteristics as: integration of different existing networks; continuous
capability for signalling; digital transmission quality for all information including voices; sharing of one
interface by several terminals; fast transmission rates. ISDN would aid the development of multimedia
applications and thus, it is expected to have radical implications for the tourism industry as it provides the
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technological capability for electronic and interactive brochures, which would enable prospective users to
select their holidays through multimedia experiences. This is expected to stimulate their interests and desire
for travelling activity, while it will provide the travel trade with an overwhelming tool for promotion
(Teunissen,1995; Portuga1,1991). In addition, the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) provides new
opportunities, as it can facilitate more efficient communication of voice, data and video applications and thus,
offer more demanding and sophisticated applications, in a more reliable and faster communication manner
(Bubley and Bennett, 1994,p.29). The integration of a series of high capacity communication channels in the
information superhighway, which essentially converges media, telecommunications and information
technology, increases the interactivity between consumers and suppliers (Bubley and Bennett,1994,p.17;
Hoffman,1995,p.5 and 1994; Cassidy,1993; Lloyd,1994) and enables the provision of tailor-made
information and marketing material to meet the needs of individual tourists. As a result, ITs are expected
to increase their contribution to the tourism industry and become a major determinant in the bridging
between tourism demand and supply, as well as the operation of the tourism industry. Since the beginning
of 1995 the World Wide Web emerged as the fastest growing part of the INTERNET, enabling distribution
of multimedia information. The provision of textual data, graphics, pictures, video and sounds easily and
inexpensively (Anderson, 1995; Rushbrook,1995; Clyde and Laudfried,1995; Schofield,1995,p.11; Hawkins
and Schuchter,1995) support it to become the flagship of ITs' revolution and instituted an innovative
platform for efficient, live and timely exchange of both ideas and products. As a result, unprecedented and
unforseen implications were drawn by futurists and media reports for the future of marketing and consumer
behaviour and even societies. Encouragingly, the tourism industry professional press features articles on
these developments (Dixon, 1995; Scales,1995,p.37; Ligerakis,1995; Laws,1995,p.28), while specific
services are launched to take advantage of the electronic superhighway (Hospitality,1995,p.10;
Jolley,1995b,p.5; Ligerakis,1995; Weinstein, 1995). However, there is plenty of scope for thorough training
and awareness increasing in the industry.
Currently however, Videotex is a widely used communication protocol which enables two way
communication between a user's display terminal and a host computer via telephone lines (Inkpen,1994,p.60;
Beaver,1993,p .1370; Bennett and Radburn,1991,p .46; Juttijudata, 1990, p .28 ; Bennett,1988,p .2;
Gilbert,1990a,p.673). The system is based on a special modem, a screen which can be a TV monitor or a
PC and a telephone line (Inkpen,1994-,p.60; Tourism Canada,1988,p.13). Users select a host computer and
"log in", in order to exchange information, request availability, make a booking, as well as offer personal
and credit card details for purchasing a product (EC,1988a,p.12). Three networks of dedicated telephone
lines are utilised in the UK, namely Istel, Prestel, and Fastrac (Inkpen,1994,ch.5). Videotex is the standard
technology in the European tourism industry, which assists tour operators to communicate with travel
agencies (EC,1991b,p.G.4; Istel, 1987 & 1992; Sheldon,1983,p.275), while in some European countries
such as France and Germany it is widely utilised domestically (Bildschirmtext,1985; Gilhert,1990a,p.674).
Table 3.4 Videotex systems in European travel agencies
Country System Total sets Travel agencies
UK Prestel 150,000 67%
West Germany BTX 55,000 40%
France Teletel 30,000 100%
Holland Videotel 20,000 32%
Belgian RTX 6,000 14%
Source: Tracey,1989,p .A2-3.
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Beaver (1992,p.15) suggests that "all UK travel agencies, nearly 7,000 of them have connections to viewdata
networks averaging around 3 terminals an agency, enabling every type of booking to be undertaken
electronically. Similarly, all French agencies have Minitel connections, while German agents are connected
to BTX". The penetration of Videotex in European agencies depends on the tourism industry of each country
and the nature of the agent. The videotex usage in European travel agencies is illustrated in Table 3.4.
Despite the cost advantage of Videotex and the relatively easy operational environment, its limited
capabilities, slow speed, lack of compatibility with CRSs, unsophisticated animation and low reliability drive
the industry towards the adaptation of PC terminals (1nkpen,1994,p.61; Beaver,1991,p.6; Tourism
Canada,1988,p.18). However, the GT1 initiative, stimulated by Galileo, Thomson and Istel, which aimed
to raise PCs vs Videotex, failed fruitlessly, due to competitive issues between service providers and multiple
travel agencies' inability and unwillingness to purchase new systems (1nkpen,1994,p.250-254;
Vaughan, 1995; Beaver,1993,p.1385).
Teletext is an one-way communication media, which utilises the television broadcasting systems to provide
the public with information. Users with appropriate TV sets can watch menu driven pages with information
and simplified graphs. The system normally provides information such as news, weather reports, airport
arrivals and departures as well as last minute package holiday offers and is being recognised as a primitive
type of home travel shopping (Bennett,1995,p.19; Jolley,1995b,p.5; Juttijudata,1990,p.27). Although teletext
is a time consuming way to retrieve only limited information, such as destination, day of departure and price
and then need to telephone for details and reservations, teletext has proved to be one of the most efficient
ways to announce special last minute offers to the price conscious market (Green, 1994,p.46). The EC
(1988a,p.7) illustrates the variety of Teletext systems in the EC countries.
Satelite and mobile communications have played a significant role in the evolution of the global telecom
environment (Bubley and Bennett,1994,p.109). A proliferation of mobile communications in terms of
personal mobile phones, CB communications, bleepers, pagers and message pagers, has been experienced
in the last few years, as this technology and apparatus are becoming more affordable (Ernsberger,1993;
BT,1993; Moore and Wilkinson,1993). These developments would doubtlessly increase the efficiency of the
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tourism industry, as they would enable tighter communication between mobile employees and their bases
and thus, improve the industry's response to consumer requests (Buhalis,1990,p.114; Tourism
Canada,1988,p.14). Several enterprises, such as Swissair and some Hilton hotels, gain competitive
advantages by providing consumers with mobile communication facilities, as a value-added service. In
addition, satellite communications facilitate the communications revolution in general by providing the
background technology for a number of applications (Bubley and Bennett,1994,p.111). The tourism industry
is often unaware of using satellite communication in its operations. However, satellite communications offer
quicker and more flexible communications and are facilitated by several applications. Galileo, for example,
utilises satellite among cable and microwave communications, in order to transmit reservations all over the
world. Satellite communications in the near future are expected to reduce the communication costs for the
travel trade (Bruce,1989,p.457).
3.2.2.3 Major information technologies applications in the tourism industry
Several applications are based on the computing and telecommunication technologies described above to offer
services in the tourism industry. Undoubtedly, computer reservation systems (CRSs) are the most crucial
contribution of ITs to the tourism industry during the last decades, and have become the technology leaders
in the industry (Poon,1993,p.178). Essentially they are computerised systems which assist tourism enterprises
with handling their inventories profitably and with facilitating the tourism products distribution. As CRSs
are analysed in-depth in section 3.3, only the basic concept is examined here. CRSs are normally operated
by tourist producers such as airlines, hotels and tour operators. They are distributed nationally or globally,
via computerised or Videotex systems. They normally utilise mainframes and extensive networks to support
many remote terminals in travel agencies or other tourism enterprises. Since the 1980s, CRSs have
experienced a great expansion which is affecting almost all tourism enterprises. The instant update of the
information, the ability to provide specific information and support reservation/confirmation/purchase of a
wide range of tourism products are the greatest advantages of a CRS. However, the installation and usage
costs, lack of user friendliness and bias in favour of their vendors are significant disadvantages.
Multimedia is a relatively new technique which combines time-based data (such as voice, animation and
video) with space-based data (such as graphics, text and images) and creates animated and attractive
presentations (Szabo et a1,1994; Rochester and Douglass,1991,p.16; Schwartz,1991; Hopper,1994; and
Manchester,1993,p.xi). In the tourism industry a number of these different media, such as video, computer
animation, photography, and music, are used in order to present tourism information for destination or
tourism products (Litinas and Buhalis,1992,p.xx). They normally target tourists at destinations and can be
available in self service kiosks, which are located in information centres or key points. The major advantage
of this technique is that it can provide users with an aesthetically appealing presentation while it demonstrates
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images of the tourism products much more realistically than brochures. However, as most new ITs,
multimedia is still quite expensive to produce and operate. It requires a wide range of audiovisual equipment
as well as artistic skills for the producer. Finally, multimedia systems should be flexible enough, to adjust
to their users' wishes, depending on the degree of familiarity with a product or destination. Multimedia is
facilitated by the development of CD-ROMs as examined earlier (Szabo et a1,1994; Bennett,1995,p.18;
Rochester and Douglass,1991,p.1).
Self-service terminals or kiosks are expanding their usage in the tourism industry as points of sale. In most
cases they sell tickets for transportation media, while being widely used as "night room seller" or "night
clerk" in USA hotels/inns/airports/stations (Braham,1988,p.131). They can be stand alone kiosks or
connected with reservation facilities to provide up-to-date availability and enable reservations. Information
on weather forecasts, attractions, transportation, catering and entertainment is usually found in self service
terminals which often contain a computer, a credit card reader, a cash receiver, a printer and a modern,
which administrate transactions and issue necessary travel documentation or keys. Thomas Cook's recent
successful experiment of selling package holidays through kiosks, which operated a videophone link with
its reservations office is perhaps the most celebrated example (Nicholas, 1994; Partridge, 1995; Noakes, 1995c;
Fox,1985; Jolley,1995a). Self Service Terminals can have great benefits for tourism enterprises and
destinations, as they increase their distribution network, labour efficiencies and ubiquity. Consumers also
benefit as they normally find these terminals informative, convenient and available when required.
Electronic funds transfer at point of sales (EF7'POS) facilitate the electronic transfer of money from
customers' to service providers' accounts through credit and debit card transactions. International credit and
debit cards offer an established clearance centre, and thus, offer great benefits for the tourism industry as
they facilitate money transactions globally. In addition, as EFTPOS read and print credit card details, the
time and paperwork required are substantially reduced (Bennett,1988,p.31; Braham,1988,p.133). The wide
usage of EFTPOS enables purchasing through self service terminals. In addition, points of sales (POS)
systems enhance intra-organisational transactions and facilitate the billing process within a hotel or a catering
enterprise by connecting the different points of sales in a hotel with the central accounting system. POS
systems offer many advantages, as they reduce paperwork and therefore save time, money and labour effort,
while minimising potential mistakes through manual transmission. Better food and beverage control, stock
control and supply ordering procedures are also improved (Gamble, 1990,p.224).
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3.2.3 Integration of information technologies for tourism industry
The above computer hardware and software, telecommunications and applications analysed, highlight few
examples of ITs' utilisation in the tourism industry. However, it is larger tourism industry organisations
which utilise these technologies more and consequently, gain most benefits, while smaller players have been
reluctant to capitalise on these technologies (Main,1994 and 1995,p.11). These technologies have
progressively become the nucleus for a multi-integration where integrated ITs provide a platform for efficient
communication in an integrated tourism industry, which in its turn is integrated with the local business and
economy (Buhalis,1994,p.257). Thus, three levels of integration are originated at the destination, as
illustrated in Figure 3.1, which effectively determine tourists' satisfaction, the prosperity of SMTEs and the
economic impacts at the macro level.
The diffusion of ITs yields a whole system of integrated technologies, which facilitate the operation and
global distribution of the tourism industry (Reynolds, 1992,p.435; Tourism Canada,1988,p.17). Porter
(1989,p.19) asserts that "the world of the next decade is going to be a world where people struggle with how
to connect systems, how to make them compatible, how to deal with the complexity of systems that span
many activities within the firm and cross functional boundaries", while "it depends in part on both the
buyers', channels' and suppliers', technology" (Porter,1985b,p.62). Hence, an integrated system of ITs
emerge to facilitate the operation of the tourism industry (Poon,1993,p.156), where "information system
technology is particularly pervasive in the value chain since every value activity creates and uses
information" (Porter,1988b,p.62). Therefore "the true synergies and system gains that can be derived from
the use of information technology cannot emanate from using single discrete and unrelated technologies, but
from adaptation of a system of technologies" (Poon,1987,p.110). This could not be more applicable in any
other industry than the tourism industry, as ITs are effectively playing an executive role in managing and
unravelling the complexity generated by the interrelationships within the tourism industry
(Williams, 1993,p.200). Benefits emerging from the integration of ITs create value added chains, where one
activity benefits the cost and effectiveness of others which ultimately benefit both consumers and the
prosperity of the tourism industry (Go,1992,p.22; Cooper and Buhalis,1993,p.269; Porter,1989,p.19;
Poon,1989,p.97; Hansen-Sturm,1991,p.107). As a result, several authors demonstrate that technology and
tourism are "ideal bedfellows" (Poon,1987,p.19).
Tourism products are perceived as integrated experiences from tourists, and they are ultimately evaluated
as the total experience at the destination by each individual consumer (Buhalis,1991,p.15). This assessment
relies heavily on building reasonable expectations for consumers, which consequently depend on providing
adequate and accurate information. Leisure destinations are effectively networks of SMTEs, which offer an
amalgam of products and services, in order to generate an integrated outcome-the tourism experience.
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This approach implies the need for integrated tourism development and operation at the destination level,
which requires close co-operation and networking of all SMTEs and local partners involved in the tourism
service delivery. ITs facilitate this required close co-operation, and thus, empower destinations and SMTEs
to achieve flexible specialisation, synergies, system gains and scope economies, and therefore strengthen
their competitiveness. The effects of the digital revolution on the tourism industry are expected to be
profound, while the customer/industry contact patterns are constantly re-engineered to take advantage of the
newly available tools (Moore and Wilkinson,1993,p.141-144). Therefore the prosperity of both destinations
and local enterprises is enhanced (Poon,1988a,p.1; Tourism Canada,1988,p .42; Buhalis,1991,p.98;
Waterschoot,1991; Moutinho,1990,p.104) and the total ITs impact on tourism is greater than the sum of their
impacts on individual functions or organisations (Poon,1987,p.110).
The third level is local economy integration where a closer relation with local non-tourism enterprises, which
provide goods and services for SMTE and consumers, is achieved. Porter (1985b,p.62) claims that
"technology is pervasive in a firm and depends in part on both the buyers', channels', and suppliers'
technology". ITs can facilitate inter-organisational communications, and therefore a major improvement in
the efficiency of all enterprises involved in the tourism industry support can be experienced, while an
opportunity for knowledge diffusion about demand in raw materials and services arises. Consequently,
imports may be reduced and a higher usage of local products can be accomplished. As a result, spinning
effects in the local economy are boosted, while an enhancement of tourism multipliers can be achieved,
improving economic impacts at a destination. The systematic adaptation of ITs by all members of the tourism
industry as well as their suppliers provides the necessary platform for a total system of wealth creation for
the supply side (Poon,1988b,p.544) and a total system of consumer satisfaction for the demand side.
In the new strategic information system era, Hansen-Sturm (1991,p.96) suggests that "the principle strategic
development goal is to increase system wide productivity by linking all the travel industry's computers and
to make it as easy to send and receive data as it is to telephone". In addition, Hopper (1990,p.118)
recommends that companies "will focus less on being the first to build proprietary electronic tools than on
being the best at using and improving generally available tools to change what their organisations already
do well. Within their companies they will focus less on developing stand alone applications than on building
electronic platforms that can transform their organisational structures and support new ways of taking
decision". Unfortunately, hitherto, the majority of tourism computerised systems concentrate almost
exclusively on increasing competitive advantage and profitability for their vendors and as a result, a certain
degree of bias is always incorporated, as demonstrated in section 3.3.2.1.4 (Palmer,1988; Feeny,1988).
Therefore there is a great need to introduce fair destination-wide platform systems, which would support
equity and fair return on investment for the entire number of incorporated enterprises, despite size and
power, which would enable the achievement of the above advantages. Thus, the emergence of the destination
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management system (DMS) (Peroni,1991; Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992; Haines, 1993; Sheldon, 1993a;
Sussmann,1992) and Regional Integrated Computer Information Reservation Management System
(Buhalis,1993, 1994, 1995) concepts institute strategic tools for both tourism principals and destinations.
Although ITs are presented as "enablers" and opportunities in this chapter, they should also be regarded as
a potential threat for organisations which ignore these developments and may suffer pivotal competitive
disadvantages. One of the major barriers of ITs' adaptation in the tourism industry is the lack of awareness
and understanding of capabilities, especially by SMTEs (Tourism Canada,1988,p.31). It is increasingly
predicted however, that the adaptation of ITs would not only transform the competitiveness of SMTEs, but
also their ability to survive in the increasingly fierce global competition.
3.3 Computer reservation systems: past, present, future
Computerised telecommunication networks and electronic distribution lead.the dramatic structural changes
within the tourism industry (Vlitos,1995; Peroni,1991,p.36; Harms, 1991; Sheldon, 1994b; Cooper and
Buhalis,1993,p.269; Moutinho,1992,p.11), and are becoming central to the distribution mix and strategy for
every tourism enterprise (Voge1,1992,p.15-25). Computer reservation systems (CRSs) are clearly regarded
as the most important facilitators of these changes (Poon,1993,p.172; Truitt,Teye,Farris,1991), as they
emerge as a travel marketing and distribution system (Go, 1992,p.26). They originally appeared in the early
1960s, aiming to offer an efficient tool for tourism supply handling. In its simplest form, a CRS is a
database which enables a tourism organisation, to manage its inventory. The rapid growth of both tourism
demand and supply in the last decades has demonstrated that the tourism industry could only be managed
by powerful computerised systems. Airlines were the pioneers to introduce technology, as they replaced their
manual booking systems with electronic databases. Soon, international accommodation establishments and
tour operators realised the potentials and followed by developing centralised information and reservation
systems. In this thesis, CRSs are utilised as an umbrella term, which includes the entire variety of systems
used in the tourism industry, while various CRS categories and types are examined. It is also emphasised
that CRSs can provide important strategic tools for both enterprises and destinations, while they can also
form autonomous strategic business units (SBUs) and act as a new independent tourism distribution industry.
3.3.1 The necessity and mission of computer reservation systems
The need for CRSs arises from both the demand and supply sides as well as from the expansion of the
tourism industry in the last decades. Figure 3.2 illustrates the specific needs of all parties operating a CRS.
CRSs have a very complicated mission to accomplish, as from the tourism demand side, the rapid growth
of travellers urges the utilisation of powerful CRSs for the administration of this traffic.
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CRSs satisfy consumers' need for "easy access to transparent and easy to compare information on a wide
variety of choices of destinations, holiday packages, travel, lodging and leisure services, the actual prices
and availability of such services. They also want immediate confirmation and speedy documentation of their
reservations" (Vogel,1991,p.134). Moreover, "improved access to information covering all aspects of tourist
activities provided the framework for offering personalised services at price levels comparable to those of
standard packages" (WT0,1988,p.9). Information on attractions and travel formalities are required, while
inexpensive and standardised communication between prospective tourists and tourism suppliers is also
provided. The satisfaction of tourism demand depends on the accuracy and relevance of tourism information
as well as the promptness of responding to consumers' requests (Williams, 1993,p.201; Buhalis,1994,p.261).
Tourism supply utilises CRSs to manage and distribute its capacity. As information is described as the
lifeblood or the cement that holds together the tourism industry (Poon,1993,p.154; Sheldon,1993a,p.633),
ITs are utilised to facilitate and manage the drastic expansion of tourism enterprises and destinations globally.
Thus, CRSs can be characterised as the "circulation system" of the tourism product in the international
market. CRSs enable tourism providers to control, promote and sell their products internationally, while
assisting them to increase occupancy/load factor levels and to reduce seasonality. They also contribute to
their profitability and long term prosperity. In addition, CRSs often charge competitive commission rates
in comparison with other distribution options, while enabling flexible pricing and capacity alterations, in
order to adjust tourism supply to demand fluctuations. CRSs also reduce communication costs, while they
may also provide managerial information on tourism demand patterns or competitors' position. As a result,
a tourism supplier enjoys numerous competitive advantages when represented on CRSs (Cooper and
Buhalis,1992,p.103):
• Products on the CRSs will provide value added products by widening the availability
of services on the system to allow customising;
• CRSs can facilitate yield management systems, providing profitable inventory management;
• CRSs can affect price competition through cost savings and efficiencies
in operational management and communication;
• CRSs allow an increased volume of transactions to be handled; and both simplify
and speed the process;
• CRSs initially allowed operatives at the point of sales to be locked in or to prefer a particular
company's system over a competing one or over competitors who are not on a system.
CRSs also serve the travel trade (intermediaries) as they enable quick and firm responses to customers'
enquiries by making tourism products efficiently and inexpensively, accessible. The reliability, adequacy and
accuracy of the information listed in the system are of course, primarily factors for a CRS's success.
Moreover, CRSs reduce communication/reservation costs and facilitate commission payments within the
tourism industry. Unless CRSs are public and non-profit organisations, they tend to generate net financial
benefits for their owners/vendors in return of their investment on the system. This return includes gross
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income, from commissions generated by the system; subscription, participation and rental fees; assistance
in the promotion of the parent company through preferential display, especially in airlines CRSs; and
organisational and information management benefits from the efficiency improvement. As a result, often
CRSs' owners attempt to increase commissions charged to participants as well as bias the system in favour
of their own tourism products. The CRS industry is emerging as a market in its own right (Wheatcroft and
Lipman, 1990,p.97), and therefore fierce competition between suppliers is experienced. CRSs attempt to
maximise their market share by strategic alliances and mergers, which essentially increase the concentration
in this industry.
Tourist destinations, increasingly, realise the potentials and build their own CRS or utilise existing ones in
order to provide information on locally available tourism attractions and products and therefore stimulate
their visitation. CRSs can assist regions to reduce their seasonality problems by providing the tools for
spreading and balancing tourism demand. Furthermore, CRSs provide organisational tools for destination
management and can assist in the reduction of dependencies on existing distribution channels. Finally,
governmental and regulatory bodies attempt to protect consumers and smaller enterprises in the tourism
industry. Consequently, they impose non-discriminatory and anti-trust regulations, in order to ensure that
reliable, accurate, and unbiased information is displayed, while a satisfactory level of competition is
maintained.
Peroni (1991,p.36) concludes that by now the entire global tourism system is connected to gigantic
international computer networks which, although initially conceived as tools for the management and sales
of airlines and hotel space, have rapidly become real structures for reservations marketing and sales of
tourism in all its aspects. These are capable of transmitting information and prices as well as still and moving
images (this will increase with the spread of optical fibre communications networks) and use programmes
of artificial intelligence to locate, compare and select the specific combinations of holidays and destinations
best suited to the needs of each potential tourist".
3.3.2 Typologies of computer reservation systems: classification and interrelations
A great number of CRSs operate worldwide, which can be classified according to their ownership,
technology and major functions. Firstly therefore, they can be arranged according to their function, between
"reservations", "information-only" and "integrated systems". Reservation systems enable customers to check
availability and purchase a product, such as airline seats and hotel beds. Alternatively, "information-only"
systems, often introduced by public tourism organisations, regional offices or clubs, provide information to
both prospective and actual tourists. However, it is gradually realised that tourists often require both
information and reservation services, and therefore most new systems integrate them. CRSs can also be
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characterised by their principal, owner/vendor, or main markets. Hence, there are airline (ACRSs), hotel
(HCRSs), and tour operator (TCRSs) systems which aim to promote the tourist products of their vendors
and the participating enterprises. Global reservation systems (GDSs) are an evolution of ACRSs, which
integrate all other sectors' CRSs. Inevitably there is a great degree of overlapping between ACRSs and GDSs
in the literature.
Based on type of technology utilised, Mistely (1992,p.29) explains that there are three major routes involved
in travel technology namely, ACRSs or GDSs, Videotex and Electronic Data Interchange (EDT). ACRSs,
HCRSs and GDSs normally utilise X.25 communication protocols for communication and enable
communication between computerised systems by using PCs as intelligent terminals. In contrast, TCRSs are
normally distributed through Videotex technology, by utilising dumb terminals. The distribution of TCRSs
through GDSs is still in its infancy (Moon,1994,p.48). EDT supports direct computer to computer
communication through an X.25 line, which would eventually utilise simultaneous access to TCRSs as well
as facilitate transactions between partners throughout the tourism industry. Hitherto, EDI has little
penetration in the tourism industry, despite attempts by the Galileo-Thomson-Istel initiative and the Travel
Technology Initiative (Ti'!) (Inkpen,1994,p.68-75). The latest developments in the field, which are expected
to contribute significantly to the establishment of a multi-integrated tourism virtual cyberspace, are
destination oriented systems. A thorough examination of these systems is illustrated in the next section,
which demonstrates how CRSs affect the contemporary tourism industry, as well as the opportunities and
threats emerging for SMTEs. An analysis of the interrelations between the various systems is also provided.
3.3.2.1 Airline computer reservation systems
Airlines realised the need for efficient, quick, inexpensive and accurate handling of their inventory.
Originally, in the 1950s reservations were made on manual display boards where passengers were listed
(Adam,1990,p.179). Airlines were publishing their schedule and prices by distributing timetable and
advertising to newspapers. However, airline growth as well as the USA air transportation deregulation
stimulated the introduction of the first ACRS which expanded rapidly to gigantic computerised networks.
It is estimated that, the American SABRE holds 45 million fares in an ACRS database with up to 40 million
changes entered every month. Moreover, 500,000 passenger name records are created every day while the
system handles nearly 2,000 messages per second (Hopper,1990,p.120). "Each seat is sold, on average, 2.5
times (and cancelled 1.5 times) during the three months prior to departure" (Adam, 1990,p.82).
In the old days, travel agencies had to allocate the best routes and fares for their customers in a manual, such
as the Official Airline Guide (OAG) and World Airways Guide ABC, and then to phone for availability,
reservations and confirmation before issuing a ticket manually (Truitt, Teye and Farris,1991,p.23;
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Mietus,1989,p.98). Feldman (1987,p.3) suggests that "it did not take long for carriers to discover that newly
emerging computer technology could help them keep up-to-date reservations and fare data more accurately,
quickly and cheaply than by hiring more clerical personnel". ACRSs were first developed in the USA and
then in Europe. In 1962, American Airlines introduced its SABRE CRS, a project which was then described
as "a technical marvel representing a programming task that surpassed the coding effort required for NASA's
Project Mercury" (Copeland,1991,p.56), as an alternative to expand its Boeing 707 fleet by 50%, (from 8
to 12) (Archdale,1991b,p.D.15; Pelletier,1993,p.3). These systems were initially regarded as tools for
improvement in productivity and efficiency, while soon, a more integrated approach on the utilisation of
ACRSs on administration was followed. "SABRE took shape in response to American's inability to monitor
the inventory of available seats manually and to attach passenger names to booked seats. By the mid-1970s
SABRE was much more than an inventory-control system. Its technology provided the base for generating
flight plans for the aircraft, tracking spare parts, scheduling crews and developing a range of decision
support systems for management" (Hopper,1990,p.122; Knowles and Garland,1994,p.7). Following the
American Airlines, every single airline developed, purchased or leased a similar ACRS in order to satisfy
similar needs (Feldman,1987,p.4; Copeland and McKenney,1988; Warde11,1987a,p.46; House of
Commons,1988a,p.viii).
Similarly, European carriers developed their systems (House of Commons, 1988a,p.ix), while some airlines
shared the development and operation of their systems in an attempt to reduce costs and increase
compatibility. However, as most European Countries subsidise their flag carriers, the highly regulated
European environment of the early 1980s posited co-operation, rather than competition between European
airlines, which led to significant differences in the way European ACRSs were built and operated
(Archdale,1991b,p.D15). Every airline developed its system, which was run domestically and primarily
served its national market. Thus, differences in regulations as well as the low level of co-operation between
the airlines in different European countries, discouraged the integrated development of automation in air
ticket distribution until the American CRSs expressed interest in operating in Europe during the mid 1980s
(Sloane, 1990,p.7).
3.3.2.1.1 Typologies of airlines' computer reservation systems
A distinction between "dedicated-access", "single-access" and "multi-access" ACRSs needs to be made.
Dedicated-access systems are stand alone systems which support the operations of one principal airline,
either scheduled or charter services without enabling communication with other ACRSs (EC,1988a,p.15;
Beaver,1993,p.1400). Most airlines started their CRSs as "dedicated-access" systems and developed them
at a later stage. Moreover, multi-access systems act as a switch mechanism or "host and gateways" between
systems and provide access to various airlines' reservation systems from a single terminal. These systems
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enable travel agencies to choose which carriers' ACRS they want to access (Bennett, 1988,p.14). Each of
these databases have their own file structure and language (Adam, 1990,p.83), and combined with the fact
that they display a limited number of the available flights, it can be a time-consuming process to identify
suitable options for consumers (House of Commons,1988a,p.viii; Shaw,1990,p.203; Bennett,1988,p.14;
EC,1988a,p.14; Booth, 1983,p.297).
In addition, single-access systems have a single database where all information about flights and other
services is stored and provide a single access to all this data" (House of Commons,1988a,p,viii). They also
contain information and allow reservations on vendors and other airlines, and combine sets of interlined
airline databases, which are controlled by the same interface, commands and procedure (Adam, 1990,p.83;
Archdale,1991b,p.D.16). These systems facilitate access to information on competing flights, due to
standardisation of the display and interface (Bennett,1988,p.14), while they may provide access to the
reservation system of participating airlines in order to obtain a last seat availability. However, as vendor
airlines control their system, they may bias displays in favour of their own flights. Thus, participating, but
non-owning airlines, have little control over how their flights are displayed (House of
Commons,1988a,p.viii; Feldman,1987,p.4; Boberg and Collison,1985,p.177). The transformation of ACRSs
to GDSs, promotes the usage of single access systems, where access to almost all scheduled airlines is
permitted, as illustrated in section 3.3.2.4.
3.3.2.1.2 Deregulation and airline computer reservation systems
In 1978, deregulation of the USA's air transportation boosted the usage of CRSs, as it enabled airlines to
compete fiercely by adapting their schedule and fares to demand (Levine, 1987,p.458; Scocozza,1989). As
the barriers of entry within the USA airline transportation collapsed, everybody could fly a route and
abandon another (Copeland and McKenney,1988,p.362). To increase competitiveness, airlines developed the
"hub and spoke" systems, where a key airport is used as a transfer point between long haul and short haul
or regional flights (Adam, 1990,p.79), while the fare structure became much more complex and unstable.
As the prices, schedules and routes were liberated, airlines could change them indefinitely, while new
airlines entered the markets. "Fare wars" multiplied the fares structure and increased the computing and
communication needs (Hopper,1990,p.121; Boberg and Collison,1985,p.176). The sophistication of ACRSs
had to expand in order to distribute up to date information to all potential customers worldwide and to
support the operation and administration of airlines (Feldman,1987,p.5; Levine, 1987,p.461; Truitt, Teye
and Farris,1991,p.24; Collier,1989,p.86; Boberg and Collison,1985,p.174; Warde11,1987a,p.46).
This development also resulted in the promotion of ACRSs to marketing and distribution systems
(Go, 1992.p.23) as they contributed significantly to the competitiveness of vendor/host airlines
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(Sinclair,1986,p.12; Quinn and Paquette, 1990,p.78; Freedman, 1991,p.45; Hopper, 1990). They became
strategic business units (SBU) in their own right (Pelletier,1993,p.3; Wheatcroft and Lipman,1990,p.97),
due to their ability to generate income and boost airlines' sales in expense of their competitors.
3.3.2.1.3 Introduction to travel agencies
Since the mid 1970s, most major ACRSs have installed terminals in travel agencies (Copeland and
McKenney,1988,p.358; Feldman,1987,p.5; Bennett,1988,p.12), which focused their services from inventory
control to marketing and distribution of airlines and tourism products. The race among airlines to install
CRSs in as many travel agencies as possible, in order to achieve increased sales exposure proved fiercely
competitive (Feldman, 1987,p.4). Offers include an array of incentives to sign up for systems such as
hardware, software, or free communication lines. "Initially some agents acquired more than one system until
the airlines, through severe financial penalties or pressure, wrote contracts that precluded multiple systems"
(Feldman,1987.p.5; Adam,1990,p.87; Busby,1993,p.13). Perhaps the most significant advantage is
emphasised by Levine (1987,p.462) as he suggests that an ACRS "gives its owner a technological advantage
over rival principals in monitoring the behaviour of agents for whose allegiance they compete", and thus
vendor airlines acquire market intelligence earlier than their competitors and can react more efficiently with
price and schedule alterations as well as incentive commissions for agents. ACRS introduction to travel
agency dramatically reduced the time and cost involved in ticketing (Warde11,1987a,p.47; Boberg and
Collison,1985,p.177), as well as reducing airlines' reservation labour cost (Shaw,1990,p.203;
Feldman, 1987.p.5; and Truitt, Teye, Farris,1991,p.23).
In 1988, 95% of USA agencies had automated their reservation functions while they booked 95% of
domestic air sales and 82% of international air travel through CRS (Travel Weekly,1990a,p.114 and
Adam, 1990,p.82). The latest Harris Report (1991) shows that 98% of airline bookings in the USA and
around 50% of hotel bookings are through a CRS, although this figure is increasing rapidly
(Beaver,1992,p.15). Table 3.5 demonstrates the market share and concentration of ACRSs in USA. Although
the European systems have been distributed to the travel trade since the 1970s, they never managed to
penetrate as much as the American systems. In May 1991 only 45% of the European agencies were
connected with the ACRSs (Beaver,1992,p.15) in comparison to almost 100% in USA. Table 2.2 illustrates
the computerisation of European travel agencies per country. However, in several European countries, travel
agencies are able to access ACRSs through Videotex networks (Richardson,1993a,p.47; Knowles and
Garland,1994,p.15) as illustrated in section 3.3.2.3.
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Table 3.5 Market shares in USA airline computer reservation systems
System	 Agents	 Bookings
SABRE	 36%	 41%
APOLLO	 26%	 33%
System One	 17%	 11%
PARS	 13%	 10%
Datas II	 8%	 5%
Source: Wheatcrott and Lipman,1990,p.89.
3.3.2.1.4 Financial and organisational benefits for ACRS vendors and participants
Three major financial benefits arise from an ACRS for vendor airlines, namely a wide distribution network
and CRS services; revenues generated from services to third parties; and incremental benefits through
directional selling (House of Commons, 1988,p.52; Mietus,1989,p.98). The ACRSs are often more profitable
that airlines themselves, as "American Airlines estimates that it will receive a 500% rate of return from its
SABRE system" (Boberg and Collison,1985,p.177). Firstly, ACRSs contribute significantly to their vendors
and participants organisation and distribution by enabling carriers to make their schedules, fares,
availability and special offers easily accessible to both travel agency and consumers at a reasonable cost.
Moreover, airlines can efficiently and inexpensively adjust their capacity and pricing to demand, while they
facilitate their administration and sales through the system (Quinn and Paquette, 1990,p.78). ACRSs are also
utilised as platforms for the development of marketing tools, such as yield management which enables the
airlines to alter their fares according to predicted demand, in order to achieve maximum yield. They also
facilitate the frequent flyer programmes which attempt to monitor customer loyalty and provide incentives
to enhance it (Wheatcroft and Lipman,1990,p.193 & p.21; O'Leary,1989,p.81; Mowlana and
Smith,1993,p.23; Verchere,1993; Wardell,1987a,p.45; Copeland,1991,p.59; Murray,1989,p.41;
Collier, 1989,p.88; Adam, 1990,p.81).
Secondly, ACRSs have become an independent source of direct revenue or a strategic business unit
(SBU) for the vendor airline, offering their own services and getting a respectable return on their
investment, which varies between 30% and 76% (Mietus,1989,p.98). There are two major sources of direct
income for ACRSs: booking fees for other airlines and subscription fees for travel agency (Wheatcroft and
Lipman,1990,p.89). ACRSs charge participant airlines, a reservation fee which is estimated between $1-2
per segment booked (Feldman,1987,p.7; Feldman,J.,1988,p.19; Shaw,1990,p.206). However, reservation
fees are negotiated with each carrier and can vary from $0.30 to $3.00 per segment (Boberg and
Collison,1985,p.179; Ernst and Walpuski,1994,p.230). "Vendor airlines pay the same fees as non-vendors
when their seats are booked on other CRS systems but they recoup those costs from their own fee revenues"
while they may also charge for market intelligence data (Busby,1993,p.12). In the UK, the average charge
is £2 per passenger name record plus an initial wiring/joining fee (House of Commons,1988a,p.xvi).
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Moreover, it is estimated that the cost per booking for the major USA GDSs is $0.79-0.96 (Ernst and
Walpuski,1994,p.230), which effectively allows approximately 100% profit margin. Furthermore, ACRSs
charge travel agencies an annual subscription fee, joint fees, installation expenses, purchase or rental and
maintenance of hardware, additional software training and technical support (Sloane, 1990,p.12). The actual
figures for ACRSs' charge on travel agencies are regarded as strictly confidential and are hardly revealed
by vendors. They fluctuate according to the productivity and clientele of travel agencies, as well as ACRSs'
penetration into the area, competition, and other factors. An indication might be given by GALILEO's
charges in 1990: "£1,300 for installation including the hard wire [BTs' dedicated line] and training costs of
£250-300 a month for two staff members. There is an incentive of £0.80 for each booking made or £0.35
per sector" (Woolley,1990,p.12; Richardson,1991b,p.70). It is however, an industry rule of thumb, that
travel agencies which achieve more than 300 sectors per month, per agency terminal, are effectively offered
free equipment and service (Hyde,1992b,p.26; Richardson,1991b,p.70; Sloane,1990,p.12). As a result,
ACRSs have a great contribution to the profits of their vendors as they can obtain 40% profit on their total
turnover. (Wheatcroft and Lipman,1990,p.89; Archdale,1991b,p.D15; Copeland,1991,p.56), Truitt, Teye
and Farris, (1991,p.25) reveal that SABRE generated one third of the total American Airlines' profits in
1985. In addition, if the organisational benefits and the incremental benefits are added, the total pro-forma
return on investment can exceed 500% (Copeland,1991,p.58; Boberg and Collison,1985,p.177). Thus,
ownership of CRSs is often characterised as a "financial gold mine", although by 1985, American Airlines
admitted that being an ACRS vendor was more profitable to them than operating the airline
(Shaw, 1990,p.206).
Thirdly, the most important financial benefits are the incremental revenues provided by the increased
passenger traffic of vendors' carriers, due to bias and the "halo effect". "Incremental revenues can be
defined as the added revenues an airline receives from increased passenger volumes on its flights, due to the
use of its CRS by travel agents. Incremental revenues may be the result of screen bias or of the close
business relationship maintained between travel agent and airline, due to the subscription of an agency to
an airline's CRS. This latter phenomenon is known as the "halo effect" but the precise reasons for it are not
known" (House of Commons,1988a,p.xv). This incremental revenue is extremely profitable as airlines
estimate that between 40% and 80% of incremental revenues translate directly into increased host carrier
net earnings, due to very small variable costs in air transportation (Mietus,1989,p.98; House of
Commons,1988a,p.xv). Bias is defined as "the inclusion of parameters in software packages to favour the
services of the ACRS owner and certain carriers over other carriers" (Boberg and Collison,1985,p.178).
Whenever a connection flight is requested between a "city pair" CRSs utilise a set of criteria to display the
eligible flights and to rank them on the screen accordingly. Vendor airlines often deliberately influence the
information retrieval algorithms, by including favourable parameters for their own airline. As multi-access
ACRSs enable access to a particular airline's system, they carry a natural and legitimate bias (House of
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Commons,1988b,p.188). However, in single-access ACRSs, where all participating airlines, users and
consumers anticipate an equally unbiased treatment, bias is against both the public interest and the anti-
monopoly regulations (House of Commons,1988b,p.33). There are four major types of bias in favour of
vendor/host airlines, namely, display or screen bias, incentive policies, distorted information and vendor
system bias, as demonstrated in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Typologies of incremental revenues in airline computer reservation systems
A. SCREEN DISPLAY BIAS
Ia. Display bias
•	 Carrier bias
•	 Structural bias
•	 Screen/display bias
•	 Airport/connection/point bias
•	 Route bias
•	 Categorisation
•	 Screen padding
lb. Secondary screen bias
•	 Incentive policies for travel agencies
IL Distorted Information
•	 Code sharing
•	 Funnel flights
•	 Elapsed time
•	 Unrealistic time
•	 Default time
•	 Not update competitors information
•	 Fare bias (maximum only)
III. Vendor/System bias
•	 Fee bias/commission overrides?
•	 Subscriber contracts
(travel agency prohibited from
having second CRS)
•	 Restricted entry
•	 Market intelligence
B. HALO EFFECT
•	 Travel agencies' tendency to
book on vendors' airline rather
than competing carriers
Screen bias is the presentation of information in a preferable way for the vendor airline and to a lesser
degree other carriers willing to pay fees in return for preferential displays (called co-hosts)
(Warde11,1987a,p.48; Truitt, Teye and Farris,1991,p.27; Mietus,1989,p.95). Screen bias refers to the screen
a particular flight appears on while display bias corresponds with the location of a particular flight on the
screen (Boberg and Collison,1985,p.179). It is widely argued that the display position of the flights on the
terminal influence significantly the possibility of being chosen (Truitt, Teye, Farris,1991,p.27) as between
70% and 90% of all bookings are made from the first screen and 50% from the first line of the first page
(House of Commons,1988a,p.xii). Therefore the criteria of the display priority for each flight drastically
determines the possibility of flight sale. As there is a plethora of criteria which can promote the flights of
one particular airline in a priority positioning, there are numerous ways to create display or screen bias,
namely, structural, carrier, route, airport or connection point and screen padding (Boberg and
Collison,1985,p.179; Bennett, 1988,p.16; House of Commons,1988a,p.x; Warde11,1987b,p.48;
Mietus,1989,p.99; Adam,1990,p.86).
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Secondary screen bias is referred to secondary display which can be overtly biased towards one particular
airline, as demonstrated in multi-access systems. "In response to a consumer's known airline preference or
a travel agent's incentive scheme a separate (secondary) display can be selected which will focus on selected
airlines only, or give certain airlines priority" (House of Commons,1988a,p.xiv; Adam,1990,p.87).
Distorted information contained in ACRSs also causes bias towards the host/vendors airlines as information
is arranged in order to deceive ACRSs' algorithms and get priority in the flight display. Hence, distorted
information eventually creates display/screen bias without being illegal (Warde11,1987a,p.49). Numerous
sources of distorted information can be identified which affect the competitiveness of smaller carriers as well
as consumers' convenience, such as code sharing, when two different airlines share the same code (Truitt,
Teye, Farris,1991,p.29); reduction of elapsed time and thus, display of a technically shorter trip; default
timing, which favours vendors' airlines departure times; funnel flights showing a single flight number for
a connecting flight; and delaying market intelligence information or up-to-date information less rapidly
(Feldman,J.,1988,p.13; Shaw, 1990,p.205; Holiday Which,1988a,p.173; House of Commons,1988a,p.xiii
and 1988b,p.83; Mietus,1989,p.96; Warde11,1987a,p.49; Adam,1990,p.87). Although CRSs were expected
to facilitate bargain fare identification (House of Commons,1988b,p.86) it is realised that most CRSs have
a fares bias towards the dearest full fares as they cannot display unofficial rates being available through
consolidators. Therefore they often turn away travellers who can find more favourable fares and offers in
alternative distribution systems. Despite the fact that this bias is not against non-host airlines, it can mislead
the customer who may assume that the prices offered by a CRS are the lowest in the market, while it causes
extra problems for travel agencies, who often use a CRS to create a suitable itinerary and then purchase the
components from consolidators.
System or vendor bias is the bias which is exercised by ACRSs on their contracts with their suppliers
(airlines) and customers (outgoing travel agencies), which aims to weaken demand for both competing
carriers and CRSs. Negotiable fees, for reservations and market intelligence, with unfavourable fees for
competitors (Boberg and Collison,1985,p.179; Feldman J.,1988,p.13; House of Commons,1988a,p.xvi);
ACRSs restricted access, service or ticket distribution capabilities on competing carriers (Adam,1990,p,87;
Wheatcroft and Lipman, 1990,p.95; House of Commons,1988b,p.85); subscriber contracts eliminating the
usage of other ACRSs systems in travel agencies (Feldman, 1987,p.6; Adam, 1990,p.87); and finally market
intelligence capabilities by the vendor airlines, are some of the commonly described types of vendor/system
bias (House of Commons,1988a,p.xiv and 1988b,p.185; Feldman J.,1988,p.13; Truitt, Teye,
Farris,1991,p.30; Knowles and Garland,1994,p.7).
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Halo effect is the tendency of travel agencies to book on the vendor/host airline's flights, even if these
services are inconvenient and more expensive. It is suggested that the "halo effect" has great benefits for the
host/vendor airline which are estimated to be between 6% and 30% of CRS vendor revenues (House of
Commons,1988b,p.182). Although the reasons causing the "halo effect" are unknown, travel agencies seem
to have higher confidence that information on vendor's schedules and tariffs are updated and accurate, while
appreciating an extensive range of support services provided by the host/vendor airline. It may also be
generated by the fact that travel agencies usually join the CRS of the dominant carrier in their geographical
region, and thus, they may use this carrier more frequently. Additionally, it has been identified that
numerous specific requests from a customer such as specific meals or seating can be better accommodated
by the host/vendor's airline (Feldman, 1988,p.8; Warde11,1987a,p.49; Truitt, Teye, Farris, 1991,p.28; House
of Commons,1988a,p.xv; Wheatcroft and Lipman, 1990,p.95). Thus, incremental benefits are unadmitedly
utilised as resources of power and "information-based strategies" (Truitt, Teye, Farris,1991,p.27; Boberg
and Collison,1985,p.177; Levine, 1987,p.46).
3.3.2.1.5 Regulations and solutions on airline computer reservations systems
It is widely argued that bias towards one particular airline is against public interest and antitrust laws and
consequently commercial pressures inevitably lead to regulation by both American and European bodies
(Knowles and Garland, 1994,p.6; Levine, 1987,p.463). As early as 1984 the American Civil Aeronautic Board
(CAB) and the Department Of Transport (DOT) identified a number of practices which appeared to affect
airline competition (Mietus,1989,p.99; Hawk,1989,p.284). Consequently, the DOT issued regulations
governing the operation of carrier-owned systems which promoted the equal treatment of CRSs and
prevented the screen connection point, fee, business, information, barriers to entry and subscriber contract
bias (House of Commons,1988a,p.xix; Levine,1987,p.463; Boberg and Collison,1985,p.180;
Shaw,1990,p.204; Brown and Desmond,1991,p.6). Additionally, the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) proposed a number of suggestions for a more fair display of non-vendor airlines and
especially for the partners (Feldman J.,1988,p.17). Most of the displayed bias problems were solved by the
first regulation act but the DOT came back in 1988 to fight the fees charged difference as well as the tie in
policies (Wheatcroft and Lipman, 1990,p.98). In Europe, regulation measures have been taken by three
separate organisations. Firstly by the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) (House of
Commons,1988a,p.xix); secondly the European Community (EC,1993e; House of Commons,1988a,p.xx;
Mietus,1989) and thirdly by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (Wheatcroft and
Lipman,1990,p.101).
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Some vendor airlines defend their right to bias their own systems, as a reasonable return from their
investment. "Airlines did not deny this bias, arguing that it was appropriate given the financial risks incurred
by host carriers which develop the systems" (Mietus,1989,p.99). Thus, discrimination problems for non-host
airlines are hardly solved. Despite regulations, non-vendor airlines claim that substantial bias still exists,
which may mean that air transportation consumers receive less-than-optimal flights
(Anonymous,1990,p.1936; Pelletier, 1993,p.3). Many discovered that "CRS operations are undemocratic"
and that the competition gap between the owners and the non-owners is increasing. "In the USA, despite the
fact that airlines compete for passengers, airlines that do not own a share of a CRS depend on, and pay
money to competitors for their livelihood" (Feldman J.,1988,p.5). However, regulations force some ACRS
vendors to demonstrate their innocence and downgrade the strategic importance of their ACRSs to their
organisation (Hopper,1990). It is clear, that "CRS ownership is described as the key to survival in the
airlines business" (Feldman J.,1988,p.6), while plenty of lessons need to be learned by other types of CRSs.
3.3.2.1.6 Trends in airline computer reservation systems
Strategic alliances, consolidations, mergers and interrelations between ACRSs increase competition in the
CRS industry and would probably allow only a few CRSs to survive globally, while several authors suggest
that the market cannot support more than two CRSs (Sloane,1990,p.15). As a consequence, the ACRS map
is becoming increasingly more complex and concentrated, as demonstrated in Figure 3.3. Hence, isolated
ACRSs which are utilised to support the needs of only one carrier are expected to evaporate. In addition,
the metamorphosis of ACRSs to GDSs in the mid 1980s, with the integration of comprehensive tourism
services, utilises ACRSs infrastructure and provides value added services to their core products (Truitt, Teye
and Farris,1991,p.25). As a result, CRSs provide one-stop customer service at both the point of departure
and the destination (Collier,1989,p.86). Thus, ACRSs co-operate with HCRSs (section 3.3.2.2) and other
reservation systems in order to provide a wide range of services to prospective travellers. This trend is
analysed in the global distribution systems (section 3.3.2.4).
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Figure 3.3 Interrelations of airline computer reservation systems
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3.3.2.2 Hotel computer reservation systems
Hotels also capitalised on the newly available IT tools and introduced computerised systems in order to
improve their inventory management and maximise their profitability (Braham,1988; Chervenak,1993,p.115).
These systems focused on the in-house management for single hotels as well as their distribution through
electronic distribution channels such as ACRSs, and GDSs. To a certain extent the hospitality industry
"pretends that hotels are aeroplanes without wings and emulates some airline techniques for maximising
revenue through price manipulation" (Gamble,1991b,p.11). The various types of FICRSs are examined along
with the technology and costs involved. Inter-connectivity of the various systems is illustrated, while the
switch systems are demonstrated. Finally, the trends for HCRSs are also analysed.
Property management systems (PMSs) were introduced to facilitate the front office and sales planning and
operations by administrating a database with all reservations, occupation and cancellation and thus to manage
a single hotel inventory. Moreover, PMSs integrate back-office operations and thus, improve the general
administration, as well as specific functions such as accounting, marketing research and planning, payroll,
personnel, and purchasing (Gamble,1984,p.81-90, 1989, 1990a, 1991c; Lattin,1990; Breen,1990;
Sheldon, 1983; Bruce, 1989). Understandably, hotel chains and in particular the multinational ones, gain more
benefits from PMSs, as they can introduce a unified system for planning, budgeting and control in all their
properties. In response to these needs, both hotel chains and independent properties introduced PMSs
software packages to facilitate their operation.
Hotels realised the need to establish a wide distribution network in order to reach their clientele by
demonstrating their availability and rates worldwide. This is more urgent for hotel chains which need to
manage their inventory for all their properties, regardless of their location. Hence, global presence is
required in order to enable both individual customers and travel trade to access accurate information on
availability and to provide easy, efficient, inexpensive and reliable ways of making and confirming
reservations (Braham,1988,p.107-112). Central reservation offices (CROs) introduced central facilities in
the 1970s to provide this service, by using traditional ITs. Developments in ITs as well as the expansion of
ACRSs forced central reservation offices to adapt new technologies and inevitably to develop hotel computer
reservation systems (HCRSs) to facilitate information distribution on availability and reservations for the
participating hotels worldwide.
France Germany UK
By phone with hotel central
reservations office, reservation
or representation company
72% 39% 70%
Direct to hotel 10% 25% 16%
Via automated systems 16% 16% 13%
Other 2% 1%
Source: Beaver,1992,p.16.
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Often PMSs and HCRSs are integrated in order to improve efficiency, facilitate control, reduce personnel
and enable more rapid response time to both customers and organisational requests. Most of the HCRSs tend
to share a number of goals while they facilitate several business functions (Chervenak,1991,p.27):
• Improve capacity and operations efficiency;
• provide better database access;
• facilitate central room inventory control;
• provide last room availability information;
• offer yield management capability;
• enable extensive marketing, sales and operational reports;
• facilitate marketing research and planning;
• travel agency tracking (by individual hotel, city, region and total corporate);
• tracking of frequent flyers and repeat hotel guests;
• direct marketing and personalised service for repeat hotel guests;
• enhance handling of packages and group bookings.
3.3.2.2.1 Recent development in hotel computer reservation systems
Traditionally, the hospitality industry has been reluctant to utilise ITs (Borsenik,1993,p.260; Main,1994;
Whitaker,1987a). Wardell (1987b,p.33) asserts that "the lodging industry is the most under-automated
segment of the international travel industry". Thus, until recently the majority of reservations were rooted
through subsidised toll free phones, while there was a small percentage of bookings emerging from CRSs
(Hickey,1988,p.32; Chervenak,1991,p.25). A research undertaken by Utell, in 1991, demonstrated that the
vast majority of hotel reservations in Europe are made by phone to central reservations offices, while less
significant ways of booking include automation systems and direct communication with hotels
(Beaver,1992,p.16). Table 3.7 illustrates these figures for three European countries. Go and Welch
(1991,p.36) also suggest that only one third of travel agency hotel reservations are made by CRSs, while
it is estimated that 51% of the hotel bookings in USA made by domestic travel agencies, went through CRSs
(Go,1992,p.25; Schulz,1994,p.50). This is a result of both poor reliability records in the past
(Warde11,1987b,p.40), and difficulties in describing, standardising and rationally managing the hospitality
product (Archdale,1993,p.10; McGuffie,1994,p.57).
Table 3.7 Percentage of booking volumes in European hotels by booking method in 1991
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However, technology was soon recognised as a means of achieving competitive advantage for the hospitality
industry, and thus, penetrated at a fast pace, by integrating the hotel operation and improving the total
efficiency, (Gamble,1989, and 1990a; Breen,1989; International Hotel Association,1991; Sheldon,1983);
providing tools for marketing research and strategic partnership building (McGuffie,1994,p.54); improving
customer services (Watkins, 1990; Law, 1995), while providing strategic opportunities (Coulton,1990,p.148;
Voge1,1992; Go,1988,p.49; Koepper,1990). More importantly, recent evidence in USA demonstrates that
there is a dramatic shift in travel agencies' hotel reservations, away from telephone sales through toll free
numbers, towards ACRSs and GDSs bookings (Emmer et a1,1993,p.80; Hannah, 1991; Chervenak,1991,p .26;
Hickey, 1988,p.24), while ITs have profound implications for the entire hospitality operations
(Borsenik,1993,p.263). "In 1990, most of the major GDSs dramatically improved their hotel programmes
and introduced the ability to carry negotiated rates, limitless rate categories and multiple room types", which
essentially offered reliable and adequate systems to travel agencies, capable of offering booking
confirmations in 3-7 seconds (Emmer et a1, 1993,p.83). These developments increase efficiency radically,
when compared with the average 7 minutes required to make a telephone booking (Go and
Welch,1991,p.37). As a result, 15.5 million hotel bookings through CRSs were forecasted for 1993, in
comparison with 200,000 in 1981 (Emmer et a1,1993,p.82). A rapid acceleration of CRSs' usage for hotel
bookings has been experienced since the early 1990s and as a consequence, hotels which would like to
maintain their long term prosperity have little choice but to ensure their visibility through these systems (Go
and Welch,1991,p.117).
3.3.2.2.2 Typologies and examples of hotel computer reservation systems
Several electronic distribution options emerged to enable hotel reservations to be made from an ever
increasing variety of sources (Voge1,1992,p.15-25), such as: direct to the hotel; hotel chains' own
reservation central offices; independent reservation agents; hotel representation and consortium groups;
ACRSs and global distribution channels; and destination hotel reservation systems (Warde11,1987b,p.36;
Hickey, 1988,p.23). Typically these bookings are made by prospective hotel guests, travel agencies or hotel
room brokers (Hickey, 1988,p.24). Consequently, a variety of HCRSs are utilised in the industry to support
an extensive distribution channel. The various types of HCRSs as well as their interrelations are analysed
in the following paragraphs.
As in-house HCRSs facilitate the inventory control and reservation function for an individual hotel
(Warde11,1987b,p.36), the size and affiliation of properties are critical factors to whether these systems are
used (Pringle,1994a,p.4). A database is normally utilised, based on a PC or a minicomputer with several
terminals in larger hotels. These systems support Front Office staff to control the room availability, and
enable them to identify appropriate prices based on the demand for particular periods. As a result, in-house
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HCRSs assist the negotiation and pricing functions of individual hotels. Two integral components of in-house
ITCRSs, namely yield management and guest history, play a significant role in their operations. The yield
management concept consists of the ratio of actual revenue to potential revenue and attempts to maximise
both occupancy and average room rates achieved. As the system forecasts demand based on previous
experiences and anticipated events, a great variety of input is required, such as time series of sales and
external factors which influence demand. Appropriate prices for particular time periods are then suggested,
by optimising room demand and supply, while marketing strategies are drawn to target different market
segments (Lieberman, 1993; Donaghy,McMahon,McDowel1,1994; Gamble, 1990b; Jones and Hamilton,1992;
International Hotel Association,1992; Lattin,1990,p.20; Orkin, 1988; Sawhney and Lewis, 1992; Rowe,1989;
Relihan,1989; Kimes,1989; McGuffe,1990b,p.23-26). In essence, yield management "forecasts, accepts,
rejects or redirects demand" (Vogel, 1992,p.53). Moreover, in-house HCRSs often incorporate a guest history
function, which maintains data for previous guest. It is widely used to enable sales and front office personnel
to identify consumers' preference and price range, as well as to identify lucrative frequent guests. A certain
degree of personal services can also be facilitated, as hotels can easily recognise guests' requirement, often
referred to as "high-tech high-touch" (Poon,1993,p.119; Sheldon,1994b,p.128). In addition, substantial time
is saved as customers' personal details and credit card numbers are known (Sparks, 1993; Dev and
Ellis, 1991; Bieber, 1989). Integration between the "front-office" and "back-office" applications, such as food
and beverage planning and control, billing and accounting, telecommunication services, security, energy and
engineering systems, as well as audio-visual services, dramatically improve the efficiency of administration
and enables prompt reactions to external challenges, while it reduces labour cost (Gamble,1990a and 1989;
Hickey,1988,p .31).
Hotel chain HCRSs are operated by chains, in order to increase the occupancy and average room rate of
all the hotels; facilitate reservations worldwide by toll free central reservation offices; increase customers'
loyalty; improve organisation and control of the various properties; and finally reduce communication costs
between various hotels (Hickey,1988,p.24; McGuffie,1990b,p.32). Often these systems are based on
centralised mainframe systems, while WANs and LANs distribute them to nodes, where PCs, dumb
terminals or videotex sets are attached as terminals (Beaver,1992,p.18). Initially, chain HCRSs were
exclusively supporting centralised reservation offices, while they were not directly accessible by travel
agencies or consumers. However, in the 1980s chain HCRSs became available through ACRSs and GDSs,
while they established connections with other HCRSs and DMSs (Emmer et al, 1993,p.81; Sheldon,1994b,
and 1989a,p.590). Whilst it is not unusual for hotel chains to use different systems for their reservations,
as most large chains are complex combinations of franchise, ownership and property management
(Warde11,1987b,p.37), "traditionally hotels have proved reluctant to surrender control of their reservations
and rooms availability to a CRO, even if it is operated by the same company. This depends, to some extent,
on the way each group develops its brand philosophy compared with its unit philosophy"
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(McGuffie,1994,p.57). The first chain HCRS was the HOLIDEX system of Holiday Inn which in 1987
comprised rooms in over 1900 hotels worldwide, effectively dealing with 30 million room nights a year.
Communication is achieved through the Holidex terminals in each hotel and in 23 international reservation
offices, GDSs, travel agencies and airports around the world. The system is capable of confirming any room
within 142 seconds and sales, cancellations and amendments are automatically delivered to the hotel. About
33% of the average Holiday Inn's annual occupancy derived from the system, while this figure dropped to
16% in Europe. Holidex also provides management and marketing information of "frequent stayers", rate
profiles and brochure background. In addition, it facilitates the commission payment to the travel agencies
and integrates reservations with the hotel management system, in order to improve property management
(Hickey, 1988,p.24-25). Similar systems are established and developed by almost all the big hotel chains;
Ramada (RENOIR), Marriott (Marsha), Crest (Crestar II), Inter-Continental (Global II), Hilton (Hilton),
Forte (Travelodge) and Sheraton (Reservator IV) (McGuffie,1994,p.57; Warde11,1987b,p.34;
Hickey, 1988,p.26-27; Sheldon,1989a,p.590). Hotel chains' HCRSs require massive investments and often
become a major asset on chains' balance sheets (Hickey,1988,p.27).
Numerous independent reservation systems emerge to enable smaller and independent hotels to participate
through their system, while allowing hotel chains to increase their visibility. They normally operate on a
commission basis paid by hotels, while they often administrate commissions payable to travel agencies. Utell
is the biggest independent HCRS owned by Reed International, representing over 6,500 hotels via 37
worldwide Utell central offices and through all major GDSs and Videotex systems (Beaver,1992,p.18;
Hurst, 1992; Inkpen,1994,p.131). In addition, UtellVision utilises the JAGUAR hotel directory to provide
images from properties and destinations, and distribute them in a CD-ROM format, often through Sabre as
SabreVision (McGuffie,1994,p.65; Inkpen,1994,p.260). Utell uses three communication methods to contact
hotels: electronically from a Utell system to chains' HCRSs; Utell link which provides direct access to
dedicated terminals at properties; and a telex interface for non-computerised properties (Hickey, 1988,p.28;
McGuffie,1990b,p.28 and 1994,p.60). Although the service is free to agencies and also guarantees
commissions through a complicated clearance system, only about 9% of its bookings are generated by
agencies. In contrast, hotels are charged heavily for participation and promotion. A £300 monthly fee, plus
an additional 7% commission are charged on each booking. When a reservation is made through a GDS,
Utell claims back the $3 involved. Moreover, when the reservation is made from travel agencies a further
8-10% commission is paid, making these charges total approximately 20% of the customers' price
(Beaver,1992,p.18). As a result, hotels often exclude all promotional rates from Utell and they only display
their rack rates. Additionally, Steigenberger Reservation Services distributes more than 200 hotels through
its Trust HCRS. The system can interface GDSs and HCRSs while outgoing travel agencies can access
directly (McGuffie,1990b,p.27 and 1994,p.60). Moreover, a variety of management reports can also be
customised according to the needs of each individual hotel property.
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Many independent hotels have set strategic alliances and consortiums in order to strengthen their global
competitiveness by improving their marketing function and administration. In addition, hotels benefit from
promotional activities undertaken by instantly recognisable brand name companies (Go,1988,p.44), while
contributing towards the development and operation of HCRS. The biggest worldwide consortia is the Best
Western International which incorporates about 3400 properties with a total capacity of almost 300,000
rooms, in 60 countries (McGuffie,1990b,p.27, Go and Welch,1991,p.83). Best Western International's
HCRS 'STAR' receives 9 million hotel reservations per annum worth $500m. The system was developed
internally and enjoyed a 9% annual increase in bookings, while 20% of its reservations comes from travel
agencies (McGuffie,1990b,p.27). Leading Hotels of the World is another consortium which represents 235
deluxe properties with 6,500 rooms in 60 countries from 19 offices worldwide and accounts for about 3
million bednights, 35% of them coming from all major GDSs and HCRSs (McGuffie,1990b,p.27 and
1994,p.60). The system is on-line in the USA, while communication with Europe is facilitated by telex and
fax. Thus, there are 100 remote terminals connected in the network. Finally, Supranational is a consortium
consisting of 21 independent nationally based hotel chains operating 450 hotels worldwide. The system is
distributed in all countries of participant hotels and there are connections with all major GDSs and HCRSs.
Hotels will soon be able to have an on-line connection with the system.
GDSs and ACRSs, as analysed in paragraph 3.3.2.4, tend to distribute accommodation products in order
to integrate tourism products (Warde11,1987b,p.37). In most cases, GDSs incorporate HCRSs developed by
hotel chains, independent agents and consortiums as analysed above, rather than dealing directly with
individual properties (McGuffie,1990a,p.36-40). SABRE for example lists more than 165 hotel companies
worldwide with more them 22,000 hotels in its SHAARP-Plus accommodation system. This system includes
three major categories of price: rack/corporate business; packages and discounts; and groups. The cost for
the hotel is about $500-600 monthly, plus rental costs for link lines, and transaction charges
(McGuffie,1990a,p.40). In addition, GALILEO RoomMasters' 2,300 properties from 45 hotel companies
can provide travel agencies with an instant booking confirmation number by connecting with systems
operated by Holiday Inn, Hilton, Marriott, Hyatt, Utell International, LRI and other independent agents.
Furthermore, individual hotels or chains can subscribe to GDSs and distribute their products for a
commission. GALILEO charges hotels or other systems $4.20 per booking, even if guests do not arrive,
with a minimum annual charge $3,600 annually (Voge1,1992,p.45; McGuffie,1990a,p.38;
Beaver,1993,p.1088). Other HCRSs are examined in McGuffie (1990a,p.36-40 and 1994,p57-67).
Finally, hotels are increasingly being displayed in the emerging DMSs, as examined in 3.3.2.5. DMSs can
incorporate the various types of HCRSs and they can facilitate direct subscription of individual hotels and
chains. In particular, DMSs are prescribed for smaller and independent ACCs, as they attempt to offer a
comprehensive representation of tourism products at destinations. As a result, prospective tourists and
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agencies can increasingly have access to more accommodation options in destinations which offer DMSs.
Gulliver, for example, is the Irish DMS, as illustrated in section 3.3.2.5 which displays a great variety of
local hotels. A joining fee of 1£150 per hotel, as well as 1£50 per guest house and B&B are charged, while
an annual scalable subscription fee is applicable depending on the hotels' size (£300 for a 61-100 room
hotel), plus a 10% transaction fee on each booking. Moreover, should reservations come from travel
agencies or GDSs, extra commissions are charged, resulting in ultimate expenses of about 25% of
accommodation establishments' room rate for booking expenses (Beaver,1992,p.20 and 1993,p.1094).
3.3.2.2.3 Inter-connectivity and obstacles in hotel computer reservations systems' developments
Inter-connectivity of HCRSs is a major problem, as numerous incompatibilities emerge between various
CRSs. Hence, a need emerged to develop flexible computerised interfaces which would enable seamless
connections between HCRSs and GDSs. Thus, few switching companies such as WizCom and THISCO are
established in order to enable inter-connectivity between these systems. THIS CO (The Hotel Industry Switch
Company) is a co-operative venture co-owned by 17 USA hotel chains such as Hilton, Holiday Inn,
Inter-Continental, Forte, Omni, Marriott, Sheraton, Hyatt, Ramada and Reed International's Utell. WizCom,
a wholly owned subsidiary of US-based Avis Rent-a-Car, offers links between hoteliers and 15 CRSs/GDSs
(Emmer et al, 1993,p .84; McGuffie,1994,p .59; Archdale, 1993 ,p.6; Beaver,1992,p .16; Chervenalc,1993,p .30;
Lindsay,1992,p.11). Most HCRSs are therefore connected with ACRSs/GDSs via switch systems, which
facilitate rapid response to the requests of travel agencies for availability and reservation (Beaver,1992,p.16;
International Hotel Association,1991,p.94; Chervenak,1991,p.30). Apart from the charges discussed earlier
for each system examined, THISCO charges a $1000 system set-up fee, a $250 monthly fee and $9.95 per
reservation (Schulz, 1994,p.46).
3.3.2.2.3.1 The cost of hotel computer reservation systems
Scales (1995,p.36) estimates that an aggregate 17% of the room price is paid on distribution expenses (6%
reservation handling agent, 3% GDSs and 8% travel agency); 52% is hotel operating expenses and a final
31% is hotels' gross profit. A more expensive distribution cost is adapted by Vogel (1992,p.46) who
estimates a total 30% expenditure of the rack rate (agent commission 10%; reservation system fee 5%;
reservation system commission 7.5%; hotel CRS 5%; credit card fee 2.5%). Booking charges emerging from
the various types of HCRSs illustrate that accommodation establishments' costs per reservation increase
dramatically, as hotels need to pay more intermediaries. Hence, it is quite apparent that as much as 25-30%
of the rack rate may need to be spent on reservation costs (Beaver, 1992,p.20; McGuffie,1990a,p.40; Go and
Welch,1991,p.117; Go, 1992,p.25). McGuffie (1994,p.67) suggests that although cost savings and efficiency
are achieved through HCRSs, costs on equipment, switches, training, transaction charges, travel agencies'
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commissions, representatives fees, credit card charges need to be added to the equation, which can make
the ultimate cost per reservation as high as $14-15. Although this figure is currently quite high, it is expected
to fall as technological developments reduce telecommunication costs, while consumers are encouraged to
make direct reservations with their tourism providers.
However, these costs should be compared with alternative distribution costs which would enable hotels to
attract their target market. Vogel (1992,p.46) asserts that "each distribution route involves a different
accumulation of distribution and marketing costs. Revenue analysis by distribution routes and associated
costs, will enable you to identify the net value of sales through each distribution route". Therefore in
Mediterranean resort hotels, a 25% distribution cost still compares favourably with 50-60% discounts offered
to tour operators, as discussed in paragraph 2.3.2.5.3.2, provided that reasonable occupancies would be
achieved (McGuffie,1990a,p.30). Moreover, business hotels, which have traditionally relied on central
reservation offices for their bookings, had an average cost of about $12-15 per booking, in comparison with
a $3.50 per booking charged by GDSs, although it still costs hotels around £100,000 to get on to a GDS
(Hospitality,1995,p.10). Hence, a comparison of fixed and variable reservation costs and benefits, needs to
be undertaken by hospitality organisations, as well as a distribution mix analysis and assessment of the
individual distribution options' suitability for their market, before the genuine costs can be identified.
3.3.2.2.3.2 Hotel computer reservation systems and small and medium-sized tourism enterprises
However, as the vast majority of accommodation establishments throughout the world, and leisure resorts,
such as the Mediterranean and the Aegean Islands in particular, are small, independent, seasonal and family
run, they seem to be unable to join these developments. Morrison (1994b,p.27) explains that three types of
participation expenses are required, namely economic in commission and fees; operational as a degree of
autonomy to be sacrificed; and rules and sanctions which reduce the flexibility and individuality of SMTEs.
SMTEs and independent properties are the weakest and most vulnerable part of the hotel industry which are
at risk of losing a substantial slice of their business (Go and Welch,1991,p.118; Chervenak,1993,p.119;
Morrison,1994a,p.8; Hurst, 1992,p.47; Voge1,1992,p.1; Scales, 1995,p.37).
The above analysis demonstrates clearly that SMTEs are unable to participate into the emerging systems as
it would be impossible for them to pay the vast fixed connection fees involved. In addition, lack of
standardisation and often professionalism; lack of marketing and technology understanding; insufficient
training and established organisational practices; their small size which multiplies the administration required
by CRSs to deal with each property; and finally the unwillingness of SMTEs to lose control over their
property; are some additional factors which prevent SMTEs' participation in HCRSs (Archdale,1993,p.10;
Buhalis,1993,p.370; McGuffie,1990b,p.33; Go and Welch,1991,p.118). Often "the circumstances under
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which the reservation will actually translate into a place for a traveller to sleep are based as much upon
operational theory as upon perceived availability of rooms" (Warde11,1987b,p.40). Go (1992,p.25)
emphasises that "the hotels most vulnerable would seem to be the smaller, independent properties whose
business comes to a significant degree through sales and travel agents overseas or a long way from their local
markets. In most cases the investment required to link into a large number of major systems may be beyond
the small unit. If they cannot place themselves in front of their national or international clients at the point
of sale, they will obviously be at risk of losing a substantial slice of their business". Morrison (1994a,p.8)
asserts that "unless the small business owner can deliver an inventory, either to or through whatever
distribution channel an agent or tourist is using, his product cannot be purchased, as it appears to not even
ex ist" .
McGuffie (1994,p.67) suggests that "considerable reluctance and anxiety are still understandably displayed
by independent operators and smaller hotel groups, who fear eventual market diminution by the GDSs".
However, in parallel with HCRSs' and GDSs' development, an increasing number of hotel managers realise
that these costs are becoming inelastic. Thus, "in an effort to survive small hotel firms are more likely than
before to join a consortium which can provide access to a sophisticated reservation system" (Go,1992,p.26;
Go and Hedges,1994,p.187; Sheldon,1994b,p.128; Hotels, 1993), while alternatively, chains, strategic
partnerships, or co-operative ventures can be more suitable for smaller accommodation establishments
(Chervenak,1991,p.43; Morrison, 1994b). In addition, destination oriented systems are emerging to support
the competitiveness of SMTEs by enabling them to distribute their products through GDSs (Buhalis, 1993
and 1994; Archdale,1993,p.14).
3.3.2.2.4 Major hotel computer reservation system trends
Although HCRSs contribute a relatively small percentage of the global hotel reservations they have increased
dramatically in the last few years (Emmer et a1,1993,p.81). As a result, properties which fail to join a
number of HCRSs and GDSs would face the danger of losing market share as they are becoming invisible
in the most important tourism distribution tools of the future (Go and Welch,1991,p.122). Instant display
of availability and confirmed reservations are becoming more important than ever, while yield management
and guest history applications are essential tools for every hotel. Therefore visibility in HCRSs/GDSs is
becoming a crucial prerequisite for the long term prosperity of accommodation establishments, although the
system choice and the terms of reference between properties and HCRSs need to be incorporated in
their strategic planning (Emmer et a1,1993; Go and Welch,1991,p.117; and McGuffie,1990a, 1990b and
1994).
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Furthermore, HCRSs need to address travel agencies' priorities utilised in selecting a reservation method.
They would need to offer security of booking, instant confirmation, and also to ensure that commission
would be paid promptly to travel agencies. In addition, speed of response, low cost of booking, and finally
adequate choice/range of hotels are the most important criteria for travel agencies' selection of reservation
method (Beaver,1992,p.17). As it is "estimated that up to 50% of all hotel commissions actually due are
never collected by the booking agency" (Warde11,1987b,p.44), centralised commission clearance centres are
facilitated through HCRSs organisations (Vogel, 1992,p.33), and would probably reduce this rate and make
this partnership more profitable (Schulz,1994,p.46). Moreover, hoteliers do not load their full availability
and best prices into the system, and therefore, travel agencies are reluctant to ignore the telephone
(McGuffie,1994,p.66). HCRSs and accommodation establishments failing to respond to these demands will
probably suffer competitive disadvantages.
A great integration between the variety of the HCRSs is also predicted. Most hotels would inevitably be
accessible by almost all GDSs, just like airlines. As the inter-connectivity of the various GDSs and HCRSs
is rapidly enhanced, both travel agencies or consumers would eventually be able to inquire about availability
and make reservations for hotels all over the world. Developments on GDS and HCRS interfaces would
reduce differences between various CRSs' display, search criteria and qualities emphasised, and would offer
a more unified approach in the future (Emmer et a1,1993). Towards this direction is the Hotel Electronic
Distribution Network Association (HEDNA), which emerged as a representative of the major hotel chains
in 1991, as the result of the hotel industry's need to establish itself within the computerised travel network.
It aims to promote and improve the use of travel agencies' terminals as means of increasing hotel
reservations through automation as well as functioning as a lobby, education and exchange ideas organisation
(Emmer et a1,1993,p.87). Integration and increased compatibility may also result in reduction of
commissions and charges for accommodation establishments, as a smaller number of intermediaries would
intervene in the distribution process.
Small medium tourism enterprises cannot afford to stay out of these developments, as their competitiveness
would be jeopardised. Hence, accommodation establishments' co-operation at local DMSs and/or their
participation in independent hotel consortia would enable them to ensure their visibility in the global
marketplace, at an affordable cost (Morrison, 1994b). Their participation would probably be determined by
a cost and benefit analysis of the entire range of distribution options, which would probably reveal that
distribution through HCRSs yields better productivity and profitability than through alternative channels.
Ultimately, a balance of occupancy, average room rate and average consumer expenditure would demonstrate
the most suitable choice.
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Finally, systems such as the SabreVision and UtellVision will increasingly be improved and incorporated
in the systems offering comprehensive information about properties and destinations (McGuffie,1994,p.66
and 68). ITs' developments such as the electronic super highway and the multimedia technology are
anticipated to play a critical role for HCRSs in the future, as they would enable prospective tourists to watch
integrated hotel and destination presentations (Dixon,1995,p.31). THISCO, for example, has developed an
INTERNET site called Travel Web, enabling consumers to access its 24,000 hotel companies for information
and reservations (Hospitality,1995,p.10). Thus, the intangibility of the hospitality product would be reduced
and the accessibility would be enhanced, encouraging direct reservations (McGuffie,1994,p.68;
Koepper,1990,p.29). Hence, new distribution tools emerge, which would enable smaller hoteliers to enhance
their visibility in both GDSs and new innovative distribution channels, such as INTERNET, at an affordable
cost.
3.3.2.3 Tour operators' computer reservation systems and Videotex travel network
Traditionally, business and leisure travel have been distributed through polarised channels and CRSs
(Hitchins,1991,p.88; Evans, 1994,p.32). As analysed above, individuals and travel agencies tend to make
bookings with scheduled airlines and hotel chains via ACRSs/HCRSs/GDSs. In contrast, leisure travellers
normally purchase "tourist packages" arranged by tour operators and often utilise charter flights and small
accommodation establishments, as illustrated in chapter 2. Moreover, tour operators offer their products in
brochures, where a pre-printed form is provided to be completed by travel agencies, in order to request a
holiday from a tour operator. Despite some first attempts (Moon, 1994,p.48), ACRSs and HCRSs were rarely
used for arranging leisure travel. As a consequence, in the early 1980s, tour operators realised that they had
to capitalise on ITs and utilise more effective distribution methods, in order to enhance productivity, improve
their holiday capacity management and provide a better service to both agencies and consumers
(Inkpen,1994,p.117; Bruce,1983; Bennett, 1990 and 1993,p.263).
Consumer databases, based on information collected from travel agencies, facilitated consumer segmentation
and targeting (Morris,1994). As a result, most major tour operators developed or acquired databases and
managed to establish a more efficient working method for selling their packages and seat-only products.
Furthermore, they attempted to reduce their information handling costs and increase the speed of information
transfer and retrieval, by establishing electronic links with travel agencies (Bennett and Radburn,1991,p.50),
while they utilised available market intelligence data to adjust their supply to the demand fluctuations as well
as to monitor travel agencies' booking progress (Inkpen,1994,p.119).
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Consequently, direct links were developed with travel agencies via Videotex networks (Bennett,1992,p.7),
enabling their videodata or PC terminals to have interactive access to tour operators' reservation systems.
The establishment of Videotex terminals and the familiarity of travel agencies with this technology prompted
other tourism suppliers, such as ferry operators, railways and travel insurance companies to develop
connections with these systems and benefit accordingly (Inkpen,1994,p.138). Moreover, the balance of
power between retailers and wholesalers shifted towards the latter, as they were in a more privileged position
to manipulate the availability and prices appearing on the videotex systems more efficiently (Bennett and
Radburn,1991,p.52). The competitiveness of tour operators is also dramatically affected (Feeny,1988), while
smaller agencies and tour operators, which cannot afford extensive ITs' investments and operation, tend to
be threatened by these developments (Deng and Ryan,1992,p.34).
Videotex networks benefit travel agencies also, since they provide the opportunity to make low cost
bookings, improve communications, increase the speed of booking procedures and improve customer service
(Bennett,1988,p.3 and 1993,p.263; Feeny,1988,p.106). In combination with agency management systems,
which essentially facilitate the back office operation, they enhance travel agencies' efficiency and control
(Inkpen,1994,ch.4). As a result, "Videotex technology has become an integral part of the communications
infrastructure of the travel industry, so it is not possible for any particular group of the industry to work
effectively without Videotex. It has become one of the main industry's standards and has led to the
automation of the travel industry" (Bruce,1987,p.118; Bennett, 1988,p.3).
A brief analysis of videotex systems is provided here, mainly because, although SMTEs are represented in
these systems, this is automatically effective due to their co-operation with tour operators. Thus, SMTEs are
not involved with videotex systems, while there is little action they can undertake to improve their
competitiveness through TCRSs. In addition, the videotex network is examined in parallel, as it is currently
the most popular method of communication for leisure travel agencies.
3.3.2.3.1 Domination of videotex in leisure outgoing travel agencies
It is estimated that 97% of travel agencies have access to videotex, while an average of 3 sets per outlet is
the norm (ABTECH,1993). The transformation in the marketplace from telephone to electronic reservation
using videotex systems was initiated by Olympic Holidays in 1980 (Feeny,1988,p.103) but was really
pioneered by Thomson's Open-line Programme (TOP). This established its first real-time computer-based
central reservation office in 1976, introduced direct communication with travel agencies in 1982, and
announced that agencies' reservations would only be accepted through TOP, by the end of 1986
(Palmer, 1988; Hitchins,1991,p.97; Inkpen,1994,p.118-123). Part of the success and competitive advantages
of Thomson Holidays is often attributed to their Videotex systems (Palmer, 1988; Bennett and
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Radburn,1991,p.47; Bennett,1988,p.10 and 1993,p.263; Hitchins,1991,p.97-98). Other tour operators
followed this practice although since 1987, 80% of tour operators operated their own Videotex gate
(Booth, 1983,p.299; Iste1,1987,p.5).
A typical travel agencies' request would need to be entered into their videotex set which then dial a local
telephone number to log onto the Videotex network. As soon the personal identification is recognised, travel
agencies would be able to access the tour operators they would like to connect with, in order to inquire about
availability and make reservations. A dedicated telephone line connection is often required in order to
facilitate the interaction between travel agencies and the Videotex network, although dial-up options are also
available (Beaver,1993,p.1372). GDS terminal users may also access Videotex networks, by using a suitable
interface. Videotex can, therefore reduce agencies' telephone charges, which are estimated to be 11% of
their annual costs (Iste1,1987,p.15). Hence, interactive Videotex introduced major advantages in travel
product distribution and enabled the diffusion of availability information, while it provided the opportunity
for electronic confirmation of reservations (Bennett,1988,p.2). Thus, Videotex terminals proliferated travel
agencies and established themselves as the principal distribution tool for the leisure market. Nearly 70% of
package holidays are currently sold through Videotex systems and Thomson accounts for 60% of them
(I-Iitchins,1991,p .98).
It is suggested that almost all travel agencies in France, Germany and the UK have access to Videotex
systems (EC,1991b,p.G.3; Beaver,1993,p.1368; Knowles and Garland,1994,p.15). Three major Videotex
networks operate in the UK, namely British Telecom's Prestel (4,500 sets or 60% of locations), Midland's
Fastrak (2,000 sets or 27% of locations) and AT&T's Istel (2,400 sets or 32% of locations)
(Inkpen,1994,p.65; EC,1991b,p.G.5). In addition, all UK travel agencies can access all the networks on a
dial up basis (Beaver,1993,p.1372).
3.3.2.3.2 Videotex systems and criteria for selection
Most of the British Videotex networks represent a number of tourism enterprises. Istel for example
incorporates 53 major tour operators, including Thomson's TOP system which is the only method available
to make a holiday reservation with Thomson Holidays. Moreover, it has developed inter-connectivity with
the major GDSs, ie Galileo, Amadeus, Sabre and Worldspan. This essentially enables GDSs' users to have
access to Istel facilities through their PC terminals, while certain functions can be performed by videotex
sets on the GDSs. Istel is the market leader (EC,1991b,p.6.6) and in August 1991 it claimed a 75% market
share of all travel sold through UK videodata networks (Beaver,1991,p.7), while it is used by 80% of the
tour operators (Bennett,1988,p.6).
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Istel (1992,p.5) suggests that their system is the market leader, claiming that over 2,000 British travel agency
and over 28,000 terminals are directly connected with permanent data lines while it carries 70% of all
holidays booked electronically in the UK. Until recently, Istel's exclusive connections with Thomson and
Galileo have provided a certain leadership, and attracted major agency chains, such as Lunn Poly, Going
Places and AT Mays to subscribe (Richardson,1991a,p.71). In addition, Fastrak is reported to have 1,000
users in the UK, including Thomas Cook branches, as both Fastrak and Thomas Cook are part of the
Midland Bank group. It also used to represent exclusively the ILG group, before it collapsed in 1991. Istel
and Fastrak are mainly available through permanent dedicated telephone connections, which have various
advantages such as guaranteed instant connection; reliable connection; better quality picture without line
noise, repetition of frames or disconnections; reduced telephone charges; saving staff time and effort; and
an increased speed of communication (Renshaw,1992,p.193). Prestel on the other hand, accesses 24 airlines,
while theatre bookings, ferries/cruise, hotel reservation and car hire companies can be accessed. Finally, and
probably more importantly, a number of tour operators are listed while general travel information is
distributed. Although Prestel was the first to be established it has been overtaken by its rivals, although it
still offers the largest information database in the UK and has 7,400 travel subscribers. There is evidence
of integration in videotex networks towards the creation of a service platform where transparency between
system and tourism principals would enable travel agencies to take advantage of all the available products
and services available (Renshaw,1992,p.195). As however, each network features different tourism principals
and users, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies have to select which network fits their needs better.
Understandably, every agency needs access to all available tourism providers, while tour operators attempt
to access the maximum number of travel agencies possible, at an affordable cost.
When tour operators select Videotex, they attempt to be accessible by as many travel agencies as possible
in order to distribute their products widely. Despite the market shares of each Videotex system, and their
agency subscribers, regional importance can be another criterion. However, increasingly tour operators are
accessible by all major systems. The cost of selling tourist products through Videotex networks vary. For
example, Prestel charges £50-60 per frame per annum, in order to demonstrate tourist products on the
network. Moreover, a £170 per annum is charged for a response frame which allows Prestel user to request
brochures, further information or make reservations. Extra "port charges" are normally required
(£2,000-7,000 depending on the capacity of the line), and usage charges (£1.80-1.50 per hour) for the on-
line connections. Similarly, travel agencies decide which videotex system to be connected to, according
to the tour operators available through the network and the cost of connection (Renshaw,1992,p.193).
However, as certain large tour operators choose to be represented only on one network, agencies have to
assess which tour operator is on what network; how many of the operators available on a network appeal
to their clientele; what the future perspectives of the network are; and finally what is the cost of each
networking option. Richardson (1990a,p.21) explained that "the big dilemma facing agents was whether to
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choose Istel and get access to Thomson, or Fastrak for ILG - all other major operators being on both
systems, plus Prestel for dial up bookings". Inevitably, all major tourism principals have become accessible
through Istel and Fastrak, while most can also be dialled up through Prestel (Richardson,1991a,p.81).
In addition, Videotex system charges for travel agency connection may vary. Beaver (1993,p.1374) provides
similar figures as he quotes that an estimation "between £2,000 and £3,500 is required for the annual rental
of four terminal connection; the variation depends on the terminal type and the agency location". These fees
are confirmed by other industrial sources as well. Richardson (1990a,p.21) suggests that Istel charged a
typical installation fee (£1,300) plus three annual payments of £1,870 over the period of the contract,
equalling around £2,300 a year. Moreover, on average its charges to agencies are £2,200-2,500 depending
on the proximity of an agent's office to a node of the network (Richardson, 1991,p.73), while Istel's D.
Osborne claims that the average is about £3,000 (Richardson, 1993,p.48). In addition, Fastrak's Marketing
Manager admits that their service is more expensive than Istel (Richardson, 1991,p.74). As Prestel abandoned
its direct connect service, it is considered "out of the frame as far as reservations are concerned"
(Richardson,1991a,p.81). Hence, a modest subscription fee is charged to gain access to their information
database on a dial-up basis, and to make reservations to the few remaining principals on the system. At the
beginning of 1992, this policy had an annual standing charge of £72, plus a time based charge of 7 pence
per minute. In addition, frame charges and a subscription charge were made while a telephone charge was
also made, for the connection, at local call rates. Moreover, videotex terminals are available at a range of
£325 to £1,175 or alternatively a PC can be capable of being used as a videotex terminal by using a modem
at a cost of between £150-350 (Beaver,1993,p.1373).
3.3.2.3.3 Inadequacy of videotex technology - the need for technological upgrade
In an UK travel agency survey, commissioned by the Istel in 1987, it was illuminated that only a fraction
of Videotex's potentials were realised, as a result of the limited availability of hardware and lines within
outlets. Travel agencies' staff training and education were crucial issues for ITs' inadequate utilisation. It
was revealed that they were not able to operate Videotex in the most efficient way, while a lot of long
distance connections were used unnecessarily (Iste1,1987,p.4). The majority of agencies (67%) operated only
one Videotex set, 20% had two sets, 7% had 3 sets, 2% had 4 sets and 4% had more than 5 sets
(Iste1,1987,p.9).
Videotex technology was challenged recently. Despite offering inexpensive and relatively easy access to tour
operators' and airlines' databases, it is increasingly recognised that Videotex is considerably slow, insecure,
unreliable and an inflexible communication media (Inkpen,1994,p.60; Hitchins,1991,p.92;
Bennett, 1993,p.266). Beaver (1991,p.30) suggests that Videotex systems "tend to be restricted in terms of
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functionality. In addition, they possess less sophisticated ticket issuing/back office systems and they can
suffer from slow connection/on-line". The reservation process is worse as each time travel agencies access
another CRS to check availability, they need to re-type all the travel requirements, slowing down their
operation and causing consumer dissatisfaction. Hence, videotex operated travel agencies under-utilise the
available technology considerably and withhold their efficiency (Vaughan,1995,p.66). Moreover, videotex
technology does not allow a further integration between "front and back offices", and thus, increases
agencies' work load. Therefore the need to replace the Videotex sets with quicker and more reliable PC
terminals is urged in the industry (Vaughan,1995). An initiative, undertaken by Galileo, Thomson and Istel
(called GTI), was launched in the UK in 1992, aiming to replace videotex with PCs in British travel
agencies, in order to provide a faster and more cost effective method of booking holidays (TTG,1992a;
Richardson,1992b,p.40 and 1993b). However, it collapsed in May 1993 as major UK multiple travel
agencies failed to co-operate while competitive issues between tour operators were raised
(Inkpen,1994,p.250-254; Beaver,1993,p.1385). Similarly, another industry organisation, the Travel
Technology Initiative which aims to develop and establish standards for technology in travel by using
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), has achieved less than desired intervention with the tourism industry
electronic connection (Inkpen,1994,p .72).
Inevitably, however, videotex systems would be abandoned in the near future, as travel agencies relying on
them for information and reservations would suffer considerable competitive disadvantages. They would be
unable to access the wide range of information becoming available through the information superhighway
and the GDSs, while their efficiency, and therefore their competitiveness would diminish, jeopardising their
long term prosperity. Despite numerous constraints, holiday packages gradually become available through
GDSs, as on the one hand tour operators gain value by accessing both new and existing markets more
efficiently, and on the other GDSs provide a complete set of services on their existing network
(Moon,1994,p.51). As distribution of leisure products through GDSs makes commercial sense, as examined
in section 3.3.2.4.4.2, it would be inevitable to incorporate holiday packages on GDS platforms. Hence tour
operators may eventually determine once again, the minimum level of technology required for travel agencies
to have access to their products.
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3.3.2.4 Global distribution systems
GDSs are the major drivers of ITs in the tourism industry, as they emerge as the single most important
facilitators of the globalisation of the industry. Since the mid 1980s, ACRSs are gradually transforming
themselves to GDSs, by expanding their geographical coverage globally as well as by integrating both
horizontally and vertically. Gamble (1990c,p.6) suggests that "the product has become the visit, not just the
journey, and the visit sale is captured at the point of reservation". Each particular member of the tourism
distribution channel benefits substantially from GDSs as efficiency, inventory control, instant access or
distribution to accurate information is achieved (Sheldon,1994b,p.127).
SABRE's Collier (1993,p.5) asserts that "GDSs have already matured from their original development as
airline reservation systems to travel distribution supermarkets. To avoid reinventing the wheel, the key will
be in systems integration with global distribution systems and the creation of standards that enable all of our
products to be displayed and purchased by consumers anywhere in the world". Thus, prospective tourists
are increasingly able to acquire information and purchase tourism products for destinations all over the
world, through these global, virtual, mega "electronic travel supermarkets" (Collier,1993,p.5;
Hopper,1990,p.122). As GDSs already connect most major tourism organisations with the global travel
agency network, they lead the global presence and standardisation processes. Therefore, they revolutionise
the tourism distribution channel and change the tourism industry best practices radically.
3.3.2.4.1 Airline computer reservation systems development into global distribution systems
"Airline CRSs have gone beyond mere facilitation of reservations in individual transport modes to become
themselves integrative components in the globalizing tourism infrastructure centering around information"
(Mowlana and Smith,1990,p.318). The geographical expansion was signified by the tendency of major
American ACRSs to launch sister companies in Europe and the Far East, in the mid 1980s, which aimed
to achieve economies of scale from the distribution of international airline reservations and also to improve
the utilisation of ACRSs computing capabilities, software and know-how, acquired in their home market
(Chervenak,1991,p.26). The globalisation of the tourism industry increases worldwide business, and leads
to much greater travel beyond normal patterns (Sloane, 1990,p.7). Go (1992,p.23) identifies four major sets
of conditions, namely, cost, market, government and competitive drivers, as demonstrated in Table 3.8,
which can drive industries towards globalisation. He provides an explanation on how they affect the
globalisation of the tourism industry. Furthermore, Collier (1989,p.87) suggests that ACRSs "are producing
the route to link the needs of the consumer with the products offered by the travel industry on a global scale"
and therefore great synergies are achieved, where globalisation drivers stimulate GDS developments and vice
versa.
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Table 3.8 Contribution of computer reservation systems to tourism and hospitality globalisation drivers
Cost drivers
•	 Increase efficiency
•	 Low communication cost
•	 Facilitator of flexible pricing
Market drivers
•	 Satisfy experienced/sophisticated demand
•	 Flexibility in time of operation
•	 Support specialisation
•	 Provide last minute deals
•	 Demand for accuracy
•	 Support marketing strategies
for frequent flyers/guests
•	 Quick support
•	 Multiple/integrated products
Government and regulatory drivers
•	 Deregulation
•	 Liberalisation
•	 Government supported
Competitive drivers
•	 Managing networks of enterprises
•	 Value added skill building
•	 Flexibility
•	 Knowledge acquisition
•	 Strategic tool
Source: Based on Go,1992,p.23-24.
American ACRSs' geographical expansion policies stimulated the horizontal integration of European CRSs,
as airlines feared for their international competitiveness (Archdale,1991b,p.D.16; Feldman,1987,p.13;
Sloane, 1990,p.7; Bennett,1988,p.16). It was also apparent that ACRSs were inadequate, as access to
overseas fares was restricted (Sloane, 1990,p.7). A failure to agree a common way forward, and especially
the differences on the desired technology, divided European airlines into two new consortiums, namely the
GALILEO and AMADEUS (Truitt, Teye and Farris,1991,p.31). Consequently, they built massive central
computerised systems in England and Germany respectively and interconnected their partners' ACRSs with
these systems (Wheatcroft and Lipman, 1990,p.90). Further, horizontal integration is increasingly achieved
by mergers and strategic alliances, especially between systems from different continents, as illustrated in
Figure 3.3. GDSs aim towards global tourism coverage, while achieving acceptable returns of investment,
on the vast costs required for their development (Chervenak,1991,p.26). Despite, the various forms of bias,
which jeopardise the position of smaller players, the closer operation between various CRSs and GDSs
benefit both customers and the tourism industry, as it improves the interaction between demand and supply.
Moreover, GDSs introduced a high degree of vertical integrated as they facilitated the amalgamation of
tourism products. As a result, a great number of interconnections developed between the readily available
major CRSs, such as airlines, hotel chains, rent a car and entertainment, while basic information on
destinations were incorporated (Sheldon,1994b,p.127; Knowles and Garland,1994,p.11; Truitt Teye and
Farris,1991,p.22). Therefore a wide range of tourism services and enterprises are distributed through GDSs
(Truitt,Teye and Farris, 1991,p.23). The trends for further integration are expected to dominate GDSs'
developments, which are increasingly becoming "technological platforms" for the organisation and
distribution of integrated tourism products (Hopper, 1990,p.124).
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3.3.2.4.2 Similarity between global distribution systems and airline computer reservation systems
As GDSs are ACRSs' successors, they have very similar operational characteristics, economics and problems
with the previous generation. Hence, bias and halo effect problems (section 3.3.2.1.4), as well as the new
regulatory environment are also applicable in GDSs, although the multi-ownership and multi-product nature
of the new GDSs is expected to diminish these problems (Wheatcroft and Lipman,1990,p.97). Moreover,
GDSs have very similar economic benefits with ACRSs. The only difference being that GDSs have the
opportunity to be more profitable, as they promote a wide range of revenue generating additional products.
For example, GALILEO charges accommodation establishments ECU 3.50 per hotel booking, with a
minimum monthly charge of ECU 250 (EC,1991b,p.G7).
As far as technology utilised by the GDSs is concerned, GDSs use an updated version of the technology used
for the ACRS. As a result, they have been dominated by enormous mainframe systems with vast computing
and storage capabilities. These computer centres communicate with local national nodes with a X.25 network
and the communication is basically achieved by cable transmission. In addition, microwave and satellite
transmissions may also be employed. In most cases a PC is used as a terminal which provides adequate
flexibility in switching systems, software applications and operates a user friendly interface.
3.3.2.4.3 Size of the global distribution systems expansion
It is difficult to measure the rapid expansion of GDSs, especially after the proliferation of these systems in
the early 1990s. It is estimated that 95% of the American travel agencies are automated, with 5.3 terminals
per location. Not surprisingly a larger proportion of the business travel agencies (99%) are automated than
leisure ones (91%) (Travel Weekly,1990a,p.114). Beaver (1992,p.15) estimates that 44,000 automated
locations in USA utilise 208,000 terminals. In addition, in 1991, 98% of airline bookings and 50% of hotel
bookings in the USA were made through GDSs, while these figures were increasing rapidly
(EC,1991b,p.8.10). Moreover, Table 3.9 demonstrates the percentage of travel agencies using computer
reservation systems in 1992 in several countries.
Table 3.9 Percentage of travel agencies using a global distribution system in 1992
Heavy users < 	
	 > Low users
Korea 98% Japan 85% Singapore 56% Malaysia 32%
USA 96% Italy 85% Spain 53% Philippines 32%
Australia 91% Hong Kong 65% Taiwan 50% United Kingdom 23%
France 85% Scandinavia 61% Germany 48% Greece 16%
ource: Emmer, Tauck, Wilkinson, Moore,1 	 ,p. 1 and Mc u	 1994,p.57.
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In Europe, the Utell International survey published in May 1991 suggested that there are 19,000 automated
agencies and 51,000 terminals in operation (EC,1991b,p.8.10; Beaver,1992,p.15). These numbers have
increased significantly, to almost 27,000 occupied outlets and 65,000 terminals, as demonstrated in Table
3.10, where the penetration and market shares of GDSs in European travel agencies are demonstrated
according to country and system utilised. The ABTECH (1993) research demonstrated that 32.4% of the
British agencies have access to a GDS, while 20% have dual systems. However, almost all agencies in
France, Germany and the UK, and a fraction in other European countries achieve access to GDSs through
Videotex systems (EC,1991b,p.G.3; Knowles and Garland,1994,p.15).
Regulation and global networking gradually diminish differentiation between the four giant GDSs in terms
of accessing airlines and other tourism suppliers. However, it can be observed that agencies tend to subscribe
to system which supports their national or local carrier. As travel agencies used to utilise national carriers'
terminals to access their CRSs, they feel that they should "upgrade" their system to a GDS, where their
national airline is now distributed (Sloane,1990,p.11). In addition they feel that this system would provide
the most up-to-date prices and tariffs. This new type of "halo effect" explains why the vast majority of
British agencies subscribed to Galileo, while the majority of German, French and Spanish travel agencies
use the rival Amadeus.
The adequacy of a single GDS for travel agencies needs to be examined. As it is suggested that "no airline
is excluded from any CRS" (Anonymous,1990,p.1936) and that SABRE contains information on 650 airlines
(Hopper,1990,p.123) it is unusual that a travel agency may need a second GDS. This is supported by the
fact that most of the industry recognises that there are no longer great differences between the systems (Deng
and Ryan,1992,p.32). However, geography, incentives policy, training offered and the preferred airline
suppliers play the preponderant role in the decision of which GDS to join. Moreover, both coercive and
reward powers are exercised on travel agencies, as several incentives are provided and penalties are applied
by GDS companies for agencies who attempt system conversion; a situation described as the "golden
handcuff" (Warde11,1987a,p .53; Feldman,1987,p .5).
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Only 37% of the USA travel agencies use dual CRSs (Travel Weekly,1990a,p.122). However, this figure
is contradictory with the one suggested by airline business (August 1988) which claims that 93.5% of the
USA travel agencies use only one CRS (McGuffie,1990b,p.29). The major advantages of using two systems
are the security of back up, especially when one system "goes down"; the independency gained when travel
agencies do not rely only on one system; the checking of last minute availability in more carriers; as well
as using the second GDS as a reference tool. Nevertheless, the major disadvantages of running two systems
are the costs and training involved, as well as the coercive cost and penalties. Several reasons for switching
from one CRS to another are quoted, namely, better prices from new vendors (32%); better equipment from
new vendors (28%); new vendor airline more important in agent's city (14%); and prefer personnel
associated with new vendor (11%) (Travel Weekly,1990a,p.121). However, new regulations suggest that
every travel agent has the right to use an unlimited number of CRSs, through the same terminal.
3.3.2.4.4 Global distribution systems and the leisure market
Although initial attempts to incorporate package holidays on GDSs emerge (Moon, 1994,p.48), most CRSs
and GDSs have primarily been serving business travellers (Sheldon, 1992,p.5). These travellers are normally
less flexible in choosing destinations, schedules, purpose of visit and facilities requested, as these are
prerequisites determined by the nature of the business trip. Thus, GDSs often provide services only on
scheduled airlines and hotel chains (Peroni,1991,p.37) while excluding SMTEs, charter airlines and leisure
facilities which are primarily used by leisure travellers (Sheldon,1993a,p.637; Beaver, 1992,p.20). Therefore
the leisure market needs, which usually seeks budget accommodation, entertainment and flexibility are only
marginally satisfied in GDSs. Consequently, the holiday market is currently supported by a limited number
of systems, based on Videotex systems, which are commonly used for the distribution of leisure tourism
products, mainly tourism packages and charter air tickets (Hitchins,1991,p.100; Beaver,1992,p.16). Hence,
GDSs and tourist databases fail to support the needs of the individual leisure traveller.
3.3.2.4.4.1 Inadequacy of services for the leisure market in global distribution systems
There are several reasons for the limited development of leisure products within the major GDSs. Scheduled
airlines and hotel chains, unlike SMTEs, offer highly standardised and easily described products, while they
have well established in-house CRSs which can be linked to interface with the GDSs. Thus, a connection
allows the GDS to access the entire network of routes and hotels of the company (Archdale,1991b,p.D18;
Emmer et a1, 1993,p.84). Strong brand names are easily associated with consumer needs by both outgoing
travel agencies and prospective travellers, which enable an international tourism image communication and
segmentation through GDSs. As 20 top hotel chains own 12,000 properties and 2 million rooms with
constant services and facilities, the business travel market can easily be served by GDSs (Page,1991,p.120).
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In contrast, the structure of the leisure supply has several incompatibilities with GDSs, as the leisure market
is primarily served by SMTEs which tend to offer flexible and non-standardised service products. Therefore
these products can hardly be classified and organised within a GDS accurately (Beaver,1992,p.20). The
independent nature which characterises the SMTEs is also a barrier for their participation in the GDSs, as
it would be more difficult to negotiate, connect on-line, train, collect fees and operate with the vast amount
of independent SMTEs serving the leisure market (Page,1991,p.121). Control over inventory remains firmly
with individual properties, as a great reluctancy to allow freesale through CRSs and GDSs is experienced
(Archdale,1993,p.10; Pringle,1994b,p.505; McGuffie,1994,p.57). Often family run SMTEs are the least
likely to adopt CRSs, as they claim that their properties are too small to justify the use of computers, the
association costs are too high, CRSs cannot represent their hotel adequately, while all systems lack the
personal touch required (Pringle,1994b,p.505). In addition, they tend to be unorganised, with less properly
trained personnel and are often managed by irrational criteria. SMTE entrepreneurs usually mistrust any kind
of assistance offered by development and tourism offices or CRSs (Hansen-Sturm,1991,p.114). The great
geographical dispersion of leisure destinations and the immense contribution of destinations' cultural and
environmental resources to the leisure product, are additional reasons for this inhomogeneity. Moreover,
leisure travellers require a more extensive range of information about destinations and their attractions
(Page,1991,p.118). Thus, it is troublesome for GDSs to collect and update information on destinations and
attractions for all destinations worldwide (Archdale, 1993,p.9). On the transportation side, a very large
percentage of European leisure tourists use charter flights, while GDSs can only offer official (full) rates on
scheduled flights, which price oriented leisure travellers cannot afford.
Finally, most GDSs have only recently transformed themselves from their traditional ACRSs role to
integrated distribution channels (Page,1991,p.115). Hence, saturation in the lucrative business market, as
the majority of business travel agencies have already installed GDS terminals, forces them to concentrate
on the expanding leisure market, and especially on the independent travellers, in order to achieve economies
of scale and better profitability (Page, 1991,p.117; Sussmann,1992,p.209; Oliver,1991,p.128;
Archdale,1991b,p.D.17; Knowles and Garland, 1994.,p.9).
3.3.2.4.4.2 Global distribution systems towards leisure markets
Despite the hitherto moderate development of leisure products in GDSs, mainly due to the immaturity of the
GDSs, lack of standardisation in the distribution practices, constraints on systems' architecture and
commercial inconsistencies (Archdale,1993,p.10 and 1991a,p.164; flames, 1991), it is increasingly apparent
that GDSs are driven towards the leisure market in order to utilise effectively their extensive computing and
distribution capabilities (Page, 1991; Oliver, 1991; Sussmann,1992,p.210). Archdale (1991b,p.D.16 and
1993,p.8) suggests that the GDSs had to move in this direction in order to be able to survive and meet their
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financial targets. Consequently, SABRE announced its Leisure-SABRE product in response to market
demands in the leisure segment (Oliver,1991,p.124):
• new demand for automation solutions;
• huge quantities of product information which become obsolete, expensive and difficult to manage;
• leisure travellers manifesting a growing interest in product availability, price and quality, while
demanding neutral, complete and up-to-date information;
• wide diversity of holidays and specialist brands, and branding style segmentation;
• increasing need for electronic distribution;
• mixed travel agencies (leisure and business) due to consolidation and concentration;
• travel agencies seeking a single CRS provider;
• unavailability of automated distribution systems in the leisure market on a global basis.
SABRE offers a destination information module which enables travel agencies to select "destinations" in the
SABRE-Leisure main menu and automatically switch to dedicated destination information and databases
(Oliver,1991,p.127; Wayne,1991,p.188). In addition, multimedia technology enables GDSs to provide
images from tourism products, such as the SABRE-VISION and Worldspan's IRIS, in order to assist the
selling process of travel agencies (Richards,1995,p.16; Archdale,1993,p.8; Richardson,1992b,p.38;
Rochester and Douglas,1991,p.1). It also demonstrates that, in parallel with the revolution of the electronic
superhighway capabilities, GDSs are becoming more capable of delivering multimedia tourism information
for prospective tourists and thus, to develop electronic brochures. Currently, GDSs provide links for
videotex terminal users, which enable their subscribers to access videotex networks by offering special links
and interfaces, such as the Galileo-LeisureLink, Amadeus, LeisurePro, WORLDSPAN's View and World
Dial Link, SABRE's SabreText and TourLink (Hyde,1992a,p.22; Richardson,1992b,p.36, 1993c,p.36 and
1994b,p.57). As a result GDS users have access to all package holidays and seat only products distributed
through the Videotex networks, while videotex users can perform basic functions in GDSs. However, it is
recognised that travel agencies need to switch from their Videotex sets to PC terminals in order to gain from
new services becoming available and to maintain their competitiveness (Vaughan, 1995). This move will offer
a better compatibility between the various systems and will increase the spread and flexibility of the
networks. The GTI initiative, driven by the GALILEO, Thomson and AT&T-Istel, aimed to create a PC
based reservation environment in travel agencies and thus to replace the existing Videotex systems
(TTG,1992a; Richardson,1992b,p.40, and 1993b), However, despite its ambitious launch, the initiative failed
to deliver its promised targets due to resistance from retailers and competition between participating tour
operators (Inkpen,1994,p.250-254; Beaver,1993,p.1385; Vaughan,1995,p.66).
3.3.2.4.5 The future for the global distribution systems industry
It is difficult to identify the future trends for GDSs, not only because of the unforeseeable character of the
ITs developments, but also due to the immaturity, as well as the extremely antagonistic and competitive
characteristics of the GDS markets. However, Collier (1989,p.87) suggests that GDSs would provide the
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route to link consumer needs with products offered in the global tourism industry. As a result, GDSs are
emerging as the backbone of the tourism industry, as they have established a certain degree of global
standardisation in a widely accessible electronic tourism distribution channel. Hence, "GDSs facilitate
improvement quality and delivery of diverse travel and tourism products and services in a more expanded
global tourism marketplaces" (Truitt, Teye, Farris,1991,p.33; Sheldon,1993a,p.637; Feldman,1987,p.12).
Their strategic implications are, therefore crucial for each tourism enterprise's competitiveness in the global
tourism industry. The "power of today's GDS is embodied not so much in their "high tech" as in their
dominance as information tools to manage companies and industry sectors in the information era when
information is the critical economic resources" (Mowlana and Smith,1990,p.319). This dominant position
carries both opportunity and threats for all tourism distribution channel members, while it argues for further
study of the potential implications.
It is also increasingly clear, that GDSs are becoming businesses of their own (Pelletier,1993,p.3; Wheatcroft
and Lipman,1990,p .97; Hopper,1990,p.122). Hence, a new industry has emerged which regards GDSs as
independent distribution channels, rather than sales departments of the participating enterprises. This trend
is underlined by several factors, namely:
• government and international regulations which prevent preferable treatment to vendors;
• complexity of GDSs' development and operation;
• diversification of the offered services;
• multi-ownership by a wide range of organisations including transportation,
accommodation, travel trade and telecommunication service providers;
• GDSs' gradual separation from the original ACRS;
• increasing co-operation with other tourism distribution channel members, such as tour operators;
• the attraction of independent companies which develop peripheral databases.
In particular, the EC regulation (BC, 1993e) insisting that all airline-owned GDSs trading in Europe operate
as separate companies from their shareholders, forces this trend even further, as SABRE was obliged to
separate its reservation facilities from the American Airline booking system (Kapur,1995). Consequently,
GDSs change their nature from strategic tools for vendor airlines and accommodation corporations, and
gradually become communication networks and virtual "electronic travel supermarket" (Collier,1993,p.5;
Pelletier, 1993,p.3). Despite plenty of criticism for the opposite, Hopper (1990,p.122) suggests that "SABRE
is neither a proprietary competitive weapon for American Airlines nor a general distribution system for the
airline industry. It is an electronic travel supermarket, a computerised middleman linking suppliers of travel
and related services (including Broadway shows, packaged tours, currency rates) to retailers, i.e. travel
agents, and directly to customers such as corporate travel departments".
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Moreover, a greater integration between "front and back offices" is introduced by GDSs, as they increasingly
develop software to support interactivity for participants' operations (Bennett and Radburn,1991,p.47). As
a result, greater efficiency is expected throughout the tourism industry, while comprehensive market
intelligence data would become available through the centralised booking systems. A greater inter-
connectivity between all tourism computerised systems is also expected, as GDSs are becoming the main
platforms for interrelations between ACRSs, HCRSs, TCRSs, and DMSs. This trend is stimulated by the
emergence of switching companies which act as an interface between systems (Sheldon,1994b,p.127;
Archdale, 1993,p.6), as well as the existing interrelation of GDSs with ACRSs, as it is suggested that each
GDS has access to almost all available airlines worldwide (Anonymous,1990,p.1936; Brown and
Desmond,1991,p.47). SABRE users for example, can access 650 airlines (Hopper,1990,p.123) and
GALILEO lists 450 carriers, while GALILEO's airlines participate in the AMADEUS GDS and vice versa
(House of Commons,1988b,p.37). Hence, any GDS can meet the needs of the majority of users (Deng and
Ryan,1992,p.35). Furthermore, GDSs already co-operate closely with HCRSs, as well as hotel marketing
organisations such as Utell, which are usually represented in all major GDSs (Enuner, et a1,1993;
Beaver,1992,p.18). GDSs are also beginning to develop leisure products, which are planned to co-operate
with destination-oriented systems (Sheldon,1994b,p.126; Oliver,1991,p.128; Wayne, 1991,p.188). Collier
(1989,p.88) proposes that GDSs are the travel directory of tomorrow, but they also offer a reservation and
packaging facility. The inevitable development of multimedia distribution through GDSs will eventually
enable GDSs to provide images and interactive videos of tourism products and destinations, and deliver
electronic brochures through GDSs. Therefore GDSs are gradually becoming the international standard
distribution system, or the electronic hypermarket, for tourism industry partners worldwide, where the travel
trade will be able to identify and purchase any desirable tourism products. This is facilitated by the already
established advanced GDS electronic marketplace which provides a strong distribution channel between
suppliers and travel trade (Sheldon,1993a,p.637).
However, it is suggested that only two or three of the major ten GDSs will survive the fierce competition
and therefore further concentration and integration is expected in the GDS industry worldwide
(Sheldon,1994b,p.126; Archdale, 1993,p.4; Wheatcroft and Lipman, 1990,p.94). However, it is already clear
that four systems, namely Galileo, Amadeus, Sabre and Worldspan, dominate the global market
(McGuffie,1994,p.61), while it is suggested that since GDSs are more or less connected with every tourism
supplier, ie airlines and hotel chains, they offer very similar services, and therefore only few will be able
to survive in the long term (Page,1991,p.116; Sloane,1990,p.15; Anonymous,1990,p.1936;
Pelletier, 1993,p.3). Core GDSs are expected to be based on a network of smaller, regional and specialised
systems which will be integrated within the core systems.
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Moreover, reliable and realistic pricing is another trend which is expected to be forced in the GDS industry.
As deregulation and freedom of movement and trading are progressing within the European Union and
worldwide, it is expected that GDSs will be able to display realistic prices, rather than displaying only
official (full) rates, as their common practice (McGuffie,1994,p.66). Pressures from travel agencies, who
currently utilise GDSs to construct an itinerary and then, may purchase it individually from other distribution
channels, such as consolidators, also force towards this direction. Consequently, GDSs are expected to
satisfy the demand for realistic price listing and to enhance their contribution to the distribution efficiency
within the tourism industry (Deng and Ryan,1992,p.35).
GDSs increasingly offer both leisure and business products, as most major GDSs have already announced
(Page, 1991; Oliver, 1991; Haines, 1991) and to a certain extent implemented, by introducing leisure products,
such as theatre tickets, holiday packages and leisure destinations. In addition, the development of destination
systems, as examined in the next paragraph, facilitates the leisure product distribution and hopefully it will
enable the integration of SMTEs and the numerous tourist destinations on a global distribution network
(Sheldon,1994b,p.126). Consolidations and mergers between business and leisure travel agencies stimulate
the integrated distribution of the entire range of tourism products through one terminal (Oliver,1991,p.125).
The increased usage of scheduled airlines for leisure purposes, as opposed to charters, also contributes to
this trend (Wheatcroft and Lipman,1990,p.141). Hence, GDSs are not only forced by the market to present
a wider variety of leisure products, especially for independent travellers, but also need to move towards this
market for expansion, as the business one seems to come to a saturation point (Page,1991,p.117;
Haines, 1991; Sussmann,1992,p.209; Archdale, 1993,p.8; Knowles and Garland, 1994,p .9). Travel agencies
already forecast that they will use GDSs more intensively for holiday planning in order to satisfy the need
for specific client-tailored packages (Evans,1994,p.31; Deng and Ryan,1992,p.28). Economies of scale and
scope as well as optimisation usage of the computerised systems lead this trend (Archdale,1991b,p.D.17).
Eventually, GDSs may be utilised for package holiday distribution, as an attempt to employ their
infrastructure to deliver diversified services to broader markets (Moon, 1994).
In addition, GDSs can take advantage of the newly available technology offered in the "information
superhighway", and thus, increase their efficiency and reduce costs for all participants and users. Distributed
multimedia technologies, through GDS, would also provide a powerful selling tool for the industry, while
they would contribute significantly to the training of travel consultants globally. In addition, user friendliness
of the GDSs is also expected to be improved, despite GDSs' concern that an easily operated system will
make them easily replaceable. Massive changes in future shopping are emerging through these technologies
(Schofield,1995; Rushbrook,1995), and as a result, GDSs or third party providers are expected to offer
innovative interfaces for direct communication with consumers, which would boost the visibility of the
tourism industry as well as home travel shopping (Hoffman,1994, and 1995; Hawkins and Schuchter,1995;
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Hospitality,1995,p.10). Successful introduction of GDSs' services (such as the EasySabre on Compuserve)
highlight this trend (Truitt, Teye and Farris,1991,p.35; Knowles and Garland,1994,p.7;
Sheldon,1994b,p.126).
Finally, the bias problems towards vendors products are expected to reduce gradually, due to the regulatory
framework internationally (EC,1993e; Kapur,1995). Although there is evidence that GDSs are not yet
impartial (Anonymous,1990,p.1936; Pelletier, 1993,p.3), the emerging multi-owned and multi-product
character of these systems; the separation of GDSs administration from owners organisation; the emerging
of GDSs as "strategic business units" in their own right; and the concern from the public and the travel trade
are factors which are expected to force them towards this direction. Therefore GDSs will eventually become
unbiased tools for the tourism industry and will offer invaluable services to customers (Wheatcroft and
Lipman,1990,p.97). Inevitably, GDSs are becoming the backbone of the tourism industry, which need to
attract the full attention of all the actors in the industry. As Truitt, Teye and Farris (1991,p.36) suggest "one
can only hope that the potential for the integration of travel products via CRSs will lead to a more rational
channel of distribution in the tourism industry".
3.3.2.5 Destination management systems
One of the latest developments of ITs' applications in the tourism industry has been the proliferation of
destination-oriented CRSs. Destinations are increasingly recognised as "the raison d'etre for tourism; it is
the reason for travelling, and the attractions at the destination generate the visit", (Cooper,1993a,p.77).
Moreover, it is acknowledged that an amalgam of products, facilities and services at the destination level
comprise the total tourism product. A destination can be a specific resort, a region or a country, depending
on consumers' itinerary and perception. DMSs "combine a radically improved and rapidly evolving
methodology [computing] with new or better communications [telecommunication networks] in order to
satisfy a growing private sector market [tourism]" (Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992,p.20), while it is estimated
that 200 destination-oriented systems of various kinds emerged in the early 1990s (p.12).
Destination-oriented systems are often referred to in the literature as destination management systems
(DMSs) (Haines,1991,p.180; Sussmann,1992,p.209; Vlitos-Rowe,1992); destination marketing systems
(Wayne,1992,p.72; Haines,1993,p.1 and 1994,p.51); destination information systems (Sheldon,1993a,p.639
and 1993b,p.8; Andereck,1992); or destination databases (Haines,1993,p.1; Sussmann,1992,p.209;
Peroni,1991,p.41; Yee, 1992; Jones,1992; Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992), yet there is no well-established
DMS definition. A DMS is "in its simplest form, a collection of information, probably computerised and
interactively accessible, about a destination" (Sussmann,1992,p.211). Vlitos-Rowe (1992,p.86) quotes
Haines' definition: "A new breed of information technology that attempts to combine information and
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reservation by using artificial intelligence to link the two and, at the same time, derive a powerful marketing
database with detailed customer preferences. These systems combine destinations information and produce
databases with enquiries or client databases and offer a combined information retrieval and reservation
capability" (Haines,1991,p.180, 1992, 1993 and 1994,p.51; Jones,1993). Haines (1994,p.51) emphasises
the interdependence between the information and reservation functions while he suggests that a DMS is
constituted by a product database; client database; marketing facilities; information retrieval; reservations;
and distribution. Furthermore, Vlitos-Rowe (1992,p.86) suggests that DMSs are "intended to provide
complete and up to date information on a particular destination. This complete data ensures that smaller
establishments, as opposed to international hotel chains and other land services associated with travel are
included".
3.3.2.5.1 Destination management system drivers - Smaller and leisure tourism enterprises
DMSs emerged as a response to some major tourism demand and supply drivers. From the tourism demand
point of view, DMSs address the new 4Ss of the tourism demand, ie sophistication-specialisation-
segmentation-satisfaction, by providing consumers with a comprehensive amalgam of tourism services and
facilities offered by different enterprises at the destination level. Thus, DMSs attempt to provide a flexible,
tailor-made, specialised and integrated tourism product - the personalised destination experience - in order
to enhance the total tourist satisfaction.
The supply side recognised that ITs provide new opportunities for tourism organisations and shift the
paradigm in tourism distribution. In addition, it was realised that the vast majority of CRSs and GDSs fail
to address the leisure markets; provide little information on destinations' attractions and amenities; and
jeopardise the competitiveness of SMTEs. Hitherto, CRSs and GDSs have targeted the business traveller
market and consequently, incorporate exclusively scheduled airlines, hotel chains and multinational car rental
firms, charging inaffordable entry and transaction fees for smaller partners (Peroni,1991,p.37; Hansen-
Sturm, 1991,p.101; Archdale, 1993,p.5; Sheldon,1993a,p.637). Product standardisation and existence of
internal CRSs enabled these firms' incorporation within the major GDSs (Archdale,1991b,p.18 and
1992a,p.21-25). However, the domination of SMTEs in most tourism destinations makes DMSs very
complicated system of interrelations. As every single SMTE has its own organisational structure and
procedures, handling capacity centrally is much more difficult, when compared with airlines' or hotel chains'
inventories (Beaver,1992,p.20; Pringle,1994b,p.505; Morrison,1994a,p.20 and 1994b,p.27;
Page,1991,p.121; Hansen-Sturm,1991,p.114; Archdale, 1993,p.9 and 1991a,p.164). Hurst (1992,p.47)
explains that "small hotels (less than 20 rooms) create more problems than sales in a network, and the
investment needed to promote small lodging units are not repaid with appropriate rewards". Thus, both the
growing independent leisure markets and SMTEs are inadequately served and suffer from isolation
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(Buhalis,1993,p.369; Carter,1994,p.4). However, Page (1993,p.3) proposes that "to function in the
knowledge economy, small businesses need straight forward access to information-market intelligence as well
as databases of market opportunities, prospective customers and clients, supplies, possible distributors, agents
and partners".
As illustrated in section 3.4, SMTEs are often lost in a competitive and complicated "CRS jungle", where
every system is marketed as a panacea to their distribution and marketing problems. However, SMTEs
cannot afford the expenses required to join any of these systems (Archdale,1993,p.14), while lack of
computer literacy, in combination with little understanding of the potential use of these networks "places
SMTEs at a severe disadvantage, effectively barring them from the main stream of business" (Cooper and
Buhalis,1992,p .104; Buhalis,1993,p .367 and 1994,p .263; Morrison, 1994a and 1994b; Sheldon,1993a,p .638;
Carter, 1994,p.4; Archdale, 1988,p.23 and 1992b). Moreover, the Economist Intelligence Unit (1992,p.67)
warns that "while the independent property paradoxically may continue to offer the levels of personal
services, they may at the same time find it much more difficult to remain in contact with their markets. If
it becomes increasingly normal to use computerised systems to reserve and even pay for hotel space, there
is the possibility that the small properties will be left out in the cold". Small and independent hotels need
to enhance their distribution channels without losing their distinct character and their ability to provide
uniquely delivered services. Perhaps Go and Welch (1991,p.122) express this risk clearly: "Romantic,
distinctive and charming as the private country hotel may be in almost any country in Europe, all that will
count for little if there are no customers. All hotels must ensure that they are put before their market in the
most effective way".
As on the one hand, the vast network of family run properties in Europe need to ensure their presence in
the GDSs (Go and Welch,1991,p.5) and on the other hand, they cannot afford to have individual
membership, DMSs stand as an opportunity for SMTEs to initiate the desperately needed co-operation. As
a result, the WTO (1988,p.48) identified that "a promising area of new technologies use relates to the
establishment of reservation networks linking small hotels at national and even regional levels, to the tourism
databases operated by airlines and travel agents in developed countries". In this sense, several destinations
initiated a slow process of developing destination oriented information and reservation systems for the local
tourism enterprises and attractions. Thus, Hurst (1992,p.47) proposes that "we must focus on creating a
system which meets the needs of a whole accommodation industry both for the lesser known locations, the
small to medium sized properties catering to the leisure market, as well as city centre hotels catering to the
business traveller. It is these properties, more so in some ways than the large business city centre hotels
already well served by the CRSs, which require the support of a destination database system".
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Consequently, the DMS concept was conceived in the early 1990s, to promote SMTEs' visibility and
accessibility by their target markets and tourism distribution channel partners, through destinations'
information centres, self service kiosks and eventually, through widely distributed networks such as GDSs.
DMSs also attempt to provide SMTEs with similar benefits to the ones offered by HCRSs and ACRSs to
their vendors (Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.86; Carter,1994,p.4; Crombie,1992,p.51), and also to facilitate the
marketing and inventory control of destinations as a single entity (Buhalis,1990,p.111-165 and 1991,p.102-
106). In addition, they contribute to the destination multi-integration benefits, as described in section 3.2.3,
which lead to an integrated tourism destination development and operation. The ultimate tasks would be the
maximisation of return on investment, for both private and public sectors; achievement of diagonal
integration; and magnification of tourism multipliers (Poon,1988a,p.1; Buhalis,1991,p.98;
Moutinho,1990,p.104). As a consequence, DMSs can be utilised as a strategic tool for the long term
prosperity of local enterprises and the population (Buhalis,1993 and 1994).
DMSs score heavily over CRSs and GDSs, for remote, insular and less developed destinations which attract
a large number of independent tourists (Wayne,1992,p.72). In addition, a destination "which has a
preponderance of inclusive tour visitors will have a highly structured and possibly very vulnerable
distribution chain. While this type of arrangement can produce high visitor volumes the ability of a
destination to price its accommodation at the most advantageous prices will be extremely limited by the
purchasing wielded by the tour operators serving the destination" (Archdale,Stanton and Jones,1992,p.22).
Hence, DMSs can be utilised for the promotion and distribution of local facilities as well as for readdressing
the issue of power allocation within the tourism distribution channel. Therefore this thesis regards DMSs
as a complementary distribution channel and strategic tool to re-establish equity in the distribution of power
and profit margins, between members of the tourism distribution channel and also to enable the host
population to maximise the positive tourism impacts at their destination.
The majority of the DMS developments have been led by public tourist organisations (PT0s). Public tourist
organisations are traditionally involved in destinations' information provision and marketing by mass media
advertising; provision of free advisory service for consumers and the travel trade; brochures, leaflets and
guides production and distribution both at destinations and at the places of origin of the tourists; and finally
they have the strategic responsibility of the entire destination (Sheldon, 1992,p.7 and 1993a,p.635;
Vigo, 1991; Archdale,1993,p.7, 1991a,p.166, 1992c and 1992a,p.D.24; Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992,p.18).
DMSs facilitate this function by administrating a wide range of requests and by providing information to an
ever increasing tourism supply, in an efficient and appropriate way (Wayne,1991,p.189). Thus, "information
technology provides a way to improve the accessibility of, and the quantity and quality of information on
the destination's facilities. It also presents travellers with options in minimising their search costs"
(Sheldon, 1992,p.8).
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Moreover, they take advantage of the database marketing techniques, in order to identify and target
profitable market niches, by tailoring market driven products for particular customers (Jones,1993,p.10).
However, the majority of public tourism organisations' projects have exclusively supported the information
only side, excluding the most important part of the transaction, the sale-reservation (Wayne, 1992,p.70;
Sussmann,1994,p.290). Haines (1993,p.2) suggests that "it is generally accepted that the consumer is looking
for more than just information when he contacts a tourist board. Inevitably, his ultimate aim is to make a
booking and those destinations that provide the specific information required and make the booking process
easier will be the winners". Thus, Carter (1994-,p.4-) claims that public tourism organisations have a key
role to play as a consolidator of the destination product", while Archdale (1988,p.23) suggests that if public
tourism organisations fail to distribute destinations' products electronically they will lose market share
towards other destinations which will do, and vice versa. Apart from public tourism organisations, various
other destination collaborative organisations, such as Regional Hotel Associations, tourism enterprise
associations, local authorities, attempt to originate DMSs. In addition, several information and
telecommunication companies, airlines, railways and independent tourism enterprises have lately become
involved in the development and operation of DMSs.
3.3.2.5.2 Destination management systems typologies
Several DMS case studies are described in publications (Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992; Buhalis,1993;
Vlitos-Rowe,1992; Sheldon, 1993a; Archdale, 199 la; Hansen-Sturm, 1991; Beaver, 1992; Vogel, 1991; Batle
and Serra,1992; Sussmann,1992; Yee, 1992), while a summary is provided in Appendix D. There are some
major patterns in these systems, which can be divided into several categories according to:
• Services they provide: Information-only offering only information for certain products; reservation
only, where only availability can be checked and reservations can be made; Information and
reservations, where both the above functions are available; and finally, integrated systems which
facilitate an integrated role of information technology requirements for both tourism supply and
demand (see DICIRMS description below).
• Sector they serve: hospitality systems which undertake hotel reservations only; transportation only
systems which provide timetables, availability, fares and ticketing for either aeroplanes, ferries, trains
or coaches; attraction systems offering information and ticketing facilities for specific attractions in
a certain area; and finally, integrated systems which offer the opportunity to retrieve information and
make reservations in all services which can possibly be used by tourists at the destination.
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• Vendor of system: systems developed by (or under the support of) the public sector dominated the
existing systems; however, private enterprises have been set up as well; while co-operation between
public, private sectors and local professional associations is another form of development.
• Automation and technology utilised: semi-manual systems utilise traditional ITs such as telephones, telex,
fax; while computerised networks provide the opportunity for on-line response to any requests. These
networks can utilise simple text or multimedia interface, enabling users to retrieve a range of texts,
music, video, computer animation, photographs, maps etc.
Most existing or planned systems can be classified into one or a combination of the above types of DMSs.
Operational or planned systems, however, are not comprehensive enough to support multi-integrated
presentation or to allow interactive communication with the tourism industry. Hence, the concept of a
DICIRMS, which essentially is an ideal and very comprehensive DMS, emerges to facilitate total tourism
destination management.
3.3.2.5.3 The ideal DMS: A Destination Integrated Computerised Information Reservation Management
System (DICIRMS) and major functions for tourism supply and demand management
The DMS concept can be taken a step forward to destination integrated computerised information reservation
management systems (DICIRMSs), by proposing a very wide range of services and functions, aiming to
provide a better service for both tourism enterprises and consumers (Buhalis, 1993, 1994 and 1995). Acting
at a Destination or regional level, these systems should incorporate and co-ordinate the entire range and
population of tourism providers at the destination level (Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.88). Both individual products,
such as hotels, restaurants, transportation, entertainment and "packages" created by principals, travel
agencies, tour operators and other companies should be displayed. Failure to do so would remove the
completeness of the system and would jeopardise the confidence that the system is comprehensive and can
provide the "best available deal" (Buhalis,1993,p.375; Haines,1991,p.180; Peroni,1991,p.49). Moreover,
the system should be multi-Integrated, ie utilises the entire range of available ITs to co-ordinate local
SMTEs and integrates with the local economy (as analysed in section 3.2.3). Although several DMSs are
not computerised, it is suggested that full benefits can only be gained when the system is utilising latest ITs.
Computerisation and networking of the entire population of enterprises at the destination would be essential
for establishing an on-line network. The consistent reduction in ITs cost makes basic equipment affordable
even to tiny organisations (Chervenak,1993,p.114). Thus, SMTEs' disadvantages are reduced, unless they
choose to ignore these developments.
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Information provision is an integral part of DICIRMSs as they need to provide information about
everything in relation to a destination (Buhalis,1990,p.153, and 1993,p.357; Peroni,1991,p.45;
Haines,1991,p.180). Information for any destination can be classified in a 5A framework:
Amenities-Accessibility-Attractions- Activities-Ancillary Services. Reservations and purchasing of tourism
products should also be encouraged. Haines (1993,p.2) suggests that the ultimate aim of tourists who contact
a fourism information centre is to make a booking, and therefore destinations which facilitate this process
will gain higher visitation. It is vital, therefore that all required tourism products display their up-dated
availability and price, and can be purchased via the system. Tourists could either use self-service kiosks
and/or home computers to make reservations, whilst they should also be able to make reservations through
connected booking or travel agencies. Reservations should be guaranteed against an adequate deposit and
a cancellation policy should clarify the obligations of both, tourists and suppliers. Provision of instant
confirmation and easiness of payment are essential (Haines,1991,p.181). When no agencies are involved.
a fraction of their normal commission could be passed to individual customers, as a special discount.
The system should also have a comprehensive supply and demand Management function for both SMTEs
and destinations. Destination wise, the maximisation of tourists' facilities usage and the increase of tourists'
expenditure per capita are of great importance for the local economy, since they influence public and private
sector income, employment, multiplier effects and foreign currency benefits. Hence, DICIRMSs can be
utilised in order to promote the destination; announce specific events; make tourists aware of attractions,
activities, local festivities; and stimulate their spending in order to maximise the tourism activity economic
benefits.
On the supply management side, perhaps the most significant impact of DICIRMSs on the private sector is
the efficient management of SMTEs' inventory and the opportunity they provide for innovative marketing
(Crombie,1992,p.51). As the most important objective of every tourist enterprise is to maximise occupancy
and average expenditure, DICIRMSs can help by providing a comprehensive and up-to-date availability plan
as well as by rationalising the pricing process. Yield management can be utilised, while database marketing
techniques, such as advanced segmentation, direct mail, guest histories and frequent customer promotion can
provide a marketing tool as well as increase the revenue of SMTEs and the economic impacts of tourism on
destinations (Jones, 1993 and 1992; Haines,1994,p.52). The development of an alternative distribution
channel effectively reduces the oligopsonio and buying power of tour operators, while offering fair profit
margins for SMTEs. The latter point is made consistently by researchers in the Mediterranean destinations
(Aegean Islands:Buhalis,1991,p.104, and 1990,p.165; Ballearic Islands: Batle and Serra,1992,p.2). The
promotion of off-season attractions through DICIRMS, combined with sensible pricing, can stimulate demand
for the "low season", and thus, increase the profitability of SMTEs (Buhalis,1993,p.374).
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In addition, the system should provide managerial assistance for SMTEs' functions by incorporating various
databases or networks which could assist entrepreneurs. Purchasing networks, for example, where data for
raw material suppliers and on-line purchasing system is facilitated, enables direct and efficient access to
suppliers. In addition, a DICIRMS can provide the essential network for telebanking, and thus, can reduce
transaction time as well as provide flexible banking hours. Moreover, a DICIRMS can provide essential
software (Sheldon,1993a,p.647), while it can facilitate the centralisation of several SMTEs' functions such
as accounting, marketing and recruitment to external contractors, who would develop expertise in the needs
of these enterprises and split the cost between subscribed members. Tele-consulting can also be facilitated,
where SMTEs place an enquiry for a remote specialist consultant, who would provide an appropriate answer
rapidly through the system. The benefit of providing on-line management expertise in order to facilitate
several functions of geographically remote SMTEs at an affordable cost is tremendous, especially for insular
destinations such as the Aegean Archipelagos. Finally, efficient distribution of a wide range of information,
such as tourist statistics, new legislations, incentive policies, grant opportunities and special requests for
co-operation would be enormously helpful (Buhalis,1991,p.103 and 1994,p.266; Ebner,1994,p.38;
Starry,1995). These business services can enhance the management expertise of SMTEs, as well as reduce
telecommunications' costs, entrepreneurs' need to travel, and the unproductive time spent. As most of these
services can attract public or European Union funding, through peripheral support subsidies, the cost for
SMTEs can be minimal.
Equally important, destinations should inspire tourists' sensible behaviour and stimulate exchange of
socio-cultural experiences, by managing tourism demand. DICIRMSs can diffuse information on the host
society, culture, history, customs, codes of behaviour or dressing and on everything that would bring the
host community and tourists towards a closer relationship and mutual understanding. Furthermore,
destination management techniques can be introduced through a DICIRMS. Visitor management techniques
could be incorporated and a proper distribution of tourists within the destination should be attempted.
Warnings of overbookings, overcrowded areas, sold out facilities, events or attractions, as well as traffic
jams should be displayed on the system. Alternative routes or services can then be proposed by the system,
in order to avoid customers' dissatisfaction and the destination's deterioration.
Destination information is a vital element of the consumer decision making process, while it is a critical
component of the marketing mix of destinations (Sheldon,1993a,p.634; Andereck,1992; Fesermaier and
Vogt,1993; Gilbert,1991; Gooda11,1988b and 1991; Capella and Greco,1987; Snepenger et a1,1990;
Crotts,1992; Gitelson and Crompton,1983; Barff,1982; Bodur and Yavas,1988; Kent,1991; Mazanec,1989;
Tierney, 1993; Manfredo,1989; Chon,1990 and 1991; Woodside and Lysonski,1989; Moutinho,1978;
Perdue, 1985).
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Murray (1991,p.10) suggests that "the greater the degree of perceived risk in a pre-purchased context, the
greater the consumer propensity to seek information about the product". This is particularly the case for
"destination naive tourists" and especially for infamous or new resorts, where little public knowledge exists
(Snepenger et a1,1990,p.13; Bauer, 1995). Moreover, individuals seek travel information in order to make
judgments regarding the possible pay-offs of a product purchase, given perceived risks as well as the
intangibility of the tourism product, by getting more information on aesthetic affective and imaginative
aspects of the product. In addition, tourists use information in order to facilitate their travel planning and
maximise their experience "efficiency" while at a destination (Fesenmaier, Vogt and Mackay, 1992). Thus,
Stanton (1992,p.34) suggests that "current market trends such as increasing volatility, fragmentation and
customer sophistication, imply an ever increasing need for destination database developments to take place
in order to properly meet customer demands and preferences".
In the current hectic business environment consumers tend to be equally time and cost conscious, and thus,
consumers want better returns on the time they spend as well as better value for money. As the market for
shorter but more frequent holidays is growing rapidly, consumers will consistently need more flexibility and
last-minute arrangements. This trend would require a vast amount of information to be instantly accessible
as well as an opportunity to check availability and make reservations from one point of sale. Convenient
payment methods through global financial institutions such as credit cards and corporations would be basic
prerequisites for purchasing any product. Of course, a "user-adoring" interface (rather than only friendly)
would need to be in place. Vogel (1991,p.134) asserts that there is a great demand for "easy access to
transparent and easy to compare information on a wide variety of choices of destinations, holiday packages,
travel, lodging and leisure services, the actual prices and availability of such services. Customers also want
immediate confirmation and speedy documentation of their reservations".
Therefore DICIRMSs emerge as the ideal tool for information provision to
new/sophisticated/experienced/demanding tourists who travel independently and require more information
in their decision making as well as during their trip. The data should be displayed in a flexible way, where
users can set their priorities and preferences for their specific needs, while users with different expertise
should be able to customise the system to their pace. In order to acquire consumers' confidence the data
should be up-to-date, unbiased, precise, complete and accurate while they need to offer the "best available
deal" for the consumer. Furthermore, expert systems technology can be incorporated in order to propose
specialised tourist product bundles, based on key parameters or preferences determined by the user, or
his/her past consumer behaviour (Buhalis,1993,p.376 and 1990,p.162; Crouch, 1991). Users can be provided
with a printed copy of all relevant information and material they need for their trip.
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Once at the destination, consumers can utilise DICIRMSs' computing facilities for other purposes, such as
communication and files transfer with their working environment, forwarded electronic mail address,
teleworking and accessing electronic home newspapers. In addition in the post experience period DICIRMSs
can be utilised for consumer satisfaction questionnaires, follow up marketing, as well as electronic bulletin
boards discussing issues and experiences about the destination.
Finally, DICIRMSs emerge as a total System of wealth creation and value chain, which facilitate both the
competitiveness and sustainable development of destinations and SMTEs, while significantly enhance
consumers' experience (Buhalis,1993,p.371). In addition, DICIRMSs support long term prosperity of the
host population, by capitalising on multi-integration as examined in section 3.2.3.
3.3.2.5.4 DICIRMSs' development and operation considerations
Experiences from DMS developments suggest that several considerations should be undertaken, to ensure
that DICIRMSs can achieve their strategic objectives. Hence, some major development and operational issues
for their content, organisation, distribution and economics are examined thoroughly.
3.3.2.5.4.1 Contents and major functions
From the above analysis it is apparent that all destinations' site and event tourism attractions, available
facilities and amenities, as well as the accessibility options to and within a destination should be listed
(Buhalis,1990,p.115). Firstly a comprehensive range of information and photographs about local site and
event attractions should be displayed, demonstrating landscapes and beaches, historical and cultural
attractions. In addition, all events taking place at the destination need to be included in the system where the
timetable, location and relevant information should be presented. Users should also be able to reserve and
buy their entrance ticket through the system. DICIRMSs have also to register and promote all types of
facilities offered at a destination. Hotels should present their amenities, availability and rates, while several
pictures of rooms and facilities, such as conference/business centres, restaurants, night clubs, cinema,
theatres, sport centres, marinas, rented vehicles should also be displayed. All types of available
transportation, scheduled and charter, public and private, as well as their timetables, connections, cost and
availability should be presented by DICIRMSs. Multimedia technology can be utilised in order to produce
an integrated presentation by using images, pictures, sound, video and maps (Haines,1991,p.182;
Sussmann,1994,p.292). Both consumers and travel trade should be able to reserve and buy all their
transportation and other tourism products through the system, while an instant confirmation and an easy
payment method should be ensured (1-laines,1991,p.181).
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Quality control on the information kept in the system is of paramount importance, especially as far as price
and availability is concerned (Haines,1991,p.180). Should data be inaccurate or misleading it would be
inevitable for the system to lose its credibility for both consumers and the travel trade. Neutral and objective
information display and advice need to be ensured. The organisation of DICIRMSs should, therefore
continuously check the accuracy of the information listed (Sheldon,1992,p.14). Finally, as the technological
infrastructure become available the system can be utilised as a management support mechanism, encouraging
further networking and co-ordination. Thus, the network can be facilitated for business information
transformation, in order to provide SMTEs with a number of business software applications and on-line
consulting advice. In addition, the system can be utilised as a support network for business transactions
between tourism enterprises and their suppliers (Buhalis,1990,p.115-140 and 1991,p.102). Furthermore, a
wide range of consumer information and services can also be displayed, such as weather reports, travel
regulations, exchange rates, international news headlines, temporary electronic and voice mail etc
(Sheldon,1993a,p.635; Buhalis,1990,p.111-166; Jones,1992,p.21). Figure 3.4 illustrates the services that
can be provided by DICIRMSs.
Furthermore, DICIRMSs provide the industry with the opportunity to design customised tourist packages
in order to satisfy specific tourism needs. Therefore an expert system should be included which could
propose specialised tourist packages, according to conditions and preferences imposed by users
(Crouch,1991). Figure 3.5 illustrates a model for tourist product design by DICIRMSs. Hence, DICIRMSs
would provide the best strategic tool for serving the new tourism demand and are, therefore expected to
boost consumer satisfaction.
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3.3.2.5.4.2 The distribution of DICIRMSs
DICIRMSs should be distributed by an extensive network within destinations and countries of origin of the
tourists, as demonstrated in Figure 3.6. The main system has to be fully computerised but access should be
available through any telecommunications media utilised by consumers and the travel trade, such as computer
communication, Videotex, fax, telex and telephone. The trend towards the integration of this equipment
through the information superhighway (Bubley and Bennett,1994,p.17) will make these connections even
easier. Within a destination, intelligent self-service kiosks with interactive multimedia distribution capabilities
can be conveniently located in hotel lobbies, and at key tourist locations, providing round the clock
information and reservation services for tourists searching for suitable accommodation, transportation or
activities (Buhalis,1991,p.104 and 1994,p.297; Carter, 1994,p.5). Moreover, the system can be distributed
electronically to connected tourism enterprises, as well as offer a dial-in facility for occasional users.
Moreover, the system would need to have permanent connections with the majority of local enterprises and
regional tourist information offices (Buhalis,1990,p.147; Hwa,1992,p.10). The aim should be that each
SMTE should have a computerised system on its premises, which would enable access to a DICIRMS in
order to diffuse information on availability, rates and reservation details, as well as to acquire a wide variety
of services for both tourists and entrepreneurs. Ultimately, full interaction between SMTEs front and back
offices with a DICIRMS would maximise the efficiency of transactions and would enable the destination to
operate as a system of wealth creation. SMTEs which cannot afford to install a computer system or are
lacking capable personnel would initially be able to communicate via conventional media, such as telephone,
fax or telex through a dedicated operator and should be given incentives to acquire a computerised system.
Access to banking systems is of equal importance in order to facilitate payments by credit cards
(Buhalis,1993,p.337 and 1991,p.104).
Perhaps the most important function of DICIRMSs would be the distribution of information and provision
of reservation facilities at prospective places of origin of the tourists. Thus, DICIRMSs would stimulate and
administrate demand for both destinations and SMTEs by enabling direct access for both consumers and the
travel trade. The system can be distributed through a national node in the most important countries of origin.
This node can be hosted by: a specific enterprise distributing the DICIRMS; the destination flag-airline's
computerised network and offices; the public tourism organisation information offices in the market, while
it can then be accessible by locally utilised networks, such as the Videotex network or by dial-up occasional
users. As DICIRMSs should encourage access by both consumer and institutional customers, namely tour
operators and outgoing travel agencies, they should ensure that both computer and videotex interfaces can
be connected, while a dedicated operator should be available to deal with requests emerging through
conventional telecommunication media. Perhaps, CD-ROMs need to be distributed to major DICIRMS users,
in order to facilitate efficient and inexpensive multimedia demonstrations.
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Undoubtedly, airlines and GDSs lead the technology diffusion in the global tourism industry
(Poon,1993,p.158). Hence, DICIRMSs which need a global or multinational coverage "should be connected
to the CRSs and through these services should reach the agency desks world wide" (Peroni,1991,p.55;
Haines,1991,p.180; Sheldon,1994b,p.126; Tracey,1989,p.A2.6). Thus, GDSs can host DICIRMSs in order
to provide the opportunity for consumers and travel agencies to have access to destination related
comprehensive information. GDSs would benefit by offering an additional type of service, while they would
stimulate airline ticket purchases and also obtain booking fees and/or commissions on other products'
reservations through DICIRMSs. Jones (1992,p.27) suggests that "the emphasis is not on the question of the
storage of the destination's full product in the airline CRS but on enabling that CRS to draw on the product
the destination has to offer, when the situation arises". GDSs can also gain a significant competitive
advantage, by becoming one-stop point of sale promoting any type of tourist product worldwide, while they
would benefit from diversifying from the saturated business travel market (Page, 1991,p.117; Haines,1991;
Archdale,1993,p.8; Knowles and Garland, 1994,p.9). Since technology, expertise, consistent types of access;
commitment to training travel agents; commission clearance proceedings and networking with travel agencies
are already in place, GDSs need comparably lower investments to enhance their potentials
(Haines,1994,p.54; Moon,1994). As demonstrated in section 3.3.2.4.4.2, an expansion into the "low
margins-high volumes" leisure market would be inevitable, and consequently, GDSs would eventually
become a platform for travel information and reservation for both business and leisure markets. It is evident
that GDSs are getting more involved in various DICIRMS pilot projects (Peroni,1991,p.56;
Buhalis,1991,p.104; Archdale,1993,p.13; Oliver,1991,p.124; Haines,1991,p.180; Wayne,1991,p.188;
Page,1991,p.117). Haines (1994,p.54 and 1993,p.4) explains that there are not many suitable host systems
for DMSs, as their structure is "dependant on airport codes, having limited pricing capabilities and no focus
on information", while he emphasises that "if a gateway system is used there may be no communality
between access to one DMS and another and the destination itself must take the responsibility for training
travel agents in usage". Development of a common gateway platform for several DICIRMSs would reduce
this problem and facilitate compatibility (Lella and LoReto,1994).
Thus, one of the most significant problems DICIRMSs have to overcome is their compatibility with GDSs.
Several CRSs, GDSs and DMSs operate already, utilising different software and working processes, creating
unnecessary overheads at all levels. Some of these systems are deliberately incompatible in order to
discourage users to swap between systems. Hence, "information technology islands" are formulated, trapping
the "best deal" within the borders of the "island". This will be intolerable to both customers and industry
in the near future, as the days of capitalising on consumers' lack of information and knowledge are definitely
limited. GDSs and DICIRMSs interface standards should be established, and thus, global compatibility
between systems should eventually be reached (Quee,1992,p.40). Peroni (1991,p.56) advises that "one must
deal with the CRSs from the beginning: to verify their availability, to discuss conditions for reciprocal
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collaboration, to establish the means of network access and use, and to define, of common accord, what
information and image grids to direct onto the international market, what grading scale for non-standard
services is worth adopting, what technology, what interpretation keys, what interrogation method, and
thousands of other similar factors which render the destination databases viable". Thus, users should be able
to utilise the same equipment to access various systems, while friendly interface should reduce the need for
specific training and make it easier for everybody to benefit from the system. Experienced and educated
users will be able to operate a variety of systems, and therefore benefit from the complementarity of their
potentials. In conclusion, systems and vendors should open their accessibility and consistently compete on
the value they can offer, rather than restricting users to limited options.
The emerging "information superhighway" is a second potential for the global distribution of multimedia
DICIRMSs through the INTERNET and the World Wide Web. As almost global coverage is achieved, the
potentials to distribute DICIRMSs for individual travellers, both at the countries of origin and destinations,
through these networks are enormous. While perspective travellers may use electronic home shopping
networks to access DICIRMSs (Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.90 and 1995; Haines,1993,p.2; Hawkins and
Schuchter,1995; Adamson and Toole, 1995), they may also utilise the systems once at the destination,
through interactive television in the room. Although the tourism distribution channel members would be slow
to capitalise on these potential, and also several security issues would have to be solved before a proper
commercial usage of the network is achieved, there is evidence that a new global distribution channel
emerges rapidly providing opportunities for SMTEs' affordable promotion and distribution to a vast and
rapidly emerging market (Schofield, 1995; Rushbrook,1995; Hoffman, 1994 and 1995; Hospitality,1995,p.10;
Ligerakis,1995; Weinstein, 1995).
3.3.2.5.4.3 The organisation structure of DICIRIVLSs
The organisational framework of a DICIRMS plays a very significant role in its development and
implementation. Ideally a DICIRMS should be managed by an independent organisation involving a
collaboration between regional tourism committees; tourism enterprise local associations and Chamber;
regional authorities; tourism consultants and researchers; and information and telecommunication enterprises.
Collaboration between these organisations would ensure the support of both the public and private sectors
and enable a qualified team of professionals to undertake the management of a DICIRMS without the
inflexibility and inefficiency of the public sector on the one hand, and the desire for short term profitability
of the private sector on the other (Buhalis,1990,p.153 and 1991,p.105). However, since public tourism
organisations are normally responsible for the marketing and the strategy of a destination they are often
regarded as the most appropriate to undertake the development and maintenance of DICIRMSs
(Peroni,1991,p.43; Archdale, 1993,p.7 and 1991a,p.8). Sheldon (1993a,p.639) suggests that similar systems
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can be nationally or regionally centralised, or regionally networked. Thus, hitherto, the public sector has
dominated the development and operations of DMSs, mainly because SMTEs cannot afford to support a
DICIRMS organisation. Massive investments in equipment, data collection, engineering, art work and
maintenance are required, while SMTEs and even their co-operation bodies lack the expertise and
experienced personnel to oversee such projects.
In contrast, there is the possibility for an individual vendor to develop a DICIRMS as an enterprise.
However, apart from the prohibitive development costs, it is strongly believed that a DICIRMS should be
a non-profit organisation, which, however, should be able to break-even. The involvement of individual
vendors who would be interested in maximising their return-on-investment, or perhaps influencing
prospective tourists towards certain more commissionable or profitable products, would be disastrous for
a DICIRMS. In this sense, no advertising should be permitted in a DICIRMS, unless a specific product is
selected by users. An index form representation, equal and unbiased for all participants, should be adapted.
Moreover, in order to avoid discrimination, tourism products should not be listed alphabetically. Instead,
a random sequence generator should be utilised to rank the entire population of enterprises meeting
customers' criteria, while a consumer watchdog should ensure neutrality and fair representation for all
participants. Lessons should be learnt by the role of ACRSs in the airlines competition and the regulatory
framework in the USA and the EC. More importantly DICIRMSs should be driven by multi-skilled managers
who can understand both tourism demand and supply needs, technology and tourism consumer behaviour.
SMTEs should build up trust in DICIRMSs and support them by allocating a fraction of their capacity and
honour reservations provided by these systems. They also need to be prepared to sacrifice some of their
independency and accept the operation conditions imposed by the system.
3.3.2.5.4.4 DICIRMSs' development and operation economics
The question of who pays for the DICIRMS development and operation is not an easy one. The feasibility
of DICIRMSs is under scrutiny, especially since several promising projects collapsed due to lack of funding.
Sheldon (1993a,p.641) divides DICIRMSs' economics into developing and operating economics. Although
public tourism organisations have played a dominant role in the development of DICIRMSs, a wide range
of private sponsors have financed research and pilot projects. However, DICIRMSs require very high initial
investments and provide very slow returns, which are often expressed as benefits on the competitiveness of
destination and/or SMTEs, rather than as operational profits. As the private sector traditionally seeks high
returns on investments and small payback periods, it cannot be expected to initiate the development process
for DICIRMSs (Wayne,1991,p.189; Archdale, 1993,p.13 and 1991a,p.167). Since DICIRMSs should be non-
profit organisations the private sector cannot achieve high returns on investments, and past experience has
demonstrated that eventually it pulls out of similar projects (Pringle,1994b,p.507; Wayne,1991,p.189).
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However, the involvement of telecommunication companies in DICIRMSs (such as Cable and Wireless in
CHARMS and BRAVO), demonstrates that there may be fruitful benefits arising from DICIRMSs, mainly
for supporting services. Therefore, a blend of private and public resources should provide the most adequate
financial form.
On the operation side, there is a trade off between charges made to principals and competence of the system.
It is quite apparent that "a fully comprehensive system can only occur if no listing fees are demanded"
(Sheldon, 1993,p.643). However, a minimal joining fee combined with reasonable commission on bookings
is perhaps the most appropriate way. Few examples of DMS charges to SMTE participants are presented
in Table 3.11, although systems' vendors are often reluctant to disclose information, due to its commercial
sensitive nature (Archdale, Stanton, Jones, 1992,p.14).
Table 3.11 Charges made by destination management systems for accommodation establishments' bookings
and representation
SYSTEM Joining
charges
Annual charges Commission on bookings Fee per booking Source
Gulliver 1£150 per
hotel and
1£50 for
guest
houses
Range according
to capacity, from
1£100 (0-20
rooms) to 1£500
(200+ rooms)
10% commission,
[+8-10% travel agency's
commission & GDSs'
fees, when these channels
are used]
Beaver,1993,p.1093
CHARMS $250 1.754% on transaction
value depending on
channels used
[+ travel agency
commission]
Archdale,Stanton,
Jones,1992,p.54
Lake
Placid
7% commission
[3% when booking
through a travel agency
and 10% directly to travel
agency]
Hansen-Sturm,
1991,p.113
Hi-Line 12.5%
(15% when a travel
agency is involved)
Wayne,1991,p.188,
Pringle,1994b,p.505,
Sheldon,1993a,p.643
BRAVO No joining
fees,
but were
planned
Varied from
£175 (4-9 rooms)
to £575 (100+
rooms)
£3.30 (+VAT)
per booking
regardless value,
[+ 8% travel
agency
commission,
+£2.50 (+VAT)
for bookings
through GDS,
CRS, videotex]
Beaver,1993,p.1095
HotelNet 4% of revenue
[4-10% when other
channels involved]
Torrani,1991,p.262
ABRES DM 324 3% commission
[8% travel agency
commission]
Voge1,1991,p.157
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Finally, consumers can also be charged small amounts whenever they use DICIRMSs for information
retrieval or bookings. The charge may be incorporated in the product price or can be separated. Litinas and
Vourgaridis' (1992,p.22) research on usage of the AEGEO's pilot projects suggest that only 7% of individual
users were reluctant to pay at all, 55% could pay the equivalent of 30-50 pence, 6% around one pound, 22%
up to £1.50 and 10% between three and six pounds. This result demonstrates that consumers appreciate the
services provided by DICIRMSs and are willing to pay for their usage. A DICIRMS-literate user could
benefit from identifying better product prices, and therefore justify the cost of system's usage. Lessons can
be learned by examining Videotex payment systems in countries with established consumer information
systems distribution, such as France.
McGuffre (1990a,p.40) as well as Go and Welch (1991,p.117) warn that bookings through CRSs can cost,
either the customer or principal, up to 30% of the product prices, when all commission payments to travel
agencies, CRSs, credit card companies involved are paid. This is more evident for DICIRMSs, as a larger
number of intermediaries are involved (Pringle,1994b,p.505). However, in no-CRS bookings the situation
is similar, when two or more travel agencies are involved. In addition, as DICIRMSs support
"disintermediation" savings on agencies' commissions can also be achieved (Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.105 and
1995,p.40). Moreover, hoteliers normally have no choice than to offer more than 50% discount/commission
to tour operators. Consequently, hoteliers who use DICIRMSs should be able to increase their profit margins
without increasing the final consumer price. DICIRMSs would need to charge commission and fees
according to savings made by each member of the tourism distribution channel in the information retrieval
and booking processes. In general, pricing of DICIRMSs should be based on the examination of the cost and
benefits of each participants. The more savings on information resources, communication costs, labour costs
and training expenses that occur, or the more value added in a product and the greater profit margins that
emerge, the more the willingness to pay would increase from the parties involved.
From the literature available it is evident that there is no standardised practice in charging DICIRMSs' users.
In addition, the development and operational costs of DICIRMSs vary enormously, depending on technology
utilised, distribution method, services offered and financial supporters. Hence, it is impossible to perform
a generic cost and benefit analysis.
3.3.2.5.5 Critical issues for the future success of DICIRMSs
Despite DICIRMSs' promising prospect, there are plenty of difficulties in the implementation and operation
of similar systems. A very small number of DMSs has overpassed their development and pilot stages to
become operational and offer the promised benefits. However several promising systems have collapsed,
disappointing the industry and their supporters. The arguments for and against DMSs from both the tourism
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demand and supply side are elaborated. The reasons for failure are also investigated and some lessons from
past experiences for appropriate and stable DICIRMSs' development and operation are also examined.
3.3.2.5.5.1 DICIRMSs' moderate development hitherto and forces for change
Archdale, Stanton and Jones (1992,p.34) suggest that "experience in Europe, where there have been the
largest number of individual destination databases to date, has shown that these are likely to be disparate,
often conflicting, inefficient in operation, expensive and will fail in many cases to achieve their expressed
objectives. This fragmented development pattern reflects the variety of different technical platforms, the
relative maturity and intensity of European tourism development and the barriers to co-operation which
inevitably exist in a highly competitive sales environment". However, DICIRMSs' limited development is
not surprising. Technology is another factor, as massive computing, storage and networking capabilities are
required at an affordable cost. ITs have become capable of handling very complicated systems at a
reasonable cost only in the last decade (Chervenak,1993,p.114). Moreover, the rapid expansion of GDSs
effectively introduced a paradigm-shift by demonstrating that the future best practices would lie with
integration of the tourism industry. However, the proliferation of GDSs as integrated tourism services
distributors only emerged in the early 1990s (Ernmer et al, 1993,p.82). The paradigm-shift and the re-
engineering of the strategic and operational management of the tourism industry is still under transition. A
number of existing, planned and collapsed DMSs are illustrated in Appendix D, while the main reasons for
the hitherto moderate development need to be explored. Despite the promising future of DICIRMSs there
is little successful development to date. Nevertheless, DICIRMSs represent a very modern approach to
destination management, which redefined the best practices in the tourism industry, the immaturity of the
industry to capitalise on these changes, combined with the opposition by some powerful members of the
tourism distribution channel who benefit more from the existing situation, is also evident. Thus, the
embryonic situation of numerous DMSs is understandable, while DICIRMSs become a reasonable step
towards the strengthening of the competitiveness of both SMTEs and destinations in the new environment.
On the tourism demand side, as explained in section 1.2, consumers' sophistication and their desire for
specialised products, which could contribute to their perceived value, became evident only in the early
1990s, when the appeal of packages was challenged (Middleton,1991). As inclusive holidays are becoming
a more inelastic product, the package price plays a less important role in tourism decision making, in
contrast with the perceived value-added element of products which emerged as a dominant criterion. The
continuous growth of tourism demand, due to the consistent desire of Westerners to travel as well as the
democratisation and/or growth of other parts of the world, such as the Communist bloc, suggest that
computerised systems will be required to handle the vast volumes of emerging tourists
(Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992,p .23; Wayne,1992,p . 72; Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p .87).
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On the supply side, the dominance of the package and the existing distribution channels has made both
principals and public tourism organisations inactive and reluctant to initiate aggressive marketing strategies
(Batle and Serra, 1992,p.2; Buhalis,1991,p.62). However, changes in consumer preferences combined with
the fact that multinational companies aim to please their shareholders, rather than develop sustainable
destinations and look after SMTEs, recently initiated a process of identifying strategic tools for destination
prosperity. In addition, deregulation in air transportation essentially means that fares for scheduled airlines
can be reduced to levels competitive with charter prices (Wheatcroft,1988,p.192; Smith,1991,p.24;
Edwards,1990,p.79), enabling individual travellers to make personalised leisure arrangements without paying
inflated prices. ITs' training and understanding of tourism industry managers is improving gradually and it
provides them with new methods for performing their tasks. Tourism industry growth globally means that
a greater information diffusion is required by tourists and trade, while new efficient methods to match
tourism demand and supply are desperately needed, in order to identify the best available product for each
customer. Finally, concern for SMTEs' survival in the contemporary business environment forces both
private and public sectors towards co-operation and utilisation of all potential resources to enhance the
competitiveness of destinations (Buhalis,1993,p.373; Buhalis and Cooper, 1996).
3.3.2.5.5.2 Pros and cons for the growth of DICIR1VLSs
A great number of arguments are posed for and against the development of DICIRMSs by both the tourism
demand and supply sides, as summarised in Table 3.12. From the tourism supply point of view, DICIRMSs
would enable SMTEs to co-operate and improve the service delivery process towards a total quality tourism
delivery chain (Buhalis,1991,p.97; Ebner,1994,p.40). Consequently, they would facilitate diagonal
integration and improve tourism impacts for destinations (Poon,1989,p.96). More importantly DICIRMSs
give destinations the potential to control and manage their own position and image in the marketplace
(Archdale,1992b,p.14). Furthermore, the use of "yield management" techniques would maximise SMTEs'
revenues and increase their contribution to the welfare of the destination, by increasing the foreign currency
spent within destinations' economy. Another major area of benefits is the promotion of SMTEs, as
DICIRMSs would be able to achieve a better coverage of the market by employing a wide range of
marketing techniques, such as direct mail or customer database marketing (Jones, 1993; Haines,1994,p.53;
Wayne, 1992,p.73). They would also reduce the oligopsonio and bargaining power of tour operators as
alternative distribution channels will be employed (Buhalis,1990,p.165 and 1991,p.104; Batle and
Serra,1992,p.2). In addition, DICIRMSs would stimulate alternative, special interest and off season tourism
as opposed to environmentally unfriendly mass tourism. It can also be an important stimulus for the
registration of "unregistered-illegal" SMTEs. Finally, the rapid growth of the tourism industry and the
deregulation of transportation stimulates the need for DICIRMSs, as an effective tool to access smaller
suppliers in remote destinations. For the above reasons, DICIRMSs are considered to be one of the most
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powerful strategic tools for both the competitiveness of SMTEs and destinations.
Several members of the tourism industry express their uncertainty about DICIRMSs' developments. The
disturbance of the "status quo" and the allocation of intra-channel power in the tourism industry, cause
anxiety to the powerful members of the distribution channels, namely tour operators, outgoing and incoming
travel agencies as they fear for their future existence. However, DICIRMSs provide them with an important
operational tool which can "lower their costs, rationalise internal work procedures, improve company
operational capacity as well as increase productivity and business volume" (Peroni,1991,p.54). In contrast,
SMTEs fear coercive actions from the existing tourism distribution channel partners. The potential bias of
CRSs has always been a considerable problem, which forced the introduction of strong regulatory actions
by the USA government and the EC.
However, depending on the organisational structure, DICIRMSs' multi-ownership and rational management
by an independent but co-operative tourism organisation can ensure that every effort will be made to reduce
bias problems. Dependence on DICIRMSs may also become a problem for SMTEs, as it may simply replace
the existing power of the current tourism distribution channel members. Though as SMTEs are expected to
participate in the development and management of DICIRMSs, they would have the opportunity to control
and maintain their independence within the local co-operation framework. SMTEs often feel that they do not
need any CRSs, as they only have to manage a small property and therefore, they suggest that they cannot
afford or they are not prepared to invest in such systems (Pringle,1994b,p.505). They are also suspicious
to offer control of their inventory to a CRS, as they tend to be ifs illiterate, while they mistrust any
organisation to handle their reservations and dislike giving business information on availability and pricing
through a computerised system. They often tend to prefer to maintain a rigid control over their businesses
by using the traditional means of reservation and distribution channels (Buhalis,1991,p.105;
Hansen-Sturm,1991,p.114). Finally, DICIRMSs and electronic distribution may increase the payable
commissions, as more intermediaries, both electronic and travel trade, are involved in the distribution of the
tourism products (Pringle,1994b,p.505). From the tourism demand point of view, as people tend to take
more short vacations they need more information available in a shorter time
(Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992,p.23). In addition, there is a trend towards more specialised tourism products,
as more people tend to spend their holidays actively practising their special interests (Wayne, 1992,p.72).
Furthermore, innovative products are increasing rapidly as the market for short breaks and weekends forces
consumers to arrange their holiday closer to the day of their departure. Thus, they increasingly tend to seek
flexible, last minute arrangements, requiring a vast amount of product information to be instantly accessible
and reservable at short notice. DICIRMSs can perform the majority of these functions from one point of
sale. Increasingly consumers would also be able to access DICIRMSs, through PCs or Videotex terminals,
and consequently they would be empowered to do their holiday planning at their own pace and in their own
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space from home. Experienced users would be able to save a considerable amount of time, as the need to
go to outgoing travel agencies or read through unspecialised brochures can evaporate. The systems should
also allow reservation and confirmation for tourism products by using customers' credit card. The emerging
of public networks and the new INTERNET facilities, such as the World Wide Web, are expected to boost
home shopping and to enable easier consumer access to DICIRMSs (Hoffman, 1994 and 1995; Adamson
and Toole, 1995; Haines,1993,p.2; Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.90 and 1995; Wayne,1991,p.190). The increased
sophistication in prospective tourists' decision making is reflected in the traditional display of tour operator
brochures, where a limited number of specialised/tailor-made holidays has recently been included. As
DICIRMSs would carry all the information required for building a personalised tourism package they allow
tourists to create tailor-made products for themselves. It is, therefore supported that a DICIRMS would
increase the "value for money" and total consumer satisfaction (Buhalis,1990,p.159 and 1991,p.103). The
benefits of the system to the consumer can probably be best summarised in the phrase "High tech-high
touch" (Poon,1993,p.249).
Table 3.12 Pros and cons of DICIRMS developments
DEMAND SUPPLY	 I
F
0
R
•	 More and shorter holidays
•	 Need for independent & specialised tourism
•	 New tourism products
•	 Need for more accurate & instant information
•	 Need for flexibility
•	 Last minute arrangements and flexibility
•	 Convenience in purchasing tourism products
•	 Sophistication in decision making
•	 Access from home via personal computer
•	 Time saving for experienced user
•	 Facilitate search for destination naive tourists
•	 Value for money
•	 Identification best available deal
•	 Increase of total satisfaction
•	 High-tech, high-touch
•	 Need for destination wide tourism co-operation
•	 Need to improve total tourist service
•	 Facilitate the diagonal integration of destinations
•	 Offer opportunity to destinations to control their
position and image in the marketplace
•	 Use of yield management technique
•	 Extend market coverage for SMTEs
•	 Connection with GDSs for better market coverage
•	 Improve marketing activities
•	 Decrease the bargaining power of tour operators
•	 Increase profit margins for tourism products
•	 Increase the economic contribution to the destination
•	 Stimulate multiplier effects
•	 Stimulate alternative and off-season tourism
•	 Manage tourism enterprise in deregulated environment
•	 Control over rapid growth of the tourism industry
•	 Incentive for registration of "illegal" SMTEs
•	 Maintain long-term competitiveness for SMTEs
A
G
A
I
N
S
T
•	 Generally little technology literacy
•	 Against the current consumption pattern
•	 Might increase prices of tourism products
•	 Need more consumer involvement in
decision making process
•	 Consumer relies on the reliability of
DICIRMSs and individual suppliers
•	 Lack of perceived security in comparison
with tour operators
•	 Against the status quo
•	 Perceived as threat against tour operators channel
•	 Coercive action from existing distribution channel
•	 Potential bias towards larger tourism suppliers
•	 Potential dependence upon the system
•	 Perceived not necessary for SMTEs
•	 SMTEs cannot afford investments in ITs
•	 SMTEs management and personnel are ITs illiterate
•	 SMTEs fear to release business information on system
•	 Mistrust of reservations and development agents
•	 SMTEs dislike centralised inventory control
•	 Higher commission required as more intermediaries
are involved
ource: Adapted from Buhalis,1993,p.374
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However, there are a few arguments against DICIRMSs from the demand point of view. The public, and
especially older generations and less educated people, are generally unfamiliar with ITs and consumers do
not necessarily understand how they can utilise such systems. However, increasingly younger generations
are becoming more familiar and willing to utilise ITs for holiday planning (Schertler,Maier,Rohte,
1995,p.49). User friendly interfaces, with their attractive and simple layouts, manage to attract increasingly
more users. In addition, DICIRMSs to a certain extent introduce new practices, against tourists' habits and
probably against the tourism distribution channel that they currently use. There is also a fear that DICIRMSs
may increase the prices consumers pay, in order to justify costs. Moreover, a greater involvement may be
needed from consumers, as they may need to examine more details concerning their travel arrangements,
and bring individual tourism products together rather than choose from alternative packages. Finally, tourists
would depend on the reliability of a number of tourist suppliers instead of only one tour operator, as in the
traditional holiday booking, and therefore their perceived risk may be increased.
3.3.2.5.5.3 Major sources for failure of destination management systems
However, failures of some of the most promising DMSs in the last few years, namely the Bravo, Hi-Line
(Wayne,1992 and Pringle,1994b) and Swissline (Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.89) systems, demonstrated that
although there is plenty of scope for DICIRMSs' development and operation, there are equally significant
obstacles that DICIRMSs need to overpass. Despite the fact that very little has been written on reasons for
system failure it seems that there are some common underlining factors in all failures.
• Withdrawing public sector support has often been the beginning of the end for failing DMSs
(Pringle,1994b ,p .503; Wayne, 1992,p .71). Political reasons often determine that limited public funding would
be available, while the market forces would need to finance the development and operation of a DMS.
• Lack of funding is often inevitable, if the private and/or public sectors withdraw their support. Often this
occurs at critical stages of the development of DMSs and can be fatal. As these systems tend to be
"altruistic" and attempt to support the sustainable development of both local SMTEs and host populations,
they cannot be regarded as profit making enterprises. The lack of lucrative return on investments for large
investors, in combination with the SMTEs' actual or perceived inability to support a DMS, forces systems
into liquidation (Pringle,1994b,p.505). Hence, marginal returns on investment do fail to attract essential
private sector investments (Wayne,1991,p.189).
• Shortage of industry support is another crucial reason for failure. Often SMTEs are reluctant to co-operate
with any organisation which they feel will reduce some of their sovereignty over their enterprise, while in
some occasions may misunderstand the objectives of a DMS (Pringle,1994b,p_505;, Hansen-
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Sturm,1991,p.114). Intermediaries, on the other side, fear for their future prosperity, as DMSs facilitate a
"disintermediation" (Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.105). Therefore they refuse their support of DMSs, unless certain
conditions, often incompatible with the project philosophy, are met.
• Limited destination geographical basis is a source of failure, as insufficient geographical area coverage
reduces the spread of fixed cost over bookings, while it jeopardises the travel trade's appeal for a DMS, as
only a limited number of bookings may be undertaken (Pringle,1994b,p.507, Wayne,1991,p.189). Thus, this
point affects the previous one as well.
• Inappropriate technology can be disastrous for DMSs (Pringle,1994b,p.504). As Wayne (1992,p.71)
explains "technology solution must follow the business: it is no good trying to wrap a business round a
technology". It is often evident that several DMSs are technology led, ignoring basic principles in tourism
product distribution and consumer behaviour. These systems fail to address business needs and often are
incompatible with the needs of both consumers and the tourism industry.
• Insufficient distribution networks, either through widely distributed CRSs or networks of self-serviced
kiosks can limit the number of reservations going through a DMS and thus, reduce its profitability, viability
and power over its clients and suppliers (Pringle,1994b,p.504).
• Political support is often essential not only for public sector funding, but also for private sector support,
as the public tourism organisations' backing ensures stability, broad coverage of the tourism product and
comprehensive information (Haines,1991,p.181). In addition, as DMSs operate at a loss, at least for the first
several years of their implementation, they need political support to be included in regional development
funds and priorities.
• Lack of system marketing to both individual consumers and travel trade has direct implications on its
usability and therefore its viability. The system can utilise extensive database marketing to build its loyalty
among its users.
The above factors are widely assessed as instrumental in the collapse of the three systems, while they have
eliminated the development opportunities to numerous others.
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3.3.2.5.5.4 Lessons for DICIRMSs' future developments
It is inevitable that only a few DMSs would be able to survive the fierce competition between both the
tourism industry and CRSs. However, it is also evident that DICIRMSs are essential tools for both tourism
demand and supply as they establish a flexible and profitable communication channel between the two. As
a result, it is suggested that DICIRMSs would have a brighter future, provided that the industry learns
several lessons from the embryonic DMS's development experiences (Wayne, 1992,p.74; Pringle,1994b).
• Securing adequate financial resources through partnerships with both the private and public sectors is
perhaps the most important determinant for DICIRMSs' developments. Although the most expensive system
is not necessarily the most productive one, an understanding that DICIRMSs are long term investments,
which have a longer term contribution to the competitiveness and prosperity of both SMTEs and destinations,
should also be appreciated. DICIRMSs should be budgeted as strategic marketing expenditure, rather than
as strategic business units aiming for direct profitability in their own right, and they should be measurable
as such. Justification can be provided by research exploring the impact of DICIRMSs on destinations'
tourism multipliers, as well as their contribution to the balance of power within the tourism distribution
channel.
• Political and industrial support would be needed, as DICIRMSs should be regarded as a priority
development investment for both the public and private sectors of a destination. Archdale (1992a,p.D.24)
suggests that a public tourism organisations' involvement in a DICIRMS "not only does it fulfil its primary
destination marketing role, but it also reinforces its overall public sector role and relevance. This should also
surely have a beneficial spin-off over a wide range of other activities". He also advises that "the private
sector, not unreasonably, can hardly be expected to take not only a strategic view of these matters as well
as an altruistic one, while its support and understanding will be critical". Experience has demonstrated that
when the private sector is investing large sums they will demand not only control of the system but also to
maximise their return, which conflicts with the very nature of the DICIRMS philosophy
(Archdale,1991a,p.167). Therefore the public sector needs to be instrumental in the development of
DICIRMSs (Archdale,1991a,p.166 and 1994,p.63; Haines,1991,p.181; Pringle,1994b,p.508;
Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992,p.33).
• Complete and comprehensive representation of the entire range of tourism enterprises and facilities
at the destination is essential in order to gain the confidence of consumers and the travel trade that the
proposed option from DICIRMSs is the "best available deal" (Peroni,1991,p.49; Quee,1992,p.40;
Haines,1991,p.180). Low and proportional to capacity registration fees can insure that even the smallest
enterprises can be part of the system. Instant confirmation of travel arrangements is also a prerequisite for
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both consumers and trade partners. The geographical coverage of a DICIRMS should be adequate
(Wayne,1992,p.72; Pringle,1994b,p.502), and therefore should probably need to be national
(Haines,1994,p.51), in order to be viable and also to be supported by the national government.
• Accurate information, tourism product pricing and unbiased inventory display are also very
significant factors to acquire the trust of the tourism industry and consumer (Haines,1991,p.180). Complete,
up-to-date, accurate, impartial and timely information is the only kind, which should be available through
a DICIRMS (Sheldon,1993a,p.643). Lessons need to be learned from the ACRS experience, where several
types of bias are evident (section 3.3.2.1.5), while quality assurance procedures need to be designed
(Quee,1992). Hence, public tourism organisations as consolidators of the destination tourism product
(Carter, 1994,p.4) need to assume responsibility to ensure quality and unbiased information.
• Guaranteed acceptance of confirmed bookings must be ensured in order to maintain DICIRMSs'
reliability, despite potential antagonism for capacity with larger and stronger tourism distribution channel
members, such as tour operators, especial during peak periods. Although SMTEs often follow irrational or
flexible inventory management techniques (Warde11,1987b,p.40), experience from existing ACRSs and
HCRSs should be acquired in order to identify both incentive and punishment procedures for system
participants.
• Convenient payment methods for consumers, guaranteed commission payment for all intermediaries
involved in a booking, as well as prompt suppliers settlement are required (flaines,1991,p.181) and
therefore DICIRMSs need to establish links with bank and credit card networks to facilitate funds transfer.
• Easiness of access and usage would determine its usability, and thus, viability. A variety of methods
should be utilised, by assessing both the existing ITs as well as the ones that are likely to be used in the
future by DICIRMSs' target markets. Haines (1993,p.2) asserts that destinations which would be able to
provide the specific information required and make the booking process easier will be winners. As a
consequence, the tourism distribution channel members should be addressed through GDSs and Videotex
networks, which have already established themselves in the inter-organisational communications of the
tourism industry, while tourists can be connected through the emerging "electronic super highway" from
home or hotel systems (Vlitos-Rowe,1992,p.91 and 1995; Haines,1993,p.2 and 1994,p.54). In parallel, a
network of self-service kiosks, available at information centres, major attractions and hotel lobbies would
facilitate services for actual tourists. Thus, despite all the difficulties (Haines,1994,p.54), compatibility with
the operations and standards of CRSs and GDSs is required from the first stages of the development of a
DICIRMSs in order to ensure the successful networking with these systems (Peroni,1991,p.56), while a
constant technological development to capitalise on newly available communication techniques is vital.
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Inevitably, traditional telecommunication needs to be part of a DICIRMS, as a central reservation office
would need to administrate inquiries and reservations through telephone, fax and telex. However, these
methods should be discouraged, perhaps by charging tourism industry and consumers differentiated fees
according to the communication method used. Lessons emerging from the HCRSs experience need to be
learnt by the industry, in order to comprehend the end-user processes, when employing multiple
communication interfaces.
• "Technology must always follow business, not lead it" (Wayne, 1992,p.73), and thus, a design which
facilitates the inter-connectivity requirements described above would need to support a DICIRMS. Hence,
interfaces for all available communication techniques utilised currently should be developed. However,
developers of DICIRMSs need to take into consideration the paradigm shift and business re-engineering
undertaken currently throughout the tourism industry, in order to take advantage of the newly available tools
and address their target markets more effectively. In addition, multimedia application developers, for self-
service kiosks, need to adopt interface standards for communication with users. An aesthetically appealing
environment is essential (Rogers,1994-,p.100; Gardelis et a1, 1992,p.8), while a less than 3 seconds user
response time, adapted at London Underground's Route Finder (Rogers,1994,p.97), should become an
industry standard for all multimedia developers.
• The standardisation of DICIRMSs would be an equally important task, as travel agency users need a
common approach to these systems when booking one country or another. Thus, DICIRMSs' structure, logic
and procedures must be similar in order to achieve a certain degree of transparency (Haines,1993,p.6;
Archdale,1993,p.14; Quee,1992,p.40), while it is becoming apparent that DICIRMSs are not competing with
other similar systems or other destinations, but rather with other tourism distribution channels
(Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992,p.35; Stanton, 1992,p.36). Haines (1991,p.181) suggests three ways for
achieving compatibility between DICIRMSs: firstly, early systems setting the standards; secondly, airline
CRSs imposing standards; and thirdly, countries with systems working together. Perhaps, development of
multi-regional DICIRMSs, which would incorporate many destinations, such as the TIM and MNET projects
(Byerley et a1,1995; Maartmann-Moe et a1,1994), would probably assist towards adapting compatible
DICIRMS standardisation for all destinations they operate.
• Marketing of DICIRMSs to both consumers and travel trade is essential for its usage. Haines
(1993,p.5) asserts that "if destinations are to use airline CRS as a network, they will only be effective if the
service is strongly marketed to the travel agents and there is heavy investment in training the agent. Both
tasks must be primarily carried out by the destination. Do not expect support from the airline CRSs". The
same applies for individual consumers. .
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• SMTEs should be involved from the beginning of a DICIRMS project on a voluntary basis. They should
be asked to contribute to the design and hold discussion groups, while they should be involved in designing
solutions for the entire range of the tourism project. Entrepreneurs' familiarisation with the mission of
DICIRMSs, intensive training and transformation of marketing and ITs knowledge would be fundamental
in their support and consequently, the success a system can achieve.
3.4 The computer reservation systems jungle and the small and medium-sized tourism enterprises
The above analysis of the entire range of existing CRSs and GDSs in the tourism industry, illustrates the
great complexity in the market. This complexity makes ITs and GDSs to look like a "technological jungle"
(Mistely,1992,p.38) for most SMTEs. In attempt to facilitate the understanding of the situation, Figure 3.7,
illustrates the entire picture of CRSs and GDSs as well as the new emerging services which support the
tourism product distribution. The major reasons causing this complexity are outlined in the following points:
• Great system overlapping
• Rapid change of systems' inter-relations
• CRS mobility due to mergers and strategic alliances
• Constant development of new CRSs and interchanges
• Fluctuation of vendors' offers and agreements
• Collapses of DMSs and other collaboration initiatives
• Immaturity and lack of standardisation on INTERNET services
Thus, tourism enterprises fail to follow these developments and are often lost in a competitive and promising
CRS "jungle", where every single system is presented as the solution to all organisational and distribution
problems - a panacea. Moreover, most of these CRSs are isolated and unwilling to co-operate with
alternative and probably competitive systems, towards software and hardware standardisation. This
phenomenon is widely referred to as the "islands of computers syndrome" (Poon,1988b,p.541;
Bennett,1992,p .8).
Remote SMTEs, whose business come through sales and travel agencies overseas or a long way from their
local markets, are probably the most vulnerable organisations in these developments (Go and
Welch,1991,p.118; Morrison,1994a and 1994b; EC,1991b,p.8.11). They are often characterised by a lack
of ITs' strategy which is demonstrated by the insufficiency, inadequacy and incompatibility of the available
computerised solutions for the tourism industry (Gamble,1991b,p.11). Thus, there is well documented
evidence that most CRSs and especially the ACRSs find GDSs disregard SMTEs, non-airline land service
companies and destinations. As a result they are placed at a major disadvantage and jeopardise their future
existence (Cooper and Buhalis,1992,p.104).
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McGuffie (1990a,p.18) suggests that the "small is beautiful" message can be read as "small is dangerous"
especially for the accommodation industry. "The onward march of major CRSs in the hotel industry could
well place at a disadvantage the small hotel, the small travel agent and the small hotel representative. Only
those capable of financing the investment required will be able to tap into the new CRSs". Regrettably, for
small players, the bigger you are, the greater the potential winnings from this new technology (Go and
Welch,1991,p.118). These inferences are strongly supported by developments in the airlines industry where,
small, regional and non-vendor airlines had severe competitive disadvantages (Feldman, 1987,p.7;
Warde11,1987a,p .56; Boberg and Collison,1985,p.177; Wheatcroft and Lipman,1990,p.192;
Feldman, 1988,p.8). "More than 50% of the smaller European airlines listed CRS problem as one of the
three principal factors limiting their growth" (House of Commons,1988b,p.188).
However, widely acknowledged that SMTEs cannot afford to stay watching ITs' and CRSs' rapid
developments with apathy (Cooper and Buhalis,1992,p.104; McGuffie,1990b,p.33). EC (199 lb 'p.8.10)
underlines that "new developments in the CRS technology will facilitate the accessing of SMTEs on CRS
networks and the interfacing of global CRS systems with local tourism destinations and suppliers. Especially
the accommodation sector which is dominated by SMTE will be at the fore front of future CRS
developments". SMTEs have no other alternative than incorporate the modern technologies and seek
competitive advantages by serving the new markets adequately by understanding their markets and initiating
changes in their management and technology (McGuffie,1990b,p.33). Managers would have a great influence
on the absorption of ITs as they "must act as product champions, anticipate likely reactions to change and
take steps to lessen possible resistance" (Gamble,1990c,p.8). The argument that SMTEs cannot afford the
cost of ITs are becoming irrelevant, as ITs increasingly become part of the core product and investment. "As
computers become smaller, quicker and cheaper, even the smallest companies can afford systems". In
addition, ITs are becoming more user friendly, and thus, there is no need for skilled computer personnel
(Sheldon,1989a,p .591; Chervenak,1993,p .114).
Moreover, co-operation schemes should be developed in order to support the management and marketing
functions of the independent SMTEs (Buhalis and Cooper, 1996), as well as enable them to share the costs
of major technological investments (WT0,1988,p.33; Go and Welch, 1991,p.122; Buhalis,1991,p.101;
McGuffie,1990b,p.33). As Poon (1988a,p.26-30) states "there will be no place for the small stand alone
participants, but the world can become the oyster for the small, innovative, flexible and networked
enterprises". The main idea is to establish collaboration ventures which would enable small firms to pool
resources and share development and operation costs. Networks of shared costs-resources-information can
assist small hotels to alleviate some of the constraints of being small sized and enable them to obtain more
benefits from scale economies. This co-operation needs profound support by public tourism organisations
as well as associations of local tourist enterprises. Moreover, a diagonal integration approach should be
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adopted, in order to incorporate the entire body of SMTEs within destination co-operation schemes aiming
to achieve synergies, economies of scope and system gains (Poon,1989,p.96; Buhalis,1991,p.98). SMTEs
co-operative participation in the expanding GDSs and the development of DICIRMSs is, therefore suggested
as a strategic direction which is expected to benefit both the prosperity of local enterprises and destinations.
It is increasingly recognised that the public sector has to perform a critical role in supporting SMTEs, aiming
to improve their competitiveness and regional economic growth (EC,1993c,p.72; EC,1991b,p.8.1). Hence,
public tourism organisations are regarded as instrumental in the development and proper operation of
DICIRMSs, as strategic tools for total wealth creation and long term prosperity at destinations
(1-lansen-Sturm,1991,p.107; Voge1,1991,p.133; Archdale,199.1a,p.166 and 1994,p.63; Haines,1991,p.181;
Pringle,1994b,p.508; Archdale,Stanton,Jones,1992,p.33). Peroni (1991,p.39) suggests that public tourism
organisations are called to assist the creation of destination databases; take the necessary steps to create
regulatory situations; and evaluate the real aptness of each network channel (activated or to be activated) to
promote and market the entire system of tourism supply, including above all the so-called minor resorts and
the small and medium sized firms. Thus, public tourism organisations have both a destination responsibility
and a strategic responsibility in the automation and distribution activities of the tourism industry
(Archdale,1991a,p.166). EC has already supported several DMS development projects, mainly through
technology funds as for example the STAR, RACE and IMPACT programs support the Gulliver, AEGEO,
TIM projects. EC (1991b,p.8.14) recognises that "the development of CRS system that particularly features
SMTE accommodation units in the community area will certainly require EC financial support given the
large scale development cost involved". Hence, SMTEs are expected to achieve great benefits from the
development of DICIRMSs, as examined analytically in section 3.3.2.5.
O'Leary (1989,p.80) suggests that "the key to IT success in the hyper-competitive travel industry is vision"
which "made the airlines the front runners of the travel industry as a whole, with the hotel industry playing
catch-up". Vision is perhaps the most significant strategic consideration of an organisation as it is consisted
by the corporate philosophy, the mission, policies and corporate values of an organisation (Hax and
Majluf,1984,p.50). Therefore, the tourism industry and SMTEs should regard ITs as a pivotal strategic issue
and opportunity. They should also identify ways of ifs'' usage which will enable them to achieve sustainable
prosperity for both destinations and enterprises, as well as add value to their products and enhance
consumers' experience and satisfaction.
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3.5 Synopsis-Information technology in tourism and small and medium-sized tourism enterprises
Information technologies have great influences on the strategic management of contemporary organisations,
as a paradigm-shift is experienced, transforming the "best" business practices. However, although they can
introduce great benefits in organisations' efficiency, differentiation, cost reductions and response time, they
are not a panacea and require a restructure of several management practices in order to achieve their
objectives. Business re-engineering is therefore required, in order to redesign the inter-organisational and
intra-organisational processes, based on the newly available IT tools. This becomes increasingly fundamental
to the organisational competitiveness, as well as their ability to achieve and maintain competitive advantages.
Consequently, ITs have stimulated radical changes in the operation and distribution of the tourism industry.
The proliferation of technology throughout the tourism distribution channels essentially means that partners
utilise the newly available tools in order to retrieve information, identify suitable products and perform
reservations. Thus, the visibility of tourism principals in the marketplace will be a function of the
technologies and networks utilised to interact with their individual and institutional customers, as this will
determine their ability to distribute their product efficiently and communicate interactively with their
clientele. Should tourism principles neglect the significance of ITs in their distribution function, they
effectively jeopardise being marginalised from the mainstream of the tourism industry. As a result, tourism
enterprises need to understand, incorporate and utilise ITs, in order to be able to serve their target markets,
improve their efficiency, maximise profitability, enhance services and maintain long term prosperity for
themselves and destinations.
This chapter attempts an analysis of ITs' strategic role in modern organisations, while an examination of the
contemporary IT media is undertaken along with their usability and inter-connectivity within the tourism
industry. Computer reservation systems are thoroughly investigated, due to their instrumental contribution
to the proliferation of ITs in tourism, and their responsibility for the paradigm-shift experienced in the
industry. In general, CRSs emerged to improve the efficiency of tourism suppliers, while they soon
established their position as resources for competitive advantage and strategic management. There are several
categories of CRSs. Airline CRSs improve the efficiency of the organisation and distribution of airlines.
These systems are the most developed and provide their vendors with financial and competitive benefits.
However, these very benefits created commercial pressures and inevitably led to regulation action against
vendor bias. Moreover, hotel CRSs are founded by hotel chains, consortiums, representation agents and
independent companies in order to enhance inventory control and the worldwide distribution function of their
vendors. These systems attempt to maximise the profitability of accommodation establishments by enabling
a better distribution and planning function, by using yield management techniques and guest-history
databases. Tour operators' CRSs help their vendors to distribute their packages and "seat only" products
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electronically to outgoing travel agencies. Thus, they communicate package availability via Videotex
networks and facilitate the promotion of package holidays. Integration in the tourism industry, globalisation,
airline deregulation and tourism demand growth are some of the main factors which originated the global
distribution channels, incorporating a wide range of tourism products and enabling their distribution and
promotion through global networks. GDSs essentially succeeded ACRSs, as they are based on their systems
and main structure. However, they tend to include all types of tourism products worldwide by incorporating
the entire range of CRSs. Consequently, they emerge as international tourism product distribution platforms,
and therefore integrate the entire tourism industry globally.
However it is evident that SMTEs are progressively marginalised from the main tourism industry, not only
lack a CRS understanding but are also unable to afford the fees required by CRSs. In addition, their flexible
and independent character prevents their incorporation in the rigidly standardised GDSs. As a result, the
concept of DMSs emerged, to assist information provision and reservations for the entire range of tourism
products at specific destinations. This thesis goes a step forward to propose the development of Destination
Integrated Computer Information Reservation Management Systems as strategic tools for the competitiveness
of SMTEs and the diagonal integration of destinations. These systems aim to ameliorate the information
delivery and reservation functions for prospective and actual tourists as well as the tourism distribution
channels, by using widely distributed multimedia presentations. They attempt to facilitate multi-integration
at the destination level, aiming to enhance the multiplier effects, and to provide a strategic management tool
for entire destinations. The ultimate aims of DICIRMSs should be the maximisation of the long term
prosperity of local SMTEs; the satisfaction of the new/experienced/sophisticated/demanding tourists' needs;
and the impacts enhancement for the local area and host society.
The emergence of GDSs as tourism product distribution platforms, enables a gradual transparency between
the various types of CRSs. Eventually, therefore the tourism industry would only need one computer
terminal for all information and reservation requirements, due to the experienced integration of CRSs.
However, there are two major contradictory trends in GDSs' expansion, ie globalisation and regionalisation
of systems. Despite the tendency for global tourism product standardisation, by utilising common
descriptions, processes and business practices throughout GDSs, there is, at the same time, a great demand
for specialised, accurate and detailed information at the destination level. Inevitably DICIRMSs will become
transparent with GDSs, providing "one-stop information and reservation service" for the global tourism
industry. The ultimate aim would probably be the creation of a multi-integrated, global network of
multimedia DICIRMSs, distributed through GDSs and facilitating all information and reservation
requirements for every destination through one terminal. In addition, the emerging "electronic superhighway"
enables individual consumers to utilise the INTERNET and some of the CRS/GDS systems in order to
undertake parts or even their entire travel planning and itinerary purchasing. Thus, eventually these systems
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would be accessible from every corner of this world, by the tourism industry and individual consumers,
similarly with the global telephone network.
It is concluded that SMTEs cannot ignore the rapidly developed ITs and CRSs. Rational strategic planning
is required by independent enterprises, co-operative bodies and public tourism organisations in selecting or
developing strategic ITs tools. DICIRMSs are proposed as the ultimate strategic tool for destinations and
their SMTEs, which will contribute to consumers' satisfaction, as well as to the long term prosperity and
total wealth creation for both SMTEs and destinations. It is argued that ITs should be included in the
strategic vision of the tourism industry, as a realisation that current industry practices may be irrelevant in
the future operational framework and need to stimulate strategic thinking on the re-engineering of the
promotion and distribution processes, as well as to facilitate the identification of IT tools for these purposes.
CHAPTER 4
Research methodology approach
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4. Research methodology approach
Based on the research stimulus as discussed in chapter 1, as well as the secondary analysis of the tourism
distribution channels [Chapter 2] and ITs applications in tourism marketing and distribution [Chapter 3], a
research methodology was drawn to facilitate the examination of the major issues emerging in this research
project. The rapidly emerging complementarity between tourism distribution and ITs is therefore
investigated. The research objective is to examine how the emerging ITs can provide opportunities for the
SMTEs to enhance their competitiveness in the global tourism industry and strengthen their position within
the tourism distribution channel, in order to achieve equity on returns on resources for both enterprises and
destinations as an entity. Several issues are therefore investigated, especially as regards the tourism industry
operation; the distribution mix and inter-channel conflicts; the degree of ITs penetration; as well as the
perception and willingness of tourism distribution channel members to participate in a DICIRMS. The
purpose is to explore the impacts of the existing channels on SMTEs, as well as to survey the implications
of the emerging ITs for these channels, and finally to assess how SMTEs can ameliorate their position by
utilising newly available ITs and especially a DICIRMS.
The research focuses on the Aegean islands as a destination, and the European outbound tourism industry
as the place of origin of the tourists. This is due to the significance of tourism for the economic activity of
insular and peripheral regions, as well as because it demonstrates a typical example of North-South relations,
which can be observed in a wide range of other regions worldwide. The framework of the research
methodology approach is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
A holistic approach is attempted in this research, as all research areas are examined from each tourism
distribution channel member's perspective. Initially 13 principal actors which influence the tourism
distribution channel, the penetration of ITs and the developments of DICIRMSs were chosen, while it was
decided to concentrate only on the views of the main tourism distribution channel members. Thus, a
thorough coverage of the research issues is achieved from the point of view of accommodation
establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, illustrating the
dissimilarities of business interests and supporting the business logic which determines their distribution
strategies and ITs utilisation. Four similar but different research instruments were therefore developed to
enable the illustration of these issues from each tourism distribution channel member's perspective: The
major research objectives are followed by an examination of the actors involved, as well as the research
design, instruments, execution and analysis.
\
Informal research :
Focus on the rest 9 actors: SMTEs, public tourism
organisation, local authorities, airlines, CRSs,
DMSs, experts, videotex, consumers
Formal research :
Focus on the 4 core tourism distribution
channel members: Accommodation
establishments, tour operators, incoming
travel agencies, outgoing travel agencies
Informal research
• Unstructured interviews
and discussions with:
• PTO executives
• SMTE entrepreneurs
• Local planners
• ITs experts
• CRS/GDS experts
• DMSs experts
• Videotex
• Consumers
• Observations
• OTAs
• Tourism distribution
channel members
• Industrial visits to
destinations and CRSs
,	
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Figure 4.1 Research methodological approach
Thesis conceptualisation:
• Diminishing small and medium sized enterprises profitability and destinations' economic impacts
due to distribution channel dependency and Computer Reservation Systems exclusion
• Opportunity to utilise information technologies to reverse trends and empower competitiveness
t 
1	 Literature review/In-depth discussions with tourism executives and information technology experts 	 I
t
Major research issues:
• Operational issues (marketing, cooperation, distribution mix)
• Distribution (selection criteria, critical issues and conflicts)
• Information technology utilisation in the tourism industry and future perspectives
• DIC1RMS perceptions as well as willingness to utilise and payt
Research design:
Exporatory and descriptive
research, implemented by
personal interviews, mail
questionnaires and observations Ni1/4
Research design decisions
13 major actors:
Accommodation establishments, SMTEs, public tourism
organisation, local authorities, airlines, tour operators,
incoming travel agencies, outgoing travel agencies, CRSs,
DMSs, experts, videotex, consumers
t 
IGeographical considerations and location of field research definition 	 I
IP'
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH EXECUTION
Formal research
At destination 1 At place of origin of tourists
Pilot study
ACC ITA TO OTA TOTAL
Semi structured interviews 18 6 4 2 30
Field research
ACC ITA TO OTA TOTAL
Structured interviews 223 40 15 23 301
Mail questionnaires 63 22 39 23 147
TOTAL 304 68 58 48 478
V
Analysis process
Quantitative -> SPSS: Univariate and bivariate analysis
Qualitative -> Content analysis
t 
1	 Analysis of report/Formulation of inferences 	 I
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4.1 Secondary data collection process
Naturally thorough secondary research was undertaken in all themes examined by this thesis, in order to
establish the available background information. Secondary data "are already published data collected for
purposes other than the specific research needs at hand". Despite their disadvantages and inadequacies,a
wealth of information is already published in research projects, annual indexes and all types of publications
(Kinnear and Taylor,1991,p.181; Tull and Hawkins,1990,p.78; Goeldner,1994). However, the paucity of
existing secondary data, for most issues researched in this project, limits their contribution to a supportive,
though valuable role.
A thorough investigation of all relevant publications was therefore launched in both British and Greek
libraries, at Universities, tourism industry organisations and associations, as well as private collections.
Research in several departments of the GNTO also provided a wealth of information in statistics, regulations,
development incentives and all the research that has been undertaken by them. Moreover, libraries and
databases from all over the world were accessed and searched electronically. Letters or electronic mail
messages were sent to experts requesting literature suggestions. All types of leads were followed and a rich
database of more than 1,200 items was collected, as demonstrated in the bibliography. Newspapers,
periodical press and television programmes such as Panorama, as well as European and British tourism
industry gazettes (Travel Trade Gazette, Travel Weekly, Hospitality, Caterer and Hotelkeeper, Holiday
Which, Business Traveller) and Greek tourism press (Touristiki Agora, Tourismos ke Oikonomia, Xenia,
Greek Travel Pages, and Travel News), provided insights and updates from the industry, which supported
some of the theoretical concepts or inferences emerging from the field research. In addition, due to the
nature of this research, a wide range of industry publications, reports, promotional material, brochures and
inter-organisational contracts were obtained from conferences, tourism exhibitions and promotional
presentations. A careful study of this material facilitated the evaluation of the industry's practices; the
available tools for information and reservations for each member of the tourism distribution channel; the
pricing/commission/discounting structures currently utilised; the accelerating vertical and horizontal
integration and the concentration experienced in the tourism industry.
Chapters 1-3 are exclusively based on the secondary research data obtained, building a concrete background
base for the field research. In addition, consolidating the secondary and primary data, enables this project
to examine issues thoroughly and thus contribute to the academic "body of knowledge". In addition, the
secondary data provided a basis for the research framework design while determining the research objectives
and hypotheses, as discussed in the following sections.
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4.2 Major objectives of the empirical research and hypotheses formulation
The empirical research approach concentrates on four major areas, which challenge a number of hypotheses
arising from the theoretical background. Firstly, several operational issues are examined for each member
of the tourism distribution channel. A thorough analysis of each channel member's contribution to the
tourism product "value-chain" is attempted, in parallel with an in-depth examination of their size and type
of operation, their marketing efforts, and co-operation practices. The distribution mix and the marketing
activities of each tourism distribution channel member is also examined thoroughly, providing the
background for the distribution practices and power analysis. Chapter 5 provides the analysis of this part
of the research, while Figure 4.2 demonstrates the major hypotheses utilised.
Figure 4.2 Major hypotheses of operational issues for each tourism distribution channel member
Major hypotheses for operational, marketing, co-operation, distribution mix and clientele issues for each member of
the tourism distribution channel. [Analysed in Chapter 5]
• Operational issues determine the strategic position of each member of the tourism distribution channel
• The analysis of operational issues demonstrates the competitiveness of tourism distribution channel members
• The investigation of operational issues illustrates the overdependence of destinations' enterprises
on their tourism distribution channel partners
Destination : Aegean islands
Accommodation establishments
• The vast majority of accommodation establishments are small and independent properties
• Most accommodation establishments depend heavily on inclusive packages clientele and tour operators
• Most accommodation establishments have a seasonality problem (less than 150 days occupancy per year)
• The vast majority of accommodation establishments have little or no marketing activities
• Most accommodation establishments have limited and inadequate co-operation with other properties
• Most accommodation establishments are dissatisfied with their income and return on investment
• Smaller accommodation establishments are more dependent on less TOs who can impose their policies
• The competitiveness of accommodation establishments deteriorates in developed destinations
Incoming travel agencies
• Almost all incoming travel agencies are SM'TEs and independent enterprises
• Incoming travel agencies undertake marketing activities to attract tourists and TOs to destinations
• Incoming travel agencies often operate on a one-destination basis
• Incoming travel agencies represent tour operator at destinations
• The vast majority of incoming travel agencies experience dependence on the major TOs they represent
• Most incoming travel agencies are dissatisfied with their income, and return on investment and risk
Place of origin of the tourists: European outbound markets
Tour operators
• The larger the tour operator, the more vertically integrated it is likely to be
• There is a clear distinction between large/mass tour operators and small/specialised tour operators
• Tour operators spend considerable amounts on marketing, through brochures and mass media
Outgoing travel agencies
• There is a clear distinction between rnultiples/integrated and small/independent outgoing travel agencies
• Multiples deal almost exclusively with package tours
• Independents cater more for the specialised market and high spenders
• There is a clear distinction between business and leisure outgoing travel agencies
Major hypotheses of selecting partners in the tourism distribution channel [Discussed in Section 6.1]
• Each member of the tourism distribution channel has a complicated set of criteria for selecting its partners
• An understanding of the criteria used to select partners is important for developing competitive products
• Reliability, quality of services and value for money are the most significant criteria for channel members
Accommodation establishments - Individual consumers
• Accommodation establishments have limited established channels to approach individual customers
• Medium and larger hotels prefer individual customers because of higher revenue
• Small hotels prefer groups and tour operators' clientele because it is easier operationally
• Individual consumers pay higher prices than tour operators' inclusive customers
Accommodation establishments - Incoming travel agencies
• Smaller accommodation establishments co-operate with fewer incoming travel agencies
• Personal relations with incoming travel agencies are important in the selection process of smaller hotels
• Reliability and stability are more important criteria than prices in the selection of incoming agencies
• Incoming travel agencies' criteria reflect tour operators' criteria for selecting hotels
Accommodation establishments - Tour operators
• Smaller accommodation establishments are involved with fewer tour operators
• Reliability and prompt payments are the most critical criteria used try hotels for selecting tour operators
• Occupancy and allotment coverage are more important than price levels
• Most accommodation establishments are more occupancy than price oriented
• The room price is the most important criterion for tour operators when selecting accommodation
• Smaller tour operators select hotels according to their attributes rather than price
Accommodation establishments - Outgoing travel agencies
• Hotels rarely contact outgoing travel agencies directly and they underestimate their potential
• Outgoing travel agencies avoid dealing with accommodation establishments directly due to inefficiencies
• Outgoing travel agencies are generally interested in increasing their co-operation directly with hotels
Incoming travel agencies - Tour operators
• Incoming travel agencies act as tour operator representatives at destinations
• Incoming travel agencies are prepared to serve almost all tour operators, depending on exclusivities
• Incoming travel agencies' major criterion for tour operators' selection is stability and reliability
• Tour operators' major criterion for selecting incoming travel agencies is the ability to negotiate contracts
• Tour operators have little loyalty to incoming travel agencies
Incoming travel agencies - Outgoing travel agencies
• There is very little established relationship between incoming and outgoing travel agencies
• Agreements occur occasionally upon request
Tour operators - Outgoing travel agencies
• Outgoing travel agencies selection of tour operators depends on both their size and integration levels
• Outgoing travel agencies prefer tour operators which offer override commissions and other incentives
• Outgoing travel agencies select TOs which can offer technical support and consistent brochure supply
• TOs target the most productive OTAs, but are willing to supply their holidays to every agency
• Smaller tour operators prefer small and specialist outgoing travel agencies
• Smaller outgoing travel agencies stock a much greater variety of brochures than the multiples
I
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Secondly, distribution mix decisions and inter-channel conflicts are also investigated for each member of
the tourism distribution channel. The criteria utilised to select partners within the tourism distribution
channels are identified for each member of the channel, while some of the operational elements of defining
the distribution mix are also investigated. This analysis illuminates the distribution mix decision making for
each partner and provides a useful background for the examination of conflicts. In addition, comprehension
of the selection criteria priorities enables the understanding of the qualities a DICIRMS and the products it
represents must have, in order to satisfy the requirements of the tourism distribution channel members.
Section 6.1 presents the emerging inferences, while Figure 4.3 illustrates the major hypotheses.
Figure 4.3 Major hypotheses of selecting partners in the tourism distribution channel
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A major stimulation of this research has been the conflicts within the tourism distribution channel, and
the distribution of power within the system. Therefore a thorough analysis of the problems and conflicts
between members of the tourism distribution channel is provided, underlining the power distribution within
the channel. This investigation not only illustrates the vulnerability of SMTEs, but also potential areas of
conflicts which may emerge when a DICIRMS is established and utilised. The analysis is provided in section
6.2 while the major hypotheses are presented in Figure 4.4.
Thirdly, the utilisation of ITs by channel members is investigated by examining the software, hardware and
networking currently used by each partner. This illustrates the technology adaptation pace in the tourism
industry while it demonstrates the familiarity of channel members with newly available technologies. In
addition, as ITs are prerequisites for the development of DICIRMSs, they indicate whether tourism
distribution channel members have the technical capability to facilitate a DICIRMS establishment. The main
utilities of ITs are examined from the perspective of each channel member, while the integration within the
context of tourism industry's overall operation process is assessed. Furthermore, the future ITs planning for
each channel member, as well as their willingness to invest in ITs are surveyed. Figure 4.5 introduces the
major hypotheses, while chapter 7 analyses the findings and inferences.
Fourthly, the empirical research attempts to assess each tourism distribution channel member's perception
of the DICIRMS concept, as well as to examine their willingness to use these systems actively. The
perspective of each member is analysed through its business interests, as the potential costs and benefits
emerging from these systems are investigated. Their willingness to pay for using DICIRMSs is also analysed,
while their views on the most suitable organisation to develop and operate a DICIRMS are also surveyed.
The inferences are illustrated in chapter 8, while Figure 4.6 examines the major hypotheses.
Consequently, the overall objectives of this research are to analyse thoroughly the existing tourism
distribution channels, by examining each member of the tourism distribution channel separately, under the
prism of their business function and operation. Their operation, distribution mix, co-operation practices are
examined, while the selection processes and power distribution within the channel are investigated. In
addition an examination of the ITs utilised by each member of the tourism distribution channel is attempted
in order to assess the familiarity of the tourism industry with ITs and their capability to utilise a DICIRMS.
Furthermore, each channel member's perception of DICIRMSs is investigated along with their willingness
to utilise them and pay for their services. Since each tourism distribution channel member is involved in
these four areas dissimilarly, each members' perspectives are taken into consideration under their business
interests. Consequently, a holistic examination is achieved, while the potential consequences of both existing
tourism distribution channels and DICIRMSs for each partner are assessed.
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Figure 4.4 Major hypotheses of conflicts between tourism distribution channel members
Major hypotheses of conflicts faced by tourism distribution channel members [Analysed in Section 6.2]
• Each distribution channel member has problems with its partners, which arise from their business function
• Tour operators are the channel leaders and determine their policies with regard to the other channel members
• Smaller tourism distribution channel partners are the weakest part of the channel and suffer the most impacts
• There is an unbalanced distribution of wealth within the tourism distribution channel
Accommodation establishments-Tour operators
Accommodation establishments 
• Tour operators have the power to determine accommodation establishments' policies and pricing
• Accommodation establishments believe that tour operators do not pay adequately for services
• Smaller accommodation establishments are more dissatisfied with their income
• Bankruptcies of tour operators are often catastrophic for accommodation establishments
• Tour operators use a range of techniques to reduce the profitability of hotels
Tour operators 
• Tour operators are often dissatisfied with accommodation establishments' services and products
• Overbooking of accommodation establishments is an important problem for tour operators
• Tour operators do not find price as a problem with hotels
• Tour operators face fewer intro-channel problems, as they can replace their partners quite easily
Accommodation establishments-Outgoing travel agencies
Accommodation establishments 
• There is very limited contact between accommodation establishments and outgoing travel agencies
• Accommodation establishments do not understand the needs of outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies 
• Accommodation often fail to pay travel agencies' commission and this spoils their relations
• Hotels fail to produce what they promised and are inconsistent in their agreements
• Outgoing travel agencies are unwilling to pay the communication costs to contact a hotel overseas
Hotels-Incoming travel agencies
Accommodation establishments 
• Incoming travel agencies delay the payment of accommodation in order to accrue interest
• Incoming travel agencies press accommodation establishments to reduce their prices on behalf of TOs
• Smaller properties are more dependent on incoming travel agencies for their distribution
• Incoming travel agencies effectively promote the interests of tour operators at the destination
Incoming travel agencies 
• Incoming travel agencies are often dissatisfied with hotels' product as it is inadequate for TOs
• Incoming travel agencies often complain about the professionalism of small hotel managers
Tour operators-Outgoing travel agencies
Tour operators
• There is a great difference between specialist and mass tour operators
• Small tour operators find it difficult to promote their brochures especially in multiple OTAs
• Small tour operators are often requested to pay override commissions to have their brochures racked
• Vertically integrated tour operators compete with each other by using their integrated channels
Outgoing travel agencies 
• There is a great differentiation between problems faced by small outgoing travel agencies and multiples
• Outgoing travel agencies have several problems with TOs' administration and flight rescheduling
Tour operators-Incoming travel agencies
Tour operators 
• Specialised TOs claim that ITAs cannot understand their philosophy and offer proper service
• TOs feel that there is little problem between TOs and ITAs, due to their ability to replace ITAs
Incoming travel agencies
• Tour operators minimise the profit margins of incoming travel agencies
• Tour operators delay payments
• Bankruptcies of tour operators can destroy incoming travel agencies
Major hypotheses of information technologies utilisation by tourism distribution channel members
[Results in Chapter 7]
• Different tourism distribution channel members have dissimilar information technology needs and usage
• Information technologies have increased the efficiency of the tourism industry
• Small and medium-sized tourism enterprises are unable to follow the information technology developments
Accommodation establishments
• Accommodation establishments under-utilise ifs because they fail to understand the benefits of ifs
• Smaller accommodation establishments believe that ifs are not affordable to them
• Accommodation establishments have no information technology trained personnel
• Larger and medium-sized ACCs have recently installed some form of property management system
Incoming travel agencies
• Most incoming travel agencies operate some fonn of computerised system
• Incoming travel agencies gradually understand and appreciate the potential of information technology
• Outbound oriented incoming travel agencies are better information technology equipped
Tour operators
• Larger tour operators rely on information technology for their inventory management and distribution
• Smaller tour operators understand the benefits of information technology and gradually install systems
• Tour operators increasingly network with resorts offices
Outgoing travel agencies
• Outgoing travel agencies use information technology primarily for reaching CRSs and Videotex systems
• Leisure outgoing travel agencies are more likely to utilise Videotex systems & business OTAs use GDSs
• Outgoing travel agencies gradually appreciate the new opportunities arising from ITs
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Figure 4.5 Major hypotheses of information technologies utilisation by tourism distribution channel
members
Major hypotheses of the Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservations Management Systems
perspectives for tourism distribution channel members [Analysis chapter 8]
• Small and medium-sized tourism enterprises and destination enterprises are interested in developing DICIRMSs
• Most tourism distribution channel members underestimate the potential benefits arising from DICIRMSs
• Tourism distribution channel members are reluctant to utilise innovative distribution channels
• TOs and ITAs have a more negative attitude towards DICIRMSs due to their commercial interests
• ACCs appreciate the potential to improve their distribution and reduce their dependency through a DICIRMS
• OTAs are positive towards DICIRMSs because they feel tourism demand pressures
Perceptions of Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservations Management Systems
• ACCs and OTAs are more positive towards DICIRMSs as they anticipate several benefits
• TOs and ITAs have a more negative attitude towards the DICRMS, as they compete for intermediation
• Channel members have different levels of willingness to participate in a DICBRMS
Major benefits perceived by tourism distribution channel members
• Most members of the TDC fail to appreciate the strategic benefits of a DICIRMS
• TOs and OTAs require DICIRMSs to cover the vast majority of the destinations they serve
• Smaller TOs are more willing to use a DICIRMS for reservations and information retrieval
• OTAs predict benefits from direct reservations provided that DICIRMSs are reliable
• Independent OTAs anticipate more benefits than multiple outgoing travel agencies
• Better educated managers are more positive regarding the potential of DICIRMSs
• ACCs and ITAs in developing tourism resorts are more enthusiastic
• Better educated accommodation managers can predict that DICIRMSs will reduce TOs' power
• ACCs and ITAs appreciate the potential support by DICIRMSs in destination development
Forms of presentation
• Most members of the tourism distribution channel prefer the multimedia presentation
• Channel members would prefer a basic text interface for communication between professionals
Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservations Management Systems' economics
• Most channel members are unwilling to support financially the development of DICIRMSs
• ACCs are more prepared to support a DICIRMS financially in proportion to their capacity
Development stage economics
• Most channel members are unwilling to pay until a DICIRMS is established in the marketplace
• ACCs and ITAs are more willing to support a system at the development stage than OTAs and TOs
• Most tourism distribution channel members would prefer to use the already installed hardware
Operational stage economics
• Channel members are prepared to pay when they replace another source of expenditure
• Channel members can pay commissions similar to the ones they pay currently to other members
Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservations Management Systems' organisation
• Channel members suggest that PTOs are the most appropriate organisation to develop a DICLRMS
• The organisation has to ensure accurate and unbiased display of information
• PTOs attitude depends on their current tourism involvement (reservations/information)
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Figure 4.6 Major hypotheses of the Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservations
Management Systems perspectives for tourism distribution channel members
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4.3 Principal actors and their contribution to the research aim
Initially, a wide range of principal actors, influencing the tourism distribution channel and determining the
ifs, and adaptation of DICIRMSs by the tourism industry, were identified and their contribution to the study
was defined, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. These 13 actors which are spread within both destinations and
places of origin of the tourists, comprise a framework of analysis, which takes into consideration all involved
parties in the existing distribution of leisure travel products, as well as outlining the major driving forces
for the acceptance and the success or failure of DICIRMSs. Primary research with executives and
entrepreneurs of these organisations was essential in order to highlight all areas discussed in this research.
A presentation of these actors and their potential contribution to the research topic is demonstrated.
Accommodation establishments are one of the most important elements and prerequisites for the tourism
product at a destination. More importantly, they are the only SMTEs which serve and base their income
exclusively on tourists, in comparison with catering and entertainment establishments which provide their
services to locals as well. This research concentrates on the existing distribution channels for accommodation
establishments; their clientele mix; average room rates and occupancy achieved; marketing activities, budgets
philosophy; attitude towards technology adaptation; as well as the perception and willingness to adapt and
financially support a DICIRMS. The sample would have to be representative not only of the size of hotels,
but of the phase of tourism development in particular islands and resorts. A wide geographical spread of
accommodation establishments would therefore be required. Other SMTE enterprises, (such as restaurants,
bars, night clubs, cinemas, theatres, local transportation companies, ferries, rent a car, coaches) can also
be examined to determine their contribution to the tourist product and their relations with the existing
tourism distribution channel; their marketing activities; the return on investment they achieve; the use of ITs;
and their willingness to participate in the proposed DICIRMSs.
Public tourism organisations play a dominant role in the tourism development phases and destination
marketing, as they undertake the planning and co-ordination responsibility for entire destinations. The
research would be enriched by assessing information on the development pace and policies for each resort,
influences over the existing tourism distribution channels, as well as guidelines and budget allocations for
destination promotional activities. Moreover, the current utilisation of ITs within the public tourism
organisations, along with their willingness to invest in the development of DICIRMSs as a strategic tool for
destination marketing and development, need to be investigated. In the Greek environment, directors of the
GNTO at the central offices need to be interviewed along with the regional offices of islands and directors
of overseas offices. Public tourism organisations from different countries contribute to the research by
disclosing similar projects in their countries as well as by assessing the potential of DICIRMSs.
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Local authorities and municipalities can also contribute to this research, as they would need to play a
supportive role to DICIRMSs. Apart from financing part of the DICIRMS development, they will need to
supply information for site and event attractions, as well as for the entire information range of requests
which they currently provide to the tourism industry and individual tourists. Hence their contribution to the
marketing of destinations; the IT applications they currently use to carry out their tasks; and their willingness
to participate in a DICIRMS development also need to be examined.
Airlines determine accessibility of the Aegean islands from the major tourist markets, since the distance and
the inadequate and unreliable ferry transportation system discourage travellers from arriving by other means.
Furthermore, expensive, indirect, tax-liable and inconvenient scheduled flights force tourists to use charter
flights to the islands, which are effectively controlled by tour operators. Research should be undertaken with
both scheduled and charter airlines to examine the willingness of these airlines to operate direct scheduled
flights to destinations during the summer seasons, as the resultant deregulation would enable them to offer
competitive and flexible pricing and schedules. In addition, plans to co-operate with small regional airlines
need to be investigated. Furthermore, airlines' willingness to distribute their products through DICIRMSs,
as well as to incorporate DICIRMSs in their established CRSs should be examined. Schedule and charter,
national and international airlines as well as industry experts need to be questioned on these issues.
Tour operators are the most dominant members in the existing tourism distribution channel, as they
concentrate considerable power in the channel. Therefore their relationships with accommodation
establishments, outgoing travel agencies, incoming travel agencies and public tourism organisations need
investigation. Moreover, their perception of future market developments; the cost structure of their packages;
the criteria they utilise to choose their partners and the major problems they face; their information needs
as regards destinations and SMTEs; the technology they use' to administrate and distribute their packages;
the usage of CRSs in their current operation; and their willingness to utilise and support a DICIRMS should
be researched. A distinction between large/mass vs small/specialised tour operators, as well as their
characteristics in different countries, should be taken into consideration in the sampling process.
Incoming travel agencies play a very important role in the handling of tourists at destinations, as well as
in identifying suitable elements of the tourism product for package formulation by tour operators. Their role
in the existing distribution channel; their relations and conflicts with tour operators, accommodation
establishments and public tourism organisations; their usage of ITs and their viewpoint on a DICIRMS
development would need to be studied. Incoming travel agencies from different islands and locations, as well
as from a wide spread of activities should participate and offer their perspectives.
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Outgoing travel agencies at the places of origin of the tourists are of great importance, since they are the
front sellers of a destination and can influence consumers' choice very effectively. Consequently, their
importance in the tourism distribution channel; their relations with tour operators and accommodation
establishments; the utilization of ITs and the potential use of DICIRMSs have to be investigated. Moreover,
outgoing travel agencies are best informed for demand trends since they meet prospective travellers in their
every day operations. Observation of customers within agencies can provide a clear idea of consumers' main
concerns and pre-determined elements in their holiday choice. Outgoing travel agencies from several
countries and locations, both multiples and independent have to be examined in order to assess their current
and future contribution to the destination.
Global distribution channels as well as hotel and airlines' computer reservation systems should be
examined as well, in order to identify their compatibility and assess their willingness to be connected with
DICIRMSs. Leisure product availability on GDSs and other CRSs has to be assessed, along with the major
trends in GDSs accessibility; capability of distributing multimedia data; new facilities and information
required to be offered by DICIRMSs; as well as the issues of transparency, inter-connectivity and
integration. All major GDSs and several other CRSs should be approached. As discussed in section 3.3.2.3,
Videotex networks currently distribute the vast majority of leisure tourism products. Thus the operation side
of the Videotex systems, along with their willingness to co-operate with DICIRMSs has to be examined.
Moreover, Videotex's fee structure for both suppliers and end-users needs further analysis.
Some of the existing destination management systems should be examined in order to investigate the
services they offer and the fees they charge; their major sponsors; the technology they utilise; the cost of
development and operation; the ownership patterns; their strategic alliances with CRSs or GDSs; as well as
the major problems they face and the future trends. Most of the existing systems would need to be analysed.
Destination management systems' experts, consultants, academics and developers should also be
approached in order to offer their experiences and perspectives in existing DMS developments. They can
provide information on the technology required; the development and operational cost for existing DMSs;
their contribution to destinations and SMTEs; their compatibility with GDSs and CRSs; and the acceptance
and potential conflicts with different members of the tourism industry. Experts can be targeted from their
presence at important conferences on this topic, including the ones in Assisi (1991), Singapore (1992),
Innsbruck (1994 and 1995), Vancouver (1994), Los Angeles (1995).
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Tourists as consumers and their decision making behaviour also needs to be examined thoroughly, in order
to identify the future trends; the gaps in the existing distribution channel; the adequacy of the tourism
industry's response to information required by prospective holiday-makers; the ability of the tourism industry
to cater for special interest travellers; as well as consumers' satisfaction. Their willingness to utilise and
perhaps to pay for the services of DICIRMSs, such as information retrieval and direct reservations, should
also be assessed. A representative sample of consumers from various nationalities, holiday patterns, spending
power, and destinations should be drawn.
These 13 principal actors represent a comprehensive framework which covers all angles of this research.
However, time and financial constraints determined that the formal research could concentrate only on the
four core members of the tourism distribution channel, namely accommodation establishments, incoming
travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies. It was however assessed, that despite the
relative homogeneity of tour operators throughout Europe, outgoing travel agencies have quite different
operational environments and methods and therefore it was decided to target exclusively British ones.
Extensive informal research was undertaken also on the other actors, based on secondary sources, as well
as countless informal discussions and interviews with executives, entrepreneurs, experts and with people
from the tourism industry and ITs industries. Participation at relevant conferences and exhibitions, as well
as field research visits to several of these organisations, facilitated the informal part of the research. In
addition, promotional leaflets, statements and press releases enabled a better understanding of the commercial
interests of these actors, their utilisation of ITs and their compatibility with DICIRMSs, as well as the major
trends in their part of the industry.
4.4 Research design approach
Based on the described objectives and the major hypotheses as stated above, this research benefited from
research guidelines developed in tourism (Ritchie and Goeldner, 1987 and 1994; Pearce and Butler, 1993;
Wade and Miller,1993), marketing (Tull and Hawkins,1990; Green,Tull,Albaum,1988; Kinnear and
Taylor,1991), as well as the social sciences (de Vaus,1986; Blalock, 1979; Blalock and Blalock,1968;
Bryman and Cramer, 1988; Bryman,1988; Cramer,1994; Patton, 1987 and 1990; Denzin,1978; Denzin and
Lincoln, 1994). Unfortunately, there is little or no research undertaken in the issues examined in this thesis.
Although some researchers may have examined one aspect of this research, perhaps in a strict geographical
and business perspective, there are very few empirical studies and relatively little background in tourism
distribution and information technology applications in tourism. Although this can be regarded as a challenge
and opportunity, it also underlines the lack of patterns to execute this type of research. As a consequence,
this thesis provides a foundation for further research and analysis on the topics it examines.
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Three major categories of research are described in the literature, namely exploratory, descriptive and causal
designs (Pizam,1994,p .97; Kinnear and Taylor,1991,p.136; Tull and Hawkins, 1990,p .48). Exploratory
research designs enable familiarisation with the research problem and situation, while they seek to formulate
a problem in order to increase the investigators' knowledge of a phenomenon. Thus it is widely used to
explore previously under-researched and unclarified areas. Often the purpose of this type of research is to
discover the general nature of the problems and the variables that relate to it, as well as to explore relations
between variables and formulate hypotheses for further research. Descriptive designs are used to measure
subjects' characteristics, relations or attitudes objectively. Surveys and case studies are often utilised in order
to implement a descriptive research and therefore establish associations between variables. Hence descriptive
research is focused on the accurate description of the variables in the research problem. Finally, causal
designs enable experimental research, where the dependency of several variables can be measured by
controlling the research environment and all other variables which may affect behaviour or characteristics.
Due to the nature of this research and the inadequacy of previously completed empirical studies on this topic,
the research approach selected for this thesis incorporates both exploratory and descriptive designs. The
exploratory design was utilised in the pilot study when semi-structured interviews were undertaken; at the
informal research process stage where unstructured discussions with public sector officials and ITs experts
were undertaken; and also through the interview process during the field research, when notes on remarks,
explanations and further discussions arising from the questionnaire were taken. The exploratory research
aimed to illuminate the relations, attitudes and perceptions of each tourism distribution channel member as
well as to determine the variables required for this type of research. In addition, descriptive research was
utilised throughout the field research, in order to collect measurable variables and enable a degree of
quantification as well as variables-association investigation in the analysis process. A rigidly structured pre-
coded questionnaire, as well as a smaller version of this questionnaire was used to collect quantitative
information through interviews and mail survey respectively.
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4.4.1 Quantitative vs qualitative research: the need for triangulation
Plenty of arguments are provided in the literature both against and in favour of quantitative and qualitative
research (Bryman,1988), while several schools of thought have emerged to support one or the other research
approach (Gilbert,1992,p.173-183). It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to contribute to this debate.
However, a brief comparison between the two techniques is attempted. Quantitative research draws its
intellectual inspiration from a natural science and concentrates on collecting facts and figures using "closed
or quantifiable" types of questions, observations and statistics (Bryman and Cramer, 1990). Pre-determined,
standardised measurements are therefore utilised to fit attitudes, characteristics, opinions and problems in
response categories. Perhaps the major contribution of quantitative research is that it boosts the objectivity,
reliability and validity of the research by eliminating the personal bias of researchers. In contrast, qualitative
research aims to gain a more in-depth understanding of a situation by involving interviewees, unstructured
discussions, observations and various types of secondary data, enabling researchers to study an issue in its
finest detail (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; Denzin,1978; Patton, 1990; Bryman,1988). In addition, it is the ideal
method for examining strategic marketing issues, and for the initial screening of a new product and strategic
ideas (Peterson,1994,p.488; Wills, Hayhurst, Midgley,1973). Its major contribution is the wealth of
information it generates and its ability to resolve complex situations and problems. Bryman (1988,p.61)
suggests the most fundamental characteristic of qualitative research is its express commitment to viewing
events, action, norms, values, etc from the perspective of the people who are being studied".
However, it is increasingly recognised that a combination of quantitative and qualitative research
methodologies should be followed in order to examine complex social and business issues while providing
reliable figures for measurement and policy specifications (Bryman,1988,p.127). Qualitative research often
facilitates the identification of variables and the construction of scales and indices for quantitative analysis,
while it enables the interpretation of statistical analysis. Thus "qualitative methods can be used both to
discover what is happening and then to verify what has been discovered" (Patton, 1990,p.60). The two
research approaches are combined in order to produce a general realistic picture. Consequently, the
triangulation technique emerges as an approach in which multiple observers, theoretical perspectives,
sources of data and methodologies are combined, taking advantage of both worlds (Bryman,1988,p.131;
Patton, 1990,p.464). Jick (1979,p.602) suggests that a combination of methodologies in the study of the same
phenomenon provides multiple viewpoints and allows for greater accuracy.
Triangulation "can also capture a more complete, holistic and contextual portrayal of the unit under study.
That is beyond the analysis of overlapping variance, the use of multiple measures may also uncover some
unique variance which otherwise may have been neglected by single methods. It is here that qualitative
methods, in particular, can play an especially prominent role by eliciting data and suggesting conclusions
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to which other methods would be blind. In this sense, triangulation may be used not only to examine the
same phenomenon from multiple perspectives but also to enrich our understanding by allowing for new or
deeper dimensions to emerge" (Jick,1979,p .603). Patton (1990,p.49) explains that "the holistic approach
assumes that the whole is understood as a complex system that is greater than the sum of its parts. It also
assumes that a description and understanding of a person's social environment or an organisation's political
context is essential for overall understanding of what is observed".
Accordingly, this research utilises the triangulation technique and follows a holistic approach. The
insufficiency of previous research on the research themes and their unexplicit nature determine that
qualitative research and analysis needs to be utilised in order to explain interrelations within the tourism
distribution channel, and members' perspective on ITs and DICIRMSs. It also facilitates the concept
screening of DICIRMSs, while it illuminates the magnitude of the strategic weaknesses of accommodation
establishments and their dependence upon intermediaries. In addition, it is utilised to derive a structured-
questionnaire and interview-structure which enables the collection of quantifiable data. The quantitative
research and analysis provides measurements on the issues examined, which enable the rating and ranking
of the selection criteria and conflicts experienced in the tourism distribution channel as well as the
willingness to utilise DICIRMSs. It also assists comparisons between the attitudes of each channel partner
towards the development and utilisation of DICIRMSs, as well as the penetration of ITs. The research
employs a holistic approach to demonstrate the views and perspectives of each channel member in the
distribution function, ITs and DICIRMSs. It also provides a thorough investigation of the business function
interrelationships and power distribution, as well as the organisational interests of each particular tourism
distribution channel member to be involved and benefit from DICIRMSs. Therefore the holistic approach
and triangulation provides a better understanding of the issues, trends, dependencies and perspectives, than
the two methods alone, and facilitates both the clarification of concepts and the production of meaningful
statistics.
4.4.2 Data collection processes
In order to achieve the above methodology, a wide range of data collection techniques and instruments were
selected. Theory in research methodology suggests that there are three major techniques to contact research
subjects, namely mail, telephone and personal interview surveys. Several positive and negative attributes are
assigned to each method (Kinnear and Taylor,1991,p.319; Tull and Hawkins,1990,p.142;
Green,Tull,Albaum,1988,ch.5; Pizam,1994). In addition, observation can be utilised to collect data, often
without having direct contact with the subjects.
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This research used all types of data collection processes to enable the achievement of a higher response rate.
In-depth, structured personal interviews dominated the research execution as they were assessed to be the
most effective methods to collect information-rich and sufficient data to support both the descriptive and
exploratory research. Personal interviews were regarded as the only data collection method which could
provide the response rate and the wealth of information required for the triangulation. Thus extensive
personal interviews were carried out, despite the high cost required to travel and stay on various islands
during the field research; the logistics difficulties, due to the geographical spread of the Aegean islands and
the places of origin of the tourists; the time required to undertake each interview; and the potential bias by
the interviewer. The complexity and length of the questionnaires [it included approximately 250 variables
and required an average of 60 minutes to be completed], as well as the description of the DICIRMS concept,
determined that personal interviews would be the principal data collection method. The need to collect
qualitative data through discussions with tourism distribution channel members' proprietors and executives
also supported the need for personal interviews. This was reinforced by the lack of experience by Greek
accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies with similar research projects; their inability
to understand some complicated issues emerging in the questionnaire; their fear of providing data of their
enterprises to strangers; as well as their tendency to deal with urgent day-to-day operations rather than
"waste time" on research projects.
Similar reasons determined personal interviews as the most desired for research at the place of origin of the
tourists. However, the spread of the travel trade organisations throughout the European countries, as well
as the distances needed to be covered to meet a significant number of outgoing travel agencies and tour
operators, determined that the personal interviews would be taking place exclusively in the South East
England region, where most are located. In addition, personal interviews were the only way to achieve
qualitative insights into interviewees' opinions, problems, relations and perspectives, and thus to facilitate
the triangulation methodology. It was also assessed that unless a personal interview research method was
undertaken it would be impossible to achieve a sufficient response rate within the research budget.
In addition, in-depth unstructured discussions with tourism industry entrepreneurs and executives, as well
as with ITs experts and GNTO executives was used throughout the research process. They contributed
significantly to the understanding and conceptualisation of the major problems and challenges, the design
of the research methodology and instruments, while they assisted in conceiving the proposed strategic tools
and visions. Hence, they were instrumental in the research process and analysis.
Mail surveys were also inevitably utilised to collect data from remote tourism distribution channel members.
As the Aegean region is spread over a 95 inhabited islands Archipelago, most of which have some types of
tourism amenities, it was impossible to visit all of them for this field research. Similarly, tour operators and
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outgoing travel agencies serving the distribution of the Aegean destination are spread throughout the globe,
although a higher concentration in Europe is observed. Therefore mail research facilitated the contact of
remote channel members, which were impossible to visit.
Two major types of observations were performed. Firstly, observation at outgoing travel agency counters
was undertaken in order to comprehend the decision making behaviour of consumers and the methods utilised
by outgoing travel agencies to serve the demand. As this researcher had no prior working experience in
outbound European organisations, it was felt that a brief exposure to outgoing travel agencies would facilitate
his understanding of consumers' requirements and tools used by the industry to satisfy their inquiries. The
researcher posed as a trainee in one multiple and one independent outgoing travel agency in the Guildford
area, and observed all transactions undertaken for a total of 4 days. Notes where taken on all transactions,
while informal discussions with outgoing travel agency staff after the transaction, provided insights into the
types of requests they face every day; what criteria consumers have pre-determined before arriving at an
outgoing travel agency; what elements of their travel planning are often flexible and which are inflexible;
as well as the range of information sources and suppliers they utilise to satisfy the demand. Secondly,
informal observations were performed, as a side benefit, on each personal interview undertaken. There was
often a show-round by the interviewees in their properties/outlets, while some time for personal exploration
was utilised to verify certain elements of the research. For example the number of tour operator boards in
accommodation establishments demonstrated instantly their distribution mix, while the technology utilised
at the point-of-sales indicated the penetration of ITs. Moreover, incoming travel agencies' windows explained
at a glance their tour operator partners and their pricing policies, while they provided a very good indication
of their business orientation. The number and type of terminals illustrated the usage of ITs in the agency,
while the brochure display illuminated their racking and promotional strategy. Notes were kept on the
interview-structure about inferences emerging from the informal observations and a better understanding of
interviewees' perspectives was achieved.
Finally, although telephone surveys were not utilised in this research due to the complexity of the research
topic as well as the cost of long-distance and lengthy calls, a number of informal interviews and unstructured
discussions with proprietors and executives, as well as GNTO officials and other experts were undertaken
by telephone communication.
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4.4.3 Data collection instruments and construction process
As the very few existing questionnaires and scales in some aspects of this research were not particularly
relevant to this study, it was necessary to design new questionnaires and research instruments which could
reflect the views of the tourism distribution channel members on the research issues. Survey research
instrument construction principles and practices are described in several textbooks (Hoinville and
Jowell,1989; de Vaus,1986; Green,Tull,Albaum,1988; Tull and Hawkins,1990,ch.10-12; Kinnear and
Taylor, 1991), while qualitative research documentation is explained (Patton, 1990; Denzin,1978; Denzin and
Lincoln, 1994; Tull and Hawkins,1990,ch.13-14).
4.4.3.1 Questionnaires/interview structures
Four major "questionnaires/interview-structures" were developed gradually, one for each partner of the
tourism distribution channel, namely accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour operators
and outgoing travel agencies. These instruments aimed to collect both quantitative and qualitative data.. as
they facilitated the recording of pre-determined answers. They also provided a structure for discussion and
space for notes on comments, remarks and additions made by the interviewees.
The first drafts of these instruments were based on issues emerging from the literature review and informal
discussions with executives, academics and public sector officials. These four instruments were semi-
structured "questionnaires/interview-structures" for each tourism distribution channel member, and
incorporated all types of measurements in 6 major sections [A: Understanding your company; B:
Understanding your customer; C: Distribution channels; D: Information & telecommunication technologies;
E: Destination integrated computer information reservation management systems; F: Interviewee personal
details]. A brief description of the DICIRMS's concept was enforced by 12 pictures/screens of the AEGEO
DICIRMS project. The "questionnaires/interview-structures" drawn for channel members at the destination
[accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies] were developed in Greek, while the
questionnaires for the ones at the place of origin of the tourists [tour operators and outgoing travel agencies]
were in English.
The initial test for each of these instruments was undertaken by five Greek and European postgraduate
students of the University of Surrey, who had substantial experience in one of the tourism distribution
channel members. They were instructed to complete the "questionnaires/interview-structures" pretending that
they responded on behalf of their most recent employers, while they were advised to highlight any questions
they felt were incomprehensible, as well as to add comments on issues they felt were important to the
discussion. Several improvements were undertaken based on these suggestions, while some additional issues
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were added or amended. The revised instruments were utilised as a pilot study in interviews with 18
accommodation establishments, 6 incoming travel agencies, 4 tour operators and 2 outgoing travel agencies.
The purpose of the pilot study interviews was to assess: whether the questions were comprehensive and
whether any critical issues were missing from the questionnaires; if the values in the "closed" questions
where appropriate as well as to determine the values in open questions; the reaction in interviewees in critical
and confidential issues such as pricing or strategy; whether there was a logical flow from one question or
section to the next, to maintain respondents' interest; whether the questions were comprehensible and the
terminology utilised was accurate at the interviewees' language; and finally whether the length of the
questionnaire was tolerated by the interviewees. The interviewees were also notified that this was the pilot
part of the research and they were encouraged to express their views on the wording, structure, content and
omissions of the questionnaire. All interviews were recorded and all difficulties encountered were marked
on the research instrument.
The results of the pilot study were encouraging as the majority of the interviewees valued the research and
were prepared to provide time and feedback. However, several issues emerged. Most interviewees had
difficulties in ranking selection criteria and conflicts as they believed that they were equally significant.
Therefore instead of ranking them in order they were only ticking the most important ones. In addition, the
distribution section of the questionnaires was emotionally tiring for most interviewees and especially for the
ones who encounter intra-channel conflicts, such as accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies
and small independent outgoing travel agencies and tour operators. As a result, they spent more time on
these issues and were less interested in the more difficult and conceptual IT and DICIRMS sections. Several
changes in the terminology and the wording were also required, to make the questionnaire more
comprehensible. Outgoing travel agency and tour operator respondents often did not know the cost of
communication and CRSs' charges and therefore these questions were removed from the questionnaire.
Finally, pricing specifically discounted rates and contract pricing were regarded as confidential in the
industry and a new format of questions needed to be utilised.
Following the pilot study, the final "questionnaires/interview-structures "were constructed, as demonstrated
in Appendix A. Apart from changes in the wording and terminology, the finalised version of the research
instruments had several amendments. Ranking variables were replaced with Likert scales [1 to 5 Very
Unimportant-Very Important] which enabled both rating and ranking and also facilitated cross tabulations.
The vast majority of the questions became "closed", while open questions were introduced when answers
in the pilot study were very dissimilar or very sensitive, and thus respondents preferred to explain the
situation themselves. The DICIRMS and ITs sections were transferred as second and third in order, while
the "hot" distribution debate was transferred to the end, as this stimulated the interest of interviewees and
they were still not so tired when the conceptual demanding issues were being discussed.
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The pilot study also disclosed that accommodation establishments and outgoing travel agencies have minimal
contact, while similarly, outgoing travel agencies claim rare direct communications with incoming travel
agencies and accommodation establishments. As a result, these parts of the questionnaires were withdrawn,
apart from the accommodation section in the outgoing travel agency questionnaire which changed radically
to explore the reasons for this rare communication and the factors which would encourage further co-
operation. The inability of hoteliers and incoming travel agencies to describe their customers, due to the lack
of marketing research resulted in the elimination of these sections from their questionnaires. Unnecessary
or easily assumed questions were also eliminated. Again 5 Greek and European postgraduate students of the
University of Surrey, with substantial experience in one of the tourism distribution channel members
completed the revised questionnaires to certify their clarity.
Consequently, four different "questionnaires/interview-structures" were constructed, one for each tourism
distribution channel member, incorporating about 250 variables in 8-10 pages each. A number of pictures
from the AEGEO system demonstrated during the interview, facilitated the conceptualisation of the
DICIRMSs. These instruments also facilitated the qualitative analysis as they provided space for notes on
interviewees' reactions, comments and beliefs expressed through the interview process. Table 4.1 describes
the major parts of these research instruments and their objectives. Cross tabulation between variables from
different sections confirmed the inter-relation between these sections, and it also demonstrated that there is
a certain degree of predictability of the distribution mix of participants, their utilisation of ITs and evaluation
of DICIRMSs, according to the type of current operations, distribution and clientele, as well as the personal
characteristics of respondents.
The length and complexity of the "questionnaire/interview-structure" places great pressure on the researcher
to maintain the respondents' interest especially in SMTEs, where respondents are actively involved in the
operation of their enterprise. In addition, it reduced the capability of the researcher to undertake a greater
number of questionnaires in the time allocated for the field research. However, the complexity of the issues
examined did not allow for the downscaling of the questionnaire size. Moreover, it was assessed from the
pilot study that interviewees were prepared to dedicate their time discussing these issues, due to their interest
in the issues examined in the research.
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4.4.3.2 Mail survey questionnaires
In addition to the "questionnaires/interview-structures", four "mail survey questionnaires" were required to
facilitate the data collection from channel members in remote Aegean islands and the European travel trade.
As these questionnaires needed to be very similar to the "questionnaires/interview-structures", it was decided
that a smaller version of these instruments could be drawn for the mail survey. As a consequence, an attempt
was made to reduce the size of the "questionnaires/interview-structures" to 4-5 pages or about 150 variables.
Due to the space limitation, the sections of each questionnaire which were less essential to the research, such
as the selection criteria and conflicts between outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, and vice versa,
were omitted in the mail research instrument. Hence four mail questionnaires, one for each member of the
tourism distribution channel, were drawn as smaller versions of the interview-structure. As a covering letter
is always required in mail surveys in order to explain the research aims and stimulate a higher response
(Hoinville and Jowel1,1989,p.133), a University crested cover letter from the researcher and his supervisor
was sent, arguing the importance of the research and requesting the participation of each respondent.
Reflecting respondents values and business interests, the letter to Greek SMTEs emphasised that this research
was undertaken in a European context, while on the cover letter to European tourism distribution channel
members, the implications of ITs for their operation and strategy were highlighted. Mail questionnaires to
outgoing travel agencies and tour operators were also accompanied by an encouragement letter from the
GNTO Director in London. However, due to budget constraints, the DICIRMS pictures were not provided
in the mail questionnaires. Lastly, mailing questionnaires in English to European tour operators is an
acknowledged disadvantage of this research methodology. Time and budget constraints, the relatively small
size of sample in each country/language, and the domination of English as the tourism terminology and
communication language justify this decision.
4.4.3.3 Observation instrument
Finally, a field notes-taking instrument (Patton, 1990,p.239) was developed to facilitate the observation
process at outgoing travel agencies. This instrument enabled the recording of consumer requests, in terms
of pre-determined variables, priorities in decision making, types of information required, areas where advice
was required by outgoing travel agencies' personnel, as well as the methods utilised by outgoing travel
agency staff to satisfy these requests, in terms of ITs and CRSs, manuals, indexes, brochures and gazettes
were utilised to provide an answer. In addition, to facilitate the "informal observation" during the personal
interviews, field notes were recorded in the appropriate section of the "questionnaire/interview-structure"
which facilitated the collection of all relevant material under a comprehensive research structure.
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4.4.4 The complementarity of research methods and instruments
More importantly, the strength of this research lies in the complementarity of the research strategy,
techniques and instruments utilised, which provide both broad and rich information for the issues examined.
As Patton (1990,p.189) and Bryman (1988,p.131) explain, the triangulation technique which enables the
mixes of measurements, designs and analyses, provides ideal research results. Each instrument provided
insights in research. For example when respondents were unable or unwilling to illuminate an issue, either
because they were unfamiliar, or due to strict confidentiality policies, observations often provided vital
evidence. In addition, observations provoked further questions during the interviews, where several
additional issues were clarified. The cross examination of the research themes from the perspectives of
different tourism distribution channel members illustrated clearly the distinctive commercial interests and
their consequent actions or conflicts within the channel. The holistic approach undertaken in this thesis, as
all critical issues are examined simultaneously from the perspective of each tourism distribution channel
member, provides an exhaustive and thorough exposure of the distribution practices, ITs' penetration in the
tourism industry and the channel members' perspective on DICIRMSs. The next section describes the
research execution and sampling.
4.5 Sampling and field research execution
A complicated sampling and field research plan was consequently drawn up to enable the data collection.
Although the scientific approach and the representation of selected subjects were the major priorities for the
field research plan, time and budget constraints as well as the wide dispersion of both the tourism trade
[throughout Europe], and the Aegean tourism supply [95 islands] inevitably imposed several limitations on
the available choices. A blend of research methods was therefore utilised to maximise the coverage of the
research. A census was achieved in incoming travel agencies and tour operators, due to their relatively small
population, and almost the entire population was targeted, either for personal interviews or mail
questionnaires. However, almost 70% of the Aegean accommodation establishments and 9% of the British
outgoing travel agencies were targeted, due to the aforementioned budget and time constraints.
Several sampling approaches are illustrated in the literature as demonstrated in Table 4.2. Quantitative
research emphasises the importance of representative and bias-free sampling by suggesting a wide range of
sampling techniques. In contrast, qualitative research highlights the need to select information-rich subjects
which would provide credible and reliable inferences.
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Table 4.2 Sampling methodologies as illustrated in the literature
Qualitative samplingQuantitative sampling
• Non-probability sampling techniques
• Judgemental or purposive
[Evaluation by researcher or expert.]
• Quota
[Selection from a proportional subsets/strata
of population. Create cells and select
proportionally according to sample size.]
• Convenience
[Representation is sacrificed for the sake of
ease in obtaining the sample. Often based on
pre-determined "typical" samples.]
• Snowball
[Initial respondents are selected randomly but
additional subjects are based on respondents
recommendations.]
• Probability sampling designs
• Simple Random sampling
[Each sample has a known & equal probability
of selection through a random procedure.]
• Systematic sampling
[Each sample has a known & equal probability
of selection, through a systematic process
selecting the Ninth subject of a population]
• Stratified random sampling
[The population is divided in mutually
exclusive subsets/strata and a random sample
is drawn within each strata. Proportionate
stratified sampling selects sample
proportionately to the population from each
strata. Disproportionate stratified sampling
takes into consideration other circumstances]
• Cluster
[The population is divided in mutually
exclusive subsets/clusters and a random
sample of these clusters is selected.]
• Area
[Geographically dominated sampling]
• Purposeful sampling
• Extreme or deviant case sampling
[Focus on rich in information cases as they
are unusual or special]
• Intensive sampling
[Focus on rich in information cases]
• Maximum variation sampling
[Focus on variation of participants or
programmes]
• Homogeneous sampling
[Examines a small homogeneous sample]
• Typical case sampling
[Illustrates typical cases as an example]
• Stratified purposeful sampling
[Stratifies heterogenous typical cases]
• Critical case sampling
[Examines critical cases which can make a
point quite dramatically or are particularly
important]
• Snowball or chain sampling
[Asking for leads in order to locate
information-rich key informants or critical
cases]
• Criterion sampling
[Review and study all cases that meet some
predetermined criterion of importance]
• Theory based or operational construct sampling
[Samples incidents, slices of life, time periods
or people on the basis of their potential
manifestation or representation of important
theoretical constructs]
• Confirming and disconfirming cases
[Testing ideas, confirming the importance and
meaning of possible patterns and checking out
the viability of emergent findings]
• Opportunistic sampling
[Takes advantage of unforeseen events as they
unfold]
• Random purposeful sampling
[Aims to reduce suspicion about why certain
cases were selected for study]
• Sampling politically important cases
[Involves selecting a political sensitive site or
unit of analysis in order to attract attention
and get used]
• Convenience sampling
[Doing what is fast and convenient]
• Combination or mixed purposeful sampling
[Combination of the above methods]
Source: Adapted from Pizam,1994,p.101-102; Green,Tull,Albaum,1988,p.325-334;
Tull and Hawkins,1990,ch.15; Kinnear and Taylor,1991,ch.12; Patton,1990,p.169-183.
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In order to accommodate the variety of research methods utilised to achieve the research objectives of this
study, several sampling methods were used as demonstrated in the following section. The sampling frame
is defined as "a means of representing the elements of the population" (Tull and Hawkins,1990,p.466). In
this research four major sampling frames are utilised, one for each type of respondent: accommodation
establishments were drawn from the Hotels 1993 catalogue produced by the Hellenic Hotel Chamber;
incoming travel agencies were gathered from the Greek Travel Pages and the Hellenic Travelling monthly
indexes which feature the vast majority of the incoming travel agencies in Greece. In the place of origin,
a list of tour operators operating within Greece was obtained from each GNTO office abroad and was also
enriched by the "Tourism in Greece 1993" tour operators lists, while a list of all members of the Association
of British Travel Agencies was obtained from the GNTO branch in London.
Blalock and Blalock (1968,p.286) highlight that the sample size required for any survey is determined by
the population variance and heterogeneity, while the population size is irrelevant. Statistical methods
determine the required sample size as the confidence coefficient (Z =standard error) multiplied by the
populations' standard deviation (s) and divided by the specification of the acceptable degree of error (e), ie
{n- =[z,*s/e]2) (Weiss, 1989,p .319; Green,Tull,Albaum,1988,p.337; Tull and Hawkins,1990,p.501;
Cannon, 1994; Blalock and Blalock, 1968,p.285). This method though is impractical for this research project,
because it suggests a sample size based on one variable. As the four questionnaires have about 250 variables
each, the selection of one suitable variable was impossible. In addition, this method assumes that the standard
deviations of both population and sample are known (Green,Tull,Albaum,1988,p.337; Tull and
Hawkins,1990,p.501). However, as the variables utilised in this research have never been used before, there
was no pre-determined standard deviation available for comparison. In addition, Tull and Hawkins
(1990,p.479) explain that "traditional sampling theory generally ignores the concept of the cost versus the
value of the information to be provided by various sized samples. Practitioners have been forced to deal with
the realities of sampling economics regardless of whether theory recognizes them". Thus the authors suggest
that other methods are often used to determine the sample size, such as unaided judgment, all you can
afford, average size for samples for similar studies and required size per cell (p.492). From the qualitative
research point of view, Patton (1990,p.184) proposes that although "there are no specific rules for sampling
size in qualitative inquiry", purposeful samples should "be judged on the basis of the purpose and rationale
of each study and the sampling strategy used to achieve the study's purpose". He also asserts that "the
validity, meaningfulness and insights generated from qualitative inquiry have more to do with the
information-richness of the cases selected and the observational/analytical capabilities of the researcher than
with sample size" (p.185). Consequently, the above analysis suggests that a combination of sampling and
sample size determination methods needed to be followed in this research, in order to enable both the
extraction of adequately rich information for the exploratory research, and information sufficient in quantity
to enable the descriptive statistical analysis.
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4.5.1. Sampling process and research execution at the destination
As it was decided to concentrate on the four major members of the tourism distribution channel, namely
accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, the
first part of the field research took place at the destination area, ie the Greek Aegean islands. The formal
research covered accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies, while there was the
opportunity for informal research through discussions and in-depth interviews with a wide range of non-
accommodation SMTEs, GNTO executives as well as local officials and consumers. The field research at
the destination took place in the summer season of 1993 (April-October).
In order to increase the awareness and consequently the response rate, as well as to encourage the
participation of SMTEs and other subjects in the research process, a range of public relation activities were
undertaken in Greece. Firstly, the associations of local hoteliers, and the associations of travel agencies, as
well as the local GNTO branch were informed as to the nature of the project, while they were requested to
assist by informing and encouraging their local tourism industry members to participate. Secondly, the
research objectives, along with a short profile of the researcher, and some highlights of the pilot study were
published in a page editorial, in three separate issues of the two most influential Greek tourism industry
magazines: Tourismos ke Oikonomia (May,1993,p.19 and August, 1993,p.54) and Touristiki Agora
(October, 1993,p.32). As these magazines are distributed by the Hellenic Hotel Chamber to all Greek hotels
and other tourism industry enterprises, it was anticipated that if SMTE entrepreneurs/managers were aware
of the project in advance, they would be more willing to participate. Thirdly, the researcher was invited as
a guest speaker in the August meeting of the Rhodes' hotel general managers association to demonstrate the
purpose of the research. Thus to a certain extent, entrepreneurs and managers were informed in advance and
they were expecting a visit or a questionnaire. The publicity of the research project contributed to the
awareness of the industry and ultimately raised not only the response rate, but also the richness of the
information, as respondents were prepared to release confidential information and material.
4.5.1.1. Locations of the field research at the destination
The location of the personal interviews for accommodation establishments and outgoing travel agencies was
of great concern, as it effectively determined the population of enterprises accessible for the research.
Firstly, the Greek Aegean islands were classified based on the level of tourism development; dependence
upon the tourism industry; growth in the last years; tourism density; their capacity and diversification of
accommodation establishments; and the type of customers they manage to attract. Based on these criteria a
judgmental sampling method was employed to select a few islands which could be targeted for the personal
interviews. It was decided that islands from different stages of their life cycle needed to be included, as they
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experienced different levels of dependency, while a sufficient number of SMTEs should be accessible on
each of these islands. As a result five islands were chosen in the northern and southern parts of the Aegean,
namely Rhodes, Kos, Chios, Mytilini and Limnos. As is demonstrated in the islands' accommodation
capacity in Table 1.2, Rhodes is one of the most established Greek tourism islands. The island attracts a
very diverse clientele from very low-class to very high-quality tourists, mainly from Europe. Similarly, Kos
is the second most popular island of the Aegean, which has seen an enormous increase in capacity over the
years, appealing primarily to the mass market. The two islands count for almost 20% of the Greek tourist
bednights. Moreover, Chios is a developing island in tourism, with its economy gradually switching from
agriculture and shipping to tourism. Within the last few years, its capacity has increased rapidly while the
island is trying to establish itself as a tourism destination. A diversified type of attractions ensure that both
special interest and sea-sun tourists can easily be satisfied. Mytilini, is the largest Northern Aegean island
with a balanced economy between agriculture, light industrial development and tourism. Most of the tourists
visiting the island enjoy a variety of cultural and living heritage attractions. Finally, Limnos, while offering
limited accommodation capacity, has for several years maintained a very up-market clientele. The rapid
development of high class hotels in recent years will probably transform the destination to the next stages
of its life cycle, with as yet unknown implications. It is believed that these islands represent quite accurately
the tourism industry of most Aegean islands. Admittedly the research design omitted the Cyclades islands
which offer a prime tourism destination based on very small tourism enterprises, as illustrated in Table 1.2.
The relatively small SMTFs population on each island, as well as the tiny size of the enterprises and
accommodation establishments, in combination with the time and budget constraints of this research, justified
this omission. Islands which were excluded from the personal interviews survey were automatically targeted
for the mail questionnaire survey.
4.5.1.2. Pilot survey sampling and execution at the destination
The pilot survey took place on the islands of Kos and Chios during April 1993. The two islands were chosen
as they represent one well developed island (Kos) and a developing island (Chios). They provided a diverse
tourism industry to test and improve the "questionnaire/interview-structures", while the familiarity of the
researcher with these particular islands facilitated the arrangement of interviews with knowledgable
accommodation establishment and incoming travel agency entrepreneurs/managers in the limited time
available. Judgmental, purposeful and convenience sampling was employed to select the islands in this phase.
Consequently, 18 in-depth structured interviews with accommodation establishment proprietors/managers
(11 on Kos and 7 on Chios), as well as 6 with incoming travel agency owners (4 on Kos and 2 on Chios)
were completed.
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The sampling process, once at the destination, was also purposeful and judgemental, in an attempt to target
well experienced owners/managers, who could trust the researcher and respond truthfully and
enthusiastically, while at the same time provide feedback on the research instrument. In addition, quota
sampling was used, in order to include a fairly proportional representation of all categories and sizes of
accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies. Accommodation establishments and incoming
travel agencies in major resort areas of the islands were targeted and an in-depth interview with the owner
or General Manager was requested on the spot. Given the active involvement of entrepreneurs in every
SMTEs function; the unpredictability of their business day; as well as the Greek work etiquette; it was
decided that no pre-arranged appointments would be made, unless otherwise requested by the respondent in
the initial contact, as explained in section 4.8. Interviewees were advised not only to answer the questions,
but also to discuss the validity and applicability of these questions; raise relevant issues emerging from the
questionnaire; comment on issues which were not covered in the research instrument; and also highlight
areas which were incomprehensible. In addition, they were asked to provide documentation from their
business which was relevant to the research topic, such as contacts, price lists, promotional material and
business statistics. Each interview lasted for about one and a half hours, where a very information-rich basis
was collected, not only for revision of the research instrument revision, but also for the exploratory analysis.
4.5.1.3. Sampling and execution of the field research at the destination
Based on the revision of the research instrument and the feedback from the pilot study (described in 4.4.3.1),
the main field research was undertaken in Rhodes, Kos, Mytilini and Limnos islands, where a total of 223
and 40 structured, in-depth interviews with accommodation establishment and incoming travel agency
owners/managers respectively were completed between June and October 1993. In addition, a mail survey
was conducted to complement the in-depth interviews survey and to enable SMTEs from smaller islands to
participate in this project. The research budget allowed a total of 1,000 questionnaires to be posted to the
destination and a further 63 and 22 responses were received from accommodation establishments and
incoming travel agencies respectively.
4.5.1.3.1 Sampling and field research execution of accommodation establishments
The pilot study demonstrated that a preference towards larger and higher than "C" category hotels was
required in order to gain reasonable responses. This resulted from the limited ability of very small
accommodation establishment proprietors to comprehend the questions, to discuss about ITs and to think
strategically. As properties of lower than "C" category have a lower than 30 bed average capacity, the size
of their operation is often used as an alibi for management incompetence. The orientation towards larger
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hotels is also attributed to the maturity and familiarity of decision makers with ITs. Not surprisingly, their
proprietors/managers had a better educational background and consequently, had fewer difficulties with
comprehending the questionnaire contents. In addition, as these hotels would probably pioneer the
DICIRMSs' utilisation, their perspective is perhaps more important to this research. The spatial distribution
of the Aegean tourism industry also contributed to this preference, as the vast majority of the very small
establishments are located in the much smaller Cyclades islands, which could not be visited due to the time
and budget constraints. However, it was determined that smaller and lower category properties should not
be excluded from the sample, for comparison reasons.
The sampling method used to select the islands and the resorts was judgmental and cluster/area, as
demonstrated in section 4.5.1.1. Moreover, disproportionate stratified sampling according to the category
and the size was used to select properties for the interviews. An attempt was made to gain the maximum
percentage of the relatively fewer hotels above the "C" category for the reasons explained above. The
stratification of the Aegean accommodation establishments according to their categories (Buhalis,1991,p.25c)
was utilised to design mutually exclusive subsets/strata. In order to implement the preference for "Lux",
"A", "B" and "C" category hotels at the destination, it was decided to raise their strata's weight in the
target to 100%, 50%, 30% and 20% respectively. In addition, as "Bungalows" are normally awarded "Lux"
or "A" category, while "Apartments" expand very rapidly and therefore carry a heavier weight for the
destination's development, it was decided to weight their strata by 20%. In contrast, "Rooms to Let", which
are normally a few rooms in the household of the proprietor, are almost excluded from the sample, because
they are run as part of the house rather than as a business entity. The weight attached to each stratum is
demonstrated in Table 4.3, while the disproportionate sampling theory is illustrated by several authors
(Pizam,1994,p.102; Green,Tull,Albaum,1988,p.333; Tull and Hawkins,1990,p.477; Hoinville and
Jowel1,1989,p.63). Hence the target was a total of 298 accommodation establishments responses.
Based on Table 4.3 an attempt was made to achieve the above target per accommodation establishment's
strata. For each of the 4 islands targeted for the in-depth interviews, the comprehensive "HOTELS 1993"
list provided details and addresses of hotels. Consequently, most resorts were visited and almost all
accommodation establishment owners/managers were contacted and requested to provide an in-depth
interview. When the owner or manager was absent, up to three subsequent attempts were made to meet
him/her during the next hours or days. Constant monitoring of the completed interviews, in comparison with
the targeted accommodation establishment per strata, enabled the researcher to concentrate on specific hotel
categories throughout the field research, and also to maintain the balance between the types of properties
interviewed. It is estimated that about 500 accommodation establishments were visited, and 241 interviews
were completed (18 in the pilot study and 223 during the field research). Thus the overall response rate to
the in-depth interview attempts was 48.2%. The rest of the owners/managers were either absent during the
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period of the research at the destination, extremely busy or unwilling to offer an interview. Encouragingly
however, the vast majority were supportive, while most properties which denied an interview often had
reasons beyond their owner/managers' control.
Table 4.3 Accommodation establishments' category weights for disproportional stratified sampling-target
and response
Category Population
(as in 1990)
Beds	 Units
Target
in %
(weight)
Target
ACCs
Units
Completed
interview or
questionnaire
Beds	 Units
% completed
of total
population
Beds	 Units
LUX 2,841 4 100% 4 3,978 6 140% 150%
A 28,616 77 50% 39 24,418 54 85.3% 70%
B 19,086 175 30% 52 9,397 66 49.3% 37.7%
C 28,266 502 20% 100 7,063 86 25% 17.1%
D-E 10,133 430 5% 21 583 16 5.8% 3.7%
Bungalows 2,673 25 20% 5 372 5 14% 20%
Apartments 9,344 270 20% 54 3,396 59 36.3% 22%
Pensions 5,484 208 5% 10 507 9 9.2% 4.3%
Rooms to let (84,742) (6,849) 0.2% 13 60 3 0.07% 0.05%
Total
(exc Rooms to let)
106,443 1,691 298 49,774 304 46.8% 18%
Source: Buhalis, 1991, p.25c and 26a.
Remote islands and resorts which could not be visited during the field research visits were targeted in the
mail survey. An official list of all accommodation establishments in the Aegean islands (1,756 in total) was
provided by the Hellenic Hotel Chamber, based on their "Hotels 1993" publication. From this list, 663
hotels located on the islands of Rhodes (458), Kos (165), and Chios (20) were removed, since the researcher
was intending to undertake personal interviews on these islands. As it was decided to target all 239 incoming
travel agencies at destinations not visited (as described in section 4.5.1.3.2), 761 mail questionnaires were
sent to accommodation establishments, given the "1,000 questionnaires budget". Consequently, 761
properties were selected by "systematic sampling" out of the remaining 1,113 hotels and similar
establishments. A tendency towards selecting hotels on the Cyclades islands, which could not be visited
during this research, was attempted by employing smaller intervals. Some 68 questionnaires were completed
in 20 islands, achieving a mail response rate of 8.3%. Table 4.4 demonstrates the number of mail
questionnaires sent per island and the response rate.
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Table 4.4 Mail survey at destination: accommodation and incoming travel agencies response rate per island
Island
_
Accommodation
establishments
targeted
Accommodation
establishments
response
%
Response
rate
Incoming
travel agencies
targeted
Incoming
travel agencies
response
%
Response
rate
Rhodes 0 0 - 81 5 6.2%
Kos 0 0 - 1 1 100%
Kalymnos 35 2 5.7% 5 0 0%
Patmos 32 5 15.6% 0 0 -
Karpathos 30 1 3.3% 4 0 0%
Leros 15 0 0% 3 0 0%
Symi 8 0 0% 3 0 0%
Tilos 2 0 0% 1 0 0%
Nissyros 2 0 0% 0 0 -
Kassos 2 0 0% 1 0 0%
Kastelorizo 1 0 0% 1 0 0%
Astypalaia 2 0 0% 0 0 -
Santorini 118 7 5.9% 24 1 4.2%
Mykonos 76 5 6.5% 18 3 16.7
Paros 75 4 5.3% 18 2 11.1%
Naxos 37 2 5.4% 5 2 40%
Syros 26 4 15.4% 7 1 14.3%
Tinos 21 3 14.3% 5 0 0%
los 23 3 13.0% 4 0 0%
Andros 17 2 11.8% 4 0 0%
Milos 14 2 14.3% 2 0 0%
Sifnos 14 2 14.3% 2 1 50%
Antiparos 8 0 0% 0 0 -
Serifos 7 2 28.6% 2 0 0%
Folegandros 5 0 0% 0 0 0%
Kea 5 0 0% 0 0 0%
Amorgos 4 1 25% 1 0 0%
Kythnos 4 0 0% 0 0 -
Sikinos 1 1 100% 0 0 0%
Samos 117 10 8.5% 13 0 0%
Maria 12 2 16.7% 3 1 33.3%
Chios 1 0 0% 8 1 12.5% i
Mytilini 33 4 12.1% 20 0 0%
Limnos 14 1 7.1% 3 1 33.3%
Total 1000 761 63 8.3% 239 22 9.2%
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In conclusion, as it is illustrated in Table 4.3, the response rates exceeded the target marginally. In addition,
due to the reasons explained earlier, higher category hotels achieved higher response rates than the lower
ones. About 18% of the Aegean total accommodation units participated in the research, resulting in a
coverage of 46.8% of the total capacity in beds. Hence proprietors/managers of almost half the Aegean
supply participated in this research. The geographical distribution of the sample spread over 23 islands.
4.5.1.3.2 Sampling and field research execution of incoming travel agencies
As the population of the Aegean incoming travel agencies was only 274 in 1991 (Buhalis,1991,p.31), it was
decided to undertake a census, aiming to obtain responses from one third of the population, ie 91 agencies.
Thus all incoming travel agencies were addressed at the islands visited, while all the ones which could not
be visited were targeted in the mail survey. A great difficulty was experienced in identifying the most
appropriate enterprises, due to the lack of an official register, describing the major activities for each one.
The pilot study revealed that agencies on the Aegean islands can be distinguished in two major categories.
Firstly, the ones which do not handle tour operators' clientele, but provide any kind of tourism services,
such as car rental, currency exchange, locally organised excursions both for incoming and outbound tourism.
Secondly, incoming travel agencies which are acting as handling agencies for tour operators and primarily
supply coaches for transfers and excursions in the destination; identify and negotiate accommodation
establishments on behalf of tour operators; provide office space and equipment for tour operators'
representatives, while distributing other corrunissionable tourism services as well. All agencies were targeted,
but an emphasis was given to the ones co-operating with tour operators, as they experience a greater degree
of involvement within the tourism distribution channel.
Consequently, a request for an in-depth structured interview was made to almost all agencies at the five
islands visited, while up to three attempts were made if the owner/manager was absent. Again no
appointment was made, unless required by the respondent, due to the reasons explained earlier. As a result,
an interview was requested from 70 Aegean incoming travel agencies, while 46 interviews were achieved
(6 with the pilot study and 40 during the field research), producing a response rate of 65.7%. The mail
survey was facilitated by the Greek Travel Pages and the Hellenic Travelling Monthly guides, which list most
agencies in Greece. All Aegean incoming travel agencies featured were targeted for the mail research, apart
from the ones which had already participated in the pilot study and the ones on the island of Kos which had
already agreed to be interviewed during the field research. The main reason for the decision to cover the
entire population was an attempt to achieve a statistically adequate sample, despite the relatively small
population. Consequently, 239 questionnaires were sent, in June 1993, even to agencies in areas where the
researcher was planning to visit during the field research phase. A total of 22 questionnaires were completed
by incoming travel agencies on 12 islands and the response rate was 9.2%. Table 4.4 presents the number
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of agencies targeted in the mail survey per island and the response rate. In general, a lower than targeted
response rate was achieved as almost 25% of the total population responded in comparison with the one third
budgeted. However, as the most important incoming travel agencies which represent the major tour operators
were included in the respondents, and information-rich responses were collected in the interviews the
databases were adequate for the research analysis.
4.5.2. Sampling process and research execution at the place of origin of the tourists
The holistic design of this research determines the examination of the entire tourism distribution channel,
and therefore the second part of the research process concentrates on channel members which are based at
the place of origin of the tourists, namely tour operators and outgoing travel agencies. This approach
provides an overview of the issues examined, while it balances the perspectives in the tourism distribution
conflict examination. Consequently, the research approached the central issues from a wide range of angles,
representing the commercial interests and perspectives of all the channel partners. In-depth structured
interviews were undertaken with both outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, while a parallel mail
survey attempted to increase the volume of responses, their geographical spread, and to facilitate the
statistical analysis. The field research at the place of origin of the tourists was undertaken between January
and June 1994.
4.5.2.1 Location of the field research at the place of origin of the tourists
Since some 90% of the Aegean islands' tourism is European (Buhalis,1991,p.38b), the research concentrated
on the European Travel Trade. In-depth interviews could also be considered ideal for the outgoing travel
agency and tour operator research, although their geographical spread as well as the budget and time
constraints, determined that a mail survey would be inevitable. All European tour operators operating on
the Greek islands were targeted. Moreover, a number of in-depth interviews was undertaken in the UK, in
order to improve the understanding of the industry mechanisms and collect information for the exploratory
research. Questionnaires were constructed in English, due to time and financial constraints, and based on
the assumption that as this is the international tourism language it was assumed that tour operators would
not have severe linguistic problems. In-depth interviews had to be limited to the Southeast of England, while
the mail survey covered the whole of Europe. Whenever circumstances permitted, interviews took place in
other areas such as Peterborough, while the research benefited from an interview with the President of the
second largest Italian tour operator, who offered an in-depth interview while visiting London. As far as
outgoing travel agencies are concerned, the lack of homogeneity between European travel agencies, as well
as the difficulty in translating the questionnaires in some 15 European languages, as their personnel cannot
be assumed to speak another language, suggested that the research should concentrate only on the UK
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outgoing travel agencies. Both in-depth interviews and mail questionnaires were employed, in order to
achieve a sufficient response for the statistical analysis, as well as explore the industry mechanisms. While
the mail survey was addressed all over the UK, in-depth interviews took place in the London, Woking and
Guildford areas due to time and budget constraints.
Area, judgmental and convenience sampling led the location selection for the in-depth interviews of the
tourism distribution channel partners researched at the place of origin of the tourists. However, the
horizontal and vertical integration of outgoing travel agencies and tour operators in the UK, made the
location of these enterprises less important for their operational practices. Although local culture may have
biased their responses, it was assessed that the business interests of tourism distribution channel members
in various geographical regions would be similar. In general though, the project has a natural bias towards
the British travel trade, due to the location and the expertise of the researcher and the host academic
institution. This can also be regarded as an advantage, because the British travel trade is not only one of the
most significant tourism distribution channel partners for the Aegean islands, but also the most mature and
competitive in Europe.
4.5.2.2 Pilot study sampling and execution at the place of origin of the tourists
In the initial stage of the research an interview-structure was constructed, comprising of several closed and
open-ended questions, as described in 4.3.3.1. The initial structure of the questionnaire was verified by 'five
University of Surrey postgraduate students with experience in tour operators and outgoing travel agencies.
Consequently, about five tour operators operating on the Greek islands were required for an in-depth
interview, in order to clarify the "questionnaire\structured-interview" concepts, variables and functions. Both
specialists and mass tour operators were required in order to give a different perspective, while the few very
large tour operators were left for the main field research. Judgmental, purposive and convenient sampling
was undertaken in this phase. About 10 letters were sent to tour operators of different magnitude and types
of operations, inviting their managing directors for an in-depth interview, while follow up calls were
attempted in order to arrange an appointment for the interview. Given the time allocated for the field
research, four interviews were arranged with tour operators for the pilot study. During these interviews,
respondents were instructed not only to answer the questions, but also to comment on the validity and
applicability of the questions. They were also encouraged to express their opinion freely, as well as to
highlight issues which were not covered by the questionnaire. All interviews were recorded and questions
causing misunderstandings or difficulties were identified. The average duration of each in-depth interviews
was 70 minutes.
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A similar process was followed for the pilot study of outgoing travel agencies. Following the construction
of a semi-structured "questionnaire/interview-structure" and the test with five University of Surrey
postgraduate students with experience in the travel trade, few multiple and independent outgoing travel
agencies were required to discuss the issues covered in this research and to clarify the variables, values and
major concepts. In addition, outgoing travel agencies were asked permission for a two day in-site observation 
on their premises for the researcher. Four Guildford outgoing travel agencies were targeted using
judgemental and purposeful sampling, while two knowledgeable agencies were chosen for both semi-
structured interviews and observations. The proprietor of a successful independent local agency, with both
business and leisure travel operations, and the branch manager of a multiple outgoing travel agency were
chosen for the in-depth interviews. Similarly with the other cases, interviewees were asked to comment on
the questions, to highlight misunderstandings and confusing issues, as well as to express their views freely,
should something not be mentioned in the questionnaire/interview-structure. This part of the research took
place in parallel with the outgoing travel agency observation, and thus an opportunity was provided to
discuss most issues covered in the research with other members of staff. In addition, a demonstration of the
information sources and reservation tools utilised were requested by the researcher, and all available tools
for outgoing travel agencies were demonstrated.
The pilot study provided insights into both tour operators' and outgoing travel agencies' practices,
operations, key problems and customer approaches. As a result, the questionnaire focused on key areas,
while most of the answers were grouped as closed answers. Interval scaling variables were also developed
to coincide with the accommodation establishment and incoming travel agency "questionnaires/interview-
structures". In addition, a few questions causing misunderstandings and fatigue were re-organised. An
invaluable wealth of information was collected during the pilot research at the place of origin of the tourists,
and complemented the researcher's experience from destinations to enable the conceptualisation processes
and mechanisms in the entire distribution channel and to facilitate the examination of the research issues.
4.5.2.3 Sampling and execution of the field research at the place of origin of the tourists
Following the pilot survey and the re-construction of the questionnaires/interview-structure the field research
at the place of origin was launched. The geographical spread of tour operators and outgoing travel agencies
made this part of the research very time consuming and expensive, while it prevented the coverage of a
representative sample from all the market countries. However, the emerging concentration of the European
tourism industry effectively reduces the differentiations between tour operators, at least in the Northern
European market where the mass/package/charter holiday dominates the industry. In addition, it reduces the
number of organisations to be questioned, as increasingly fewer corporations control the majority of the
market.
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The in-depth interview part of the field research at the place of origin of the tourists concentrated on
outgoing travel agencies and tour operators of the London and South East of England areas, while the mail
survey was designed to cover the whole of Europe for tour operators and Britain for outgoing travel
agencies. The mail survey used a smaller version of the interview questionnaire, which was posted to
European tour operators and British outgoing travel agencies. Regrettably, parts of the
"questionnaire/interview-structure" had to be excluded from the mail questionnaires, in order to achieve a
manageable size and stimulate the response rate. Hence it was decided that the parts referring to the relations
between outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, as well as the questions referring to their clientele
needed to be excluded from the mail survey. Again a budget of approximately 1,000-1,100 questionnaires
were sponsored by the GNTO. In addition, the ex-Director of the GNTO in London kindly provided a
supportive cover letter to accompany the official University cover letter and the questionnaire, as illustrated
in Appendix A.
4.5.2.3.1 Sampling of tour operators and field research
The survey of tour operators was based on lists obtained by the GNTO branches in every European country
or the "Business in Greece 1993" publication for the countries where more comprehensive data were not
available. It was decided that non-European tour operators would not be incorporated in the sample, not only
because they contribute a very small percentage to the Aegean tourism, but also because they rarely provide
similar tourism products to European holiday packages. Therefore, a database of about 700 European tour
operators featuring Greece in their 1994 brochures or programmes was constructed. From this list, all tour
operators focusing on cruises, yachting, sailing and flotilla holidays, as well as club holidays (such as Club
Med) and occasional excursions organisers were eliminated, as it was felt that they are less likely to have
direct contacts with accommodation establishments at destinations. Consequently, focus remained on the 600
European tour operators which offer holidays to Greek destinations and use properties consistently. It was
then decided that a census would be appropriate, due to the small size of the tour operators' population.
Therefore all tour operators were contacted for either the in-depth interview or the mail survey. The aim was
set to collect a total of 100 responses. The major reason for selecting tour operators featuring Greek
destinations was that an illumination on the issues researched could be achieved from the comparison
between responses of partners from both tourism distribution channel ends. However, similar results would
be expected for tourism distribution channels featuring other remote and insular destinations, and especially
within the Mediterranean.
As far as the personal interview survey with tour operators is concerned, the largest organisations in
Britain, as well as the ones in the greater London area and the Southeast of England were identified and an
interview was requested. A total of 35 tour operators were targeted and a letter inquiring an in-depth
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interview was addressed to the chief executive officer (CEO) or the managing director (MD) of each
company. The aim was to interview about 20 tour operators, of all sizes and types, in order to acquire
information-rich data on their attitudes towards the distribution channels, new technology adaptation and
examine their DICIRMS perspective through their business interests_ The in-depth structured interviews
would primarily support the exploratory research. Different brands of the same organisation were treated
separately, based on the principle that their clientele, organisation structure and needs were distinct.
However, when contacts with these organisations were established it was revealed that often their only
difference was their brand name and their target markets, while their business philosophy and practices had
a common corporate basis. In this sense brands have little influence on the company policy and their attitude
towards tourism distribution channels ifs' adaptation, as well as their willingness to utilise DICIRMSs. This
was also emphasised by these organisations during the telephone calls inquiring about the interview.
Consequently, the number of tour operator interviews completed were less than expected, but they covered
a wider scope of the market. In total, 15 in-depth structured interviews were performed at this stage, with
tour operators providing holidays for a range from 4 million to 60 passengers per year as demonstrated in
Appendix C. The structured interviews were performed with top executives, such as CEOs, MDs,
information technology or marketing directors, while on average they lasted for approximately one hour.
Moreover, the availability of the President of the second largest Italian tour operator for an interview enabled
some qualitative comparisons between the UK and the premature Italian market.
The mail survey targeted all British tour operators which were located away from the London and South
East region, along with all European tour operators. Thus a questionnaire was sent to 565 tour operators
[600 total of which 35 targeted for an in-depth interview] throughout Europe. As explained earlier, all
recipients were advised to add comments if they wished, as well as to post their latest brochure. A total of
39 completed mail responses were returned by tour operators, making a response rate of 6.9%. Table 4.5
summarises the field research on tour operators and the response rates.
Unfortunately, due to the spread of the tour operators over 14 European countries, as well as the linguistic,
budget and time constraints of this research, follow-up calls or posting reminders and second questionnaires
in order to increase the response rate were avoided. Despite achieving almost 60% of the targeted tour
operators' response, it was estimated that the quality and depth of the information was adequate for the
purposes of this research project. In total, the British respondents provided an estimated 7.3m holidays out
of the total 14.2m of the market in 1993 (Thomson,1994,p.8). Hence tour operators responsible for 51.4%
of the total British package holiday capacity participated in this project.
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4.5.2.3.2 Sampling of outgoing travel agencies and field research
Outgoing travel agencies were the last tourism distribution channel partner to be researched. Due to the
differentiation of their activities, orientation and organisational structures throughout Europe, as well as the
linguistic problem to translate questionnaires to some 14 languages, [as the assumption that outgoing travel
agencies' staff would speak adequate English could not be made] determined that the research should
concentrate exclusively on the UK. Both branch managers and company directors were targeted, as in the
former case interviewees could provide a more accurate picture of the demand side and the requirements of
the customer while the latter policy issues and investment plans could be discussed. A total target of 100
completed outgoing travel agency responses was targeted, from both the personal interviews and the mail
survey.
Following the reconstruction of the outgoing travel agency "questionnaire/structured-interview", outgoing
travel agencies in Central and West London, identified by the postcodes [SW, W, WC], Guildford and
Woking areas were targeted for in-depth interviews, in order to provide insights into the retailing end of
the channel, by using area, judgmental, purposeful and convenience sampling. In this sense, the research
covers both metropolitan areas with business clientele, as well as residential areas with local clientele. The
assumption that there is a relatively small differentiation between British agencies based in different regions
was utilised, when the location of the field research was identified. The type of outgoing travel agencies
targeted was of concern, as a balance between independents and multiples was required, in order to identify
the differences in service, conflicts, perspectives and practices. Based on the TTG (1993) Directory, all
travel agencies in these areas were identified. However, as agencies have a very wide spectrum of activities,
an attempt was made to identify the ones which primarily serve the outgoing leisure market and thus
eliminate the ones who deal only with inbound tourism to the UK, tour operating or consolidators, which
deal exclusively with discounted airline tickets. Consequently, agencies with accreditation from the
Association of British Travel Agencies (ABTA) and/or the National Association of Independent Travel
Agencies (NAITA) were selected. In contrast, members of the British Incoming Tour Operators Association
(BITOA), the Association of Independent Tour Operators (AITO) and agencies holding an Air Travel
Organisers Licence (ATOL) were eliminated. Furthermore, agencies which had the word "Air" in their firm
where eliminated as it was more likely that they were dealing exclusively with ticketing, while agencies with
ethnic names (such as "India" or "China") were excluded as they frequently tend to specialise in the visiting-
friends-relatives markets to the country of origin of their proprietors.
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Based on all these conditions, a list of 120 eligible outgoing travel agencies was drawn up, located in these
areas. As the task was to complete 25 interviews, it was decided to address a letter to 70 outgoing travel
agencies, requesting an interview. All Guildford and Woking outgoing travel agencies were addressed, while
a systematic sampling was involved in identifying the London agencies selected. As a result, 23 interviews
were implemented with branch managers and executives. On average each personal interview with an
outgoing travel agency lasted approximately 50 minutes.
Moreover, British outgoing travel agencies were targeted in the mail survey in an attempt to increase the
responses, achieve a geographical spread throughout the country and to improve the understanding of the
industry mechanisms. A total of 535 agencies were addressed, given the budget allocation in this phase.
Firstly, by using purposeful and judgmental sampling, the 31 British outgoing travel agency chains which
have more than 10 branches were identified in the TTG (1993) Directory, and a mail questionnaire was
posted to them. Secondly, from the comprehensive list of all ABTA members (about 7,000) provided by the
GNTO, all London, Guildford and Woking agencies were removed, because they were targeted for the in-
depth personal interviews. In addition, the market leader Lunn Poly branches were eliminated, as the
Chairman of the Thomson Travel Group generously offered an interview, on the agreement that individual
outgoing travel agency branches of his company would not be targeted. Systematic sampling was employed
to select the outgoing travel agencies for the mail survey. Consequently, the first and the last outgoing travel
agencies of each page of the list were selected, until the 504 allocation was completed.
Outgoing travel agencies had the lowest rate of response, as only 23 of them completed the mail
questionnaire and the response rate was 4.3%. In general, the response is discouraging as only 50% of the
target was achieved. Phone calls to follow up the mail survey also proved ineffective to stimulate the
response rate. The majority claimed that they had never seen the questionnaires, despite being posted to the
appropriate addresses. In general, they were less enthusiastic to participate, claiming that they were
extremely busy and/or confidentiality issues would not allow them to disclose information on their relations
in the tourism distribution channel, as well as their ITs' plans. This is probably a result of several reasons.
At the corporate level fierce competition, stimulated by the "march of the multiples", as described in Section
2.3.1, increasingly causes a more centralised and rigid administration for outgoing travel agencies. This is
also demonstrated by the fact that not even one of the 31 chains addressed responded to the mail
questionnaire. At the branch level, especially in multiples, inadequately trained, overworked and underpaid
employees were less keen to do "extra work", while confidentiality regulations prevent them from responding
to external research. Independents, on the other hand, are often understaffed, while their proprietor is tied
up to the operation of the agency, having little "time to waste". Budget and time constraints prevented
further follow up calls or re-addressing of questionnaires to the same or alternative outgoing travel agencies.
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4.5.3 Synopsis of the formal field research sampling and execution
A wide variety of sampling techniques and research methods were utilised in this field research, reflecting
the complexity of the research objectives and the triangulation approach. Although personal in-depth
structured interviews were designated as the most appropriate method to collect the quality and quantity of
information required for both the exploratory and descriptive parts of this research, distance between the
tourism distribution channel members made it inevitable to utilise a parallel mail survey. The personal
interviews facilitated the thorough illumination of the issues investigated in this thesis. Mail questionnaires,
on the other hand, boosted the response rates and were invaluable in providing feedback on perspectives and
business from remote tourism distribution channel members which would be impossible to visit. They also
supported the statistical analysis, by increasing the number of cases for each category. Table 4.6 provides
a synopsis of the targeted sample and the achieved response.
Table 4.6 Synopsis - targeted sample and achieved response in the field research
Participant Estimated
population
Method Target Attempted Completed
responses
el
Total
response
rate
Total capacity
or
contribution
Interview 198 500 241 48.2% 46.8% of beds
Hotels 1691 (18% of units)
Mail 100 761 63 8.3%
Incoming Interview 46 70 46 65.7% 24.8% of ITAs
travel 274 population
agencies Mail 45 239 22 9.2%
Tour Interview 25 35 19 54.3% 9.7% of TOs
operators 600 population
Mail 75 565 39 5.1%
Outgoing Interview 75 70 25 35.7% 0.7% of OTAs
travel 7000 population
agencies Mail 75 535 23 4.3%
Total 2775 478 17.9%
Notes: (*) Including the 30 in-depth, semi-structured interviews undertaken during the pilot study.
Throughout the research process, it is estimated that a total of 2775 tourism distribution channel members
were targeted and contacted by either a personal interview or a mail questionnaire. As a result, a total of
478 responses were achieved, providing an average response rate of 18%. Naturally, the majority of the
responses emerge from the main subject of this research, namely accommodation establishments at
destinations, for which this research is attempting to reinforce their competitiveness. A smaller number of
responses, below the original targets, was achieved for the other tourism distribution channel members,
namely incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies. This can be attributed to
several reasons, such as the relatively small population size, especially for incoming travel agencies and tour
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operators; the inadequately trained, overworked and underpaid staff who are only involved in the operational
management of their organisation, especially in outgoing travel agencies; the strict confidentiality of the
issues examined for outgoing travel agencies and tour operators; the lack of interest in transforming the
existing tourism distribution channel which effectively supports the existence and power of these partners;
the complexity of the research instrument and the time required for the response. The 18% average response
rate is therefore quite satisfactory, while the richness of the information collected is sufficient for the
exploratory analysis and the holistic approach. As 70% of the responses were based on personal interviews,
a great wealth of information was collected as all interviewees' comments, opinions and perspectives were
filed as field notes. In addition, observation at the enterprise of each interviewee, as well as the examination
of promotional, contractual and other operational material during each interview also provided a wide range
of inferences for the operational practices and business interests in the issues examined in this research.
4.6 Informal research execution
In addition to the formal research with the core members of the tourism distribution channel, ie
accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour operators, outgoing travel agencies, this
research benefited from a substantial number of informal interviews and discussions with a very wide range
and number of professionals and experts. Experts and academics in ITs, as well as consultants and executives
of DMSs, CRSs, and GDSs were interviewed informally and critical questions were raised either in meetings
specifically arranged or during conferences, exhibitions and presentations. These discussions enlightened
under-researched and innovative areas in the application of ITs in the tourism industry, while stimulating
the thinking process and the conceptualisation of the major issues examined.
Consultation with tourism academics and experts also provided a broader picture of the new trends in
tourism and enabled an analysis of the major trends and challenges emerging in the tourism industry, while
they stimulated the notion for "equity on the tourism activity". Similarly, endless discussions with Greek
academics and GNTO executives at the central, regional and overseas offices elaborated on the Greek and
Aegean economies, while they clarified the role and impacts of tourism at the national and regional levels.
Informal debates with tourism distribution channel members and SMTEs' executives and entrepreneurs built
the researcher's understanding of the business interests of each partner, the conflicts in the tourism industry,
the distribution of power and the factors which affect it. Discussions with European Union and Governmental
officials provided a greater appreciation of the role of SMTEs and demonstrated ways of supporting their
operational and strategic positions.
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The observation in outgoing travel agencies provided valuable insights into consumers' criteria and especially
into the understanding of major pre-determined criteria and trade-offs. Moreover, it explained the tools and
methodologies utilised currently by outgoing travel agency staff to satisfy the tourism demand, while
demonstrating areas where DICIRMSs can be instrumental in satisfying tourists and assisting the industry.
Observations in tourism distribution channel members' premises in parallel with personal interviews also
provided a better understanding of their operations, business interests, ITs' utilisation and perspectives to
benefit from DICIRMSs. Finally, industrial visits to various resorts and CRSs, such as the Galileo
headquarters and the Bournemouth tourism office, clarified several issues in the operation and distribution
of tourism products. Thus the informal research provided invaluable information and a solid background
understanding of the tourism distribution, the current utilisation of ITs and the major business interests a
DICIRMS could satisfy or jeopardise.
4.7 Data analysis process and methodology
The analysis methodology of this project is determined by the research design, as described in Section 4.4.
An explorative and descriptive approach was chosen, while a holistic examination of the tourism distribution
channel is attempted through an analysis of the distribution mix, ITs utilisation and DICIRMS perspectives
for each core member of the channel. The information collected from the field research process, as well as
the informal research and the secondary data, provide an information-rich basis facilitating the exploration
of all themes examined in this research.
Although both quantitative and qualitative analyses were undertaken, a stronger qualitative orientation is
inevitably followed in this research project. This can be attributed to several factors, such as the infancy of
the research area; the lack of previous research and literature exploring inter-organisational relations in the
tourism distribution channel; the differentiation in tourism industry operational practices; the relatively
isolated and piece-meal approach in the hitherto examination of the contribution of ITs in the tourism
industry; and the new product, ie. DICIRMS, screening and conceptualisation. In addition, the holistic
approach followed determines that a detailed analysis needs to be undertaken from all different perspectives.
A virtual [4x4] matrix analysis was drawn-up, featuring the four research themes, namely operational
practices, distribution mix, decisions and conflicts; ITs utilised; DICIRMS perspectives on the horizontal
axis, and each tourism distribution channel member, ie accommodation establishments, incoming travel
agencies, tour operators, outgoing travel agencies on the vertical axis.
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A thorough examination of both quantitative analysis techniques (Bryman and Cramer, 1990; Cramer, 1994;
Kinnear and Taylor, 1991,p .521-664; Miller, 1984; Mendenhall et a1,1986; de Vaus,1986,p.187-219;
Norusis,1990; Green,Tull,Albaum,1988,p.379-641; Tull and Hawkins, 1990,p .523-636; Hair et a1,1992;
Wade and Miller,1993) and qualitative methods of analysis (Patton,1990; Denzin,1978; Denzin and
Lincoln,1994; Wheeler,1994) was undertaken to comprehend the variety of available tools for survey
analysis. The triangulation design of this research determined that both qualitative and quantitative techniques
would need to be employed. A comprehensive analysis framework was therefore developed to facilitate the
extraction of inferences from the information basis.
The quantitative data analysis was facilitated by the "SPSS for Microsoft Windows Release 6.0" program.
This software was selected because of its proven record in social and marketing research; its capability to
support the research analysis required; its availability to the researcher; its user friendliness which reduced
the time required for programming; and finally its ability to print quality tables and figures. Unfortunately,
the PC-based analysis and printing of results proved to be time consuming. Four master files were
consequently created, one for each type of questionnaire, with 200-250 variables each. According to
instructions provided by several textbooks (Cramer, 1994; Bryman and Cramer, 1990; Hoinville and
Jowel1,1989; Norusis,1990), all valuables and values were coded and defined, while several new variables
were created to transform ratio variables to nominal or ordinal ones, as well as to assist calculations between
variables, in order to facilitate cross-tabulations. All questionnaires were coded and inspected to assess the
quality of their data and missing cases. Furthermore, the semi-structured interviews were re-examined and
their answers were transferred to a questionnaire\ interview-structure to maintain the homogeneity between
all responses.
The data input was undertaken by the researcher, not only because the majority of the questionnaires were
completed in Greek, but also to minimise the possibility of misunderstandings and false entries in the
process. Prices and values quoted in European currencies were converted to British pounds according to the
exchange rates published in the Financial Times (26/5/1994,p.39). Sections missing in the mail
questionnaires and the semi-structured interviews were coded as "missing values" in order to avoid affecting
the values analysis. An initial descriptive statistical analysis of all variables in the four data files, highlighted
typing or response errors. A thorough editing of the data files corrected or eliminated inappropriate entries
and responses. As a result, four master databases emerged, one for each tourism distribution channel partner,
namely accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel
agencies.
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in the next chapters, which in combination with the qualitative analysis, establishes the research areas and
provides the basis for further more complicated research analytical approaches.
In addition, qualitative data analysis was used extensively to comprehend and interpret business interests,
interrelationships in the tourism distribution channel and the intra-channel relations of respondents. Extensive
content and inductive analyses (Patton,1990,p.381-428; Wheeller,1994) were also undertaken on all personal
interviews, field research notes and observations in order to extract the major patterns in the tourism
distribution channel members' behaviour, beliefs and perspectives. Consequently views, concepts, remarks,
quotations, notes and observations were reorganised and synthesized in an elaborated framework and coding
system. The inferences extracted were widely used to interpret and expand the quantitative analysis.
Finally, a triangulation analysis is attempted by integrating the qualitative and quantitative analysis
(Patton,1990,p.464) in order to achieve a complementarity of the research methods and analysis approaches.
This empowers the reliability and in-depth analysis of the major inferences. The qualitative analysis provides
insights into the operation, distribution decisions and conflicts, ITs utilisation and DICIRMS perspectives
for each tourism distribution channel member, which are supported by the quantitative research and vice
versa.
4.8 Research limitations
A number of limitations were inevitably evident throughout the research process. Time and budget
constraints are a common limitation in research projects. Should more time be allocated for a similar project,
the research could benefit from additional research with the principal actors as mentioned in Section 4.3.
More interviews could have been implemented in the tourism industry throughout Europe and insights into
the mechanisms and dynamics of each market could have been explored in greater detail. In addition,
translated versions of the mail questionnaires could have been posted and perhaps an increase of the response
rate could have been achieved. Budget is always another limitation, although thankfully this project attracted
generous support from its sponsors. However, a larger allocation for the field research would have enabled
prepayment for return postage, mailing of more questionnaires and reminders, and perhaps would have
included a small "appreciation gift" or offer another type of incentive in order to increase the response rate.
The research subject themes are very difficult in their own right, as they investigate the relatively under-
researched distribution issue in tourism, while they assess ITs' current and future contribution to the tourism
industry. Therefore respondents, especially in SMTEs are often unable to comprehend how they can use ITs
strategically, and to predict the usefulness of CRSs and DICIRMSs for their operations. The research also
assumes a certain degree of ability for respondents/interviewees to comprehend and comment on strategy
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and hypothetical market models. The research instruments, both the interview-structures/questionnaires and
the mail questionnaires were also very demanding and required a considerable amount of time to be
completed properly. For example, the average duration of an interview was in the region of one hour, while
on a few occasions it took up to two hours. Similarly, an estimated 20 minutes were required to complete
the mail questionnaire. Furthermore, apart from a few key questions, there was no obvious way to double
check the respondents/interviewees' truthfulness and honesty, in the figures or answers they provided. It was
assumed though that all answers were appropriately answered. In general, the lack of secondary resources
imposed a significant problem at every phase of the research, as there were no guidelines in the sampling
and the research instruments' construction phases.
The field research at the destination also experienced several difficulties. Although the timing of the
research was appropriate in order to find all SMTE entrepreneurs at the destination, the concentration of the
season resulted in people being very busy and overworked. Therefore in some cases prospective interviewees
were unavailable for the research, due to the work load during the field research or the preparation for the
season during the pilot study. This became more obvious in the peak season (20 July - 15 August), as a
result of the direct involvement of entrepreneurs in both the managerial and operational aspects of their
enterprises. Similarly this has affected the response rates in the mail survey. Low educational level and lack
of training of several respondents resulted to a certain degree in question misunderstanding which required
the interviewer to elaborate on some concepts. In general, the hoteliers association of the islands provided
less assistance than appropriate or desired, and therefore they did not facilitate the research process.
Moreover, the inability of the Greek people to be punctual resulted in unannounced visits to SMTEs and
request for interviews on the spot, without previous appointment. Even when an appointment was requested
by interviewees, only one-third of them were punctual. Another one-third of the pre-arranged interviews took
place another time or day and the final third never materialised, which resulted in consequent delays in the
research process and reduction of the response rate. As entrepreneurs are constantly involved in the operation
of their enterprise, interviews were often administered in the reception or kitchen areas while the interviewee
had to perform his/her duties at the same time, resulting in endless disruptions. The religious festivities of
the Greek Orthodox Easter and August the 15th also reduced the available days for research even more.
Surprisingly, dress codes at the destination could also be a limitation, since entrepreneurs would mistrust
the researcher when dressed formally and suspected that he was either an undercover inspector or a
salesman. It was decided that smart-casual dressing was the most appropriate. Finally, confidentiality issues
for the SMTEs reduced the responses to some sensitive variables, such as pricing, although in general the
researcher enjoyed a great degree of trust from the vast majority of the interviewees.
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Limitations at the place of origin of the tourists included the low response rate in the mail survey, as well
as the reluctancy to arrange an interview due to the fierce competition and the consequent strict
confidentiality in most issues examined in this research project. As the Office of Fair Trading inquiry on
the package holiday industry concentration was undertaken in parallel with this research, it increased the
anxiety of the respondents to discuss these issues with "strangers", while it decreased their willingness to
provide interviews. To a certain extent the sample size and response rate for this research was also affected
as a result. Fierce competition in the marketplace had an influence in that interviewees were very reluctant
to disclose several types of information, especially on their links, methods of negotiation, and other issues
affecting their competitiveness, such as ITs' strategy and commission structures. Time and budget constraints
determined both the time allocated for the data collection as well as the number of questionnaires to be sent.
Given more time and a larger budget, more outgoing travel agencies could have been targeted in the mail
survey, while visits to European tour operators and outgoing travel agencies would have been achieved. In
addition, top executives run as expected a very busy schedule and therefore it was even harder to meet with
them. The timing of the research, January to June 1994, was also uncomfortable for some tour operators,
as during this period they attempt to re-adjust the demand to the supply and undertake action to increase or
decrease their allocations in accommodation and transportation, and/or plan discounting prices in order to
promote unsold packages. While large tour operators prepare their winter programme in this period,
outgoing travel agencies are busy with summer bookings as well as last-minute reservations and short breaks
for the bank holidays in May. Moreover, identifying outgoing travel agencies' primary activity and their
suitability for this research proved to be enormously difficult. In addition, finding the name of the Managing
Director of outgoing travel agencies and tour operators was also an obstacle in several cases as there is a
high degree of turnover in the industry. Tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, throughout Europe,
perform their activities in quite different ways and therefore the applicability of the same research instrument
to the entire market was more difficult. The inability to translate the mail questionnaires sent to European
tour operators, and the inability to travel to Europe in order to undertake more interviews, mainly due to
time and budget constraints, reduced the sample size and the representation of some European markets.
4.9 Methodological approach synopsis
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the methods followed to plan, execute and analyse this project. It
determines the research question and objectives, while it describes a variety of hypotheses which are
examined in the project. All principle actors involved in the research issues examined in this thesis were
identified, and the core members of the distribution channel, namely accommodation establishments,
incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies were focused for the formal field
research. In addition, an exploratory and descriptive research design was drawn up for the study, while a
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holistic approach was followed as the research issues were examined from the four different perspectives of
each channel member. The utilisation of both quantitative and qualitative designs and the need for
triangulation are also emphasised. In order to facilitate the above tasks and methods, a blend of personal
interviews, mail surveys and observations were utilised within both the destination and the place of origin.
The chapter describes thoroughly the development of the research instruments, the selection of locations and
the sampling processes, while it illustrates the field research execution. The complementarity of research
instruments and approaches is emphasised, as the thesis attempts to maximise the richness, reliability and
credibility of the information obtained. In addition, the parallel informal research which incorporated
discussions and informal interviews with a wide range of tourism industry executives and entrepreneurs, as
well as observations in both outgoing travel agencies and other tourism distribution channel members'
premises, is also explained. The research methodology explains that both quantitative and qualitative analyses
are employed, while the triangulation technique is utilised to provide comprehensive inferences on the
research issues.
CHAPTER 5
Research findings
Analysis of operational issues in the tourism distribution channel
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5. Research findings - Analysis of operational issues in the tourism distribution channel
Having examined the tourism distribution channel background in chapter 2, and the major research objectives
in section 4.2, this chapter elaborates on the research findings of the operational issues for each channel
member. Operational management issues are very important for the interpretation of the situation in the
marketplace. The first part of the research findings concentrates on the operational issues; strategic alliances;
marketing, distribution and co-operation practices; clientele mix and preferences; as well as performances,
profitability and satisfaction level of the tourism distribution channel members. Data on accommodation
establishments and incoming travel agencies are based on interviews and mail questionnaires with
entrepreneurs and managers in the Aegean islands, while European tour operators and British outgoing travel
agencies are utilised for the analysis of partners at the place of origin of the tourists. Critical inferences and
insights are provided for the operational environment of each tourism member, which in fact facilitates the
comprehension of distribution channel decisions, willingness to use ITs and DICIRMSs' perspectives. This
chapter offers the decisive inter- and intra- organisational decisions background which enables the
understanding of the distribution practices in the tourism industry as well as the needs and willingness for
new types of ITs based strategic tools. Each particular member of the channel is examined separately in this
chapter, while joint conclusions synthesise the findings at the end.
5.1. Operational issues of accommodation establishments
The functions, strategic and operational issues of Aegean accommodation establishments are examined
thoroughly in this section, along with their marketing and promotional practices. It is clearly demonstrated
that accommodation establishments depend almost exclusively upon the existing tourism distribution channel
and specifically on tour operators for their clientele. It is also illustrated that due to this dependency, the
seasonality problems and their small size functional incompetencies, they tend to express a great degree of
dissatisfaction with their investment. This section examines their business environment and the structural
problems of accommodation establishments. Thus, it provides a basis for the examination of power in the
tourism distribution channels, as well as their ITs needs and DICIRMSs perspectives.
5.1.1. Types, size, classification, employment and ownership patterns of accommodation establishments
The type, size, classification and ownership of accommodation establishments are often closely interrelated.
As the capacity of the ones which participated in the survey, varies between 12 and 1,560 beds, a
comprehensive basis is provided, for drawing solid inferences. The average capacity was 163 beds, quite
larger than the population average (66 beds), due to the sampling orientation towards the larger properties,
as explained in section 4.5.1.3.1. Their classification in hotel categories is directly related to their capacity.
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As the Greek hotel classification system differs from the international "stars" system, the standards for each
category are dissimilar with those of the stars. However, a "Lux" hotel is generally regarded as a "5*" one,
a "A" category as "4*", "B" & "C" as "3*" and the remaining can be compared with "1*" or "2*"
properties, with the exception of "Bungalow hotels" which are usually of higher category and may
correspond to "4*" hotels. Naturally, the larger the property, the higher the category it belongs to, as it can
provide a wider range of recreational and catering facilities, as well as other services. Table 5.1
demonstrates that 100% of the "Lux" category and almost 80% of the "A" category have more than 200
beds. In contrast, lower categories have much smaller capacity and the vast majority of establishments below
the "C" category, have a total capacity of less than 100 beds. In addition, it illustrates that the average
"Lux" hotel has 663 beds, while "A" category hotels have an average of 454 beds. In contrast, properties
classified below the "C" category have on average less than 100 beds, while "rooms to let" contribute some
20 beds, often within their proprietor's household.
Table 5.1 Accommodation capacity and category of the respondents
Accommodation
category
Mean
(beds)
Standard	 I
deviation
0-30
beds
31-60
beds
61-100
beds
101-200
beds
201-400
beds
401-800
beds
801+
beds
Lux 663.0 490.6 50.0% 33.3% 16.7%
A 453.6 279.5 3.6% 3.6% 1.8% 10.9% 29.1% 41.8% 9.1%
B 142.4 84.1 3.0% 12.1% 21.2% 39.4% 24.2%
C 82.1 62.9 14.0% 26.7% 33.7% 22.1% 2.3% 1.2%
D-E 36.4 11.5 50.0% 50.0%
Bungalows 74.4 19.6 20.0% 60.0% 20.0%
Apartments 49.4 29.4 27.6% 37.9% 25.9% 8.6%
Pension 35.2 20.8 66.7% 22.2% 11.1%
Rooms to let 20.0 6.9 100.0%
Total 163.1 217.0
As far as the ownership pattern is concerned, the vast majority of the Aegean accommodation
establishments are independent as well as family owned and managed, similar to their European counterparts.
About 78.3% of the sample had one proprietor who had no investments or major shares in any other
property, while the remaining 21.7% replied that other hotel(s) belong to the same owner. As this figure
often includes ownership of neighbouring small properties, it is unjustified in most cases to refer to them
as "hotel chains". Only three of the accommodation establishments which participated belong to hotel chains
and are under ownership or franchised. About 7.9% of the surveyed properties belong to a proprietor who
has ownership or alliances with incoming travel agencies, while only one hotel is connected with a tour
operator. Therefore little vertical integration can be observed, while most management is controlled locally
by independent entrepreneurs. In addition, 8.9% of their proprietors have diversified interests in other, non-
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tourism related activities, mainly in retailing, services and building construction industries. Thus the majority
of proprietors and their families depend almost exclusively on their properties for their income.
As explained in section 1.2, tourism in Greece has been developing since the 1950s, following the expansion
of mass tourism. More than 40% of the sample accommodation establishments became operational after
1986, and this is probably as a result of the development/incentive Law 1262/82 which stimulated hotel
construction in the borders and peripheral Greek regions, by providing subsidies, grants and interest-free
loans. There is statistically significant evidence that different types and sizes of hotels have been developed
over the years. Table 5.2 demonstrates that the types, and consequently the size, of the sample are
determined by the years in which they commenced their operations. It can be observed that the higher
category hotels were developed in the 1960s-1970s, when 90% of the developments were of higher than "C'"
class. This trend was clearly reversed in recent years, as a result of consumer trends for more flexibility,
as well as inexpensive and self-catering accommodation, while the aforementioned incentive Law facilitated
the construction of these properties with a very limited initial capital and encouraged small entrepreneurs
to build their properties. The rapid increase of "apartments" is evident since the 1980s, while a reduction
of the "A — and "D--"E'" category properties' pace of development can be illustrated. Similar effects can
be demonstrated with the size of accommodation establishments, as post-1980s' constructions concentrate
heavily on properties smaller than 200 beds. These developments have profound implications for the
distribution and promotion of accommodation and the Aegean as a destination, as non-tourism professionals
developed small units which inevitably face difficulties addressing the international market and consequently,
depend on the existing tourism distribution channels for achieving a reasonable occupancy.
Employment within the sample varied from 1 to 300 employees, with an average of 25.7 persons per unit
(STD 42.4). In most cases, the very small properties (less than 60 beds) are entirely managed and operated
by the proprietor's family, while larger hotels of greater than "C'" category, or more than 200 beds, are
required by law to employ a qualified manager. On average, 2.2 members of the entrepreneurs' family are
employed within the property, while only 22.5% of the properties do not employ any family members and
are run exclusively by professionals. Larger hotels are often managed by the owner, while the very large
ones (800+ beds) often employ family members as executives and heads of departments. However, although
the larger the bed capacity, the more employees there are at an accommodation establishment
[R=0.94,Sig=0.0], there is a negative relationship between capacity and the family members employed
[R=-0.20,Sig=0.0005]. In addition, as proprietors' families are heavily involved in their management, it
can often be established that traditional household gender roles are adapted in the every day running of the
business. In many cases women have cooking, serving, cleaning and room setting responsibilities, while men
look after the reception, bar, construction, technology, negotiating prices and signing up contracts,
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Table 5.2 Accommodation establishments classification and year of opening
A.1.1CAT Classification of hotels by A.4_0PEN Year of opening
A.4_0PEN
A.1.1CAT
Count
Row Pct 1960-197 1971-198 1981-198 1986-199
0	 0	 S	 3	 Row
1
1.0	 2.0	 3.0	 4.0 Total
1 16 22 8 20 66
LUX-A-BUNG 24.2 33.3 12.1 30.3 21.9
3 13 9 12 31 65
B Class 20.0 13.8 18.5 47.7 21.5
4 26 16 23 21 86
C Class 30.2 18.6 26.7 24.4 28.5
5 5 5 4 2 16
D-B Class 31.3 31.3 25.0 12.5 5.3
7 1 4 15 49 69
Appts-Pens-Room 1.4 5.8 21.7 71.0 22.8
Column 61	 56	 62	 123 302
Total	 20.2	 18.5	 20.5	 40.7	 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF	 Significance
Pearson	 64.84956	 12	 .00000
Likelihood Ratio	 72.92910	 12	 .00000
Mantel-Flaenszel test for 	 26.03356	 1	 .00000
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 2.967
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 -	 3 OF	 20 ( 15.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 2
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purchasing, marketing and financial functions. As a result, businesses are run on family principles, rather
than sound business practices, while proprietors rarely have formal education or training. This often causes
both managerial and emotional problems. This situation demonstrates that it is quite unusual for SMTEs to
hire external expertise/professionals for the operation of their business, while the entire family income and
prosperity are often dependent on their accommodation establishment's fortune.
5.1.2 Seasonality and occupancy in accommodation establishments
The problem of seasonality is experienced throughout the tourism industry. Only 10.2% of the properties
operate yearly, accommodating mainly business, military or sports travellers. Properties which stay open
during the winter are often small city hotels, while they tend to be the major residency of the proprietor's
family. Thus they often remain open, despite the fact that occupancy levels during the winter are very low.
The vast majority of the sample (85.5%) operated for 5 to 7 months, while 4.3% operated only for 2-4
months. Consequently, the short duration of the season creates problems as their economic performance and
return on investment are inevitably concentrated into a very short period of time.
The peak of the tourism demand for summer holidays in the Mediterranean tends to concentrate into about
65 days, which usually coincides with the period of school and industrial holidays. Weather conditions also
impose a seasonality element, as physical and natural attractions are quite appealing for a certain period of
the year. Lack of significant culture or event-based attractions determines that the seasonality problem in the
Greek islands is based on the two factors analysed earlier, ie institutional factors and weather conditions.
Table 5.3 demonstrates the real occupancy levels of the surveyed hotels per month, as it assumes that all
accommodation establishments offer their capacity and remain open during the winter months as well. The
season is clearly marked between April and October for most Mediterranean destinations. The busiest months
are predictably July and August when the tourism product is almost "sold out" due to school holidays and
the determination of southern European markets to get away from their unbearably hot cities.
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Table 5.3 Accommodation establishments' occupancy level per month
Month Mean
(%)
Standard
deviation
95% confidence interval
January 2.16 8.76 1.1 3.2
February 2.30 9.36 1.9 4.8
March 3.38 12.07 1.9 4.8
April 29.70 28.98 26.3 33.1
May 55.68 26.53 52.5 58.8
June 69.94 24.04 67.1 72.8
July 87.70 14.76 86.0 89.5
August 95.69 8.69 94.7 96.7
September 79.72 22.61 77.1 82.4
October 46.90 28.41 43.5 50.2
November 3.22 12.18 1.8 4.7
December 2.27 9.74 1.1 3.4
The seasonality of a property is also determined by its geographical location, the stage of the resort's life-
cycle, the major markets, the distribution channels involved and the facilities offered at the destination. It
is evident though that hotels in the well established southern Greek islands, which have been major holiday
resorts for decades can achieve higher annual and seasonal occupancy; ie longer periods with profitable
occupancy, while new destinations or some of the northern islands have a shorter period of active demand.
This is often attributed to the inability of these islands to attract tour operator operations and establish
accessibility by charter flights. In addition, the capacity and category of a property affect its seasonality,
as it can be concluded that although it is difficult for larger hotels to benefit from the limited tourism demand
in the winter months, they achieve better occupancy rates during the summer season. Superior services and
recreational facilities as well as the location may provide a competitive advantage for the larger properties
(of more than 100 beds). Having contracts with several tour operators reduces the dependence on one
particular market and provides the opportunity for re-adjustments of allocated rooms, should one market
develops problems. Seasonality leaves unaffected, at least in the short term, hotels which have "commitment
contracts" with tour operators, as they have a guaranteed room revenue for 150-210 days per summer
season. However, their ability to attract consumers in the "off peak" period affects their profitability,
especially through the food and beverage departments and in the long term, through their bargaining power,
when negotiating prices with tour operators. In addition, interviewees attributed part of their occupancy
problem to the oversupply experienced both at the destination level and internationally. The informal
accommodation sector, often referred to as "para-hoteleria", and the problem of unlicensed capacity
Promotion through leaflets & signs 37.8%
Promotion through catalogues and indexes 26.3%
Advertisement in national press 25.4%
Promotion in international press 17.9%
Promotion in tourism exhibitions 17.5%
Promotion through hoteliers or apartments association 13.3%
Hospitality to opinion leaders and journalists 5.0%
Advertisement in television or radio 3.8%
Advertisement through direct mail 3.8%
Consumer research 0.8%
Note: Responses do not add up to 100%, due to multiple answers.
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increasingly assist the competition at the local level and thus reduce occupancy. This section illustrates the
vulnerability of accommodation establishments, as they depend for their existence on a very perishable
product which can be sold only during a limited period. Failure to approach the markets, or the inability of
tour operators to provide customers during the season can have serious implications for their profitability.
5.1.3 Marketing activities of accommodation establishments
The vast majority of the accommodation establishments undertake very limited marketing activities. This is
underlined by the fact that out of the 304 hotels surveyed, only one had a marketing department, mainly
because of the specialisation of a certain member of the proprietors' family. Some 65% of the respondents
declared that they perform some sort of marketing activities, which can be summarised in Table 5.4.
Unfortunately, often marketing was limited to the occasional production of some hotel leaflets/brochures,
which were distributed to existing clients of the hotel. In addition, some entrepreneurs quoted their
refurbishment programme as a marketing activity, illustrating their marketing illiteracy.
Table 5.4 Marketing activities undertaken by accommodation establishments
Inevitably, the smaller and the lower the hotel category, the fewer the marketing activities they undertake.
Higher category and larger properties use a variety of promotional techniques more intensively, while
smaller ones have little or no promotional activities. This is only reversed in the promotion through the
associations of local hoteliers and apartments as small properties rely heavily on their local associations
which often produce brochures and maintain an information/reservation office at tourist points of arrivals.
It is evident though, that most promotional techniques are under-utilised even by higher category and larger
hotels. When the marketing budget is examined in Table 5.5, the marketing handicap becomes quite
apparent. About 52.5% of the respondents have no marketing expenditure, while the vast majority of the
enterprises spend less than 3,000,000 drs or £8,220 yearly. When one considers that these figures often
include travel and participation expenses in the major European tourism exhibitions, the inadequacy of
marketing activities and budgets becomes more apparent.
A.l_CAT
1. 0
LUX
A Cat
B Cat
4.0
C Cat
5.0
D-E Cat
6.0
Bungalows
7.0
Appartments
8.0
Pensions
9.0
Rooms to let
2.0
3.0
Row
Total
5
2.5
35
17.2
45
22.2
54
26.6
9
4.4
2
1.0
45
22.2
2.5
3
1.5
203
100.0
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Table 5.5 Marketing budget for accommodation establishments
A.l_CAT Category of accommodation by A.15_BUD Budget for promotion in drs
A.15_BUD
Count
Row Pct 0 drs
	
0-100 00 100 000- SOO 000- 1 000 00 3 000 00 10 000 0
0 dire	 SOO 000 1 000 00 0-3 000 0-10 000 00+ dire
.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
2
40.0
1
20.0
2
40.0
10 2 2 4 11 6
28.6 5.7 5.7 11.4 31.4 17.1
19 1 12 4 8 1
42.2 2.2 26.7 8.9 17.8 2.2
34 6 8 2 4
63.0 11.1 14.8 3.7 7.4
7 1 1
77.8 11.1 11.1
1 1
50.0 50.0
33 8 2 2
73.3 17.8 4.4 4.4
1 2 2
20.0 40.0 40.0
2 1
66.7 33.3
Column 107 21 27 13 25 8 2
Total 52.7 10.3 13.3 6_4 12.3 3.9 1.0
Number of Missing Observations: 101
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As expected, the size and category of accommodation establishments are also critical in defining the
marketing expenditure. Hence there is quite a strong positive relationship between capacity and their
marketing budget [R=0.52,Sig =0.0]. Figure 5.1 and Table 5.6 demonstrate quite clearly that hotels, with
less capacity than 200 beds have a very limited marketing expenditure, while few properties exceed the
1,000,000 drs (£2,740) limit. A total of 52.7% have no marketing expenditure, while this percentage is
higher in the smaller establishments. Table 5.7 illustrates that the higher the category, the more the
promotional expenditure and budget they are likely to have and as a consequence, most "Lux" and "A"
category hotels tend to spend considerable amounts on promotion and marketing. The vast majority of hotels
below the "C" category undertake very limited marketing activity due to their limited training and
understanding of the marketplace as well as their inability to finance promotional campaigns. In addition,
it can be observed that quite a noticeable percentage of larger and high category hotels have very limited
marketing expenditure. This is often a result of their exclusive dependence on tour operators' clientele. Some
proprietors/managers tend to believe that it is more effective to reduce the prices to a minimum and provide
part of the profit margin to tour operators, who would consequently promote the product through their
brochures, rather than trying to stimulate the demand directly by using promotional activities.
Interestingly the marketing expenditure of accommodation establishments is influenced by their clientele mix.
About 73.5% of the clientele in the surveyed hotels arrive at the destination on a tour operator package,
while 61% of the respondents rely for more than 90% of their clients on tour operators. Table 5.7 and
Figure 5.2 demonstrate quite clearly that hotels which have a very small marketing budget tend to be either
small ones, which have no tour operator clientele, or ones which depend exclusively on tour operators for
their clientele. Qualitative data illustrate that in the first cases hotels tend to operate year round and have a
loyal clientele of business travellers, while in the latter, marketing and promotion are regarded as
"unnecessary expenses, which do not increase the number of clients, who are coming anyway with tour
operators". Numerous interviewees claimed that it is "pointless to have any marketing activities when all
rooms are precontracted"; some even feared that promotion would probably cause overbooking, as most
rooms were contracted; several claimed arrogantly that consumers or the travel trade have to seek them out,
while their marketing attempts in the past have been unsuccessful and finally, a few admitted that their co-
operation with tour operators had made them more lackadaisical about seeking out customers. This attitude
can extend so far that several hotels visited during the field research were nameless and there was not even
a hotel sign on their doorstep. Thus having established a regular demand from tour operators' clients and
driven by the cost orientation of the mass market competition, accommodation establishments eliminate any
"unnecessary" marketing expenditure.
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Table 5.6 Accommodation establishments capacity and marketing budget
A.2.1_CA	 Capacity of Accommodation 	 by	 A.15 _BUD	 Budget for promotion in drs
A.15_BUD
Count
Row Pct 0 drs	 0-100 00 100 000- 500 000- 1 000 00 3 000 00 10 000 0
0 drs	 500 000	 1 000 00 0-3 000	 0-10 000 00+ drs	 Row
.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 Total
A.2.1_CA
1.0 19 6 3 1 29
0-30 beds 65.5 20.7 10.3 3.4 14.3
2.0 28 5 2 2 1 38
31-60 beds 73.7 13.2 5.3 5.3 2.6 18.7
3.0 28 7 5 2 42
61-100 beds 66.7 16.7 11.9 4.8 20.7
4.0 20 2 13 4 44
101-200 beds 45.5 4.5 29.5 9.1 11.4 21.7
5.0 5 1 4 4 13 2 1 30
201-400 16.7 3.3 13.3 13.3 43.3 6.7 3.3 14.8
6.0 5 6 16
401-800 beds 31.3 37.5 31.3 7.9
7.0 2 1 1 4
801+ beds 50.0 25.0 25.0 2.0
Column 107	 21	 27	 13	 25	 8	 2 203
Total	 52.7	 10.3	 13.3	 6.4	 12.3	 3.9	 1.0	 100.0
Number of Missing Observations: 101
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS MOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
A.2_BEDDS Number of Beds in Accommodation by A.15.1EX Expenditure for promotion and marketing
Number of valid observations = 205
Approximate
Statistic	 Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .60577 .13574 10.84771 .00000 *4
Spearman Correlation .51234 .05802 8.50015 .00000 *4
*4 VAL/ASE0 is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 99
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A.10.2.1 TO clients in Groups by A.15_BUD Budget for in drspromotion
Count
A.15_BUD
Row Pct 0 drs	 0-100 00 100 000- SOO 000- 1 000 00 3 000 00 10 000 0
0 drs	 500 000	 1 000 00 0-3 000	 0-10 000 00+ drs	 Row
.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 Total
A.10.2.1
0 8 4 1 13
0% 61.5 30.8 7.7 6.4
1 4 1 4 2 11
1-30 % 36.4 9.1 36.4 18.2 5.4
2 4 1 2 3 1 11
31-60% 36.4 9.1 18.2 27.3 9.1 5.4
3 19 3 8 3 7 3 1 44
61-90 % 43.2 6.8 18.2 6.8 15.9 6.8 2.3 21.7
4 72 12 14 6 15 5 124
91-100 % 58.1 9.7 11.3 4.8 12.1 4.0 61.1
Column 107	 21	 27	 13	 25	 8	 2 203
Total
	 52.7	 10.3	 13.3	 6.4
	 12.3	 3.9	 1.0	 100.0
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Table 5.7 Accommodation establishments percentage of tour operators' clients and marketing budget
Number of Missing Observations: 101
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Moreover, only a minority of entrepreneurs (34.4%) realised the need to increase their marketing budget
and activities. There is however, a statistically significant positive relationship between the education level
of respondents and their understanding that an increase in marketing/promotional activities and budgets is
essential. In addition, their age influences their views on whether more marketing activities should be
undertaken or not, as the older respondents are less inclined to appreciate that more marketing activities and
budgets are required. In addition, the degree of satisfaction with the enterprise's revenues affects a
respondent's decision as to whether they should increase their marketing activities, as enterprises with higher
satisfaction levels with their revenues tend to be more willing to increase their promotional activities and
budget, while managers/owners with low satisfaction levels feel that they should not increase their marketing
activities. In the first case an optimistic attitude is generally followed, while the latter case underlines a
pessimistic perception of the enterprise, as respondents have a fatalistic attitude. One of the positive
suggestions quoted by the interviewees was the development of a regional tourism marketing body which
should target domestic and international market segments.
In conclusion, some accommodation entrepreneurs/managers mentioned that part of the discount offered to
tour operators should be considered as marketing expenditure, due to the fact that tour operators provide
them with visibility in the international marketplace. In some cases, hotels pay a specific promotion fee to
tour operators in order to achieve premium presentation in their brochure. Often smaller properties tend to
include their annual subscription fees for the hoteliers or apartments association in their promotional
expenditure, as they feel that these organisations are primarily responsible for the marketing of destination
and SMTEs. Some managers mentioned that they spend in the range of 0.5-3% of their annual revenue on
promotional activities. In other cases, it was felt that interviewees felt embarrassed to admit that they have
a very limited marketing budget and they inflated the figures. The small or non-existent marketing budget
makes accommodation establishments invisible to their major markets and therefore increases their
dependence on the existing tourism distribution channel and specifically on tour operators, who emerge as
an almost exclusive source of business. Thus their competitiveness and bargaining power are diminished,
due to their marketing inadequacies.
5.1.4 Co-operation level in accommodation establishments
As discussed in section 1.3, co-operation between accommodation establishments at the destination level is
of pivotal importance for SMTEs' prosperity. Unfortunately though, a relatively low degree of co-operation
can be observed in the tourism industry in several destinations worldwide. Instead of promoting co-operation
in order to increase the tourism demand for the entire destination and to maximise the tourism income
generated in the area, SMTEs often concentrate on competing with each other at the local level, for short
term benefits. A wide range of areas of co-operation were identified by the respondents as presented in Table
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5.8. Although 54.6% of the respondents declared that they co-operate with other properties, it is quite
apparent that most limit their co-operation to handling overbookings, while benefits from the other areas are
often neglected. This is illustrated as few proprietors of small properties, declared that "as tour operators
contract their entire property, there is no overbooking and thus there is no need for co-operation". Evidence
from the interviews suggests that this lack of co-operation can be attributed to the higher degree of
independency that each entrepreneur feels, as well as on the Greek mentality which is often characterised
as "individualistic and totally independent". Some interviewees blame the local associations for not
"performing their co-operation encouragement role to a satisfactory degree".
Table 5.8 Areas of co-operation between accommodation establishments at the destination
Co-operation when in overbooking 53.6%
Co-operation in pricing 14.8%
Co-operation for destination improvement and environmental conservation 12.2%
Co-operation in promotion 10.9%
Co-operation in raw material exchange when in short 7.6%
Co-operation with development agents and National Tourism Organisation 6.6%
Co-operation for training 4.6%
Co-operation in development and usage of information technology 4.3%
Co-operation for purchases 1.0%
Note: Responses do not add up to 100%, due to multiple answers
There are no statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of accommodation
establishments and their propensity to co-operate with other properties, although better educated respondents
tend to have a greater degree of co-operation with their counterparts. Qualitative evidence indicates that the
level of co-operation depends on the location of the enterprises, the personal relations and characteristic of
their proprietors and the level of competition at the destination. For example, small islands which are in the
first stages of their life cycle may achieve more co-operation within the industry, as people base their
professional associations on their personal relations. Close relationships between local people and
entrepreneurs may provide a basis for business interaction. This is demonstrated in the fact that most of the
accommodation establishments in the Cyclades and other small islands have a more positive attitude towards
increasing their co-operation levels, rather than the ones on larger and well developed islands such as Rhodes
and Kos.
Many interviewees stressed the need to increase co-operation, especially in order to achieve better prices in
their negotiations with tour operators. They highlight that their "associations emphasise the regulations by
the Hellenic Hotel Chamber on pricing, and all local hoteliers promise to maintain the legitimate price
levels". However, "most hotels and especially the larger ones fear coercive power when negotiating with
tour operators, and often ignore the regulations, break their promises to colleagues, and reduce their prices".
Interviewees highlighted that this behaviour damages the co-operation opportunities and the trust between
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local entrepreneurs. In general, although a fairly positive attitude towards increasing co-operation was
expressed by the interviewees, there is no strong consensus among enterprises, as some doubt the major
benefits. On a Likert Scale (1-5) on the desire to increase the co-operation level within the destination, the
average response was marginally above the average score obtained [mean =3.1, STD =1.4, 95% Confidence
Interval 2.88-3.311. Moreover, it appears that there is no statistically significant difference between the
perceived need to increase co-operation and the various characteristics of the respondents. However,
qualitative evidence highlights the finding that small hotels tend to co-operate on a friendship/neighbourhood
basis, while larger and higher category hotels co-operate on a professional/rational basis.
5.1.5 Clientele and distribution mix in accommodation establishments
The clientele and distribution mixes essentially refer to the different types of customers and the methods they
utilise to approach them. While the clientele mix explains the typology of consumers, the distribution mix
elaborates on the tourism distribution channel utilised to attract them. In the context of the Aegean islands
and most leisure destinations, there are two major categories of clients and tourism distribution channels,
namely inclusive travellers arriving in groups arranged by tour operators and independent travellers who are
making their own arrangements. Although independent leisure travellers pay higher rates, they tend to have
a very seasonal demand, usually concentrated in July and August. Thus hotels attempt to attract consumers
in the off-peak period by offering discounted prices to groups and tour operators. Theoretically, the more
independent travellers a property serves, the better revenue it can generate. However, the seasonality of the
independent market forces accommodation establishments to aim for higher occupancy (volume), even though
they have to compromise with lower prices and profit margins.
The vast majority of clients arriving in the Aegean hotels come through inclusive packages. Only 7.9% do
no co-operate with tour operators, while 30.8% base their entire clientele exclusively on tour operators. In
general, 70% of the properties have more than the 70% of their clientele coming through tour operators.
This was attributed often to the insular character of the Greek islands, which makes travellers use either air
or sea transportation. Given the distance, the expense and the inconvenience involved in using Athens as a
hub for transit, as well as the unreliability of the domestic aviation and ferry services hitherto, most
consumers opt for convenient, inexpensive and direct charter flights, operated almost exclusively by tour
operators and/or airlines controlled by them. Few leisure independent travellers, mainly domestic tourists,
repeaters, "visiting friends and relatives" and explorers stay in the hotels. Finally, some business travellers,
salesmen, conference and incentive tourists, athletes and sport club fans also arrange independently their
reservations with accommodation establishments in the area. Similar situations are often repeated in almost
all insular and peripheral Mediterranean resorts.
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In order to examine the distribution mix, it is essential to revise the major types of contracts utilised
between accommodation establishments and tour operators/incoming travel agencies, as examined in
section 2.3.2.1. The field research confirmed that the type of contract used determines the degree of risk
distribution between the partners and consequently, influences the pricing structure. In the allotment case,
tour operators and/or incoming travel agencies are granted a discount based on a promised volume of
business, often without any obligation to pay compensation for unwanted and unused allocations, unless a
guaranteed occupancy is agreed. In most cases therefore hotels retain the risk of their operation. Secondly,
commitment contracts are frequently used for self catering, apartments and small properties, as well as in
destinations where the accommodation supply is limited. Hence there is a negative relationship between an
hotels' capacity and the percentage offered on commitment contract [R =-0.26,Sig =0.00002]. For a much
greater discount than the allotments, tour operators/incoming travel agencies take control and as a result,
undertake the risk over a certain allocation or the entire property. The decision on clientele and distribution
mix is therefore a trade-off between prices, profit margins, occupancy levels, volume of customers and risk
balance. Ideally, hotels attempt to maximise their revenue by maximising both the average room rate and
the occupancy level. They also attempt to minimise the risk involved, by spreading their capacity across
several tour operators and markets. On average, 58.1% of the Aegean capacity is contracted by allotment
to tour operators and 9.5% to incoming travel agencies, while 22.5% is allocated by commitment to tour
operators and 2% to incoming travel agencies; leaving the remaining 7.9%, plus the unfulfilled contracted
rooms for individual travellers. A wide number of factors influence the practices followed in the industry.
As the clientele and distribution mixes are central to the management and prosperity of hotels, these are
analysed thoroughly.
In total more than 50% of the properties surveyed depend on tour operators for more than 91% of their
clients. Different accommodation establishment categories however have different clientele mix, as
demonstrated in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.3. This is particularly the case for hotels of "A", 13" and "C"
categories and "apartments" which depend on tour operators for almost their entire clientele. In the first case,
hotels offer a comprehensive package which often includes half or full board, while in the latter a self-
catering and self-serviced product is delivered. Hotels of "D'-E" categories, "pensions" and "rooms to let"
tend to have a more independent clientele, often due to their inability to satisfy the facilities required by tour
operators and their less privileged location. "Lux" hotels try to attract a more exclusive and high class
clientele, often through conferences or incentives, and therefore depend a lower percentage of their clientele
upon tour operators. The vast majority of the "apartments" and a number of low category and small size
hotels are offered on a commitment contract basis. Therefore larger and higher category hotels tend to use
a greater number of tour operators, while smaller and lower category properties often utilise one or very few
tour operators.
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Table 5.9 Category of accommodation establishment and percentage of tour operators clients
A.1.1CAT	 Classification
Count
Row Pct
A.1.1CAT
A.10.2.1
0 t
0
of hotels by
1-30 t
1
A.10.2.1
31-60%
2
TO clients
61-90 %
3
Page
91-100 %
4
in Groups
1 of 1
Row
Total
66
21.9
66
21.9
85
28.1
16
5.3
1
LUX-A-BUNG
3
B Class
4
C Class
5
D-E Class
7
Appts-Pens-Room
Column
Total
Chi-Square
3
4.5
6
9.1
15
22.7
42
63.6
12
18.2
6
9.1
16
24.2
32
48.5
7
8.2
13
15.3
7
8.2
25
29.4
33
38.8
7
43.8
3
18.8
2
12.5
3
18.8
1
6.3
10
14.5
4
5.8
6
8.7
5
7.2
44
63.8
69
22.8
24
7.9
35	 27
11.6	 8.9
Value
64
21.2
DF
152
50.3
302
10 0. 0
Significance
Pearson	 72.02699	 16	 .00000
Likelihood Ratio	 74.55569	 16	 .00000
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 6.52871	 1	 .01061
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 1.272
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 4 OF	 25 ( 16.0%)
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 2
0 —9---
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0
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Similarly, the size of accommodation establishments is also a significant determinant of the clientele mix,
as on average more than 85% of clients staying in properties larger than 100 beds are provided by tour
operators. Table 5.10 demonstrates that the smaller the property, the more it depends on independent
traveller clientele, while larger accommodation establishments get the majority of their clients from tour
operators. This argument is presented graphically in Figure 5.4, where it is also illustrated that a number
of small properties are concentrated on the two extremes of the vertical axis. On the one hand, properties
with a low percentage of tour operator clientele often belong to low categories, stay open throughout the year
and serve primarily business travellers or establishments operating for a very limited period of time (2-4
months) in fairly underdeveloped tourism resorts where domestic and alternative tourists are the major
clients. On the other hand, a number of very small accommodation establishments have very high
percentages of tour operator clientele. These are often "apartments" or small hotels which are contracted by
tour operators on commitments for the entire season. The above argument explains part of the seasonality
patterns of the Aegean tourism industry, as most properties which operate for 5-7 months accommodate
mainly tour operators' clients (82% on average), while hotels operating all year round and those for 2-4
months have a lower percentage of tour operators' customers (31% and 15% respectively). It is quite
apparent that with the exception of some small year-round operating properties, unless an accommodation
establishment co-operates with tour operators, it is very difficult to attract adequate volume of tourists in the
shoulder months. Therefore they either prefer to remain open for a shorter period of time, or depend heavily
on tour operators for a profitable occupancy level.
Finally, location and life cycle stage play a significant role in the type of clientele attracted. Several islands
(Kos, Rhodes) are in the later stages of their life cycle and thus attract almost exclusively tour operators'
clientele. Other less developed islands (Lesvos and Limnos) appeal to a wider range of alternative tourists
and attract a smaller percentage of clients from tour operators. Despite the inadequate sample size in several
islands, Table 5.11 demonstrates clearly the differences in the percentage of tour operators' clients in the
accommodation establishments of each island. It can be observed that the Cyclades Islands and the Northern
Aegean islands attract much lower tour operator clientele percentages than the ones in the South. Often the
provision of an airport capable of supporting international charter flights has determined the interest of tour
operators in operating to the destination and the consequent contribution of their clients to the local
accommodation.
It is quite apparent therefore that the Aegean islands and most Mediterranean destinations are dependent on
tour operators, who are often regarded by the destinations-based members of the tourism industry as being
responsible for providing customers. Accommodation establishments co-operate with up to 40 tour operators
each, although 11.1% have no contracts with any tour operator. About 41.3% of them had contracted 100%
(or more in cases of over-contracting) of the establishment on an "allotment" basis and 17.2% had contracted
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Table 5.10 Capacity of accommodation establishments and percentage of tour operators clients
A.2.1_CA	 Capacity of
Count
Row Pct
A.2.1_CA
Accommodation
A.10.2.1
0	 /5
0
1-30 W
by
1
A.10.2.1
31-60W
2
TO clients
61-90 %
3
in
91-100 W
4
Groups
Row
Total
47
15.6
66
21.9
63
20.9
57
18.9
37
12.3
26
8.6
1.0
0-30 beds
2.0
31-60 beds
3.0
61-100 beds
4.0
101-200 beds
5.0
201-400
6.0
401-800 beds
7.0
801+ beds
Column
Total
10
21.3
10
21.3
9
19.1
4
8.5
14
29.8
12
18.2
13
19.7 7.6
10
15.2
26
39.4
2
3.2
9
14.3
6
9.5
18
28.6
28
44.4
3
5.3
2
3.5
16
28.1
36
63.2
5
13.5
8
21.6
24
64.9
5
19.2
21
80.8
3
50.0
3
50.0
6
2.0
24
7.9
35
11.6
27
8.9
64
21.2
152
50.3
302
100.0
Number of Missing Observations: 2
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
A.2_BEDS Number of Beds in Accommodation by A.10.2_P t of TO clients
Number of valid observations = 302
Statistic
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASE0 Significance
Pearson's R .29058 .02985 5.25993 .00000 *4
Spearman Correlation .29951 .05596 5.43722 .00000 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 2
00
00
	
C•1
1-4
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Table 5.11 Percentage of tour operator clients in accommodation establishments per Aegean island
Island Accommodation establishments sample , % of tour operator clients
Rhodes 118 83.7
Kos 90 92.3
Lesvos 23 42.8
Limnos 8 30.0
Hios 7 66.4
Patmos 4 42.5
Paros 3 30.0
Amorgos 1 25.0
Samos 10 76.5
Karpathos 1 90.0
Syros 4 16.3
Sikinos 1 30.0
Andros 2 30.0
Serifos 2 10.0
Milos 2 27.5
Naxos 2 35.0
Tinos 3 40.0
Santorini 7 45.7
Ios 3 53.3
Mykonos 5 48.0
Ikaria 2 5.0
Kalymnos 2 47.5
Sifnos 2 5.0
TOTAL 302 73.9
the entire property on a "commitment" basis. The average hotel co-operates with 5.1 tour operators
[STD =6.4,95% Confidence Interval 4.4-5.9], while the majority (46.5%) cooperate with only 1-3 operators.
As demonstrated in Table 5.12, only 13.5% co-operates with more than 11 operators and these are normally
larger and higher category hotels with more than 300 beds. Consequently, as shown in Figure 5.5, smaller
properties, especially up to 150 beds, experience the highest degree of dependency, as they co-operate with
very few tour operators, and hence, depend on these partners for all their revenue. In contrast, larger ones
rely on a greater number of tour operators and therefore split the risk between partners and markets.
Statistic
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Table 5.12 Accommodation establishments capacity and tour operators in cooperation
A.2.1_CA
	 Capacity of
Count
Row Pot
A.2.1_CA
Accommodation
D.1.1. 1T
0 TO 1-3T0
1
by D.1.1.1T
4-10 TO
2
Number
11 + TO
3
of TO in cooperation
Row
Total
47
15.8
64
21.5
63
21.2
56
18.9
35
11.8
26
8.8
6
2.0
1.0
0-30 beds
2.0
31-60 beds
3.0
61-100 beds
4.0
101-200 beds
5.0
201-400
6.0
401-800 beds
7.0
801+ beds
Column
Total
13
27.7
29
61.7
5
10.6
14
21.9
45
70.3
4
6.3 1.6
6
9.5
42
66.7
15
23.8
19
33.9
36
64.3 1.8
3
8.6
20
57.1
12
34.3
6
23.1
20
76.9
6
1 00. 0
33	 138
11.1	 46.5
86	 40	 297
29.0	 13.5	 100.0
Number of Missing Observations: 7
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
A.2_BEDS Number of Beds in Accommodation by 13.1.1_TO NO of TOUR OPERATORS
Number of valid observations = 297
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .86358 .02450 29.41774 .00000 *4
Spearman Correlation .76676 .02905 20.51551 .00000 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 7
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In order to analyse the degree of dependency, an investigation of the contribution of the "top three
producing tour operators" for each property was performed. Interestingly, it is estimated that a great number
of accommodation establishments (16.4%) rely entirely on the first and only tour operator for all their
clients. These are often small properties formulating exclusive "commitment" contracts or small hotels with
large allotments with one tour operator. Larger hotels choose a slightly less dependent clientele and
distribution mix, as they build-up a more reliable base of several tour operators and different national
markets, but often still depend for a very significant percentage of their clientele upon the top producing tour
operator [all accommodation establishments: mean= 47.3%, STD =32.2]. Figure 5.6 confirms the
contribution of the "top three producing tour operators" to each property's clientele, as it is clearly
demonstrated that unless a hotel concentrates during the limited winter time on business or independent
travellers, it inevitably tends to depend for the vast majority of its clientele (more than 70%) on the "top
three producing tour operators" and their markets. Properties which lie in the middle are in most cases larger
and higher category hotels which can split their capacity between several allotments or exceptional cases,
often located in less institutionalised islands or resorts. This analysis epitomises the dependency problem
faced by the tourism industry of the Aegean Islands and most Mediterranean destinations. It also affects the
profitability of tourism enterprises, as well as the satisfaction of the proprietors with their revenues and
returns on investments. Table 5.13 explains quite clearly that enterprises which base the majority of their
clientele on the top producing tour operator tend to be more dissatisfied with the outcome of their enterprise.
5.1.6 Pricing structure of accommodation establishments
The pricing structure of accommodation establishments is one of the most important elements of their
marketing mix. As the elasticity of tourism demand tends to be quite high, a small variation of their prices
can affect their appeal dramatically. Most Aegean properties have a pricing system of three periods (low,
medium, and high), according to their demand and location. The minimum prices a hotel can charge are
regulated by the GNTO and the Hellenic Hotel Chamber, depending on the classification of the property,
while properties which desire to charge higher prices than the minimum need to declare them to the GNTO.
Moreover, they negotiate group prices with tour operators annually. The GNTO regulation allows
accommodation establishments to offer up to 50% discount on their declared prices for groups and allotment
contracts, providing that the discounted price is no less than the minimum price per category required
(GNTO, Annual Regulation). However, research on actual pricing policies in the Greek tourism industry
is enormously difficult, as contract prices are regarded as ultimately confidential by most SMTEs. Thus a
large number of respondents were reluctant to provide their contract prices, while the price questions had
to be omitted from the mail survey. Encouragingly though, only 14% of the interviewees refused to answer
the price questions on confidentiality grounds, while a number of manager respondents did not know about
the contract rates, which were often signed and known only by the proprietors.
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Significance
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Table 5.13 Accommodation establishments allocation to top producing tour operator
and satisfaction level
D.1.4.11 Allocation to first TO by A.12.0SA Satisfaction levels
A.12.0SA
0.1.4.11
Count
Row Pct Very Lit
tl e
1
Little
2
Average
3
Much 
4
Row
Total
330 11 4 9 9
0 % 33.3 12.1 27.3 27.3 12.1
1 16 18 15 23 72
1-30 % 22.2 25.0 20.8 31.9 26.4
2 39 19 22 12 92
31-60 42.4 20.7 23.9 13.0 33.7
3 16 7 8 1 32
61-90 % 50.0 21.9 25.0 3.1 11.7
4 20 11 9 4 44
91-100 % 45.5 25.0 20.5 9.1 16.1
Column 102	 59	 63	 49 273
Total	 37.4	 21.6	 23.1	 17.9	 100.0
Chi-Square
	 Value	 DF
Pearson	 26.50367	 12	 .00910
Likelihood Ratio
	 28.20480	 12	 .00516
Mantel-Haenszel test for 	 13.77192	 1	 .00021
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 5.744
*4 VAL/ASS° is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 31
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
D.1.4.1F % Allocation for let TO by A.12_SAT Degree of SATISFACTION (1-5)
Number of valid observations 273
Approximate
Statistic	 Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASS° Significance
Pearson's R -.21935 .05645 -3.70106 .00026 *4
Spearman Correlation -.22307 .05799 -3.76714 .00020 *4
*4 VAL/ASS° is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 31
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As the vast majority of their clients are inclusive travellers, interviewees emphasised that the most crucial
determinant of their profitability and success is the discounts they offer to tour operators. The analysis of
the discount level offered to tour operators is undertaken by examining the rack rates, in comparison with
the price they offer to tour operators on allotment contracts, in the high and low season; and the average of
the minimum and maximum rack rates, in comparison with the daily equivalent offered in a commitment
contract. To enable homogeneity and comparability all prices were transferred to double rooms without any
meal arrangement. When prices were quoted with a lunch/dinner or breakfast arrangement, an amount of
1,500 Drs (£4.10) and 500 Drs (£1.4) per meal, per person respectively, were deducted, based on industry
estimates of the average variable cost of these meals. Table 5.14 demonstrates the average rack rates in the
high and low season, as declared to the GNTO by accommodation establishments, as well as the minimum
and maximum prices paid by tour operators on allotment and commitment contracts, per category.
As far as allotment discounts in the low season are concerned, there is a wide range of discounts offered,
with an average of 45%. More than 45% of the respondents offered a discount higher than 50%, and peaked
at 79.3% of the rack rate. In the high season the variation is similar, though only 18% offer more than 50%
discount. Although it climbed as high as 83%, the average discount (30%) is considerably less due to
consumers' willingness to pay more in the high season, as well as due to the boosted demand by independent
travellers. In addition, commitment contracts are signed for the entire season and therefore include both the
low and the high season within the price arranged. In order to make the comparison in this case, the average
of the rack rate in the high and low season is calculated and the comparison is made with this average price.
The average discount on a commitment contract was 62.4%, while the range of discounts varies from 13%
to 80%. About 60% of the respondents having a commitment contract offer a higher than 50% discount.
Table 5.15 demonstrates the level of discounts offered by each category in the low season respectively. In
the low season, "A" and "C" class hotels, "apartments" and "bungalows" receive most of the pressure for
higher discounts. This can be explained by way of most of these categories being relatively larger properties,
with a range of facilities, and needing to employ a number of people for the entire season, as finding suitable
employees for only the peak months of the season is extremely difficult. Hence they attempt to generate
business in the off-peak period, in order to break even, while they try to make their profit in the peak
period. In contrast, during the high season these categories encounter a lower pressure for discounts as
accommodation establishments can benefit from independent demand, while "C", "D'-E" class hotels, and
"apartments" encounter relatively higher pressures to reduce their prices, mainly due to the inadequacy of
their facilities. Although commitment contracts are normally used for "apartments" and small hotels, they
can also be found in higher categories when properties may have a number of self-catering "apartments"
attached to the main unit offered on a commitment basis. From the above analysis it can be concluded that
the vast majority of the accommodation establishments are acting against the regulation, as they provide
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Table 5.15 Category of accommodation establishments and classification of discount on
tour operator allotment in the low season
A.1.1CAT Classification of hotels by D.1.14.7 Classify t Discount for TO allotment : Min
D.1.14.7
A.1.1CAT
Count
1
Row Pct	 0-20 W	 21-40 %	 41-60 %	 61-100%
2 3
Row
4	 Total
441 1 17 18 8
LUX-A-BUNG 2.3 38.6 40.9 18.2 32.6
3 6 17 12 2 37
B Class 16.2 45.9 32.4 5.4 27.4
4 3 7 22 10 42
C Class 7.1 16.7 52.4 23.8 31.1
5 2 1 1 4
D-E Class 50.0 25.0 25.0 3.0
7 1 4 1 2 8
Appts-Pens-Room 12.5 50.0 12.5 25.0 5.9
Column 13 46 53 23 135
Total 9.6 34.1 39.3 17.0 100.0
Number of Missing Observations: 169
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discounts on the minimum imposed prices, rather than on their declared ones, as in most cases their declared
prices are no higher than the ones imposed by the GNTO. Hence, they sell their rooms below the imposed
prices and break the law. Although "Law 642/77" imposes severe penalties, such as fines, reduction of
category, removal of the operation licence, it is never implemented due to lack of control.
The size of properties, surprisingly, does not play any statistically significant role in the discount levels
offered to tour operators. Despite discount level differentiation, stemming mainly from the category, there
is little evidence to suggest that the smaller the property, the greater the pressure it attracts to reduce its
prices. As demonstrated in Figure 5.7 there is a slight tendency that the higher the capacity, the higher the
discount rate provided in the low season, and the lower the discount rate in the high season [R=-
0.15,Sig .--0.08]. This was also supported by interviewees who claimed that larger properties are under
greater pressure to offer discounts in the low season, to generate demand in order to cover their overheads,
while smaller ones tend to offer higher discount levels during the peak season due to their inability to match
consumer requirements. The greater the capacity [up to 400 beds], the deeper the discounts provided in
commitment rates. This is probably a result of the category of the accommodation, and of the large gap
between official and commitment rate, rather than the size of the property.
One would expect accommodation establishments' clientele and distribution mix to play a significant role
in the discount rates, as the more the contribution tour operators have to their clientele, the more dependent
properties would be, and therefore the higher the discounts they will offer. Figure 5.8 demonstrates that the
discount offered to tour operators in the low season (allotment minimum price) and the high season are
positively related with the contribution of tour operators' clientele to the property [R =0.44,Sig =0.0, and
R=0.31,Sig=0.0002 respectively]. However, the effect of tour operators' clientele percentage on discount
levels cannot be identified in the high season (maximum prices) or the commitment contracts. Moreover,
dependence on the top three producing tour operators influences the discount level offered in both the low
and high season [R =0.24,S ig =0.007, and R =0.28,S ig =0.001 respectively]. Table 5.16 demonstrates that
the higher the percentage of clients provided by the top three producing tour operators, the higher the
discount levels that are offered in the high season. Although one would expect that the higher the marketing
and promotional expenditure the lower the discount rates that accommodation establishments would need
to offer, there is no statistically significant evidence supporting this case. This may be a result of inadequate
marketing campaigns, the inability to attract the market, total dependence on tour operators and/or lack of
rationality in the marketing expenditure allocation. In addition, despite expecting that the higher the co-
operation level at the destination, the fewer the discounted prices offered to tour operators, as the fierce
competition at the local level would be reduced, there is no statistically significant evidence to suggest this
relationship between the importance to increase co-operation with counterparts and the discounting variables.
The limited co-operation and the oversupply are perhaps to be blamed.
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Table 5.16 Contribution of top three tour operators and tour operators' discounts
on allotment prices in the high season
D.1.4.41 Contribution of 3 More important TO by D.1.14.8 Classify I TO discounts on allotment: Ma
D.1.14.8
Count
	
Row Pct 0-20 1	 21-40 1 41-60 1
Row
.41
1	 2	 3 Total
	
0	 1	 3	 1	 5
0 W	 20.0	 60.0	 20.0	 4.1
30 %	
1	 4	 1	 1	 6
	
66.7	 16.7	 16.7	 4.9
	
2	 9	 13	 5	 27
	
33.3	 48.1	 18.5	 22.1
	
3	 10	 25	 17	 52
	
19.2	 48.1	 32.7	 42.6
	
4	 2	 14	 16	 32
	
6.3	 43.8	 50.0	 26.2
Column	 26	 56	 40	 122
	
Total	 21.3	 45.9	 32.8	 100.0
D.14.
1
31-60 g
61-90 %
91-100 %
 
Chi-Square Value DF	 Significance
Pearson	 17.88105
	
8	 .02214
Likelihood Ratio	 17.23215
	 8	 .02778
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 10.65871
	
1	 .00110
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 1.066
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 6 OF	 15 ( 40.01)
Number of Missing Observations: 182
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
D.1.4.4T I Allocation in 3 top TOs by D.1.14.3 I Discount on TO allotment max price
Number of valid observations = 129
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
	
.27991	 .08478
	
3.28571
	 .00132 *4
	
.30407	 .08300	 3.59695	 .00046 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 175
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Moreover, interviewees highlighted several other factors affecting their pricing structure. Naturally, the
higher the deposit by tour operators they can achieve, the higher discounts they are prepared to offer, as
they feel that a greater part of their risk is transferred to their tour operator partners. In addition, the track
record of tour operators' ability to provide customers in the low period; the average per capita consumption
of tour operators' clients in a property; as well as accommodation establishments' mortgage payments might
affect the prices offered quite dramatically. Although most properties tend to offer very similar prices for
all tour operators they co-operate with, different markets have dissimilar elasticities and therefore tour
operators demand and achieve various levels of discounts. Interviewees explained that traditionally, British
and Scandinavian tour operators are regarded as seeking the cheapest properties possible; German tour
operators normally seek value for money and are prepared to pay for better services and products; and
finally Italian and Spanish ones can pay almost rack rates providing that their seasonality problem is taken
into account and they can have adequate allocation during the high season. Accommodation establishments
need to realise the difference in seasonality for each individual market, and price and promote their products
accordingly. Managing markets and profit margins can be a very complicated process, which can prove very
fruitful. For example, interviewees suggested that a high allocation to Scandinavian markets in the low
period can provide high occupancy in the shoulder months and a lower allotment coverage level during the
peak period [due to lower demand by Scandinavia market because of good weather conditions in the place
of origin] which essentially enables them to offer rooms to less price conscious customers, eg Italians,
boosting their profit margin.
5.1.7 Satisfaction levels and profitability of accommodation establishments
Ultimately, the satisfaction level of managers/entrepreneurs with the revenue and return on investment of
their enterprises is the most important measurement of success in business. Unfortunately, apart from the
financial summary of the Greek tourism enterprises, as presented in Table 1.4, which illustrates that
accommodation establishments have a negative profit margin of almost 7%, primary financial data of the
Aegean SMTEs could not be obtained in this research project, as not only are they strictly confidential, but
often the proprietor does not comprehend financial figures in great detail. In most cases, an external
accountant is employed, on a part time basis, with a major task to reduce the payable tax, rather than
produce managerial ratios. Consequently, the figures are rarely known to the proprietors while they do not
always reflect the reality. In addition, research on the financial data of tourism enterprises is very time
consuming and beyond the scope of this thesis. Consequently, a simple question was posed to the
respondents, based on a Likert Scale (1-5), to assess their satisfaction levels with their revenues and return
on investment. As presented in Table 5.17, more than 80% rated their satisfaction below the neutral point
and only 0.7% were "very satisfied". Their dissatisfaction is also reflected in the fact that the average
response was very close to "dissatisfied" [mean =2.2, STD =1.13, 95% Confidence Interval 2.09-2.35].
Low prices and income achieved
High operational cost
Low return on investment
Interest rates on mortgages
Fierce competition at the destination
Pressure from tour operators
High inflation rate
44.8%
26.1%
22.0%
15.4%
5.4%
3.3%
1.7%
Note: Responses do not add up to 100%, due to multiple answers
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Table 5.17 Level of accommodation establishments' satisfaction with their financial performance
Satisfaction level	 Percentage	 Accumulative
Very little	 37.5%	 37.5%
Little	 20.9%
	
58.4%
Average	 24.3%
	
82.8%
Much	 16.6%
	 99.3%
Very much	 0.7%	 100.0%
A wide range of reasons for dissatisfaction were reported, as presented in Table 5.18. In most cases,
enterprises are unable to achieve a reasonable return on their investment, as the oversupply of
accommodation keeps their prices at very low levels. A failure to understand demand as well as inadequate
marketing activities and skills also contribute to their inability to make a reasonable income. In addition, the
undifferentiated marketing efforts of the European leisure product, in combination with the fierce competition
in the major mass tourism markets, and the recession experienced in the early 1990s suppress these profit
margins to the absolute minimum. As most of their clientele comes through mass market tour operators,
prices are held to very low levels, in order to enable tour operators to compete in their market. In addition,
because hotels are often charged mortgage interest up to 42%, it is almost impossible for them to accomplish
adequate profitability, in order to pay back their loans. Often they need to drop their prices to tour operators,
in order to attract sufficient deposits to pay a loan instalment on time, otherwise their property can go into
receivership. This was particularly emphasised by newer properties which still have to pay back their
mortgages. Older establishments are unable to carry out any refurbishment and therefore their quality of
service deteriorates, diminishing their competitiveness and their ability to increase their prices. Interviewees
constantly complained that, despite high inflation and mortgage rates, they are unable to increase the prices
they offer to tour operators, and therefore struggle to survive. Moreover, municipality and government
taxation reduces their profitability even more. They also highlighted that a rapidly increasing number of
hotels are forced into receivership, while several others unsuccessfully seek a new use for their premises.
Numerous proprietors also affirm that they misjudged the profitability of accommodation establishments and
regretted their investment decision, as it provides a much smaller return on investment, even from bank
interests for risk-free, saving schemes.
Table 5.18 Major reasons for hoteliers' dissatisfaction with their financial performance
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Hoteliers' satisfaction levels tend to be affected by several factors. It is hardly surprising to observe that the
smaller the properties, the more they complain about low prices being a factor for dissatisfaction. In
particular, C'" category hotels complain about the prices they can achieve to a greater extent, due to their
limited facilities they offer and the decreasing demand for accommodation without a swimming pool, spatial
surroundings and self catering or food and beverage facilities. In addition, as most "apartments" offer their
entire capacity to one tour operator, often in a commitment contract, they tend to achieve a very low price,
and thus tend to complain more on the price basis. Therefore the size and category of accommodation
establishments influence the satisfaction level of their executives/entrepreneurs, as Table 5.19 and Figure
5.9 demonstrate that smaller and lower category properties feel more dissatisfied than larger and higher
category ones. This is illustrated by a low positive correlation between their capacity and degree of
satisfaction [R =0.2,Sig =0.0005]. Interviewees attributed that to the lost revenues from ancillary services
within the accommodation and the limited food and beverage services, which essentially means total
dependence on the revenue generated from rooms. Given the pressures on room prices from tour operators,
as well as the greater dependence on fewer ones, smaller and lower category accommodation establishments
suffer more than larger enterprises. However, to a certain extent, this difference between the satisfaction
levels of different sizes and categories is influenced by the role of respondents in the enterprise. As in most
'Lux and A'" category hotels (100% and 75% respectively) the respondent was the General Manager of the
property, they tend to be satisfied more easily (otherwise they would blame themselves), while
owners/proprietors of smaller properties are normally more dissatisfied. Statistically significant evidence
illustrates that owners/proprietors tend to be more dissatisfied than managers. The year of opening also plays
a critical role in the satisfaction of the management as there is a tendency for younger enterprises, and
especially the ones that opened during the period 1986-1993, to be more dissatisfied with their financial
performance. This is attributed by interviewees to the growth of tourism supply during this period; the belief
of investors (especially those who benefit from the Development Law 1262/82), that tourism enterprises
generate very high profits quite easily; the increase of mortgage interest rates; and the price wars of the
tourism markets during the last decade.
The location/island where an accommodation establishment is based is another crucial element in the degree
of satisfaction. Although the data cannot support statistically accurate inferences, the average satisfaction
score for different islands varies greatly. Qualitative data illustrate that relatively new tourism destinations
achieve higher satisfaction levels, as a limited supply of tourism facilities means that higher profit margins
can be achieved. Moreover, high spending tourists who appreciate the differentiated product are willing to
pay a premium, while low competition and lack of mass tour operators enables hotels to increase their
profitability. As destinations progress through their life cycle though, more facilities are offered and after
the saturation level, they are inevitably forced to compete almost exclusively on price, which essentially
minimises the profit margins and satisfaction levels of the SMTE.
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Table 5.19 Accommodation establishments capacity and satisfaction levels
A.2.1_CA Capacity of Accommodation by A.12.0SA Satisfaction levels
A.12.0SA
Count
Row Pct Very Lit Little Average Much
tie
	 Row
1	 2	 3	 4 Total
A.2.1_CA
1.0 18 12 11 7 48
0-30 beds 37.5 25.0 22.9 14.6 16.2
2.0 24 15 20 3 62
31-60 beds 38.7 24.2 32.3 4.8 20.9
3.0	 I 30 8 15 10 63
61-100 beds 47.6 12.7 23.8 15.9 21.3
4.0 26 13 13 5 57
101-20 0 beds 45.6 22.8 22.8 8.8 19.3
5.0 9 7 5 14 35
201-400 25.7 20.0 14.3 40.0 11.8
6.0 3 7 6 9 25
401-800 beds 12.0 28.0 24.0 36.0 8.4
7.0 1 2 3 6
801+ beds 16.7 33.3 50.0 2.0
Column 111	 62	 72 51	 296
Total 37.5	 20.9	 24.3 17.2	 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson	 44.65929	 18	 .00046
Likelihood Ratio	 45.32036	 18	 .00037
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 11.62555	 1	 .00065
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 1.034
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 5 OF	 28 ( 17.9%)
Number of Missing Observations: 8
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
A.2_BEDS Number of Beds in Accommodation by A.12_SAT Degree of SATISFACTION (1-5)
Number of valid observations 	 296
Approximate
Statistic	 Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation
	
.19944	 .05259	 3.48975	 .00056 *4
	
.14642	 .05759	 2.53788	 .01167 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 8
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Not surprisingly, the seasonal and yearly occupancy levels influence their satisfaction levels, as the higher
the occupancy levels achieved throughout the season and the year, the higher the level of satisfaction
achieved [R =0.20,Sig =0.0007 and R = 0.28,S ig =0.0000 respectively], as illustrated in Figure 5.10.
Moreover, the clientele and distribution mix of accommodation establishments play a critical role in their
satisfaction level. Given the considerable price discounts offered to tour operators, one would expect that
the higher the percentage of inclusive travellers, the lower the satisfaction level of the respondents. However,
although there is a vague tendency to support this hypothesis, there is no statistically significant evidence,
as hotels often appreciate that tour operators are almost their exclusive distribution channel. Properties which
do not co-operate with tour operators are unable to achieve adequate occupancy levels and therefore tend
to be more dissatisfied. Nevertheless, the satisfaction level seems to be influenced by the discount offered,
especially in the high season. Table 5.20 demonstrates that properties which provide a reasonable discount
level (21-40%) in the high season tend to be more satisfied with their profitability. Interviewees interpreted
this relation as sound business sense, due to the fact that a very high discount level diminishes their profit
margin, while a very low discount undermines their occupancy levels. However, this relationship cannot be
detected in the discounts offered in the low season or on commitment contracts. Perhaps this may be the
result of their understanding that unless tour operators provide tourists, there would be very low occupancy
levels and profitability. Finally, the dependence level influences to a certain extent the satisfaction levels,
as Figure 5.11 illustrates that the higher the allocation to the top producing tour operator, and therefore the
higher the dependence level, the lower the satisfaction for the respondents.
Several interviewees highlighted that numerous accommodation establishments in their area have already
gone into receivership or were threatened with it in the near future. Most of the liquidated properties are
not normally taken away from their owners, due to the fact that other local entrepreneurs refuse to bid for
them while they are unprofitable anyway. However, the majority of properties and especially the newer ones,
which have mortgages to pay, feel threatened for their existence. This situation increases their dissatisfaction
and lack of confidence, and boosts their conflicts with both banks, which overcharge them with high interest
rates, and also tour operators, which underpay for their services. As the vast majority of the interviewees
were unable to pursue actions in order to reverse these disadvantages, due to the domination of the tourism
distribution channel and the weaknesses of SMTEs, as analysed in Chapters 1 and 2, they tend to adopt a
fatalistic and pessimistic attitude.
(g-I) uopejspus Jo 00.1f0(1
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Table 5.20 Discounts offered to tour operators in the high season and satisfaction levels
D.1.14.8 Classify % tour operator discounts on allotment: Max by A.12.0SA Satisfaction level
A.12.0SA
D.1.14.8
Count
Row Pct
	 'Very Lit Little
ltle
1 2
Average	 Much
3
Row
4 	 Total
271	 8 10 4	 5
0-20 t 29.6 37.0 14.8	 18.5 21.1
2	 19 11 15	 15 60
21-40 % 31.7 18.3 25.0	 25.0 46.9
3	 23 7 4	 7 41
41-60 % 56.1 17.1 9.8	 17.1 32.0
Column SO 28 23 27 128
Total 39.1 21.9 18.0 21.1 100.0
Chi-Square	 Value	 DF	 Significance
Pearson	 12.28712	 6	 .05586
Likelihood Ratio	 11.73808	 6	 .06807
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 2.12195	 1	 .14520
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 4.852
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 1 OF	 12 ( 8.3%)
Number of Missing Observations: 176
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5.1.8 Conclusions on operational issues of accommodation establishments
This section analyses several issues in the operation of accommodation establishments, based on the research
findings, in order to provide a background understanding of their types and size as well as their marketing
and co-operation practices. By examining the ownership patterns of the Aegean islands' SMTEs, it explains
that the vast majority are small, independent and family managed. Often they are run more like a family
affair rather than a proper business. The annual income and prosperity of entire families frequently depends
on these SMTEs. Most employees have never received any formal training and external/professional
expertise is rarely available. Like most Mediterranean destinations a great seasonality problem is phased by
properties in the Aegean islands, essentially meaning that they have to earn their living and obtain reasonable
returns on their investment in a very limited summer season, which varies from 3 to 7 months, depending
on the life cycle stage and the geographical location of destinations. A degree of co-operation is achieved
between accommodation establishments in most destinations, although, this is usually limited to
overbookings. Several other areas of potential co-operation are identified by responses, despite their little
faith in further co-operation, as they principally regard their counterparts at the destination as competitors.
Finally, the vast majority do not really comprehend the concept and necessity of marketing, as they tend to
be product oriented and believe that both individual consumers and the travel trade would treasure their
product and find them to exercise their custom. Larger and higher category hotels tend to undertake few
promotional activities and visit European travel exhibitions. However, most properties limit their marketing
to the production of a leaflet which they consequently distribute to existing consumers.
Against this background, it is quite apparent that accommodation establishments are unable to communicate
directly with their target markets, which they believe arrive at the destination "automatically", and therefore
inevitably depend on existing tourism distribution channels for attracting their customers. The vast majority
of the Aegean accommodation establishments and most other remote and insular destinations tend to depend
for their visitation on several tour operators which provide consumers on a yearly basis. An examination of
their clientele and distribution mix illustrates clearly that apart from very few small enterprises which tend
to operate yearly with business and other travellers, more than three quarters of the bednights spent in the
Aegean properties are controlled by tour operators. Traditionally, tour operators have concentrated on the
mass market, which tends to be cost rather than quality oriented. As a result, they demand and achieve
massive discounts on hotels' rates. Despite boosting the occupancy levels, they damage severely the profit
margin of accommodation establishments by determining price levels which jeopardise both the profitability
of the private sector and the economic impacts on destinations. At the macro level, reduction of economic
impacts often results in lack of investment towards the sustainability of resources, and it has devastating
impacts on the natural and man-made environment, which is the principal attraction for visitation. As a
consequence, accommodation establishment satisfaction levels with their profitability and return on
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investment are very low and a sense of antagonism can be sensed in the marketplace, as they feel that they
are exploited by both consumers/tourists and travel trade. Therefore the operational background of properties
in the Aegean islands and most European leisure destinations illustrate clearly that they are extremely
vulnerable and dependent upon European mass tour operators for their clientele. This provides a basis for
the intra-channel selection criteria analysis, the power distribution investigation in the tourism distribution
channel and it also facilitates the comprehension of how ITs and DICIRMSs can provide strategic tools
which can support the competitiveness of both SMTEs and destinations.
5.2 Operational issues of incoming travel agencies
Incoming travel agencies are the second partner of the tourism distribution channel to be examined. They
undertake a wide variety of activities at the destination, while often there is little differentiation between
inbound and outbound agents. Depending on season, location and orientation, incoming travel agencies
undertake several commissionable activities, while they rarely own any accommodation establishments or
other assets. In most cases however, they own coaches and facilitate transfers between airports and local
hotels as well as local excursions.
5.2.1 Types, size, employment and ownership patterns of incoming travel agencies
As far as the types of incoming travel agencies are concerned, there is hardly any difference between
inbound and outbound travel agencies in Greece, and an amalgam of travel related services is offered to all
prospective buyers. However, in some developed Aegean islands, a vague distinction can be made between
two major categories. The first group comprises incoming travel agencies operating as handling agents for
tour operators. They concentrate on tour operator clients' general care during their stay at a destination;
offer office facilities for tour operators' representatives; act as tour operator representatives for the local
authorities and tourism industry; play the role of intermediary between accommodation establishments and
tour operators; and provide coaches for transfers and excursions. Secondly, several incoming travel agencies
concentrate on ancillary services, such as car rental, currency exchange, telephone services, ticketing of local
services and handling of individual bookings. Often they also tend to focus on outbound ticketing, especially
for ferries and outbound travel services for both locals and tourists. As these agencies do not undertake tour
operator representation and often operate no coaches, they tend to have a smaller investment. In most cases
however, incoming travel agencies undertake the entire range of commissionable activities, and hence there
is not a different register for the various types of agencies.
It is quite difficult to find an accurate measurement to describe the size of an incoming travel agency, as
there are no precise characteristics to describe it. However, in this thesis a number of ways are utilised to
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describe their size. Firstly, the number and location of outlets are important measurements. A typical agency,
participating in this research, has only one outlet (47%), while a further 31% has two outlets. Most
probably, one outlet is located in the capital of the island, while small branches operate in popular resort(s).
About 10% of them have 3 outlets, while 11% of the respondents have more than 4 outlets (up to 22). In
this case, there is a centrally located incoming travel agency headquarters, probably in one "hub island",
which has an airport, or in the capital Athens, undertaking the representation of tour operators on
neighbouring islands or throughout Greece. This is confirmed as 78% of incoming travel agencies operate
only on one island, 10% have branches in neighbouring islands, while 12% have branches all over Greece.
In addition, it is more usual to find incoming travel agencies with many branches on developed islands,
where a number of self-contained resort areas can be found. It is, therefore clear that the majority of them
belong to local entrepreneurs who represent their island in the international tourism. Moreover, there is a
positive relationship between the number of incoming travel agency outlets operated and the number of tour
operators represented at a destination [R =0.24,Sig =0.05]. Attempting to measure the size by using the
number of clients served per year does not produce meaningful results, as a range from 150 to 150,000
clients was produced by respondents. Since no records are kept by agencies, especially on the ticketing and
exchange functions, the only number which can be used is the approximate number of tour operator clients
handled in the previous seasons. However, inconsistency in responses and personal judgement of the
respondent, rather than customer records, undermines the accuracy of this measurement.
In most cases, incoming travel agencies own several coaches, but they tend to refrain from ownership of
other assets or enterprises. Only 26% of the respondents have an investment in accommodation
establishments while only 4% of the sample have ownership linkages with tour operators. Nevertheless, a
new trend is emerging, as 53% of the respondents are stakeholders in other incoming travel agency firms
at the destination. This is a common practice, in order to achieve a representation of a wide range of tour
operators without the exclusivity barriers and also cover as many destinations as possible. Thus networks
of independently branded but interrelated incoming travel agencies operate to attract often fiercely competing
tour operators, to resist vertical integration with larger groups and finally to provide services throughout the
country. However, in the last year the trend towards vertical integration is accelerating as several tour
operators have acquired controlling shares in certain incoming travel agencies. In addition, horizontal
integration is also evident as central incoming travel agencies tend to expand horizontally to absorb
peripheral ones or develop new ones.
Employment indicates the size of activity of an incoming travel agency. A range between 2 to 35 employees
can be found. This number normally includes bureau personnel, as well as coach drivers, and the interviews
undertaken with the central office, included personnel manning branches in other locations. Although the
majority (73%) of incoming travel agencies employ less than 10 employees, more than 12% employ in
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excess of 20 people. Obviously, the more branches they operate and the more tour operators they represent
the more employees they employ [R = 0.44,S ig =0.0002 and R =0.48,Sig =0.00005 respectively]. This is also
evident for agencies operating in more developed islands. Up to four family members are employed
[mean ----- 1.43, STD =1.158], although 24% of the respondents and especially the ones with outlets in several
destinations, employ no family members. The fewer branches they operate, the more family members they
tend to employ [R =-0.22,Sig =0.07]. Hence incoming travel agencies which concentrate on local operations
tend to be operated by family members, while operations involving many locations and activities exhibit a
proper organisational chart. In addition, they provide office facilities for a range of none to 121 tour
operator representatives [mean =11, STD =19.2]. Although representatives are not usually employed by
incoming travel agencies, this figure demonstrates the magnitude of their operation. About 33% have no
representatives at all, which essentially means that they either do not represent tour operators or they co-
operate with smaller tour operators and provide "in-house repping" with their own employees. A further
36% have 1 to 9 representatives; more than 15% have between 10 and 19; while 12% have 20 to 49
representatives; and finally 4% have more than 50 and up to 121 representatives. Location and the life cycle
phase of a destination determine the number of holidaymakers served yearly and consequently, the number
of representatives employed. Obviously, agencies in developed islands with large capacity tend to have more
representatives than their counterparts in smaller and developing resorts. In addition, the higher the
percentage of foreign inbound customers they serve, the larger the number of representatives normally
employed [R=0.31,Sig=0.1].
5.2.2 Activities and services of incoming travel agencies
Despite the fact that this sample deliberately targets incoming travel agencies which concentrate on inbound
tourism, the majority of agencies in the Aegean islands cater almost exclusively for this market. Almost 70%
of the incoming travel agency respondents serve less than 10% outbound clientele, travelling away from the
island. Occasionally, they may arrange outbound trips, either for individual travellers or excursions, but this
does not constitute their major activity. A wide range of activities are undertaken by agencies, as described
in Table 7.21, while as presented in section 5.2.1, different types tend to emphasise various activities, and
the majority are flexible enough to adapt their operation to any new business opportunity which may arise.
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Table 5.21 Activities undertaken by incoming travel agencies
Activities undertaken and services offered by agency Percentage
Rent coaches, cars, motorbikes, boats 92.6%
Organisation of excursions at the destination 89.7%
Independent tourist handling 89.7%
Transfers and handling of tour operators' customers at destination 80.9%
Representation of tour operators at destination 79.4%
Ticketing for airlines, ferries, buses 79.4%
Negotiation of contracts for tour operators 76.5%
Buying accommodation in advance and wholesaling 67.6%
Currency exchange 66.2%
Ticketing for excursions organised by other incoming travel agencies 63.2%
Travel arrangements for outbound local independent travellers 47.1%
Organisation of outbound excursions for local groups 38.2%
Other activities 19.1%
Table 7.21 demonstrates that the majority of incoming travel agencies' activities concentrate on facilitating
the function of tour operators at a destination. Activities such as representation of tour operators; transfers
and handling of their customers; negotiation of contracts on their behalf; pre-purchasing accommodation in
advance and wholesaling; and organisation of excursions at the destination are services offered to tour
operators. Incoming travel agencies play a critical role for the operation of tour operators at the destination,
as they facilitate the planning, design and execution of packages. Some of them also perform a General Sales
Agency (GSA) role for airlines, facilitating airline operations at the destination by paying landing fees,
supervising the check-in process, controlling the fuelling, cleaning, catering and luggage handling. In
addition, a second range of services are provided for individual inbound and outbound customers, such
as independent tourist handling; ticketing for airlines, ferries, buses; currency exchange; ticketing for
excursions organised by other agencies; travel arrangements for outbound independent travellers; and
organisation of outbound excursions for local groups.
There is no generic difference between the characteristics of incoming travel agencies and the activities they
undertake. Apparently, larger ones, which employ more staff and operate more outlets, tend to have an
involvement with a greater number of tour operators [R =0.24,Sig =0.05 and R =0.44,Sig =0.0002
respectively]. However, only 9% of the total incoming travel agency respondents (or 43% of the ones who
do not represent tour operators currently), suggested that they do not co-operate with tour operators because
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they do not wish to do so. The remainder have been trying to commence a co-operative effort unsuccessfully
or have not decided yet, which illustrates that, should the opportunity arise, almost all agencies would be
willing to develop the tour operators' serving services. Moreover, their activities depend on the destination
they operate, as practices tend to differ slightly from island to island. Interviews revealed that the "rule of
thumb" in the industry is that incoming travel agencies represent tour operators and often negotiate with
accommodation establishments on their behalf in the first stages of their introduction to a resort, when it is
uneconomical for tour operators to employ a professional team at the destination. Later, when a destination
plays a significant role in a tour operator's programme, it is more likely that a team of their representatives
and contractors would take control and the role of incoming travel agencies would reduced to transfers and
excursions. In developed islands the distinction between the various types of agencies is more obvious, than
in islands in their first stages of their development.
5.2.3 Clientele and distribution mix in incoming travel agencies
There is little distinction between inbound and outbound travel agencies in Southern Europe, although the
majority of the Aegean ones focus primarily on inbound tourism. Depending on which of the aforementioned
specialisations an incoming travel agency has adopted, it may serve a diversified clientele mix. Despite that,
the average incoming travel agency respondent served an average of 85% of international inbound travellers
(STD 27) and 15% of outbound local travellers (STD 27). More than half of them serve exclusively inbound
tourists, while the majority (80%) concentrate their operation on handling tour operators' clients. Incoming
travel agencies experience a similar dependence level on tour operators with accommodation
establishments. Almost 60% and 24% depend for more than 60% and more than 91% of their clientele
respectively on the top three producing tour operators. The majority of agencies representing tour operators
at a destination essentially depend on the top producing tour operators they co-operate with for their
existence. In addition, the more outlets an agency operates, and the more employees it occupies, the higher
the level of dependence on the three top producing tour operators they tend to experience [R =0.24,Sig =0.05
and R=0.37,Sig =0.02 respectively], as demonstrated in Table 5.22.
However, the dependency level does not seem to influence the level of incoming travel agencies' satisfaction.
There is no statistically significant relationship between the clientele dependence on the top three producing
tour operators and the level of satisfaction of incoming travel agencies. The dependency level does not seem
to have any impact on the rating of the relationship development between incoming travel agencies and tour
operators either.
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Table 5.22 Incoming travel agencies outlets and dependence on the top three producing tour operators
A.1.1NOI	 No of ITA
Count
Row Pct
A.1.1NOI
belonging
D.1.4.8T
0%
0
to company
1-30 t
1
by
31-60 t
2
D.1.4.8T
61-90 t
31
Classification
91-100 t
4
of importance of three top TOs
Row
Total
16
38.1
13
31.0
9
21.4
4
9.5
1
1
2
2
3
3-5
4
6+ outlets
Column
Total
31.3
3
18.8
4
25.0
4
25.0
2
15.4
1
7.7
3
23.1
6	 I
46.2
1
7.7
1
11.1
4
44.4
4
44.4
1
25.0
2
50.0
1
25.0
7
16.7
1
2.4
8
19.0
16	 10
38.1	 23.8
42
10 0. 0
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Statistic
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson 's R .31673 .12075 2.11193 .04099 *4
Spearman Correlation .27044 .14997 1.77664 .08323 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 26
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5.2.4 Marketing activities of incoming travel agencies
More than 97% of respondents declared that they undertake a variety of marketing activities, in order to
attract new clients and to maintain industrial relations, by spending a considerable amount of their income
on marketing. As in most cases they aim to attract clients from the international travel trade, they need to
identify ways to reach their target markets efficiently. The ranking of the marketing activities undertaken
by incoming travel agencies is illustrated in Table 5.23.
Table 5.23 Marketing activities undertaken by incoming travel agencies
Marketing activities undertaken by incoming travel agencies Percentage
Representation in international tourism fairs 73.5%
Advertising in indexes/guide books 63.2%
Industrial visits to international tour operators and OTAs 60.3%
Production of brochures/leaflets/signs/maps for tourists 57.4%
Advertising in local press 39.7%
Mail to potential customers 29.4%
Advertise in national press 19.1%
Advertise on television or radio 19.1%
Marketing research 10.3%
In most cases, incoming travel agencies attempt to attract the European travel trade to their destinations,
therefore they tend to emphasise the importance of travelling abroad in order to contact existing or
prospective customers. Participation in the major tourism exhibitions, as well as visiting the travel trade in
the major target markets is a central feature of their marketing. In order to facilitate the selling process they
prepare brochures, leaflets and maps demonstrating the main attractions of their destination, as well as the
numerous elements which comprise the local tourism product, such as accommodation, leisure and sport
facilities and activities. Their participation in indexes and guides reinforces these activities and establishes
their position as tourism providers in destinations. Often various business gifts and merchandising is also
produced and distributed. The more international inbound tourists an agency serves, the higher the density
of such activities it undertakes, while smaller and newer ones, which attempt to attract new clients, are also
forced to perform most of these promotional activities in order to establish themselves in the marketplace.
In addition, advertising in the mass media is often utilised to promote tourism services locally for the
existing inbound tourists or the outbound market. Using mass media to attract inbound international tourists
is cost ineffective for incoming travel agencies, due to the market magnitude. Thus the major activities and
orientation of each agency determine the methods they tend to utilise to promote their products to their target
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markets. From the above analysis it is apparent that a considerable marketing expenditure is undertaken by
incoming travel agencies in comparison with accommodation establishments, as demonstrated in Table 5.24.
Thus incoming travel agencies have higher marketing disbursement than all other destination-based SMTEs.
Table 5.24 Marketing expenditure undertaken by incoming travel agencies
Marketing budget per year in drs Budget in £ Percentage of ITA
0 0 3.0%
1-500,000 1-1,370 19.4%
500,001-1,000,000 1,371-2,740 16.4%
1,000,001-2,000,000 2,741-5,480 13.4%
2,000,001-5,000,000 5,480-13,699 26.9%
5,000,001-10,000,000 13,700-27,397 4.5%
10,000,001-20,000,000 27,398-54,795 1.5%
Do not know/no answer Do not know/no answer 14.9%
Notes : fl =365 drachmas. Includes travel expenses for participation in international tourism fairs.
The size of an incoming travel agency is related to its marketing budget. Larger ones naturally tend to spend
more on marketing, and thus the more branches they operate the higher the marketing expenditure they have
[R=0.43,Sig=0.0003]. A similar situation is observed for agencies which operate all over the country, in
comparison with local ones. In addition, the higher the percentage of inbound international tourists, the
higher the marketing expenditure they have [R=0.22,Sig =0.07], mainly because of the travelling involved
in finding and maintaining customers from overseas. In contrast, agencies which concentrate on the domestic
outbound market tend to have a smaller expenditure, primarily on local media publicity. There is also a
positive relationship between the number of employees and the marketing budget [R=0.42,Sig=0.0004],
which confirms that larger incoming travel agencies have a greater marketing expenditure. Finally,
surprisingly, there is no statistically significant relationship between the satisfaction of incoming travel
agencies with their financial performance, and their marketing budget.
Furthermore, almost 55% recognise the importance of increasing the marketing activities of their enterprise,
in order to increase their profitability, while a further 41% rejects the need for further marketing. Incoming
travel agencies which have a higher percentage of international inbound tourism claim that current marketing
activities are adequate, and therefore there is no need to increase them. However, there is greater support
to increase marketing activities by relatively satisfied agencies, as well as younger respondents.
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5.2.5 Co-operation level in incoming travel agencies
Co-operation at the destination level is also crucial for incoming travel agencies as several benefits can be
achieved. The majority (88%) acknowledge that they co-operate with their counterparts at the destination,
in order to facilitate their operations. Agencies with more outlets as well as the ones representing tour
operators, and therefore who serve more foreign inbound tourists, tend to recognise this and undertake co-
operation more often than smaller and less active ones. Qualitative analysis illustrated that there are almost
endless opportunities for co-operation between incoming travel agencies at a destination. Table 5.25
demonstrates the most common current co-operation practices in the industry.
Table 5.25 Forms of co-operation between incoming travel agencies at a destination
Forms of co-operation between incoming travel agencies Percentage of ITA
Coaches rental to/from another incoming travel agent 87.0%
Sell (or purchase) excursions on the island to (from) other ITAs 65.2%
Co-operation in pricing 41.3%
Co-operation in ticketing 37.0%
Rent cars, motorbikes, boats 34.8%
Sell or purchase accommodation 21.7%
Common transfers 10.9%
Note: Responses do not add up to 100%, due to multiple answers.
Coach rental to/from other incoming travel agencies is an everyday practice, as each one has transfer peaks
which it cannot cover with its own resources. Inevitably therefore coach exchanges occur throughout the
tourism season at every destination. In addition, it is often uneconomical to organise a very wide range of
excursions in a destination, as a low load factor would be achieved. Incoming travel agencies allocate certain
excursions to certain operators and then act as booking agencies for these excursions on a commission basis.
This practice is mainly followed by smaller agencies as larger ones tend to be more self-sufficient. The more
tourists they serve, and the higher the percentage of inbound tourists, then the less likely they are to sell or
purchase excursions from other agencies, as they can achieve adequate load factors to operate the excursions
profitably. Less popular is co-operating in pricing, as they attempt to have a common charging policy for
their services. The local association of incoming travel agencies in several islands produces a yearly
guideline for services offered by their members. This normally establishes the prices offered to hotels, as
well as tour operators, as analysed in the following paragraph. Agencies which represent tour operators tend
to use this type of co-operation more often than their counterparts, while younger and less academically
qualified respondents tend to mention this type of co-operation more often. Purchasing elements of the
tourism product at a destination may involve several incoming travel agencies, making co-operation in
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ticketing inevitable, as different agencies represent the numerous ferry, hydrofoil, or airline companies. The
fewer outlets an agency operates, as well as the more outbound local travellers it serves, the more co-
operation on ticketing it utilises. Similarly, smaller ones which employ fewer employees and operate fewer
outlets within one island, tend to co-operate more frequently with renting cars, motorbikes and boats. In
addition, incoming travel agencies sell or purchase accommodation from each other, not only to adjust to
demand fluctuations, but also to provide services in destinations where they do not normally operate. This
practice is followed mainly by smaller agencies, with fewer outlets, operating exclusively within one island.
Finally, the least popular form of co-operation is organising common transfers, not only because it is rare
to have clients of different tour operators arriving at the same time or on the same airplane, but also because
tour operators try to keep their strong brand identity throughout the holiday experience, and therefore do
not wish to share a coach which bears the brand trademarks of several tour operators. Respondents who co-
operate in this manner tend to be smaller agencies, with few outlets and employees. In addition, interviewees
illustrated that there are several more co-operation opportunities. Should an oversupply of an excursion exist,
incoming travel agencies often undertake the "pool option", which enables them to concentrate consumers
on fewer coaches and cancel the ones which cannot achieve a profitable load factor. Similarly, they can
concentrate their resources in order to use efficiently the available official guides for each language required.
Exchange of committed accommodation capacity enables them to minimise the unutilised rooms. Finally,
a few interviewees explained that to a certain extent there is a principals' agreement, of no direct competition
and interference with the partners of their counterparts, ie accommodation establishments and tour operators.
Although, more than 57.4% of the incoming travel agency respondents rate the need to increase co-
operation quite highly [Mean =3.4, STD= 1.4], about 54.5% doubt whether further co-operation is
achievable in the current marketplace. However, the majority of the respondents who rate the need to
increase the co-operation level highly tend to believe that this is achievable as well, and vice versa.
Qualitative analysis illustrates that smaller agencies, with fewer outlets locally, are slightly more willing to
increase co-operation at the local level, in contrast with larger ones, operating many outlets throughout the
country, which recognise little potential for them in increasing co-operation when they tend to feel that they
are self sufficient. Incoming travel agencies in larger and more developed islands are more reluctant to
declare that further co-operation is essential, as they experience fierce competition at their destination. In
contrast, agencies in smaller and developing islands realise that consolidating their resources can improve
the benefits for the entire destination and themselves. Finally, there is a positive relationship between the
contribution of the top three producing tour operators to their clientele and the rating of the need to increase
their co-operation ER =0.3,Sig =0.04] illustrating that the higher the dependency they face, the more they
value co-operation at the local level.
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However, co-operation between incoming travel agencies and accommodation establishments at the
destination level is not always harmonious. Agencies are often accused by local hoteliers of attempted
exploitation, as they are blamed for minimising the profit margins of accommodation establishments, in order
to increase their own profitability and please also to the tour operators they represent. This is admitted to
a certain extent by incoming travel agencies. Almost 20% of the interviewees explained that they had no
other option but to pressurise hotels, since tour operators "pay their bills" or that tour operators are the
"bread and butter" of their operation, while one interviewee suggested: "Let's face it. There are plenty of
hoteliers but only a few tour operators". Incoming travel agencies admit therefore that they have to satisfy
the needs of tour operators in order to maintain their business. They asserted though that their role in
negotiating with local properties is instrumental, because if tour operators are unable to achieve competitive
prices they may reduce their program or even abandon the destination. Few however accepted that because
they have a better understanding of local accommodation establishments' weaknesses and needs they
normally negotiate more fiercely than tour operators. In conclusion, a certain degree of co-operation between
local incoming travel agencies is achieved at the destination level, whenever mutual economic benefit is
available through this co-operation. The feasibility of further co-operation at the strategic level is often
challenged, as a result of the fierce competition within the tourism distribution channel. Additionally, as
accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies business interests often conflict, a tendency for
an antagonistic relationship to develop is often experienced.
5.2.6 Pricing structure of incoming travel agencies
Understanding the revenue structure of incoming travel agencies is essential, in order to appreciate the
operational structure and the risks they undertake, as well as their perspective on issues such as the tourism
distribution channels and the DICIRMSs. Traditionally, they are paid by tourism principals on a commission
basis for the products they manage to sell to individual travellers and tour operators. Depending on the
competition levels, with the difficulties in selling specific products and the industry practices, commissions
normally vary from 8 to 30% of the product price. In addition, foreign currency exchange is another
conunissionable activity they undertake, which often generates considerable revenue with insignificant risk
and investment. Moreover, they often possess various vehicles, such as coaches, cars and motorbikes which
they rent out either to individual clients or to the travel trade.
When incoming travel agencies are involved in tour operator representation at a destination, they are
normally paid a combination of fees, depending on the type of services offered. Although their local
association produces guidelines for incoming travel agencies charges, each agency negotiates directly with
their partners to determine the price levels. Invariably, all agencies are paid a transfer fee per person, which
covers the transportation of tourists from the point of entry, ie port or airport, to their hotel and vice versa.
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The type of vehicle required; the distance and timing involved; the infrastructure in the route (ie whether
the road is properly surfaced) as well as the volume of customers arriving through a particular tour operator
throughout the summer season, are important variables which determine the transfer fee. A range between
1,000-3,500dDrs (£2.7-£9.6) is quoted by respondents. In addition, a handling fee is often charged to tour
operators, for representation at a destination, identification of suitable accommodation establishments,
participation in negotiations with local suppliers, provision of office facilities for representatives, and
facilitation of reservation locally. Qualitative analysis illustrates that this fee depends on incoming travel
agencies' role and involvement in the process, as well as the volume of tour operators' customers, and varied
between 300-5,000 drs (£0.85-13.7). The mean is 1,735 drs (£4.75) [STD =1,233drs or £3.4] per person,
per arrival. Often however respondents claimed that major tour operators refuse to pay handling fees,
suggesting that their income from transfers and excursions is adequate to compensate for their involvement.
In addition, incoming travel agencies benefit from organising excursions, daily cruises, "safaris", special
events such as "Greek nights" or "pub crawls" for tour operators' clients, as they have exclusive rights to
promote these extra activities through tour operators' representatives. When organising such an event, they
undertake the entire financial risk, while they provide a commission of 25% to the tour operators, which
is normally divided between tour operators and their representatives. The profitability of incoming travel
agencies is also related to the disposable income of the tourists arriving, as customers with low buying power
cannot afford these extra services. Special offers also apply to excursions in the destination, in order to
stimulate demand. On some occasions, they acquire allotments or commitments in accommodation
establishments and then re-sell them to tour operators, for a commission or standard fee. This is particularly
suitable for smaller tour operators, or for areas where large ones have very small programmes, and therefore
it is not economical to undertake the contracting themselves. These fees are also omitted sometimes, in order
to satisfy tour operators and maintain their custom. Finally, several other illicit sources of income were
quoted by incoming travel agency interviewees, especially in their transactions with accommodation
establishments: delays of payments to accommodation establishments can generate bank interest; commission
can be levied on an accommodation establishment to introduce it to a new tour operator; contract a larger
capacity and charge hoteliers a fee for last minute customers to boost their occupancy; pressurise tour
operators to pay a larger deposit or a commitment contract for a commission payable by accommodation
establishments; "fiddling the invoices" and taking advantage through charging mistakes.
The main revenue of incoming travel agencies is generated through the operation of their coaches for
transfers and excursions, as well as by commissions for products sold to individuals and tour operators.
There is no statistically significant differentiation of the fees according to their characteristics, size, or
respondents' background. This payment structure seems to be fairly standardised in the industry while the
amounts vary according to the volume of customers; the difficulties faced in particular destinations and thus
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the additional services required; and the demand and supply of incoming travel agency services in the area.
Payments made by tour operators to incoming travel agencies is one of the most commercially sensitive
pieces of information and most respondents refused to disclose the exact amounts they charge on grounds
of confidentiality. It is however evident that their income is dependent on revenue from tour operators and
the services they provide for them and their customers.
5.2.7 Satisfaction levels and profitability of incoming travel agencies
Incoming travel agency respondents seem to feel indifferently in terms of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
the performance of their enterprise as their average satisfaction level is 2.95 (STD 1.18) on a Likert Scale
of 1-5. The vast majority of the responses (87%) are centralised between "Little" and "Much", while only
a few reach the far ends of the scale, mainly in the "Very Little" end, as demonstrated in Table 5.26.
Table 5.26 Satisfaction levels of incoming travel agencies
Satisfaction level	 Percentage	 Accumulative
Very little	 10.0%
	
10.0%
Little	 26.7%	 36.7%
Average	 23.3%	 60.0%
Much	 38.3%
	 98.3%
Very much	 1.7%	 100.0%
Table 5.26 clearly demonstrates that incoming travel agencies are relatively more satisfied in comparison
with accommodation establishments, perhaps as a result of the relatively low needs for fixed investments,
as the only capital demanding assets they may employ are coaches and other vehicles. Coaches however are
mobile and consequently, more flexible and adaptable to the demand, while they face a lower seasonality
problem due to their alternative utilisation during the winter period. In addition, they have fewer cash flow
problems and in most cases do not need to pay high interest rates for mortgages. Interestingly, agencies in
small and developing islands have a relatively higher satisfaction level, as the lack of excessive supply at
these destinations enables them to negotiate better terms with tour operators. In contrast, there is a higher
percentage of dissatisfied incoming travel agencies on Kos and Rhodes islands, as oversupply increased
competition and forced the prices of services down.
There are no statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of incoming travel agencies and
their level of satisfaction, illustrating that they can gain satisfactory income by undertaking a variety and
density of activities. However, qualitative research indicates that agencies serving a large number of tourists,
through a network of outlets, are capable of taking advantage of their clientele volume and increasing their
profitability. There is also a positive relationship between the rating of the developments of their
relationships with tour operators, and their satisfaction level [R =0.28,Sig =0.05], illustrating that the two
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issues are linked. Finally, younger respondents tend to be much more satisfied with their performance than
their older counterparts, as they tend to be more innovative, flexible and qualified and thus operate in a more
profitable manner.
5.2.8 Conclusions on operational issues of incoming travel agencies
Incoming travel agencies play a significant role in the tourism distribution channel by handling tour
operators' clients while at a destination. A very wide range of activities are normally undertaken by serving
both tour operators and independent travellers at the destination. Although their specialisations gradually
become more apparent, the majority of the Aegean agencies provide all types of tourism products for both
inbound and outbound travellers. When operating as tour operators' representatives at a destination, they act
as an interface between local tourism industries and tour operators. Responsibilities then normally include
identification and negotiation with accommodation establishments, organisation of transfers and excursions,
provision of office facilities and general supervision of the tourism product delivery. There is substantial
evidence that incoming travel agencies have a great degree of dependence on the top producing tour
operators they serve, which has direct implications not only for their remuneration but also their practices
in their co-operation with other tourism distribution channel members at the destination. As a consequence,
they often tend to exercise all their "legitimate and coercion power" to negotiate better deals with hotels on
behalf of tour operators. Therefore their role and operation in the tourism distribution channel can often
damage the profit margins of destination-based SMTEs, in order to provide competitively-priced tourism
products to tour operators and also in order to improve their own profitability.
Most incoming travel agencies are fairly small, with one or two outlets, while there are a very few which
cover many destinations. A wide range of marketing activities are undertaken to attract new tourists and tour
operators to destinations, and their operation involves several trips to the major markets per year. An
inevitable co-operation among them is taking place, as it is unlikely that any incoming travel agency would
be self sufficient to cover the entire range of transfers, accommodation and ticketing requirements. As they
have a higher marketing expenditure and co-operation level than accommodation establishments, they manage
to achieve a higher visibility and control of tourism flows in destinations, while they have a better
understanding of the marketplace. Incoming travel agencies are paid by a combination of commissions and
fees by both tour operators and individual travellers, while in most cases they would provide any
conunissionable tourism product and service. They achieve a greater satisfaction level than accommodation
establishments in their financial performance, although in average they tend to be neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied with their revenue. In contrast with hotels, incoming travel agencies have several advantages such
as the low investment required, the flexibility of their operation and the lack of devastating mortgages which
accommodation establishments employ for their construction. However, due to the low investment cost, there
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are very few "barriers to entry" in this industry, and thus competition generates dissatisfaction with their
financial performance in several developed islands. Their success is to a certain degree assisted by the fact
that owners and managers are younger, but better experienced with more years in the tourism industry,
which signifies that they are dedicated professionals of this industry, rather than entrepreneurs/employees
who diverted to tourism. In addition, they generally have a better educational background than their
accommodation establishments' counterparts.
5.3 Operational issues of tour operators
Following the analysis of tour operators' role within the tourism distribution channel in chapter 2, an
investigation of the major operational issues they face is undertaken in this part of the analysis, aiming to
put their operation into perspective and it provides a basis to elaborate on their relationships with the other
partners in the channel as well as to examine their ITs and DICIRMS perspectives. The research benefits
from a total of 58 responses from tour operators operating in 12 European countries, as illustrated in section
4.5.2.3.1. Although, British tour operators dominate (55.6%) the sample, a representation from Germany
(3.7%), France (3.7%), Italy (7.4%), Belgium (1.9%), Denmark (5.6%), Finland (3.7%), Switzerland
(5.6%), Austria (3.7%), Spain (5.6%), Luxembourg (1.9%), and Sweden (1.9%) is incorporated, providing
an initial comparison basis. In general however, there is a clear differentiation between tour operating in
Northern European countries and Southern ones. In the first case, British, German, Belgian, Dutch and
Scandinavian tour operators have reached the maturity stage, by providing rigidly packaged holidays, on a
"back to back" basis for the entire season, based on charter airlines, large economies of scale and discounted
prices. On the other hand, Southern countries, such as Spain, Italy, Greece and (France to a certain extent),
still depend on a "softer" or pre-mature tour operating practice, where excursions and ad-hoc organised trips
are the backbone of the operation, while independently organised tourism has a much larger share than in
Northern countries. The analysis of the differentiation in operational practices in different countries is beyond
the aims of this research. However, several inferences can be illustrated in order to put tour operators' role
and operation into the perspective of this research.
5.3.1 Type, size, employment, distribution, coverage and ownership patterns of tour operators
The field research suggested the polarisation of the types of tour operators, and especially between
large/mass ones which facilitate the travelling of millions of passengers per year, such as "Thomson" and
"TUT", covering a very wide range of destinations, and small/specialists, e.g. "Sunvil" or "The Best Of
Greece", which normally provide holidays for some thousands of passengers, to few destinations and often
organise themed and specialised activities. In the UK, small/specialist operators tend to be members of the
Association of Independent Tour Operators (AITO). In addition, several are in the middle range, such as
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"Manos" or "Inspirations", providing holidays for a several hundred thousand people yearly, and mainly act
as a smaller version of large/mass tour operators, for fewer destinations. Clearly, there is a strong
relationship between the type and size of tour operators, measured by the number of passengers they serve
yearly, the employees at the headquarters and the representatives occupied at destinations. Larger/mass ones
tend to serve millions of passengers yearly, while small/specialised tour operators offer holidays for up to
a few thousand holidaymakers yearly. A range from 60 to 3,600,000 tourists per year are served by the tour
operator respondents, while the average is slightly above 170,000. Moreover, the number of employees and
representatives employed by a tour operator is also a good indicator of its size as illustrated from the cross
tabulations between these variables. A range between 1 and 3,000 employees are reported by respondents
[mean =116.3,STD =425]. There are also statistically strong relationships between the travellers they serve
yearly and their employees, representatives, and number of brochures they print [R=0.97,Sig =0.0;
R =0.96,Sig =0.0; and R =0.97,S ig =0.0 respectively]. They normally employ numerous representatives for
every resort. Apart from the 26.1% which employ no representatives at their destination, and presumably
rely on incoming travel agencies to look after their clients, a range of 1 to 1400 representatives was reported
by the respondents [mean =97.8, STD =257]. Apparently, the number of tourists travelling yearly is the
single most important factor which affects the number of representatives employed [R=0.96,Sig =0.01, while
there is a very strong positive relationship between the brochures printed and the number of representatives
at resorts [R =0.94,Sig =0.0]. Furthermore, several other variables can be used to categorise tour operators
into meaningful types and sizes, such as their level of integration, ownership and strategic alliance patterns,
the number of destinations served and the geographical coverage, as well as their marketing efforts and
budgets. It is quite apparent that tour operators of different size and type have dissimilar needs and
requirements, while they exercise different powers within the tourism distribution channel. Qualitative
analysis illustrates that most smaller ones concentrate on differentiation and added-value strategies. In
contrast, larger tour operators focus on achieving cost advantage in order to increase their market share and
turnover, rather than their profit margin. Consequently, different distribution, negotiation and operation
practices are followed, resulting in dissimilar relations in the tourism distribution channel, as well as
dissimilar ITs and DICIRMS perspectives.
Interviewees also illustrated that different types use dissimilar methods to distribute their products.
Smaller/niche tour operators often promote their products directly to the public through national, local and
specialised press as well as direct mail. This is illustrated, as there is a negative relationship between the
different types of brochures created and the number of holidays sold directly to the public [R=-0.60,
Sig =0.02]. In addition, as they are unable to supply all ABTA outgoing travel agencies with adequate
brochures and promotional material, they normally distribute their products via a small network of
independent outgoing travel agencies, while they respond to ad-hoc requests and bookings from others. In
contrast, their large/mass counterparts use both independent and multiple outgoing travel agencies nationwide
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to promote their packages. There is therefore a strong positive relationship between the number of holidays
sold yearly and the number of outgoing travel agencies in co-operation [R=0.84,Sig =0.0001]. Not only is
a regular supply of updated brochures distributed, but also established videotex links through the three
available networks facilitate on-line information and reservation facilities. However there is no statistically
significant relationship between the number of holidays sold yearly and the percentage sold through
independent or multiple outgoing travel agencies, illustrating that despite large/mass tour operators targeting
multiples, all types of tour operators depend on both small and large agencies for the distribution of their
products. Nevertheless, several mass tour operators either own or establish strategic partnerships with an
outgoing travel agency chain, (or the other way around, as in Germany, where outgoing travel agencies are
shareholders in major tour operators), and thus enjoy several benefits from vertical integration. Medium-
sized tour operators normally follow larger ones' distribution practices using multiple and independent
outgoing travel agencies, although they often have to pay higher override commissions to have their
brochures racked. Furthermore, large and medium-sized tour operators tend to launch a parallel direct selling
operation of their products, either through their own brand of outgoing travel agency outlets, as in
Scandinavian countries, or through telesales central reservation offices, as in Britain, in order to reduce their
distribution costs. In the latter case they often launch the product under a different brand name, in order to
avoid conflicts with retailers, which fear to lose their commission and thus penalise operators by not racking
their brochures. For example Thomson uses 'Portland Holidays' brand for their direct sale operation, while
First Choice brands its direct-sell operation as 'Eclipse'.
The geographical spread of tour operators depends on their country of origin and their size. Some
interviewees explained that in principle they have refrained in the past from multi-national operations, as they
tried to protect their position in their home market. However, they emphasised that a trend towards cross-
border operation is observed, as a result of the EU unification, as well as the ceaseless pursuit of market
share and volume. Scandinavian tour operators expanded to all Scandinavian countries, while German ones
have achieved expansion in several central European countries. However, the vast majority of the British
ones operate only in the UK, although aggressive moves towards other European and North American
markets are led by several large operators.
In addition, the ownership or strategic alliance patterns, as well as the vertical and/or horizontal
integration, was highlighted by the interviewees as a very critical element of their operational formation.
Almost half of them claimed that they have alliances with other tour operators, which operate either within
the same or a different country. The larger the operator, and thus the more types of brochures it produces,
the higher the possibility it has to establish links with other counterparts, highlighting the polarisation
between larger and smaller tour operators. Similarly, almost half of the participants have an ownership or
a strategic alliance with an airline, in most cases operating as a charter carrier. Naturally, the more tourists
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a tour operator serves, the more likely it is to own an airline company, as vertical integration can have
greater benefits for larger organisations. About 40% have an ownership or strategic alliance with an
outgoing travel agency, which facilitates their distribution at the place of origin of the tourists and achieves
commission savings and preferential treatment as a result of this vertical integration. As expected, larger
rather than smaller operators have established an ownership or strategic alliance with outgoing travel
agencies. In contrast, only 26.7% have ownership or strategic alliances with accommodation establishments,
as in most cases they do not favour the idea of being tied up with a destination, while they comprehend that
investments in hotels entail high risk with small profitability. Surprisingly, it is more common for
smaller/specialist tour operators to own an accommodation establishment at a destination, as they tend to
have stronger ties with the areas, and are prepared to make more financial commitments, in contrast with
mass/large ones, who treasure the flexibility of withdrawing from a destination without major commitments.
The fact that smaller tour operator proprietors often have origins at destinations also increases the possibility
of owning family hotels at destinations. Finally, 20% of tour operator respondents are active in other, non-
tourism enterprises. This is often the case with large ones, which tend to belong to corporations with several
portfolios. Bywater (1994) develops a detailed analysis of corporate links of major European tour operators,
which also highlights their major non-tourism interests.
From the above analysis it emerges that the polarisation between small/specialists and large/mass/vertically
integrated tour operators is increasing dramatically, as they follow different strategies to achieve their
profitability. Larger ones are increasingly becoming both vertically and horizontally integrated, by merging
or controlling other channel members and/or principals. However, interviewees expressed their concerns that
the drastic development of large tour operators jeopardises the prosperity and future prospects of all smaller
members of the channel, as they cannot survive the pressures emerging from larger tour operators'
economies of scales and bargaining power. Small channel members are either forced into receivership or they
discover niche markets where they can provide tailor-made and value-added services for premium prices.
Mid-sized tour operators are caught in the middle and are unable to offer a real differentiation or cost
competitive advantage. Therefore several interviewees suggested that they tend to live on the support
provided by larger tour operators, who prefer to favour them through their control in the tourism distribution
channel, when a second option is required, rather than provide business to directly competing corporations.
5.3.2 Activities and functions of tour operators
Traditionally, as explained in section 2.3, tour operating has concentrated on packaging together certain
elements of the tourism product and providing them as a bundle to their clients. Due to their bargaining
power over tourism principals, tour operators' packages are modestly priced for the final consumer. In
reality, therefore tour operators offer the branding to an amalgam of tourism products, provided by different
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principals. They also oversee the entire holiday experience, by providing destination based representatives
who are capable of solving most holidaymakers' problems during their holiday experience, and also assess
tourists' satisfaction after their trip. As a result, tour operators effectively monitor the performance of the
entire range of tourism principals. It is increasingly evident however that tour operators appreciate tourists'
special interests and requirements, and attempt to provide themed and activity holidays, such as ski, bird-
watching, history etc. This is a response to the evident inadequacy of the traditional "4Ss" tourism product
to satisfy the emerging sophisticated tourism demand, as described in section 1.1.2.
In addition, and perhaps more importantly for the dependence analysis, the qualitative research confirms that
tour operators exercise a great influence on destinations' accessibility. On average, more than 60% of
respondents' clients fly with charter airlines for their holidays, while 30.5% fly with scheduled airlines, and
6.5% in committed allocation on scheduled airlines. The type of holidays; the accessibility options at the
destination; the nationality and place of origin of the passengers; the characteristics and orientation of the
tour operator; as well as the destination itself, play a very important role in the selection of the air
transportation type. Interviewees also suggested that the larger the tour operators, the more they utilise
charter flights, as smaller ones which do not have enough passengers are reluctant to charter airplanes or
allocations. This is also supported by the fact that complicated itineraries, which involve multiple stop-overs
and tailor-made arrangements, are served better by scheduled airlines. Nevertheless, tour operators from
countries of origin of the tourists which are located in insular, peripheral and remote locations, as well as
the ones where a developed relationship between tour operators and charter airlines can be found, such as
the UK, Germany and Scandinavian countries, tend to transport the vast majority of their holidaymakers on
charter flights. Finally, committed allocation in scheduled airlines is often used for long haul flights where
a relatively small number of holidaymakers travel and thus the risk to utilise charter flights is not justified.
As explained in section 2.3.2.2, the majority of charter airlines belong to large tour operator corporations,
which can effectively determine the capacity of passengers who can be transported conveniently and
affordably to the destination. As a result, they exercise a great control over destinations' accessibility. This
is particularly the case for remote and insular regions, which depend almost entirely on air transportation
for their accessibility. This control is central to the power of tour operators within the tourism distribution
channel, while it explains why they have established less control over mainland destinations which are easily
accessible via road or train. In conclusion, tour operators supervise the delivery of tourism bundles or
packages, which they formulate by combining often individually-produced tourism products. In addition,
larger ones often own charter airlines which enable direct and inexpensive travel to destinations, while
providing them with a certain degree of accessibility control to destinations. Finally, tour operators are able
to pass on significant savings to travellers, by exercising their purchasing power over principals, while they
oversee the delivery of the tourism product.
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5.3.3 Cost analysis and package cost break down of tour operators
Attempting to split down the cost of a week's package holiday is difficult, as different tour operators, from
different countries, utilise dissimilar pricing and cost structures. Both tour operators' characteristics and
orientation, as well as the operational practices in their market determine the profit margins and mark-ups
charged. In addition, the quality of holiday provided; distance from destination; demand and supply at a
destination; efficiency and availability of charter airline fleet, determine the associated costs. Prices quoted
in European currencies were converted to pounds sterling according to the conversion rate published in The
Financial Times (2615/1994,p.39). A range between £200-1,100 was quoted, depending on the quality of
accommodation, catering arrangements, destination, transportation involved and other extra services.
Although an average cost of £443.7 (STD 202.8) was obtained, the cost of a holiday varied according to the
country of origin. As this research has a higher percentage of smaller and specialist tour operators, the
population mean cost per holiday is expected to be below the aforementioned average. Noakes (1995b,p.6)
claims that the average summer package holiday price sold by British outgoing travel agencies is £356, while
the average AITO holiday selling price is £570 (Noakes,1995d,p.20). Moreover an attempt is made to
elaborate on the cost structure of tour operators, by analyzing each cost contributor to the final package
price. Table 5.27 illustrates the cost split of an average package holiday to Mediterranean destinations for
one week. It is quite apparent that on average, transportation and accommodation count for slightly more
than two thirds of the package, while administration, marketing, commissions and profit margins are covered
by the remaining one third. These figures are comparable with Wanhill's (1993a,p.202) suggestion for the
price structure of a 14 night inclusive tour, as illustrated in Table 2.11.
Table 5.27 Tour operators' cost split of an average weekly package to Mediterranean destinations
Cost distribution for one week package Percentage £ STD
Flight 38.4 170.4 12.79
Accommodation 33.2 147.3 10.72
Administration 7.0 31.1 5.16
Commission to outgoing travel agency (*)	 7 - 7 34.2 5.20
Brochure and marketing cost 5.6 24.8 3.58
Profit margin 8.1 35.9 5.02
Total package cost 100 443.7 220.8
Notes: (*) Less than 1	 standard as it includesdirect-se ing tour operators, paying no commission.
Not surprisingly, smaller tour operators, which organise a smaller scale and more specialised range of
holidays, tend to charge higher prices than mass/large ones. Qualitative analysis illustrates that this is partly
because they use better quality suppliers and products, while they lack strong negotiation power to reduce
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prices from tourism principals. In addition, smaller tour operators have to advertise their products directly
to the public, and often need to pay higher override commissions to the tourism distribution channel, in order
to ensure their distribution. Moreover, qualitative evidence confirms that smaller tour operators tend to adopt
the "high profit margin-low volume" policy, while larger ones operate on the opposite principle. The
difference between the average cost and price levels for different sizes of tour operators is demonstrated in
Table 5.28. There is also an expected positive relationship between the customer/brochures ratio and the
holiday price for each operator [R =0.39,Sig =0.01], as the more brochures they distribute per booking, the
higher the price they charge for a holiday, underlining that a higher marketing cost is also incorporated in
the holiday price. Tour operators in different countries tend to charge different prices, as illustrated in Table
2.10, although insufficient data prevents the drawing up of conclusions on the cost structure of each country
based on this research.
Understandably, flights count for a higher percentage of the package cost organised by smaller/specialist tour
operators rather than larger ones, as demonstrated in Table 5.28. This is partly as a result of larger tour
operators using charter flights more often in their operation, as the higher the percentage of charter flights
utilised the lower the package price [R =-0.48,Sig =0.0005]. Not only do smaller tour operators often
provide unique and uncrowded packages, but also they rarely operate charter airlines themselves. Instead
they use allocations from other operators or even scheduled carriers which increase the flight contribution
to their package cost. In addition, the distance between the place of origin of the tourists and the destination
plays a critical role in this element, as very long or very short distances increase the fuel required by aircraft
and enlarge the proportion of the transportation cost. Tour operators from remote areas tend to allocate a
higher percentage to their transportation cost. The percentage of a package holiday's cost contributing to
accommodation varies from 10 to 55% of the package, according to destinations, their accommodation
demand and supply, tour operators' bargaining power in the area, as well as their policies. Surprisingly,
large/mass tour operators which provide for a large number of holidaymakers and produce more brochure
types yearly tend to attribute a higher percentage of the package cost to accommodation [R=0.34,Sig =0.02,
and R =0.52,Sig =0.04 respectively]. This can be attributed to the economies of scale achieved within larger
organisations, as well as the benefits of vertical integration, as side-benefits generated from in-house charter
airlines and outgoing travel agencies reduce the contribution of transportation and commission costs to the
package. In contrast, as demonstrated in Table 5.28, small/specialist tour operators seem to pay a relatively
smaller percentage for accommodation, perhaps because they are overcharged on the other costs. However,
due to the dissimilar total package price, it is estimated that ultimately both small and large tour operators
tend to pay a similar level of net prices to accommodation establishments for their services. Tour operators
from different countries pay a different percentage of the package price to accommodation, as they have
varied requirements and standards, while they exercise dissimilar bargaining power. Flights and
accommodation are responsible for more than 70% of the total package cost.
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Table 5.28 Tour operators' package cost breakdown according to their capacity
(in percentage)
Flight cost as a
percentage of the
package cost
Accommodation cost as a
percentage of the
package cost
Administration cost as
a percentage of the
package cost
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
Deviation Deviation Deviation
Number of travellers per
year
0-999 37 19 23 10 10 8
1,000-9,999 37 11 35 10 10 7
10,000-99,999 39 15 33 10 6 3
100,000-999,999 44 5 34 11 5 2
1,000,000+ 30 o 50 0 5 1
Total 39 13 33 11 7 5
Commissions you pay
cost as a percentage of
the package cost
Brochures and marketing
cost as a percentage of
the package cost
Profit margin as a
percentage of the
package cost
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
Deviation Deviation Deviation
Number of travellers per
year
0-999 7 6 7 7 14 5
1,000-9,999 6 5 5 4 7 4
10,000-99,999 7 6 6 3 8 4
100,000-999,999 10 4 5 2 5 4
1,000,000+ 10 0 s 1 2 .
Total 8 s 6 4 8 5
Average price per
(weekly) package in E
Mean Std
Deviation
Number of travellers per
year
0-999
1,00-9,999
10,000-99,999
100,000-999,999
1,000,000+
Total
632
451
424
416
287
450
303
225
180
111
19
205
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The administration contribution to the package holiday varies widely from I to 25%, although the majority
of tour operators estimate it to be around 5%. Table 5.28 demonstrates that smaller/specialist ones charge
a higher percentage for administration, as they are unable to benefit from economies of scale and often have
to pay personal attention to specific clientele requirements, increasing their administration cost. Tour
operators in different European countries have dissimilar administration costs, due to the various regulations.
Moreover, payable commission to outgoing travel agencies varies between 0 and 15% of the holiday
package, while the average of 7.7% is an underestimation, as 24.4% of the tour operator respondents sell
directly to the public, paying a negligible commission. Should direct sellers be eliminated, a reasonable
average of 10.23% is paid out as a commission for holiday packages. Understandably, smaller tour operators
are the ones which are more inclined to direct sell and therefore appear to have a lower average contribution
than their larger counterparts. A similar situation also exists in countries such as Scandinavia, where tour
operators operate outgoing travel agencies as exclusive booking offices for their holidays, and therefore save
their commission cost. Although brochure production and marketing costs are discussed analytically in
the next paragraph, it is important to assess their contribution to the package holiday price. There is a wide
variation between the percentage of cost attributed to brochures and marketing costs (2-20%), while they
are affected by the size of tour operator, as demonstrated in Table 5.28. Dissimilar printing and marketing
costs in different countries also differentiate these costs for tour operators operating in European countries.
As expected, the ones which have a higher brochures/bookings ratio tend to charge brochure expenses
slightly higher in their package price structure [R =0.32,Sig =0.05]. Finally, profit margins vary from 1
to 20% depending on the orientation of tour operators and the country of operation. There is some evidence
suggesting that the smaller the tour operators, the larger the profit margin they achieve, as on the one hand
they distribute directly to the public and thus eliminate commissions to agencies and on the other, they are
based on the differentiation strategy which determines "low volume-high profit margin". In contrast, Table
5.28 demonstrates that larger tour operators make the bulk of their profit from the large volume of
consumers they serve. Tour operators in different countries achieve dissimilar margins, depending on the
development of the outbound tourism industry and the level of competition within the country of origin. In
addition, the higher the brochure/bookings ratio, the higher the profit margins tour operators achieve
[R =0.64,S ig =0.00001], illustrating that specialised holidays which can satisfy niche markets yield premiums
for the operators. The profitability of the top 30 British tour operators over the last 20 years is illustrated
in Table 2.12, while Table 2.9 illustrates the profit margins for Europe's top 50 tour operators.
The above analysis illustrates that tour operators of different sizes, types, orientations, markets and countries
of origin have dissimilar cost structures and prices, reflecting the elasticity of demand of their target markets.
Although the larger the tour operator, the less it charges for its packages, it is clearly demonstrated that
larger and vertical integrated tour operators achieve a competitive advantage in most cost contributors of the
package price due to their economies of scale. Only accommodation and commission costs contribute less
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to the package price, than in large tour operators. Consequently, this analysis explains that different tour
operators have different requirements and therefore have a different attitude in the tourism distribution
channel and DICIRMSs' perspectives. In addition, it illustrates that hoteliers which attempt to increase their
profit margins should target smaller tour operators by offering niche products to their clients.
5.3.4 Marketing activities of tour operators
As one of the prime functions of tour operators within the tourism distribution channel is to undertake the
majority of the marketing activities required to promote tourism products, it is vital to analyse the marketing
activities and expenditure undertaken. Qualitative analysis illustrated that most tour operators utilise
extensively most available methods and media to communicate with their markets. In addition, a wide range
of below-the-line promotional techniques were quoted by interviewees, and are utilised extensively, especially
to increase the awareness and loyalty of the travel trade. The marketing expenditure of British tour operators
in mass media in the period 1988-1992 is presented in Table 2.13. Smaller ones tend to use the national and
specialised press to reach their niche markets, while larger tour operators use all types of media to attract
their clientele. In addition to extensive pre- and post- travel marketing research, tour operators support all
tourism distribution channel members' marketing, by supplying promotional material to outgoing travel
agencies and utilising all types of promotional techniques to increase consumers' awareness and desire to
purchase package holidays for destinations worldwide. Since tour operators are commercial organisations
operating in a fiercely competitive environment, they inevitably tend to specifically promote destinations and
enterprises which enable them to increase their own profitability.
The marketing budget of tour operator respondents varied enormously from £2300 to £40 million (mean
£4.54m, STD £12.5m), depending on their size and orientation, as illustrated in Table 5.29. There is a very
strong positive relationship between the number of different types of brochures produced and their marketing
budget [R=0.93, Sig.0.0001], illustrating that the vast majority of this expenditure is spent on brochure
production and distribution. Naturally, the larger the tour operator and thus the more tourists it serves
yearly, the higher the marketing budget it allocates.
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Table 5.29 Tour operators' marketing expenditure according to size
Number of brochures
created
Number of brochures
printed
Customers/Brochures
ratio
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
Deviation Deviation Deviation
Number of travellers per
year
0-999 1 0 10188 12683 28.04 22.41
1,000-9,999 2 2 32077 21781 11.65 9.09
10,000-99,999 5 4 499063 1101749 10.64 13.52
100,000-999,999 7 4 1411667 800023 6.20 3.21
1,000,000+ 40 20 15000000 7071068 5.16 .56
Taal 9 14 1066427 3231101 13.04 14.67
Cost per brochure in £ Total marketing budget
in £
Marketing budget
per holiday sold
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
Deviation Deviation Deviation
Number of travellers per
year
0-999 1.0 .3 6150 5445 29.44 5.50
1,000-9,999 2.1 . 8 116000 94064 42.89 33.24
10,000-99,999 .6 .4 265000 261630 8.05 7.61
100,000-999,999 1.7 1.2 2265000 1746554 12.17 6.81
1,000,000+ .8 .4 40000000 . 11.11 .
Total 1.4 1.0 4542030 12504566 23.91 22.18
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Hitherto, the single most important marketing tool for the promotion of holiday packages has been the
brochure. A variety of brochures are produced yearly by tour operators. Respondents circulate a range of
Ito 54 (mean 8.5, STD 13.7) types of brochures yearly, while several editions are produced during the year
in countries with a very competitive and mature outbound tourism industry, in order to adjust the supply to
competition. Each of these brochure types normally addresses a specific market or activity or destination
region. Not surprisingly, there is a strong correlation between the number of travellers served yearly and
the number of brochure types produced [R = 0.77,S ig =0.0005], as demonstrated in Table 5.29. In addition,
the more employees and representatives a tour operator employs, the more types of brochures it produces
yearly [R =0.62,S ig =0.1 and R =0.82,Sig =0.0006 respectively]. Furthermore, a variety of 1,000 to 20
million brochures are printed per year by each respondent [Mean =1 million, STD =3.2 million]. Naturally,
as demonstrated, in Table 5.29, the number of brochures printed yearly varies according to capacity of tour
operators, the type of holidays on offer as well the market of origin of the tourists. Strong statistical
relationships between the number of brochures printed and the number of employees and representatives are
also evident [R =0.96,S ig =0.0 and R = 0.94,S ig =0.0 respectively].
One very interesting ratio is the brochures/bookings ratio, as it demonstrates both the return on the brochure
production costs, as well as the difficulty and cost involved for different types of tour operators to achieve
a sale. A variety from 1.07 to 70 [mean =13, STD =14.7] brochures need to be distributed per booking. As
illustrated in Table 5.29 larger tour operators need fewer brochures to achieve a booking. This is also
illustrated in the fact that tour operators which have alliances with airlines tend to need less brochures per
booking, while there is a negative relationship between the number of passengers flying on charter flights
per year and the number of brochures required per booking [R =-0.43,Sig =0.003]. This highlights that
rigidly packaged/mass products are generally sold more easily than trips with complicated itineraries, perhaps
due to their simplicity and repetitiveness. In contrast, there is a positive correlation between passengers
flying on scheduled flights and the number of brochures required per booking [R =0.47,Sig =0.001].
Moreover, to a certain extent, the higher this brochure/bookings ratio, the more expensive the holiday
[R=0.39,Sig =0.009], as tour operators have to charge a fraction of their marketing cost back to consumers.
This is also confirmed as smaller tour operators, which have to distribute more brochures per booking have
a higher brochure and marketing cost contribution to their package price. Even more importantly, there is
a strong positive relationship between the brochure/bookings ratio and the profit margin charged in the
holiday price [R=0.64,Sig =0.00001], illustrating that small tour operators which distribute many brochures
per booking tend to offer niche products, appealing to a small fraction of the market which is willing to pay
a higher premium for their products. The cost per brochure copy also varies widely from 0.40-3.6 (mean
1.4, STD 0.96) according to the quality of publication; the number of pages; the size of tour operators and
thus the number of copies produced per type; the country where a tour operator operates; as well as the
publication house and its charging policy. Larger operators tend to pay slightly less for brochures because
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they produce a very large number of copies of the same brochure and thus benefit from economies of scale.
Smaller ones tend to produce smaller brochures with fewer pages and properties, and as a result, their cost
per copy is quite low as well. Therefore the price per brochure cannot be comparable as it varies
enormously. In most cases tour operators bear the cost of brochure production alone, although in recent
years they started charging hoteliers and other tourism principals for preferential display in the brochures,
ie whole page for one hotel, or an exceptional presentation. This practice was confirmed by accommodation
establishments. Bywater (1992,p.64) also explains that in several European countries tour operators advise
outgoing travel agencies to return unwanted brochures and they sell advertising space within their brochures
to recover part of this cost. Understandably, interviewees were anxious about the brochure wastage, as it
is estimated that 40% of the brochures are never used (Minte1,1994b,p.31).
It is concluded that the marketing and promotion of package holidays adds on average approximately £24
to the price of each package sold. This is confirmed as 6%, or £21 of the average package price (£350) spent
on brochures and marketing [6 %x£350 =£21], which almost equals the cost of the average 13 brochures
required per booking, [13x£1.42 average production cost =£18.5], plus other promotional costs. This is a
major expense in the current fierce price competition, which to a certain extent results from the irrationality
and wastage of promotional material throughout the channel. More effective marketing and distribution tools
are urgently required in order to facilitate these functions. Therefore ITs emerge as instrumental tools to
enable the production of electronic brochures which can provide a cheaper, flexible and effective method
to distribute information and promote packages both to consumers and the travel trade.
5.3.5 Clientele mix, clientele values and preferences in tour operators
A brief analysis of consumers' requirements and needs is undertaken in this section, in order to comprehend
their basic criteria and priorities when inquiring and booking holidays, and to examine how the tourism
distribution channel can better satisfy tourism demand. In this case, tour operators' perspectives of their
consumers' needs and requirements are investigated. As all tour operator respondents organise leisure trips
to several destinations (as well as to Greece), their clientele varies less in comparison with outgoing travel
agencies, where both business and leisure travellers are included. Due to the mail questionnaire size
constraint, the data in this section were obtained only through interviews and thus apply only to the British
market. Interviewees of all types often assumed that customers from middle and southern European countries
are less price conscious and seek value for money packages, while they tend to purchase more flexible
holiday packages.
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Firstly, tour operator clients tend to belong to higher socioeconomic classes, as these are normally the
people that can afford to travel abroad. About 50% believe that their clients belong to the socio-economic
group, while a further 42.9% categorise their clients as C1/C2. The remaining 7.1% respondents claim that
they serve consumers from the entire range of groups. Not surprisingly, smaller tour operators regularly
supply travellers from higher classes, as they can provide differentiated packages for premium prices. In
contrast, large/mass ones provide holidays for lower groups, which appreciate higher discounts. This is also
highlighted by the fact that higher class consumers are served primarily by tour operators which produce
fewer brochures, while they pay higher prices. Tour operators which claim to serve higher class customers
quote that their holidays cost £400-1,100, in contrast with the ones serving lower groups who in the main
charge f200-350 per holiday. Finally, the ones who serve the "A/B" socio-economic groups tend to have
a considerably higher cost per brochure than their counterparts.
The majority serve customers from the entire range of life cycle. Although some respondents claimed that
they specialise in clients from "families" or "empty nests" there are no statistically significant differences
between tour operators' characteristics and the life cycle of their clients. Several operators develop different
brands to attract clients from distinctive stages. For example, Owners Abroad used to operate "The Club"
brand to attract "young teenagers", while after their re-branding to First Choice they offer the "Free Spirit"
brand for young professionals without family commitments. In contrast, SAGA has traditionally catered for
the elderly market. As far as the life style of tourists is concerned, tour operators describe the majority of
their clients (50%) as "unadventurous", while a further 28.4% were characterised as "adventurous" and a
21.4% as "average". This result is as expected since "very unadventurous" holiday makers would refrain
from travelling abroad, in contrast with "very adventurous" travellers, who would perhaps arrange their trips
individually, by using unconventional tourism distribution channels. This is supported by the fact that
large/mass tour operators tend to attract the majority of "unadventurous" travellers, in contrast with
smaller/niche ones which tend to concentrate on a more adventurous market. Moreover, unadventurous
travellers tend to be more price conscious and they make bookings with tour operators charging less than
their counterparts. Furthermore, respondents were asked whether they felt that tourists tend to concentrate
on purchasing specialised tourism products based on specific leisure activities. Two thirds of the
interviewees refused this trend, while a third agreed. Surprisingly, the size and characteristics of a tour
operator do not play any statistically significant role in the respondents' answers. In addition, the major
criteria considered by prospective tourists, as perceived by tour operators, are presented in Table 5.30.
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Table 5.30 Consumers' criteria in selecting a holiday, as perceived by tour operators
Criteria used by tourists to select holidays Mean STD 95% Confidence interval
Specific destination: country or area 4.357 0.492 4.070 4.644
Specific period of time 4.286 0.914 3.758 4.813
Cost of holidays 4.214 0.802 3.751 4.677
Particular tour operator 3.571 0.852 3.080 4.063
Specific accommodation establishment 3.571 0.938 3.030 4.113
Recommendation by outgoing travel agency 3.429 1.399 2.621 4.236
Environment at destination 3.214 1.122 2.567 3.862
Specialised activities 2.786 0.897 2.270 3.301
Note : Likert Scale (1-5 very unimportant to very important)
The vast majority of the respondents believe that prospective tourists assign the highest possible emphasis
to the specific destination: country or area they have pre-decided to visit. Although this is rated as the first
criterion, it only achieves third position in ranking by outgoing travel agencies, as illustrated in section
5.4.4. The specific period of time is rated as almost equally important. This is determined by work and
school holidays for families, while it is more flexible for younger and older travellers. In addition, certain
countries of origin face an even more severe seasonality problem, as for example the vast majority of Italians
tend to take their summer holidays in August, while people from Scandinavian countries appreciate more
the "shoulder months" of the summer period because they can enjoy the nice weather in their home country
and are not confronted with the very warm weather of the Mediterranean destinations. There is no
differentiation between tour operators' characteristics and their rating of these criteria.
Although outgoing travel agencies rate the cost of holidays as the most important criterion, tour operators
rate it as third. There is no statistically significant differentiation in the rating between the different types
of tour operators. However, the higher the price charged per package, the lower the rating attributed to this
criterion [R=-0.83,Sig.0.0002]. This is a result of customers looking for value for money throughout the
price range and urge for value justification for products sold at a premium. Respondents also rate much more
high consumers' loyalty to a particular tour operator than outgoing travel agencies. Naturally, this criterion
is slightly emphasised by smaller tour operators, as they can provide niche and differentiated products and
increase the loyalty of their consumers. Similarly, they believe that consumers' ability to book in a specific
accommodation establishment is a fairly important criterion which determines their decision making process.
This is illustrated by smaller/specialised tour operators in the fact that the fewer travellers they serve and
the fewer brochure types they produce, the higher they rate the "specialised accommodation establishments"
criterion [R=-0.55, Sig =0.04, and R = -0.45,S ig =0.1 respectively]. This is attributed to the distinctive and
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differentiated properties featured by smaller operators, which increase customer loyalty. Recommendation
by outgoing travel agencies is attributed a fairly important influence on consumers' choice. However,
smaller/specialised tour operators which distribute their products directly to the public suggested clearly that
this is not applicable to their clients. Although, environmental concern is fashionable in the market place,
British tour operators rate it almost last in the criteria used by their clients to select their holidays. This is
also below the rating assigned by the agency respondents. Smaller tour operators including the ones which
have a higher cost per brochure copy, have a tendency to rate this criterion slightly higher than their larger
counterparts, indicating that prospective tourists perceive a trade-off between price and environmental quality
in destinations. Consumers who can afford higher prices tend to be more intolerant to environmental damage,
while price conscious holidaymakers use this criterion less. Finally, specialised activities are underrated as
a criterion by the majority of tour operators as they feel that hitherto, tourists rarely make their holiday
arrangements according to their specific interests and hobbies.
5.3.6 Financial performance and profitability of tour operators
Due to the fierce competition within the tour operating industry it is almost impossible to obtain insights into
the financial performance and profitability of tour operators. Thus the financial analysis, as illustrated in
section 2.3.2.4.2, is based on secondary published data and annual reports, kindly provided by some
interviewees. However, the field research confirmed that despite interviewees recognising the magnitude of
the competition level in the marketplace, both large and small tour operators tend to be quite satisfied with
their financial performance. Qualitative analysis illustrates that smaller tour operators achieve much higher
profit margins, often as high as 20%, while large/mass ones operate on a much smaller profit margin and
base their profitability on tourists volumes. As an interviewee claimed "a 1% profit margin would be
disastrous in other industries. However, due to the low capital employed in this business, it provides us with
unbelievably good returns on our investment". Medium-sized operators are more pressurised as they tend
to compete on price, although they cannot achieve comparable economies of scale with larger ones.
Moreover, interviewees, mainly from smaller tour operators, highlighted the risk they undertake by
commissioning charter flights and accommodation. This was a less important issue for larger ones as they
have greater flexibility, since they control charter airlines and can reschedule packages, consolidate flights
and perhaps redirect customers to other destinations, should unforseen events determine these needs. It is
also evident that minimum assets are required to initiate a tour operator, and this is demonstrated in the fact
that some of the smaller ones operate from their home. However, evidently larger operators require two
major assets, namely computerised systems and airplanes, although in most cases they lease this equipment.
Hence there are relatively low barriers to entry, increasing the competition as well as allowing non-
committed professionals and organisations to enter this business.
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5.3.7 Conclusions on operational issues of tour operators
The above analysis demonstrates that tour operators play a very important role in the tourism distribution
channel, as they package the various elements of the tourism product under one brand name. A clear
distinction between large/mass and small/niche ones is made, as they follow different strategies to achieve
and sustain profitability. In the former case, a "low profit margin/high volume" strategy is normally
followed, where tour operators concentrate on acquiring large market share. In contrast, smaller/niche tour
operators tend to adopt a "low volume/high profit margin" strategy and hence build their profitability by
providing exceptional value in differentiated and specialised products which are paid for at a premium price.
In addition, medium-sized ones often try to approach the larger ones by acquiring a larger market share.
Different types of tour operators distribute their products by different methods. Smaller/niche ones often sell
their products directly to the public while large/mass tour operators use both independent and multiple
outgoing travel agencies nationwide to promote their products. Often large tour operators belong to a
vertically integrated corporation which owns an outgoing travel agency chain, while a direct selling brand
can also be utilised. Medium-sized ones tend to follow larger ones in distributing their packages through
multiple and independent outgoing travel agencies. They often live in the shadow of a larger tour operator,
as they provide the vertically integrated multiple outgoing travel agency with a harmless alternative to their
parent operator, without competing directly with them for market shares. As different tour operators target
different markets, it is quite apparent that smaller ones attract niche markets, which are less cost conscious
and are willing to pay higher prices for exceptional value. This inference is perhaps more compatible with
the proposed strategy for SMTEs as examined in section 1.3, which illustrates that destinations which need
to increase their economic benefits from tourism as well as SMTEs aiming to enhance their profit margins
need to attract smaller/niche operators.
Tour operators have large marketing expenditures and use the entire range of marketing media. It is
estimated that on average £24 of the package holiday cost is spent on marketing and promotion, while there
is an almost linear relationship between the size of tour operators, as measured by the passengers served
yearly, the number of employees and representatives and their marketing activity and expenditure.
Accordingly, larger tour operators spend large sums and often employ mass media and below-the-line
methods to promote their packages to both consumers and travel trade. In contrast, smaller ones are
inevitably forced to a limited advertising campaign in the press, while using targeted campaigns and public
relations with the press to promote their products. One of the most significant marketing expenditures is the
yearly brochure production. Different tour operators follow different tactics in their brochures, aiming at
different clientele. The brochures/bookings ratio also varies according to the type of operator and clientele,
although on average 13 brochures are required per booking. Brochures seem to be the only bridge of
information currently utilised between SMTEs and final consumers, and therefore it is a great source of
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power for tour operators. This illustrates that SMTEs and destinations which need to readdress the power
distribution within the tourism distribution channel have to establish alternative efficient means of direct
communication with their ultimate consumers.
As far as the financial performance of tour operators is concerned, inadequate data prevent a thorough
analysis. Although tour operators tend to enjoy comparatively low profit margins, the low capital employed
achieves considerable returns-on-investment and makes tour operating a very attractive investment, despite
the risks involved. Finally, the criteria used by prospective tourists to select a holiday, as perceived by tour
operators are examined thoroughly. Several dissimilarities are highlighted between respondents from different
firms and categories, illustrating that accommodation establishments and destinations need to focus on tour
operators which serve their target market in order to achieve their desired strategy. It is therefore evident
that SMTEs and destinations which attempt to implement a differentiation strategy have to co-operate
primarily with smaller tour operators, which serve the niche markets, while destinations and SMTEs which
aim to achieve cost competitiveness would probably need to co-operate with larger tour operators.
5.4 Operational issues of outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies are the retailers of the tourism industry, as explained in paragraph 2.3.1. Their role
is pivotal for all channel members, as they are the front line of the selling force for the entire global tourism.
Thus they can influence consumers' behaviour considerably through their advice, by promoting or
discouraging the purchase of tourism products, destinations or brands. However, outgoing travel agencies
often promote or sell a product that they may have never experienced themselves. It is beyond the scope of
this analysis to scrutinise their operational proceedings and the entire range of their activities. Such
information can be obtained from several publications, and especially Beaver (1993) and Renshaw (1992).
Instead, a brief analysis of outgoing travel agencies' operation within the tourism distribution channel is
attempted in the following paragraphs, emphasising how they can have direct influence on the visitation of
SMTEs and the economic impacts of destinations. This part of the research mainly applies to British
outgoing travel agencies, as it benefits from primary data collected exclusively in Britain. Input from
agencies in other European countries is also included, when available from secondary data and resources.
The general rule that can be applied, is that Northern European outgoing travel agencies are more specialised
in the outbound market and often, they are part of a larger vertically integrated tourism group which
incorporates tour operators and other tourism enterprises. In contrast, agencies in Southern European
countries have a more diversified character and they serve a wider number of products, including inbound
tourism, as explained in 5.2 section.
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5.4.1 Size, classification, outlets, employment and ownership patterns of outgoing travel agencies
It is difficult to identify an accurate measurement for outgoing travel agencies' size and classification.
Several variables such as the number of outlets, employees, desks available and total holidays sold per year
illustrate the scale of operation for each agency. Section 2.3.1.2 illustrates the polarisation between the
British leisure independent agencies operating locally and the multiple nation-wide ones belonging to
vertically integrated travel corporations. The number of outlets is critical in determining the size of their
operation, while the respondents ranged . from 1 to 720 outlets belonging to an outgoing travel agency group
[mean= 123, STD =209]. Their distribution according to outlets operated is illustrated in Table 5.31. For
classification reasons, this project considers an outgoing travel agency as a "chain" when more than 10
outlets are operated, while the ones with more than 100 outlets are often referred to as "multiples".
Qualitative analysis illustrates that agencies with more than 10 but less than 100 outlets often tend to have
a strong regional presence and supply one particular area.
Table 5.31 Outlets distribution of respondent outgoing travel agencies
Number of outlets Frequency Percentage
1 17 35.4
2-3 8 16.7
4-10 4 8.3
11-25 1 2.1
26-100 6 12.5
101+ 12 25.0
Total 48 100
In addition, a range of 1-60 employees [mean=9, STD =9.7] per outlet were employed by the outgoing
travel agencies respondents, depending on the location, size and market of outlets. Only 21% operate with
more than 10 employees. Surprisingly, there is no statistically significant relationship between the travellers
served and the number of employees per outlet, due to the different orientation for each agency. Moreover,
there is no relationship between the average number of employees in an outlet and the number of outlets
operated by the same organisation, demonstrating that both independent/small and large/multiple agencies
operate small and large outlets. The number of desks available in an out/et also demonstrates its capacity
to serve customers, as each desk is a selling point. The outgoing travel agency respondents ranged between
2 and 16 desks [mean =7, STD=4.1]. Smaller ones, with fewer outlets, tend to have fewer desks, in contrast
with some multiples which accommodate a larger number of selling points. Finally, the number of total trips
sold by an outlet ranges from 1,000 to 40,000 persons (PAX) per year. On average, an estimated 6,000 trips
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are sold from each outlet, depending on the location, size and orientation of the agency. These trips are not
exclusively packaged holidays, but also include independent holidays and transportation tickets. The average
number of package tours sold per outlet in selected European countries is demonstrated in Table 2.2.
Qualitative research also demonstrates that the tourism industry of northern Europe is increasingly
concentrated. The level of integration is evident in outgoing travel agencies also, where horizontal
integration is characterised as the "march of the multiples", while they experience a great vertical integration
with other members of the tourism distribution channel, as illustrated in section 2.3.1.4.1. One third of
outgoing travel agency respondents have an alliance with tour operators. This percentage is similar to the
UK situation as Table 2.5 illustrates that the four major outgoing travel agencies which are all connected
with tour operators account for 28.1% of ABTA outlets. A further 25% of outgoing travel agency
respondents has alliances with airlines, in most of the cases belonging to a travel corporation which also
features tour operating and an in-house airline. Only 13% had an ownership in another outgoing travel
agency firm, especially smaller and independent firms. Finally, 8.5% of the outgoing travel agency
respondents, and especially larger multiples, belong to an organisation which has some sort of ownership
of accommodation establishments.
5.4.2 Activities and functions of outgoing travel agencies
The field research confirmed the major activities and functions of outgoing travel agencies as described in
section 2.3.1.1. Although, the vast majority distribute a wide range of tourism products and undertake the
entire process of ticketing and travel counselling, they tend to specialise in some tourism products, depending
on their market, orientation, location and business partners. Despite the majority of them selling leisure
travel and holiday packages, several agencies specialise in air transportation ticketing and some operate as
"consolidators" for scheduled airlines, ie buy discounted tickets in bulk for this particular airline. Often this
can be combined with an orientation of an outgoing travel agency towards an ethnic market, (eg. Indian or
Chinese).
A clear distinction between leisure and business travel agencies was observed in the field research. The
former concentrate on selling package holidays and have their establishments in the high street, similar to
all other retailers. In contrast, business outgoing travel agencies which concentrate on the corporate market
tend to be located on the higher floors of office buildings, nearby business rather than residential areas,
while they primarily arrange customised trips for business travellers. Although a degree of overlapping can
be observed, as on average the 80% of outgoing travel agency respondents' clientele is leisure and the 20%
is business travellers. It is estimated that 60% of the British outgoing travel agencies' turnover is produced
from air inclusive tours (Keynote, 1994,p.20) demonstrating the dependence of outgoing travel agencies
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on package holidays and tour operators. In most cases it is quite clear which market an agency targets and
serves. As each market has distinctive needs, patterns, distribution channels and profit margins, interviewees
suggested that specialisation is essential in order to achieve competitiveness and profitability.
5.4.3 Clientele mix in outgoing travel agencies
As this research focus leisure outgoing travel agencies, and especially on the ones distributing holidays to
the Mediterranean, the respondents tend to concentrate on leisure travellers, having a 5-100% of their
clientele as holidaymakers. On average, almost 80% of respondents' clientele are leisure travellers (STD 25),
while a range between 0-80% of business travellers is also served (mean =19.1%, STD =21.9). Their
clientele varies according to its location, orientation of service, and special arrangements with tourism
principals. As the market share of leisure tourism is relatively smaller than business travel, it can be
suggested that the sample's clientele distribution is quite similar with the average outgoing travel agency in
the UK.
Qualitative analysis illustrates that smaller and independent agencies tend to concentrate on niche markets,
where they can achieve competitive advantages. Often they serve the more demanding business traveller
market, and also cater for the leisure requirements of this market, while they may also serve a specialised
activity market. In contrast, larger ones with many outlets nationwide tend to concentrate on the leisure
market, where they can achieve economies of scale and higher bargaining power, due to the volume of
bookings they generate. As a result, they manage to gain override commissions, which to a certain extent
they pass on to consumers as discounts. In the British leisure market, holidays have hitherto been dominated
by package holidays. Consequently, of the total leisure travel sales, approximately 65% of their arrangements
were sold as holiday packages (STD = 26.9) and only about 35% as independent leisure arrangements (STD
= 27). Evidence demonstrates that the vast majority of multiples promote, almost exclusively, holiday
packages, while smaller and independent outgoing travel agencies tend to offer a higher percentage of
individually arranged leisure itineraries. Hence, multiples mainly attract a mass market and consumers from
lower economic classes who tend to be more budget oriented, while independents and smaller agencies often
attract a higher class and higher disposable income client, who appreciates and is willing to pay for value
holidays and personal service.
5.4.4 Clientele values and preferences in outgoing travel agencies
As outgoing travel agencies are the tourism distribution channel interface with prospective holidaymakers,
tourists normally visit them first to ask for advice and information about both tourism services and
destinations, as well as to make their reservations. They are therefore the most qualified member of the
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tourism distribution channel to judge from customers' needs and requirements, as well as trends in consumer
behaviour and preferences, while they are the most suitable partners in the tourism distribution channel to
assess clienteles' values and desires.
Firstly, the majority of outgoing travel agency respondents serve almost the entire range of socioeconomic
classes. However, several interviewees argued that upper class tourists would be more likely to use
small/independent agencies, where they can attract personalised service, while lower economic class tourists
would probably be inclined to be served by the cost-oriented larger multiples. This is partially confirmed
by the data, as almost 42% of all agencies claim to supply all socioeconomic classes. In addition, 37.5%
of the respondents suggest that they primarily supply the A/B socio-economic group, with a further 12.5%
supply the C1/C2 groups. The majority of smaller/independent outgoing travel agencies primarily serve the
A/B socio-economic group, while the majority of multiples declared that their clients belong to all groups.
As expected, agencies which sell to a small fraction of leisure travellers, as well as the ones which sell a
lower percentage of package holidays to their leisure markets, tend to serve the higher socio-economic
groups. Thus the argument that higher socio-economic groups purchase individual tourism arrangements is
confirmed. In addition, interviewees argued that the socio-economic group of customers for each outgoing
travel agency is influenced strongly by the location of an outlet and the neighbourhood which surrounds it.
Similarly, tourists of the entire range of life cycle stages are served by all outgoing travel agencies. Multiple
agencies tend to have a more evenly distributed clientele than independents, which on some occasions they
specialised towards younger or older tourists, without exhibiting any strong pattern. A wide variety of life
styles is also reported by respondents for their clients, ranging from very adventurous to very
unadventurous. However, no statistically significant relationship can be demonstrated between different life
styles and different types of agencies utilised. Finally, outgoing travel agencies offer a mixed response to
whether their clients tend to seek specialised tourism products. About 46.7% believed that tourism demand
is becoming more specialised, 42.2% suggested that the majority of the demand is towards unspecialised
tourism products while a further 11.1% were neutral. Naturally, smaller/independent ones suggested, that
there is a specialisation trend slightly more than their counterparts. However, agencies which supply a higher
percentage of package holidays to their leisure market tend to discount the specialisation trend.
The criteria used by prospective tourists in selecting their holidays are also analysed in the following
paragraphs from the outgoing travel agency respondents' point of view. As they are the most experienced
member of the tourism distribution channel in serving prospective tourists in the pre-travel period, their
views on consumer requirements are very valuable. Although this section cannot elaborate on the consumer
behaviour process, it enriches the understanding of consumers' criteria to take a holiday and provides
background information for the design of a DICIRMS as it addresses consumers' information and reservation
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requirements. In addition, a comparison with the criteria rating and ranking as perceived by tour operators
[section 5.3.5], also illustrates different points of view within the channel. Table 5.32 illustrates a wide range
of criteria used by tourists to select their holiday, as perceived by outgoing travel agencies.
Table 5.32 Consumers' criteria in selecting a holiday, as perceived by outgoing travel agencies
Criteria used by tourists in selecting holidays Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Cost of holidays 4.326 0.732 4.109 4.543
Period of time 4.044 0.737 3.823 4.266
Destination: country or area 3.935 0.742 3.714 4.155
Environment at destination 3.778 0.823 3.531 4.025
Recommendation by outgoing travel agencies 3.696 0.785 3.463 3.929
Specialised activities 3.111 0.859 2.853 3.369
Specific accommodation establishment 3.087 0.865 2.830 3.343
Particular tour operator 2.756 0.609 2.573 2.939
Note : Likert Scale -5 very unimportant to very important).
As it can be observed, the major emphasis is placed on the cost of the holidays, followed by the timing. As
British holidaymakers tend to be very cost conscious, the cost of holidays is rated first in the list of
consumers' criteria by outgoing travel agencies, although it is rated third by tour operators. Both
small/independent and large/multiple outgoing travel agencies tend to rate this criterion similarly, while
respondents from smaller outlets, which employ fewer personnel, tend to overrate this criterion [R=-
0.25,Sig=0.09]. In addition, agencies which sell a higher percentage of package holidays to the leisure
market also emphasised this criterion [R=0.29,Sig =0.06], illustrating that cost-conscious consumers tend
to value the discounted package prices more highly. Moreover, the entire range claimed that prospective
tourists also rate the time of holidays as a very important criterion, especially for families which need to
follow the school holiday patterns. Outgoing travel agency respondents rated the destinations, either country
or area as the third most important criterion for holidaymakers, in contrast with tour operators who rated
it first. They claim that this tends to be one of the few decisions which consumers undertake prior to their
visit to an outgoing travel agency. They also rate more highly than tour operators the environment at a
destination criterion, as they realise that it plays an increasingly more critical role in consumers' purchasing
process, while tourists are less prepared to spend their holidays in congested and environmentally damaged
destinations. This criterion is emphasised by large/multiple outgoing travel agencies, as they are more likely
to provide packages for mass and environmentally degraded destinations. Moreover, front-line and branch
managers tend to rate it more highly than owners or executives, as they meet consumers on a regular basis.
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Respondents explained that prospective tourists follow an outgoing travel agency's recommendation as a
serious criterion in selecting their holidays, while the ones with lower academic qualifications tend to rate
it more highly than their counterparts, perhaps due to their closer involvement with consumers. An average
importance is attributed to the specialised activities criterion, as it is suggested that only a few tourists have
already switched towards specialised holidays. Expectedly, outgoing travel agencies which sell fewer trips
per year [R=-0.41,Sig=0.01], as well as the ones which sell a lower percentage of package holidays to the
leisure market [R=-0.30,Sig =0.05], tend to overrate this criterion. Front line and branch managers also
emphasise it more than their counterparts. Customers' loyalty to specific accommodation establishments is
debated by respondents, as they rate it as a criterion of average importance. Respondents believe that
relatively few holidaymakers are very loyal to the accommodation establishments they select originally, while
they believe that most would be prepared to change their original accommodation establishment choice quite
easily. This is rated lower by outgoing travel agencies which sell fewer trips per year [R=-0.38,Sig =0.02],
as they tend to serve a more exclusive market which targets specific accommodation establishments.
Similarly, consumers' loyalty to particular tour operators is rated as quite an unimportant criterion in
selecting holidays, as outgoing travel agencies suggest that only few holidaymakers are determined not to
change tour operators, should a benefit or discount be on offer by another. The rating of outgoing travel
agencies and tour operators in this matter is considerably different, due to the fact that a number of tour
operators are small and direct selling operators, which tend to enjoy a greater loyalty. Outgoing travel
agencies which sell a larger number of trips per year tend to rate this criterion quite highly [R=0.35,
Sig=0.03] than their counterparts while respondents with higher academic qualifications also tend to
illustrate this issue.
In conclusion, the cost of a holiday, as well as the destination and the timing are rated by outgoing travel
agencies as important criteria utilised by prospective tourists to select their holidays, which they would not
be prepared to compromise easily for a substitute. In contrast, lower significance is attributed to criteria
which take the environment or specific activities into consideration. Finally, as leisure travel has been
enormously standardised through package holidays, outgoing travel agencies claim that prospective tourists
are less loyal to hotels or tour operators, as they can find an almost identical product, offered by another
operator or accommodation establishment. Consequently, they suggest that, while prospective tourists have
a relatively fixed holiday cost, destination and season that they would accept, they tend to be almost
indifferent towards choice of accommodation or tour operators, due to the lack of perceived differentiation
between packages and products.
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5.4.5 Financial performance and profitability of outgoing travel agencies
A thorough analysis of the outgoing travel agencies' remuneration is provided in section 2.3.1.3.1, where
all commission structure is explained based on secondary data. In addition, most interviewees expressed their
modest satisfaction with their profitability. This is underlined by the relatively small capital employed in
agencies and thus the comparably higher return on investment they can achieve. This is evident in Tables
2.14 and 2.16, where the profit margins, assets and returns on investment of Lunn Poly and Going Places
are shown. Unfortunately though, it was not possible to examine outgoing travel agencies' satisfaction level
in this primary research as the length of each interview would not allow more time to be spent on this topic.
In addition, brand managers at multiples would not have a clear idea of their company's profitability and
they would not be authorised to disclose any information. However, throughout the interviews it became
apparent that despite fierce competition in the industry most outgoing travel agencies had a reasonable
income and profitability. It was also evident that in general the vast majority of their income is based on
packaged holidays, highlighting their dependence on tour operators for their revenue.
As most large/multiple outgoing travel agencies are part of a travel corporation, several interviewees
emphasised, that instead of these agencies being regarded as independent profit centres or Strategic Business
Units (SBUs) they tend to support the profitability of their corporation. This is achieved by reducing the
payable commissions, increasing total profit margins and providing barriers to entry for both wholesalers
and retailers. This situation is currently under investigation by the British Office of Fair Trading, which
attempts to assess whether the competition level in the marketplace is endangered. Therefore synergies
emerge which determine that large/multiple outgoing travel agencies should be examined in the entire
tourism distribution channel context, rather as individual businesses in their own right. In contrast,
small/independent ones often complained that it is increasingly difficult to compete in the marketplace, as
they cannot achieve economies of scale and bargaining power, on a par with their large counterparts, and
face a serious competitive disadvantage. Market intelligence collected from travel corporations which
incorporate both tour operators and outgoing travel agencies often lead to a strategic disadvantage by smaller
partners. One interviewee claimed for example that "areas which achieve a high percentage of Thomson
holidays bookings, but lack a Lunn Poly outlet are targeted for either a new outlet opening or a take over
of an existing independent outgoing travel agency". The "march of the multiples" has therefore caused a
large number of takeovers and mergers, while it forced small/independent outgoing travel agencies to
concentrate on superior service and niche marketing, in order to achieve differentiation and higher
premiums. The close involvement of entrepreneurs and often their families in the operation is also evident.
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5.4.6 Conclusions on operational issues of outgoing travel agencies
Although this research uses a relatively small response from British outgoing travel agencies, several trends
and critical issues emerge, which clarify their position in the tourism distribution channel. There is a clear
distinction between large/multiple/vertically integrated outgoing travel agencies, which primarily serve the
leisure market and tend to have a "high volume, low profit margin" approach aiming to achieve cost
advantage. They also tend to be geographically spread in many locations nationwide, and control a
considerable percentage of the market. In most cases, they belong to or have strategic alliances with one of
the large tour operators and therefore contribute to the vertical integration of travel corporations. Thus they
provide synergies, as tour operator-based corporations can utilise them to promote their packages. In
addition, strategic partnerships and ownerships facilitate the centrally co-ordinated tourism distribution
channel and enhance the power of the channel leader over all other members. In contrast, small/independent
agencies, which may operate a handful of outlets in one specific region, tend to serve a higher percentage
of business travellers, while often they concentrate on independently arranged or specialised package holidays
for their clientele. They tend to achieve a differentiation advantage, by offering personalised service and
some sort of specialisation. Although smaller agencies cannot compete with multiples on a cost basis, their
ability to make tailor made travel arrangements is unmatched by large/multiple ones, which enable them to
charge a premium for this service. They also tend to have more loyal and experienced personnel. There are
also several outgoing travel agencies concentrating almost exclusively on business travel or on some element
of the tourism product, such as air transportation (consolidators). However, the majority of outgoing travel
agencies, and especially the small/independent sector would arrange any commissionable travel requirements.
The differentiation of agency types and orientations is also reflected in the requirements and preferences of
their clientele, while it provides a basis for analysis of their ITs' requirements and DICIRMSs' perspectives.
In addition, the rating and ranking criteria of their consumers in selecting holidays is also provided,
illustrating the information and reservation needs and requirements which can be satisfied by a DICIRMS.
Perhaps, the most crucial inference of the operational analysis of outgoing travel agencies is that the majority
of the leisure-oriented agencies depend on tour operators for their income. Given the degree of these
organisations' vertical integration and the march of the multiples, which often belong to tour operators, it
is evident that the concentration level in the marketplace is boosted. Hence, tour operators collect a greater
degree of power by controlling a considerable market share of the retailing part of the channel. Fierce
competition and tight control by tour operators jeopardise the competitiveness of small/independent outgoing
travel agencies, which find it increasingly difficult to compete with their larger counterparts. This situation
suggests that a greater degree of co-operation needs to be implemented on both the horizontal [with other
outgoing travel agencies] and vertical level [with tourism principals/suppliers]. In the former case negotiating
preferential commissions and joint marketing are recommended through independent outgoing travel agency
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organisations such as the ARTAC (Alliance of Retail Travel Agency Consortia) and NAITA (National
Association of Independent Travel Agencies). In the latter case, they can also benefit from co-operating with
smaller and independent principals at destinations and tour operators, such as the members of the AITO
(Association of Independent Tour Operators).
5.5 Synopsis - Critical issues in the operation of the tourism distribution channel
This chapter provides the background analysis of the tourism distribution channel which facilitates the
distribution of leisure tourism products. It follows a holistic approach and examines some core distribution
issues through the perspectives of the four major partners in the tourism distribution channel. The size,
category, employment, ownership, as well as the marketing, co-operation, clientele, pricing and profitability
issues are examined critically from the accommodation establishment, incoming travel agency, tour operator,
and outgoing travel agency perspectives. Although Aegean accommodation establishments and incoming
travel agencies, European tour operators and British outgoing travel agencies are utilised, inferences can be
widely applicable in most geographical regions, perhaps with slight variations. An analysis of the major
functions and practices provides an information-rich background which enables comprehension of their
distribution needs, ITs' requirements and DICIRMSs' perspectives.
As far as size, classification, employment and ownership are concerned, the vast majority of accommodation
establishments and incoming travel agencies tend to be small and family-managed enterprises, where an
entrepreneur is in charge of both the strategy and operation of an enterprise. Few larger organisations can
be found, although in most cases they are expanded examples of independent enterprises. The travel trade
in Europe, and especially tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, tend to be polarised between
small/independent organisations, operated by entrepreneurs on a small scale, and large/vertically integrated
corporations which embody a variety of travel organisations. In the former case, the small/independent
outgoing travel agencies and tour operators often target specialised niche markets to whom they can provide
differentiated and uniquely blended products for premium prices. The latter case consists of mass tour
operators and multiple outgoing travel agencies which provide a highly standardised and rigidly packaged
product, which enables them to achieve considerable economies of scale and bargaining power over tourism
suppliers/principals. In this sense, multiple outgoing travel agencies and mass tour operators take advantage
of the volume of their custom and are capable of achieving higher profit margins, which they often redirect
to consumers as price discounts. An increasingly greater concentration in the tourism industry, and
specifically by corporations controlled by mass tour operators, increases their power within the tourism
distribution channel and provides them with channel leadership while placing all smaller partners in a
competitive disadvantage, jeopardising their prosperity. This is particularly threatening for destinations which
depend exclusively on tourism for their economic wealth and development, as well as most of their SMTEs
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which have few opportunities to divert their activities and resources to alternative uses.
A brief examination of the economic performance and satisfaction level for each of the partners illustrates
clearly that the concentration of power in corporations controlled by tour operators has already profound
implications for both the profitability and the satisfaction of each member of the tourism distribution channel.
As accommodation establishments are the only members of the tourism distribution channel required to
undertake massive investments for the construction of their properties and thus have a great degree of both
investment and operational risk. However, they tend to endure severe impacts, from the aforementioned
concentration and become unable to increase their prices in line with destinations' inflation, mortgage
interests and increase of operational cost. Their bargaining power is severely damaged, as the evident
oligopsony situation reduces the number of buyers available and forces accommodation establishments to
accept prices which minimise their losses, rather than the ones which maximise their profitability. This is
worsened by both local and global tourism oversupply, which increases the competition between
accommodation establishments and reduces their profit margins. In addition, the seasonality experienced in
most destinations effectively reduces the period of profitable operation for accommodation establishments
and increases their risk, as it provides fewer opportunities to sell the product. Consequently, accommodation
establishments have a minimal return on their investment, refrain from desperately needed refurbishment and
observe their competitiveness undergoing a major deterioration, jeopardising their future fortune.
However, as the other tourism distribution channel members need considerably smaller investments and
capital employed to operate, they limit their uncertainty to operational risks, and thus tend to achieve a
greater degree of profitability and satisfaction. Incoming travel agencies in destinations often tend to invest
in coaches and other vehicles, which may have alternative uses for the winter and low demand seasons. A
great degree of pressure is also claimed by incoming travel agencies as large/mass tour operators attempt
mercilessly to reduce the prices they pay for the services they require, and force incoming travel agencies
to accept unrealistically low prices which provide low returns for the resources utilised and the operational
risk undertaken. In most cases, both accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies have little
option other than to accept a predetermined contract or lose their institutional clients. The concentration of
power by larger tour operators also has severe implications for small/specialised tour operators which are
unable to compete with their larger counterparts. Despite their attempt to provide differentiated and unique
products, their larger counterparts often target their clients by providing fairly similar products at a much
lower price. They are also threatened by mergers and acquisitions by larger operators. In addition,
small/independent outgoing travel agencies also experience great problems from the concentration of power
on corporations controlled by large tour operators, as they are unable to compete with multiple and vertically
integrated outgoing travel agencies, which can achieve higher economies of scale and bargaining power,
resulting in preferential treatment and override commissions. In addition, market intelligence collected by
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both the retailer and the wholesaler, as part of an integrated travel corporation, is often utilised to reduce
the competitiveness of smaller partners. However, due to the relatively small investment risk and capital
employed, the majority of the non-accommodation tourism distribution channel partners are similarly
affected, but less dissatisfied with their performance than accommodation establishments.
One of the major reasons which enables these vertically integrated travel corporations to dominate in the
tourism distribution channel are their tourism marketing abilities and expertise. Based at the place of origin
of the tourists they undertake exhaustive marketing research to assess consumers needs and requirements.
Consequently, they blend and promote independently produced services as an entity to satisfy the demand.
A close examination of the marketing activities and budgets of each channel member clearly illustrates that
the vast majority of marketing action for tourism enterprises is undertaken by public tourism organisations,
which tend to facilitate the macro promotion for entire destinations. Hotels often limit their marketing effort
to the production of leaflets, distributed to existing clients during their stay, while some larger properties
are represented at international travel fairs. On the one hand, accommodation establishments lack the
marketing expertise and on the other hand, they cannot afford a full scale marketing campaign. Therefore
they rely almost exclusively on tour operators to bridge the gap with their clients, causing great
dependencies.
Despite incoming travel agencies' larger marketing budgets and activities, they tend to orientate their action
primarily towards the international travel trade by attending major tourism exhibitions, as it is more cost
effective. Incoming travel agencies which do not co-operate with tour operators are not active internationally,
while they tend to have a fairly limited marketing activity within the resorts they operate, attempting to
attract existing tourists. Hence incoming travel agencies equally rely on tour operators to attract final
consumers to their destinations and services.
Outgoing travel agencies also undertake a wide range of marketing activities, but it is again the large,
vertically integrated and tour operator controlled agencies which hold both the budget and expertise required
to draw a comprehensive and effective marketing campaign, which would increase the awareness and sales
of products and services. Small/independent agencies can only reach their local area by advertising in the
regional press and media. Consequently, tour operators lead the marketing activities throughout the channel
and influence tourists' awareness, image and desire for both destination and products throughout the world.
Brochures are instrumental in this process, as currently the vast majority of holidaymakers examine and
select destinations and tourism products based almost exclusively on promotional and information material
contained in these brochures. The production and distribution of tour operator brochures build profound
bridges between SMTEs and consumers. However, as the entire marketing activity of the tourism distribution
channel is driven or controlled by tour operators, they gain great power and effectively determine which,
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how many and how SMTEs would be presented in their markets. This is particularly important for
destinations and enterprises which rely upon tourism for their economic prosperity, as in practice they rely
on tour operators for their wealth being.
As the small size of most tourism enterprises at the destination level is often identified as a major source of
their vulnerability at both the macro and micro levels, the propensity of these enterprises to co-operate in
order to strengthen their competitiveness is also examined. It is illustrated that a certain degree of co-
operation is undertaken at the destination level, as accommodation establishments and incoming travel
agencies tend to co-operate on operational issues. However, this co-operation is limited to short-term
mutually beneficial exchanges. In contrast, the strategic, tactical and long term co-operation which would
enable economies of scope, synergies and system gains is still in its infancy. Several co-operation ideas
proposed by respondents are illustrated, demonstrating that there is plenty of opportunity for further
interaction between SMTEs. It is increasingly evident that the rapid growth of concentration in the global
tourism industry would impose severe competitive disadvantages upon both SMTEs and destinations. It is
therefore argued that SMTEs would need to collaborate closely at the destination level, in order to offer to
their customers a co-ordinated, seamless tourism experience, through the amalgamation of individually
produced tourism products, and ultimately, enhance their competitiveness.
Finally, this chapter illustrates the importance of the tourism distribution channel in the implementation of
destinations' and SMTEs' strategy, as it demonstrates, that different types of partners follow diverse
strategies to enhance their profitability. It is clear that the appropriate assembly of the tourism distribution
channel partners is pivotal for the implementation of a certain strategy, at both the micro and macro levels.
As illustrated in section 1.3.3.2 destinations and SMTEs have to choose between two major strategies,
namely cost advantage or differentiation. It is evident throughout the analysis in this chapter that smaller
partners in the tourism distribution channel, ie incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel
agencies tend to concentrate on a "low volume-high profit margin" strategy, seeking for differentiation,
exceptional value, unique product attributes and charging premium prices. In contrast, large incoming travel
agencies, mass tour operators and multiple outgoing travel agencies tend to focus on a "high volume-low
profit margin" strategy, providing standardised and rigidly packaged tourism products, taking advantage of
grand economies of scale and achieving cost competitiveness.
Based on their strategic planning, destinations and SMTEs need to target the most appropriate tourism
distribution channel partners, which would enable them to achieve their strategy and enhance their
profitability, as well as minimise the negative impacts of the tourism activity. As section 1.3.3.2.1 proposes
a differentiation strategy for the Aegean islands tourism, it is quite apparent that smaller tourism distribution
channel partners would need to be targeted, as they tend to have a "low volume-high profit margin"
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orientation. In addition, efficient and effective communication methods should be established, by utilising
the emerging ITs, in order to enable the interactivity between the great number of smaller tourism
distribution channel partners. Hence, the utilisation of ITs and the development of a DICIRMS are
instrumental in the enhancement of destinations' and SMTEs' distribution process and competitiveness, as
well as for the reduction of their dependence up on few and powerful tourism distribution channel partners.
The operational analysis of each tourism distribution channel member provided in this chapter enable the
examination of the interaction of these members, by investigating closely the selection criteria they utilise
and the conflicts they experience in their relations. It is demonstrated that the majority of these conflicts
emerge due to the incompatibility of their strategies and operational practices.
CHAPTER 6
Research findings
Inter-relationships in tourism distribution channels
Selection and conflicts
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6. Interrelationships in tourism distribution channels: selection and conflicts
As illustrated in chapter 1, the mechanisms currently employed by the tourism distribution channel jeopardise
the competitiveness of SMTEs and destinations. This is explained in Chapter 2 where the role of each
channel partner is closely examined, demonstrating their business environment and linkages. Based on this
background, a thorough investigation of the interrelations between tourism distribution channel partners is
provided in this chapter, aiming to illuminate the qualities partners tend to seek when commencing their
cooperation, as well as the major conflicts observed in the channel. The first part of the chapter concentrates
on the criteria employed in selecting partners, from the point of view of each channel members, while the
second part examines thoroughly the intra-channel conflicts, by investigating the importance of the most
commonly occurring problems and their implications for different types of partners. The analysis is based
on the examination of "partnership pairs", as illustrated in Figure 6.1, aiming to investigate the selection
criteria and conflicts between each intra-channel partner, in order to build up the tourism distribution channel
mechanisms for the entire channel. This part of the analysis provides a solid understanding of the problems
faced by SMTEs and destinations in distributing their products and enhancing their competitiveness. It also
illustrates that larger travel trade partners tend to enjoy a privileged position, having fewer conflicts with
their partners. Moreover, the criteria in selecting partners in the channel not only explain the structural
reasons behind the conflict generation, but they also provide an understanding of the cooperation
requirements utilised in the industry and thus illuminate the qualities a DICIRMS has to achieve in order to
satisfy these demands and establish a close cooperation with tourism distribution channel partners.
This section is based on the analysis of Likert scales, measuring the selection criteria and conflicts on a 1-5
scale [Very Unimportant to Very Important]. Understandably, as these criteria and conflicts were
conceptualised through the in-depth interviews in the pilot study, there is a tendency by the majority of the
respondents to overrate most answers. Nevertheless, a small variation would be expected depending on the
type of the enterprise, clientele and distribution mix, location and background of each respondent. The entire
range of selection criteria and conflicts presented in this chapter are fundamental not only to the operations
but also to the competitiveness of each tourism distribution channel partner.
6.1 Selecting partners in the tourism distribution channel
Designing the distribution mix and selecting partners within a distribution channel is a central marketing mix
decision which has direct implications on the profitability of enterprises. The importance of the distribution
mix in tourism is even more critical, as the perishability of services essentially means that products cannot
be withdrawn and re-marketed, should the product fail to attract customers in the marketplace. Consequently,
the yearly selection of partners is enormously important, as unsuitable partners can damage the
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profitability channel members severely, at least in the short term. Moreover, as each particular partner has
specific requirements and markets, proper matching is essential in the successful operation and strategic
management of every enterprise. A pair analysis is pursued in this section, illustrating the importance of
several qualities which tourism distribution channel members seek when choosing their partners.
Comparisons between partners' criteria and a synthesis of their needs and practices illustrate the commercial
interests of each member and the ways they attempt to satisfy them. Useful inferences are therefore
extracted, which are invaluable for the design of DICIRMSs, as they illustrate the requirements of each
channel member as regards their distribution partners, a role which DICIRMSs aim to facilitate. This section
enables the comprehension of DICIRMS users' needs, criteria and standards, which need to be offered
through similar systems in order to attract the custom of tourism distribution channel members.
6.1.1 Selecting partners: accommodation establishments and individual customers
The relationship between accommodation establishments and individual customers, as well as the orientation
of an enterprise towards individual customers need to be examined. Interviews with hoteliers clearly illustrate
that the vast majority believe that they are incapable of establishing direct communication with their target
markets and thus rely exclusively on intermediaries for their customers. Hence they tend to neglect the
opportunities for disintermediation, although they acknowledge that this would boost their profit margins.
Unfortunately, there is limited secondary information from the consumers' point of view on how they select
accommodation establishments, especially in holiday resorts, and the weight they attribute to the qualities
of individual properties. Therefore consumers' considerations cannot be examined in this section.
Nevertheless, the analysis of accommodation establishments' targeting for individual consumers illustrates
their inclination to serve individual travellers, as well as their willingness to accept, honour and receive
reservations through a DICIRMS.
Despite a large percentage of tourists making reservations directly to accommodation establishments, it is
quite clear that the majority of Northern European international holiday-makers, heading for southern
European summer resorts, arrange their accommodation through outgoing travel agencies and tour operators.
Traditionally, hotels have only a limited base of loyal individual clients booking directly with them.
Individual clients are highly desired by hoteliers, due to their loyalty and personal relationships developed
with entrepreneurs, and also because they tend to pay rack rates, without the expense of high commissions
and discounted prices to intermediaries, as demonstrated in chapter 5. Consequently, the assumption that
individual clients would be the focus of accommodation establishments' marketing and sales efforts is
confirmed, as almost 80% of the respondents expressed their preference for independent tourists in
comparison with inclusive ones. However, due to the distribution and marketing weaknesses of SMTEs,
as well as the lack of an organisation to facilitate the logistics of individual consumers' reservations,
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confirmations and transfers, the targeting of the independent market is often restricted to the passive
acceptance of reservations, rather than their active involvement. Inevitably the actual contribution of
individual tourists to the occupancy of accommodation establishments is minimal, as analysed in Chapter 5.
Interviewees illustrated that the vast majority of individual travellers are domestic or Southern Europeans,
while they emphasised that they concentrate in July and August, increasing the seasonality problem of
accommodation establishments. They also highlighted that this market tends to be much more demanding
than tour operators' clientele, but they acknowledge that individual customers compensate them by spending
more in the hotel departments and paying premium rates. Naturally, as demonstrated in Table 6.1 the vast
majority of the hotels above the "C'" category have a higher preference for individuals, as opposed to the
accommodation establishments below this category. Smaller and lower category hotels and apartments, which
are often committed entirely to tour operators, are more reluctant to offer rooms to individual travellers than
their larger and higher category counterparts [X 2 = 15.5,DF =6,S ig =0.1 and X 2
 =24.1,DF = 4,S ig =0.00007
respectively]. In contrast, the vast majority of very small pensions and "rooms-to-let", tend to base a
significant part of their clientele on individuals. There is statistically significant evidence that the greater the
percentage of tour operators' clientele in an accommodation establishment, as well as the larger the
allocation provided to the first and the top three producing tour operators, the less interested the respondents
are in individual customers [X 2 = 14.5,DF=4,Sig=0.006; X 2 --48.5,DF=4,Sig =0.0;
X2 =23.7,DF =4,S ig =0.0001]. A wide range of reasoning is offered for accommodation establishments'
preferences for independent travellers, as described in Table 6.2. However, the title of the respondent
influences their desire to target individual clients. Accommodation establishments' proprietors or renters
understandably have a greater desire to accommodate more independent tourists, while managers demonstrate
a degree of reluctance [X'2 =9.4,DF = 1,S ig =0.002] perhaps due to the administration and operational load
that independent tourists create. Given the fact that the vast majority of small properties and "apartments"
which were reluctant to accommodate individuals are run by their owner, it can be assumed that the
determination of hotel managers against individual tourists is even greater.
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Table 6.1 Preference to independent tourists according to classification of accommodation establishments
A.1.1CAT Classification of hotels by D.2.2_PR PREFERENCE to INDEPEND tourists
D.2.2_PR
	 Page 1 of 1
Count
Row Pct Yes	 No
A.1.1CAT
1.0 2.0
Row
Total
631 57 6
LUX-A-BUNG 90.5 9.5 21.3
3 59 6 65
B Class 90.8 9.2 22.0
4 64 21 85
C Class 75.3 24.7 28.7
13 2 15
D-E Class 86.7 13.3 5.1
7 42 26 68
Appts-Pens-Room 61.8 38.2 23.0
Column 235	 61 296
Total	 79.4	 20.6	 100.0
Chi-Square	 Value
Pearson	 24.14502
Likelihood Ratio
	
24.22341
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 19.39683
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 3.091
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 -	 1 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 8
10
DF
4
4
1
( 10.0%)
Significance
.00007
.00007
.00001
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Table 6.2 Arguments for and against targeting independent travellers at accommodation establishments
Arguments FOR more independent travellers contributing Percentage
Individuals pay better prices 66.8%
Individuals pay cash at the end of their stay 39.1%
Better quality of customers 35.9%
Individuals reduce the dependence on tour operators 11.5%
Individuals have lower requirements 2.3%
Arguments AGAINST more independent travellers contributing Percentage
Rooms are given as allotment or commitment to tour operators 22.4%
Individuals have unstable length of stay and create operational problems 13.5%
Small size of the market. Is not worth trying to get the custom 11.5%
High seasonality of the market 9.9%
Note: Answers do not add up to 100% due to multiple responses.
As demonstrated, a number of arguments for and against targeting individual clients is posed, supported by
the perceived commercial and operational interests of the respondents. Qualitative research illustrates that
smaller and lower category properties, which tend to offer their entire capacity to tour operators through
commitment contracts, tend to be the last keen to increase the percentage of individuals they accommodate.
They suggest that their rooms are already allocated and therefore accommodating individuals will cause
overbooking, while they complain about the irregularity of independent clients and the possibility of having
a room vacant for a few nights. This is an indication of the short-sightness of many hoteliers, as they fail
to realise that often having a lower occupancy, may yield higher revenue, should a higher price is negotiated.
Larger and higher category hotels are more eager to accommodate individual customers, not only because
of the above listed benefits, but also due to the fact that they have adequate capacity to accept bookings from
various sources without creating overbooking problems.
The price charged to individuals is also a critical element expressing accommodation establishments'
preference. About 40.7% declared that they would normally charge individuals the "rack rate", without any
discount; 48% would offer a 10-20% discount on the rack rate; 8.3% would deduct 20-35%; and finally 3%
would offer the same prices to individuals with the ones offered to tour operators. Understandably,
interviewees emphasised that prices are more willingly discounted during the low season and very reluctantly
during the peak season. Discount rates often depend on the duration of customers' length of stay, the number
of people staying, and the frequency of custom. Loyal and frequent guests are valued highly, and are often
regarded as friends by entrepreneurs in smaller properties, and consequently they are charged accordingly.
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As demonstrated in Table 6.3, lower class properties tend to offer higher discounts to individual clients,
while higher class hotels are more reluctant to reduce a price, perhaps in order to maintain their prestige.
However, "apartments" and small properties, which rely heavily on commitment contracts and have very
low prices, tend to offer very limited discounts. The year of opening plays a statistically significant role in
the discount offered to individuals, with older properties offering higher discounts [X' =23.9,DF=9,
Sig=0.0041, due to the competition with newer and better designed ones. There is a certain degree of
correlation between the discounts offered to allotments in both the high and low seasons and the percentage
of discount offered to individual clients [R =--0.21,Sig =0.01], illustrating that hotels are willing to provide
discounts, on the condition that a regular supply of independent customers is provided. It can be concluded
that hotels welcome the individual custom as it helps them to increase their "average room rate". However,
as the industry relies on tour operators' clients, the system is geared towards their service, which effectively
makes hotels idle and unwilling to target irregular, seasonal and demanding, but lucrative, individual clients.
This is also a result of the distribution problems properties face and the lack of a mechanism to administer
and facilitate independent tourists' reservations, billing and follow-up. Hence a DICIRMS is expected to
increase the interest in individual travellers.
6.1.2. Selecting partners: accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies
The relationship between incoming travel agencies and accommodation establishments is a very close one,
in most destinations. As illustrated in section 2.3.3, incoming travel agencies are the local representatives
of tour operators, especially in the first phases of a destinations' life cycle. They often facilitate tour
operators' buying process, by accompanying contracting managers to properties and by assisting them in
negotiations. Alternatively or complementarily, incoming travel agencies can have an allotment directly with
hotels, which they then distribute to tour operators themselves. Consequently, they tend to have a small
allocation which they distribute to small tour operators, while they assist larger ones to make direct
arrangements with hotels. In most cases, both practices are followed, illustrating that incoming travel
agencies play a very powerful role at destinations, by providing an interface between tour operators and
accommodation establishments. Qualitative data illustrates that, from the hotels' point of view, incoming
travel agencies are regarded as facilitators to increase their occupancy, by providing them with appropriate
contacts and contracts, and by ensuring that the risk for tour operators' bankruptcy is minimised. In addition,
they expect them to act as their advisers on tour operator issues; forecast potential problems with partners
or their markets; and also support them in difficult periods by, for example, providing last minute bookings.
On the other hand, incoming travel agencies target hotels which can provide consistently reliable service;
offer prices acceptable to tour operators; have minimal overbooking; and never reduce tour operators'
allotments, if they fail to provide sufficient business in the low period. The weight of the factors for the
decision of local agencies and hotels to select their partners is analysed in the following paragraphs.
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
20 41 2 2
30.8 63.1 3.1 3.1
31 29 5 1
47.0 43.9 7.6 1.5
24 44 12 5
28.2 51.8 14.1 5.9
4 9 2 1
25.0 56.3 12.5 6.3
44 22 4
62.9 31.4 5.7
A.1.1CAT
1
LUX-A-BUNG
3
B Class
4
C Class
D-E Class
7
Appts-Pens-Room
Total
65
21.5
66
21.9
85
28.1
16
5.3
70
23.2
123
40.7
9
3.0
25
8.3
145
48.0
Value	 DF
Column
Total
Chi-Square
302
100.0
Significance
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Table 6.3 Discounts offered to individual customers by accommodation establishment category
A.1.1CAT Classification of hotels by D.2.3_PR Average PRICE FOR INDEPENDENT
Count
Row Pct
D.2.3_PR
Official Official Official Same pri
Price	 Price - Price - ce with
-10-20% -20-35% TOs
Pearson	 34.74996	 12	 .00051
Likelihood Ratio	 36.08372	 12	
.00031
Mantel-Haenszel test for 	 5.72437	 1	 .01673
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	
.477
Cells with Expected Frequency < S -	 6 OF	 20 ( 30.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 2
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6.1.2.1 Accommodation establishments' selection of incoming travel agencies
At the destination level, incoming travel agencies play a vital role in the promotion of accommodation
establishments, especially for the very small ones, which have no marketing expertise or budgets. Qualitative
research confirms that because they act as the tour operators' "right arm" at the destination, by selecting
properties; negotiating prices; paying bills; arranging the rooms allocated to tour operators' clients
throughout the season; and examining/troubleshooting all problems arising, it is more likely that
accommodation establishments are dealing with incoming travel agencies in almost every occasion where they
serve tour operators' clients. To a certain extent therefore, incoming travel agencies act as an interface
between accommodation establishments and tour operators. Their role is stronger in smaller properties and
underdeveloped tourism resorts, where it is not economically viable for tour operators to employ their own
personnel to undertake some of these functions. A wide range of criteria apply when hoteliers select the
incoming travel agencies they cooperate with. Most of these criteria are rated and ranked in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Criteria employed by accommodation establishments in selecting incoming travel agencies
Criterion Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Reliability and stability of ITAs 4.707 0.778 4.613 4.802
Promptness of payments 4.616 0.843 4.512 4.720
ITAs' organisation and punctuality 4.419 0.934 4.303 4.535
Tour operators represented by ITAs 4.378 1.117 4.242 4.514
Personal relationships with ITAs 4.312 1.009 4.188 4.435
Prices offered by incoming travel agencies 4.243 0.067 4.111 4.351
Good representation in exhibitions overseas 3.904 1.274 3.746 4.063
Number of tourists handled through ITAs 3.839 1.245 3.687 3.991
Number of tour operators represented 3.590 1.358 3.423 3.757
Notes: L kert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
Although 9.1% of the accommodation establishment respondents declared their willingness to cooperate with
every incoming travel agency which may propose an agreement, it is apparent that most of them tend to seek
a high security level, when selecting the agencies they cooperate with. Financial or business volume
considerations, such as prices, number of tour operators and tourists handled, are regarded secondary to the
security and stability issues. This is attributed mainly to their past experience, as they have often suffered
as a results by bankruptcies of incoming travel agencies and/or tour operators, and lost great sums. Despite
a general homogeneity between the criteria employed by hoteliers in order to select incoming travel agencies,
there are several small variations in the emphasis attributed to each criterion, depending on their
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characteristics, operational issues and respondents' personal characteristics. For example, category and size
often determine the type of relation and selection process between accommodation establishments and
incoming travel agencies. Qualitative research demonstrates that larger and higher category hotels have less
involvement with incoming agencies, as they normally negotiate and deal directly with tour operators, while
in contrast, smaller properties have a higher involvement with incoming travel agencies, as they depend on
them for bargaining and formulating conditions on contracts with tour operators. Often agencies are regarded
by smaller properties as local advisers, or even their salesmen and friends. In several cases small
accommodation establishments neglect to realise that incoming travel agencies have a certain role and
commercial interests to perform, which may contradict their own benefit.
The vast majority of accommodation establishments rated the first three criteria, namely incoming travel
agencies' reliability and stability, promptness of payments, as well as organisation and punctuality very
highly, illustrating unanimously their importance. There is little differentiation in the rating of different
characteristics from accommodation establishments. However, larger and higher category hotels tend to rate
the "tour operators represented by an incoming travel agency" criterion more highly when selecting an
agency [R=0.28,Sig =0.00001, and X2 = 32.4,DF =16,Sig =0.009 respectively]. This is because, on the one
hand, larger and higher category properties target certain tour operators, which have a larger market share
and higher volume of customers, yet on the other hand, they have to comply with exclusivity conditions
imposed by existing tour operators. In addition, the more tour operator clientele that hotels tend to
accommodate, the higher they rate this criterion [R =0.37,Sig =0.0]. Moreover, the personal characteristics
of respondents also have an influence as managers who represent the majority of the larger and higher
category hotel respondents, tend to rate this criterion higher than owners [V=9.7,DF=4,Sig =0.046]. This
is perhaps a result of their properties' needs as well as their better understanding of the tourism distribution
channel operations. Similarly, better educated respondents tend to rate this criterion more highly than their
counterparts [V=27.2,DF=20,Sig =0.1]. Several respondents, especially from larger and higher category
properties, suggested that any incoming travel agency is as good as the tour operators it represents at the
destination", illustrating the importance of this criterion. Qualitative research also indicates that apart from
the tour operator's brand name, accommodation establishments value their nationality as well, due to their
attempt to mix markets and create a more secured market basis.
Surprisingly, larger and higher category hotels rate personal relationships with incoming travel agencies
as a more important criterion for selecting an agency than their smaller counterparts [R =0.13,Sig =0.04;
X2 =49.7,DF=32,Sig =0.02]. This is probably as a result of informal business partnerships between
individual hotel managers and incoming travel agencies, where mutual assistance is appreciated. Although
"prices offered by incoming travel agencies" is an important criterion for all accommodation
establishments, the ones with greater seasonality (2-4 months) and the ones in the "D'-E— categories have
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a considerably smaller mean [3.6 and 3.5 respectively, in comparison with 4.2 for sample]. Qualitative
evidence shows that most of these properties refuse to cooperate with incoming agencies, as they feel that
they can achieve better prices by distributing their capacity directly to consumers. They also rate this
criterion more highly, due to their desire to increase their occupancy without compromising their profit
margin. In addition, as smaller properties cannot afford to participate in international tourism exhibitions
themselves, they rely on incoming travel agencies to represent the destination and attract both consumers
and travel trade to the destination region, and effectively to their hotel. Hence, they consider
"representation at the international exhibitions" as a slightly more important criterion than hotels of higher
categories ("Lux" and "A") which can, and normally do participate by themselves. Larger hotels tend to
rate the "number of tourists handled" by incoming travel agencies as a slightly more important criterion
than their smaller counterparts, as cooperating with an agency which handles a large number of tourists can
play a significant role in their occupancy levels and can also provide last-minute bookings in difficult
periods. Similarly, the higher the percentage of tour operator clients a hotel accommodates, the higher the
importance it gives to this criterion [R=0.16,Sig=0.008]. This is confirmed by interviewees' views that the
larger the volume of tourists an incoming travel agency handles at a destination, the more the customers it
can provide or divert to accommodation establishments, especially during the low occupancy periods.
Finally, smaller and older properties, as well as the ones with an overall lower occupancy rate, are more
willing to cooperate with any incoming travel agency requesting a contract, demonstrating their desperate
need for business.
6.1.2.2 Incoming travel agencies' selection of accommodation establishments
In most cases as described in section 2.3.3, incoming travel agencies take advantage of their destination
knowledge and the understanding of tour operators' needs, and make the initial accommodation establishment
selection which they consequently recommend to tour operators. In addition, they may reserve
accommodation on their behalf, and then distribute them to smaller tour operators or the ones with quite a
small programme at a destination, as well as to individual travellers and outgoing travel agencies. Incoming
travel agencies often offer financial assistance to accommodation establishments, especially in their
construction stage in exchange for long term contracts. This commonly used practice has been undertaken
by almost half of the respondents as in the past they have supported properties by providing loans or
advancements for future contracts. It is larger agencies, with a larger number of employees and outlets,
especially on developed islands, which can afford to follow such a practice. This practice also highlights
incoming travel agencies' support for increasing tourism supply, which enables them to reduce the prices
they can offer to tour operators. Understandably agencies which depend on inbound foreign tourists for their
clientele tend to be more willing to financially assist the construction of hotels, as they can utilise them for
their clients in a later stage. There is also qualitative evidence suggesting that properties financed by
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incoming travel agencies have a direct dependence on them, illustrating that agencies' power within the
tourism distribution channel is boosted in these cases.
Although the majority of incoming travel agencies only facilitate the identification of appropriate
accommodation establishments for tour operators, 67% had an allotment contract with hotels, ranging from
0 to 9,000 rooms [mean 496.6, STD =1322]. Moreover, 46% had commitment contracts with
accommodation establishments, for a range of 6 to 400 rooms, with one exceptional case of 4,000 rooms,
which raised the mean to 100 ISTD=497.2]. Evidently, incoming travel agencies are more reluctant to
arrange commitment contracts due to the risk involved. Two thirds of agencies which have allotment
contracts with hotels tend to be larger, employing more than 6 employees, while they concentrate their
operations on foreign inbound tourists [X 2 =10.2,DF=3,Sig =0.02 and X2 = 15.1,DF=2,Sig=0.0005
respectively]. Interestingly, incoming travel agencies located on developed islands tend to make allotment
contracts, in contrast with the ones in developing destinations, which tend to prefer commitment contracts,
as it is more difficult to secure appropriate accommodation in the high season, due to the insufficient bed
capacity. The criteria used by incoming travel agencies to select accommodation establishments are of high
importance, not only because of their allotments but also because of their authority to recommend properties
to tour operators. In addition, the rating and ranking of these criteria as summarised in Table 6.5, are also
useful for the design of a DICIRMS, which should ensure that properties which fulfil the following criteria
are presented accordingly.
Table 6.5 Criteria utilised by incoming travel agencies in selecting accommodation establishments
Criterion Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Cleanliness of property 4.891 0.362 4.800 4.981
Quality of service and professionalism of staff 4.797 0.443 4.686 4.908
Construction of buildings and maintenance 4.734 0.512 4.607 4.862
Minimum complaints by tourists 4.656 0.597 4.507 4.805
Location of property 4.631 0.762 4.442 4.820
Environmental preservation and sensitivity 4.375 0.845 4.164 4.586
Lower prices offered 4.365 0.789 4.167 4.564
Personal relationships with hoteliers 4.143 1.014 3.888 4.398
Higher commission for incoming travel agency 2.317 1.162 2.025 2.610
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 Very Unimportant - Very Important).
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As can be observed, almost all criteria utilised by incoming travel agencies are rated above the "important"
mark and they are central to their selection process. Naturally, cleanliness of property is emphasised as a
"very important" criterion by 91% of the respondents and therefore little differentiation between their
characteristics and rating can be expected. However, agencies which concentrate on inbound foreign tourists,
as well as older respondents emphasise this criterion more than their counterparts [R=0.22,Sig =0.08 and
R=0.4,Sig =0.001 respectively]. Moreover, quality of service and staff is also rated very highly, as 81%
believe that this is a "very important" criterion. Incoming travel agencies which are less satisfied with their
performance tend to rate this criterion marginally more highly [R=-0.25,Sig =0.06], perhaps because they
suffer more from the inconsistencies of service quality. In addition, managers in comparison with owners,
as well as older respondents, tend to overrate this criterion. The construction and maintenance of buildings
is increasingly becoming a more important criterion for incoming agencies, as customers place greater
emphasis on the design of the leisure facilities and the aesthetic harmonisation of accommodation
establishments with their environment. This is a tendency to be stressed by larger agencies with more outlets,
as well as managers in comparison with owners. Agencies which depend on their top three producing tour
operators for a high percentage of their clientele tend to overrate this criterion [R=0.34,Sig =0.03]. Having
minimum complaints by tourists not only increases customer satisfaction and therefore strengthens demand,
but it also reduces the work load for incoming travel agencies, as they have fewer problems to resolve.
Although traditional hospitality textbooks emphasise the role of a property's location as a prime factor in
hotels' appeal, respondents rate this issue in the middle of their criteria list. The needs of the leisure market,
where there is a longer length of stay, as well as a greater price consciousness, may be responsible for this
alteration in the holiday accommodation context.
Increasingly, incoming travel agencies are becoming more sensible and aware of accommodation
establishments' environmental preservation and sensitivity, as a reaction to the environmental
consciousness of consumers and the commitment of several international travel corporations to preservation
and sustainability. Qualitative evidence suggests that this is emphasised by incoming travel agencies
representing tour operators from countries with higher environmental awareness, eg. Germany, Holland and
Scandinavia. Moreover, customers' cost consciousness forces agencies to use a "lower prices" criterion in
selecting accommodation establishments. Evidently, the higher the percentage of international inbound
tourists an agency serves, the higher the importance it attaches to this criterion [R=0.21,Sig=0.09]. In
addition, incoming agencies in developed islands such as Kos and Rhodes overrate this criterion as they
depend primarily on high volume, low profit margin and mass tourism, and thus achieving lower prices is
vital for their competitiveness. This is confirmed as the ones which represent tour operators overrate this
criterion [V=9.3,DF=3,Sig =0.025].
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In addition, personal relationships with hoteliers also play an important role for several incoming travel
agencies, as mutual understanding and respect is required from accommodation establishments, especially
during periods with availability shortages. Although someone would expect smaller agencies, on smaller
islands to rate this criterion higher than their counterparts, there is little differentiation between their types
and categories. Surprisingly however, managers tend to rate this more highly than owners. Finally, the
"higher commission for incoming travel agencies" criterion is the least favoured on the list, not because
agencies do not seek as high commissions as possible, but because in most cases commission on
accommodation represents a very small part of their revenue structure and is regarded as peripheral to their
operations, as demonstrated in section 5.2.2. Qualitative evidence illustrates that the majority of incoming
travel agencies concentrate on identifying appropriate properties for tour operators, in order to be able to
promote their core products, namely transfers and excursions. The majority of respondents on developed
islands, which depend almost exclusively on tour operator clients such as Kos and Rhodes, underrate this
criterion, in contrast with respondents from developing islands. Evidently the small fraction of incoming
travel agencies which emphasise this criterion tend to occupy fewer employees [R =-0.3,Sig =0.02].
Qualitative research illustrates that these agencies have a diverse revenue structure and therefore value
commission overrides are higher than their counterparts.
Several additional criteria were illustrated by interviewees, namely hotels' reliability and overbooking record;
specific facilities such as swimming pools, refrigerators and air-conditioning; breakfast type and quality; age
and maintenance; location; safety standards and licence status. It was also emphasised that the criteria utilised
by incoming travel agencies are often determined by tour operators, as well as the rating for properties
obtained by customers' questionnaires. Moreover, respondents highlighted that tour operators from different
countries have dissimilar criteria, as for example Italian operators target expensive high quality properties,
Germans look for quality and value for money, while British value higher safety and cost competitiveness.
Therefore agencies have to identify accommodation establishments according to the needs and preferences
of the tour operators they represent.
Both qualitative and quantitative evidence suggest that incoming travel agencies are quite precise and
particular when selecting their partners. Most of the highly ranked characteristics refer to a reliable and
appropriate tourism product, while rooms prices and commissions as criteria are further down the list. This
clearly demonstrates to accommodation establishments that, should their product be adequate and appropriate,
they can negotiate the price and therefore improve their profitability. In addition, the aforementioned criteria
illustrate the qualities properties should demonstrate in their DICIRMS presentations, in order to appeal to
incoming travel agencies and other tourism distribution channel partners.
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6.1.3 Selecting partners: accommodation establishments and tour operators
The relationship between tour operators and accommodation establishments is central to this research, as it
underlines the entire distribution problem for SMTEs and the vulnerability of destinations in contrast with
the accumulated tour operators' inter-channel power. Sections 2.3.2 and 5.3 illustrate the role and
contribution of tour operators to accommodation establishments and destinations, while this section examines
the selection criteria utilised by the two partners to choose within the tourism distribution channel. It is
illustrated that the prime consideration for most hoteliers is to find a tour operator who can help them
achieve adequate occupancy, especially in the low period, while the security of their revenue is also a
primary consideration. On the other hand, tour operators seek properties to provide reliable and trouble-free
services at the lowest price, which would help them to offer inexpensive holidays in order to increase their
market share within their home market. In reality, the selection between tour operators and accommodation
establishments is determined by the demand and supply mechanisms in each destination. It is evident that
tour operators are prepared to tolerate several conditions at the first stages of a destination's life cycle, when
the accommodation supply is still low and basic. In contrast they are also forced to sacrifice numerous
criteria whenever there is inadequate demand to yield a profitable occupancy. The analysis of this section
illuminates some of the major causes of inter-channel conflicts, while it illustrates criteria both partners
would need to satisfy in order to facilitate their cooperation through a DICIRMS.
6.1.3.1 Accommodation establishments' selection of tour operators
The criteria utilised by accommodation establishments to select the tour operator they cooperate with is
perhaps the most crucial distribution mix issue which has direct implications on their profitability and
prosperity. Qualitative evidence indicates that as hoteliers rarely seek tour operators to cooperate with
actively, they tend to select from the ones which approach them. A wide range of considerations apply,
based on the market base of the tour operators, their financial position and stability, their size and the
orientation of their operation. Most of the factors mentioned by the respondents are illustrated in Table 6.6.
Qualitative research also confirmed that other criteria may apply as well, as 12.5% of the respondents raised
the issue of nationality as an important criterion in selecting tour operators, due to their differentiation on
requirements; seasonality; consumption patterns; expenditure per capita in "extras"; motivations; social
behaviour and price levels. Some interviewees highlighted the need to blend nationalities in order to spread
the risk between different markets, while they explained that exclusivity rights often prevent properties from
cooperating with a second tour operator from the same country of origin. Finally, 5.2% of the respondents
were prepared to offer a contract to any tour operator who would request cooperation, without examining
the following criteria in great detail. Most of them were quite small, keen to explain their distribution mix.
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Table 6.6 Criteria employed by accommodation establishments in selecting tour operators
ICriterion Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Tour operators' reliability and stability 4.873 0.423 4.822 4.924
Promptness of payments & deposits in advance 4.809 0.505 4.748 4.871
Coverage of allotment 4.605 0.691 4.519 4.690
Increase of occupancy in the low period 4.603 0.745 4.513 4.694
Many years of cooperation 4.405 0.795 4.307 4.502
Good organisation and punctuality 4.345 0.722 4.256 4.435
Prices offered by tour operators 4.266 0.903 4.155 4.377
Offer of commitment contract 4.096 1.218 3.964 4.216
Size of tour operator 4.092 1.062 3.960 4.224
Incoming travel agency suggestion 3.102 1.304 2.938 3.265
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important)
Cross tabulations between the criteria utilised by accommodation establishments and their characteristics,
capacities and location can prove that there is a fairly limited variation between their rating of tour operators'
qualities required. This is because most respondents rated almost all criteria very highly, mostly above the
"important" mark. Hence, there is a genuine consensus on the importance of these criteria and little
alterations are made in the decision making process of the accommodation establishment. As can be
observed, security of revenue and adequate occupancy are central concerns in the accommodation
establishment partners' selection mechanism, while the prices offered (or achieved) are further down in the
rating, illustrating that respondents are prepared to sacrifice their profit margins for higher security and
occupancy levels. Qualitative analysis illustrates that this is a result of the insecurity hoteliers sense, due to
numerous tour operator bankruptcies and consequent losses of money for services provided; the regulation
of prices by the GNTO; the fact that prices offered and accepted by different tour operators are ultimately
quite similar throughout the industry and to a certain extent determined by the major tour operators.
Consequently the majority feel that they cannot change the prices charged, but they can select a few tour
operators which would provide adequate occupancy or guarantee their income. This is also confirmed as only
few entrepreneurs, and evidently the most knowledgable, opposed to the wording of the question "prices
offered by tour operators", and suggested that the accommodation establishment offers the price.
Some small variations appear in the importance of the aforementioned criteria. For example, hotels of "A"
category and "apartments" place a fairly stronger emphasis on the prices factor, as a result of the
competition in these categories. Moreover, higher category properties also value the coverage of allotment
criterion more highly [X' =22.9,DF =16,Sig =OA], as most of their clientele arrive via tour operators, while
they rarely have commitment contracts. Furthermore, qualitative research illuminates that larger and higher
category hotels tend to disregard advice offered by incoming travel agencies, as they negotiate directly with
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tour operators and have a better knowledge of the international markets. In addition, managers with
postgraduate qualifications, often from abroad, rate incoming travel agencies' advice much lower than their
colleagues, while properties with higher marketing expenditure (more than 1 million drs) also tend to rate
incoming travel agencies' advice much lower than their counterparts [R =-0.13,Sig =0.07]. This is because
they probably have direct contact with tour operators and they also travel to international travel exhibitions,
where they can be informed about markets and tour operators more easily.
Finally, smaller and lower class properties, and especially "apartments", value the offer of commitment
contracts criterion quite highly, as they tend to be unwilling to make an agreement with tour operators,
unless a commitment contract is on offer [R =-0.15,Sig =0.02, X2 =55,DF=32,Sig =0.007]. This can
particularly be demonstrated by properties which do not currently cooperate with tour operators, as this
criterion is rated more highly [mean =4.9,STD =0.3]. In addition, very seasonal hotels, which operate for
2-4 months, value the commitment criterion more highly than their counterparts, while the all-year-round
operating ones tend to underrate this criterion [mean =4.8,STD =0.5 and mean =3.8,STD =1.3 respectively].
However, there is a negative correlation between respondents' rating of their satisfaction levels with the
performance of their enterprise, and commitment contract criterion [R =-0.24,Sig =0.0002]. This may be
a result of the massively discounted nature of the commitment contracts, which reduces the levels of
satisfaction, as well as due to the fact that managers, especially of higher category properties ("Lux" and
"A" category), which tending to rate their satisfaction quite highly, are less keen on commitment contracts.
Qualitative research indicates that as far as the size of tour operators is concerned, accommodation
establishments tend to regard smaller and less well-known tour operators as more risky and attribute a
greater possibility to bankruptcy or a merger, although they recognise that smaller tour operators exercise
lower pressure on prices. In addition, some interviewees highlighted that smaller and non-vertically
integrated tour operators have no direct interests in other hotels locally, and therefore they would treat all
properties in a fair manner.
Qualitative research also demonstrates that several additional issues of negotiation between accommodation
establishments and tour operators are taken into consideration by hoteliers when selecting tour operators.
Interviewees explained that price negotiations are central in their decision making process, as illustrated in
sections, 1.2.5, 2.3.2 and 5.1, where the mechanisms and regulations of price formulation are demonstrated.
On the one hand, hotels attempt to improve their profit margins while tour operators, and particularly the
larger ones, aim to minimise the accommodation cost in order to offer competitively priced packages and
increase their market-share. Accommodation establishments often fail to achieve the desirable price levels
in their negotiations with tour operators, as demonstrated in Table 6.7, where the average annual increase
is demonstrated against the increase of operational cost described in Figure 1.4. In addition, due to their
inability to utilise alternative distribution channels to promote and distribute their products, hotels simply
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try to minimise their loss by accepting the higher price offered by tour operators. Consequently, they tend
to blame tour operators for the formulation of a cartel and oligopsonistic situation, where price levels are
discussed and predetermined by tour operators, and hence kept consistently to a minimum.
Table 6.7 Accommodation establishments' price average annual increase on tour operators' contracts
Prices Increase Frequency Accumulative
0-5% 23.8% 23.8%
5-10% 37.6% 39.8%
10-15% 28.4% 30.1%
15-20% 5.9% 6.3%
The pricing issue is closely linked with the risk distribution between each member of the tourism
distribution channel. Different contract types, as discussed in section 2.3.2.1, as well as alternative
distribution options offer different degrees of security for accommodation establishments. Naturally, the
higher the degree of risk undertaken by tour operators, the lower the price they are willing to pay and vice
versa. Smaller and lower class properties, and especially apartments, fear that unless they offer the entire
property to one tour operator, they will never manage to achieve profitable occupancy levels during the low
season. Since most of them are very small, they often allocate the entire property to one tour operator, in
most cases with a commitment contract. Cooperating with a single tour operator on the one hand reduces
the operational difficulties, and hopefully, secures income, but on the other hand, it makes hoteliers idle and
unable to promote their product to other markets, reduces their negotiation power and makes them totally
dependent on this particular tour operator and its market. Small properties are afraid of changing the tour
operators they cooperate with, while they have low negotiation power. Consequently, they often end-up in
an oligopsony situation, where they are unsatisfied, but idle and unwilling to improve their competitiveness.
Larger and higher category hotels, which cooperate with several tour operators are in a better negotiation
position, as they can alter the allocation between tour operators.
Moreover, one of the most important elements of negotiations are the amounts and dates of deposits and
cash advancements, as accommodation establishments regard tour operators' deposits as the only indication
of dedication to promote a hotel. These deposits are vital for newer properties which, as they often need to
pay mortgage instalments. Another area of negotiation is the currency of contracts and payment. As the
drachma is a fairly soft currency and suffers fluctuations, hoteliers try to sign contracts in foreign currency
(Divanis,1994). Despite accommodation establishments undertaking the currency fluctuation risk, in most
cases it is in their favour, as destinations' currencies tend to be devalued more often than those of the
countries of origin of the tourists. Greek hoteliers are usually prepared to accept lower price increases, which
essentially cover the inflation of the country issuing the currency, and hope that the depreciation of the
drachma will overwhelm the inflation rise. However, only 6.7% have contracts in foreign currency, and are
mainly hotels of higher categories. In addition, the issue of exclusivity is also central to the negotiation
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between accommodation establishments and tour operators, especially for larger properties as it essentially
limits the right of hoteliers to offer allocation to competing tour operators. This may exclude some or all
other tour operators who originated from the same country/market as the first one, and it is utilised by tour
operators in order to prevent their consumers comparing prices in different brochures and also in order to
project a strong corporate identity once the client arrives at the property. About 603% grant exclusivity
rights to tour operators. Exclusivity is normally requested by larger tour operators as well as the ones N4. ho
have a large allocation within a hotel property, while it is usually accepted by smaller properties. Larger
hotels are reluctant to offer exclusivity, unless tour operators pay a premium or offer guaranteed occupancy.
In 1994, exclusivity rights were pronounced illegal by the German AMT, as they were seen to work against
the competition levels in the marketplace (Robinson, 1995).
Qualitative analysis illustrates that the presentation of an accommodation establishment in tour operators'
brochures is becoming a profound point of negotiation, as tour operators negotiate the size and place
allocated to a property in their brochures. Certain properties pay for premium presentation, while others
offer a further discount on their prices. On several occasions hotels are charged a fixed amount per season
as tour operator representatives' expenses, or alternatively they are requested to provide free
accommodation for representatives. In addition, other operational issues are negotiated, such as the
composition and type of breakfast and meals; free drinks upon arrival and welcome meetings; number of
changes of linen and towels per week; charges for children staying in parents rooms; day use charges; and
duration of release period, when accommodation establishments are free to sell their rooms, should they not
be required by tour operators. Finally, new properties are often assisted by tour operators to finance part
of their construction costs. About 11.6% of the respondents have received some type of financial assistance
from tour operators. In return, they may offer commitment or guarantee contracts for several years, often
with reduced prices. This is normally the case with new properties, built in the last decade, which were
regarded as less credible by banks or which tried to avoid the prohibitive mortgage interest rates.
In general, hotels follow a pessimistic approach, as they feel that cooperating with tour operators is the only
method to achieve a reasonable occupancy, although they tend to feel trapped, as they realise that they have
very limited power within the tourism distribution channel. They often admit that they cooperate with a tour
operator simply because it was the "only one who offered a contract" or even it was the one "who responded
to our pleas", while a few interviewees claimed that "prices are fixed by market mechanisms" and therefore
are not negotiable. Accommodation establishments also highlight tour operators' control over the islands'
accessibility through charter, direct and inexpensive flights, and therefore feel powerless to initiate new
distribution channels to promote their products. They tend to adopt quite a conservative selection process
in minimising the risks involved in the current tourism distribution channel, rather than a positive approach
seeking the channels and the partners which would enable them to maximise their revenue and profitability.
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6.1.3.2 Tour operators' selection of accommodation establishments
Tour operators select a wide range of accommodation establishments to promote through their brochures.
The analysis of their selection process and criteria illuminates this area and illustrates the qualities which
properties should demonstrate within CRSs and DICIRMSs. Tour operators feature a very wide number of
accommodation establishments in their brochures yearly. As far as respondent tour operators are
concerned, this figure varied from 5 to 5,000 properties (mean =752.8,STD =1414.4). Not surprisingly, the
larger the tour operators, the more hotels they feature in their brochures as there are strong positive
correlations between the number of holidays organised, the number of different types of brochures produced,
the total marketing budget and the amount of accommodation establishments included in their brochures
[R=0.99,Sig =0.0; R =0.74,Sig =0.002; R=0.99,Sig =0.0 respectively]. As expected, vertically integrated
tour operators which have a strategic alliance with airlines and outgoing travel agencies tend to cooperate
with more properties [R=0.54,Sig =0.05 and R=0.49,Sig =0.07 respectively]. Also the ones which have
a higher accommodation contribution in their Oackage cost, feature more properties in their brochures than
their counterparts [R = 0.58,S ig =0.03].
Hotels are contracted on an allotment or a commitment basis, as explained in section 2.3.2.1. Tour
operators contract on average 82.9% (STD 25.4) of their rooms on an allotment basis, while the remaining
17.1% (STD 25.4) is acquired on a commitment basis for the entire season. There is a tendency for smaller
operators, which utilise charter flights and charge higher prices, to contract a higher percentage of their
accommodation establishments on an allotment basis. In contrast, there is a statistically insignificant tendency
for tour operators offering packages at lower prices to have a higher percentage of commitment contracts
[R =-0.43,Sig =0.17]. Medium-sized tour operators tend to have a relatively higher percentage of
commitment contracts due to their pressure to offer competitively priced packages. As they lack the
bargaining power of their larger counterparts, they have to increase their risk in order to achieve similarly
low accommodation prices. In addition, there is a weak negative relationship between accommodation's cost
contribution to the package price and the percentage of committed accommodation used, indicating that the
more the commitment contracts a tour operator has, the less contribution it makes to the price of its package.
There is a consensus among the vast majority of tour operators that finding suitable accommodation in
Mediterranean destinations is more than "Fairly Easy" [mean =4.2, STD =0.8, 95% Confidence Interval
3.75-4.68 in a 1-5 Likert Scale: Very Difficult - Very Easy] as a result of the established operation of most
tour operators in the region, as well as the oversupply of accommodation establishments. Little differentiation
can be observed in the rating of this variable and tour operators' characteristics. However, a wide variety
of criteria is utilised by tour operators in selecting properties for their programmes, as analysed in Table 6.8.
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Table 6.8 Criteria employed by tour operators in selecting accommodation establishments
Criterion Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Cleanliness and hygiene of hotels 4.518 0.746 4.315 4.722
Price of rooms and services of hotels 4.370 0.896 4.126 4.615
Location of hotel 4.352 0.756 4.145 4.558
Quality of services at hotels 4.241 0.799 4.023 4.459
Building construction and maintenance 4.093 0.830 3.866 4.319
Facilities and services offered at hotels 4.055 0.878 3.816 4.295
Demand by repeaters for hotels 3.833 1.129 3.525 4.141
Food and beverage services 3.685 1.130 3.377 3.994
Years of cooperation with hotel 3.500 1.128 3.192 3.808
Exclusivity in the hotel 3.434 1.435 3.039 3.829
Uniqueness of the hotel 3.389 1.204 3.060 3.717
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
There is a greater variation of criteria utilised by tour operators to select accommodation establishments.
Almost unanimously tour operators rate the cleanliness and hygiene of accommodation establishments as
the most important criterion. Thus no statistically significant relation between the characteristics of tour
operators and this criterion is found. The price of rooms and services of accommodation is the second
most important criterion, which expectedly is rated higher by larger/mass tour operators, underlining their
"high volume-low profit margins" strategy. Surprisingly, though, there is no statistically significant
relationship between the average package price sold by tour operators, and their ratings on this criterion.
In addition, qualitative evident suggests that many tour operators attempt to maintain a fairly standardised
level of prices, led by the price levels consumers are willing to pay for the entire package, and hence
negotiate mercilessly in order to achieve prices which "they feel they can sell to their customers". Several
interviewees commented that this is often achieved by paying the "inflation of the country of origin plus the
devaluation of the destinations' currency". In addition, they highlighted that the discounts offered to other
tour operators are critical for their competitiveness and thus smaller ones attempt to gain similar prices with
the ones achieved by their larger counterparts which have greater bargaining power. They also explained
that often they use high discounted rates offered by other local accommodation establishments as a
negotiation tool for other properties in the area, while they suggested that ultimately demand and supply
determine the level of contract prices.
Although, traditional hospitality textbooks place location as accommodation establishments' most important
attribute, tour operators rate it third in order. This is perhaps related to the cost orientation of the leisure
market and especially the attempt of large/mass tour operators to provide inexpensive packages, which often
under-value quality criteria. However, there are no other apparent statistically significant relationships
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between their characteristics and their rating of this criterion. The accommodation establishments' service
quality is also a very important criterion as 87% of the respondents rated it above the "important" mark.
There is no statistically significant relationship between its rating and the characteristics of tour operators,
and hence surprisingly smaller and specialist ones do not rate this criterion more highly than their
counterparts. Relevant to the previous criteria, the building construction and maintenance is rated quite
highly, as 84.6% rate this criterion more than "important" and therefore there is little differentiation between
them. Not surprisingly however, there is a positive relationship between the average price charged per
package and the rating of this criterion [R =0.24, Sig =0.09], indicating that tour operators charging higher
package prices are exceedingly cautious about their choices of properties' buildings. Facilities and services
offered at accommodation establishments are just rated above the "important" line criterion, although there
is no statistically significant relationship between the characteristics of tour operators and their rating of this
criterion.
Moreover, demand by repeaters for accommodation establishments is on average regarded as a less than
"important" criterion by tour operators. This underlies the accusations by hoteliers that tour operators try
to redirect their regular customers to alternative destinations or properties. Hoteliers explained that "tour
operators attempt to dictate tourism demand in order to increase their negotiation power, as well as to
discourage tourists from visiting the same destination twice, in an attempt to sell more local excursions".
There is a negative relationship between the number of different brochure types and the rating of this
criterion [R =-0.49,Sig =0.05], indicating that consumers' preference for an accommodation establishment
is more critical for smaller tour operators than for larger ones. Equally, the food and beverage services
seems to play a less than "important" role, while there is a positive relationship between the percentage
which accommodation contributes to the package cost and the rating of this criterion [R =0.33,Sig =0.03],
signifying that tour operators who pay a higher price to accommodation establishments, expect and request
higher quality food and beverage services. This is not reflected in the price of the package or in the size and
characteristics of tour operators. The years of cooperation with a particular accommodation establishment
receive also a fairly low rating, as tour operators fear that unless they keep their prices down, they would
not be able to promote their packages successfully. In addition, the more years they cooperate with a
property the more likely it is that it needs renovation and that newer properties would provide better
facilities. Surprisingly, smaller tour operators do not rate this criterion more highly than larger ones. There
is a weak tendency for more senior respondents, such as company owners and chief executives, to rate this
criterion more highly, perhaps because they realise the value of building and maintaining relationships within
the tourism distribution channel. Although exclusivity in an accommodation establishment is often a
prerequisite for tour operators to formulate contracts with a particular property, on average it is rated slightly
higher than "average importance". There is a tendency also for fiercely competing large/mass tour operators,
which rate this criterion as a very important one, while small and medium-sized ones rate it as "unimportant"
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since they do not have the power to request exclusivities in most cases. Similarly, there is a positive
relationship between tour operators' clients transferred by charter flights and the rating of this criterion
[R=0.28,Sig =0.04]. Finally, the uniqueness of the accommodation establishment is rated as the last
criterion by tour operators, confirming that their interests lie in quantity, rather than the quality of
accommodation. Tour operators seem not to appreciate the need for branded hotels, as it reduces their
negotiation power, increases the package price and even more importantly, prevents them from selling their
packages as their own branded products. Although one would expect smaller/specialist operators to have a
dissimilar attitude, it seems that most of them prefer undifferentiated accommodation establishments.
Consequently there are no statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of tour operators
and their ratings on this criterion.
Qualitative research confirms that several additional factors are negotiated between tour operators and
accommodation establishments. Tour operators often support hotels' development by lending money to
develop properties, as prepayments for future contracts. Although, the majority of the respondents [57.4%]
never undertake this practice, a further 13% suggests that it is a frequent phenomenon, while a further
29.6% would finance the completion of an property only if they face "limited supply at the destination".
These arrangements assist hoteliers to finalise their premises in the most difficult period of the project. On
the other hand, they have several implications for the property and the destination, as they tend to commit
accommodation establishments in long term, underpaid contracts. This not only reduces properties' income
but also forces the prices down for the entire destination, as it generates oversupply. Larger/mass tour
operators are more likely to finance the development of properties, as they normally have excess cash
availability. Respondents explain that they normally follow this practice only when shortage of supply keeps
prices up and offers limited choices, while the ones which use a high percentage of charter flights to
transport their clientele tend to finance accommodation establishments more readily than their counterparts.
Furthermore, the currency in which contracts are issued plays a critical role for both the risk and profit
margin available. A mixture of practices are followed by tour operators, depending on the two perspective
currencies under negotiation, the risk involved from fluctuations, and the bargaining power of the negotiating
parties. A 44.6% of the respondents pay accommodation establishments exclusively in the destination's
currency, a further 44.4% pays in both currencies depending on the negotiation outcome, while a 7.4% pay
in foreign (ie place of origin) currency, while a further 5.6% was uncertain. Qualitative evidence suggests
that there is a slight tendency for larger tour operators to pay in the destination's currency, while smaller
ones are inclined to pay in foreign currency, in order to achieve competitive rates with their larger
counterparts. Moreover, charges for tour operators' representatives at destinations are often negotiated.
Hitherto, tour operators could request hospitality or subsistence for their representatives within a property,
but recently they introduced charges for representatives on contracts. Although, the majority of the
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respondents (60.4%) still do not charge a fee for their representatives, 9.4% do, while a further 20.8% only
charge in some destinations and 9.4% were uncertain. Middle and large-sized ones tend to pursue this
practice more often, while it seems that the country of origin is the most critical factor determining whether
they charge for representatives. Only 13.7% of the British tour operators charge occasionally, while this
practice is better known in Scandinavian and Northern Europe.
As can be noted from the above analysis there is relatively little differentiation between the criteria utilised
by tour operators in selecting accommodation establishments. Apart from cleanliness, price emerges as the
second most important criterion. In addition, it can be observed that the quality of facilities, services, food
and beverage services and all other aspects are rated as less important criteria. This is often the reason for
customer complaints, as the final product does not match their raised expectations. It is also surprising that,
despite a vague emphasis on the price criteria by large/mass tour operators, and a tendency by smaller ones
to emphasise accommodation establishments' quality elements, there is very little differentiation in the
criteria utilised by different types of tour operators. However, very few statistically significant correlations
support these arguments entirely.
6.1.4 Selecting partners: accommodation establishments and outgoing travel agencies
Direct relations between accommodation establishments and outgoing travel agencies are largely under-
utilised as hotels in leisure destinations have little or no contact with agencies at the place of origin, and vice
versa. The norm is to cooperate via tour operators who arrange holiday packages and distribute them via
outgoing travel agencies. Hotels tend to feel that it would be impossible to approach outgoing travel agencies
due to their geographical spread. On the other side, outgoing travel agencies feel that they can identify all
accommodation establishments throughout the world, should there be specific demand, while they believe
that the information they currently have about properties is more than sufficient to satisfy their clientele.
Both partners tend to agree that unless there is some specific demand, a cooperation would not be viable.
However, the analysis is influenced by the fact that only British outgoing travel agencies are examined. As
in the majority of the Southern European countries the differentiation between outgoing travel agencies and
tour operators is a vague one, there are plenty of business opportunities and potentials to activate a direct
channel between outgoing travel agencies and accommodation establishments, which can be facilitated
through the development of a DICIRMS. This section illustrates the criteria in selecting partners by both
sides, although hoteliers seem unable to differentiate between the concept and operation of tour operators
and outgoing travel agencies.
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6.1.4.1 Accommodation establishments' selection of outgoing travel agencies
The vast majority of accommodation establishments in leisure destinations rarely cooperate with outgoing
travel agencies directly and as there are few tour operators in the southern European countries, they find it
enormously difficult to conceptualise the difference between outgoing travel agencies and tour operators.
When interviewees were asked in the pilot study about their outgoing travel agency selection criteria, they
either replied that they do not cooperate directly or they felt that there is no difference between outgoing
travel agencies and tour operators. As a result, this part is only based on qualitative inferences emerging
exclusively through the interviews.
In the context of most leisure destinations including tourism in the Aegean islands, this relationship is limited
in the provision of a room to requesting outgoing travel agencies from overseas, for a standard 10%
commission. Occasionally, a cooperative effort may be established on a temporary basis, should an agency
intend to make arrangements for a conference or incentives group. Therefore there is not any specific
targeting or any policy in selecting outgoing travel agencies, while similar criteria to the ones applying for
tour operators are followed. The "rule of thumb" in the industry is that, subject to availability, a hotel would
provide rooms at rack rate with a "flat commission" to outgoing travel agencies. Discounts or higher
commission rates can be negotiated for the low season or when customers are staying for an unusually long
period. However, as this type of contract is not regarded as being a long term partnership, the only
determinant of cooperation normally employed is whether a full prepayment is deposited in the
accommodation establishment's bank account. To a certain extent, hotels appreciate the potentials emerging
from further collaboration with outgoing travel agencies, although they feel that the logistics of cooperation
under the current structure of the industry are troublesome. Perhaps the development and operation of a
DICIRMS would facilitate a closer collaboration for mutual benefits.
6.1.4.2 Outgoing travel agencies' selection of accommodation establishments
As this research draws on the outgoing travel agency sample exclusively from Britain, inevitably it is quite
a rare phenomenon for these agencies to make arrangements directly with accommodation establishments,
due to the developed network of tour operators providing a wholesaling facility for most leisure destinations.
As illustrated in section 2.3.1, the majority of outgoing travel agencies would undertake any commissionable
travel arrangement and therefore would be willing to contact accommodation establishments in order to
request availability and rates and consequently, make reservations, should a customer's requests not be
satisfied with an existing holiday package. About 83% of the respondents confirmed this principle, by
accepting that they undertake individual leisure arrangements. There is no statistically significant relationship
between outgoing travel agencies willing to arrange individual leisure packages and their types, ownership,
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size or orientation, demonstrating that most outgoing travel agencies are willing to make individual
arrangements upon request. A range between 10 and 2,400 individually arranged holidays per year were
sold, often involving direct bookings to accommodation establishments [mean =641,STD =815.5].
Inevitably, agencies which make a higher number of individual bookings tend to concentrate on the business
market while they tend to sell a lower percentage of packages to their leisure travellers.
When outgoing travel agencies were asked whether they would be interested in increasing the share of
independent trips they organise, they were "quite interested" [mean =4, STD =0.94, 95% Confidence
Interval 3.7-4.3, in a Likert Scale 1-5 "very uninterested-very interested"]. Respondents in larger outlets,
which employ more personnel and have more selling desks tend to overrate their interest [R=0.30,Sig =0.05
and R=0.43,Sig =0.04 respectively], as they occupy adequate personnel and space to deal with the
supplementary work load involved in independent travel arrangements. In addition, a slight and statistically
insignificant tendency can be detected for outgoing travel agencies which concentrate on business travellers,
as well as the ones which sell a smaller percentage of package holidays to their leisure market, to overrate
their interest. About 66.7% of the respondents suggest that they are interested in increasing individual
arrangements because of the new consumer requirements trends. This is particularly supported by the ones
which offer a small percentage of package holidays to their leisure tourists as well as outgoing travel
agencies' front-line and branch managers in comparison with executives. In addition, 45.8% felt that
providing individual arrangements for hotels and other tourism products can yield higher commissions and
profit margins, while a further 8.3% suggested that individual arrangements assist in promoting ancillary
services offered by outgoing travel agencies, such as car rental or special insurance policies. In contrast, a
small proportion of outgoing agencies (6.7%) felt uninterested in increasing their share for individual
arrangements, because this would require extra effort, would target a different clientele from their own and
would require currently unavailable information.
Outgoing travel agencies which serve almost exclusively the leisure market, as well as the ones which offer
a very high percentage of package holidays, tend to be reluctant to make independent arrangements.
Interviewees revealed several major reasons for the reluctance of agencies to make direct independent
arrangements with hotels. The most important is the time required to identify independent suppliers, as well
as the high communication costs to contact tourism suppliers abroad. Respondents also felt that they could
jeopardise their commission, should they provide independent travel products from tourism suppliers that
they have never cooperated with before, while they felt that independent suppliers may be unreliable and not
deliver the agreed services. They also illustrated that on the one hand, there is very little demand for such
services, while on the other hand, at least one tour operator would cater for customers' requirements through
a package. Finally, reluctant agencies explained that there is insufficient return for the effort required and
therefore they would divert prospective individual tourists to packages which could satisfy their needs.
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Typically the majority of outgoing travel agencies making individual arrangements with accommodation
establishments prefer to make reservations with easily accessible hotel chains or consortia, rather than
independent properties. On average 62% of reservations are directed to a hotel chain and only 38% is
directed to independent hotels. Qualitative research illustrates that there is a slight tendency for outgoing
travel agencies, which belong to chains, to use hotel chains, while smaller ones with fewer outlets are
prepared to identify independent properties satisfying their customers. Familiarity and quality standards with
an accommodation establishment chain; knowledge of standardised booking procedures; guarantee of
commission and punctual payment; an established clearance system and avoiding paying commissions to
banks; central negotiation of corporate discounts; availability of marketing and promotional material;
effortless communication with a reservation centre either through a free or local charges telephone line;
accessibility through a CRS or a GDS; and finally reliable service are some of the factors explained by the
interviewees which influence their decision to make reservations with accommodation establishment
chains, rather than independent properties. The vast majority of these issues can be addressed through
the development and operation of a DICIRMS, which would enable independent hotels to reverse their
strategic disadvantage and enable them to highlight their differentiation as an asset, rather than a handicap.
Several criteria are utilised by outgoing travel agencies to select accommodation establishments, as
demonstrated in Table 6.9. As can be observed, a very close rating is offered for most of these criteria,
demonstrating their mutual importance in the decision making process.
Table 6.9 Criteria employed by outgoing travel agencies in selecting accommodation establishments
Criteria Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Quality of service 4.537 0.305 4.362 4.711
Price of rooms and services 4.302 0.708 4.084 4.520
Guarantee for commission 4.279 0.825 4.025 4.533
Knowledge of property 4.214 0.717 3.991 4.438
Facilities and services offered 4.143 0.647 3.941 4.344
Location as a criterion 4.136 0.734 3.913 4.360
Higher commission rates 4.071 0.866 3.801 4.342
Specific destination 3.767 0.868 3.500 4.035
Having comprehensive information 3.762 0.850 3.497 4.027
Previous experience of the supplier 3.634 1.043 3.305 3.963
Notes: Likert Sàle -5 Very Unimportant - Very Important).
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The majority of the aforementioned criteria are rated very highly by outgoing travel agencies when selecting
travel suppliers for their independent leisure travellers. Not surprisingly, the quality of service of
accommodation establishments is in the first position of the criteria utilised by outgoing travel agencies, as
they concentrate on satisfying their customers' needs and expectations. There is a tendency for agencies
which concentrate on leisure travel to emphasise the quality element in selecting accommodation
establishments [R =0.32,Sig =0.04]. Finally, it seems that front-line managers and branch managers tend
to highlight this criterion more than executives, illustrating that their involvement with customers drives them
to seek quality rather than higher rewards. As leisure travel has a higher elasticity of demand, price of
rooms and services is also an important criterion for prospective tourists to select hotels and therefore it
is highlighted by respondents. Independent and smaller agencies with fewer outlets tend to be slightly more
concerned about prices, as they appreciate that due to their small size they do not have sufficient bargaining
power over tourism principals. It is quite apparent that the only reward for outgoing travel agencies is their
commissions and therefore most of them rate the commission guaranteed criterion above the "important"
mark. As several respondents have experienced unpaid commissions when dealing with properties, there is
a reluctance in the market place. Better educated respondents have a tendency to overrate this criterion, while
there is no statistically significant relationship with any of the outgoing travel agency characteristics.
Personal knowledge of a property is also important for most respondents, as they feel more secured to
recommend a property where they have had a satisfactory experience themselves. This is highlighted more
by smaller agencies with fewer employees and selling desks who tend to overrate this criterion [R = -
0.44,Sig =0.004 and R =-0.57,Sig =0.007 respectively]. Similarly, older respondents, as well as the ones
with lower academic qualifications, have a statistically insignificant tendency to rate it more highly than their
counterparts.
Facilities and services offered are also an important criterion as consumers become more sophisticated and
demand specific amenities. This criterion is used more often for business travellers, as outgoing travel
agencies which concentrate on the leisure and package markets are inclined to underrate this factor. Although
location has been regarded as the most important attribute of accommodation establishments, it only rates
sixth in outgoing travel agencies' criteria. There is a slight, but statistically insignificant tendency, for larger
outgoing travel agencies operating more outlets and having more employees to overrate this criterion. In
addition agencies, and especially larger ones operating more outlets, declared the level of commission rates
as an important criterion for choosing an accommodation establishment [R =0.22,Sig =0.1], perhaps due to
their practice to promote almost exclusively travel products which provide them with override commissions.
This is illustrated, as there is a positive relationship between the percentage of package holidays promoted
to their leisure market and their rating [R =0.34,Sig =0.04], while younger respondents tend to overrate this
method of selecting properties [R = -0.32,S ig =0.04].
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Unless customers request one specific destination, outgoing travel agencies would be disinclined to select
a property because of its destination. Especially as some summer destinations are substitutable, respondents
rate this criterion below the "importance" mark, although there is a positive relationship between this
criterion and the percentage of leisure travellers outgoing travel agencies serve [R =0.4,Sig =0.007],
illustrating that the majority of tourists are fairly determined about the destinations they wish to visit.
Unexpectedly low rating is also accorded to the available information criterion. This is perhaps as a result
of outgoing travel agencies' beliefs that they can identify information for every property available, while as
hitherto most information required by prospective tourists is provided in tour operators' brochures, agencies
are less involved in provision of supplementary information about destinations or properties. Respondents
with higher education tend to rate this criterion slightly higher than their counterparts. Finally, the least
important of the criteria utilised by outgoing travel agencies is previous experience of a supplier. This is
because there are only a few which have experiences of a very large number of accommodation
establishments. Nevertheless, this criterion often affects negatively the selection of a principal, as problems
have arisen in the past or clients have been dissatisfied in previous collaborations. As anticipated, this
criterion is overrated by larger outgoing travel agencies, with many outlets [R=0.3,Sig =0.05], which
operate with a wide spread of tourism suppliers, while it is underrated by smaller ones which have fewer
experiences from tourism suppliers due to the size of their operation. Similarly, this criterion is highlighted
by agencies which belong to tour operators' corporations, as well as by front-line and branch managers in
comparison with executives.
In conclusion, often outgoing travel agencies stimulated by consumers requests, use the decision variables
of their clients to select accommodation establishments and other independent tourism services. Mainly they
address the quality of services and facilities, in conjunction with prices charged and the guarantees for their
commission. Apparently, most of these criteria are rated as quite important and there is little discrepancy
between outgoing travel agencies rating and their characteristics. Nevertheless, the relationship between
outgoing travel agencies and hotels is expected to play a more important role in countries with pre-mature
tourism markets, such as the Southern European countries. As tour operators play a less dominant role in
these regions, there is a great possibility of building direct links between outgoing travel agencies and hotels.
The aforementioned criteria provide guidelines for the information and assurances accommodation
establishments have to provide through a DICIRMS, in order to attract outgoing travel agencies' custom.
In addition, these systems can provide an efficient mechanism which would enable a closer and more
efficient collaboration with mutual benefits. A certain degree of disintermediation would therefore enable
outgoing travel agencies and accommodation establishments to increase their profit margins and ultimately
offer direct and flexible services to consumers, and satisfy the new tourism demand trends.
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6.1.5 Selecting partners: incoming travel agencies and tour operators
Moving to relationships between members of tourism distribution channels, the partnership between tour
operators and incoming travel agencies is a very powerful one, as incoming travel agencies act as
representatives for tour operators and tend to be in charge of almost the entire range of their activities at a
destination. As illustrated in section 2.3.3, incoming travel agencies are often involved in identifying
appropriate accommodation establishments, organising transfers for tourists, arranging excursions and special
events, as well supervising the tourism product delivery at their destination level, and therefore they play
an instrumental role in the appropriate delivery of the total tourism product. Until recently, Greek law
requested that every company operating in Greece must have a native travel agency delegate, in order to be
represented to the authorities. Since the introduction of the Single European Act, this law was suspended and
thus some tour operators undertake several local handling activities themselves or integrate local incoming
travel agencies into their corporation. The qualitative analysis illustrates that incoming travel agencies tend
to be more experienced, better educated and very knowledgable about the main markets and tour operators.
They can understand the requirements of both tourists and tour operators, as well as communicate them to
local SMTEs, while they can inform tourists and tour operators about the local cultural, social, and
environmental issues. Hence, the tour operator-incoming travel agency partnership is a critical one in the
tourism industry, as it operate as an interface between the local tourism industry and the international tourism
distribution channel.
6.1.5.1 Incoming travel agencies' selection of tour operators
Naturally, the majority of incoming travel agencies are keen to represent as many tour operators as possible,
due to their desire to increase the volume of inbound tourists handled by the agency in order to increase both
their direct revenue and negotiation power over the local tourism industry. Not only do incoming travel
agencies depend for most of their revenue on charging services per person, and therefore volume of
customers is a very significant factor for their profitability, but also their power at a destination depends
heavily on the tour operators they represent. In addition, incoming travel agencies are eager to represent well
known and respected tour operators, as they establish their image both locally and internationally. However,
they are primarily concerned with the financial position of each tour operator they represent, as several
recent bankruptcies in countries of origin resulted in losing great sums. Incoming travel agency interviewees
highlighted that due to the oversupply of agencies at a destination, tour operators are in a more privileged
position to select them, while fierce competition at the local level makes most agents dependent on the tour
operators they cooperate with. However, several interviewees claimed that an informal "gentlemen's
agreement" is in operation, as incoming travel agencies refrain from attempting to seduce tour operators
represented by their counterparts at the destination, and instead they try to approach and attract new ones.
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A range between 0 and 50 tour operators is currently represented by incoming travel agency respondents.
As the research targeted particularly agencies which regularly cooperate with tour operators, only 23% had
no cooperation with any tour operator. The average number of tour operators represented by each incoming
travel agency, which represents tour operators, is 8.7, while it is fairly uncommon to find agencies with
more than 10 tour operators. Naturally, the more an incoming travel agency concentrates on inbound foreign
tourists, the more operators it seems to represent at a destination [R =0.41,Sig =0.0006], while a similar
tendency can be observed for agencies with a larger number of outlets, as well as a higher marketing budget
[R=0.24,Sig=0.05 and R=0.25,Sig =0.04 respectively].
About 50% of incoming travel agencies which do not cooperate with tour operators declare that they do
not wish to do so, while the remaining 33% have been trying unsuccessfully to attract new tour operators
and a further 17% have not decided yet whether they would like to initiate cooperation. Incoming travel
agencies who do not represent tour operators tend to operate only one outlet, located on one island, while
they concentrate on ancillary services such as car rental, currency exchange and some form of outbound
tourism. Most incoming travel agencies (76%) meet tour operators at major international tourism fairs, such
as ITB and WTM, while in several cases (61%) tour operators visit incoming travel agencies at their office
at the destination in order to explore the opportunity of a cooperation. It is common practice (49%) for
incoming travel agencies to be introduced by their counterparts which operate in other destinations, while
visiting tour operators' offices produces partnerships for 45% of the respondents. Personal relationships, as
well as mail communication are used to identify new tour operators for cooperation by about 30% of
incoming travel agencies, while 16% get contacts through recommendations by hoteliers. Table 6.10
illustrates the criteria employed by incoming travel agencies in selecting tour operators for collaboration.
Table 6.10 Criteria employed by incoming travel agencies in selecting tour operators
Criteria Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Reliability and stability of tour operators 4.962 0.192 4.909 5.015
Promptness of payments & deposits in advance 4.887 0.375 4.783 4.990
Years of cooperation 4.481 0.671 4.294 4.668
TO's organisation: accuracy and system 4.327 0.734 4.123 4.531
High demand in the low period 4.321 0.976 4.052 4.590
Size of TO and volume of tourists arriving 4.038 1.283 3.681 4.396
Prices offered by tour operators 3.667 0.841 3.430 3.903
Suggestion by hoteliers 2.538 1.364 2.159 2.918
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important)
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A wide range of criteria is utilised by incoming travel agencies in selecting tour operators. Greater emphasis
is placed on security issues rather than on the direct impact on their profitability. They are quite
undifferentiated in rating the above criteria, as there is a consensus that they are of equally great importance.
Invariably they rate reliability and stability of tour operators as a "very important" criterion for selecting
their partners, as a large amount of bankruptcies in the last decade have forced incoming travel agencies to
be conscious of the reliability of their partners. Similarly, they are extremely concerned with the tour
operator's promptness of payments and deposits, as they attempt to maximise their security. Incoming
travel agencies prefer to be paid punctually by tour operators, while deposits indicate tour operators'
commitment to one particular destination. This criterion is emphasised to a greater extent by older as well
as better educated respondents. Mutual understanding and respect builds up gradually and therefore the years
of cooperation criterion is regarded quite highly amongst incoming travel agencies, especially the ones
which depend on the top three producing tour operators for the majority of their clientele. In addition, the
organisation of a tour operator and in particular their ability to perform systematically and accurately is
also regarded as an important criterion, emphasised by younger respondents.
High demand in the low period is requested by incoming travel agencies, not only in order to maintain
good relationships with accommodation establishments, but also because revenues from excursions and
ancillary services depend heavily on tourist volumes throughout the season. Interviewees highlighted that
providing sufficient business in the low season is pivotal to their relationships with hoteliers. It also has great
impacts on their negotiation power locally and their ability to influence properties' policy during overbooking
periods. Thus maintaining high volume of tourists for the entire season is pivotal to the profitability and
power of incoming travel agencies. This criterion is highlighted by agencies which rate their satisfaction
levels quite low [R =-0.22,Sig =OA], as well as older respondents. Similar reasoning is attached in the next
criterion, which assesses the size of tour operators and the volume of tourists they represent. Larger
agencies, with a larger number of outlets and inbound tourism orientation attempt to attract larger tour
operators, which can provide more volume of tourists, in order to maximise their profitability. Incoming
travel agencies operating throughout the country highlight this criterion, as they can benefit from a number
of resorts. The prices offered for services at the destination are on average rated as less than "important"
criteria, not only because prices tend to be standardised and predetermined by tour operators, but also
because most agencies are volume, rather than profit margin oriented enterprises. However, the more
dissatisfied an incoming travel agency is with the performance of its organisation, the more emphasis it
attaches to this criterion [R =-0.21,Sig =0.1]. This rating is similar with hotels' rating of prices, as a
criterion in selecting tour operators. There are fairly rare situations when a hotelier recommends incoming
travel agencies to tour operators. This is the case when a well established hotel proposes a local agency to
a tour operator in order to undertake all transfers and handling requirements. Suggestion by hoteliers is
underrated, especially by larger incoming travel agencies with more outlets [R=-0.24,Sig =0.07], operating
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in various destinations. In addition, the larger the percentage of inbound foreign tourists an incoming travel
agency serves, as well as the higher the marketing budget it has, the lower it tends to rate this criterion [R =-
0.23,Sig=0.1 and R=-0.35,Sig =0.02 respectively]. This is understandable, as larger agencies which serve
almost exclusively the inbound market, tend to know the market better than accommodation establishments
and utilise an established network of tour operators. Finally, smaller incoming travel agencies [15% of the
respondents] with fewer outlets and local operations are more willing to cooperate with every tour operator
requesting a collaboration, while a further 2% would assess the nationality of tour operators and
customers in the criteria used to select tour operators. All incoming travel agencies declaring their
willingness to represent every possible tour operator, have some sort of cooperation with tour operators
already, while interviewees explained that it is advisable to build a geographically spread portfolio of channel
partners in order to spread the risks involved between several markets.
The above criteria illustrate clearly that incoming travel agencies attempt to maximise the volume of tourists
they handle locally without compromising the security and reliability they request from their tour operator
partners. Prices and profit margins are rated below the "importance" line, illustrating the "high volume-low
profit margin" policy of incoming travel agencies. Although this strategy is similar to the one followed by
accommodation establishments, it is clearly incompatible with the differentiation strategy adopted in this
thesis, and to a certain extent it is responsible for the damage caused to destinations' economic and
environmental benefits from tourism, as explained in section 1.2.6. A re-examination of incoming and
outgoing travel agencies' strategy in selecting their partners needs to be undertaken, in order to enable them
to increase their profitability at the micro level and the benefits of tourism on the destination at the macro
level.
6.1.5.2 Tour operators' selection of incoming travel agencies
The cooperation of tour operators with incoming travel agencies is often initiated by using their established
contacts (64.3%) within the marketplace to identify suitable partners, as well as personal recommendations
(64.3%) by other channel members, while tour operators may also meet incoming travel agencies when
visiting a destination (42.9%) or in international tourism fairs (28.6%) such as the WTM or ITB. As there
is no particular pattern between the method tour operators use to contact incoming travel agencies and their
characteristics, it seems that they use these methods to select incoming travel agencies according to each
particular destination and situation. Tour operators expect incoming travel agencies to perform a variety of
roles as demonstrated in Table 6.11. Evidently, the most important part of their involvement is the
organisation of all types of transportation within a destination, while the facilitation of operations and local
representation are additional tasks.
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Table 6.11 Tour operators' expectations of incoming travel agencies
Role expected to perform Percentage
Transfers organisation 86.7%
Excursions organisation 80.0%
Representation for clients 73.3%
Locate appropriate accommodation 73.3%
Handling of reservations 66.7%
Complaint handling 60.0%
Liaison with local officials 60.0%
Negotiate and contract accommodation 33.0%
Note: Multiple answers-percentages do not add up to 100%.
Qualitative analysis illustrates that although the vast majority of tour operators expect incoming travel
agencies to undertake the transfers, it is mainly larger ones which give responsibility to incoming travel
agencies to organise local excursions for their clients. In contrast, some small tour operators feel that this
is a major part of their product and consequently, are actively involved in organising local excursions. In
addition, incoming travel agencies often play the role of representative for tour operators' clients, especially
for small and medium-sized operators, as larger ones have a team of their representatives at each destination,
performing this task. Location of suitable accommodation is another task required by all types of tour
operators, while the majority of smaller and medium-sized ones expect incoming travel agencies to do the
handling of reservations, ie provide reservation vouchers for hotels and group lists for airport authorities,
as well as supervise the accommodation allocation process. Although all types of tour operators expect
incoming travel agencies to undertake complaint handling, especially as far as the communication of a
complaint to a local tourism provider is concerned, it is smaller ones which do not have a comprehensive
team of representatives at the destination, that emphasise this point. Similarly, smaller tour operators tend
to rely on incoming travel agencies for the task of liaison with local destination officials, while a number
of mainly medium and large ones expect incoming travel agencies to negotiate and contract accommodation
on their behalf, especially in small properties and appartments, where proprietors can better trust a local
agent who is speaking their language rather than a foreign contractor.
Moreover, several criteria are utilised by tour operators to select partner incoming travel agencies for
each destination they operate. As incoming travel agencies represent tour operators at the destination, their
reputation at the market is linked directly with their handling agents. It is not surprising therefore that on
several occasions, tourism principals suggested that they would not cooperate with certain tour operators,
just because they disliked their local incoming travel agency. Table 6.12 describes the criteria utilised by
tour operators in selecting local incoming travel agencies.
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Table 6.12 Criteria employed by tour operators in selecting incoming travel agencies
Criteria Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Reliability and stability of ITAs 4.438 0.823 4.199 4.676
Price of handling fee and transfers 4.170 0.842 3.923 4.418
Handling of complains 4.125 1.064 3.816 4.434
Quality of coaches and transportation 4.083 1.028 3.785 4.382
Long term relationships 3.896 0.973 3.613 4.178
Ability to identify appropriate accommodation 3.851 1.179 3.505 4.197
Organisation and handing of excursions 3.771 1.116 3.447 4.095
Ownership/personal relationships with ITAs 3.633 1.055 3.330 3.936
Ability to negotiate contracts with ACCs 3.587 1.326 3.193 3.981
Representation of other tour operators 3.271 1.067 2.961 3.581
Number of outlets at destination 2.667 0.950 2.384 2.950
Notes: L kert Scale 1-5 Very Unimportant - Very Important
The above criteria illustrate that similarly with incoming travel agencies, tour operators emphasise the
reliability and prices offered by incoming travel agencies but tend to underrate several other operational
criteria, illustrating that there is a high degree of substitution between available incoming travel agencies at
destinations. Tour operators rate the reliability and stability of incoming travel agencies as the most
critical criterion for selecting their partners. About 89.6% rate this criterion above the "important" mark,
as incoming travel agencies are often responsible for the bill settlements with local principals. There are no
statistically significant relationships between their characteristics and the rating of this criterion. Second
criterion is prices of handling fee and transfers charged by incoming travel agencies, as they also
contribute to the price of the final package. Not surprisingly, larger tour operators rate this criterion more
highly than smaller ones, as they tend to be more price conscious. Hence there is a positive correlation
between the number of holidays sold yearly, the number of representatives employed, and the rating of this
criterion [R=0.23,Sig =0.1 and R =0.26,Sig =0.1 respectively]. Moreover, complaint handling and the
ability of incoming travel agencies to offer an acceptable solution efficiently is also rated as an important
criterion, as 81.3% of tour operators rate it above the "important" mark. Incoming travel agencies act as
intermediaries and interface between tour operators and local tourism suppliers, and therefore their timely
intervention can resolve customer complaints, having direct impacts on the experiences of holiday-makers.
Smaller tour operators rate this slightly higher than larger ones, as they often use incoming travel agencies'
employees as representatives, and therefore depend more on them for assisting their clients. As local
transfers is one of the main incoming travel agency services to tour operators, quality of coaches and
transportation is another vital criterion to select an incoming travel agency. About 83.3% of respondents
rate this criterion above the "important" mark, and hence there are no statistically significant relationships
with tour operators' characteristics. Smaller tour operators tend to appreciate more the long term
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relationships with incoming travel agencies, and therefore rate this criterion higher than their counterparts.
This is confirmed, as there is a negative relationship between the rating of this variable, and the number of
holidays organised annually, the number of their employees and representatives, as well as the number of
different brochures produced [R=-0.3,Sig=0.04; R =-0.26,Sig =0.07; R =-0.33,Sig =0.03; R =-
0.47,Sig =0.09 respectively]. This is also a result of the specialised character of smaller tour operators'
tourism product, which needs more intensive involvement from incoming travel agencies, and thus improves
over the years. It also it illustrates that smaller tour operators tend to be more loyal to their incoming travel
agency partners.
In addition, unexpectedly, the ability of incoming travel agencies to identify appropriate accommodation
is rated more highly by larger tour operators serving a larger number of holidaymakers yearly
[R=0.27,Sig=0.07]. One would expect that since larger tour operators employ specific contracting
managers, they would not rely on incoming travel agencies to identify suitable accommodation
establishments. However, qualitative analysis demonstrates that, as small operators tend to specialise in few
destinations, they have a more direct contact with hoteliers as well as a better knowledge of the area, and
hence they are able to identify properties by themselves. Excursions at the destination contribute to
consumers' satisfaction, while they enhance the income of both tour operators and representatives through
commissions. Therefore the organisation and handling of excursions at a destination is quite an important
criterion for tour operators in selecting their partners. Larger operators have a slight tendency to rate this
criterion more highly, as small/specialists are often more active in organising excursions by themselves,
although, there are no statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of tour operators and
their ratings on this criterion. Tour operators' ownership or personal relationships with incoming travel
agencies tend to be less important criteria. Similarly with the long term relationships, smaller operators tend
to rate this criterion higher, as they take personal relationships into consideration more than their larger
counterparts. Consequently there is a negative relationship between holidays sold per year, the number of
different types of brochures printed, number of representatives at the destination and their rating of this
criterion [R=-0.3,Sig=0.04; R =-0.66,Sig =0.007; R =-0.32,Sig =0.04 respectively]. As incoming travel
agencies often negotiate contracts with accommodation establishments on behalf of tour operators, they
rate this criterion as quite important. Qualitative research confirms that smaller operators place their
emphasis on services received, rather than negotiating for lower prices, while they build personal
relationships with hoteliers. Hence they prefer direct negotiations with the properties they co-operate with.
Moreover, exclusivities in tour operator representation by incoming travel agencies are more critical than
accommodation establishments, and thus representation of other tour operators is a critical criterion for
in selecting incoming travel agencies for cooperation. Representing large and respectable tour operators
offers high credibility for an incoming travel agency both at the destination and internationally, although it
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may prevent them from attracting competing operators. Large/mass and fiercely competing tour operators
take this criterion seriously. Smaller ones often avoid being represented by an incoming travel agency which
also represents large operators, as they feel that their special requests and character would be neglected.
There is no clear pattern in the respondents' answers and therefore no statistically significant relationship
can be observed between the characteristics of tour operators and their rating. Finally, the number of an
incoming travel agency's outlets at a destination is rated as an "unimportant" feature for tour operators'
selection process. Although this effectively determines the contact points between holidaymakers and tour
operators, they disclosed that representatives often meet customers in hotel lobbies. This is an equally
effective communication and selling method, as the higher the number of representatives employed, the less
highly this criterion is rated [R =-0.31,Sig =0.05]. The negative relationship between the number of tour
operators' employees and the importance attributed to this criterion, as well as the positive correlation
between the average price per package and the rating of the number of incoming travel agencies' outlets
criterion [R=-0.26,Sig=0.07 and R=0.32,Sig=0.03 respectively], indicate that smaller tour operators,
which do not necessarily use representatives in resorts, tend to rate this criterion more highly than their
counterparts.
In conclusion, apart from stability and reliability, tour operators rate price of services as the most important
determinant for cooperating with incoming travel agencies. Several other service quality criteria are taken
into consideration while larger tour operators emphasise incoming travel agencies' role to identify and
negotiate suitable accommodation for them. Not surprisingly, smaller tour operators value long term and
personal relations more highly than larger ones, as they appreciate more the importance of a personal
relation development in the tourism distribution channel. Evidently, there is an emerging trend lately for
operators to purchase local incoming travel agencies or to establish their own, in order to benefit from
vertical integration, represent their company in a uniform way and achieve further economies of scale at the
destination. About 45.8% believe that they should develop incoming travel agencies at various
destinations, in contrast with 43.8% which believe that the service they receive is adequate, at reasonable
prices, and therefore there is no reason to start an incoming travel agency at destinations. A further 10.4%
expresses uncertainty. As anticipated, larger tour operators are more positively disposed in this matter, while
the ones which have alliances with other operators are more inclined to initiate their local handling agencies.
In addition, the country of tour operators' origin plays some part in this decision as it affects the regulatory
environment for such expansions, and the propensity of enterprises to expand geographically. However,
several interviewees claimed that they would not attempt any expansion of this nature because it would be
harmful for their partners at destinations.
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6.1.6 Selecting partners: incoming travel agencies and outgoing travel agencies
There is hardly any established cooperation between incoming travel agencies and outgoing travel agencies
on a regular basis. Qualitative research illustrates that ad-hoc agreements are made whenever the opportunity
arises, through customer requests. These requests normally come from countries with an immature tour
operator industry, such as Italy or Spain, where outgoing travel agencies tend to arrange tailor-made
itineraries for travellers, by devising excursions incorporating hotels and other local services. In this case,
an ad-hoc agreement is made between outgoing and incoming travel agencies and eventually it may grow
into regular cooperation. Partners can identify each other through industry indexes, where incoming travel
agencies, outgoing travel agencies, tour operators and accommodation establishments as well as their main
activities and characteristics are summarised.
6.1.6.1 Incoming travel agencies' selection of outgoing travel agencies
Different incoming travel agencies would have varying levels of interest in cooperating with outgoing travel
agencies, depending on their operational orientation, as described in sections 2.3.3 and 5.2. Incoming travel
agencies representing a large number of tour operators would more likely be reluctant to cooperate with one
ad-hoc request for collaboration, in contrast with smaller ones which would probably regard it as an
opportunity for market development. Incoming travel agencies rarely need to select outgoing travel agencies,
as they normally have to interact with tour operators as intermediaries. In most cases therefore there are no
established selection criteria between the two partners. Qualitative analysis and discussions with interviewees
demonstrated that the criteria of incoming travel agencies in selecting tour operators, can also be reflected
in their decision making process, whether to cooperate with an outgoing travel agency or not. Security of
both bookings and money, as well as reliability of an outgoing travel agency, are central issues and therefore
heavy deposits would normally be required in the first instances of a cooperative effort. The seasonality of
outgoing travel agency customers is also of great importance, as it is more likely that almost any clients from
any outgoing travel agency would be accepted in the low season. In the high season, when occupancy rises
and availability becomes scarce, tour operators' clients have a priority, despite the fact that they may pay
much less than individuals or groups, because they are regarded as the main revenue source for incoming
travel agencies.
6.1.6.2 Outgoing travel agencies' selection of incoming travel agencies
Similarly, the field research in British outgoing travel agencies illustrated that they contact incoming travel
agencies very rarely, only for arranging holiday itineraries which are unavailable through tour operators or
other channel members based at the place of origin. This can be a specially arranged holiday or trip, such
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as conference or incentive tourism. Should leisure travellers have specific requests, outgoing travel agencies
may communicate with incoming ones through tour operators, by passing all requirements on to the
destination, or alternatively they may correspond directly with them. Interviews demonstrated that there is
a lack of established criteria for outgoing travel agencies when selecting incoming agencies, apart from the
ones utilised to select other partners, such as reliability, and previous experience from an incoming travel
agency. Customers' satisfaction is the ultimate criterion for the selection of partners in the distribution
channel, and it is followed in this case as well. In general however, outgoing travel agencies attempt to avoid
direct communication with channel members at destinations, as the lack of an established communication
mechanism increases the cost and the complexity of transnational collaborations. The introduction of a
DICIRMS would hopefully facilitate a closer cooperation between these channel partners and would enable
the production of specialised tourism products through collaboration.
6.1.7 Selecting partners: tour operators and outgoing travel agencies
Despite the fact that the next tourism distribution channel pair to be examined is based entirely at the place
of origin of the tourists, the relationships between tour operators and outgoing travel agencies are becoming
increasingly more critical for the distribution of tourism products, due to the vertical integration observed
in the marketplace, as explained in section 2.3. This affects not only the competitiveness of outgoing travel
agencies and tour operators, but it also has profound implications for the tourism principals who rely on
these partners for the promotion and distribution of their products to their final markets. Qualitative analysis
demonstrated that both smaller outgoing travel agencies and tour operators suffer severe implications
emerging from the constantly increasing degree of the tourism industry's vertical integration, which has taken
various forms of unfair competition and barriers. Apart from cases where outgoing agency outlets are
dedicated to selling exclusively their parent tour operators, such as in Scandinavian countries, ownership of
multiple outgoing travel agencies by tour operators in the UK or vice versa in Germany, signifies the
expanding trend for each of the outgoing travel agency chains to promote their parent organisations (Smith
and Jenner,1994). Until recently, outgoing agencies belonging to German tour operators, had exclusivity
agency arrangements which prohibited the racking of other operators' brochures (Bywater,1994,p.83).
Smaller and independent outgoing travel agencies often attempt to increase their competitiveness by offering
specialised and personalised products, while they reinforce their independent associations, such as the
NAITA and ARTAC. However, they are dependent on larger tour operators, as they have a stronger brand
name, consumer awareness, comprehensive selling support and appeal to the mass market, while they can
afford to pay override commissions and provide educational trips. On the other side, large tour operators
which control the vast majority of the market in northern European countries, enjoy a well established
outgoing travel agency retailing network which often is part of their organisation. In contrast,
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smaller/independent ones struggle to have their brochures racked and distributed through outgoing travel
agencies. This is due to the fact that multiple outgoing agencies, controlled by large/mass tour operators,
are reluctant to distribute or even accept reservations for smaller tour operators, unless they are not
competing with their in-house tour operators and offer override commissions of 17-18%, which inevitably
make this distribution method uneconomical (Kirker,1994,p.66; O'Conne11,1994,p.3). This vertical
integration issue attracted the attention of the British Office of Fair Trading (OFT), which undertakes
investigations into whether outgoing travel agencies' ownership by tour operators constitutes anti-competitive
behaviour through discriminatory commission payments, or by withholding brochures and directional selling.
The first OFT ruling was against further action, ie referring the inquiry to the Monopolies and Mergers
Commission, due to the relatively large number of operators and agents, the low barriers to entry and the
evidence of vigorous competition which provides tourists with "good value for money" holidays
(T7'G,1994c,p,5). This essentially was the result of the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (1989,p.48)
enquiry on the case of Horizon's merge with Thomson. The OFT decision was received with scepticism and
triggered complaints by independent/small tour operators and outgoing travel agency bodies such as AITO,
ARTAC and NAITA, which threatened to take the case to the European Commission (Cohen,1994b,p.5 and
Kirker,1994,p.66), forcing the OFT to re-open the case (Noakes and Quinton,1995).
In the following paragraphs the criteria utilised by outgoing travel agencies and tour operators in selecting
their channel partners are outlined, while some insights into the function of these partners are provided,
based on both quantitative and qualitative analysis of data obtained from the British industry. A similar
situation is expected to occur in most northern European countries. However, due to the immaturity of the
southern European tourism industry, as well as the relatively smaller distinction between travel agencies and
tour operators, the level of competition is lower and some of the criteria discussed may be inapplicable.
6.1.7.1 Tour operators' selection of outgoing travel agencies
The criteria utilised by tour operators in selecting outgoing travel agency partners are analysed in this
section, illustrating that different types of operators place dissimilar weight on their criteria. In principle,
every tour operator is pleased to receive reservations from any legitimate outgoing travel agency, although
they tend to differentiate outgoing travel agencies according to their "yield", ie volume of bookings per year,
location, presence in neighbouring outgoing travel agencies and other criteria. As a result, differentiated
rewards and treatment are offered, such as override commissions, educational trips, joint promotions and
marketing and guaranteed supply of brochures. In return, outgoing travel agencies may include tour
operators in their preferred group and offer preferential brochure racking and directional selling by travel
consultants. Thus despite the major principle that "everybody distributes everybody", in reality close
associations are formed, supporting mutual business interests and convenience.
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As briefly explained in paragraph 5.3.1, tour operators use three major ways to distribute their products,
ie multiple outgoing travel agencies and independent ones, as well as directly to the public. In most cases,
there is overlap between these sources, while different tour operators follow different strategies. In general,
British respondents claimed that an average of 26% (STD =35) of their holidays are distributed via multiple
outgoing travel agencies, 32.5% (STD 32.5) via independent outgoing travel agencies and a further 41.5%
(STD=42.3) directly to the public. These results overestimate the role of independent outgoing travel
agencies and direct sales in distribution. This is because the respondents include a disproportionate number
of small/specialist tour operators, who traditionally use these distribution channels more than their
counterparts. Keynote (1994,p.21) estimates that 46% of the 1993 British air inclusive tours were booked
in the four major multiple outgoing travel agencies, while Josephides (1994b) and Kirker (1994,p .66) suggest
that this figure exceed 50% of all holidays sold. Not surprisingly larger/mass tour operators distribute the
majority of their holidays through multiple outgoing travel agencies, as there is a strong positive correlation
between the number of tour operators' representatives and the percentage sold through multiples
[R=0.53,Sig =0.09 respectively]. In addition, tour operators horizontally and vertically integrated with other
operators and airlines tend to distribute their products through multiples. This is natural as most multiple
outgoing travel agencies belong to large/mass tour operator corporations, and hence they promote their
organisation while yielding commission savings. In contrast there is no statistically significant relationship
between tour operators' characteristics and the contribution of small/independent outgoing travel agencies
to their distribution, signifying that all types of tour operators use small/independent outgoing travel agencies
to distribute their products. Qualitative research illustrates that as multiple outgoing travel agencies request
override commissions to distribute tour operators' holidays, smaller ones tend to associate with
smaller/independent and often local outgoing travel agencies in order to promote their products. The vast
majority of small/specialised tour operators sell most of their holidays directly to the public, as they have
established direct relationships with their customers. Tour operators which have strategic alliances or
ownership of other operators, airlines and outgoing travel agencies distribute a much smaller percentage of
their holidays directly to the public than their counterparts.
Furthermore, the number of outgoing travel agencies distributing a British tour operator's holidays
varies widely between 0 to all 7,000 ABTA members [mean =1685.4, STD =2071.3]. As anticipated, the
larger the tour operator, the more the outgoing travel agencies being used to distribute its holidays, as there
is a positive relationship between the number of holidays sold yearly, the number of brochures printed, the
number of employees and representatives occupied and the number of outgoing travel agencies distributing
its product [R=0.84,Sig =0.0001; R =0.87,Sig =0.00005; R =0.81,Sig =0.002; R=0.9,Sig=0.0005
respectively]. Consequently, it is quite clear that, although large/mass tour operators use the vast network
of all available outgoing travel agencies, and therefore have a diverse distribution mix, smaller/specialised
operators need to rely on a small network of local agencies and direct sales in order to distribute their
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products. The issue of commission rates is of importance here. Qualitative research indicates that the vast
majority of tour operators suggested that their standard commission is 10%, while most of them admitted
paying override commission on a confidential contract basis. Several interviewees explained that the rate of
override commissions varied according to the sales history or the volume of holidays sold through each
outgoing travel agency; their ability to generate custom in the low season; outgoing travel agencies'
preference and directional selling; the clientele segments served; the outgoing travel agency availability and
competition in a region; and the membership of a "partnership club", while it is determined by the
achievement of pre-arranged targets, set in negotiations between tour operators and outgoing travel agencies.
Tour operator respondents suggested that their maximum commission varies between 10% and 14%,
although there is no statistically significant relationship between their characteristics and commission rates.
Smaller ones explained that they refuse to pay the requested override commission rates demanded by
multiples, which can reach up to 17-18% as reported by Kirker (1994,p.66).
Moreover a wide range of criteria are used by tour operators in selecting outgoing travel agency partners
for the distribution of their products, as illustrated in Table 6.13. In general, qualitative research illustrated
that tour operators have a set of relatively vague and more relaxed criteria than outgoing travel agencies
would, so as to distribute their products. As long as an outgoing travel agency is an ABTA member, tour
operators are quite happy to respond to availability requests and bookings. However, they tend to be very
careful in selecting their preferred outgoing travel agencies, which they target with a package of benefits
such as overrides, educational trips, guaranteed supply of brochures and marketing material, as demonstrated
in Thomson's "Club 1 Thousand" (Noakes,1995e,p.6).
Table 6.13 Criteria employed by tour operators in selecting outgoing travel agencies
Criteria Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Reliability and stability 4.083 1.379 3.207 4.959
Promptness of payment 4.000 1.348 3.143 4.857
Understanding of brochure 3.833 1.403 2.942 4.725
Location of outlets 3.750 1.357 2.888 4.612
Market share - Quantity of holidays sold 3.667 1.371 2.796 4.538
Fair display of brochures 3.333 1.303 2.506 4.161
Number of OTA outlets 3.250 1.357 2.388 4.112
No criteria - every OTA welcome 2.833 1.697 1.755 3.911
Ownership by other tour operator 2.333 1.231 1.551 3.115
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important)
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Table 6.13 illustrates that the majority of criteria are rated below the "importance" mark, illustrating that
unlike most other relations examined in the tourism distribution channel, this partnership is fairly "relaxed".
The reliability and stability of an agency is naturally listed as the most important criterion. Smaller tour
operators, which sell less package holidays yearly, produce fewer brochure copies and employ fewer staff
and representatives, seem considerably more sensible about this criterion [R=-0.9,Sig=0.00005; R=-
0.9,Sig=0.00008; R =-0.84,Sig =0.0006; and R =-0.94,Sig =0.00002 respectively]. This is probably due
to their tendency to rely on a smaller number of outgoing travel agencies for their product distribution, as
well as due to the fact that they would not be able to survive a potential bankruptcy of a partner. In contrast,
vertically integrated tour operators, which have alliances with other tour operators, outgoing travel agencies
and airlines, as well as the ones which transport the majority of their holidaymakers by charter flights [R=-
0.53,Sig=0.07], underrate this criterion. As explained in section 2.3.2.4.1, tour operators depend for a
considerable percentage of their profit margin on interest earned, and therefore promptness of payment
constitutes an important criterion for them, as not only does it contribute to their cash flow but also has
direct implications for their profitability. Similarly with the above criterion, smaller tour operators which
serve fewer holidaymakers yearly, print more brochures and employ fewer staff and representatives, tend
to highlight this criterion [R = -0.87,S ig = 0.0002; R = -0.87,S ig =0.0003; R = -0 .82,S ig =0.001;
R=0.87,Sig =0.0005 respectively]. Moreover, the higher the percentage of tour operators' clients flying on
scheduled flights, the more they highlight this criterion [R=0.52,Sig=0.08]. This is perhaps as a result of
smaller the cash flow problems faced by tour operators, as well as their need to increase their profit margins.
In addition, some interviewees explained that larger tour operators have established automatic fund transfer
procedures, facilitated by their computerised systems, which minimise payments delays.
Several more criteria are rated below the "important" mark. Understanding of brochures formulates a very
critical criterion, especially for smaller/specialist ones which promote distinctive tourism products. Tour
operators serving a smaller number of tourists yearly, printing fewer brochures, as well as the ones
employing fewer personnel and representatives tend to overrate this criterion [R =-0.8,Sig =0.002; R=-
0.79,Sig =0.002; R = -0.78,S ig =0.003; R = -0.75, Sig =0.007 respectively]. In addition, operators which have
a high brochure-distributed/bookings-made ratio and the ones which under-utilise charter flights for their
clients tend to overstress this criterion [R =0.56,Sig =0.06; R=-0.56,Sig =0.05], illustrating that the smaller
ones are inclined to emphasise this criterion. The location of outlets is also regarded as quite an important
criterion for tour operators. Smaller ones, organising fewer holidays, employing fewer staff and
representatives, and printing fewer brochures per year, tend to emphasise this criterion also [R=-
0.79,Sig=0.002; R = -0.75,S ig =0.005; R = -0.75,S ig = 0.007; and R = -0.79,S ig =0.002 respectively], as they
tend to focus on outgoing travel agencies located in their local area, in order to facilitate personal contacts
as well as brochure and travel documents' distribution. Evidently, all types of tour operators are interested
in the market share of outgoing travel agencies and the volume of holidays sold through an outlet, as
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there is no statistically significant relationship between the characteristics of tour operators and the rating
of this criterion. However, expectedly, small and medium-sized tour operators rate more highly the fair
display of brochures as a fundamental criterion for outgoing travel agency selection. Thus there is a strong
negative relationship between the number of employees and representatives, the brochures printed yearly and
the rating of this criterion [R = -0.6,S ig =0.03; R = -0.6,S ig =0.04; R = -0.59,S ig =0.04 respectively] .
Surprisingly though, the number of outgoing travel agency outlets criterion is rated slightly higher than
the "average importance" point, indicating that tour operators are less interested in the points of sales
available through each outgoing travel agency, as long as each outlet yields a large number of bookings.
Larger tour operators, serving more holidaymakers and printing more brochures yearly, as well as the ones
employing more staff and representatives, tend to rate this criterion lower than their smaller counterparts
[R=-0.74,Sig=0.006; R = -0.7,S ig = 0.01; R = -0.67,S ig =0.01; R = -0.77,S ig = 0.006 respectively]. Very few
operators admit that they do not use any criteria in selecting outgoing travel agencies and welcome every
legitimate outgoing travel agency. Expectedly, the higher the number of outgoing travel agencies
distributing tour operators' products, the higher this criterion is rated [R =0.6,S ig =0.04]. In contrast,
although smaller tour operators would respond to an availability/booking enquiry, they cannot afford to
distribute regular supplies of their brochures and therefore they tend to be more selective. Finally, the last
criterion is a controversial one, as it questions whether the ownership of an outgoing travel agency by
another tour operator would be a positive or a negative criterion for selecting an outgoing agency.
Qualitative research suggests that smaller tour operators are concerned that vertically integrated outgoing
travel agencies would offer preferential treatment for their in-house tour operators and therefore would
demand unrealistic override commissions to rack their brochures. Therefore they tend to be very cautious
in selling products through multiple outgoing travel agencies. On the other hand, large/mass tour operators
claim that they are equally happy to sell their holidays from outgoing travel agencies belonging to their
competitors as they feel that sales contribute to their market share, regardless of where they come from.
However, there is no statistically significant relationship between the characteristics of tour operators and
their ratings on this criterion.
In conclusion, tour operators are willing to distribute their products through the entire range of outgoing
travel agencies. However, limited marketing and printing budgets, as well as uneconomic override
commissions demanded by multiple outgoing travel agencies, force small and medium-sized tour operators
to be more selective and to actively seek partnership with a few high yielding and conveniently located
outgoing travel agencies. Most criteria used are related to security, as reliability and stability are examined
in combination with the promptness of payments. In contrast, larger tour operators are willing to supply
regularly every ABTA agent, while the main criterion they use to categorise outgoing travel agencies is the
volume of holidays yielded from each outlet yearly.
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6.1.7.2 Outgoing travel agencies' selection of tour operators
As illustrated in section 2.3.1, outgoing travel agencies are regarded as the interface between the tourism
industry and prospective tourists, determining the visibility of tourism principals to the final consumers. They
provide a network of retailers, which among others, distribute tour operators' holiday packages. The number
of tour operators represented in an outgoing travel agency varies widely, according to agencies'
orientation, affiliation and size. Apart from a number of "regular tour operators" which outgoing travel
agencies normally represent in their outlets by racking their brochures, in most cases they are willing to
undertake reservations for all tour operators available upon consumers' request. Respondents claimed that
they represent a wide range of 16 to 2,000 tour operators [mean =313,STD =429.6], regularly, although
some of them are characterised as preferred, depending on override commissions and preferential treatment.
Qualitative research demonstrates that small/independent agencies tend to be more flexible and prepared to
make reservations for all estimated 2,000 ABTA tour operators. Should they not stock a brochure, they can
request a copy and make a reservation for their clients. In contrast, the majority of large/multiple ones often
direct their clients through their preferred tour operators, in order to reduce the time spent on each individual
request, while increasing revenue from override commissions and other bonuses. This is also illustrated by
the fact that the more an outgoing travel agency concentrates on leisure tourism, as well as the more package
holidays it sells, the fewer the tour operators it represents regularly [R =-0.45,Sig =0.02 and R =-
0.52,Sig =0.01]. Surprisingly, there is no statistically significant relationship between the number of tour
operators represented and the trips sold yearly from an outlet, illustrating that bookings are concentrated on
preferred tour operators, rather than spread according to consumers' specific requirements to specialists.
A relevant figure illuminating the availability of tour operators in an outgoing travel agency is the amount
of brochure faces an agency can rack, which essentially illustrates how many brochures are displayed and
promoted in every outlet. A range of 15 to 300 brochure faces was reported by outgoing travel agency
respondents [mean= STD =66.8]. This is similar with the industry standards as Lunn Poly for example
"featured 147 travel suppliers which produced 352 brochures annually for 177 holiday brands. An average
Lunn Poly Holiday Shop displayed 150 brochures from 60 suppliers" (TTG,1994a,p.3). The number of
brochure faces depends primarily on the available space in a particular outlet. Although several space
standards exist for multiple outgoing travel agencies, there is no statistically significant relationship between
outgoing travel agency characteristics and the number of brochures racked. Observation in agencies during
the field research confirms Gilbert and Houghton's (1991,p.23) suggestion that, although in multiples all
brochures front covers are displayed, in small/independent agencies brochures often overlap on the racks,
and thus a strip of brochures is visible. As most tour operators produce several brochures, scarcity of space
dictates that outgoing travel agencies have to choose carefully which brochures they would rack, as well as
the display location for each one. Qualitative research also confirms Gilbert and Houghton's (1991,p.20)
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suggestion that the head office or the general manager/owner decides on the selection policy for brochures
stocked in multiple and independent outgoing travel agencies, respectively. Four major criteria determine
this choice: Preference for giving prime racking space is offered to own brand products, where an agency
is operated by a tour operator corporation. Moreover, "the amount of commission given by the tour
operator, the ease of use of the brochure and the subsequent ease of making a booking for a client and finally
the quality and reliability of the product on offer as judged by senior management. Those products which
have proven "difficult" (ie, have been associated with a large number of complaints or difficulties in
brochure usage) are not racked. It is also reported that new or small companies without proven record may
not be racked if space is limited".
Observation in several outgoing travel agencies during this field research, confirmed not only that primary
racking is offered to agencies' parent tour operators by displaying brochures at eye-contact level, but also
that the number of parent tour operator brochures on the racks far exceeded the ones from other tour
operators. In addition, brochures of in-house tour operators' major competitors are normally offered inferior
racking, in places where customers would probably need more effort to reach them. This in fact benefits
medium-sized tour operators, which are not directly involved in disputes with their vertically integrated
counterparts. Hence, they provide a neutral option in the promotion through multiple outgoing travel
agencies, although these operators are often forced to pay massive override commissions.
A number of criteria applies when outgoing travel agencies select tour operators for cooperation, as
demonstrated in Table 6.14. These criteria tend to vary between outgoing travel agencies with different
orientation, clientele and ownership or strategic alliances.
Table 6.14 Criteria employed by outgoing travel agencies in selecting tour operators
Criteria Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Keep customers satisfied 4.869 0.344 4.721 5.018
Being reliable and stable 4.667 0.482 4.463 4.870
Tour operators being well established 4.375 0.576 4.132 4.618
Offer good technical support 4.261 0.810 3.911 4.611
Offer overrides and higher commission rates 4.042 0.908 3.658 4.425
Offer unique and specialised tourism products 4.000 0.834 3.648 4.352
Offer low priced products 3.826 0.937 3.421 4.231
Use of reliable tourism suppliers 3.458 1.179 2.961 3.956
Ownership by same corporation 2.480 1.711 1.774 3.186
TO not competing with in-house TOs 2.083 1.176 1.587 2.580
Notes: Likert Scale 	 Very Unimportant - Very Important).
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As illustrated in the above table, the selection criteria of outgoing travel agencies vary widely, although a
strong emphasis on the reliability and ability to deliver the quality promised is given. Understandably, there
is a consensus that tour operators keeping outgoing travel agencies' customers satisfied is of prime
concern, as 87% rated this criterion as "very important", while the remaining 13% pronounced it as
"important". Interviewees illustrated that customer satisfaction does not only increase loyalty, reduce the
marketing effort required to attract and maintain customers, but it also reduces the time wasted on complaints
and disputes with tourism principal. In addition, some claimed that they refuse to rack brochures from a tour
operator, if more than a certain percentage of their clients had complaints. Respondents also explained that
tour operators being reliable and stable is also very critical, as this minimises the possibility for changes
and inconvenience for customers, as well as the risks an outgoing travel agency faces should the product
delivery fail. Outgoing travel agencies which concentrate on the leisure market tend to overrate this criterion
[R=0.43,Sig =0.04]. Moreover, they prefer well established tour operators as they have a strong brand
identity and tend to be easily recognisable by their clientele.
Qualitative analysis also demonstrates that outgoing travel agencies feel that well established tour operators
have reduced the possibilities of bankruptcy, while they have a better understanding of clients' needs.
Respondents from smaller outlets, as well as the ones which concentrate on leisure tourism slightly overrate
this criterion, while respondents with lower academic qualifications rate this criterion more highly than
others. In addition, offer of good technical support, such as help-lines, guaranteed brochure supply, selling
manuals and other supportive documentation enjoy a strong preference by outgoing travel agencies, as they
facilitate their operation and minimise the potential problem in the process. Outgoing travel agencies
concentrating on the leisure market [R =0.55,Sig =0.007], as well as the ones which are owned by tour
operators tend to emphasise this criterion. Offering of override and higher commission rates is rated just
above the "important" point. However, as demonstrated in Table 6.15, the more outlets an outgoing travel
agency operates, the higher it tends to rate this criterion [R =0.4,Sig =0.05], illustrating that multiples in
contrast with independents anticipate higher commission rates. Interviewees explained that smaller agencies
are prepared to gain less rewards, in order to offer personal service and delight their clients, while larger
ones which operate on a low profit margins approach, support tour operators which offer override
commissions, in order to be able to offer discounts to the public and thus maintain their market share. This
is also demonstrated as outgoing travel agencies which concentrate on leisure holidays, as well as the ones
which sell a high percentage of package holidays tend to overrate this criterion [R=0.5,Sig=0.02 and
R=0.37,Sig=0.08 respectively], while there is a slight tendency for younger and less academically qualified
respondents to emphasise this criterion. Qualitative research illustrates that small/independent agencies,
which have insufficient bargaining power, often become members of an independent consortia such as the
NAITA or ARTAC which negotiate override commissions on their behalf. Other bonuses and benefits, such
as training and educational trips, based on volumes of holidays sold, are also considered as additional gains.
Count
Row Pct Unimport Average
ant	 Importan
2	 3
Importan Very Imp
ortant
4	 5
Row
Total
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Table 6.15 Number of outgoing travel agency outlets and offer of higher commission
as a criterion to select tour operators
A.2.10UT Number of outlets by D.1.3.2C Offer of higher commissions as a criteri
D.1.3.2C
A.2.10UT
1 1 4 3 1 9
1-3 11.1 44.4 33.3 11.1 37.5
4 1 1 2 4
26-100 25.0 25.0 50.0 16.7
5 1 4 6 11
more than 101 9.1 36.4 54.5 45.8
Column 1	 6	 8	 9 24
Total	 4.2	 25.0	 33.3	 37.5	 100.0
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Statistic
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .40687 .14309 2.08910 .04848 *4
Spearman Correlation .45222 .14566 2.37816 .02651 *4
*4 VAL/ASE0 is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 24
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Moreover, outgoing travel agencies rate offering unique and specialised tourism products as an
"important" criterion to select tour operators to cooperate with. Surprisingly, there is no statistically
significant difference between the rating of independent and multiple outgoing travel agencies. However,
outlets which sell less holidays per year tend to appreciate this criterion more than their counterparts [R =-
0.55,Sig =0.02], as they tend to concentrate on tailor-made specialised arrangements. Some interviewees
explained that tour operators offering low priced products are increasingly important for outgoing travel
agencies due to their price wars. Although their commission rates are reduced, they boost their profitability
by having a higher volume of reservations and also by maintaining their market share. There is no
statistically significant difference between the rating of large/multiples and small/independent agencies of this
criterion. This is attributed to the fact that all types of outgoing travel agencies attempt to increase the
volume of their operation, in a fiercely-competing and price-oriented marketplace. However, this criterion
is overrated by the ones selling a higher percentage of package holidays to their leisure market
[R=0.34,Sig=0.1]. The use of reliable tourism suppliers is rated as a criterion of average importance. As
analysed earlier, outgoing agencies are primarily concerned about the satisfaction of their clients, although
they are hesitant to assess the quality of tourism principals used by tour operators. Interviewees explained
that although this is an important criterion, it is tour operators' responsibility to make the selection of their
partners and ultimately satisfy clients. Agencies which concentrate on leisure tourism [R=0.33,Sig=0.1],
as well as respondents with higher academic qualifications, tend to rate this criterion slightly higher.
Although, ownership by the same corporation rates in general as an unimportant criterion, there is great
differentiation between outgoing travel agency respondents. Naturally, this criterion is less appreciated by
small/independent agencies, operating less than three outlets, which invariably rate it as "very unimportant".
However, this criterion is emphasised by outgoing travel agencies concentrating on leisure tourism and the
ones selling a higher percentage of package holidays to their leisure market [R --=0.5,Sig =0.01 and
R=0.6,Sig =0.002 respectively], due to multiples' orientation. Branch managers and younger respondents,
who normally responded on behalf of multiple branches, tend to overrate this criterion slightly, following
perhaps instructions by their headquarters, while owners and general managers who often respond on behalf
of small/independents tend to underrate it. Interestingly, they tend to express their preference for smaller
tour operators, in an attempt to reverse the vertical integration trends. Finally, the least important criterion
rated is whether a tour operator is competing with the in-house tour operators. Expectedly, as
small/independent outgoing travel agencies do not normally have a tour operator in their group, they tend
to underrate this criterion, while in contrast, multiples tend to rate it higher. Thus the more outlets an agency
operates, the higher it rates this criterion [R = 0.37,Sig = 0.07]. This criterion is also emphasised by outgoing
travel agencies which concentrate on the leisure market [R=0.44,Sig=0.03], and by the ones which have
tour operators in their corporation. Moreover, a few interviewees claimed that they would not feature a tour
operator which is selling directly to the public.
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In conclusion, outgoing travel agencies are fairly unified when selecting tour operators by criteria
concentrating on customer satisfaction, technical support, as well as their reliability and stability. However,
there is a degree of differentiation between larger/multiple and small/independent agencies, as in the former
case, override commissions and ownership by the same corporation tend to dominate the decision making
process, while in the latter case the offer of unique and specialised tourism products, as well as using reliable
tourism suppliers, tend to be more emphasised. These selection criteria reflect the two major outgoing travel
agency business orientations as discussed in section 5.4. On the one hand, vertically integrated enterprises
attempt to maximise the profit margin for the entire corporation by high volume and low profit margin,
while on the other hand, independent/small outgoing travel agencies attempt to maximise their profit margins
by increasing the value-added to holiday packages.
6.2 Conflicts within the tourism distribution channel
Since each member of the tourism distribution channel has different commercial interests and operational
procedures, several inter-channel conflicts emerge in the operation of the channel. As explained in section
2.1.5, a major source of conflict is usually the incompatibility and antagonism between targets and goals set
by each channel partner. As each channel member attempts to protect and advance its own interests, they
tend to exert a variety of power forces on their partners in order to achieve their objectives, often at the
expense of their partners' gains. As far as the tourism distribution channel is concerned, a variety of conflicts
is evident, which emerges from four major sources. Firstly, the price and total profit margin distribution
generates inter-channel conflict as interviewees suggest that consumers allocate a certain amount of money
they would be willing to spend on their holidays and therefore members of the tourism distribution channel
compete directly with their partners for a share of this amount. Secondly, the exceeding vertical integration
generates oligopolistic behaviour which reduces the negotiation power of the entire range of
small/independent tourism distribution channel partners and therefore jeopardises their competitiveness.
Thirdly, several operational issues can also generate conflicts as partners fail to provide the services they
promise. Fourthly, as bankruptcies, mergers and take-overs are not unusual in the tourism distribution
channel, partners' financial security is often quoted as a major source of conflict. The following analysis
examines the major conflicts generated in the tourism distribution channel, as well as their sources by
investigating the relation of each tourism distribution channel "partner pair", as illustrated in Figure 6.1. A
holistic approach is therefore followed, illuminating the tourism distribution channel conflicts issue from all
possible angles and demonstrating the effects on SMTEs and destinations.
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6.2.1 Conflicts between accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies
Several conflicts between incoming travel agencies and accommodation establishments are evident at the
Aegean destination. The type of conflict and frequency described, often depend on the size and
characteristics of the partners, as well as the level of tourism development on the island where partners are
located. The orientation of incoming travel agencies and their involvement between accommodation
establishments and tour operators are also critical. For example, qualitative research establishes that as
smaller properties in developing islands tend to have a more intensive cooperation with incoming travel
agencies, they often report a higher degree of problems, in contrast with larger hotels, on developed islands,
where direct transactions with tour operators tend to overcome some of these problems.
6.2.1.1 Accommodation establishments' conflicts with incoming travel agencies
Hoteliers report numerous conflicts with incoming travel agencies, as when asked directly, a considerable
23% reported to have some problems with local agencies. Qualitative analysis illustrates that older, lower
category and smaller properties are more likely to declare having problems with incoming travel agencies
than their counterparts, as a result of their inferior buildings and facilities, which reduce their appeal and
make agencies unwilling to either cooperate or pay sufficiently. As a result, hotels often feel deceived by
incoming agencies which tend to promote newer, larger and modern properties. In addition, less satisfied
accommodation establishments as well as better qualified respondents are slightly more inclined to quote that
they experience problems with incoming travel agencies. A wide range of conflicts is shown in Table 6.16.
Table 6.16. Accommodation establishments' conflicts with incoming travel agencies
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Pressure for lower prices, either for ITAs or TOs 4.194 1.206 4.047 4.340
Bias towards certain properties 3.939 1.304 3.781 4.097
Little coverage of ITA contracts 3.865 1.362 3.699 4.032
Promotion of TO interests against ACC interests 3.795 1.259 3.643 3.948
Payment delays from tour operators 3.692 1.426 3.520 3.864
Notes: L kert Scale -5 Very Unimportant - Very Important).
Evidently, accommodation establishments of different categories and capacity, as well as islands, tend to rate
these problems differently. Qualitative analysis illustrates that as a result of incoming travel agencies'
locality, and personal relationships with hoteliers, they do not regard agencies as partners in the tourism
distribution channel with potential conflicting aims, but rather as colleagues and advisers. Therefore in
general, not only are most conflicts underrated, but often there is no rationality in the rating as demonstrated
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by the fact that very few and weak statistically significant correlations can be identified. However, smaller
properties have more problems with local agencies, due to their inability to negotiate directly with tour
operators as a result of language barriers and the relatively higher dependence on fewer tourism distribution
channel partners, and thus tend to overrate most of the aforementioned problems. In addition, they often fail
to realise that the commercial objectives of incoming travel agencies lie closer to the interests of tour
operators, rather than themselves, and therefore feel more disappointed. As a consequence, some
interviewees express very strong feelings, as they report that agencies exercise coercion power by
"blackmailing" and "black-listing" properties, should they disobey their wishes, for as low prices and extra
commissions. This is often expressed by "diverting last minute bookings to other properties, especially in
low occupancy periods, when accommodation establishments plead for more business".
The pressure for lower prices on contract negotiations for both incoming travel agencies and tour
operators, is related with the intermediary role of incoming travel agencies, between accommodation
establishments and tour operators as examined in sections 2.3.3 and 5.2. It should be mentioned that the
level of discounting offered to incoming agencies' contracts is not analysed, as in most cases hotels do not
differentiate between "agents" and thus offer similar discounts to the ones offered to tour operators.
Incoming agencies demand and achieve the same discount rates with the most powerful tour operators they
represent and therefore utilise the bargaining power of tour operators to arrange special rates for their
benefit. Qualitative research illustrates that as they primarily need to satisfy their clients [tour operators],
by identifying appropriate properties at acceptable prices, accommodation establishments often feel that
agencies pressurise them to reduce their prices. One interviewee remarked "incoming travel agencies are
based on volume, in order to achieve high handling fees and load factor for their coaches. Therefore they
attempt to bring as many tourists as possible to the destination, by squeezing the prices of hotels". As a
result, 76.8% rated this problem above the "important" mark, and hence there are few statistically significant
relationships between their characteristics and the rating of this problem. The location of an accommodation
establishment differentiates the rating of this problem, as properties on developed islands often negotiate
directly with tour operators, while the ones in smaller resorts tend to rely more on incoming travel agencies
for negotiations and contracting with tour operators. In their defence, incoming travel agency interviewees
suggest that "unless we negotiate accommodation establishments' prices to the right levels, tour operators
would be unable to promote their products and therefore they would abandon the destination", and highlight
that "especially in developing and therefore undersupplied islands hotels price themselves out of the tour
operators' acceptance range and fail to attract an adequate number of holiday-makers".
The problem of bias towards certain accommodation establishments is often reported by the respondents
and especially for the last minute bookings, as agencies often have certain preferential properties perhaps
due to favourable contracting. Qualitative research demonstrates that, lower category hoteliers accuse
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incoming travel agencies of selecting low quality properties, especially apartments, simply because they could
offer a competitive price or because they take commitment allocations. Higher category and newer hotels
tend to worry less about this problem, as their properties experience higher demand and their clientele is
more loyal. There is also a weak positive correlation between the desire to increase cooperation between
accommodation establishments and the rating of this problem with incoming travel agencies
IR=0.2,Sig=0.00081, illustrating that accommodation establishments which feel weak in their relationships
with tourism distribution channel members and foresee horizontal cooperation as a way to improve their
competitiveness. Finally, the higher the allocation an accommodation establishment offers to tour operators
by commitment contract, the lower it rates this problem [R=-0.22,Sig =0.0006], perhaps because committed
properties enjoy the highest priority in the tour operators' customer allocation process.
Often incoming travel agencies are accused by hoteliers of little coverage of their allotment/commitment
contracts. As demonstrated in section 5.1.5, most agencies obtain an allocation in a property, which they
consequently distribute to individuals, outgoing travel agencies and small tour operators. As large hotels
normally offer a small allocation of their property, while their smaller counterparts may be entirely
dependent on a contract with one incoming travel agency, it is expected that smaller and lower category
properties would overrate this conflict. However, there is no statistically significant evidence, despite the
fact that the majority of the interviewees who belong to these groups, emphasised the issue and explained
that larger hotels have a more diversified distribution mix and therefore it is easier for them to alter the
allocations to other channel members, should incoming travel agencies under-utilise their contracts. In
addition, a weak negative correlation between the percentage of the property offered on a commitment basis
and the rating of this criterion is evident [R=-0.14,Sig =0.02], as proprietors in committed premises are paid
even if rooms are not utilised and therefore are less anxious, at least in the short term. Moreover, several
accommodation establishments complained that incoming travel agencies promote tour operators' interests
against their own. Qualitative research confirmed that although larger hotels realise that this results from
the role of incoming travel agencies in the tourism distribution channel, interviewees from older, smaller
and lower category hotels often feel "betrayed" by local agencies. In addition, accommodation establishment
respondents who realise the need to increase cooperation, tend to rate this conflict slightly higher
[R=0.15,Sig=0.02]. Discounts to tour operators seem to affect this conflict, as there is a weak positive
relationship between the discounts offered to them in the low season and the rating of this conflict
[R=0.16,Sig=0.07], perhaps due to the fact that incoming travel agencies contribute to the negotiation on
discounts offered on behalf of tour operators. In addition, numerous interviewees suggested that incoming
travel agencies serve primarily their own interests, and they emphasised that incoming travel agencies
minimise hotels' prices in order to increase their own profit margins.
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Finally, many accommodation establishments blame incoming travel agencies for delays of payments by
tour operators, especially when they are responsible for bill settlements locally. Only 30% of the
respondents declared that they are always paid directly by tour operators, while the remaining 70% are paid
through incoming travel agencies. As demonstrated in section 2.3.2.4.1, interest from customers' deposits
contribute significantly to the profitability of tour operators and other channel members.
Hence, accommodation establishments suggest that incoming travel agencies retain tour operators' payments
for some time, in order to benefit from interest, improve their cash flow, or even invest them for the short
term elsewhere. This depends on their location, as in developed islands, tour operators often pay hoteliers
directly. Higher category hotels have a slight tendency to rate this conflict higher, as it may have severe
implications for their cash flow as well as their ability to pay mortgage instalments. There is also a weak
positive correlation between the higher discount rates offered to tour operators in the low period and the
rating of this conflict [R =0.17,Sig = 0.06], signifying that accommodation establishments which have lower
bargaining power also suffer from payment delays from incoming travel agencies.
6.2.1.2 Incoming travel agencies' conflicts with accommodation establishments
For their part, incoming travel agencies also complain of a variety of conflicts occurring in their
relationships with accommodation establishments. Often these conflicts underline the lack of understanding
of the role and needs of the two partners, while they question the professionalism of numerous properties.
Interestingly, most of the issues are rated above the "important" mark, while hotels' pricing is not regarded
as a major source of conflict from incoming travel agencies' point of view. A ranking of their problems with
accommodation establishment is provided in Table 6.17.
Table 6.17 Incoming travel agencies' conflicts with accommodation establishments
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
ACCs' professionalism and quality of services 4.508 0.878 4.287 4.729
Cleanliness of accommodation establishments 4.453 0.925 4.222 4.684
Lack of respect for contracts and agreements 4.313 1.052 4.050 4.575
Lack of environmental concern 4.219 0.786 4.022 4.415
Construction and maintenance of properties 4.219 0.951 3.981 4.456
Overbooking as a problem 4.095 1.228 3.786 4.404
Lack of promotional material 3.571 1.132 3.286 3.857
Notes: Li eft Scale 1-5 Very Unimportant - Very Important
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As can be observed, several conflict sources are highlighted by incoming travel agencies in their relationships
with accommodation establishments. However, due to the consistently high rating of these conflicts few
statistically significant relationships between the ratings of incoming travel agencies and their characteristics
are evident. Hotels' professionalism and quality of services is the most important problem, as family-run
properties by inadequately trained personnel often perform below the promised standards and the expectations
of both tourists and tour operators. Agencies are the first members of the distribution channel to react,
should the product delivery at a destination be inappropriate, they often need to argue with hoteliers about
the quality of tourism products and services delivery. There is a positive correlation between incoming travel
agencies' satisfaction and the rating of this problem [R =0.35,Sig =0.008], illustrating that demanding and
successful agencies face a greater problem with hotels' professionalism and quality of services. In addition,
the higher they rate the importance of increasing co-operation at the destination level, the more they tend
to overrate this problem [R=0.29,Sig=0.021 indicating that an increase in local co-operation would
contribute to the improvement of the product quality. It is also evident that younger respondents rate this
problem higher than their older counterparts.
Similarly, the cleanliness and appearance of accommodation establishments are rated quite highly, as some
hoteliers neglect the appearance of their property and surrounding areas. As a result, incoming travel
agencies often receive complaints and need to take action in order to improve the situation. Although there
is no statistically significant differentiation in the rating between different types of agencies, this problem
is emphasised by younger and better educated respondents. In addition, agencies suggest that the lack of
accommodation establishments' professionalism is also reflected in their lack of respect for contracts and
agreements. This conflict seems to be stressed more by agencies which represent tour operators at a
destination, as well as the ones which operate on developing islands, where the majority of properties are
small and family run. As explained in section 1.3.2, it is not unusual for family run SMTEs to operate on
an irrational and unprofessional basis. Not surprisingly therefore there is a positive correlation between this
conflict and incoming travel agencies' satisfaction rating [R =0.28,Sig =0.04], illustrating that successful
agencies are less tolerant towards contractual inconsistencies. Accordingly, younger and better educated
respondents tend to highlight this problem more than their counterparts, illustrating that modern and
professional respondents are dissatisfied with the current situation. Environmental issues play an increasingly
important role in the decision making and satisfaction levels of customers. Consequently, agencies often
complain about hoteliers' lack of environmental concern, which deteriorates the quality of the environment
and results in reduction of tourists' satisfaction levels as well as in the decline of the willingness to pay for
services of both tourists and travel trade. Younger respondents tend to overrate this problem [R =-
0.28,Sig=0.03], confirming that the younger generation is more environmentally conscious. Similarly,
incoming travel agencies face problems with inadequate construction and maintenance of accommodation
establishments, as older buildings cannot satisfy tourists' contemporary needs and are in desperate need for
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renovation. However, no statistically significant relationship between the characteristics of incoming travel
agencies and their rating of this criterion can be observed.
As incoming travel agencies represent tour operators at a destination, they normally have to resolve the
accommodation establishment overbooking problems, especially during the high season. Overbooking is
recognised as an inevitable conflict in the tourism industry, as it is the only defence mechanism against
overcontracting, which essentially means channel partners contracting larger allocations than the number of
tourists they can supply. Hoteliers believe that "an overbooking of up to 40% in the low season and an
overbooking of up to 15% in the high season are in general both acceptable and manageable". However,
justifications are made according to the nationalities of customers, the history record of tour operators and
the contract types. They also suggest that the very short release period 11-2 weeks] which incoming and
outgoing travel agencies demand in their contracts as well as the withholding of booking lists until the very
last minute, forces them to overbook their properties in order to minimise their risk. Therefore an occasional
overbooking is inevitable, either because hoteliers overbook their properties to an unmanageable degree (40-
100%), or because unforeseen events in the international tourism industry, such as a war or catastrophe in
alternative destinations, essentially increase the demand and generate very high allotment coverage. As a
result, agencies often have to reallocate tourists who cannot be accommodated in an overbooked property
and therefore feel the problem more than other tourism distribution channel members. Naturally, larger
agencies, representing tour operators in a destination tend to emphasise this problem due to its implications
for their operations. In contrast, the ones in developed islands tend to underrate the overbooking conflict
with accommodation establishments due to the oversupply of similar properties and the relative ease of
resolving overbooking problems. In addition, this problem is emphasised by incoming travel agencies which
have a higher marketing budget [R =0.25,S ig =0.05], as well as the ones which rate highly the need for
cooperation at the local level [R=0.22,Sig =0.08]. Finally, several incoming travel agencies complain that
accommodation establishments lack promotional material, which makes their job to promote the
destination and demonstrate the available facilities to the international travel trade much more difficult.
Qualitative analysis illustrates that incoming travel agency interviewees encounter several other conflicts in
their relationship with accommodation establishments and frequently accuse hoteliers of arrogance; product
orientation; inability to comprehend the holiday package assembly process; incompetence in handling
consumer complaints; and ignorance of the infrastructure, as well as public sector services and destination
coordination implications for their competitiveness. In addition, interviewees highlighted that the "majority
of accommodation establishments follow a pessimistic route of declining competitiveness, as they refrain
from taking drastic measures to upgrade their product and demand better remuneration, and therefore are
blocked in a spiral of lower quality, lower willingness to pay, lower price", as demonstrated in Figure 2.8.
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As it can observed from the above analysis, the conflicts of incoming travel agencies with accommodation
establishments often emerge from their role as intermediary between tour operators and hotels. Hence, a
similarity is evident between incoming travel agencies' and tour operators' conflicts with accommodation
establishments, as demonstrated in section 6.2.2.2. Most problems underline hotels' deficient understanding
of both tourists and the needs and requirements of their tourism distribution channel partners; the
antagonistic nature of partners' objectives; as well as the lack of professionalism by hoteliers. Incoming
travel agencies tend to rate these problems quite highly, while they declare that failure to improve the
situation after consequent warnings, often results in the removal of inadequate properties from their
programmes and the identification of new ones for cooperation. Thus the ones on developed islands can
exercise a greater degree of coercive power over accommodation establishments, due to the oversupply.
6.2.2 Conflicts between accommodation establishments and tour operators
As explained in sections 1.2.5 and 2.3.2.5.3, the conflicts between accommodation establishments and tour
operators are critical for the Greek and Mediterranean tourism industry and one of the major stimuli for this
research project. These problems can be both operational and strategic. At the strategic level, there is
evidence suggesting that to a certain extent the objectives of accommodation establishments and tour
operators are antagonistic and incompatible, and therefore the two partners compete within the channel in
order to maximise their financial benefit. As illustrated on section 5.3, large/mass tour operators attempt to
increase their profitability by enlarging their market share, through offering inexpensively priced holiday
packages. On the other hand, hotels have to balance the volume of clients they serve with their average room
rates, in order to maximise their yield and achieve a reasonable return on investment. Volume of business
is not necessarily the best strategy as explained in section 1.3.3.2, as it may sacrifice profit margins and the
ability to achieve differential advantage.
The proliferation of tourism supply in many destinations worldwide, combined with a lower pace of increase
in the tourism demand, enabled both consumers and the travel trade to increase their bargaining power over
principals. Almost unlimited and undifferentiated supply in numerous destinations around the world
essentially forces the vast majority of the tourism industry to compete on a "cost advantage" basis, and thus
generate an enormous pressure on principals to provide cheap products and services, while reducing the
economic impacts of tourism and the profitability of principals. As a result, a consistent consumption of local
resources can be observed in most destinations, while very few initiatives are undertaken to sustain the
invaluable environmental and cultural wealth of these regions. This is the essence of the strategic conflict,
as on the one hand, tour operators attempt to increase the volume of travellers, while on the other hand,
hotels try to increase or maintain their profit margin. In addition, due to the structural and functional
weaknesses of most SMTEs, as examined in sections 1.3.3.1 and 5.1, accommodation establishments depend
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almost entirely on tour operators for their communications with consumers and visibility in their major
markets. The disadvantages of SMTEs therefore provide all types of powers for tour operators, and
especially coercive, identification and expert power, as analysed in section 2.1.4. In addition, through
vertical integration, and tour operators' control of transportation companies and retailers, they have
established their position as channel leaders and achieve the overall supervision of the entire tourism
distribution channel. Moreover, exclusivity rights as explained in section 2.3.2.4.3 and 6.1.3.1, provide tour
operators with control of accommodation establishments' distribution mix, as they can effectively determine
which other tour operators can feature a particular establishment in their programme.
Qualitative research demonstrates that a great differentiation between small/independent and large/mass tour
operator conflicts with accommodation establishments can be observed, due to their dissimilar strategies. It
is demonstrated that most tour operator conflicts and complaints are generated by large/mass operators,
rather than the small/niche ones. In addition, it can be observed that tour operators often declare that they
have very few problems with the properties they cooperate with, and add that "should they have problems
with accommodation establishments, they simply cease to cooperate with them". On the other hand, hotels
seem to have chronic and unbearable conflicts with tour operators, which they feel unable to resolve. This
is partly because of their marketing and management weaknesses; incompetence and insecurity to find new
partners; the fact that they get accustomed to the situation and become idle; and also to the dominance of
the tour operators in the industry, which essentially means that limited variation in practices and commercial
operations can be found in the marketplace. An in-depth analysis of the conflicts from the perspective of both
accommodation establishments and tour operators is conducted in the following paragraphs.
6.2.2.1 Accommodation establishments' conflicts with tour operators
A wide range of conflicts are reported by accommodation establishments in their relationships with tour
operators, although when asked directly whether they have any problems with tour operators, only 37.3%
responded positively. Evidently, hotels which depend for the majority of their customers on their first and
top three producing tour operators are more adamant about their problems than their counterparts
[V=28.6,DF= 8,S ig =0.0004 and X'2 =29,DF=8,Sig =0.0003 respectively]. In addition, the ones which are
paid indirectly by tour operators, as well as the ones which accept financial assistance in the construction
and opening phases, tend to declare having problems with tour operators more frequently than their
counterparts [X2 =36.6,DF=8,Sig =0.00001 and X2 =12.1,DF = 4,Sig =0.01 respectively]. The above
discussion as well as qualitative analysis illustrate clearly that greater degrees of dependence generate
conflicts. However, qualitative research explains that although respondents verbally express a wide range
of conflicts in their relation with tour operators, they probably fear declaring it directly, due to the degree
of their dependence.
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Despite the unexpected low percentage of respondents suggesting that they have problems with tour
operators, when asked to specify these conflicts, several issues were manifest. These conflicts result from
the domination of tour operators in the tourism distribution channel, in combination with the marketing and
management disadvantages of SMTEs and the severe implications for the competitiveness of hotels. The
major accommodation establishment conflicts with tour operators are presented in Table 6.18.
Table 6.18 Accommodation establishments' conflicts with tour operators
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Prices as a problem with tour operator 4.386 1.014 4.265 4.507
Legal coverage is one sided, covering only TOs 4.261 1.053 4.132 4.389
Tour operator's bankruptcies 4.260 1.170 4.116 4.403
Coverage of contracts 4.156 1.121 4.018 4.293
Misleading of tourists to other accommodation 3.924 1.362 3.755 4.094
Payment delays 3.888 1.310 3.730 4.045
Request for high quality without payment 3.838 1.313 3.675 4.000
Late release of unwanted allocation 3.777 1.347 3.610 3.944
Accommodation allocation upon arrival 3.335 1.432 3.153 3.516
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
The characteristics of accommodation establishments influence their ratings of the aforementioned conflicts.
Qualitative evidence confirms that, their location plays an important role in the conflicts' rating, as islands
at different stages of their life cycle have dissimilar accommodation supply at the destination level, resulting
in varied relations with tour operators. Evidently, hotels on developed islands face fierce local competition,
which jeopardises their negotiation power with tour operators and generates a higher degree of conflicts.
Moreover, the ones on developing islands tend to be more sensitive towards their occupancy and coverage
of contracts in the low season, as they encounter greater seasonality. However, insufficient data from each
Aegean island prevents a thorough analysis of the impact of location on the conflicts of hotels with tour
operators. Qualitative evidence also illustrates that accommodation establishment which operate an incoming
travel agency as well, tend to underrate most of the conflicts with tour operators, as they can use their dual
role to maximise their benefit and reduce their conflicts.
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6.2.2.1.1 Prices charged by accommodation establishments (and other SMTEs) as an area of conflict with
tour operators
The price that accommodation establishments charge tour operators for their services unquestionably
is the most important conflict from the hoteliers' point of view. The mechanics of accommodation
establishments' pricing on tour operators' contracts are examined thoroughly in section 5.1.6. Interviewees
explained that this is a chronic problem which deteriorates gradually, due to the expansion of the
concentration in the tourism distribution channel, which increases the bargaining power of tour operators.
As explained in section 1.2.5, Greek hotels in general have a negative profit margin (-7%), while their
profitability is continuously decreasing, due to their inability to increase the prices offered to tour operators'
contracts in line with local inflation and operational costs. Several interviewees explained that their prices
on tour operators' contracts have failed to increase for several years, despite the effects of inflation and the
cost of capital on their operational costs, while they emphasised that prices of today are cheaper in a foreign
currency than 20 years earlier. They also stressed that the deterioration of their profitability has forced
several properties into liquidation, while they stressed that smaller partners, which receive greater pressures
for lower prices can survive only because of the personal efforts and low rewards of the proprietors'
families. In addition, interviewees emphasised and it is indeed confirmed in Table 5.14, that they face such
levels of pressure to reduce prices that the contract rates of an "A" category hotel, are almost equal with
the "rack rate" of a ''room to let" establishment, which provides only a fraction of the services and facilities
and thus has much less investment requirements. Consequently, interviewees expressed very strong feelings
against tour operators' practices, who they believe "blackmail" and "bloodsuck" them, while they "treat them
as slaves". Finally, they illustrated that price negotiations with tour operators have become so dramatic lately
that they have had direct impacts on the quality of their services, as tour operators often suggest the
"reduction of the linear change weekly or even the toilet paper provided" in order to reduce the price.
In order to examine the foundations of this conflict, an analysis of the average annual increase in tour
operators' contract rates is examined. Similarly with the figures quoted in Figure 1.4, it is evident that only
6.3% of the respondents managed to attract an average increase in their prices above 15% in the last three
years, despite a 16.6% average annual inflation rate and higher operational cost increases. The majority
(63.6%) attracted an average of lower than 10% contract rate increase yearly, illustrating the accumulated
loss they face and their inability to maintain the quality of their services. As demonstrated in Tables 6.19
and 6.20, lower category and smaller properties suffer from this problem more severely, as they tend to
attract lower increases [X 2 = 18.2,DF= 12,S ig =0.1, and R = 0.22,S ig =0.0004], often due to their inferior
services or locations. Related with the size and category of accommodation establishments, the marketing
budget plays a significant role in the annual increase of the contract prices. As demonstrated in Table 6.21,
properties with higher marketing budgets tend to achieve higher price increases, confirming the argument
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Table 6.19 Accommodation establishment category and average annual increase on tour operators price
A.1.1CAT Classification of hotels by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on TOs' PRICES
D.1.9_IN ANNUAL INCREACE ON TOs' PRICES
Count
Row Pct
A.1.1CAT
0>5%
1.0
5.>10%
2.0
10=>15%
3.0
15=>20%
4.0
Row
Total
1 8 21 26 4 59
LUX-A-BUNG 13.6 35.6 44.1 6.8 23.0
3 10 25 20 4 59
B Class 16.9 42.4 33.9 6.8 23.0
4 22 30 19 76
C Class 28.9 39.5 25.0 6.6 29.7
2 4 4 1 11
D-E Class 18.2 36.4 36.4 9.1 4.3
7 19 22 8 2 51
Appts-Pens-Room 37.3 43.1 15.7 3.9 19.9
Column 61	 102	 77	 16 256
Total	 23.8	 39.8	 30.1	 6.3	 100.0
Chi-Square	 Value	 DF Significance
Pearson	 18.24525	 12 .10844
Likelihood Ratio	 18.59049
	 12 .09890
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 12.58056
	 1 .00039
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 .688
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 8 OF	 20	 ( 40.0%)
Number of Missing Observations:
	 48
Statistic
Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation
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Table 6.20 Accommodation establishment capacity and average annual increase on tour operators prices
A.2.1_CA Capacity of Accommodation by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on tour operator prices
D.1.9_IN
Count
Row Pct
A.2.1_CA
0=>5%.
1.0
5=>10%
2.0
10=>15%
3.0
15=>20%
4.0
Row
Total
371.0	 7 15 11 4
0-30 Oede 18.9 40.5 29.7 10.8 14.5
2.0 20 15 11 2 48
11-60 beds 41.7 31.3 22.9 4.2 18.8
3.0 13 25 13 3 54
81-100 beds 24.1 46.3 24.1 5.6 21.1
4.0 16 22 13 3 54
101-200 beds 29.6 40.7 24.1 5.6 21.1
5.0 3 14 17 34
201-400 8.8 41.2 50.0 13.3
6.0 2 10 8 3 23
401-800 beds 8.7 43.5 34.8 13.0 9.0
7.0 1 4 1 6
801+ beds 16.7 66.7 16.7 2.3
Column 61	 102	 77	 16 256
Total	 23.8	 39.8	 30.1	 6.3	 100.0
Chi-Square Value	 DF Significance
Pearson	 32.72422	 18	 .01802
Likelihood Ratio	 34.88997
	 18	 .00976
Mantel-Eaenszel test for 	 6.00327
	
1	 .01428
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 .375
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 10 OF	 28 ( 35.7%)
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
	
.21970	 .05874	 3.58914	 .00040 *4
	
.16957	 .06223	 2.74229	 .00654 *4
*41/AIVASE0 is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 48
31.2 41.5 17.1 2.1
5 1 6 5
31.3 1 37.5 31.3
3 14 8
12_0 I 56.0 32.0
4 3 4 1
33.3 25.0 33.3 8.3
1 12 11 1
4.0 48.0 44.0 4.0
1 2 4 1
12.5 ' 25.0 50_0 12.5
1 1
i
50.0 50.0
0 drs
1.0
1-100 000 drs
2.0
100 001-500 000
3.0
500 001-1 000 00
4.0
1 000 001-3 000
5.0
3 000 001-10 000
6.0
10 000 001+ drs
51.6
16
8.8
25
13.7
12
6.6
25
13.7
8
4.4
2
1. 1
1826
3.3 100.0
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Table 6.21 Accommodation establishments' promotion budget
and average increase on tour operators' prices
A.15_BUD Budget for promotion in drs by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on tour operators' price
D.1.9_IN
Count
Row Pct 10=>5W
	 5.>10%	 10.>15% 15.>20%
1.0 2.0	 3.0
Row
4.0 Total
A.15_BUD
.0	 35	 39	 18	 2 94
Column 49 76 51
Total 26.9 41.8 28.0
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Statistic	 Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .24709 .06869 3.43067 .00075 *4
Spearman Correlation .30114 .06805 4.24867 .00003 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 121
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that SMTEs' strategic weaknesses and low tourism distribution channel power result from their marketing
and management disadvantages. Not surprisingly, the distribution mix is another issue which influences the
achieved prices on tour operators' contracts. Table 6.22 illustrates that the more tour operators cooperate
with an accommodation establishment, the more likely they are to accomplish a higher price increase
IR =0.25,S ig =0.00006], as they spread their capacity to several partners and markets and therefore diminish
their dependence. Similarly, the accommodation establishment allocation to the first and top three producing
tour operators plays an instrumental role in their ability to increase their prices to tour operators. As
exhibited in Tables 6.23 and 6.24, the higher the allocation they offer to the first and top three producing
tour operators, the less price increases they are likely to achieve [R =0.24,Sig =0.0002 and R =-
0.15,Sig =0.02 respectively], reinforcing the implications of the dependence on prices. Moreover, the
qualifications of respondents, as well as their job title reflect on the increase of prices over tour operators'
contracts achieved. Expectedly, better qualified respondents, tend to be more marketing and management
literate, and therefore can negotiate fiercely and reject unprofitable contracts, achieving higher price
increases, as illustrated in Table 6.25. Managers ability to attract better tour operator prices than owners can
be a result of several factors. Not only do managers tend to be employed in larger and higher category
properties, but also they tend to be better qualified, as they are obliged by law to hold certain educational
and professional qualifications. Consequently, they can achieve better price increase in their contracts with
tour operators, as clearly illustrated in Table 6.26. Understandably, the higher the average annual price
increase on tour operators' contracts, the more satisfied the accommodation establishments are with their
operations [R =0.37,S ig =0.0], as presented in Table 6.27, due to the magnitude of tour operators'
contribution to their clientele members. Evidently therefore the strategic weaknesses of SMTEs and
accommodation establishments, are greatly responsible for the difficulties they face in achieving adequate
price increases in their contracts with tour operators. It is quite apparent that the size of an accommodation
establishment, and consequently, its category, marketing budget, distribution mix and the qualifications of
decision makers, are instrumental in their ability to negotiate its annual price increase on their contracts and
central to their dispute with tour operators. Smaller properties tend to suffer the consequences more severely,
as they cannot achieve adequate price increases on tour operators' contracts and consequently, are driven
by the "pessimistic quality cycle", as described in Figure 2.8, effectively deteriorating their profitability
yearly.
Based on the above analysis, an examination of accommodation establishment respondents' rating on the
"price as a problem with tour operators" is carried out. However, as 83.4% rate this conflict above the
"important" mark, there is little differentiation between the characteristics of their properties and their rating.
Unexpectedly, although there is a tendency for smaller and lower category accommodation establishments
to overrate this conflict, the relationships are not statistically significant, due to the homogeneous
dissatisfaction expressed by all types of hotels with tour operator contract prices, as demonstrated in 5.1.7.
Statistic
Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation
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Table 6.22 Number of tour operators in cooperation with accommodation establishements
and annual increase on tour operators prices
0.1.1.1T Number of TO in cooperation by 13.1.9 IN Average annual increase on tour operator prices (
13.1. 91N
D.1.1.1T
Count
Row Pct 0.>5%	 5=>10%	 10=>15%	 15=>20%
1.0
	 2.0	 3.0	 4.01	 Total
Row
4	 1	 1	 1	 7
0 TOs 57.1	 14.3	 14.3	 14.3	 2.7
1 39	 55	 29	 5	 128
1-3 TOs 30.5	 43.0	 22.7	 3.9	 50.2
2	 15	 26	 35	 6	 82
4-10 TOs 18.3	 31.7	 42.7	 7.3	 I 	 32.2
3 3	 19	 12	 4	 38
11 + TOs 7.9	 50.0	 31.6	 10.5	 I 	 14.9
Column	 61	 101	 77	 16	 255
Total	 23.9	 39.6	 30.2	 6.3	 100.0
Chi-Square Value	 DF Significance
Pearson	 24.86815	 9	 .00312
Likelihood Ratio	 25.37241	 9	 .00259
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 12.92250	 1	 .00032
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 .439
Cells with Expected Frequency < S - 	 5 OF	 16 ( 31.3%)
Number of Missing Observations: 49
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Value	 ASE1
	
Val/ASEO Significance
	
.24871	 .05399	 4.08425	 .00006 *4
	
.33317	 .05623	 5.62048	 .00000 *4
*4VAL/ASE0 is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 49
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Table 6.23 Accommodation establishments allocation to top producing tour operator
and average annual increase on tour operators' prices
0.1.4.11 Allocation to first TO by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on tour operators' prices
D.1.9_IN
Count
Row Pct
D.1.4.11
0=>5%
1.0
5=>10%
2.0
10.'15%
3.0
15=>20%
4.0
Row
Total
0 5 2 2 2 11
0 W 45.5 18.2 18.2 18.2 4.5
1 8 27 28 8 71
1-30 % 11.3 38.0 39.4 11.3 29.2
2 20 35 28 5 88
31-60 W 22.7 39.8 31.8 5.7 36.2
3 6 16 9 31
61-90 W 19.4 51.6 29.0 12.8
4 18 16 7 1 42
91-100 % 42.9 38.1 16.7 2.4 17.3
Column 57	 96	 74	 16 243
Total
	 23.5	 39.5	 30.5	 6.6	 100.0
Chi-Square	 Value	 DF Significance
Pearson	 29.23649	 12 .00363
Likelihood Ratio
	 30.43108
	 12 .00240
Mantel-Haenszel test for
	 13.82194	 1 .00020
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -
	 .724
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 -	 7 OF	 20	 ( 35.0%)
Number of Missing Observations:	 61
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Statistic	 Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R -.23751 .06250 -3.79572 .00019 *4
Spearman Correlation -.22720 .06331 -3.62182 .00036 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 61
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Table 6.24 Accommodation establishments allocation to top three producing tour operators
and average annual increase on tour operators prices
0.1.4.41 Contribution of 3 More important TO by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on tour operators
D.1.9_IN
Count
Row Pct
0.1.4.41
0=>51
1.0
5=>10%
2.01
10=>15%
3.0
15=>20%
4.0
Row
Total
110 5 2 2 2
0 % 45.5 18.2 18.2 18.2 4.7
1 4 7 6 1 18
1-30 t 22.2 38.9 33.3 5.6 7.6
2 5 17 18 5 45
31-60 % 11.1 37.8 40.0 11.1 19.1
3 12 29 25 7 73
61-90 t 16.4 39.7 34.2 9.6 30.9
4 30 38 20 1 89
91-100 % 33.7 42.7 22.5 1.1 37.7
Column 56	 93	 71	 16 236
Total
	
23.7	 39.4	 30.1	 6.8	 100.0
Chi-Square	 Value	 DF Significance
Pearson	 24.76051	 12	 .01600
Likelihood Ratio	 26.51416	 12	 .00907
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 5.86469
	 1	 .01545
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 .746
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 -	 8 OF	 20 ( 40.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 68
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Statistic	 Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R	 -.14820	 .06906	 -2.29227	 .02278 *4
Spearman Correlation	 -.21413	 .06505	 -3.35337	 .00093 *4
*4 VAIWASE0 is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 68
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Table 6.25 Accommodation establisment respondents qualifications
and average annual increase on tour operators' prices
E.l_EDUC Education the respondent by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on tour tourism pric-
D.1.9_IN
Count
Row Pct
E.l_EDUC
0.>51
1.0
5=>101
2.0
10=>15%
3.0
15=>20%
4.0
Row
Total
1.0 12 13 2 1 28
Primary School 42.9 46.4 7.1 3.6 10.9
2.0 24 27 20 3 74
Secondary School 32.4 36.5 27.0 4.1 28.9
3.0 24 27 5 61
Craft Hotel Scho 8.2 39.3 44.3 8.2 23.8
4.0 2 a 4 3 17
Hotel Management 11.8 47.1 23.5 17.6 6.6
5.0 16 27 20 3 66
BSc Degree 24.2 40.9 30.3 4.5 25.8
6.0 2 3 4 1 10
Postgraduate Qua 20 0 30.0 40.0 10.0 3.9
Column 61	 102	 77	 16 256
Total	 23.8	 39.8	 30.1	 6.3	 100.0
Chi-Square Value
	 DF Significance
Pearson	 30.01985
	 15	 .01185
Likelihood Ratio	 31.94543
	 15	 .00655
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 4.84508
	 1	 .02773
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 .625
Cells with Expected Frequency < S -	 10 OF	 24 ( 41.71)
Number of Missing Observations: 48
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Table 6.26 Accommodation establishment respondents title and average
annual increase on tour operators' prices
E.0.1TIT Title of respondent by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on tour operator prices
Count
Row Pct
D.1.9_IN
0=>5%
1. 0
5.>10t
2.0
10.>15%
3.0
15.>20%.
4.0
Row
Total
E.0.1TIT
1 14 42 48 12 116
Manager 12.1 36.2 41.4 10.3 45.3
2 47 60 29 4 140
Owner or Renter 33.6 42.9 20.7 2.9 54.7
Column 61	 102	 77	 16 256
Total	 23.8	 39.8	 30.1	 6.3	 100.0
Chi-Square Value	 DF	 Significance
_
Pearson	 27.71079
	 3	 .00000
Likelihood Ratio	 28.70775
	 3	 .00000
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 27.36862	 1	 .00000
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 7.250
Number of Missing Observations: 48
Statistic
Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation
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Table 6.27 Accommodation establishement average annual increase on
tour operators prices and satisfaction levels
A.12.0SA Satisfaction levels (without Very much) by D.1.9_IN Average annual increase on tour ope
D.1.9_IN
Count
Row Pct
A.12.0SA
0=>5%.
1.0
5=>10t
2.0
10=>15t
3.0
15=>20t
4.0
Row
Total
1001 35 41 23 1
Very Little 35.0 41.0 23.0 1.0 39.7
2 16 29 9 4 58
Little 27.6 50.0 15.5 6.9 23.0
3 7 16 26 3 52
Average 13.5. 30.8 50.0 5.8 20.6
4 2 14 18 8 42
Much 4.8 33.3 42.9 19.0 16.7
Column 60	 100	 76	 16 252
Total	 23.8	 39.7	 30.2	 6.3	 100.0
Chi-Square Value	 DF Significance
Pearson	 47.49667	 9	 .00000
Likelihood Ratio	 48.79887	 9	 .00000
Mantel-Haenszel test for
	
35.46297	 1	 .00000
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 2.667
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 3 OF	 16 ( 18.8t)
Number of Missing Observations: 52
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
A.12_SAT Degree of SATISFACTION (1-5) by D.1.9_IN Average ANNUAL INCREASE on TO PRICES
Number of valid observations = 252
Approximate
Value
	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
	
.37638	 .05354	 6.42341	 .00000 *4
	
.36086	 .05533	 6.11794	 .00000 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 52
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However, the number of tour operators in cooperation may contribute to this conflict as presented in Table
6.28, where it is evident that the fewer the tour operators cooperating with an accommodation establishment,
the higher the rating of this conflict [R=-0.11,Sig =0.07], perhaps due to the greater degree of dependency.
In general, the higher the allocation offered to the first and top three producing tour operators, the higher
respondents rate the price conflict with tour operators [R =0.11,Sig =0.08 and R =0.12,Sig =0.07
respectively], highlighting that the higher the dependency the higher the conflict over pricing. Interestingly,
properties which do not cooperate with tour operators rate the price problem indifferently as a "very
important" one. Qualitative research explains that this is as a result of their previous experiences, which have
forced them either to cease or never to initiate cooperative efforts with tour operators. Naturally, the rating
of this problem depends on the annual price increase to tour operators, as there is a low negative
relationship between the price increase achieved and the rating of this conflict [R =-0.19,Sig =0.002]. The
price conflict is also reflected in accommodation establishments' satisfaction with their performance, as
demonstrated in Table 6.29. It is evident that the lower the rating of the price conflict with tour operators,
the higher their satisfaction with their performance [R =-0.27,Sig =0.00001]. Personal characteristics of the
respondents also affect their perception of the price problem. For example, their job title influences their
rating, as owners tend to rate this conflict higher than managers [X2 = 14.3,DF =4,Sig =0.006], perhaps due
to the characteristics of the properties they represent. In addition, there is a weak but insignificant
relationship between these conflicts and their academic qualifications, which is also supported by qualitative
analysis. Less qualified respondents rate this problem higher than better qualified ones, perhaps due to their
relatively lower ability to negotiate with tour operators or to identify alternative ones, as well as by the fact
that better qualified respondents are normally employed in larger and higher category properties. Surprisingly
however, it seems that there is no statistically significant relationship between the level of discounts offered
to tour operators by accommodation establishments, and their rating of the price conflict with tour operators.
Interviewees elaborated on the techniques tour operators utilise to suppress their prices. They argued that
a wide range of techniques are currently being used which aims to control the desirability and demand for
particular destinations and properties, in order to encourage competition at the destination level and to keep
the prices down. First, as in Mediterranean destinations tour operators finalise their contracts more than one
year before the arrival of their customers, the timing of negotiating contracts plays an important role in the
bargaining power of each partner. For example, if a particular year is forecasted to be rather good for a
destination, ie a healthy level of bookings and a high occupancy level is expected, tour operators try to
withhold information about the booking and negotiate hotel contracts for the next year quite early, during
,
the low period, when they can still capitalise on their agony for the current season and persuade them easily
that the demand for the destination is very unhealthy and that a drop in prices is essential to stimulate
demand. If negotiations are postponed, hoteliers who would enjoy a "good season" would be confident and
thus reluctant to reduce their prices. In contrast, when a year is predicted to hold low demand for a
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Table 6.28 Number of tour operators cooperating with accommodation establishments
and price as a problem with tour operators
D.1.1.1T Number of TO in cooperation by D.1.16.1 Prices as a problem with TO
D.1.16.1
Count
Row Pct
D.1.1.1T
Very Uni
mportant
1.0
Unimport
ant
2.0
Average
Importan
3.0
Importa
nt
4.0
Very Imp
ortant
5.0
Row
Total
160 16
0 TO 100.0 5.9
1 3 12 6 20 93 134
1-3 TO 2.2 9.0 4.5 14.9 69.4 49.8
2 1 5 7 18 50 81
4-10 TO 1.2 6.2 8.6 22.2 61.7 30.1
3 4 6 10 18 38
11 + TO 10.5 15.8 26.3 47.4 14.1
Column 4	 21	 19	 48	 177 269
Total	 1.5	 7.8	 7.1	 17.8	 65.8	 100.0
Number of Missing Observations:
	 35
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Statistic
	 Value
	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R -.10916 .05908 -1.79434 .07389 *4
Spearman Correlation -.20341 .05793 -3.39474 .00079 *4
*4 VAL/ASHO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 35
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Table 6.29 Accommodation establishments' satisfaction level and
rating of price conflicts with tour operators
A.12.0SA Satisfaction levels (without Very much) by D.1.16.1 PRICES as a problem with TO
D.1.16.1
Count
Row Pct Very Uni Unimport Average Importa Very Imp
mportant ant	 Importan nt	 ortant	 Row
1.0	 2.0	 3.0	 4.0	 5.0 Total
A.12.0SA
1 6 3 9 85 103
Very Little 5.8 2.9 8.7 82.5 39.0
2 1 6 4 7 39 57
Little 1.8 10.5 7.0 12.3 68.4 21.6
3 1 4 8 19 30 62
Average 1.6 6.5 12.9 30.6 48.4 23.5
4 2 5 12 18 42
Much 4.8 11.9 11.9 28.6 42.9 15.9
Column 4	 21	 20	 47	 172 264
Total	 1.5	 8.0	 7.6	 17.8	 65.2	 100.0
Chi-Square Value	 DF	 Significance
Pearson	 37.86422	 12	 .00016
Likelihood Ratio	 38.72863	 12	 .00012
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 19.18644	 1	 .00001
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 .636
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 10 OF	 20 ( 50.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 40
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Statistic
	
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R	 -.27010	 .05868	 -4.54066	 .00001 *4
Spearman Correlation 	 -.32249	 .05691	 -5.51461	 .00000 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 40
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destination, tour operators attempt to negotiate contracts later during the season, in order to take advantage
of accommodation establishments' disappointment, their propensity to offer special offers for last minute
bookings, and therefore minimise their prices in order to improve bookings for the next year. This technique
is also evident in hoteliers' claims that once they have agreed the contracts for the next year, the real
bookings situation is presented to them by tour operators. This technique is also documented in several
articles in tourism gazettes (Travel News, April 1995,p .1; Xenia,March 1995,p.16).
Secondly, interviewees claimed that tour operators often use their customer rating system to remind them
of their power and to ask for a further deduction on prices or special offers. The results of the questionnaire
completed by customers on their return flight provides information on the hotels' performance. In a monthly
confidential report a variety of qualities are assessed, rated and ranked for of all hotels used by tour
operators in the destination. Several interviewees accused tour operators of altering the inferences in order
to argue that their services are incompetent and therefore request better service without increasing contract
prices or further price reductions. Should they disobey, they are threatened with the contract being cancelled
for the next season, while no last minute bookings would be provided in the low season. These techniques
are based on tour operators' expert and coercive power over accommodation establishments, as they do not
know the real picture of their bookings while they are constantly threatened with cessation of cooperation
or reduction of bookings. Hotels also explain that this power is strengthened by misleading tourists to certain
properties and by offering a very short release period and thus obliging them to retain their allocation
without knowing the booking situation, as analysed in the following paragraphs.
This is the effect of exceeding supply, not only on Greek islands but also in the world tourism industry.
SMTEs and accommodation establishments compete globally and it seems that there is a new type of
structural destination seasonality circle, which occurs especially between Mediterranean destinations : As
these destinations are often regarded as substitutable by consumers, tour operators are accused by
interviewees for rotating their emphasis on destination promotion, as they claim that they regularly have "one
(or two) good year(s) following a bad one". Thus for example tour operators may promote one particular
destination for one year such as Spain, next they may advertise fiercely the Southern France and Italian
destinations, while in the third year they probably recommend Greece, Cyprus and Turkey. Public relations
and marketing techniques such as advertising, coverage by media, destination reports, programmes on
activities or crime in an area, can alter destinations' image and may influence massively the level of demand.
In this manner they ensure that a destination enjoys high demand only once every several years, and
consequently they can exercise their coercive and expert power in order to maintain their negotiation strength
over the region and achieve low contract prices. Therefore should the demand for a destination increase,
hotels can achieve a temporarily higher increase in price, which results in a drop in demand and further
prices reductions over the next one or two seasons. As the fierce competition at the place of origin of the
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tourist and the "price wars" force tour operators to sacrifice their profit margins in order to maintain their
market shares, accommodation establishments are often given little choice but to offer, or rather accept,
predetermined contract prices which often cover only the devaluation of a destination's currency and a
fraction of the inflation at the place of origin, regardless of the local inflation, operational and capital costs.
Qualitative research confirms that often these prices are below the variable cost of tourism production and
therefore hoteliers attempt to minimise their losses rather than maximise profit. Moreover, due to the
marketing and management weaknesses of SMTEs, the inability of accommodation establishments to compete 
effectively in the global market reduces the possibilities to identify and utilise alternative distribution
methods. Interviewees suggested that tour operators often formulate "gentlemen's agreements" not to
interfere in each others' relationships with local hotels, unless it becomes unavoidable. This enables them
to impose an oligopsony and increase their power over accommodation establishments. Several examples
were quoted of tour operators asking for contracts with much better terms, once a previous contract with
another tour operator was terminated, but never while the cooperation was still active. Therefore hotels are
trapped in a spiral, which results in deterioration of the product quality offered to tourists, reduction of
consumers' willingness to pay and further price reductions over the following seasons. This is presented as
the "pessimistic approach" in Figure 2.8. Smaller and lower category hotels, which cooperate with one or
a few tour operators often suffer more severe implications due to the higher degree of dependency. However,
a few interviewees, often representing larger and higher category properties, highlighted their differentiation
in this fatalistic approach and stressed that there is a way of reversing this spiral. An optimistic cycle of
improving the quality is followed, initially financed by themselves, which results in customers' satisfaction
improvements and increases their willingness to pay, enhancing the negotiation power of accommodation
establishments and consequently providing them with better rates and improving their profitability. They also
explained that a tough pricing policy may reduce the short term revenue but it contributes significantly to
long term profitability and prosperity.
Interestingly, other (non-accommodation) SMTEs face pricing conflicts with tour operators as well. Tour
operators attempt to increase their profit margins by negotiating special rates and commission rates with
certain other services and products on offer at the destination. This is also evident in the pricing of incoming
travel agencies' services as explained in section 6.2.4.2. In particular, tour operators' representatives at the
destination are blamed for merciless negotiations for commissions and/or free products and services, in order
to recommend a service provider, retailer or catering establishment or simply for not discouraging travellers
to visit it. Due to their low level of salary [an estimated £300 per month, only half payable at the destination,
plus accommodation], which is hardly enough for maintenance, they are forced and to a certain degree
encouraged to make special arrangements with local service providers in order to recommend or organise
visits to several retailers, catering and entertainment providers, and demand massive commissions for
themselves and reductions for their clients. Qualitative research illustrates that certain Dutch tour operators
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go as far as to charge their representatives an amount per tourist capita they serve, in order to have the
privilege of taking advantage of the commissions generated from their customers at the destination. Thus tour
operators' representatives largely depend for their income on fierce negotiation, by exercising enormous
coercive power over SMTEs. Consequently, the same problem of pressuring prices and profit margins is
found in the entire range of local SMTEs. For example, night clubs can only be included in the
recommended list and be introduced to newcomers at the destination through the pub-crawl organised by tour
operators, only if they pay the representatives a certain amount per person (around f2), offer a
complementary drink to all customers and also underprice their drinks. Obviously, after several pubs in the
pub-crawl, the alcohol consumption is minimised, while the last clubs in the crawl have to bear the
consequences. Since there is almost an unlimited supply of fiercely competing tourism service providers at
several destinations, entrepreneurs feel that they can either pay these amounts or fail to attract consumers
to their premises. In addition, several examples were quoted by destination businesses, suggesting that tour
operators' representatives not only provide directional selling, but they also deceive clients by untruthfully
warning them of locals' commercial dishonesty or even aggressiveness, highlighting the safety risks they
would take if they purchase products or organise excursions independently. These practices are encountered
in all types of tourism products and services throughout the world, and not only do they have negative
economic impacts on enterprises and destinations, but they also jeopardise the personal contact between
tourists and the host population.
Therefore it is clearly illustrated that the pricing of tourism products is a pivotal issue in the relationship
between tour operators and SMTEs, which affects the profitability of the SMTEs at the micro level, and also
diminishes the economic benefits of tourism at the destination and hence deteriorates the prosperity of host
populations.
6.2.2.1.2 One sided legal coverage only for tour operators
In addition, most accommodation -establishment respondents felt that contracts and agreements are always
one-sided, offering legal coverage only for tour operators, and leaving them uncovered should operators
fail to perform their obligations. As more than 80% rate this criterion above the "important" line, there are
few statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of the properties and their rating of this
conflict. However, qualitative research suggests that smaller and lower category properties face this problem
more drastically, as they feel powerless to pursue any dispute they have with tour operators through the legal
system.
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Not surprising it seems that properties cooperating with fewer tour operators tend to overrate this conflict
as a result of the power concentration in fewer tour operators, while accommodation establishments which
currently do not cooperate with any tour operator often quote this conflict as the major reason for not
attempting to do so. Table 6.30 demonstrates clearly that the more dissatisfied respondents are with their
financial performance, the more unprotected they feel [R=-0.23, Sig =0.0002]. Understandably, there is a
low negative correlation between accommodation establishments' perception of the development of their
relation with tour operators and their rating of this conflict [R =-0.17,Sig =0.008]. Finally, the title of
respondent plays an important role as owners, in comparison with manager tend to rate this problem higher
than their colleagues [X 2 — 7.3,DF =4,Sig =0.1]. This is not only because they probably represent more
vulnerable accommodation establishments, but also because they have a greater marketing and management
illiteracy and therefore are more reluctant to take risks and have a more aggressive distribution attitude.
6.2.2.1.3 Tour operators' bankruptcies
Closely related and almost equally rated with the above issue is the "tour operator's bankruptcy" conflict,
which was often characterised by interviewees as their major "nightmare". Once a tour operator is forced
into liquidation, hotels are some of the last recipients of compensation, despite the fact that they may have
already delivered their products and services in the previous years. As they cannot afford to follow the legal
procedures, losing money through a tour operator's bankruptcy is inevitable. Consequently there is a
consensus among respondents on this issue and few differentiations according to their property
characteristics. However, there is a negative relationship between the capacity of accommodation
establishments and the rating of this conflict [R =-0.12,Sig =0.06]. This illustrates that smaller properties
tend to rate this conflict higher, as they often formulate agreements with unknown and more risky tour
operators, while a tour operator bankruptcy might result in a loss equivalent to their revenue for one or two
seasons.
Qualitative research illustrates that almost 20% of the respondents have at some stage lost large amounts of
money (up to £40,000) from bankrupt tour operators. In addition, the liquidation of a tour operator has
severe implications for accommodation establishments' ability to fill their rooms for the next season as, they
need to re-contract the unexpectedly available allocation to other tour operators, often at the last minute.
Usually, new tour operators step-in to acquire the available capacity, but often they are prepared to pay only
a fraction of the original contract prices, as they realise that hotels are desperate to find new partners and
hence have no bargaining power. Thus tour operator bankruptcy has severe implications, not only for
payments due, but also for the occupancy levels and profitability in the next years.
Very Uni Unimport Average Importan Very Imp
mportant ant	 Importan t	 ortant
Count
Row Pct
Row
A.12.0SA
1.0	 2.0	 3.0 4.0	 5.0 Total
1001 4 12 15	 69
Very Little 4.0 12.0 15.0	 69.0 39.2
2 1 4 4 12 34 55
Little 1.8 7.3 7.3 21.8 61.8 21.6
3 2 2 9 19 27 59
Average 3.4 3.4 15.3 32.2 45.8 23.1
4 4 6 2 12 17 41
Much 9.8 14.6 4.9 29.3 41.5 16.1
Column 7 16	 27	 58	 147	 255
Total	 2.7 6.3	 10.6	 22.7	 57.6	 100.0
Chi-Square Value
	 DF Significance
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Table 6.30 Accommodation establishment satisfaction level
and "law coverage only for tour operators" as a problem
A.12.0SA Satisfaction levels (without Very much)
by 0.1.16.4 LAW COVERAGE ONLY for TO as a problem
D.1.16.4
Pearson	 31.29968
	
12	 .00177
Likelihood Ratio 	 30.57952
	
12	 .00228
Mantel-Haenszel test for 	 13.78992
	
1	 .00020
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 1.125
Cells with Expected Frequency < S - 	 8 OF	 20 ( 40.010
Number of Missing Observations: 49
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Statistic	 Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R	 -.23300	 .06238	 -3.81106	 .00017 *4
Spearman Correlation 	 -.22486	 .06178	 -3.67062	 .00030 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 49
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6.2.2.1.4 Coverage of tour operators' contracts
The coverage of tour operators' contracts is also rated consistently above the "important" line, due to its
contribution to the occupancy levels of hotels, especially during the low season. Firstly, an examination of
the actual average contract coverage levels needs to be undertaken in order to assess which type of
properties face a greater problem to accomplish a high occupancy. As illustrated in Table 6.31, the larger
the accommodation establishment, the higher the level of actual coverage of their contract they manage to
achieve [R=0.19,Sig=0.006]. This can be a result of the ability of larger properties to re-allocate allotments
to other tour operators, should some of them be unproductive. Thus a re-arrangement in the tour operators
allocation can increase the average contract coverage. This is confirmed as the more the tour operators which
cooperate with an accommodation establishment, the better the actual average contract coverage is achieved
[R=0.2,Sig=0.003]. Moreover, there is a positive relationship between the marketing budget of hotels and
their ability to achieve high contract coverage [R =0.19,S ig =0.02]. It seems also that manager respondents
achieve better coverage of contracts in comparison with owners [X 2 =17.3,DF=4,Sig=0.001], while the
higher the academic qualifications of respondents, the higher the contract coverage they manage
[X2 =35.9,DF=20,Sig=0.02]. This is perhaps as a result of more capable and qualified managers being
employed in larger properties. Tour operators often argue that should an accommodation establishment
increase the prices above the industry average, it would suffer from low demand and therefore low coverage
of allotment. Figure 6.2 proves this point to a certain extent, while it illustrates that hotels with minimal
annual increases in prices can suffer equally from low coverage. Therefore it can be concluded that the price
does not necessarily determine demand and the tour operators' contract coverage. Instead, value for money
and offering adequate quality at every price level determine the contract coverage.
The coverage of tour operators' contracts is also a major source of conflict in the relationships between
accommodation establishments and tour operators. As hoteliers offer special rates, based on the assumption
and promise that an appropriate coverage or occupancy level will be accomplished on the allocation of each
tour operator, achieving these levels is vital for trouble-free cooperation between the two partners.
Qualitative analysis however illustrates that tour operators tend to underutilise their allotment in the low
season and overuse it in the high season, causing low occupancy and overbooking respectively. As
demonstrated in Table 6.32, larger accommodation establishments rate this problem quite higher than their
counterparts, as they normally depend on tour operators for almost all their clientele during the low season.
In addition, they feel pressurised to cover their operational costs, while smaller and often family-run hotels
do not need to pay for underemployed personnel.
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Table 6.31 Accommodation establishment capacity and actual coverage of tour operators contract
A.2.1_CA	 Capacity of
Count
Row Pct
A.2.1_CA
Accommodation
D.1.11.1
0 %
0
1-40 %
by
1
D.1.11.1
41-60 %
2
Coverage
61-80 t
3
81-100 t
4
of Allotment
Row
Total
23
10.9
33
15.6
45
21.3
47
22.3
33
15.6
24
11.4
1.0
0-30 beds
2.0
31-60 beds
3.0
61-100 beds
4.0
101-200 beds
5.0
201-400
6.0
401-800 beds
7.0
801+ beds
Column
Total
4
17.4
7
30.4
6
26.1
3
13.0
3
13.0
9
27.3
5
15.2
9
27.3
8
24.2
2
6.1
6
13.3
4
8.9
15
33.3
11
24.4
9
20.0
3
6.4
3
6.4
10
21.3
24
51.1
7
14.9
1
3.0
12
36.4
16
48.5
4
12.1
1
4.2
4
16.7
17
70.8
2
8.3
1
16.7
5
83.3
6
2.8
22
10.4
22
10.4
56
26.5
84
39.8
27
12.8
211
100.0
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Statistic
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .22084 .05106 3.27350 .00124 *4
Spearman Correlation .32763 .06391 5.01318 .00000 *4
+4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 93
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4
11.4
2
3.9
	
8	 4	 16
	
15.1
	 7.5	 30.2
	
6	 I	 1	 15
	
11.3	 1.9	 28.3
24
45.3
31
60.8
35
13.6
53
20.6
5 1
19.8
53
20.6
33
12.8
26
10.1
17
51.5
10
38.5
	
3	 3	 10
	
9.1	 9.1	 30.3
	
1	 3	 12
	
3.8
	
11.5	 46.2
6
2.3
3
50.0
1.0
0-30 beds
2.0
31-60 beds
3.0
61-100 beds
4.0
101-200 beds
5.0
201-400
6.0
401-800 beds
7.0
801+ beds
1
	 50.0
3
Column
Total
7
2.7
30
11.7
12
4.7
75
29.2
133
51.8 100.0
257
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Table 6.32 Accommodation establishment capacity and coverage of contract
as a conflict with tour operators
A.2.1_CA Capacity of Accommodation by D.1.16.5 COVERAGE OF CONTRACTS as a problem with
Count
Row Pct
A.2.1_CA
D.1.16.5
Very Uni Unimport Average Importan Very Imp
mportant ant	 Importan t	 ortant	 Row
1.0	 2.0	 3.01	 4.0	 5.0 Total
	
6	 8	 17
	
17.1	 22.9	 48.6
1
1.9
	
6	 1	 11
	
11.8	 2.0	 21.6
31
58.5
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (Nur ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Statistic
Approximate
Value
	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .12646 .05854 2.03582 .04280 *4
Spearman Correlation .06231 .06295 .99691 .31975 *4
*4 VAL/ASE0 is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 47
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Moreover, as smaller and lower category properties and especially apartments, formulate "commitments
contracts", they are paid by tour operators regardless of the occupancy achieved and thus underrate this
conflict. This is confirmed as there is a negative relationship between the allocation provided to the top
producing tour operator, the allocation offered on a commitment basis and the rating of the coverage conflict
[R=-0.24,Sig =0.0002 and R =-0.28,Sig =0.00001]. Therefore in the short term, accommodation
establishments can in fact benefit from low contract coverage, both from reducing the variable costs and also
by double selling their rooms to new customers. Although the cost of unfulfilled commitment contracts in
the short term is the lost revenue from the food and beverage departments as well as any additional services
offered in the property in the long term, low coverage of the contract is interpreted as low desirability for
the property and results in a reduction of its negotiation power, and perhaps price, in the following seasons.
On several occasions, interviewees claimed that even in commitment contracts tour operators tend to request
a re-negotiation during the same season, should they not cover their allocation. Surprisingly, there is no
statistically significant relationship between the level of discount in tour operators' contracts and the coverage
of the allotment, and thus arguments that the cheaper the accommodation establishment is, the higher the
occupancy it enjoys, is unfounded, underlying the importance of offering value for money at every price
level. Finally, there is a negative relationship between the rating of accommodation establishment relations'
improvement with tour operators and the rating of this conflict [R =-0.24,S ig =0.0001], as the coverage of
tour operators' contracts is instrumental.
Qualitative analysis illustrates that accommodation establishment respondents suggest that low coverage of
tour operators' contracts results from overcontracting. They explain that the practice is followed by tour
operators in order to cover unpredictable high demand as well as to increase their bargaining power with
accommodation establishments. This issue is confirmed by interviews with incoming travel agencies who
suggest that tour operators often contract up to 150% of their airplane capacity in order to have the
flexibility to re-adjust their operation, should a demand increase occur. They also explained that although
tour operators have a clear indication of the bookings level by March, they keep their accommodation
allocation until their release period, ie 1-2 weeks before customers' arrivals, in order to increase their power
over accommodation establishments. However, they also emphasised that although Greek law gives them
the right to reduce the allotment of tour operators in the high season, should they fail to provide a reasonable
coverage of their allotment in the low season, this practice is very rarely followed, as hotels fear
confrontation with their channel partners, as well as the penalties which would result over the following
years. Only a very small percentage (8%) of competent respondents quoted that should tour operators fail
to provide sufficient coverage of their allotment, they would refuse to renew their contracts for the next
season, indicating that the vast majority of accommodation establishments have a fatalistic attitude when
designing their distribution mix. In contrast, most respondents believe that a certain degree of overbooking
is inevitable in order to resolve this problem.
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Furthermore, about 12% explained that a similar problem they have faced in the past is the cancelation of
tour operators' contracts a few months before the arrival of consumers, without paying any compensation.
It does not only occur on allotment contracts where tour operators have no financial obligations if they do
not provide customers, but also on commitment contracts, where tour operators have total control of the
property and clearly undertake the entire risk for the season. This practice is fairly unusual and normally
follows unforseen events such as the Gulf War or tour operators' bankruptcy, although several incidents were
explained where tour operators cancelled a contract at the last minute, simply because they could use cheaper
properties or because they could forecast a lower demand than originally expected. This practice may result
in financial disaster, especially for smaller accommodation establishments which often depend on one or a
few tour operators for their entire clientele and revenue. They are forced to find alternative ways to
distribute their products at the last minute, but often incoming travel agencies or other tour operators take
advantage of their anxiety and gain enormous discounts, damaging their profitability severely.
6.2.2.1.5 Misleading customers with regard to particular tourism enterprises
The issue of misleading consumers to particular tourism enterprises came out very strongly in several
interviews, as respondents suggested that tour operators have interests in filling certain hotels first. These
are normally properties which have been acquired on commitment contract properties which still negotiate
a larger allotment and try to reduce contract rates; and finally, hotels which offer greater profit margins,
especially through "last minute" deals. Accommodation establishment respondents claim that tour operators
divert demand towards these preferred properties by manipulating the brochure presentation of properties.
Interviewees explained several cases where contracted properties were not featured in brochures, or
brochures and outgoing travel agencies provided wrong information and illustrations about a property,
altering its appeal according to the commercial interests of tour operators. They explain that tour operators
often quote that the consumers' original accommodation choice is sold out or overbooked, and there is no
more availability. This can happen when tourists attempt to book their holidays at an outgoing travel agency,
while several cases were reported for customers swapping once at the destination. As compensation levels
for changes effectively are minimal [for example, maximum £40 for Airtours and £50 for Owners Abroad,
in 1994, if customers are notified in 0-14 and 0-7 days respectively, for change to an inferior standard
accommodation], tour operators can easily convince most holidaymakers that a "little swap" is essential, due
to a range of unforseen reasons, without affecting their holidays. About 10% of the interviewees repeatedly
claimed that their loyal clients, who had enjoyed service and atmosphere in one particular hotel and even
formulated friendships with the proprietors and personnel, have been forced to accept alternative
accommodation or to loose their holidays. When they visit their friends at accommodation establishments
they often find that their original choice, has plenty of availability and they feel deceived as they were
prevented, in an unethical way, to follow their choice.
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As tourists tend to formulate personal relations with proprietors in smaller properties, they are the ones who
emphasise this practice as a conflict with tour operators. This technique is also followed for entire
destinations as well, and demonstrates the power of tour operators on the clientele and profitability of
accommodation establishments. Interviewees suggested that when consumers made inquiries to tour operators
for the reasons of misinformation, they were quoted that "although the property had some availability, there
was no space on the charter flights", underlying the problem of overcontracting. There are also plenty of
examples of prospective tourists asking for availability in one particular country, during the low period, only
to be told by outgoing travel agencies that the entire destination is either sold out or unavailable, while being
directed to alternative destinations which enjoy a low demand for a particular season or contributes more
to the profitability of tour operators.
Evidently, the misleading problem is emphasised by lower category properties, while "A — and "Lux"
category hotels, as well as "apartments" rate this problem as less important. In the first case, high category
hotels are less easily replaceable, as they have their own clientele and distinctive product. On the other side,
"apartments" normally benefit from this practice as they have a priority in bookings, due to the fact that they
are often promoted in a commitment contract. This is supported by the negative relationships between the
percentage of accommodation establishments offered on a commitment basis as well as the allocation to the
top producing tour operators and the rating of this conflict [R =-0.26,Sig =0.00003 and R =-
0.24,Sig =0.0002 respectively]. Moreover, there is a positive relationship between accommodation
establishments' rating of the need to increase cooperation at the destination and the misleading of customers
as a conflict [R =0.22,S ig =0.0004]. This is attributed to the fact that respondents who highlight this problem
tend to believe that greater cooperation at the local level would support its resolution.
6.2.2.1.6 Delays in payment
Delaying of payments is a conflict often quoted by accommodation establishments, although sometimes it
is attributed to incoming travel agencies. As explained in section 2.3.2.4.1, tour operators depend for up
to 25% of their profit margins on interest gained. Consequently, despite being paid well before consumers
arrive at the destinations, they often agree to settle the bills two weeks after clients' departure, while several
interviewees claimed that their payments were delayed as long as one year. Usually, in the middle of the
dispute are local incoming travel agencies, which are also accused by hoteliers of withholding money for
a period of time in order to benefit from the interest and for their cash flow improvement. This problem is
also experienced to a greater extent by smaller properties, as they have less bargaining power to request a
prompt settlement than their counterparts. However, no other statistically significant relationship between
their characteristics and the rating of this conflict can be observed.
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6.2.2.1.7 Request for high quality without appropriate payment
Frequently, hotels accuse tour operators of demanding unrealistically high quality products, despite their
reluctancy to pay adequately. As large/mass tour operators are cost oriented, they attempt to minimise hotels'
contract prices, as explained in sections 2.3.2, 5.3 and 6.1.3. Effectively this practice has direct implications
on their ability to deliver satisfactory tourism products. This conflict is slightly overrated by higher category
and larger properties, which offer a very wide range of facilities and services, as they tend to be requested
to improve quality. In addition, there is a positive relationship between the ratings of the need to increase
cooperation and the ones for this conflict [R =--0.2,Sig =0.001], highlighting that accommodation
establishments regard closer local cooperation as a way to provide a better quality service on a destination
basis. As expected, there is a low negative correlation between the development of accommodation
establishments' relation with tour operators and this conflict [R =4).14, Sig =0.03], illustrating that this
conflict contributes to the disputes between the two partners.
6.2.2.1.8 Late release of unwanted accommodation allocation
Late release of unwanted accommodation establishments' allocation is another conflict observed between
hoteliers and tour operators. Most allotment contracts have a "release period" of one to two weeks, which
obliges properties to accept bookings by a tour operator until the last one or two weeks prior to arrival,
while preventing them from accepting reservations from alternative tourism distribution channel and
independent travellers. Although tour operators may have a confirmed booking for one particular property,
accommodation establishments are not normally notified until the release period. This conflict is closely
related to the "coverage of tour operators' contracts" conflict, explained in section 6.2.2.1.4, as essentially
it reflects the inability of hotels to find customers at the last moment, should tour operators fail to cover their
allocations. Qualitative analysis highlights that hoteliers find this practice very uncomfortable, as they have
very little time to actively seek for another source of bookings and often are left with unoccupied rooms,
effectively jeopardising their profitability. Several interviewees accused tour operators of using the late
release option in order to enhance their leadership of the tourism distribution channel. As explained earlier,
tour operators can withhold customers' reservations, which may have been made several months in advance,
until the very last minute, in order to either divert demand to alternative properties providing better profit
margins, or to re-negotiate for further discount with the hotel. Capitalising on hoteliers' agony in periods
when they have low occupancy rates, minimal opportunities to sell their rooms elsewhere, just 7-14 days
before customers' arrival, and few reservations for the next weeks, tour operators often explain to
accommodation establishments that their property is not selling well and are asked to reduce their prices and
provide special offers in order to stimulate the very price-sensitive "last minute" market. Interviewees
explained that once hotels reduce their prices, tour operators almost "magically" supply "healthy" lists of
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customers, who most probably had reserved their holidays well in advance. In this way, they increase their
profit margins, while ensuring further price discounts for the next seasons.
This conflict is emphasised by smaller and lower category hotels. In contrast, "apartments" are often
contracted on a commitment basis and thus tend to underrate this conflict because they are paid regardless
of whether their rooms are utilised. Evidently accommodation establishments offered on a commitment basis
tend to underrate the late release problem [R=-0.12,Sig=0.06]. There is also some qualitative evidence
demonstrating that very large hotels are less concerned about this conflict, as they can re-allocate their rooms
to other cooperating tour operators or tourism distribution channel and maximise their occupancy. Moreover,
respondents' title influences the rating of this conflict as owners rate it higher than managers
[V=8.4,DF=4,Sig=0.071, perhaps because they often represent a smaller hotel which cooperates with
fewer tour operators. Interestingly, there is a negative correlation between the annual tour operator price
contract increase and the rating of this conflict [R = -0.19,Sig =0.004], illustrating that hotels which manage
to achieve a higher price increase suffer less from the late release problem. This can only be interpreted as
properties which offer appropriate services, build a strong competitiveness, and therefore can attract both
high contract price increases and also enjoy intentional demand. As a consequence, they are capable of re-
allocating their capacity, according to the demand developments. This can be supported by the negative
relationship between the development of accommodation establishments' relation with tour operators and this
conflict [R=-0.2,S ig =0.002], illustrating that the higher they rate this conflict, the more they suggest that
their relation with tour operators deteriorates.
6.2.2.1.9 Accommodation allocation upon customers' arrival
Closely related with the above conflict, as well as the coverage of tour operators' contracts, is the
"accommodation allocation upon consumers' arrival" as a problem with tour operators. Interviewees
attributed this practice to the attempts by tour operators to re-negotiate prices at the last minute, as well as
to mislead tourists as to where their commercial interests lie. They explained that this practice reduces
consumers' awareness of the product and local area; increases their ignorance; diminishes the importance
attributed to the locality or the service providers for the tourism package; causes irregularities and
operational problems for hotels; and finally enhances brand loyalty to tour operators. They also claim that
tourists suffer from this practice as well, since they are allocated to inferior quality accommodation.
Evidently, this conflict is rated highly by lower category hotels, which are normally provided by allotment
contracts and are generally undifferentiated, due to the lack of unique features. The more the allocation to
the top producing tour operator provided by accommodation establishments, as well as the higher the
percentage offered on a commitment contract, the lower this conflict is rated [R =-0.18,Sig =0.006 and R=-
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0.25,Sig=0.0001 respectively]. It can be suggested that smaller properties and apartments which are
distributed through few tour operators often on commitment contract, can enjoy a boost in their occupancy
at last moment. Thus they underrate this problem as they are less affected by its implications. Naturally, the
rating of the tour operator relations development is negatively related with the rating of this conflict [R =-
0.18,Sig =0.005], demonstrating that hotels which believe that there is an improvement in their relation with
tour operators, tend to underrate it. Finally, there is a slight positive correlation between the rating of the
need to increase cooperation at the destination and the rating of this conflict [R=0.16,Sig =0.01], illustrating
that respondents may regard local cooperation as a way to reduce this conflict.
6.2.2.1.10 Change of relationship with tour operators over the years
In order to examine accommodation establishments' perception on the overall development of their
relationships with tour operators over the last five years, a Likert Scale (1-5: Much Worse-Much Better) was
employed. Responses reflect their disappointment which is evident in the qualitative analysis, as on average
they believe that their relation deteriorates (mean =2.18, STD =1.08). A 33.2% believed that the situation
is becoming "much worse", while 32.9% rated it as "worse". Moreover, 17.7% reported that the situation
is "stable" while only 15.2% could see an "improvement", and a further 0.7% declared a "big
improvement".
As demonstrated in Figure 6.3, lower category properties emphasised that their relationship with tour
operators and their negotiation power deteriorate constantly, while higher category hotels and "apartments"
tend to be slightly more optimistic. This can be interpreted as a result of the high quality facilities offered
by the higher category hotels, as well as the demand for self-catering accommodation, which effectively
increases the competitiveness and inter-channel power of "apartments". Understandably, there is a fairly
strong negative correlation between the majority of the aforementioned conflicts and the rating of the
development of accommodation establishments' relationship with tour operators. Naturally, the higher the
price conflict with tour operators is rated, the worse the development of the relation is assessed
[R=0.31,Sig =0.0]. This is also confirmed as the higher the discount that is offered by accommodation
establishments in allotment contracts in the low and high season as well as on commitment contracts, the
worse they rate the development of their relationship with tour operators [R =-0.15,Sig =009; R=-
0.17,Sig=0.05 and R=-0.29,Sig =0.06 respectively]. Moreover, several other negative but lower
correlations with other conflicts are evident: "legal coverage is one sided" [R =-0.17,Sig =0.008], "late
release" [R =-0.19,S ig = 0.002] , "coverage of contracts" [R = -0.24,S ig = 0.0001], "request of high quality
without extra payment" [R = -0.14,S ig = 0.03], and "misleading of tourists" [R = -0.14,S ig = 0.02].
Consequently the higher the rating conflicts with tour operators, the more they feel that the relationship
between themselves and tour operators deteriorates.
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There is also a trend for newer accommodation establishments to be more positive towards the developments
in the relationship with tour operators [X2 =25.2,DF=15,Sig=0.05], perhaps because tour operators tend
to move from old properties to modern ones, which offer a better range of facilities, and thus enjoy a higher
level of competitiveness. In addition, there is a low positive correlation between the number of tour operators
in cooperation and the development in hotels' relationships with them [R =0.12,S ig =0.04], as illustrated in
Table 6.33. This underlines that accommodation establishments which cooperate with a larger number of
tour operators enjoy a stronger position, while it illustrates that larger and higher category hotels are in a
more privileged position within the tourism distribution channel. Finally, as demonstrated in Table 6.34,
there is also a positive relationship between the change of relation with tour operators and the level of
accommodation establishments' satisfaction [R = 0.33,S ig =0.0]. This illustrates clearly that the their
relationship with tour operators is pivotal for their profitability and satisfaction, and suggests that new
methods should be identified to enable a closer and better cooperation between the two partners.
6.2.2.1.11 Synopsis of accommodation establishments' conflicts with tour operators
In conclusion, it can be observed that the majority of accommodation establishments' conflicts with tour
operators tend to concentrate on the profit margin they are allowed to gain, the occupancy and coverage of
contracts, as well as the financial security of a cooperation and its implications. Evidently, their rating of
the conflicts observed varies according to a number of factors, which underline the degree of their
competitiveness in both the tourism industry and the tourism distribution channel, as well as the dependence
on the tour operators they cooperate with. Consequently, in most cases respondents from larger and higher
category hotels tend to underrate the aforementioned conflicts, due to their ability to amend their distribution
mix in order to take advantage of alternative and more profitable tour operators, should their cooperation
with the existing ones fail to yield satisfactory results. In addition, the variation of contract types also plays
a significant role in the rating, as for example hotels which are based on commitment contracts, such as
"apartments", tend to underrate conflicts referring to occupancy and contract coverage. Moreover, the
number of tour operators a property cooperates with, is instrumental in the rating of their conflicts as it
determines the dependence level. The more the tour operators in cooperation, the easier it is to re-engineer
the distribution policy and therefore the lower the conflict levels.
Thus the stronger the competitive position an accommodation establishment gains, the less problems it
encounters with tour operators, due to a more equal distribution of power within the channel. In contrast,
easily replaceable, small, unsophisticated hotels which lack a wide range of required facilities tend to face
a wide range of problems, on both occupancy and profit margin aspects, which emerge from the exercise
of extensive coercive and expertness power from tour operators, should they fail to obey their requirements.
Statistic
Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation
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Table 6.33 Number of tour operators cooperating with accommodation establishments
and development of relation with tour operators
D.1.1.1T	 Number of
Count
Row Pct
TO in cooperation
0.1.17_D
much Wor Worst
et
1.0	 2.0
by	 D.1.17_D	 CHANGE of RELATION with TO over the las
Stable	 Improvem Big Impr
ent	 ovement	 Row
3.0	 4.0	 5.0	 Total
D.1.1.1T
0 9 6 4 1 1 21
0 TO 42.9 28.6 19.0 4.8 4.8 7.6
1 45 46 27 17 135
1-3 TO 33.3 34.1 20.0 12.6 48.7
2 32 24 11 14 1 82
4-10 TO 39.0 29.3 13.4 17.1 1.2 29.6
3 6 15 7 11 39
11 + TO 15.4 38.5 17.9 28.2 14.1
Column 92	 91	 49	 43	 2 277
Total
	 33.2	 32.9	 17.7	 15.5	 .7	 100.0
Chi-Square	 Value	 DF Significance
Pearson	 20.07061	 12	 .06576
Likelihood Ratio
	
19.35271	 12	 .08036
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 4.46427	 1	 .03461
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 .152
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 6 OF	 20 ( 30.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 27
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
	
.12334	 .05666
	 2.06102	 .04024 *4
	
.09076	 .05994
	 1.51126	 .13187 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 27
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Table 6.34 Accommodation establishment satisfaction levels
and development of relation with tour operators
A.12 SAT Degree of SATISFACTION (1-5) by D.1.17_D CHANGE of RELATION with TO over the last
Count
Row Pct
D.1.17_D
Much Wor Worst
st
1.0 2.0
Stable
3.0
Improvem Big Impr
ent	 ovement
4.0	 5.0
Row
Total
A.12_SAT
1.0 50 32 16 7 105
Very Little 47.6 30.5 15.2 6.7 38.2
2.0 18 25 8 7 1 59
Little 30.5 42.4 13.6 11.9 1.7 21.5
3.0 11 23 21 10 65
Average 16.9 35.4 32.3 15.4 23.6
4.0 11 9 s 18 1 44
Much 25.0 20.5 11.4 40.9 2.3 16.0
5.0 1 1 2
Very Much 50.0 50.0 .7
Column 90	 90	 50	 43	 2	 275
Total
	
32.7	 32.7	 18.2	 15.6	 .7	 10 0. 0
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Statistic
Approximate
Value
	
ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .33234 .05852 5.82205 .00000 *4
Spearman Correlation .32186 .05808 5.61684 .00000 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 29
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Therefore based on the proposed strategy for SMTEs, as explained in section 1.3, hotels are required to
assess their strategic position, identify specific attributes which would enable them to attract and satisfy niche
markets and formulate cooperation schemes at the destination level. This would facilitate the increase of their
competitiveness and therefore augment their power within the tourism distribution channel, and as a
consequence would empower them to overcome conflicts with tour operators.
6.2.2.2 Tour operators' conflicts with accommodation establishments
On the other hand, tour operators also report several conflicts in their relationships with accommodation
establishments, although Table 6.35 illustrates that overall, these conflicts are underrated. This is as a result
of the flexibility of tour operators to use alternative properties at a destination and/or even other resort areas,
which enables them to state that there are no problems with the properties they utilise. Often it was quoted
that "should there be a problem with a particular accommodation establishment, we will drop it from our
programme in the next season" and hence minimise their damage. Similarly, they are prepared to drop a
property should they feel that its price is not suitable for their clientele.
However, it is quite apparent that often there is not a clear distinction between problems generated within
a destination, such as noise and environmental pollution, and problems that are exclusively accommodation
establishment related, such as overbooking and food and beverage services. Hoteliers are therefore blamed
not only for their own incompetence, but also for most problems generated within the destination area.
Table 6.35 Tour operators' conflicts with accommodation establishments
' Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Cleanliness and hygiene of accommodation 4.056 1.123 3.749 4.362
Noise and environmental pollution 3.982 1.055 3.694 4.269
Overbooking 3.906 1.181 3.580 4.231
Price of rooms 3.796 1.088 3.499 4.093
Safety 3.796 1.105 3.495 4.098
Quality of services 3.717 1.081 3.419 4.015
Building and environmental concern 3.648 1.119 3.343 3.954
Food and beverage services 3.333 1.213 3.002 3.665
Notes: Likert ca e 1-5 Very Unimportant - Very Important)
It is quite apparent that on average, all problems are rated between the "average importance" and
"important" marks, while the majority of respondents claim that they face the majority of these problems
occasionally, but as they withdraw a property or even a destination from their programme should it fail to
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improve after a warning, they tend to resolve their disputes efficiently. Despite the great differentiation
between the type and operations of tour operators, there is little distinction between their rating of the
aforementioned conflicts and hence there are very few statistically significant relationships between the
conflict ratings and tour operator characteristics. Qualitative research, however, demonstrates that medium-
sized tour operators tend to suffer more of these conflicts, as larger ones tend to resolve their disputes by
exercising coercive power yielded from the volume of their operations. Small tour operators tend to have
a special understanding of destinations, which enables them to resolve conflicts based on their personal
relationships with hoteliers.
Cleanliness and hygiene is embarrassingly the most critical problem tour operators have with
accommodation establishments, as 71.2% rate it above the "important" mark. Medium-sized ones tend to
overrate this conflict, presumably because they have some degree of specialisation and do not enjoy the same
degree of flexibility, as larger ones. However, there is no statistically significant relationship between this
conflict and the characteristics of tour operators. In addition, a more generic problem of noise and
environmental pollution is quoted as a more than "important" problem for 77% of the respondents.
Similarly with above, smaller and medium-sized tour operators tend to rate this problem higher than larger
ones, as there is a negative statistically significant relationship between the number of travellers served, and
the rating of this conflict [R = -0.32,S ig =0.02]. In addition, there is evidence that operators from
environmentally conscious countries are less tolerant than others on this issue.
As described earlier, overbooking is a well known conflict in the tourism industry. As explained in section
6.2.2.1.4, hotels tend to accuse tour operators of overcontracting, ie contracting more rooms than the ones
they can fill or even above their air transportation capacity and believe that overbooking is the inevitable
antidote. As low occupancy is often experienced during the shoulder months, accommodation establishments
are forced to allocate a higher percentage from their capacity, in order to protect themselves from no-shows,
demand fluctuation, contract cancellations and other external factors. A small overcontracting of 15-20%
is often regarded as normal by hoteliers, however this can prove critical during the busiest period for
Mediterranean destinations, ie July-August, depending on the capacity and demand during a particular year.
Moreover, overbooking tends to follow quiet years, where tour operators fail to fulfil their contracts, and
thus hoteliers mistrust that the situation is going to improve. In addition, hoteliers often claim that tour
operators assume that allocated capacity "upon request" is confirmed, and hence take tourists to destinations
without having a reservation confirmation (Owen and Elliot, 1994,p.22). However, this report claims that
tourists from smaller tour operators are the ones suffering more from overbooking, as accommodation
establishments fear the coercive power when "booking-out" large the clients of tour operators, despite the
fact that they normally pay much less than smaller ones. This research demonstrates that the overbooking
problem is regarded as similarly serious by all types of tour operators, but is highlighted by middle-sized
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and large (up to 1 million passengers) ones, as they tend to be more affected. Very large tour operators
however, tend to rate this problem as an "average importance", due to their intra-channel power, which
enables them to encounter less overbooking problems than their counterparts. However, there are no
statistically significant relationships between the rating of the overbooking problem and their characteristics.
Although the price of rooms paid by tour operators is extensively analysed from the accommodation
establishments' point of view in paragraph 6.2.2.1.1, on average respondents tend to rate it as a less than
"important" conflict. However, as it has been established that larger tour operators spend a higher percentage
of their package price on accommodation, the ones serving a larger number of travellers yearly tend to
overrate this conflict. This is a result of the cost orientation of large/mass tour operators, as explained in
sections 2.3.2 and 5.3.3, while small/independent ones which concentrate on value-added elements of the
tourism product and differentiation advantages tend to underrate it. As a consequence, there is an expected
positive relationship between the percentage accommodation contributes to the cost of the package and the
rating of this conflict [R =0.28,Sig =0.06], while there is no statistically significant relationship between the
average package price and the rating of this conflict. Expectedly, tour operators from different countries tend
to rate this conflict differently, depending on their bargaining power over destinations and their orientation.
Accommodation establishments' safety measures may be another conflict especially since the introduction
of EU regulation attributes responsibility to tour operators for all problems occurring throughout the package
holiday delivery. This conflict is also stimulated by the mismatching of safety standards and regulations in
different countries and destinations. However, there is no statistically significant relationship between their
rating and the characteristics of tour operators. Moreover, the quality of accommodation establishments'
services is another major problem for the majority of tour operators. Understandably, tour operators serving
niche markets and with a higher customers /brochure ratio tend to highlight this conflict [R = 0.26,S ig =0.08],
indicating that their specific requirements cannot be met by accommodation establishments. Similarly, the
higher the contribution of the accommodation cost on the package price, the higher they rate this conflict
[R=0.37,Sig =0.01], underlying the dissatisfaction of larger tour operators with accommodation
establishments' services.
Often aesthetically inappropriate building and lack of environmental concern are condemned by tour
operators, as a problem with accommodation establishments. Not surprisingly, smaller ones, which
concentrate on specialised and quality products rate this conflict higher than larger ones, as there is a
negative correlation between the number of travellers served yearly and this conflict [R = -0.26,S ig =0.06].
There is also a negative relationship between the percentage of tour operators' clientele flying with charter
flights and the rating of this criterion [R=-0.3,Sig=0.03], reinforcing that small/niche operators are less
tolerant on environmental deterioration. Qualitative analysis establishes that younger respondents tend to rate
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this problem higher than their counterparts, due to the increasing sensitivity of this issue in the industry.
Finally, the food and beverage services provided by hotels can generate conflicts between tour operators
and accommodation establishments. Qualitative research illustrates that conflicts in this area can emerge from
differences in culture and taste, while food and beverage is one of the most likely elements of the package
to suffer from the fierce price negotiation, as it is variable-cost dominated. There is a negative relationship
between tour operators' passengers flying on charter carriers and their rating of this conflict [R = -
0.29,Sig =0.04], while there is a positive relationship between the percentage of accommodation contribution
to the holiday package cost and the rating of this conflict [R =0.39,Sig =0.01]. These relationships highlight
that large/mass tour operators overrate this conflict, and it is part of the ruthless price negotiation with these
types of operators, which initiates the deterioration of the quality of food and beverage services.
As it can be observed from the above analysis, numerous conflicts can occur in the relationships between
tour operators and accommodation establishments. All of them are rated between "average importance" and
"important". Understandably, as smaller tour operators have a much more demanding clientele to satisfy,
they tend to express more problems, especially on quality elements of the hospitality product. Large ones,
on the other hand, complain more for the prices charged, and for some elements of the quality of services
of accommodation establishments, but raise few points higher than their counterparts. It is therefore fairly
clear that once a property is clean, safe and cheap it is adequate for larger tour operators, while smaller ones
concentrate also on the quality of service, food, and environment. Finally, smaller ones seem to overrate
the overbooking conflict, as they tend to suffer more, due to their lack of power over accommodation
establishments.
6.2.3 Conflicts between accommodation establishments and outgoing travel agencies
As explained in 6.1.4, there is little direct communication between accommodation establishments and
outgoing travel agencies on a permanent basis. Nevertheless, conflicts tend to be occasional and partners
learn from their experiences about potential opportunities and threats for further cooperation. When an
outgoing travel agency makes a reservation in a hotel, a smooth cooperation is normally evident, should
financial transactions be satisfactorily settled. Several conflict sources between outgoing travel agencies and
accommodation establishments are examined, while they illustrate the major reasons for the underutilised
direct relation between the two partners. Useful inferences for potential conflicts which may occur when
partners use a DICIRMS as a tool for closer cooperation are also provided. However, the inability of
hoteliers to distinguish between tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, often quoted as "the foreign
agents", prevents a presentation of their conflicts with outgoing travel agencies, while it supports the
assumption that they perceive them to be similar to the ones with tour operators.
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6.2.3.1 Accommodation establishments' conflicts with outgoing travel agencies
In general, there is no regular cooperation between Mediterranean accommodation establishments and
European outgoing travel agencies, unless requested by outgoing travel agencies specifically for a group or
an individual traveller. However, hotel respondents who can differentiate between tour operators and
outgoing travel agencies, often accuse outgoing travel agencies of misleading tourists towards tour operators
and tourism principals which offer higher commission rates. In particular, agencies which belong to tour
operators are regarded as facilitating the policies and priorities of their parent tour operator. Therefore
knowledgable hoteliers quoted similar conflicts with the ones against tour operators. In addition, similarly
to individual customers, accommodation establishments tend to emphasise the irregularity of outgoing travel
agencies' direct reservations, and therefore debate their contribution on their profitability.
6.2.3.2 Outgoing travel agencies' conflicts with accommodation establishments
Outgoing travel agencies emphasise numerous conflicts in their relationship with accommodation
establishments, as illustrated in Table 6.36. These problems however, are not differentiated between
problems occurring when a package or a tailor-made holiday is purchased from an outgoing travel agency,
and as a result they reflect both situations. Most of the conflicts concentrate on hotels' unfulfilled promises,
either to outgoing travel agencies or to their customers. As outgoing travel agencies act as an interface
between tourists and the tourism industry, it seems that they are often blamed by consumers for any kind
of inappropriate tourism product delivery. As a result, conflicts between outgoing travel agencies and
accommodation establishments are frequently related with consumers' dissatisfaction by the tourism product
delivery.
Table 6.36 Outgoing travel agencies' conflicts with acconzmodation establishments
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Payments of commissions 4.109 1.166 3.788 4.429
Failure to deliver to customer what promised 4.109 1.215 3.748 4.469
Acquiring accurate information for an ACC 4.087 1.192 3.762 4.411
Reliability and stability 4.000 1.243 3.626 4.373
Service quality 3.978 1.085 3.656 4.300
Cost of communication 3.933 1.074 3.610 4.256
Inconsistency in agreements 3.711 1.218 3.345 4.077
Little return for effort 3.581 1.138 3.231 3.932
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important)
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Interestingly, only few statistically significant relationships can be observed between the characteristics of
an outgoing travel agency and their rating of the conflicts with accommodation establishments. It is often
outgoing travel agencies which sell a higher percentage of leisure tourism services and package holidays and
also the ones which overrate these conflicts, illustrating that as these enterprises are used to utilise the
traditional tourism distribution channel formulation, ie tour operators as wholesalers, they tend to find direct
arrangements with hotels more difficult.
The most important problem outgoing travel agencies face when making individual arrangements is
payments of commissions, as hotels often fail to pay their commission promptly and accurately.
Interviewees claimed it is not unusual that an endless communication process needs to follow customers'
departure from an accommodation establishment, in order to arrange a settlement. Hence, they prefer to
cooperate with other intermediaries, such as tour operators or hotel chains and wholesalers, which offer
rewards security through set and punctual procedures. This is particularly felt by outgoing travel agencies
with smaller outlets, occupying fewer employees [R = -0 .36,S ig 0.01] . Similarly, outgoing travel agencies
which organise a larger percentage of leisure travellers, as well as the ones which offer a higher percentage
of package holidays overstressed this conflict [R =0.29,S ig =0.05 and R=0.49,Sig =0.001 respectively]
illustrating that, agencies which are geared towards holiday packages tend to fear more for their commissions
than business ones. It is suggested that a DICIRMS may be a strategic tool to eliminate this conflict, by
supporting a clearance centre where the commission of travel agencies would be paid promptly.
An equally important conflict is accommodation establishments' failure to deliver to the customer what
is promised, causing enormous complaint problems for them and jeopardising their reputation and reliability.
Furthermore, as the 1992 EU Directive also holds all tourism distribution channel partners legally
responsible for any product delivery failure to achieve the promised standards, interviewees highlighted that
their risk is much greater and thus refrain from organising independent holiday packages unless absolutely
essential. Understandably therefore this conflict is emphasised by outgoing travel agencies concentrating in
the leisure market, as well as the ones which sell a higher percentage of package holidays
[R=0.38,Sig=0.01, and R=0.25,Sig =0.1]. Older respondents also tend to emphasise this problem
[R=0.26,Sig =0.08]. In addition, acquiring accurate information of an accommodation establishment
is inconvenient for many agencies, as it is difficult to find sufficient and unbiased information on hotels.
Outgoing travel agencies with a higher percentage of leisure travellers, as well as the ones with higher
percentage of package holidays tend to highlight this problem [R =0.48,Sig =0.001, and R =0.41 ,Sig =0.006
respectively]. This is probably because these types of agencies rely almost exclusively on tour operators'
brochures and therefore fail to utilise other information available in other sources. As a DICIRMS would
enable the distribution of comprehensive and accurate information provision, it is expected to reduce this
problem effectively, and contribute to a closer cooperation.
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Outgoing travel agencies often face reliability and stability problems with accommodation establishments,
as they often fail to fulfil what promised and change arrangements without prior notice. Agencies operating
smaller outlets, with fewer employees tend to emphasise this conflict [R=-0.28,Sig=0.06]. Similarly,
agencies concentrating on holidays, as well as the ones which offer a higher percentage of holiday packages
to their leisure market are also inclined to emphasise this problem [R=0.41,Sig=0.005 and
R=0.38,Sig =0.02 respectively], illustrating that the ones which concentrate on package holidays feel
insecure in cooperating directly with accommodation establishments. The quality of service conflict with
hotels is rated quite highly by outgoing travel agencies, as they often fail to satisfy customers, creating
complaints and complications for agencies. This is emphasised by smaller outlets, with a smaller number
of employees [R =-0.27,Sig =0.07], while it is primarily highlighted by agencies concentrating on the leisure
traveller [R=0.42,Sig =0.003], as well as the ones selling a higher percentage of package holidays
[R=0.48,Sig=0.001]. It can be attributed in the price conflicts between hotels and tour operators, primarily
utilised by these outgoing travel agencies, as presented in paragraph 6.2.2.1.1, which have direct
implications on the quality of products and services.
Moreover, the cost of communication is another factor prohibiting outgoing travel agencies to communicate
directly with accommodation establishments and make reservations. The amount of money required for
communication costs, for a single reservation, might be well above the commission rewards. In addition,
this problem is intensified as prospective tourists make enquiries for potential travel arrangements, without
necessarily making a confirmed reservation, and expect outgoing travel agencies to cover communication
costs. As a result, interviewees emphasised that this conflict is particularly important for small and
independent properties, which have no central reservation offices or representatives at the place of origin
of the tourists. Evidently, agencies which concentrate on the budget-conscious leisure market, as well as the
ones which sell a higher percentage of package holidays tend to emphasise this conflict
[R=0.58,Sig=0.00004 and R =0.65,Sig =0.0 respectively], which is often regarded as the main reason for
their little collaboration with accommodation establishments. This is attributed to the limited profit margins
of outgoing agencies due to the fierce competition in the marketplace, especially during the "price war"
periods, as well as their established and inexpensive methods to communicate and administer reservations
with tourism suppliers through CRSs and videotex systems. Several outgoing travel agencies feel that hotels
are inconsistent in their agreements causing problems for their operation and reputation. This conflict is
emphasised by agencies employing few employees and having few selling desks/points [R =-0.35,Sig =0.02
and R=-0.3,Sig=0.1 respectively]. Similarly with most other conflicts, outgoing travel agencies which
concentrate in the leisure market as well as the ones which offer a higher percentage of package holidays
to their leisure market tend to highlight this problem [R =0.44,Sig =0.003 and R =0.5,Sig =0.0007
respectively]. Finally, outgoing travel agencies suggest that there is little return for the effort required to
make individual reservations. As tour operators and other principals offer a range of override commissions
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and incentives for a relatively effortless booking procedure, some outgoing travel agencies tend to believe
that a negligible contribution to their profitability is achieved by making direct reservations to hotels. This
is also supported by agencies which have a higher percentage of leisure travellers, as well as the ones
offering a higher percentage of package holidays to their leisure travellers IR =0.36,Sig =0.02, and
R=0.47,Sig =0.002 respectively]. Respondents with higher academic qualifications tend to highlight these
conflicts more than their counterparts.
As illustrated in the above analysis, outgoing travel agencies which concentrate on the leisure market and
consequently the ones offering a higher percentage of holiday packages to their leisure market, consistently
highlight most of the aforementioned conflicts between themselves and accommodation establishments. This
is perhaps a result of the reflection of problems between accommodation establishments and tour operators.
as illustrated in section 6.2.2, which are projected to outgoing travel agencies as they have a direct contact
with consumers. In addition, it demonstrates that the higher the utilisation of the existing tourism distribution
channel for leisure travel, the higher outgoing travel agencies rate these conflicts on their direct cooperation.
In contrast, the ones which concentrate on business travellers and the ones which currently arrange individual
holidays for their customers tend to underrate the conflicts and are more optimistic in a direct cooperation.
In conclusion, outgoing travel agencies have little direct contact with accommodation establishments. They
experience problems to find unbiased and adequate information when they attempt to administrate individual
hotel bookings, while the cost of communication, the potential commission risk, as well as the effort required
to make an individual reservation, eliminate the benefits and discourage outgoing travel agencies to increase
their share of individual bookings. Moreover, outgoing travel agencies highlight accommodation
establishments' inconsistent and inadequate services, in comparison to the standards promised in the
promotional material, which prompt conflicts with customers and jeopardise their reputation to their clients.
In general however, the limited contact between these two tourism distribution channel partners yields a
fairly limited understanding of each partners' needs and requirements and therefore creates unavoidable
dissatisfaction due to the lack of appropriate communication. It is proposed however, that the implementation
of a DICIRMS would facilitate closer cooperation and eliminate these conflicts, contributing to mutually
commercial benefits for both partners. This is demonstrated, as a DICIRMS addresses the majority of the
issues highlighted by Travel Weekly (1990b,p.12), as essential prerequisites to improve the relationships of
accommodation establishments with outgoing travel agencies, as presented in section 2.3.1.3.2.
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6.2.4 Conflicts between tour operators and incoming travel agencies
The last destination based tourism distribution channel pair to be analysed are incoming travel agencies and
tour operators. A detailed investigation of their relation, role and operations in sections 2.3, 5.3 and 5.2,
illustrates that normally there is a close relationship between the two partners, which yields mutual benefits.
In addition, as it is quite easy for both incoming travel agencies and tour operators to change their partners,
should their cooperation be disharmonious, there are normally few conflicts in this relationship. This is
illustrated by the fact that the majority of their conflict rating is consistently below the "importance" mark.
However, on some occasions certain conflicts can arise, especially when incoming travel agencies fail to
appreciate the needs and requirements of tour operators, due to tour operators' bankruptcies and/or their
reluctancy to pay adequately. Failure to resolve conflicts in this relationship normally results in a change of
tour operators' representatives at a destination. Qualitative analysis illustrates that the life cycle stage of the
location where the cooperation takes place, is instrumental in this relationship, as not only does it determine
the familiarity of incoming travel agencies with tour operators' requests, but it also influences the demand
and supply of incoming travel agency services and therefore affects the conflict tolerance levels from each
side.
6.2.4.1 Tour operators' conflicts with incoming travel agencies
In general, tour operator respondents claim that very few problems may occasionally arise in their
relationships with incoming travel agencies. However they emphasise that in most cases they would "replace
incoming travel agencies they cooperate with at a destination, should they be unable to improve their
collaboration and fail to deliver the quality of services required, at the price they can accept". Table 6.37
summarises their conflicts with incoming travel agencies.
Table 6.37 Tour operators' conflicts with incoming travel agencies
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Lack of professionalism 4.000 1.087 3.673 4.327
Unreliability on agreements 3.818 1.187 3.457 4.179
Inadequate handling of customers 3.818 1.299 3.423 4.213
Overcharging for their services 3.659 1.200 3.294 4.024
Inability to understand our philosophy of service 3.636 1.314 3.237 4.036
Inability to identify suitable accommodation 3.523 1.372 3.105 3.940
Delay of payments to hotels 3.523 1.389 3.100 3.945
Notes: Likèrt Scal1-5 Very Unimportant - Very Important).
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As tour operators rate their conflicts with incoming travel agencies lower than with other partners, it can
be assumed that in practice fewer problems occur. The entire range of potential conflicts is rated between
the "average importance" and "important" marks indicating that there are relatively few difficulties to
overcome. However, they claim that they are often confronted with a lack of professionalism, as incoming
travel agencies are sometimes unreliable and fail to deliver their contribution properly, with 77.8% of the
respondents rating this problem higher than the "important" mark. Qualitative research illustrates that this
dispute in many cases is also stimulated by cultural differences between the two partners, while no
statistically significant relationship between tour operator types and the rating of this conflict is evident.
Moreover, they accuse agencies of inadequate handling of customers, as they fail to appreciate customer
needs and requirements. Although there is no statistically significant differentiation between dissimilar tour
operators' characteristics, smaller ones which represent customers with specific requirements tend to
highlight this conflict, as it can be observed from the weak negative relationships between their holidays
organised yearly as well as the number of employees and representatives, and their rating for this conflict.
Qualitative research also supports this inference. Similarly to the first conflict, tour operators complain that
several incoming travel agencies are unreliable in following their agreements and contrasts, as 70.5% rate
this problem higher than "important". It is medium-sized ones which emphasise this problem, as they have
a higher dependence on local incoming travel agencies to overlook their operation at a destination, while
having relatively lower negotiation power with incoming travel agencies. Qualitative research confirms that
small/niche tour operators formulate personal relationships and close partnerships with local agencies and
thus manage to reduce this conflict. Similarly large/mass ones use coercive and reference power, emerging
from the volume of business they generate, in order to determine their requirements. Therefore they both
underrate this conflict and as a consequence, no statistically significant relation with the characteristics of
tour operators is evident.
Although, incoming travel agencies complain of not being paid sufficiently for the tasks they undertake at
a destination, tour operators accuse them for overcharging for their services. As anticipated, there is a
higher tendency for smaller and medium-sized tour operators to overrate this conflict, as unlike large/mass
ones they fail to impose their pricing policies on incoming travel agencies. However, due to the ability of
small tour operators to establish personal relationships and partnerships with incoming travel agencies, they
tend to underrate this conflict. Tour operators from different countries rate this conflict dissimilarly,
depending on the competition level in their country and hence the pressure they encounter to reduce all
possible costs.
In addition, the smaller the operator, the higher they rate the "inability to understand our philosophy of
service" conflict. This is hardly surprising, as smaller ones tend to offer specialised products which require
special treatment by incoming travel agencies, in contrast with large/mass tour operators' rigidly packaged
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and simplified products. Consequently, there is a weak negative relationship between the number of holidays
sold yearly and their rating on this conflict [R=-0.23,Sig=0.1]. Moreover, incoming travel agencies are also
blamed as being unable to identify suitable accommodation for tour operators' programmes. Smaller and
medium-sized tour operators rate this problem higher than their counterparts, as they depend more on
incoming travel agencies for identifying hotels for their programmes. In contrast, large/mass ones employ
a team of contractors which undertake this operation, while small tour operators build personal relations with
destinations' accommodation establishments and thus rely less on incoming travel agencies to identify them.
Consequently, there is no statistically significant relationship between the rating of this conflict and tour
operators' characteristics. Finally, one of the biggest conflicts between incoming travel agencies and
accommodation establishments, as demonstrated in 6.2.1.1, is also highlighted by tour operators, due to the
side effects it has on them. Tour operators believe that certain incoming travel agencies delay payments
to accommodation establishments, in order to benefit from interest in the mean time, while they suggest
that this practice jeopardises their relationships with accommodation establishments. Medium-sized tour
operators tend to overrate this conflict, as larger ones tend to either undertake the payment function
themselves at the destinations, or to impose a tighter control over incoming travel agencies.
In general, there are no strong statistical significant relationships between the majority of the above conflicts'
rating and the characteristics of tour operators. Often this is due to the fact that medium-sized operators
overrate them and therefore no linear relationship between their attributes and their conflict rating can be
established. Qualitative analysis and the interpretation of cross tabulations clearly explain that small and
medium-sized tour operators experience a higher degree of conflict with incoming travel agencies, rather
than the larger and smaller ones. Several qualitative reasons explain this argument. As smaller tour operators
normally organise specialised packages, with complicated itineraries to execute, they tend to be more
involved with local incoming travel agencies and develop personal relations. Thus the complexity of their
operations requires greater involvement by local agencies and therefore higher handling fees and costs need
to be charged, creating a greater degree of conflicts. On the other hand, medium-sized tour operators cannot
attract the privileges and discounts that their large/mass counterparts can achieve by exercising coercive
power on incoming travel agencies, based on the volume of their business, and therefore they tend to
overrate the aforementioned conflicts. In contrast, large/mass tour operators use their channel leadership to
determine the collaboration terms with incoming travel agencies, and therefore underrate the majority of the
above conflicts. As large/mass tour operators tend to integrate vertically incoming travel agencies at major
destinations, they also tend to establish their own representation at several resorts and undertake their
responsibilities and functions by eliminating their role in the provision of transfers and the organisation of
local excursions. In this manner, they reduce the involvement of incoming travel agencies and therefore the
conflict stimulants.
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6.2.4.2 Incoming travel agencies' conflicts with tour operators
Interestingly, only 22% of incoming travel agency respondents declare that they have some kind of problems
with the tour operators they collaborate, demonstrating that they have less problems with tour operators than
accommodation establishments (38%). The ones responding positively in the problem question tend to depend
more heavily their operation on inbound foreign tourists, and they are normally dissatisfied with the
performance of their enterprise. Incoming travel agencies having problems with tour operators are usually
located in either very developed islands, where their negotiation power has been reduced drastically, or on
islands in the first stages of their life cycle, where they experience difficulties to attract and maintain tour
operators at the destination, as well as to make the initial arrangements for an appropriate and comprehensive
itinerary. Table 6.38 illustrates their major conflicts with tour operators.
Table 6.38 Incoming travel agencies' conflicts with tour operators
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Tour operators' bankruptcies 4.382 1.130 4.076 4.687
Delays of payments for ITA and ACC contracts 3.857 1.381 3.487 4.227
Pressure to reduce prices of services 3.818 1.188 3.497 4.139
Low coverage of contracts especially in low season 3.706 1.171 3.376 4.035
Exclusivity rights 3.600 1.195 3.260 3.940
Low promotional campaign of destination 2.714 1.323 2.334 3.094
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
Evidently the majority of the aforementioned criteria are on average rated between the "important" and
"average importance" marks. However, "tour operators' bankruptcy" conflict is characterised by some
interviewees as their "worst nightmare", as the economic disaster is usually severe for an incoming travel
agency, especially when bankrupt tour operators have not paid services already used at a destination and
incoming travel agencies are obliged to pay on their behalf. They explained that bonding systems cover
exclusively holidaymakers and thus there are rarely adequate funds to pay incoming travel agencies and
accommodation establishments. For example, the collapse of a medium tour operator (Best Holidays trading
as Grecian-Cypriana) in November 1994 resulted in a loss of £400,000 for its Cypriot incoming travel
agencies (Luis Organisation) (O'Connell et a1,1994,p.3, Zougris, Renta, Kali,1995). Qualitative analysis
explains that as incoming agencies may need excessive funds to pay hotels and other services used during
the past tourism seasons by bankrupt tour operators, they may not survive the turbulence and they may be
forced into liquidation as well. In addition, their reputation is critically damaged at the destination, as
accommodation establishments and other tourism service providers would normally blame them failing to
give a warning early enough to avoid the consequences. Most of the respondents have already experienced
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tour operators' bankruptcies in the past. There is a tendency for incoming travel agencies operating in
developing destinations to be more concerned about this problem, as they risk their reputation in a
developing area and therefore can damage their long term profitability. In addition, these agencies tend to
have a relatively limited experience in cooperating with tour operators. Finally, the higher the percentage
of their clients incoming travel agencies depend on the top three producing tour operators, the lower they
rate this problem [R =-0.3,S ig =0.07], illustrating that incoming travel agencies which cooperate with fewer
tour operators, and depend on them for most of their clientele, trust that their partners are financially reliable
and under-rate this conflict. Moreover, tour operators' delays of payments for incoming travel agency
and accommodation establishment contracts not only create enormous problems on incoming travel
agencies' cash flow, but are also often responsible for conflicts between local agencies and hoteliers, as
described in section 6.2.1.1. Naturally, tour operators attempt to postpone payments to both hoteliers and
incoming travel agencies, in order to invest them in high interest rate bringing activities. This problem is
underrated by incoming travel agencies in some developed destinations, where tour operators pay hotels
directly without their intervention, as well as by agencies which operate all over the country. In addition,
there is a positive relationship between the importance attributed to the need to increase cooperation with
fellow incoming travel agencies at a destination and this problem [R =0.23,S ig =0.08], as perhaps
cooperation can be regarded as a way to reduce this conflict.
Similarly with accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies are pressurised by tour operators
to reduce the prices of services, as handling fees, transfer and excursion prices are mercilessly negotiated
yearly. In particular, agencies suggest that very large tour operators and the ones from some particular
countries, such as Britain, refuse to pay handling fees and exercise coercive power by threatening to
withdraw their custom. Incoming travel agencies attempt to maximise their profit margin by charging higher
handling and transfer fees, while on the other hand, tour operators need to minimise these costs.
Consequently, interviewees often complain that the return on their investments, as well as the risk and effort
undertaken in their operation, cannot be justified in their revenues from tour operators. Pressure levels
depend on incoming travel agencies' demand and supply, as well as the services they provide on a
destination level. There is a slight tendency for the ones which operate a larger number of outlets, as well
as younger respondents to overrate this problem, although there are no statistically significant relationships
between their characteristics and rating of this conflict.
The low coverage of tour operators' contracts especially in low season not only prompts problems with
accommodation establishments, as incoming travel agencies are confronted by dissatisfied hoteliers, but it
also reduces the usage of all services provided by themselves and therefore their revenue. Incoming travel
agencies with higher percentage of inbound foreign tourism, as well as the ones operating in islands with
the higher seasonality problem have a slight tendency to overrate this problem. In addition, similarly with
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accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies point out the exclusivity rights problem with tour
operators, as they are prevented from cooperating with their tour operators' competitors. Although, this is
a well known practice in the industry, qualitative research illustrated several examples where incoming travel
agencies represent fiercely competing tour operators at a destination, demonstrating that ultimately the
demand and supply of the services, as well as their price determine the collaboration patterns. In addition,
in order to avoid this problem, several incoming travel agency interviewees explained that new agencies
trading under a different brand name in separate premises, are secretly established in order to enable them
to undertake the representation of competing tour operators. The problem is highlighted by agencies which
have a larger percentage of inbound foreign tourists [R=0.26,Sig =0.06], as well as by the ones on
developed islands, where the high concentration of mass tourism increases the level of competition and
forces tour operators to insist on their exclusivity rights. Finally, several incoming travel agencies blamed
tour operators for the low promotional campaign of their destination. This is particularly the case for
agencies operating in one island and specifically for the ones in developing destinations, which feel that tour
operators are "not doing enough to establish the destination". This is also emphasised by incoming travel
agencies which depend for less clientele on tour operators, as it is demonstrated by the negative relationship
between the dependence of clientele on the top three tour operators and their rating [R =-0.44,Sig =0.01].
In addition, younger respondents, and perhaps relatively new entrepreneurs emphasise this conflict.
Qualitative research indicated that several other issues may cause conflicts in the relation between incoming
travel agencies and tour operators. The office space used by tour operators' representatives in the destination
and the expenses from their activities may be another conflicting point. In addition, the volumes of travellers
is another important issue, as it determines incoming travel agencies' contract coverage with both hotel and
transportation capacity. Should tour operators fail to provide an adequate number of tourists in the
destination, the profitability and credibility of incoming travel agencies suffer and therefore conflicts emerge.
In contrast, whenever there is an overbooking, agencies usually struggle to identify supplementary capacity
to accommodate the extra demand. In general, numerous agencies expressed their discontent with tour
operators' practices and explained that their concentration of power has forced entire destinations to
oversupply tourism products. Consequently, they claim that both destinations' appeal and ability to make
reasonable returns on investment have evaporated. Finally, they explained that one of the major elements
of tour operators' power is their control of charter flights and consequently on destinations' accessibility.
In order to examine the progress of the relationship of incoming travel agencies with tour operators a
Likert Scale 1-5 (Much Worse-Much Better) was employed. The majority of them felt that the relation is
getting slightly worse over the years [mean =2.84, STD =1.15, 95% Confidence Interval 2.51-3.17). This
almost indifferent score compares favourably with the accommodation establishments' score in the
development of their relationships with tour operators [mean =2.18, STD 1.08]. This supports the argument
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that incoming travel agencies are in a better negotiation position within the tourism distribution channel and
they suffer less than other SMTEs. This is as a result of balancing tour operators' coercive power, with
expert and identification power on the resort area and its enterprises. There is therefore a better balance and
collaboration. As there is a negative correlation between the number of outlets and destinations incoming
travel agencies operate and their rating of this variable [R =-0.26,Sig =0.06 and R =-0.36,Sig =0.01
respectively], it can be suggested that, the higher the number of outlets and resorts an incoming travel
agency serves, the more it believes that its relationships with tour operators deteriorate. Similarly, the ones
in developed destinations, such as Kos and Rhodes, where oversupply force fierce competition as well as
where tour operators assume some of their functions, tend to stress the deterioration of their relationships.
Naturally, there is a positive relationship between agencies' satisfaction with their performance and their
rating on the development of their relationships with tour operators [R=0.25,Sig -=0.07], illustrating that
the more satisfied an incoming travel agency is the more it believes that its relationships with tour operators
will improve.
6.2.5 Conflicts between tour operators and outgoing travel agencies
A number of problems emerge in the relationship between outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, which
often results from the expansion of vertical integration within the tourism distribution channel. Evidently,
small/independent tour operators and outgoing travel agencies feel that their competitiveness and prosperity
is jeopardised due to the "march of the multiples" as well as the concentration of large market shares in a
limited number of corporations. On one side, increasingly, small/niche tour operators complain about the
detrimental treatment they receive by multiple outgoing travel agencies, which are normally connected with
large/mass tour operators, as analysed in section 5.3.1. These agencies tend to jeopardise the independent
tour operator's visibility in the marketplace by denying to rack their brochures and essentially obstruct their
distribution to the public. Kirker (1994,p.66) suggests that smaller/independent tour operators who refuse
to pay an override commission, are not only refused racking in multiple outgoing travel agencies, but also
they are not allowed to be sold, should a prospective tourist make a specific request. One the other hand,
smalllindependent outgoing travel agencies complain that the vertical integration of large/mass tour
operators with multiples, essentially endangers their existence. In addition, they claim that multiples can
negotiate special override commissions and other privileges, which in fact increase their profitability, while
they enable them to offer unrealistically high discounts to the public, and thus severely damage the
independent outgoing travel agency's competitiveness. "Price wars" between multiple outgoing travel
agencies, which have recently reached up to a 25% discount on package prices (O'Conne11,1995,p.1) can
only be afforded by multiples, which consequently attract holidaymakers from all other agencies.
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As tour operators use their in-house outgoing travel agencies to sell the bulk of their package holidays
directly to the public, independent agencies' role, importance, and intra-channel power evaporate.
Consequently, some industrialists predict that by the year 2000, the big three multiples in the UK will hold
the 90% of all holiday bookings (Noakes,1995a,p.1), which clearly illustrates that independent outgoing
travel agencies are becoming endangered species. This is particularly the case in the UK, Germany and
Scandinavian countries, where there is a great concentration on the holiday industry, while southern
European Countries which have a much smaller package holidays market, have not experienced a high
degree of vertical integration hitherto.
The domination and power of large/mass tour operators and multiples in the tourism distribution channel is
confirmed, as they register less complaints than all other channel members in their relationships with tourism
distribution channel partners, indicating than in most cases they are capable of exercising coercive power
emerging from their channel leadership, in order to impose their desires. An analysis of conflicts between
outgoing travel agencies and tour operators follows, offering insights into these disputes.
6.2.5.1 Tour operators' conflicts with outgoing travel agencies
As discussed above, vertical integration within the tourism industry originates several intra-channel conflicts,
especially for smaller tour operators, which feel unable to obtain fair opportunities to distribute their product
in the current market situation. Consequently, the majority of the conflicts are highlighted by smaller tour
operators and often refer to their relationship with large/multiple outgoing travel agencies. Table 6.39
demonstrates a wide range of problems emerging between tour operators and outgoing travel agencies.
Interestingly however, the entire range of these conflicts are on average rated below the "important" line,
demonstrating that they are less critical than the ones involving destination enterprises. Moreover, the low
rating can also be attributed to the fact that larger tour operators consistently underrate these conflicts, while
smaller ones overrate them, providing a balanced mean. This is illustrated by the relatively high standard
deviation observed. However, caution should be paid in the interpretation process, as due to the
questionnaire space constraints illustrated in section 4.4.3.2, the data analysed in this paragraph is based
exclusively on interviews with the British travel trade. As a result, the response size limits the ability to
extract statistically sound inferences.
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Table 6.39 Tour operators' major conflicts with outgoing travel agencies
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Lack of knowledge about tour operators' products 3.923 1.382 3.088 4.758
Leading customers to alternative holidays for their benefit 3.538 1.391 2.698 4.379
Request for high commissions 3.384 1.502 2.477 4.292
Ownership by other tour operators 3.000 1.414 2.145 3.855
Delays of payments 3.000 1.826 1.897 4.103
Waste of brochure 2.923 1.498 2.018 3.828
Refuse to sell product 2.846 1.676 1.834 3.859
Refuse to rack brochures 2.462 1.266 1.697 3.226
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
Tour operators suggest that outgoing travel agencies have a lack of knowledge about their products, which
makes them unable to offer accurate information to prospective tourists. The problem is naturally highlighted
by smaller/specialist ones, which offer more complicated itineraries, although large operators rate it quite
highly as well. Tour operators organising a small number of trips, occupy less employees and representatives,
and print less brochures, tend to stress this problem [R=-0.55,Sig =0.05; R =-0.61,Sig =0.02; R =-
0.63,Sig =0.03; R =-0.59,Sig =0.03 respectively]. In addition, the ones which have an ownership or alliance
with outgoing travel agencies underrate this conflict. Small tour operators suggest that outgoing travel
agencies lead customers to alternative holidays in order to benefit from override commissions and other
bonus offered. This is a well known conflict in the industry which has attracted the attention of the anti-
monopoly regulators. The British Office of Fair Trading originally decided not to refer the travel industry
integration to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission, as it was satisfied with the level of competition
achieved (Cohen,1994a,p.1). However, consistent lobbying from industrialists representing smaller tourism
organisations, consumer organisations and journalists suggest that multiple outgoing travel agencies
deliberately mislead their clients in order to stimulate demand for their parent tour operators (Welsh, 1995:
Noakes,1995d; Kirker,1994). Therefore they persuaded the authorities to re-examination the case (Noakes
and Quinton, 1995). Surprisingly, there is no statistically significant relationship between the characteristics
of tour operators and their rating of this conflict, although smaller operators tend to rate this issue higher
than their counterparts. This is probably a result of the emerging understanding by all members of the
tourism distribution channel that this is a common practice in the entire industry, as for example, Kirker
(1994) quotes Newbold (Thomsons' Managing Director) referring to Going Places as "not being a retailer
of holidays but an outlet for Airtours". In addition, qualitative research illustrates that several small tour
operators have decided that they do wish to distribute their products through outgoing travel agencies and
especially multiples, and therefore see this problem irrelevant to their operations.
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Another problem which is also originated mainly from horizontal integration and concentration of outgoing
travel agencies is their power to request higher override commissions and special bonuses. There is
evidence suggesting that multiples demand a 17-18% commission (Kirker,1994), which is obviously
uneconomical for smaller tour operators. Therefore smaller operators tend to overrate this conflict, but since
large/mass tour operators are also forced to pay overrides they also rate this conflict quite highly. Smaller
our operators on the other hand are unwilling to distribute their products through outgoing travel agencies
under these conditions, as they cannot supply an adequate number of brochures and feel that unfair treatment
jeopardises their position. Similarly with the above, there is no statistically significant relationship between
the characteristics of tour operators and their rating. Operators felt that ownership by another tour
operator generates conflicts in their relationship with outgoing travel agencies, as they expect preferential
treatment and directional selling towards multiples' in-house tour operator, and against their own packages.
As expected, this is emphasised by smaller ones who feel they are threatened more, as they lack an
established retailing network themselves. However, interestingly, this conflict is rated relatively higher by
large/mass tour operators, underlying their discomfort about being discriminated in the outgoing travel
agency chains which belong to their competitors.
Delays of payments are rated as an "average importance" problem, as the majority of outgoing travel
agencies pay tour operators on time. There is also a tendency for smaller operators to emphasise this
problem, as there is a weak negative relationship between the number of employees and representatives, as
well as brochure printed yearly and the rating of this conflict [R=-0.43,Sig =0.1; R=-0.56,Sig =0.07; R =-
g.Sig=0.1 respectively]. Qualitative research confirms that large/mass tour operators have established
efficient methods of automatic fund transfers which minimise these type of conflicts with outgoing travel
agencies. Moreover, tour operators often blame outgoing travel agencies for wasting brochure. This is a
usual problem as illustrated in 2.3.2.1, which attracts almost symmetrical responses from tour operators of
different characteristics. However, there are negative correlations between the number of brochures printed
yearly, the number of employees and representatives and the rating of this conflict [R=-0.5,Sig =0.08; R =-
0.48,Sig =0.1; and R=-0.53,Sig=0.09 respectively], illustrating that smaller operators tend to overrate this
problem. Surprisingly however, there is no statistically significant relationship between the number of
holiday-makers served by tour operators and their rating of this conflict. Qualitative research explains that
as smaller tour operators do not rack brochures in most outgoing travel agencies they have a smaller
percentage of wastage, while very large tour operators not only distribute a great proportion of their
packages through their integrated multiples, but also employ complicated procedures to monitor and limit
this problem. Consequently, medium-sized tour operators tend to rate this conflict higher.
hi addition, small-sized tour operators claim that outgoing travel agencies refuse to sell their product to
prospective tourists, even whenever consumers request specifically to make a booking. Instead, they claim,
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agencies advise customers that a particular tour operator is not well known and another, featuring the same
destination, should be chosen, in order to ensure quality and security. There is a strong negative relationship
between the number of holidays sold per year, number of brochures printed, number of employees and
representatives occupied and the rating of this conflict [R =-0.52,Sig =0.06; R=-0.53,Sig =0.06; R =-
0.48,Sig=0.09; R =-0.69,Sig =0.01 respectively], while there is a positive relationship between the
customers/brochures ratio and this conflict [R =0.53,Sig =0.06]. These relations indicate that the smaller the
tour operators, as well as the more complicated and specialised itineraries they promote, the more they feel
that they are treated unfavourably in the current tourism distribution channel and the more unable they are
to reach their target markets. Finally, middle-sized operators complain that outgoing travel agencies often
refuse to rack their brochures, mainly because they refuse to pay override commissions. Middleton
(1988,p.181) suggests that "for every brochure currently displayed in a British travel agent's racks, there
are probably at least fifty other seeking space". As the average number of brochure displayed by outgoing
travel agency respondents is 117 [STD 66.8], there is an understandable attempt by outgoing travel agencies
to display the brochures according to their interests and the profitability they generate. Gilbert and Houghton
(1991,p.21) suggest the main consideration for multiples is to give prime racking space to their in-house tour
operators. This result is also confirmed in this research, as in numerous outgoing travel agency observations,
the brochures of in-house tour operators not only outnumbered the ones by other operators, but they were
also offered prime racking. In contrast, direct competitors for outgoing travel agencies' parent corporations,
were often offered almost invisible racking. In addition, override commissions and other benefits; the
easiness to use the brochure and make a booking, and therefore the availability of a tour operator in outgoing
travel agencies' videotex; the regularity of brochure supply; and finally the quality and reliability of the
product were quoted by outgoing travel agency interviewees as factors determining their ranking policy. Not
surprisingly there are no statistically significant relationships between tour operators' characteristics and their
rating of this conflict. Qualitative research however illustrates that as a large fraction of small tour operators
have decided that racking brochures in outgoing travel agencies is not the most effective way to reach their
clientele. Therefore they tend to rate this conflict moderately, simply because it does not affect their
operations. Similarly, very large tour operators have established a very strong brand name and thus have
adequate power to determine their presence in outgoing travel agencies. It is the medium-sized ones, which
on the one hand, cannot depend exclusively on direct selling and on the other have difficulties in gaining
access to outgoing travel agencies' racks unless they pay override commissions. Hence they consistently rate
this problem higher than their counterparts.
It is quite apparent from the above analysis that small and medium-sized tour operators find it increasingly
difficult to cooperate with outgoing travel agencies. This is because multiple outgoing travel agencies, serve
the commercial interests of their corporation and hence promote their in-house tour operators. They also
request unrealistically high override commissions from smaller and medium-sized tour operators and they
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effectively set barriers for them to reach their clientele. However, the development of new technology and
to a certain degree DICIRMSs, would enable these operators to communicate directly and efficiently with
their clientele. As a result, it would reduce their need to use the existing tourism distribution channel
structure, while it would also enhance their bargaining power within the channel.
6.2.5.2 Outgoing travel agencies' conflicts with tour operators
Several conflicts are examined in the relation between outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, as
illustrated in Table 6.40. Due to the concentration of this research on distribution issues, outgoing travel
agency responses concentrate on operational conflicts they usually have with tour operators, while they do
not elaborate on conflicts at the strategic level. There is also very little differentiation between the various
types of outgoing travel agencies and the rating of these conflicts, although one would expect multiple and
independent outgoing travel agencies to have a certain discrepancy, due to their dissimilar relations with tour
operators. Qualitative analysis, however, illustrates that small/independent agencies feel mistreated by larger
tour operators, which offer incentives and override commissions only to their large/multiple agencies, which
inevitably have a stronger negotiation power. As a result, small/independent outgoing travel agencies explain
that they cannot offer equally attractive consumer discounts, while they are rewarded less for undertaking
the same operation with multiples.
Table 6.40 Outgoing travel agencies' conflicts with tour operators
Conflicts Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Rescheduling of flights 3.880 1.092 3.429 4.331
Product complain band failure of product delivery 3.875 1.227 3.357 4.393
Administration problems 3.708 1.334 3.145 4.272
Inaccurate brochures and publications 3.667 1.204 3.158 4.175
Overbooking of packages 3.600 1.291 3.067 4.133
Control of availability in order to mislead tourists 3.044 1.261 2.498 3.588
Notes: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
As demonstrated in the above table, the majority of these conflicts are rated between the "average
importance" and "important" mark, illustrating that there are not very strong operational conflicts between
the two partners. Rescheduling of flights is an inevitable problem between outgoing travel agencies and tour
operators, since the latter often need to rearrange charter flights to match the demand and minimise the
overheads. This increases the work load for agencies, while it can create conflicts with their clients. This
problem is overrated by smaller outlets, which sell a smaller number of trips yearly and occupy less
employees [R=-0.4,Sig=0.07; R=-0.32, Sig =0.1 respectively], as well as by respondents with lower
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academic qualifications. In addition, product complaints and failure of product delivery is the second
most important problem faced with tour operators, which cause customer dissatisfaction and disputes between
outgoing travel agencies and their clientele. This conflict is rated similarly by both multiples and
independents, while respondents of smaller outlets which occupy less employees and have fewer selling desks
tend to emphasise the problem [R ---0.39,Sig =0.06; and R =-0.48,Sig =0.02]. Perhaps this is as a result of
the personal contact employees of smaller outlets have with customers and their ability to receive feedback
from their holidays.
Administration problems such as inaccurate billing and quoting, or inefficiencies in cooperation with some
tour operators are also reported by some outgoing travel agencies. Although there is a slight tendency for
smaller outlets to highlight this conflict, there are no statistically significant relationships between their
characteristics and the rating of this conflict. Inaccurate brochures and publications may cause
misunderstandings and inconvenience for customers, while they can also develop unrealistic expectations for
prospective tourists and generate dissatisfaction. Respondents from smaller outlets, with fewer selling desks
tend to overrate this problem [R----0.33,Sig=0.11, while branch managers tend to rate this conflict higher
than their counterparts. Qualitative analysis illustrates that outgoing travel agencies fear that inaccurate
brochures can create legal problems for them while some quoted that the "cheaper the price of the package
the more problems one can expect". Occasionally, overbooking of packages can occur when more packages
are sold than transportation or accommodation capacity. In this case prospective tourists have to identify
alternative suitable holidays and perhaps a certain compensation policy may apply. However, overbooking
of packages increases outgoing travel agencies' working load and dissatisfies customers. Respondents from
smaller outlets with fewer selling desks tend to overrate this conflict [R =-0.33,Sig =OA]. Finally, few
outgoing travel agencies believe that tour operators control the holiday availability in order to mislead
tourists to destinations which they need to support. However, there are no statistically significant
relationships of this rating and their characteristics.
Qualitative research also confirms that several strategic conflicts occur between outgoing travel agencies and
tour operators, affecting mainly smaller agencies. Small/independent outgoing travel agencies tend to feel
that the tour operator-led "march of multiples" jeopardises their future prosperity, as it effectively provides
direct selling channels for large/integrated tour operators. In addition, the differentiated tour operator
treatment between small and multiple outgoing travel agencies also diminishes the independent agents'
competitiveness. Several operational conflicts are evident which tend to be highlighted by outgoing travel
agency respondents representing smaller outlets, although there is no major differentiation between
small/independent and large/multiple agencies. Small/independent have dissimilar strategic needs and
conflicts in their relationship with tour operators, and in particular with the large/mass/vertically integrated
ones, which attempt to overpass them by establishing their own retailing channels.
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6.3 Synthesis - Interrelationships in tourism distribution channels
This chapter investigates the interrelations between the tourism distribution channel partners, namely
accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour operators, and outgoing travel agencies,
illuminating the criteria utilised to select partners, as well as the conflicts emerging within the channel. The
analysis follows a holistic approach, examining each "partner pair" in-depth and provides a wealth of
information, by using both quantitative and qualitative data. A thorough exploration of the intra-channel
relations is achieved, as well as an illumination of the business practices and logic determining partners'
behaviour, from the point of view of each tourism distribution channel member.
6.3.1 Selecting partners in the tourism distribution channel - A synopsis
The first part of the analysis concentrates on the selection criteria utilised by tourism distribution channel
members to identify and cooperate with their partners. Comprehension of these criteria, and the factors
influencing them, provides a clear understanding of the current tourism distribution channel practices, as well
as the catalysts which generate inter-channel conflicts. The investigation of each channel pair yields a wealth
of information, demonstrating the qualities each member needs to acquire in order to gain the confidence
and custom of its partners. It also enables the identification of critical qualities required by partners, which
would need to be demonstrated through the emerging ITs and DICIRMSs in the tourism "electronic
marketplace". A synthesis of the aforementioned criteria illustrates that most tourism distribution channel
partners seek security, reliability and delivery of the promised quality products, as a prerequisite for a
harmonious collaboration. Criteria affecting these issues tend to have a very small differentiation between
the characteristics of each channel member, while they are often rated indifferently high.
Moreover, it is evident from both the qualitative and quantitative analysis that the behaviour of tourism
distribution channel members is strongly affected by their strategic orientation, as examined in section
1.3.3,2 and chapter 2. On the one hand, large outgoing travel agencies, tour operators and incoming travel
agencies formulate an efficient, centrally and rigidly coordinated tourism distribution channel, aiming to
achieve cost competitive advantage, by concentrating on a "high volume, low profit margin" policy. As a
result, these channel members concentrate on assembling and delivering a reliable, but undifferentiated,
mass, rigidly packaged and "no-frills" tourism product, at a competitive price. Their profitability is therefore
based on the volume of business they generate, as well as their ability to squeeze tourism principals' prices
by exercising coercive power in negotiations. Consequently, they tend to highlight criteria which concentrate
on pricing, volume of business generated and handled, as well as efficiency in administrating and delivering
of tourism products.
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from several crucial factors. Firstly, the lack of strategic planning and control for numerous tourism
destinations, and especially in the Greek tourism context as explained in section 1.2, allows conventional
wisdom, ie the more tourist arrivals and bednights, the better for both destinations and enterprises" to
dominate tourism development and operations. Secondly, tourism distribution channel intermediaries'
expertness and legitimate power, due to their established communication links with consumers, force
accommodation establishments and especially the smaller and more marketing illiterate ones, to accept their
recommendation and inevitably impose the cost orientation model. Qualitative research indicates that
accommodation establishments not only underrate the price criterion when selecting tourism distribution
channel partners, but also have preconceptions that prices are fixed by the travel trade and therefore follow
a pessimistic attitude obeying the insufficient price increases imposed by tour operators, while acknowledging
that these prices gradually deteriorate their welfare. A degree of differentiation can be observed for larger
hotels, which have more advanced marketing functions and actively target both final consumers and tourism
distribution channel members, in order to increase their profit margins and profitability. Thirdly, SMTEs
and accommodation establishments' marketing weaknesses, as explained in section 1.3.3.1, result in their
inability to differentiate between market segments and hence prohibits them from targeting the most
profitable niches, where they can achieve competitive advantages and boost their welfare. Therefore it is
concluded that due to their strategic management and marketing disadvantages, hotels are trapped in a
damaging strategy which has profound implications for both their own profitability and the economic impacts
of tourism on destinations.
The above analysis illustrates that SMTEs and destinations need to select a distribution mix and tourism
distribution channel partners which would enable them to achieve their strategy. As a result, destinations and
SMTEs aiming to follow the strategy drawn in section 1.3.3, where an emphasis on niche markets and a
"high profit margin, low volume" orientation through differentiation and diversification is proposed, would
need to target the most appropriate tourism distribution channel partners which have compatible strategic
orientations. As a consequence, small and specialised incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing
travel agencies have to be identified in order to encourage cooperation. Alternatively, SMTEs based on
destinations going through the later stages of their life cycle, where an overcapacity of undifferentiated
accommodation establishments is available, would inevitably need to concentrate on the mass, budget-
oriented market segment, which is served by the large/mass and vertically integrated outgoing travel agencies
and tour operators. It is argued that, selecting the appropriate type of partner and designing a suitable
distribution mix are instrumental in the implementation of the strategy of SMTEs and destinations. In
addition, the partners' selection analysis reinforces the urgent need for strategic marketing at both the
miero/SMTEs and macro/destination level. It also explains that the lack of an efficient distribution
mechanism prevents disintermediation and closer cooperation between channel members. Hence it
demonstrates the necessity for the development of a DICIRMS, which would provide a competent and
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effective communication platform and strategic tool for SMTEs to approach, promote and distribute their
products to both consumers and small partners. Finally, the selection criteria analysis provides useful
inferences on the qualities that tourism enterprises should demonstrate through their DICIRMS presentation,
in order to attract tourism distribution channel partners for collaboration.
6.3.2 Conflicts in the tourism distribution channel - A synopsis
The second section of this chapter examines the intra-channel conflicts by examining, rating and ranking all
problems occurring between each partnership pair within the tourism distribution channel. This provides a
better understanding of the problems experienced in the tourism industry, as well as the jeopardy of
competitiveness smaller partners experience, under the current circumstances. A wide range of conflicts
emerge between partners, which can be categorised in financial security, profitability, operational and
strategic issues. The analysis illustrates that, although in general a relatively harmonious cooperation is
achieved between most members of the travel trade, ie, outgoing travel agencies, tour operators, incoming
travel agencies, a range of conflicts is highlighted in their relationships with accommodation establishments
and vice versa. This often results from hoteliers' product orientation, which fail to understand the needs and
requirements of their tourism distribution channel partners, as well as their consumers. In addition, hotels'
conflicts with intermediaries are effectively stimulated by the high degree of dependence on these partners
for their profitability, and their deficient intra-channel power.
The conflict analysis illustrates that there is a great intra-channel profitability competition, where each
partner competes fiercely with other channel members to increase its share of the total profit margin or the
value added to the tourism product. As each market segment has a fairly fixed willingness to pay for tourism
products, each partner attempts to attract a larger proportion, in order to increase its own profitability, at
the expense of the profitability of other channel members. This is particularly the case for large tour
operators and multiple outgoing travel agencies who primarily serve the price-sensitive mass market. In
contrast, smaller partners attempt to justify the price and profit margin contributed by each channel member
at the final package price, by adding adequate value at each stage of the product delivery. The intra-channel
profitability competition, is pivotal for the level of conflicts reported by tourism distribution channel
partners. Evidently, the problems referring to profitability and especially the "prices charged" conflict are
overrated by destination enterprises, ie accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies, due to
their limited ability to influence what often appears to be predetermined price levels.
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In contrast, tour operators and especially larger ones, taking advantage of their knowledge of consumers'
needs as well as the volume of their operation, exercise coercive and expertise power to impose their desired
price and commission levels throughout the industry and thus rate this conflict lower than their tourism
distribution channel partners. The profitability issue is less critical for outgoing travel agencies, as a
standardised commission structure is evident for almost all tourism products. Despite fierce negotiations for
overrides, outgoing travel agencies in general report less conflicts on their remuneration.
Moreover, one of the issues consistently overrated by destination-based channel members is the financial
security of tour operators and outgoing travel agencies. Competition at the place of origin of the tourists has
forced several reputable organisations into liquidation, and has severe implications for destination based
enterprises in the last decade. Due to the dependence of smaller incoming travel agencies and accommodation
establishments on fewer tour operators, as well as due to the payment delay practices, - a bankruptcy usually
has severe economic implications for the profitability and ability to survive of these partners. It is evident
that hotels and incoming travel agencies can lose their revenues for already provided services, should the
bankrupt tour operator have not settled its accounts. In addition, a failure to re-allocate their capacity to other
tourism distribution channel partners and to achieve appropriate price levels at the last minute affects their
profitability for the consequent years as well. Qualitative analysis illustrates that as limited "barriers to entry"
and minimal investments are required for the establishment of travel trade organisations, it is not unusual
for entrepreneur and executives of liquidated travel organisations to establish new companies, under new
brand names and re-start trading without having to pay their liabilities. In contrast, destination-based channel
members are more reliable financially, not only due to the vast investments required to start their operations,
but also due to their strong association with the area and the lack of potential alternative uses of their assets.
Consequently the financial security of destination enterprises is rarely challenged by their partners.
Operational conflicts refer to channel members' inability to fulfil their promises, either to consumers or
to their partners. Issues such as overbooking, safety, quality of services, and the ability of partners to
comprehend the product philosophy and contribute to its implementation, are rated quite highly by all
tourism distribution channel members. Interestingly, smaller partners tend to rate most operational conflicts
higher, because due to their specific requirements and their deficient bargaining power, they tend to suffer
more. It is argued that the majority of the operational conflicts emerge from partners' commercial interests,
inadequate training for channel members' personnel, and high staff turnover experienced by travel enterprises
at the place of origin of the tourists, as well as the management and marketing weaknesses of destinations
and SMTEs. In addition, it is suggested that operational conflicts within the tourism distribution channel
should be examined from the perspective of each member involved, as in most cases they are principally
generated by intensive negotiations between partners. For example, hotels often have to compromise on the
safety regulations or the quality of meals served, due to the merciless negotiations with tour operators.
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Similarly, outgoing travel agencies' profit margins often cannot support senior, experienced and adequately
paid personnel, which results to a reduction of the time designated for each consumer inquiry as well as the
lack of expertise. Consequently, operational conflicts need to be examined within each partners' distribution
mix and strategy framework. Improvements would not only require thorough training for all staff involved
in the tourism distribution, but also a cost-benefit analysis of all services and products incorporated in the
tourism experience, and a re-distribution of the revenue accordingly.
Throughout the intra-channel conflicts investigation, it is quite apparent that the strategic orientation of each
tourism distribution channel partner, ie whether it attempts to achieve a cost competitive advantage or a
differentiation strategy, underlines the conflicts with other members of the channel. As explained in the
partners' selection process, smaller members of the travel trade, ie incoming travel agencies, tour operators.
and outgoing travel agencies, attempt to serve niche markets by producing and delivering a differentiated
product. Thus they tend to highlight conflicts referring to the inability of other tourism distribution channel
members to deliver a product which satisfies the needs and requirements of their markets and product design.
In contrast, large/mass tour operators. multiple outgoing travel agencies, and larger incoming travel agencies
overrate pricing conflicts, illustrating that each of these partners attempt to minimise the profit margins of
their channel partners, in order to promote their products at the lowest possible price and thus enhance their
market share.
Intermediaries' needs are often conflictin g with the commercial interests of accommodation establishments.
Especially partners attempting to increase their competitiveness by following a "low profit margin-high
volume" strategy, consistently attempt to minimise the prices and profitability of accommodation
establishments, in order to be able to offer competitively priced holiday packages and increase their market
shares. However, due to the large investment required to establish an accommodation establishment, a
relatively higher return is expected by proprietors, and thus an inevitable conflict between partners
attempting to reduce their profitability occurs. It is unavoidable therefore for partners who follow a different
strategic approach in their operations, to dispute and utilise coercive power in order to resolve their conflict
by enhancing their commercial interests. Consequently, it is argued that channel members should identify
partners who share a similar strategic approach, and develop distribution mix partnerships on this basis. This
is best illustrated by small tour operators who often refuse to distribute their packages through multiple
outgoing travel agencies, in order to avoid override commissions, price wars, brochure waste and
competition for rack space. Instead they concentrate on direct sales and distribution through smaller networks
of independent outgoing travel agencies, which have a compatible strategy.
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Evidently, the larger the dependence tourism distribution channel members experience for their profitability
on their partners, the more conflicts they tend to encounter. This is due to the implications of their deficient
intra-channel power, and the exercise of a blend of coercive, reward, expert and referent powers by their
partners. The dependence and allocation of power within the channel is determined by two major factors,
ie the size and the location of an enterprise. As far as the size is concerned, not surprisingly the larger the
partner, the more power they acquire within the channel, and the lower they tend to rate the various conflicts
with their partners. This can be attributed to several qualities. Firstly, the power emerging from the volume
of their customers or capacity, makes larger tourism distribution channel members lucrative partners for most
of their partners. Secondly larger organisations tend to have a well organised marketing function, enabling
them to research and focus on profitable target markets as well as to build strong brand names. Thirdly,
larger organisations tend to employ numerous specialised and trained executives, who enhance their
management function and use a wide range of managerial techniques, improving organisational performance.
Fourthly, larger channel members achieve a more diversified distribution mix and strategy as they use
several alternative suppliers and distributors to construct and deliver their products, acquiring a greater
operational flexibility. Finally, the larger the organisation, the higher the percentage of clients other partners
depend on it for, and thus the greater the power it acquires to influence partners' decision-making processes.
In contrast, smaller tourism distribution channel partners often tend to suffer competitive disadvantages due
to their inability to use the aforementioned qualities in order to increase their intra-channel distribution power
and consequently, they tend to overrate the majority of their conflicts with their tourism distribution channel
partners. However, due to their ability to serve niche markets and their "low volume-high profit margin"
strategy, smaller partners often tend to avoid the volume-geared tourism establishment. Instead, they tend
to identify partners with similar strategic philosophies, which enables them to maximise their profitability
and minimise their conflicts.
As far as the location factor is concerned, it is quite evident that enterprises based at destinations, ie
accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies, tend to rate their intra-channel conflicts quite
higher, due to their absolute dependence on their partners for their profitability and the consequent
unfavourable power balance yielded. Destination enterprises are fairly fragmented to identify new buyers,
due to the oligopsony situation emerging in the global tourism industry, as well as due to their marketing
weaknesses, and as a consequence they are unable to identify new partners, should their cooperation with
existing ones be unsatisfactory. In contrast, members of the channel based at the places of origin of the
tourists, ie tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, take advantage of the tourism oversupply globally
and have a greater flexibility to choose their partners from a wide range of suppliers worldwide. As a result,
they tend to concentrate quite high intra-channel power and have the opportunity to replace partners causing
conflicts or even failing to obey their requirements. As destination enterprises employ only a small fraction
of their fixed costs in the short term, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies are capable of directing
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their operations only to destinations supporting their profitability. Consequently, a smaller number of
underrated conflicts is evident, as a result of their tourism distribution channel power on destination located
partners.
The above analysis illustrates that smaller channel partners, and in particular the ones based at destinations,
suffer severe implications due to their lack of intra-channel power. However, as analysed in chapters 3, 7
and 8, information technologies provide new strategic tools for interactive, effective, efficient, reliable and
inexpensive communication and cooperation, which enable the bridging of tourism principals with their
partners and customers. As a result, the distribution of power is re-engineered to accommodate the
contemporary paradigm shift experienced in the industry operation. It is argued that smaller tourism
enterprises have an unparalleled strategic opportunity to improve their competitiveness, as they are becoming
able to identify and target their niche markets and distribution partners worldwide, and hence promote their
products by eliminating a larger number of intermediaries, and more importantly, their intra-channel power.
As a lower degree of expert and coercive power would be applicable, due to the smaller partners improved
understanding through the bridging with their targets market and closer collaboration with their partners, a
lower dependence would be evident, enabling smaller partners to reduce their tourism distribution channel
conflicts. Moreover, DICIRMSs are expected to play an instrumental role in the empowerment of smaller
partners, as they would provide a destination-based "electronic marketplace" and platform for the distribution
of the entire range of products and services related with particular destinations. Therefore it would facilitate
the communication and collaboration between tourism distribution channel partners efficiently and
inexpensively, and remove current obstacles which generate power exclusively for larger partners. In
particular, they are expected to be beneficial for SMTEs, as they would provide them with a strategic tool
to reach their clients without depending on larger multinational corporations, which effectively neo-
collonialise destinations and determine the decision making at both the micro and macro level. A thorough
analysis of the ITs penetration in every tourism distribution channel member as well as their perspectives
on the development and operation of a DICIRMS is provided in the next chapters.
CHAPTER 7
Research findings
Information technologies utilised by tourism distribution channel
members
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7. Research findings - Information technologies utilised by tourism distribution channel members
As analysed in chapter 3, although the tourism industry is perhaps one of the most information intensive
economic activities, it is not until recently that ITs were appreciated as an element of the corporate strategy
for tourism enterprises. This is a result of several factors. Technology became affordable for smaller
organisations only in the last decades, due to the revolution experienced in microelectronics and the
proliferation of the IT suppliers worldwide. In addition, the evolution of management techniques and the re-
engineering of business practices, forced tourism enterprises to amend their function in order to benefit from
efficient and productive communication methods. However, as the tourism industry is dominated by SMTEs,
which are often informally organised, have little management expertise and less homogeneous functions,
there is still quite a high rate of enterprises believing that ITs cannot deliver benefits for them, due to their
size as well as due to the absolute control of their proprietors on all functions. In contrast, the majority of
larger tourism organisations have been using technology for a longer period, but often they limited their
usage to the operational functions of their enterprises, such as reservations, accounting and scheduling,
neglecting most strategic and marketing functions. Nevertheless, the emergence of strategic information
systems and new technology tools in the late 1980s, as described in section 3.1, enabled the transformation
of strategic management, to a more integrated and intelligent process, incorporating a wide variety of
information from the entire range of departments and functions of an enterprise, as well as from its
marketplace. Increasingly, ITs have direct implications for the competitiveness of organisations, as they
determine their ability to produce efficient and competitive products, as well as to establish distribution
channels to bridge their distance with their consumers. Thus ITs' utilisation is becoming fundamental to
organisations' prosperity and ability to compete in the contemporary marketplace.
In this chapter, the penetration of ITs into the tourism distribution channel members is assessed thoroughly,
by examining their utilisation in the operation, distribution and management of accommodation
establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour operators and outgoing travel agencies. As a result, the
availability of both internal computerised systems as well as the connections with videotex networks and
CRSs/GDSs are investigated thoroughly, providing useful inferences not only for the state of the art of ITs
in each type of enterprise, but also for the propensity of channel members to take advantage of the emerging
opportunities. The capability of channel members to establish electronic connections with DICIRMSs is also
elaborated. In addition, an investigation is undertaken on the major benefits ITs introduce to each of these
tourism enterprises, while respondents reflect on the IT needs they encounter in order to improve their
efficiency and productivity. Finally, the role of ITs in the collaboration between tourism distribution channel
members is also illuminated.
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7.1 Information technologies in accommodation establishments
The field research illustrates that accommodation establishments are almost the last players in the tourism
industry to realise the opportunities emerging by ITs. As the majority of the accommodation sector is based
on family run, small properties, the penetration of ITs has been kept minimal. Despite the fairly limited
research on the utilisation of ITs in hospitality organisations in several geographical areas, it is consistently
recognised that most properties under-utilise new technologies and in many cases they do not use it at all
(Main, 1994; Hill Associates, 1992). It is interesting to note the differentiation between city/business hotels
and leisure resorts. In the first case, business travellers have a short duration of stay and therefore their
customers' turnover is greater. As a result, a larger need is emerging for a computerised inventory control.
The requirements of business travellers are also much higher and therefore ITs are essential in order to
provide adequate quality service and speed. City hotels are often larger, while they tend to belong to
multinational hotel chains, which apply a uniformed management system enabling compatible operational
proceedings. Although each individual property has the ultimate control over its capacity, there is a greater
centralisation in capacity management aiming to higher occupancy rates. Resorts on the other hand, serve
almost exclusively leisure travellers, who tend to stay for 1-2 weeks and thus reduce the administration load.
Moreover, resorts are managed by their proprietors' families and therefore the control and operational
systems are informal and loose. Consequently, city accommodation establishments are usually better
equipped than resorts. As the Aegean islands are primarily a resort destination, ITs have hitherto achieved
little penetration, as analysed in the following paragraphs.
7.1.1 Existing information telecommunication technologies in accommodation establishments
The penetration of ITs into the hospitality organisations can be assessed according to the available equipment
in the enterprises, as well as the expenditure on ITs during the last 5 years. Several variables can provide
this type of information. Undeniably the most essential ITs in hotels are telephones and therefore the number
of telephone lines is the first indicator of their ITs' infrastructure. Field research confirmed that
accommodation establishments utilise telephones as their prime communication media. Respondents use a
range of 0-64 telephone lines [mean =4.6, STD =6.15, 95% Confidence Interval 3.9-5.3], while almost 70%
of the sample operate 14 lines. Understandably, the category and capacity of each property determine the
requirements for telephone lines, as demonstrated in Table 7.1. It is quite apparent that, larger and higher
category hotels are better equipped ("Lux" and "A" category have 21 and 9.5 lines on average respectively),
while smaller and lower categories use fewer lines. Thus there is a positive correlation between the number
of beds and telephone lines utilised [R=0.66,Sig =0.0000]. Higher category properties tend to have a
proportionally larger number of telephone lines than their lower category counterparts, as availability of lines
is part of the service quality.
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Moreover, larger properties, especially the ones above "C" category often operate a telephone operator
board. The only accommodation establishment without a telephone line belongs to the "apartment" category,
while the proprietor uses his home telephone to communicate. However, when telephone lines are concerned,
one needs to notice that the infrastructure in Greece is dated and often takes several months or even years
for applicants to receive new telephone lines. As a result, several interviewees felt distressed about the
fragmented supply of telephone lines and explained that there is the process of acquiring more. The gradual
digitalization of the network will steadily increase the capacity and the reliability of the telephone lines. In
addition, fax machines are the second most important communication tool for accommodation
establishments, especially for larger and higher category properties. Almost all properties above "B"
category and larger than 200 beds have at least one fax machine, as demonstrated in Table 7.1. About 67.1%
of the respondents had at least one fax machine, while five properties had 2-3 machines in their premises
[mean =0.7,STD =0.5]. Evidently, the larger the property, the more fax machines it operates
[R =0.41,Sig =0.00000]. The remaining 32.9% which do not utilise fax are smaller, very seasonal (operation
2-4 months) and belong to lower categories. They often have commitment contacts for the entire season or
rely on last minute, individual travellers and claim that they have little communication needs for their
operations. Moreover, 28% operate at least one telex machine, while four exceptional properties have 2-3
telex machines [mean 0.3 ,STD =0.5]. As illustrated in Table 7.1, telex is often found in hotels which
belong to "A" and "Lux" categories as well as the ones with more than 200 beds capacity. The larger the
property, the more the telex machines it is likely to use [R=0.55,Sig =0.00000]. Qualitative research
suggested that in most cases, the use of telex has been minimised and replaced by fax, due to its easy use
as well as its ability to communicate pre-drawn images. However, unreliable telephone lines and overloaded
networks during the peak season, often force hotels to use telex for their communications.
The proliferation of computers in the business environment is also reflected in the hospitality sector and
hotels have improved the computer penetration pace during the last few years. The number of computer
terminals in a property is an indicator of the usage of technology in an enterprise, as well as the range of
functions where technology is utilised. For the purposes of this analysis, a terminal may be connected with
a central computer through a local area network (LAN) or alternatively it can be a "stand alone" personal
computer in a property. However, computerised telephone boards, where a computer is employed exclusively
for telephone charges' billing is not counted, as it only contributes marginally to properties' operation and
provides no assistance in their organisation and distribution. It is argued that the larger the amount of
terminals available in a property, the more significant the role ITs play in the operational and strategic
management. A total of 56.3% have no computer terminals, while the remaining 44.7% operate a range
from 1 to 15 terminals [mean =1.4, STD =2.6, 95% Confidence Interval =1.1-1.7]. Some 18.1% use only
one personal computer, while a further 20.8% have between 2 to 6 terminals. Finally, almost 5% of the
sample have from 7 to 15 terminals. For apparent reasons, higher category hotels utilise a greater number
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of terminals, while the larger the capacity, the more the computer terminals a property normally utilises
[R =0.74,S ig =0.00000]. Interestingly, Main (1994,p .65) finds that 50.2% of Welsh hotels are computerised,
while a fairly similar distribution of computers and functions utilised are inferred. The vast majority of
properties above the "B" category and the ones with more than 200 beds tend to operate at least one
terminal on their premises. However, it also has to be noted that as the sample is drawn to include a larger
proportion of higher category properties, it can be concluded that the population average will be less than
these figures. Enterprises which tend to be satisfied with their performance are more likely to operate more
terminals than their counterparts, as there is a weak statistically significant positive correlation between
hoteliers' satisfaction rating and the number of computers they utilise [R =0.14,Sig =0.01]. Personal
characteristics of the respondents are also important on the usage of ITs. Moreover, respondents with higher
educational qualifications tend to use more terminals, as for example respondents with postgraduate
qualifications have an average 4.7 terminals in their enterprises, in comparison with 0.2 terminals in
enterprises where the respondents had only primary school education.
Qualitative research indicates that a wide range of functions are performed by these computers. Perhaps
accounting, payroll and reservations are the most popular ones. In addition, word processing, food and
beverage control, personnel management, stock control, marketing and management statistics are also
performed by these computers. As illustrated in section 3.3.2.2, the majority of these functions are integrated
into a hotel management package or property management system (PMS) which provides a management
tool for most hotel functions in one package. Table 7.2 demonstrates that only 38% of the properties use
a PMS, illustrating that many computerised ones may use a sub-programme specifically for one or a few
tasks. Qualitative research illustrates that in several cases, accommodation establishments exclusively utilise
accounting packages, while they continue to operate manually. It is clearly demonstrated in Tables 7.2 and
7.3 that higher category and larger hotels utilise PMSs in most instances, as the vast majority with more than
200 beds as well as the ones belonging to higher than B' category tend to operate an integrated management
package. In addition, there is statistically significant evidence that, accommodation establishments which
belong to hotel chains tend to use a PMS, in comparison with independents [V= 17.1,DF =1,Sig =0.00004].
Surprisingly, older properties (opened 1960-1980) tend to use PMSs more often than newer ones (1981-
1993) [X2 = 10.7,DF =3,Sig =0.01]. This is explained by the fact that newer accommodation establishments
tend to be smaller and belong to lower categories, while they face more financial problems due to their
mortgages, which make them unable to afford computerisation. The same reasoning can perhaps apply to
the fact that, properties which operate for 5-7 months tend to operate PMSs more frequently than the ones
which operate for 12 or 2-4 months [XC= 6.9,DF=2,Sig =0.03]. It is also evident that, the higher the
percentage of tour operators' clients accommodation establishments receive, the more probable it is to utilise
a PMS [X' =30.9,DF =4,Sig =0.00000], due to the greater dependence of larger hotels on tour operators'
clientele as illustrated in section 5.1.5.
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Table 7.2 Usage of a properties management system and accommodation establishments capacity
A.2.1_CA Capacity of Accommodation by C.2_PACK Use of ITT PACKAGE
C.2_PACK
Count
Row Pct Yes	 No
A.2.1_CA
1.0 2.0
Row
Total
491.0 6 43
0-30 beds 12.2 87.8 16.2
2.0 4 62 66
31-60 beds 6.1 93.9 21.8
3.0 16 47 63
61-100 beds 25.4 74.6 20.8
4.0 26 31 57
101-200 beds 45.6 54.4 18.8
5.0 33 3 36
201-400 91.7 8.3 11.9
6.0 25 1 26
401-800 beds 96.2 3.8 8.6
7.0 5 1 6
801+ beds 83.3 16.7 2.0
Column 115	 188 303
Total	 38.0	 62.0	 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF	 Significance
Pearson	 134.64976	 6	 .00000
Likelihood Ratio	 151.15801	 6	 .00000
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 115.25522	 1	 .00000
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency -	 2.277
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 	 2 OF	 14 ( 14.3%)
Number of Missing Observations: 1
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Table 7.3 Usage of a properties management system and accommodation establishments category
A.1.1CAT Classification of hotels by C.2_PACK Use of ITT PACKAGE
C.2_PACK
Count I
Row Pct Yes	 No
1.0;	 2.0
A.1.1CAT
Row
Total
1	 54	 11 65
LUX-A-BUNG 83.1	 I	 16.9 21.5
3 32	 34 66
B Class 48.5	 51.5 21.8
4 17	 69 86
C Class 19.8	 80.2 28.4
2	 I	 14 16
D-E Class 12.5 87.5 5.3
7 10 60 70
Appts-Pens-Room 14.3 85.7 23.1
Column 115	 188 303
Total	 38.0	 62.0	 100.0
Chi-Square	 Value
	
DF	 Significance
Pearson	 92.44114
Likelihood Ratio	 96.75961
Mantel-Haenszel test for	 72.39793
linear association
Minimum Expected Frequency - 	 6.073
4 .00000
4 .00000
1 .00000
Number of Missing Observations: 1
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There is also evidence that the higher the marketing budgets, the more likely they are to use a PMS
[X2 =43.7,DF =6,Sig =0.00000], and finally accommodation establishments which declare that they are
satisfied by their financial performance tend to utilise a PMS for their operation [X2 = 8.1,DF =3,Sig =0.04].
From the above analysis it is illustrated that larger and higher category hotels (more than 200 beds and above
the "13 — category), lead the way to computerisation, as illustrated in Table 7.1. Not surprisingly qualitative
analysis illustrates that administration problems caused by larger accommodation inventory, as well as the
complexity of operation and control of numerous additional departments in larger accommodation
establishments, make ITs more necessary for the operation of these properties. In addition, the ones which
operate for the entire season (5-7 months) tend to be better equipped than year-around and very seasonal (2-4
months) properties. This may be as a result of the size and the professionalism of these enterprises, as year
round and very seasonal properties are predominately very small and almost exclusively family run.
Although ITs gradually invade even the smaller sector of the tourism industry, it is quite apparent that
entrepreneurs often fail to realise the multi-integration of all technological elements and their contribution
to the competitiveness of accommodation establishments. Consequently, they often purchase incompatible
and stand-alone types of equipment, which provide piece-meal solutions, but fail to support an integrated
approach of ITs as a tool for their organisation and distribution. Lack of vision in ITs also results in the
purchasing of inexpensive but dated equipment, which prevents hotels from achieving competitive advantage
over their counterparts. As a result, they often enjoy only a fraction of the entire range of ITs' benefits.
7.1.2 Connections of accommodation establishments with Computer Reservation Systems
Only 2.3% of the respondents have access to a CRS, illustrating the marginalisation of accommodation
establishments and SMTEs from the emerging electronic tourism distribution channels. Not surprisingly,
hotels represented in CRSs are larger and higher category properties [X2 = 12.4,DF =4,Sig =0.01 and
X2 =18.3,DF=6,Sig =0.006]. Naturally, they all have at least one computer on their premises. The majority
tend to be more satisfied with their performance [K2 = 15.9,DF =3,Sig =0.001], while they have a larger
marketing budget [X2 = 19.6,DF =6,Sig =0.003], and cooperate with a larger number of tour operators
PC= 17.7,DF =3,Sig =0.0005]. Managers, in comparison with owners, as well as respondents with higher
academic qualifications tend to represent a larger percentage of accommodation establishments which
participate in CRSs [X2 =3.97,DF =1,Sig =0.04 and X2 = 10.7,DF =5,Sig =0.05]. The above inference, in
combination with the qualitative analysis, illustrates that almost all properties represented in CRSs are larger
and belong to higher categories, which utilise a wide distribution mix in order to maximise their profitability.
It is quite clear that better trained respondents which perform professional management on the outlet, are
instrumental in the representation of accommodation establishments in the electronic marketplace.
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Qualitative research confirms that apart from GDSs, eg. Sabre and Galileo, some accommodation
establishments are also connected to Utell and other hotel representation CRSs. However, in most cases, they
are unaware or have misconceptions about CRSs. They often feel that they cannot justify the expenses, as
well as that they would not be able to accommodate consumers' bookings through CRSs without causing
overbookings and conflicts with tour operators. This is as a result of the inadequate understanding and
training on the opportunities emerging through electronic distribution. To demonstrate how dramatic the
situation can be, one hotel unintentionally installed a CRS with the operational system for outgoing travel
agencies. Consequently, it had to find enough clients to book adequate "segments", in order to avoid paying
the monthly fees, and eventually decided that it should diversify, by opening a small outgoing travel agency
on the premises. Extensive training in the different CRSs, their functions and abilities to assist hotels is
essential, in order to enable decision makers to incorporate CRSs in their distribution mix.
Interviewees also described the major reasons for not utilising CRSs. Firstly they believe that CRSs target
primarily the business, rather than the leisure market. Therefore there will be no bookings from
holidaymakers, who normally use tour operators and charter flights to purchase their holidays. Most claimed
that their property is very small and seasonal for a CRS, and that they would not be able to afford the
expenses. However, this is misconceived and perceptual, as they have never enquired about the cost of a
system from a supplier. Finally, few admitted that they have no information and they do not know enough
about CRSs as a reason for not using one. Although most of these statements are accurate, the
accommodation sector has demonstrated a very idle attitude towards taking the opportunity and examining
the potentials of CRSs to contribute to their profitability. Very few hoteliers bothered to follow-up
information on this area, and pursued facts about the new distribution tools. Even fewer consider ways of
taking advantage of these systems. The vast majority decided, often without foundations, that CRSs did not
offer any contribution to them and retired idly to their existing and unsatisfactory distribution channels. This
may be one of the potential problems for the development of a DICIRMS, as accommodation establishments
can perceive it negatively without bothering to examine its potentials.
7.1.3 The major usage of technology and the benefits for accommodation establishments
Examining the usage and benefits of computerisation in accommodation establishments indicates how
perceptive firms are of ITs. Although 44.7% have at least one computer on the premises, only 38% use a
property management system. In a few advanced properties, an integrated system is in operation and a point-
of-sales integrated application enables the organisation to perform more efficiently. Other functions included
food and beverage control, payroll, raw material inventory control. However computerised systems are less
frequently used for marketing, financial, human resources planning, and management. This clearly
demonstrates that often accommodation establishments use ITs, as a piece-meal for one specific purpose,
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without adapting an integrated approach, where information is used for a variety of purposes, in both
operational and strategic management. It also reflects the organisational handicaps and the lack of
coordination within properties, where a fairly limited interactivity between departments can be observed in
their operation. Computers are mainly used in the accounting and front office functions, especially for room
planning, reservations, and billing purposes. Similar results are described in an analysis of ITs' usage by
independent Welsh hotels (Main,1994,Ch.8). As computerised systems utilised concentrate almost exclusively
on the operational side, it is quite apparent that they are massively under-utilised in the strategic and
managerial functions of the organisations. This is as a result of the lack of technological expertise by most
tourism industry executives, as well as the scarcity of adequately qualified managers who can use modern
management techniques, which prevent hotels from taking advantage of the almost endless potentials of ITs.
In the following analysis the sample is divided into computerised and non-computerised. The first category
incorporates all accommodation establishments using at least one terminal, which is not dedicated exclusively
to the telephone board, while the second incorporates all non-computerised ones. When the major benefits
of using computers is requested from computerised accommodation establishment respondents, a number
of benefits can be identified for every function of the organisation which is computerised. In addition, they
highlight that computers contribute in several general aspects of their organisation, as presented in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4 Major benefits emerging from information technologies as perceived by computerised
accommodation establishments
Benefits Percentage
Improvement in the control and management of the enterprise 60.6%
Improvement in speed and efficiency 55.3%
Improvement of the image for the organisation 25.8%
Reduction of labour cost 15.9%
Notes: Percentages do not add up to 100%, due to multiple answers.
Thus improving the control and management of the enterprise is ranked as the most important benefit,
by computerised accommodation establishments. Naturally, larger and higher category hotels appreciate this
benefit more than their small and lower category counterparts [X 2 =13.1,DF =6,Sig =0.04 and
X2 =12.2,DF = 4,S ig =0.01 respectively]. There is statistically significant evidence that the more tour
operators an accommodation establishment cooperates with, the more likely it is to mention this benefit
[X2 =7.6,DF=3,Sig =0.05], not only due to the size of its property, but also due to the larger number of
financial transactions and the administration overload. Hoteliers which rate moderately the price problem
with tour operators tend to mention this benefit more frequently [X 2 =8.7,DF =4,Sig =0.068], which can
be interpreted as computerised properties enjoy improvements in their control and management, resulting
in a reduction of the price problem with tour operators. Finally, respondents' job title influences their
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appreciation of this benefit, as managers emphasise this benefit more often than owners
[X2 =11,DF =1,Sig =0.001], perhaps due to the better comprehension of ifs' role, as well as due to the fact
that managers often respond on behalf of larger and higher category hotels. Surprisingly, although the age
of respondents as well as their educational background formulate statistically significant relationships with
this benefit [X2 =7.3,DF =3,Sig =0.06 and X2 =10.4,DF=3,Sig =0.06] there are no defined patterns in their
response.
The improvement in speed and efficiency benefit is similarly emphasised by higher category and larger
computerised properties [X2 = 6.7,DF = 4,S ig =0.1 and X2 =16.8,DF =6,S ig =0.01 respectively]. In addition,
the more the tour operators in cooperation, as well as, the higher the percentage of tour operator clientele,
then the higher the percentage of computerised accommodation establishments which mention this benefit
[X2 =6.1,DF=3,Sig =0.1 and X2 =7.9,DF=4,Sig =0.09], as it assists them to cope with the administration
overload. Some respondents often feel that computers play a very important role in the projected image of
their organisation. They believe that computerised properties are perceived as professionally operated and
therefore attract more respect by clients and partners. Interestingly, the duration of their operation affects
hoteliers' opinion, as computerised properties operating throughout the year (12 months) and the ones
operating for 2-4 months tend to mention this benefit more frequently [X 2 =7.8,DF =2,Sig =0.09]. This
benefit is often quoted by non-computerised accommodation establishments, highlighting that some
respondents fail to appreciate the real benefits of ITs, while they often regard them as a cosmetic feature.
Finally, a very small fraction of computerised properties report that ITs reduced their labour cost.
Qualitative research suggests that in most cases, the same amount of employees continued to work in the
property. Instead their productivity increased and a better and quicker service is provided for customers.
Hence better service is provided without the necessary increases in personnel, and labour cost savings are
evident. A larger number of managers tend to mention this benefit, rather than owners
[X2=2.8,DF=1,Sig=0.09].
From the above analysis it is quite apparent that hitherto, hoteliers have utilised ITs almost exclusively to
support the traditional functions and conventional management techniques of their enterprises. Hence, they
have failed to re-engineer their operations in order to take advantage of the newly available tools and
therefore have not discovered yet the strategic use of ITs for planning, marketing and distribution. It is
argued that intensive training is urgently required in order to demonstrate how ITs can facilitate
accommodation establishments' maximisation of profitability and efficiency in both the short and long terms.
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7.1.4 Main reasons for not using computers and information technologies in accommodation
establishments
The major reasons which prevent non-computerised accommodation establishments from using ITs are of
equal importance as they can illuminate the perceived or actual barriers to expand ITs' penetration in the
tourism industry. Qualitative research established several reasons which were consequently rated, as
illustrated in Table 7.5. It can be observed that entrepreneurs especially from very small properties are
unable to understand how technology can assist them, while others blame the cost of technology for not using
it. However, only a very small fraction of the respondents realise and admit that they lack understanding and
training on ITs, and therefore they do not comprehend how technology can be useful for them.
Table 7.5 Major reasons for not using ITs by non-computerised accommodation establishments
Reasons Percentage
Small property - technology is not necessary 56.1%
Technology is very expensive - cannot afford 33.3%
Technology will be introduced soon 16.2%
Lack of infrastructure 11.4%
Lack of understanding and training 4.9%
Note: Percentages do not add up to 100% due to multiple answers.
Respondents from the 16.3% of the non-computerised accommodation establishments claimed that they were
already in the process of introducing ITs in the near future. Non-computerised hotels, which belong to
higher categories (mainly "A", "B", "C'" categories, "bungalows" and "apartments"), as well as the ones
between 30 and 200 beds, are leading the motion towards introducing ITs. As higher category properties
have already installed computerised systems, hotels of lower category and smaller size are moving towards
this direction, in order to enhance their competitiveness in comparison with their larger computerised
counterparts. The majority of these enterprises are seasonal operating for 5-7 months. Encouragingly,
younger respondents (18-25 years old) tend to be more enthusiastic and declare that computerised systems
are to be installed soon [X2 =14.3,DF =3,Sig =0.002].
However, more than half of the non-computerised accommodation establishment respondents are convinced
that computers are not useful for them, for a variety of reasons. The majority claimed that the property is
small and there is no need for technology. This result is very similar with inferences provided from
research in the Welsh independent hotels, were a 56.7% of non-computerised hotels declared that "business
is not big enough" (Main,1994,p.81). Apparently, this reason is highlighted by respondents who operate
lower category, smaller and independent establishments [X2 = 66.5 ,DF = 4,S ig = 0.00000;
X2 =57.3,DF=6,Sig=0.00000; and X 2 = 11.6,DF=1,Sig=0.0006 respectively]. This is also confirmed as
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properties with a low percentage of tour operator clientele, low promotional budget as well as the ones with
lower satisfaction from their performance, tend to support this argument more frequently than their
counterparts [V=14.1,DF=4,Sig =0.007; V=35.3,DF=6,Sig=0.00000; and V=8.0,DF=3,Sig=0.05
respectively]. Respondents who underrate the need to increase cooperation on the local level tend to support
the idea that due to their size they do need to introduce ITs [X' =10,DF =4,Sig =0.04]. It is also evident that
the majority of hoteliers suggesting they are very small to utilise ITs cooperate with none or few tour
operators [V=59.7,DF=3,Sig =0.00000], while they manage to achieve a smaller annual increase to tour
operators' prices [X' =18.5,DF =3,S ig =0.0003], perhaps due to their greater dependence on these tour
operators and their certainty that ITs would not improve their ability to attract more customers or higher
prices. Finally, respondents' personal characteristics can play an instrumental role in this variable, as older,
less academically qualified ones and owners in comparison with managers suggest that the size of their
property is responsible for not introducing ITs [X' =8.5,DF =3,Sig =0.03; V=43.1,DF=5,Sig =0.00000;
V=17.3,DF=1,Sig =0.00003 respectively]. This behaviour is understandable since the majority of these
respondents represent very small properties. Many similarities can also be observed in the next most popular
reason for failing to introduce ITs into accommodation establishments, ie ITs are expensive and not
affordable. Understandably, smaller and lower category properties emphasise this obstacle as the major
reason for failing to introduce ITs PC =23.9,DF ---=6,Sig=0.0005 and X' =12.4,DF=4,Sig=0.02
respectively]. This is also confirmed as they cooperate with no or few tour operators
[V=13.4,DF =3,S ig =0.004], while they have either a very high or no contribution from the three top
producing tour operators to their clientele [X' =13.9,DF --= 4,Sig =0.007], illustrating the higher degree of
dependency and the lower level of profitability they experience. In addition, there is a relationship between
the budget for promotion and the respondents who illustrate the cost of the systems as the major reason for
not installing ITs [X=14.5,DF =6,Sig =0.02], as the ones which have a very small promotional budget tend
to mention this obstacle more frequently. Finally, owners, in comparison with managers, and respondents
with less academic qualifications tend to highlight that they cannot afford to spend money on ITs
[C=3.9,DF=1,Sig =0.05 and X 2 =23.3,DF=5,Sig =0.0003]. It is worth noting that this obstacle is also
rated second by non-computerised Welch hoteliers (Main,1994,p.81).
The lack of ITs' infrastructure reflects the fact that telephone lines are scarce on the islands, while the
telecommunication network is unreliable and becomes chaotic during the peak season, when the total demand
for communication is multiplied by the visitors and cannot be satisfied by the existing infrastructure.
Qualitative research indicates that respondents are distressed due to their inability to acquire more telephone
lines or use on-line systems to improve their communication capabilities. Smaller and lower category
properties tend to mention this problem more frequently [V= 15.9,DF =6,S ig =0.01;
V=12.8,DF =4,S ig =0.01], because they experience most of the consequences and feel powerless to take
action against it. In contrast, larger hotels can lobby politicians and public sector officials to improve the
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situation for their enterprises. Only a very small fraction of the respondents accept that their lack of
understanding and training is responsible for the limited utilisation of computers in the industry. They tend
to represent small properties, which represent few or no tour operators, while it seems that middle aged
people (26-50 years old) realise this problem more frequently.
7.1.5 Expenditure of accommodation establishments on information technologies
The above analysis illustrates that accommodation establishments are very reluctant to invest in computerised
systems. Qualitative research confirms that there are several reasons for their decision. Firstly, decision
makers are unable to comprehend the power and potentials of computers as operational and strategic
management tools. Secondly, owners feel intimidated and vulnerable, as they cannot understand how to
operate IT systems, and therefore need to depend on internal or external experts. Thirdly, the considerably
high prices of ITs hitherto, prevented smaller properties from purchasing a system. Fourthly, as explained
in paragraph 5.1.6 hoteliers are confronted with low profit margins and return-on-investment, and therefore
ITs are often regarded as unnecessary and not affordable. In conclusion, a lack of training in combination
with the management and marketing handicaps reduce their understanding of the new opportunities emerging
in the marketplace. Table 7.6 demonstrates the distribution of accommodation establishments' expenditure
on ITs in the period 1988-1993. As it can be observed, the majority of have spent nothing on ITs for the
last years, while some of them have spent between 1-2 million drs (£2,740-5,480), which reflects the cost
for one decent personal computer, its printer and perhaps a front office management package. Only 13.1%
have spent more than 4 million drs (£10,960), which can offer them an integrated property management
system. Most properties which have some ITs' expenditure have spent 1-2 million drs (£2,740-5,480) which
probably covers the cost of a personal computer and a fairly simple property management system
programme.
Table 7.6 Accommodation establishments' investment in information technologies in the period 1988-1993
Expenditure in Drs Expenditure in £ Percentage of ACCs
Nil Nil 52.6%
1-500,000 1-1,370 4.7%
500,001-1,000,000 1,371-2,740 6.6%
1,000,001-2,000,000 2,741-5,480 14.6%
2,000,001-4,000,000 5,481-10,959 8.4%
4,000,001-10,000,000 10,960-27,397 8.0%
More than 10,000,001 More than 27,398 5.1%
Note: f1=365 drs.
A.1.1CAT
LUX-A-BUNG
B Class
C Class
D-E Class
7
Appts-Pens-Room
1
3
4
5
Row
Total
47
17.2
61
22.3
83
30.3
16
5.8
67
24.5
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Naturally, larger and higher category hotels tend to spend more on ITs, while the smaller and lower
category ones are left well behind, as demonstrated in Table 7.7. A similar outcome can be observed for
accommodation establishments belonging to chains, in comparison with independents
[X2=39.7,DF=7,Sig=0.00000]. Properties which feel more satisfied with their petformance tend to invest
more on ITs [X2 =51,DF=21,Sig=0.0003] while, there is a positive relationship between the marketing
budget, the availability of computer terminals and the ITs' investment in the period 1988-1993
[X2 =100.4,DF=42,Sig =0.00000 and X2 =133,DF=6,Sig=0.00000]. These relationships result from the
size of properties, and also signify the degree of their modernisation where ITs and marketing are vital.
Table 7.7 Accommodation establishments investments on information technologies in the
period 1988-1993 according to category
A.1.1CAT Classification of hotels by C.5_IT_E ITs EXPENDITURE
C.S_IT_E
Count
Row Pct 0 drs	 1-500 00 SOO 001- 1 000 00 2 000 00 4 000 00 10 000 0
1 drs
	
1 000 00 1-2 000 1-4 000 1-10 000 01+ drs
.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.01	 5.0i 6.01
6 8 8 1	 11 13
12.8 17.0 17.0 2.1	 I 23.4 27.7
27 1 2 11 13 6 1
44.3 1.6 3.3 18.0 21.3 9.8 1.6
51 5 5 '	 12 7 3
61.4 6.0 6.0 14.5 8.4 3.6
11 1 1 3
68.8 6.3 6.3 18.8
49 6 2 6	 1 2 2
173.1 9.0 3.0 9.0 3.0 3.01
1
Column	 144 13 18 40 23 22 14
Total	 52.6 4.7 6.6 14.6 8.4 8.0 5.1
Number of Missing Observations: 30
274
100.0
7.1.6 Requested/foreseen ITs improvements for increasing the profitability of accommodation
establishments
Respondents suggested several foreseen improvements in the ITs they utilised which would enable them to
improve their profitability. As presented in Table 7.8, the results differ slightly between computerised and
non-computerised accommodation establishments.
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Table 7.8 Information technology improvements required by accommodation establishments
Improvements required in ITs for ACCs Total ACCs Non-computerised Computerised
Nothing should be improved 50.0% 53.8% 46.3%
Introduction or improvement of existing systems 37.9% 38.7% 37.2%
Need for training 5.8% 2.5% 9.1%
Improvement of ITs infrastructure 3.3% 5.0% 1.7%
Note: Multi5le responses- Percentages do not add up 100%.
Half of the respondents believe that nothing should be improved in their usage of ITs as they feel that their
current situation is satisfactory. Expectedly, lower category and independent properties which tend to
emphasise this suggestion believe that no changes in ITs could improve their performance
[X2 =12.1,DF = 4,S ig =0.01 and X2 = 10.2,DF = 1,S ig =0.001 respectively]. Respondents who are less
satisfied with their financial performance, the ones which cooperate with a smaller number of tour operators,
as well as the ones achieving lower annual increases to tour operators' prices also tend to be more adamant
that no need to improve ITs is required [X2 =9.8,DF =3,Sig =0.02; X2 =11.2,DF=3,Sig=--0.01; and
X2 =15.1,DF =3,S ig = 0.002 respectively]. Not surprisingly, respondents' personal characteristics influence
their response on this issue, as older respondents and owners in comparison with managers are more
determined that nothing should be improved in the ITs they utilise [X 2 =7.9,DF =3,Sig =0.05 and
X2 =4.9,DF =1,Sig =0.03]. More meaningful correlations can be extracted should this issue be examined
separately for computerised and non-computerised accommodation establishments.
Stronger statistically significant relationships are extracted from non-computerised properties, as they often
have preconceptions about technology and tend to believe that they can support their operations. Smaller and
lower category ones mention that nothing needs to be improved in the ITs they utilise
[X2 = 13.3,DF = 6,S ig = 0.04 and X' = 14.5,DF = 4,S ig =0.006 respectively], illustrating that these types would
be the last ones to realise ITs' potentials. Thus the majority of non-computerised hotels which have a
capacity of below 100 beds, tend to be more categorical in their opinion, that no improvement is required.
All the very seasonal ones operating for 2-4 months are not-computerised while they see no need for
improvement. Similarly, non-computerised hotels, which cooperate with no or few tour operators tend to
believe that there is no need for an improvement in ITs [X2 =20.7,DF =3,S ig =0.0001]. The satisfaction
levels of non-computerised properties are also related to the belief that there is no need to improve the ITs
utilised [X' =8.5,DF =3,Sig =0.03], as less satisfied respondents tend to be more adamant on this issue.
There is also a relationship between the marketing budget of non-computerised accommodation
establishments and their need for ITs' improvement [X2 = 11,DF =5,Sig =0.05], as the lower their marketing
budget the more they tend to believe that no improvement in ITs is necessary, which signifies a very passive
management. This is also illustrated where non-computerised properties, which cooperate with no or few tour
operators are more likely to suggest that nothing is required to improve their ITs
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[X2 =20.7,DF =3,Sig =0.0001]. Finally, managers, in comparison with owners tend to mention that no ITs
improvement is essential more frequently [X2 =3.8,DF=1,Sig=0.05], due to their lack of training and
management expertise. In contrast, computerised accommodation establishments often believe that nothing
can be improved, as long as an adequate computerised system is already in place. The ones which achieve
inadequate annual average increase to tour operators prices as well as the ones which overrate the prices
as a problem with tour operators tend to believe that there is no need to improve their ITs
[X2 =11.9,DF=3,Sig =0.007 and X2 =8.8,DF =4,Sig =0.06 respectively], as they cannot make adequate
returns on their investments.
In conclusion, it is quite apparent that, the more dissatisfied the respondents are with their financial
performance; as well as the lower the annual increase to tour operators' prices they can achieve; and the
more they believe that prices are an important connict with tour operators, the 1ess they reahse that ITs
improvements are essential. It seems that in this case, hoteliers regard ITs as an additional lost investment
in an enterprise which cannot yield a respectable return on its investment. Personal characteristics play also
an instrumental role as older respondents and owners in comparison with managers, tend to believe more
firmly that no improvement should be made. Given that, smaller, lower category, very seasonal and less
satisfied properties are the less technologically advanced, there is a serious threat for these enterprises to be
left behind in the competitiveness race.
However, a growing fraction of accommodation establishments realise that an introduction or improvement
of computerised systems is essential. These primarily tend to be larger and medium-sized category hotels
and especially "B", "C", and "bungalows" categories, which proclaimed that they are planning
computerisation in the near future [X2 =10.4,DF=4,Sig =0.03]. Larger non-computerised properties and
especially the ones with more than 100 beds, are under greater pressure to introduce technology and
therefore mention this issue more frequently IX' =11 •5,DF =6,Sig=0.008). Irlote\s belong to chains
or have ownership of other accommodation establishments realise the need to introduce or improve the
technology they utilise [X2 =5.9,DF =1,Sig =0.02]. All year and seasonal properties operating for twelve
or 5-7 months feel a more emerging need to introduce or improve ITs, as the ones operating for 2-4 months
per year are the most reluctant ones, due to the smaller period they have to pay this technology back
[X2 =4.9,DF=2,Sig =0.08]. The more satisfied accommodation establishments are with their petformance
and the ones which have a higher annual increase to tour operators' prices tend to be more willing to
introduce or improve technology as, they can realise that technology would boost their competitiveness
[X2 =9.2,DF=3,Sig =0.02 and X2 =11.7,DF=3,Sig=0.008 respectively]. Apparently, the current
distribution mix of an accommodation establishment has implications on their wish to improve the ITs they
utilise. Properties accommodating a medium percentage of tour operators' clients, the ones which have a
fairly medium contribution from the top three tour operators in their clientele, as well as the ones
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cooperating with a larger number of tour operators tend to realise more that they need to improve or
introduce ITs, in order to increase their productivity and capacity control [X 2 = 8.6,DF =4,S ig =0.07;
X2 =10.9, DF = 4,S ig = O. 03; X 2 = 10.4 ,DF = 3,S ig = 0.01 respectively] .
Finally, the personal characteristics of respondents are instrumental in their opinion on whether ITs
improvements are essential. Managers in comparison with owners, as well as younger and better educated
respondents realise the need to improve or introduce ITs more often than their counterparts
[X2 =6.4,DF = 1,S ig = 0.01; X2 = 11 .6,DF =3,S ig =0.009; and X2 = 10 .6,DF =5,Sig =0.06 respectively]. This
is probably as a result of the fact that managers are usually employed by larger hotels and are better
educated, while in general, younger people are more keen to utilise technology. Interestingly, should the
analysis be performed separately for computerised and non-computerised accommodation establishments, it
is quite evident that relationships with the aforementioned variables will become stronger for non-
computerised properties, as they realise the need to introduce technology. In contrast, there are no strong
patterns or statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of computerised hotels and their
ability to realise the need to enhance the ITs they utilise, as each organisation has a different degree of
sensitivity to their need of improvements. However, the personal characteristics of respondents formulate
strong relationships with their desire to improve technology in a similar way with the general patterns as
explained above. This indicates that the penetration of ITs in the tourism industry is directly related with the
professionalism, training and age of the decision makers, and highlights the need for training in the industry.
A very small fraction of the respondents (5.8%), have realised the need for training on ITs. They tend to
be based in larger, higher category and chain hotels, which serve a higher percentage of tour operators'
clients, although there are no statistically significant relationships. The majority (78.6%) represent
computerised properties and are therefore capable of comprehending that a much wider range of benefits can
be achieved through the usage of computers. Very few respondents who do not use computerised systems
can appreciate the need for training. A fairly distributed number of managers and owners, as well as
respondents from the entire range of academic backgrounds, identify the need for ITs training as an
important factor for improving their performance. Finally, the issue of improvements in ITs' infrastructure
is also prompted by a small percentage of accommodation establishments (3.3%), emphasising the need for
additional and reliable telephone lines which would enable the on-line communication and the implementation
of the electronic marketplace at the destination. Although there are no statistically significant inferences due
to the small number of respondents, in most cases it is smaller, independent, seasonal and lower category
properties and the more recent ones (after 1981) which emphasise this need, as they are the ones suffering
more from the consequences of the inadequate telecommunication infrastructure. In addition, more owners
than managers, older and less qualified respondents claim that ITs' infrastructure improvements are required
more frequently than their counterparts. Interestingly, 75% of the respondents who support this argument
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represent a non-computerised properties, which indicates that they may blame the public sector for the
infrastructure provision without attempting to utilise technology on the micro level.
7.1.7 Conclusion on accommodation establishments' usage of information technologies
Although the first steps towards the adaptation of ITs in the accommodation establishments have been
undertaken, there is almost unlimited space for improvement. Undoubtedly larger and higher class hotels
pioneer the introduction of telecommunication and information technologies. However, evidence illustrates
that the computerised systems operated in accommodation establishments are often far from integrated, while
they neglect all the managerial and strategic roles they should perform. This is also illustrated by the fact
that hitherto, the major benefits quoted by the respondents concentrate on improvements of hotels' control
and management, as well as speed and efficiency. Very few properties utilise ITs for their distribution, as
only a handful are represented in CRSs, illustrating that peripheral accommodation establishments are
effectively marginalised from the emerging electronic tourism marketplace. Smaller and low category
properties have a much longer way to go, as they currently under-utilise the entire variety of ITs. Not only
would they need to install adequate telephone lines and fax systems in order to enhance their communications
and improve their services and accessibility, but they would also need to examine how computerisation can
facilitate their operation and decision making. The managerial and marketing handicaps in smaller properties,
as well as the lack of personnel training, in combination with the scarcity of funds make it more difficult
for these enterprises to take advantage of the potential benefits emerging from computerisation. It is proposed
that intensive training should be employed in order to enable entrepreneurs to overpass their fear against
technology and to enable them to identify how ITs can support the entire range of their operational, strategic
and distribution activities and provide them with competitive advantages. The emergence of a DICIRMS at
a destination level is expected to provide the stimulus for the computerisation of smaller accommodation
establishments, as it would lead by example, ie demonstrate how ITs can be utilised for direct
communication with the major markets and distribution as well as integration with other local enterprises
for a more efficient and productive operation.
7.2 Information technologies in incoming travel agencies
Incoming travel agencies have recently begun to realise the potential of ITs, and they gradually adapt
technology to assist them in their operations. As described in paragraph 5.2.1, they tend to concentrate on
a variety of commissionable activities, mainly for inbound foreign tourists. Depending on the type of the
operation undertaken by each agency, distinctive information technology requirements emerge and therefore
a different combination of ITs is introduced. Nevertheless, as the majority offer handling and representation
services for tour operators, they most likely need an extensive and reliable communication network which
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would enable them to receive arrival lists and transmit them to local hoteliers. An accounting system would
also facilitate the invoicing and payments processes, as well as institute a financial management mechanism.
To the extent that incoming travel agencies use a coach fleet to arrange transfers to and from hotels as well
as local excursions, computers can advance the coach planning process, by providing better routes and
schedule options, in order to maximise the utilization of the available resources with minimum costs. ITs
can be utilised for outbound tourism where customers' guest history and life style would facilitate
segmentation and direct marketing. Finally, using CRSs and GDSs to make reservations for inbound and
outbound travel can be resourceful and could deliver a competitive advantage for advanced incoming travel
agencies. Similarly with accommodation establishments, agencies seem to under-utilise the available
opportunities provided by ITs and use only very basic applications, such as word processing and traditional
accounting systems, while neglecting all other managerial functions which could be facilitated. A gradual
ITs' penetration can be observed, mainly driven by a "demonstration effect" of working with international
and computer literate partners, such as tour operators' representatives.
7.2.1 Existing information telecommunication technologies in incoming travel agencies
A wide range of ITs are used in incoming travel agencies, depending on the nature and intensity of their
operations. Firstly, a range of 1 to 60 telephone lines are used by each respondent [mean =6.7,STD =8.4].
Almost 65% have less than 5 lines, while only 10% operate more than 10 lines. However, it has to be noted
that the telephone lines in Greece are not easily available, as in other European Countries, mainly due to the
insufficient telecommunication infrastructure. Evidently, the larger the function of an incoming travel agency,
the more the telephone lines it operates. Thus the larger the number of employees an agency occupies, as
well as the higher percentage of foreign clients it serves, the higher the number of telephone lines it uses
[R =0.48,S ig =0.00003 and R =0.5,Sig = 0.00002 respectively]. The more tourists served yearly, as well as
the more tour operators' representatives located in an outlet, the more the telephone lines are operated
[R =0.5,S ig =0.00008; R =0.5,Sig =0.00005 respectively]. There is also a tendency for incoming travel
agencies with wide spread outlets in various islands to use more telephone lines than the ones which operate
within one island. Moreover, the islands where incoming travel agencies operate play an instrumental role
in the number of telephones utilised, as all agencies operating more than 10 lines are located on developed
islands, such as Kos and Rhodes. In addition, there is a positive relationship between their marketing
expenditure and telephone lines [R =0.3,Sig =0.01], which underline the fact that active agencies which
invest in marketing need and operate a higher standard of telecommunication services. Finally, there is a
strong positive correlation between the number of computer terminals and the telephone lines utilised
[R=0.61,Sig =0.00000], illustrating that certain incoming travel agencies invest in a range of ITs in order
to gain competitive advantage. Surprisingly however, there is no statistically significant relationship between
respondents' personal characteristics and the telephone lines operated by incoming travel agencies.
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All incoming travel agencies have at least one fax machine in operation (with only one exception), which
signifies that it is the second most useful piece of IT equipment, after the telephone. About 85% have one
fax machine, while the remaining 15% have 2-4 fax machines [Mean =1.2,STD =0.7]. Expectedly, the more
employees an incoming travel agency occupies, as well as the more tourists it serves yearly, the greater the
number of fax machines it operates [R =0.46,Sig =0.00008 and R =0.63,Sig =0.00000 respectively]. In
addition, there is a positive correlation between the percentage of incoming tourists an agency serves, the
number of tour operators' representatives occupied and the number of faxes operated [R=0.25,Sig =0.04
and R =0.61,Sig =0.00000 respectively] which illustrates that the number of faxes used are related closely
with the number of tourists handled through an incoming travel agency. Moreover, the location plays an
instrumental role in the number of faxes it uses, as the vast majority of incoming travel agencies using more
than one fax are located on developed islands such as Kos and Rhodes. Finally, there is a positive
relationship between the number of faxes and the number of computers utilised within an incoming travel
agency [R=0.54,Sig =0.00000], signifying that the ones which take advantage of ITs tend to utilise an
information system. However, there are no statistically significant relationships between incoming travel
agency respondents' personal characteristics and the number of faxes used, highlighting that business
practices, rather than personal preferences, determine the number of faxes utilised.
Qualitative research illustrates that the telex used to be enormously popular among incoming travel agencies,
before the arrival of fax machines. It is still utilised quite widely, especially in the peak season, when the
overloaded telephone network becomes unreliable, making fax machines difficult to operate. Almost 90%
have at least one telex machine, [mean =1.3, STD =0.94, range =0-5]. About 65.7% have one telex, while
a further 11.9% have two telexes, and a further 12% have 3-5 telex machines. Similarly, with the two
previous media, the more employees and tour operators' representatives incoming travel agencies occupy,
the larger the number of telex machines they use [R =0.49,S ig =0.0002 and R=0.63,Sig =0.00000
respectively]. In addition, the more tourists they serve as well as the larger the percentage of foreign tourists
they handle, the more the telex machines are utilised [R =0.52,S ig =0.00003 and R=0.29,Sig =0.02
respectively]. There is also a positive relationship between incoming travel agency's marketing budget and
the number of telex machines it uses [R =0.32,S ig =0.01], while the majority of the ones using more than
one telexes tend to be located on developed islands, eg. Kos and Rhodes. There is a positive correlation
between the number of computer terminals utilised and the telex machines used [R =0.42,Sig =0.0004],
illustrating that incoming travel agencies tend to use a variety of ITs tools consistently. Finally, the personal
characteristics of the respondents do not formulate statistically significant relationships with the number of
telexes utilised.
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The number of computer terminals in an incoming travel agency can be a measurement of ITs' penetration.
Both "dumb terminals" and PCs are counted here as the task is to assess the number of computer terminal
users, regardless of the degree of sophistication of the technology utilised. About 45% have no terminals,
demonstrating that computers are still not regarded essential in the operation of incoming travel agencies.
A further 30% have 1-3 terminals, while 17% have 4-8 terminals and finally 3% have more than 10
[mean =2.1,STD =3.1]. However, if the non-computerised agencies are excluded then, the average
computerised agency utilises 3.9 terminals. Understandably, larger incoming travel agencies with more
outlets, employees and tour operators' representatives, as well as a larger number of tourists tend to operate
more terminals [R = 0.41,S ig = 0 .0005 and R = 0.53 ,S ig = 0.00001; R = 0.26,S ig = O. 03; R = O. 48,S ig = 0.0002
respectively]. Moreover, the higher the percentage of foreign travellers an agency serves the more computer
terminals it operates [R =0.27,Sig =0.03]. This is also the case for the ones which operate in more locations
and especially the ones operating all over Greece. Incoming travel agencies in more developed islands, eg.
Kos and Rhodes use more terminals than agencies on other islands, due to the larger number of tourists they
normally serve. In addition, there is a positive relationship between marketing budget and the number of
terminals utilised [R=0.42,Sig =0.0005]. As explained earlier, there is a strong correlation between the
number of telephone lines, telexes and faxes utilised in an incoming travel agency and its computer
terminals. Similarly with all other ITs, there is no statistically significant relationship between respondents'
personal characteristics and their usage of computer terminals. Finally, there is a strong positive relationship
between the number of telephone lines, faxes and telexes an incoming travel agency utilises, with the number
of computer terminals it uses [R=0.61,Sig =0.00000; R=0.54,Sig =0.00000; R=0.42,Sig =0.0004
respectively], demonstrating that agencies which appreciate the benefits of ITs and operate a larger enterprise
tend to utilise an advanced mixture of ITs.
About 76.7% of the computerised incoming travel agencies and 100% of the ones with more than 3
terminals, use an integrated management package, which enables them to facilitate their operation,
accounting and reservation functions, as well as to produce management reports. Moreover, incoming travel
agencies with a larger number of outlets as well as the ones which are located on several islands or all over
Greece tend to operate a management package for their needs [X2 =9.9,DF=3,Sig =0.02 and
X2 =12.4,DF =2,Sig =0.002 respectively]. The ones with more employees and a larger number of tour
operators' representatives, tend to utilise a management package more frequently
[X2 =17,DF =3,S ig =0.0007 and X2 =8.4,DF=4,Sig =0.08 respectively]. The aforementioned relations also
illustrate that larger agencies, which have a larger volume of inbound tourists tend to utilise a management
package. Finally, qualitative research indicates that CB and radio communication systems are often used
at the destination to coordinate the movement of the transportation media, such as coaches and boats.
However, the proliferation of mobile telephony may reduce the need for these technologies and transform
their utility to this new media.
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In conclusion, it is demonstrated clearly that incoming travel agencies utilise the entire variety of ITs in
order to communicate with their tourism distribution channel partners and to coordinate their functions. It
is also illustrated that the density of ITs utilised is directly related with the volume and type of travellers they
serve. Consequently, numerous consistent positive correlations exist between the number of their outlets,
customers, percentage of foreign travellers served, employees, tour operators' representatives, marketing
budgets and the number of telephone lines, faxes, telexes and computers utilised. The larger the agency's
operation, the better ITs equipment it utilises in order to perform its functions. Interestingly, personal
characteristics of respondents do not influence the IT equipment they use, demonstrating that a more rational
usage of resources is achieved, regardless of personal preferences.
7.2.2 Incoming travel agencies' on-line connections with tour operators
In addition, ITs enable some incoming travel agencies to be connected directly with the tour operators they
represent, in order to facilitate their communication and coordination. A new trend is emerging where tour
operators' representatives, based at their premises, are equipped with computers able to exchange files with
their headquarters and provide electronic mail facilities. Apart from the enormous savings achieved for both
tour operators and incoming travel agencies, a quicker, interactive and more accurate information
transformation is accomplished. Although only 10.5% have terminals belonging to tour operators in their
offices, a further 11.9% declare that it had already been planned for introduction within the next years. This
method is used more extensively by incoming travel agencies which handle a large number of tour operators'
clients. Thus there are positive relationships between the numbers of customers served yearly, employees,
as well as tour operators' representatives housed on the premises and the number of tour operators' terminals
utilised in an incoming travel agency [R =0.4,Sig =0.002; R=0.28,Sig =0.02; R = 0.55,S ig =0.00000
respectively]. The majority of agencies which operate tour operators' terminals tend to be computerised
themselves, while they tend to be located on developed islands such as Kos and Rhodes, with the exemption
of two which are based in Lesvos.
Similarly, with incoming travel agencies currently operating terminals to communicate with the tour
operator's headquarters, qualitative research illustrates that it is larger ones which handle more tourists; have
a larger marketing budget; and employ more personnel and tour operators' representatives in several
locations around the country and especially on more developed islands, which realise the potential of direct
connections with tour operators and declare that they will be connected on-line in the near future. Younger
and better educated respondents tend to be more positive towards this development as they can perceive the
benefits more easily.
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7.2.3 Connections of incoming travel agencies with computer reservation systems
Only a very small fraction (6%) are connected to a CRS or GDS, mainly to Galileo. Qualitative research
suggests that the majority have not considered yet the opportunities as well as the cost and benefits of GDSs.
This is attributed to the Aegean agencies' primary concentration on inbound foreign tourists, the infancy of
CRSs in Greece and the hitherto inadequate telecommunications' infrastructure. Incoming travel agencies
which have CRS connections tend to have a higher orientation towards outbound tourism, as they tend to
occupy no tour operators' representatives, while they all operate on Rhodes island, perhaps due to the
digitalization of its telecommunication network.
It is also quite interesting to identify the major reasons for incoming travel agencies' failure to connect with
CRSs. Most of them (43.3%) proclaimed lack of information about GDSs, as the most important reason
for not being connected with a GDS as yet. This problem is mainly emphasised by respondents with lower
academic qualifications. In addition a 34.3% believe that GDSs serve primarily another market, ie the
outbound individual travellers market, rather than the incoming leisure market which they normally serve.
This is supported by incoming travel agencies which operate a larger number of outlets
[X2 =12.3,DF=3,Sig=0.006], in various locations throughout the country [X2 =6.4,DF=2,Sig=0.04], as
well as the ones which concentrate on the inbound foreign market [X' = 7.0,DF =2,S ig =0.03], and represent
tour operators at a destination [X2 =5.8,DF =1,Sig =0.021. The higher the number of tour operators'
representatives and the more employees an agency occupies, the more often they claim that different market
focus is the main reason for not using GDSs [X2 =5.7,DF=3,Sig=0.1 and X2 =13.2,DF =4,Sig =0.01
respectively]. Computerised agencies tend to mention this reasoning more often than non-computerised ones
[X2 =4.9,DF =1 ,Sig =0.03]. Managers tend to mention this problem more often than incoming travel agency
owners [V=9,DF=2,Sig=0.01].
A further 17.9% of respondents blamed the telecommunications infrastructure as a reason for not joining
GDSs. Qualitative research illustrates that this obstacle is highlighted by small agencies, with few outlets,
based on probably one small island. They tend to have fewer employees and tour operators' representatives,
while they tend to have lower marketing budgets and use none or few computer terminals. Owners mention
this problem more often than managers [X 2 =8.8,DF=2,Sig =0.01]. Finally, 16.4% believe that joining
CRSs is too expensive and not affordable for them. Although there are no statistically significant
relationships with the characteristics of incoming travel agencies and their propensity to declare this problem
as an obstacle to join CRSs, several tendencies are quite apparent. Smaller agencies with few outlets, operate
only on one island, employ few people and accommodate no or few tour operators' representatives tend to
emphasise this problem. Similarly, agencies which have a smaller marketing budget, concentrate on outgoing
tourism and use none or few computer terminals also highlight this problem. Finally, owners in comparison
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with managers, as well as older respondents state this reason more often than their counterparts. However,
it is quite apparent that the majority had not made any enquiries to find out the cost of connection with CRSs
and therefore their fear about the cost is perceptual, rather than factual.
In conclusion, only very few incoming travel agencies are connected with CRSs due to the variety of the
aforementioned reasons. Although hitherto, CRSs have served the outbound business traveller exclusively,
the expansion of their services to leisure tourism would enable them to take advantage of the networking
provided by these systems. Evidently however, incoming travel agencies have a relatively low understanding
and little information on CRSs' functions and how they can facilitate their operations. In addition, they often
have misconceptions about some of the characteristics, costs and requirements of CRSs. Therefore training
is essential in order to improve their understanding of CRSs and enable them to explore newly available tools
which will support their inbound and outbound functions, and therefore enhance their profitability.
7.2.4 The major usage of technology and benefits for incoming travel agencies
The use of computers by incoming travel agencies varies according to the type of their operation and their
owners' ability to realise potential benefits offered by computers. Qualitative analysis illustrates that the
major types of computer usage is accounting and "book keeping", while ticketing, management information
systems and statistics, customers' files and direct marketing are additional functions supported by computers.
Owners' and managers' degree of ITs literacy influences the level of technological penetration, as well as
the function of computers in an agency. Table 7.9 demonstrates the major benefits of computerisation as
perceived by both computerised and non-computerised incoming travel agencies. Almost half of the
respondents and nearly three quarters of the computerised agencies declared that their speed and response
time to consumer requests, as well as the control of the overall operation, have been improved due to
computerisation. In addition, similarly to hotels, incoming travel agencies declare that technology has
reduced their labour cost, while non-computerised agencies suggest that computerisation can improve their
image.
Table 7.9 Major benefits of computerisation for incoming travel agencies
Benefits Average ITA Computerised Non-computerised
Speed and response time to customer request 48.5% 72.2% 20.0%
Control and management of ITA 48.5% 75.0% 20.0%
Labour cost savings 10.6% 16.7% 3.3%
Image of enterprise 1.5% 0.0% 3.3%
Note: Percentages do not add up to 1due to multiple answers.
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The speed and response time benefit is highlighted by computerised agencies
[X2 =17.9,DF=1,Sig =0.00002], and especially the ones which operate more than 3 terminals. The more
the outlets and employees an incoming travel agency has, in several remote locations, as well as the higher
the percentage of incoming foreign tourists it handles, the more it mentions this benefit
[X2 =9.9,DF=3,Sig=0.02; X2 =22.4,DF=3,Sig=0.00005; X2 =8.1,DF=2,Sig=0.02; X2=6.8,DF=2,
Sig=0.03 respectively]. There is also a positive relationship between the number of tour operators'
representatives they accommodate, as well as their marketing budget and appreciation of this benefit
[X2 =18.3,DF=4,Sig =0.001 and X2 = 17.9,DF=7,Sig =0.01 respectively]. Finally, younger respondents
tend to mention this benefit more often [X2 =6.7,DF =3,Sig =0.08], as perhaps, they are more likely to
utilise technology. Therefore a greater percentage of larger and more active incoming travel agencies find
that technology has improved speed and response time to consumer requests and has provided them with
tools to enhance their efficiency and productivity.
Similarly, better control and management is often attributed to the introduction of computerised systems.
Naturally, computerised incoming travel agencies, and especially the ones with more than 3 terminals tend
to mention this benefit more than their counterparts [X 2 = 19.8,DF = 1,S ig =0.000001]. Furthermore, agencies
with a larger number of outlets, in remote locations all over Greece, and a higher percentage of inbound
foreign tourists tend to express a greater appreciation for this benefit [X2 =8.8,DF=3,Sig =0.03;
X2 =7.3,DF=2,Sig =0.02; X2 =7.5,DF =2, Sig =0.02 respectively]. Similarly, agencies occupying a larger
number of employees and tour operators' representatives, and have a larger marketing budget tend to mention
this benefit more often than their counterparts [X2 =20.1,DF=3,Sig =0.0002; X2 = 15.6,DF =4,Sig =0.003;
and X2 =17.1,DF =7,Sig =0.02 respectively]. In addition, incoming travel agencies which rate highly their
need to increase their cooperation with other agencies, as well as the ones which believe that their
relationship with tour operators deteriorates, tend to claim this benefit more often
[X2 =10.2,DF =4,S ig =0.04; X2 =8.5,DF=4,Sig =0.07 respectively]. Respondents which operate on a larger
scale, tend to enjoy better benefits from the computerisation of their organisation management and control.A
minority of computerised agencies claim that computerisation has reduced their labour cost
[X2 =3.1,DF =1,Sig =0.08]. These agencies tend to operate in several locations and especially in developed
islands such as Kos and Rhodes [X2 =8.9,DF =2,Sig =0.01]. Finally, one non-computerised agency believes
that their image is enhanced by using ITs and computers, as partners would regard a computerised ITA as
more professional than a non-computerised one.
A similarity between ifs' benefits as perceived by incoming travel agencies and accommodation
establishments is evident. In general, the improvements in control and management as well as the speed and
response time are emphasised by both partners. Evidently, the larger the scale of operation, the more likely
it is that these benefits are mentioned, illustrating that ITs are vital in managing higher volumes of tourism.
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7.2.5 Main reasons for incoming travel agencies not using information telecommunication technologies
Similarly to accommodation establishments, several reasons are proposed by non-computerised incoming
travel agencies when questioned about the major reasons for not using ITs in their operations, as
demonstrated in Table 7.10. Several agencies realise the potential benefits emerging from using ITs and thus
20% of non-computerised agencies are planning to introduce ITs in the near future. They tend to be
located on one island only, while there are no other statistically significant relationships between their
characteristics and their claim that they would introduce technology.
Table 7.10 Major reasons for not using ITs by non-computerised incoming travel agencies
Major reasons Non-computerised
Technologies will be introduced soon 20.0%
ITs are expensive/unaffordable 16.7%
ITAs are small and do not need information technologies 16.7%
Lack of ITs' understanding and knowledge 13.3%
Note: Percentages do not add up to 100 due to multiple responses.
A variety of reasons are offered for their inability to benefit from the introduction of computers. However,
due to the small number of respondents, as well as the few non-computerised incoming travel agencies, there
are no statistically significant relationships between their characteristics and these reasons for not using
computers. As a consequence, several observations are utilised based on both qualitative and quantitative
evidence. Smaller ones, with few outlets, often complain that ITs are expensive and not affordable and
therefore they cannot take advantage of their operations. Despite the lack of statistically significant
relationships, these enterprises tend to operate on one island only, and they employ few employees. Older
respondents tend to mention this reasoning more often, illustrating that older people may be ill-informed on
technology issues. Furthermore, incoming travel agencies often suggest that they do not need any ITs, due
to their small size and operation. Unexpectedly, this is not necessarily supported by the smaller ones.
However, respondents claiming that they do not need technology due to their size, tend to operate in one
island only, while they tend to have 1-5 employees and few or no tour operators' representatives. In
addition, they have a limited marketing expenditure and they underrate the need to increase cooperation with
their counterparts on the local level. Finally, similarly with accommodation establishments, only a minority
appreciate their lack of ITs' training and understanding as a reason for not utilising technology. It is only
small agencies, with few outlets, operating within an island, occupying very few employees and none or a
limited number of tour operators' representatives, who realise the problem and attribute their lack of
computerisation to this factor. These enterprises have quite a limited marketing budget. In addition, owners,
rather than managers, older and under-qualified respondents tend to mention this obstacle more frequently.
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It can be concluded based on both the quantitative and qualitative evidence that non-computerised incoming
travel agencies are reluctant to head towards computerisation, as they tend to perceive ITs as an expensive
and complicated tool, which is not essential for their small scale operation. Few realise that they lack basic
ITs understanding and urge the need for training. Thus apart from the ones who have already scheduled the
introduction of some type of technology, the majority of non-computerised incoming travel agencies distance
themselves from modern developments. They believe that they would not need to change their operational
practices or improve the ITs currently utilised, unless forced by other tourism distribution channel partners
such as tour operators or legislation.
7.2.6 Expenditure of incoming travel agencies on information telecommunication technologies
A wide range of expenditure on technology was undertaken by incoming travel agencies during the period
1988-1993, as presented in Table 7.11. Apart from the one fourth of the respondents who had no ITs'
expenditure during this period, the majority tend to concentrate between £2,750 and £16,440, which is quite
higher than the accommodation establishments' expenditure.
Table 7.11 Incoming travel agencies' investments in information technologies during the period 1988-1993.
Expenditure in drs Expenditure in £ Percentage of ITA
Nil Nil 25.0%
1-1,000,000 1-2,740 5.9%
1,000,001-3,000,000 2,741-8,220 23.5%
3,000,001-6,000,000 8,221-16,440 16.2%
6,000,001-10,000,000 16,441-27,397 5.9%
10,000,001-30,000,000 27,397-82,192 4.4%
More than 30,000,001 More than 82,193 1.5%
Do not know/no answer Do not know/no answer 17.6%
Note £1=365 drachmas
As expected, the majority of ifs' expenditure is spent on hardware, there is a positive relation between the
number of computer terminals operated in an incoming travel agency and the amount spent on ITs
[R=0.44,Sig =0.0002]. In addition, the more outlets they operate the higher the expenditure on ITs they tend
to have [R=0.43,Sig=0.00003], while agencies with a larger number of employees and tour operators'
representatives, tend to spend more money on ITs [R = 0.35,S ig =0.004 and R=0.31,Sig =0.01 respectively].
It is also apparent that incoming travel agencies operating in various destinations rather than in one island
only, tend to have a greater ITs' expenditure. There is also a positive relationship between their marketing
budget and their ITs' expenditure [R=0.37,Sig =0.002], which demonstrates that innovative and modern
agencies invest in both marketing and technology, in order to operate efficiently and build a strong profile
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in the marketplace. In conclusion, it is quite apparent that larger agencies which have a greater function tend
to take advantage of ITs and therefore have a greater expenditure.
7.2.7 Requested/foreseen ITs improvements for increasing the profitability of incoming travel agencies
Several issues emerged when incoming travel agencies attempted to describe the essential improvements in
their ITs' usage, which would enable them to ameliorate their productivity and performance, as illustrated
in Table 7.11. The majority believe that new or better systems should be installed in order to enhance their
productivity. Several also claimed that nothing can be really improved, either because they utilise quite
enough already or because they simply do not regard ITs as a source for improvements. A number of
improvements on ITs' infrastructure, as well as connections with CRSs are the next most favourable items
on the agenda, while only a small percentage, consisting mainly of non-computerised agencies, can realise
the need for training and education as essential to improve ITs' usage and productivity.
Table 7.12 Information technology improvements required by incoming travel agencies
Improvements required in ITs by ITA Average ITA Computerised Non-computerised
Need to introduce or improve ITs 51.5% 56.8% 46.7%
There is nothing to be done in ITs 22.4% 21.6% 23.3%
Connection with a CRS 20.9% 16.2% 26.7%
Need to improve ITs' infrastructure 20.9% 21.6% 20.0%
Need for training and education in ITs 11.9% 8.1% 16.7%
Note: Multiple responses-Percentages do not add up to 	 .
More than half of the respondents realise the need to introduce ITs or improve the currently utilised ones.
Larger agencies which operate more outlets, and occupy more employees and tour operators' representatives,
as well as have a higher percentage of foreign inbound tourists tend to mention this need more frequently
[X2=6.1,DF=3,Sig=0.1;X2=7.1,DF=3,Sig=0.07;X2=11.4,DF=4,Sig=0.02;X2=6.2,DF=2,Sig=0.04
respectively]. Similarly, incoming travel agencies which represent tour operators at a destination also claim
this need more often [X2 =3.7,DF=1,Sig =0.05], while the ones with higher marketing expenditure are keen
to introduce or improve ITs [X2 =13.2,DF =7,Sig =0.06]. Finally, younger and better educated respondents
tend to realise the need for the introduction or improvement of ITs more frequently than their counterparts
[X2 =7.3,DF=3,Sig =0.06 and X2 =11.8,DF =0.04 respectively]. Therefore larger incoming travel
agencies which have a greater function at the destination, as well as younger and educated respondents
highlight the need for ITs and realise the new potentials emerging.
Several respondents believe that nothing should be done with the ITs they utilise, as they feel that they
either have sufficient technology already or that ITs are not essential for their operation. However, there are
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no statistically significant relationships with their characteristics and the mentioning of this issue. Evidently,
half of these incoming travel agencies are non-computerised and the other half have a range of 1 to 6
computer terminals on their premises. They are normally smaller enterprises, occupying few employees and
tour operators' representatives, while they tend to underrate the need to increase cooperation between
agencies at the local level [X' = 10.1,DF = 4,S ig =0.04]. Personal characteristics of respondents influence this
claim, as less academically qualified and older respondents tend to declare that no change is required, more
frequently than their counterparts.
Moreover, one fifth of incoming travel agencies suggest that they would need a connection with a CRS in
order to improve their competitiveness. Although only a few statistically significant relationships can be
extracted, due to the small size, several characteristics are evident from the analysis. These are primarily
small agencies, operating one or two outlets, within one island, occupying few employees. In addition, they
are more likely to concentrate on outbound tourism, while they tend to have a relatively lower percentage
of inbound foreign tourists. This is due to the fact that they often employ no or a small number of tour
operators' representatives [X' = 8.8,DF =4,S ig =0.06]. They ,tend to be more satisfied with their performance
[30=10,DF =4,S ig =0.04] and are more likely to have less marketing budget than their counterparts. Often
they are located on less developed islands, as only a very small percentage of agencies in developed islands
claim this need. This is perhaps as a result of the more distinctive differentiation between inbound and
outbound orientation, which is met in developed islands. Non-computerised agencies seem to be more keen
to introduce CRSs, while computerised incoming travel agencies which support this idea tend to operate 1-4
terminals. Finally, incoming travel agency owners tend to be slightly more enthusiastic in comparison with
managers about the need to be connected with CRSs, while younger respondents support this need to a
greater degree [X2 = 19.4,DF =3,Sig =0.0002].
The need to improve telecommunication infrastructure is supported mainly by smaller incoming travel
agencies, often operating only one or two outlets, within one island. They tend to employ fewer tour
operators' representatives and have a lower percentage of inbound foreign tourists. They are often located
on underdeveloped islands, while they tend to support the need for more incoming travel agency cooperation
at the destination level [X' = 8.6,DF =4,S ig =0.07]. Finally, younger respondents tend to mention this need
more often [X' = 6.3,DF =3,Sig =0.09]. Although the need for telecommunication infrastructure is
emphasised by all incoming travel agencies, smaller ones tend to face these problems more urgently, as their
larger counterparts have established communication methods with their partners. Similarly with
accommodation establishments, the need for ITs training and education is underestimated, as only a small
fraction mention it as an essential element to improve their productivity and performance. Despite the few
statistically significant relationships occurring due to their small size, the majority of these agencies are
smaller, mainly operating 1-2 outlets within an island, and having a small percentage of inbound foreign
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tourists. In addition, younger respondents tend to understand their need for training more frequently than
their older counterparts [X0=6.3,DF=3,Sig=0.09]. Naturally, computerised incoming travel agencies
mention this need less frequently, as they have a certain degree of confidence in their knowledge. However,
agencies which do not appreciate the need to constantly upgrade their ITs' understanding by following new
developments, may jeopardise their advantage.
In conclusion, it is quite clear from the above analysis that larger incoming travel agencies which concentrate
on large volumes of inbound tourists, realise the needs and potentials of ifs and claim that an introduction
and improvement would be essential in order to increase their productivity. In contrast, smaller ones are
more reserved and tend to feel that no alterations are essential in the ITs they utilise. They also tend to
mention more frequently that an improvement in the telecommunication infrastructure is essential, as well
as that they would need further training and education on ifs. Moreover, smaller-sized agencies, which have
a stronger outbound function tend to emphasise the need to introduce CRSs in order to be able to identify
suitable products worldwide, while the majority of the ones which concentrate exclusively on inbound
tourism tend to regard CRSs as less critical for their profitability, since they depend on traditional tourism
distribution channel members for the majority of their clientele, ie tour operators. Interestingly, incoming
travel agencies are more encouraging than accommodation establishments in regarding ifs as a potential
facilitator of their operations.
7.2.8 Conclusions on incoming travel agencies' usage of information technologies
Incoming travel agencies seem to appreciate ITs more than accommodation establishments, as demonstrated
from the equipment they utilise as well as their ifs expenditure. Depending on their size and operational
orientation they tend to have dissimilar technology requirements and usage. It is almost inevitable that larger
ones, which operate more outlets, in more destinations and employ more people tend to be better equipped
by using a larger number of telephone lines, telex and fax machines as well as computer terminals.
Moreover, it is more likely for incoming travel agencies cooperating with tour operators and having a larger
percentage of inbound tourists, as well as more tour operators' representatives, to utilise more advanced ifs.
This can be attributed to their exposure to management tools used by their tourism distribution channel
partners, eg. tour operators, which has a "demonstration effect" on their desire to adapt modern tools.
Incoming travel agencies concentrating on inbound tourism handling, which are in fact the majority of
agencies at a destination, appreciate few benefits in having connections with CRSs, while they suggest that
CRSs can only have a marginal contribution to their profitability. However, they can see plenty of potentials
in being connected on line with the tour operators they represent, in order to be able to enhance their
interactivity and facilitate planning, increase information transparency as well as to reduce communication
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costs. In contrast, incoming travel agencies which have a focus on outbound tourism, tend to regard CRSs
as better tools for their profitability and therefore mention them as an essential ITs tool to improve their
profitability. More importantly, they comprehend the need to increase and improve ITs utilised in order to
improve their efficiency and performance. However, similarly with accommodation establishments they
underestimate the need for ITs training and education.
In general, it is quite apparent that intermediaries at the place of origin of the tourists are much better
technologically equipped than enterprises at destinations. Several factors contribute to this superiority,
namely better ITs' infrastructure; easier and less expensive availability of modern technology; better
educational and training level for decision makers which enables them to appreciate ITs' advantages and
finally, a larger magnitude of enterprises which determine the need for ITs. In the following sections, the
examination of ITs utilised in tour operators and outgoing travel agencies illustrates these points.
7.3 Information technologies in tour operators
As explained in section 3.3.2.3, over the last decades tour operators realised the potentials and introduced
quite innovative computerised systems to facilitate the distribution and inventory management of their
holidays. The major tasks are to provide inexpensive and efficient access to outgoing travel agencies in order
to simplify inquiries and reservations, as well as for the promotion of last minute offers. A fairly new aim
is to establish direct and inexpensive communication with their overseas representatives at incoming travel
agency offices, in order to improve the coordination of the product delivery. A wide range of ITs are utilised
by tour operators, as explained in the next paragraphs. A distinction needs to be made between large ones
which normally have a comprehensive computerised system in operation, and small ones which utilise more
traditional ways to organise and distribute their holidays.
7.3.1 Existing information telecommunication technologies in tour operators
Evidently, tour operators are perhaps the best ITs equipped partners in the tourism distribution channel, and
it was assessed as pointless to examine the number of telephone lines, faxes, and computer terminals they
operate. Qualitative analysis demonstrates that a sufficient number of all these media are utilised in their
operations. Therefore a focus on their computerised systems as well as the methods they use to perform their
operation, is more appropriate. About 73.3% of interviewees operate some type of computerised
reservation system (TCRS), which enables them to control their inventory and to facilitate short term
marketing tactics, in order to achieve maximum load factors and maximum possible prices. These systems
are normally interconnected with outgoing travel agencies, via videotex networks, and thus automate the
distribution of holidays. Although there are no statistically significant relationships between tour operators'
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characteristics and their usage of a computerised system, due to the small size of the interviewees, it is
evident that their size determines whether a tour operator would utilise a computerised reservation system.
All medium and large-sized ones, which promote more than 10,000 holidays yearly, operate a TCRS. This
is also confirmed as all tour operators which produce more than one brochure, or employ more than ten
employees or 14 representatives, have computerised their reservations. In addition, all vertically integrated
tour operators which have strategic alliances with other tour operators, airlines and outgoing travel agencies
operate a computerised system. Moreover, the ones which have computerised their reservations seem to have
a lower administration cost contribution to price of their packages, indicating that new technology has
enabled them to increase their efficiency and thus to cut their administration costs. Finally, younger
respondents tend to claim that their organisation operates a reservation system more frequently than their
older counterparts, indicating that younger people appreciate more the advantages arising from ITs. In
contrast, smaller tour operators which promote niche products tend to utilise more traditional ways to
organise their holidays, perhaps due to the specific arrangements for each individual customer, which makes
it difficult to manage a computerised inventory. The vast majority (86.7%) of the interviewees operate a
management information system, supporting the general management and other organisational functions,
such as accounting, personnel and payroll. Similarly with the TCRSs examined above, the larger the tour
operator organisation, the more it needs a computerised system to coordinate its administration. However,
as the majority operate a management information system, there are no statistically significant relationships
between their characteristics and their usage of such systems.
7.3.2 Connections of tour operators with Videotex and computer reservation systems
Most tour operators, distribute their products through Videotex, depending on the availability of this system
in their country. In the UK, 16.7% of the respondents claim that they are connected with the Istel system,
a further 23.3% with Fastrak and finally 6.7% appear in Prestel. Similarly, a number of tour operators in
other European countries claim connection with their national Videotex systems. As discussed earlier, it is
mainly large, vertically integrated tour operators, distributing a very large number of holidays and producing
numerous types of brochures, which normally utilise Videotex systems to increase the efficiency of their
reservation departments. In contrast, smaller ones follow more traditional media to communicate with their
clients and to receive reservations, such as telephone and fax. Qualitative analysis illustrates that their
decision to distribute their holidays through one network is determined by the usability of each particular
network, ie the number and types of outgoing travel agencies using it, as well as the financial cost.
However, British interviewees revealed that they often select 2 or 3 networks to distribute their holidays,
in order to access regions where a network dominates, as well as to secure bookings when a network is
overloaded or has completely failed. Richardson (1991a,p.81) provides a table of about 150 tour operators
and tourism principals represented in Videotex systems. About 40% of them are represented in one Videotex
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network, a further 36% in two networks, while the remaining 24% is represented in all 3 networks available.
Nevertheless, it seems that most of the large tour operators are connected to both most popular networks,
ie Istel and Fastrak.
In addition, 51.9% of the respondents are connected with global distribution systems, although it is fairly
lower for British tour operators (36.7%). This is attributed to a clearer distinction between tour operators
and outgoing travel agencies in the Northern European travel market, in contrast with Southern Europe
where outgoing travel agencies and tour operators are frequently undifferentiated. In general, larger and
medium-sized tour operators, which serve more holidaymakers yearly, are most likely to have a GDS
connection PO =18.3,DF =4,Sig =0.001]. However, very large/mass ones, which transport their clientele
exclusively with charter flights, have no GDS connections as they avoid using scheduled flights. The country
a tour operator operates in and the level of tourism industry development, determine the need for GDSs as
well. For example, Southern European ones, which do not normally use charter flights for their customers,
require a GDS to access availability data on scheduled airlines while, Northern European large tour operators
which transfer their clients exclusively with charter airlines, are not normally connected with GDSs. This
is confirmed as the ones with a large percentage of clients flying with charter flights, are unlike to have
connections with GDSs. Tour operators which have a lower percentage of administration cost in their
package price, tend to be connected with a GDS, perhaps indicating that better efficiency is achieved and
the administration costs are reduced. Finally, a larger percentage of better educated and younger respondents
claim that their organisation is connected to GDSs, illustrating that modern decision makers are better
adapters of available technology.
In conclusion, it is difficult to assess the hard-wiring requirements of tour operators on a European level.
It seems, however, that the majority are already connected with national electronic networks, which enable
them to distribute their products to outgoing travel agencies. In Britain, the vast majority of reservations for
larger tour operators is received by videotex, while there is little GDSs uptake by tour operators which
operate exclusively with charter airlines. Various initiatives (such as the GTI-Galileo/Thomson/Istel and the
TTI-Travel Technology Initiative) aiming to upgrade Videotex networks to computerised ones have failed
hitherto to achieve their tasks, mainly due to the evident commercial interests in the marketplace, short term
financial costs and the determination of certain industry leaders to maintain their short term competitive
advantages. However, the eventual digitalization would benefit the reliable, inexpensive and speedy exchange
of information over computerised systems and therefore is increasingly regarded as the only way to go
forward.
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7.3.3 Tour operators' direct connections with destinations offices
One of the latest IT applications utilised is the exchange of files between headquarters and resort offices at
destinations. Qualitative research confirms that tour operators find it very convenient to have direct
communications with their representatives at the destinations as they are able to distribute clients' lists,
invoices and accounting statements, and electronic mail messages. Not only is it timely, cheaper and more
convenient, but it also enables tour operators to avoid double entries of the same information in a computer
format. However, only 24.5% of the respondents utilise this facility already, while 13.2% have plans to do
so in the near future. A disappointing 62.3% claims that they are not planning to use this facility in the
future. Not surprisingly, the larger the tour operator, ie the more holidays it sells yearly, the higher the
possibility it has to use this facility. This is also confirmed as tour operators with more types of brochures,
employees and representatives, as well as the vertically integrated ones, which have ownerships or alliances
with tour operators, outgoing travel agencies and airlines tend to adopt this utility more frequently than their
counterparts. Moreover, the larger the percentage of clients travelling by charter flights the more likely it
is to use electronic connections with destinations. Also, the lower the contribution the administration cost
has to the package price, the more likely it is to establish electronic connections with destinations,
illustrating that this practice can reduce the administration costs dramatically. As anticipated, better educated
respondents tend to utilise this more than their counterparts. Finally, the country of origin is critical, as tour
operators from Northern European countries, where mass tourism has been instituted and a regularity and
repetitiveness of activities are evident, tend to be in the forefront of this development.
7.3.4 The major usage of technology and the benefits for tour operators
In order to assess ITs' contribution to the function of tour operators, it is quite interesting to examine how
they receive reservations for their holidays. Due to the geographical spread of respondents all over Europe,
care should be exercised as operators in different countries use dissimilar practices for the distribution of
their holidays. In general, an unexpectedly high 63% (STD 33.9) of reservations are made by telephone.
There is however, a negative relationship between the number of holidays sold yearly (especially by British
tour operators), as well as the number of different types of brochures produced, and the percentage of
holidays sold by telephone [R=-0.36,Sig=0.01; (British R=-0.46,Sig =0.01) and R=-0.7,Sig=0.004
respectively]. This indicates that smaller tour operators, have a more intensive use of telephones for enquiries
and reservations, while their larger counterparts rely on other technologies such as Videotex to distribute
their products. This is also confirmed because vertically integrated tour operators, ie the ones which have
ownership or strategic alliances in other tour operators, airlines and outgoing travel agencies, tend to
receive a lower percentage of their bookings through telephone. Large/mass ones receive their reservations
almost exclusively through Videotex networks, while this media accounts for 12.9% (STD 28.2%) of
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respondents' reservations. It is quite apparent that the growth of videotex networks in each country critically
affects the level of videotex usage for reservations. In addition, there is a positive correlation between the
usage of this system and the number of holidays sold per year [R =0.7,S ig =0.00000], as videotex dominates
the distribution of products for tour operators which promote more than a million holidays yearly, while it
is the main media used by large ones with more than 100,000 holidays per year. This is confirmed in that
vertically integrated tour operators, which have ownership or strategic alliances in other tour operators,
airlines and outgoing travel agencies, tend to have a much higher percentage of their bookings coming
through these systems. Finally, there is a strong positive correlation between the number of brochures
designed and their usage of videotex for reservations [R=0.7,Sig=0.003]. It is quite clear that larger tour
operators depend very heavily on electronic networks for the distribution of their holidays. A further 12%
(STD 26.3) of bookings are made through traditional post, especially for direct selling and specialised
operators. Again, consumers in different countries follow different practices, while smaller operators have
a higher percentage of post bookings. This is confirmed as vertically integrated tour operators which have
ownership or strategic alliances in other tour operators, airlines and outgoing travel agencies, get a very
small percentage of their reservations through mail, while the smaller the volume of holidays they sell yearly,
the more likely it is to receive a higher percentage of reservations by post [R=0.7,Sig=0.00000].
Moreover, a further 7.8% (STD 14.7) of bookings are made by visiting a tour operator and making a
personal request. This is the case for smaller ones operating locally as well as in a number of European
countries, where they have a strong presence in travel retailing. Hence they encourage customers to make
bookings in person by operating own-brand outgoing travel agencies. Therefore there is no differentiation
between the size and characteristics of tour operators, but it rather depends on the distribution arrangements
in each country. Finally, reservations through fax account for 4.3% (STD 8.9) of reservations made to
respondents. It is small and medium-sized tour operators which receive a higher percentage of reservations
through fax especially the ones which distribute less than 100,000 holidays yearly. The analysis illustrates
clearly that videotex and other electronic networks are utilised extensively, especially by larger tour
operators, in order to facilitate the distribution of holidays. All other methods are used primarily by smaller
ones, as they cannot afford the investments required.
As described above, tour operators utilise ITs to manage their holiday inventory; distribute their products
by providing gateways for outgoing travel agencies' terminals; analyse consumer behaviour; draw marketing
plans and strategy; undertake administration tasks; as well as manage their operations at destinations. Several
major benefits emerge from usage of ITs, as described in Table 7.13. However, due to space limitations in
the mail questionnaire, this section examines benefits as perceived exclusively by interviewees. Thus they
reflect the British experience, while there are very few statistically significant relationships between the
characteristics of tour operators and the emerging benefits, due to the small size of the sample.
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Table 7.13 Major benefits of computerisation for tour operators
Major benefits Percentage
Speed and efficiency 86.7%
Customised marketing and targeting 73.3%
Improvement of load factors 66.7%
Efficient brochures distribution 66.7%
Efficient control of inventory 60.0%
Reduction of employment cost 53.3%
ote: Due to multiple responses percentages do not add up to 10
As it can be observed in Table 7.13, tour operators enjoy a wide range of benefits emerging from the
utilisation of ITs. Similar to most other partners, the vast majority claim that their speed and efficiency in
responding to enquiries and market fluctuations has dramatically improved. This is particularly
emphasised by large organisations, selling a large number of holidays yearly, producing more than one
brochure and employing a larger number of employees and representatives. ITs enable them to customise
their marketing and target specific target markets. As expected, medium and large-sized tour operators,
which offer a wide variety of packages and produce a larger number of brochures benefit more from these
advantages, as smaller ones by nature approach specialised markets even without using ITs. Furthermore,
efficient management effectively leads to an improvement of load factors of holidays, ie better matching
between the available holiday supply and demand. This benefit is also mentioned more frequently by
larger/mass operators, which promote a larger number of holidays, design more brochures and transfer a
larger percentage of their holidaymakers by charter flights, as they undertake a higher risk.
ITs also assist equally smaller and larger tour operators to distribute their brochures more effectively, as
it enables them to identify the most productive outgoing travel agencies and investigate the demand patterns,
in order to ensure that adequate brochures are distributed on time. This benefit is highlighted evenly by all
tour operators, as they all face very high brochure printing and distribution costs. Similarly with the
improvements of load factors, respondents claim that ITs enable them to ameliorate control over their
inventory, by providing comprehensive up-dates on sales and enabling tactical movements, such as special
promotions or discounts in order to adjust the supply to demand and thus maximise profits or minimise
losses. Expectedly, most of the larger tour operators, which distribute more holidays, design more
brochures, occupy more employees and representatives, as well as the vertically integrated ones which
operate other tour operators and/or airlines, tend to mention this benefit more often. In addition, younger
respondents emphasise this point as well. Finally, slightly more than half of the respondents claim that ITs
have helped them to reduce their employment cost, as their organisations have become more efficient. This
however, does not necessarily mean that employees have been made redundant, but a reallocation of jobs
within the organisation has absorbed the extra personnel. This benefit has equally affected smaller and larger
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tour operators, but interestingly it is mentioned more often by the ones which have a greater contribution
of administration costs in their package price. Better educated respondents tend to quote this benefit more
frequently as well.
It is quite apparent from the above analysis that, larger tour operators enjoy more benefits from ITs, as they
have a larger amount of information and passengers to manage yearly. Thus ITs attribute to the design,
management, marketing, distribution and control of holidays while they enable an improvement of load
factors and a reduction of both employment costs and operational risks. In contrast, ITs' contribution to
smaller tour operators achieves a speedy and efficient service, while they improve the distribution of their
brochures. Although ITs are used extensively in the operational level, there are still plenty of opportunities
to be used at the strategic level. Qualitative research suggests that tour operators gradually start learning
from other partners in the tourism industry and incorporate features such as database marketing, frequent
customer promotions or consumer segmentation, according to the levels of custom, life style and desired
activities.
7.3.5 Requested/foreseen ITs improvements for increasing the profitability of tour operators
Tour operators can foresee several improvements in ITs utilised, which can assist them to improve their
efficiencies and profitability, as presented in Table 7.14. Qualitative research illustrates that similarly with
all other channel members, tour operators are disinclined to appreciate the strategic benefits emerging from
using ITs, and often fail to realise the radical structural changes introduced by these technologies. They
eliminate themselves with suggestions aiming to improve the current operation in the industry, rather than
identify ways to re-engineer the tourism distribution channel. Unfortunately, due to space constraints on the
mail questionnaires these responses reflect exclusively the British tour operators, while no statistically
significant relationships are formulated as a result of the small number of the respondents. Hence the
discussion is based on qualitative evidence and statistically insignificant relationships emerging from the
analysis.
Table 7.14 Information technology improvements required by tour operators
Improvements in information technologies Percentage
Improvement in the existing systems 66.7%
Introduction of information technologies 33.3%
Connect resorts with electronic data transfer 33.3%
Introduction of electronic/multimedia brochures 20.0%
Improve of telecommunication infrastructure 20.0%
Nothing can be improved 6.7%
otéPercentages do not add up todue to multiple responses.
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A large portion of tour operators suggest that the improvement of their existing systems is essential in
order to enable them to improve their efficiency and profitability and to take advantage of ITs. Larger tour
operators tend to emphasise this need more consistently than smaller ones, as the majority of tour operators
producing a larger number of brochures and occupying a larger number of employees and representatives
tend to mention this need more frequently. In addition, one third of smaller and medium-sized tour operator
interviewees realise that they have to introduce ITs in order to benefit from the emerging capabilities.
Moreover, several medium and large-sized operators realise the new potentials and express interest in
connecting resorts with electronic data transfer in order to increase their efficiency and compete with their
larger counterparts. Furthermore, only few respondents were able to see the benefits in introducing
electronic/multimedia brochures, as they were reluctant to believe that the distribution of the future tourism
products will change dramatically. They tend to be medium and large-sized operators, which perhaps try to
identify ways to increase their competitiveness over vertically integrated and mass operators which dominate
the market. These tour operators tend to have a higher contribution of administration cost in their package
price, while respondents, who supported this idea, tend to be better academically qualified than their
counterparts. Moreover, they suggest that an improvement of telecommunication infrastructure is
essential, especially at destinations, in order to increase the reliability and usability of ITs. Finally, very few
respondents claim that ITs cannot improve their performance, either because they already utilise sufficient
technology or because they can see no benefits emerging from technology for their profitability.
In conclusion, it is quite apparent that tour operators identify only methods which strengthen their current
operations in the industry. In contrast, both quantitative and qualitative analysis illustrate that they are
reluctant to focus on ITs for their strategic planning and there is no evidence that tour operators are actively
seeking a competitive position in the emerging tourism marketplace. This is attributed to the small scale and
limited scope for smaller operators, as well as the cost orientation and reluctancy to invest in "unnecessary
technology" by larger ones. Consequently, their leadership and power within the tourism distribution channel
may be challenged, should other members of the channel or newcomers utilise the newly available ITs
effectively, in order to deliver competitive holiday packages.
7.3.6 Conclusions on tour operators' usage of information technologies
From the above analysis it is quite apparent that larger and medium-sized tour operators have already
invested in ITs, in order to facilitate the management of their inventory and enable them to distribute their
products efficiently. In contrast, smaller/niche tour operators, use more traditional media to communicate
with their clients and accept reservations. Videotex in particular, has established an electronic form of
communication between outgoing travel agencies and tour operators, as Thomson's strategic move to accept
bookings exclusively through videotex institutionalised this distribution method. Several major benefits
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emerging from ITs are identified by tour operators as their speed and efficiency have increased dramatically.
Nevertheless, there are clear signs in the industry that videotex technology has "passed its days", as it is
regarded as limited, under the light of drastically improving technology, despite the fact that it still holds
a cost advantage (Swinde11,1995,p.85). Although new potentials emerge which could enable the distribution
of electronic brochures and booking forms through computerised systems, such as the World Wide Web,
they seem to be neglected by the vast majority of tour operators. Few of them seem to realise the radical
changes in ITs as well as the paradigm shift experienced in the tourism industry. They tend to regard ITs
exclusively as facilitators of their current operations, as efficient technology reduces certain administration
costs. In contrast, they ignore strategic benefits which can enable them to maintain their position in the new
era of tourism. Therefore as it is argued that these technologies and business practices will play instrumental
roles in the future tourism distribution channel, the leadership and power of tour operators in the tourism
distribution channel may be challenged. Smaller tour operators are probably in a worse position, as they lack
both funds and expertise and thus fail to utilise ITs adequately. As a result, their efficiency is inferior in
comparison with larger tour operators, and therefore their products are less competitively priced. In addition,
due to the smaller visibility they achieve through outgoing travel agencies' videotex terminals they are unable
to distribute their products efficiently. As a consequence, both their current and future competitiveness are
challenged.
7.4 Information technologies in outgoing travel agencies
During the last decade, ITs were established as an irreplaceable tool for outgoing travel agencies, by
providing the mechanism for information exchange and tourism product distribution. ITs proved particularly
helpful in assisting with answering inquiries on complicated travel itineraries, while they provided up-to-date
schedules, prices and availability information, as well as an effective reservation method, for the entire range
of tourism products. Therefore outgoing travel agencies utilise ITs to access tourism suppliers' databases,
to verify availability and rates, and to confirm reservations. In addition, major improvements have been
introduced in their organisation, as a certain degree of integration between their "back office" (accounting,
commission monitor, personnel) and "front office" (customers' history, itinerary construction, ticketing and
communication with suppliers) was achieved. Multiples experience more benefits from ITs by facilitating
branch control by their headquarters. As transactions made in branches can automatically be reported back
to the head office, a tighter financial control can be performed. In addition, transactions can provide
invaluable marketing research data, which can almost instantly report the markets movements and ameliorate
tactical decisions. Despite the fact that ifs have been utilised in outgoing travel agencies for some years
now, they have not yet managed to provide their maximum capabilities, due to a certain shortage of strategic
scope in their usage. This results to a relatively low level of technology integration, and thus less information
is available to support strategic and tactical decision making.
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7.4.1 Existing information telecommunication technologies in outgoing travel agencies
Most respondents are well supplied, as far as telephone lines, fax and telex machines are concerned.
Qualitative research confirms that there are almost as many telephone lines as employees in an outlet, while
in the majority of cases one or two fax machines are in operation. Telex is gradually replaced by
computerised networks and fax, due to its complexity of usage and time consuming process, but it is still
used by outgoing travel agencies to access certain tourism principals, when the rest of their
telecommunication media fail to perform. The ABTECH (1993) technology survey suggests that each outlet
has an average of 4.3 terminals. About 34% of the terminals are personal computers (PC) and the 66% are
Videotex terminals, while 51.4% have at least one PC. In addition, the survey reveals that 15% of outgoing
travel agencies operate local area networks which enable them to support a larger number of terminals
through less CRSs and Videotex "ports". Only 60% of the PCs used by outgoing travel agencies are owned
by the firm, while the remaining 40% are rented or leased (ABTECH,1993, and Richardson,1993a,p.50).
Almost all respondents (96.2%) operate some sort of a reservation system, mainly through videotex networks
and GDSs, which enables them to check availability and make reservations in the entire range of tourism
products. In most cases these connections were supported by videotex terminals, which use specific interfaces
to connect with the several databases of the tourism suppliers, mainly tour operators and GDSs. However,
the ABTECH survey demonstrates that 97% of outgoing travel agencies have access to Videotex networks,
while only 32.4% have access to a GDS, of which 20% have a "dual system", ie two GDSs running in
parallel (Richardson,1993a,p.50). As on average, respondents claim that videotex or CRSs are used for
76.7% (SID 30.8) of the clients served in their outlet, the uptake of technology in outgoing travel agencies'
reservations and information provision functions are quite apparent. Agencies are increasingly relying on
computerised systems to respond to travel inquiries, as well as to issue tickets and sell tourism products. As
technology seems to have penetrated into every type of outgoing travel agency there are no statistically
significant relationships between their characteristics and the percentage of computerised system usage per
customers served. Despite ABTECH survey's results which demonstrate that only 21.9% of outgoing travel
agencies use an integrated agency management system (Richardson,1993a,p.50), most respondents (61.5%)
use some type of management information systems (MIS), primarily to support accounting, personnel and
payroll as well as both the tactical and strategic management and marketing functions. Agencies belonging
to chains normally have a higher propensity to use some type of MIS [X2 =3.2,DF =1,Sig=0.07], as they
operate several computers and use them for management reports as well as for exchanging files to their head
office. Moreover, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that larger outlets, which have more selling desks,
and sell a larger number of trips yearly tend to operate a MIS system. Finally, respondents which are
vertically integrated with tour operators tend to use management information systems to a greater extent than
their counterparts [X2 =3.2,DF = 1,S ig =0.07].
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Qualitative research demonstrates that although most outgoing travel agencies utilise a wide range of
technological solutions and have on-line access to most tourism principals' databases, they are far from
ideally technologically organised. Interviewees claimed that rapid H's' developments result in equipment
needing replacement before its depreciation. Given that their profit margins are diminishing, due to price
wars and discounts, interviewees explained that they are effectively unable to upgrade their equipment as
frequently as it is required. Similarly with other research inferences (D'Souza,1991,p.220), it can be
concluded that although outgoing travel agencies use technology extensively to inquire about availability and
make reservations. However, when the utilisation of ITs is examined in management and marketing tasks,
such as client targeting; management reports; statistics; point of sales displays; and information storage, the
majority either do not use technology to perform these tasks or they claim that the contribution of technology
is minimal. This is due to the lack of an integrated technology understanding, which would enable them to
regard ITs as a tool to perform the entire range of their functions, rather than piece-meal applications. To
a certain extent, the domination of Videotex terminals is partly responsible for this situation as videotex
technology does not allow a further integration between front and back offices and thus prevents the usage
of 1Ts for marketing and management purposes. Despite the hitherto failure of several attempts to replace
Videotex systems, as explained in section 3.3.2.3.3, the eventual and inevitable upgrade of outgoing travel
agencies to computerisation would enable the introduction of an integrated management information system
which would provide a vital managerial tool for outgoing travel agencies.
7.4.2 Outgoing travel agencies' connections with videotex and global distribution channels
As described above, the majority of British outgoing travel agencies still operate videotex terminals to
communicate with tourism principals. About 85.4% of the respondents operated at least one videotex
terminal, which is fairly similar with the ABTECH (1993) survey which reveals that 97% of outgoing travel
agencies in the UK use viewdata, in contrast with 32.4% using a GDS. In addition, the number of videotex
terminals per outlet varies from nil (14.6% of the respondents) to 30 terminals [mean= 4.61; slightly higher
than the other suggestions that on average, 3 videotex sets per outlet are found in British outgoing travel
agencies (Beaver, 1993,p.1368; ABTECH,1993). Evidently, chains and multiple outgoing travel agencies,
as well as the vertically integrated ones, which have ownership/alliances with tour operators and airlines
normally use a larger number of terminals per outlet. There is also a positive relationship between the
number of outlets a chain operates and the number of terminals utilised per outlet [R =0.43,Sig =0.0021.
Naturally, the more employees an outgoing travel agency occupies, as well as the larger the number of selling
desks it has, the more the videotex terminals it uses [R =0.46,S ig =0.001 and R=0.69,Sig =0.0001
respectively]. On average, 0.53 videotex terminals were reported per employee by the respondents, which
is reasonable based on the fact that employees often work in shifts and therefore a less than one to one ratio
is required. This is similar with results from other surveys on this issue (D'Souza,1991,p.211). On average,
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67.4% of selling desks in outlets are equipped with a videotex set. Finally, younger respondents operate
considerably more videotex terminals than their older counterparts [R=-0.37,Sig=0.01], this is perhaps due
to the fact that younger managers appreciate ITs' benefits and are more active users, as well as because
younger respondents are often part of a multiple/large agency.
It is quite interesting to examine how many and which videotex networks outgoing travel agencies
subscribe to and the reasons determining their decision. As described in section 3.3.2.3.2, several criteria
are utilised in order to select the Videotex systems they subscribe to. Qualitative research demonstrates that
the coverage of tourism principals, the reliability and availability of a system as well as the subscription and
operational costs are instrumental in an outgoing travel agency's selection process. Apart from the 10.4%
which have no access to any of these networks, about 62.5% of the respondents are subscribed in one
network, 14.6% are subscribed to 2 networks, while a further 12.5% are subscribed to all three networks.
Agencies which have no access to Videotex networks tend to be small and independent, while the majority
of the chains/multiples are subscribed to only one network. Qualitative research indicates that this is as a
result of the fact that multiples which subscribe exclusively with one network, negotiate a package of
preferential fees and services. As a result, larger/multiple outlets, occupying more employees, having a
larger number of selling desks and selling a larger number of trips yearly, tend to use only one network.
Moreover, outgoing travel agencies which organise individual travel arrangements tend to be subscribed to
more Videotex networks, in order to be able to access more tourism principals. This research confirms Istel's
alleged market leadership, as 70.8% of the respondents are connected with this network. Its domination in
larger multiples is confirmed, as it is connected in every outgoing travel agency with more than 3 outlets,
with the exception of Thomas Cook outlets which are exclusively subscribed to the Fastrak network.
Moreover, Fastrak offers a connection for 37.5% of the respondents. The system is primarily used by
smaller outgoing travel agencies, operating up to 10 outlets, while its only multiple is Thomas Cook, perhaps
due to the fact that both used to belong to the Midland Bank group. Finally, 20.8% of the respondents had
a Prestel connection in their outlet. These outlets tend to belong primarily to small/independent agencies,
and although they concentrate on the leisure market, they tend to have a higher percentage of individually
arranged holidays. Smaller outgoing travel agencies' preference to Prestel as a first or second Videotex
system is attributed to its low subscription fees, which enable them to make reservations whenever they need,
without paying the prohibiting cost of the other two networks. Unlike the other two systems, all respondents
who are connected with Prestel undertake individual leisure arrangements and create tailor-made journeys
for their clients. Finally, a paradox can be observed, as smaller and independent outgoing travel agencies 
are subscribed to more Videotex networks, and thus increase their overheads. Interviewees explained that
this enables them to seek a wider range of tourism principals and information and offers a more
comprehensive and personalised service to their clients. Therefore they can increase the loyalty of their
customers and perhaps their profit margins by offering unique and differentiated products for a premium.
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About 85.4% of the respondents have a connection with a GDS. This access can be achieved either through
dedicated GDS terminals, or specific videotex interfaces, such as the ABC-EasyRes or British Airway's BA-
Link. However, ABTECH (1993) suggests that only 32.4% of British outgoing travel agencies are properly
networked with a GDS. Smaller outlets, which occupy few employees, as well as the ones which concentrate
heavily on the leisure market, tend to have no connections with CRSs. The number of CRS terminals is often
a confusing issue for the respondents, as in most cases they can access GDSs through their videotex
terminals and they are usually unable to differentiate between the two types of systems, as they use their
terminals for both functions. A range of 1 to 30 GDS terminals are utilised [mean =4.5,STD =5.5], some
of which are, in fact, videotex terminals with an interface for GDSs. Naturally, there is a strong positive
relationship between the number of selling desks as well as the employees occupied in an outlet and the
number of CRS terminals available [R =0.73,Sig =0.0000 and R =0.78,Sig =0.00000 respectively].
Moreover, there is a positive relationship between outgoing travel agencies' willingness to increase the share
of individual travel they arrange and the number of CRS terminals they operate [R =0.33,Sig =0.03].
Finally, there is a tendency for younger respondents to operate a larger number of CRS terminals in their
outlets [R =0.27,S ig =0.07]. As demonstrated in sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.4 there are several CRSs and
GDSs available in European outgoing travel agencies, and in most cases they have emerged through national
airlines' systems to become electronic travel exchange platforms.
As far as the choice of GDS is concerned, qualitative research illustrates that as there is increasingly little
differentiation between the four giant GDSs in terms of accessing airlines and other tourism suppliers, the
support of the national carrier in each particular country plays an important role in determining which system
an outgoing travel agency would subscribe to. This is due to the fact that national carriers normally have
the most extended network of flights from their country. In addition, similarly to the "demonstration effect",
as agencies used to utilise national carriers' terminals to access their CRSs, they feel that it is only an
upgrade to use the GDS their national airline supports. As illustrated in Table 3.10, the vast majority of
British travel agencies tend to subscribe to Galileo, while the majority of German, French and Spanish ones
use the rival Amadeus.
7.4.3 Major usage of technology and benefits for outgoing travel agencies
Similarly with the other members of the tourism distribution channel, a number of benefits emerging from
ITs are reported by outgoing travel agencies, as a result of technology utilised in their agency, as
demonstrated in Table 7.15. Due to space constraints in the mail questionnaires, this section is exclusively
based on interviews with British agencies and therefore few statistically significant relationships can be
identified, due to the small size of the sample. This is also as a result of the fairly undifferentiated benefits
that outgoing travel agencies enjoy from ITs.
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Table 7.15 Major benefits of computerisation for outgoing travel agencies
Benefits Percentage
Speed and efficiency 84.0%
Customer service 69.6%
Reservation process 52.0%
Reduction of communications costs 37.5%
Reduction of employment cost 20.0%
Note: Answers do not add up todue to multiple responses
As illustrated in the above table, the vast majority of outgoing travel agencies feel that their speed and
efficiency has improved dramatically due to the new technological tools being available. They often quote
that "instant confirmation" has provided the ability to serve their clients efficiently and thus has increased
their satisfaction, while it provides "more time for selling tourism products". In addition, they quote that
their ability to print complicated travel itineraries has also improved their image while it saves a considerable
amount of time. Interestingly, this is particularly highlighted by outgoing travel agencies which emphasise
their interest in increasing the number of individually arranged trips they organise
[X2 =7.4,DF =3,Sig =0.06], as they realise that ITs are instrumental in their ability to contact individual
tourism suppliers efficiently.
As a result of the previous benefit, more than two thirds of outgoing travel agencies believe that customer
service has improved, as more accurate and reliable information for a much wider range of tourism products
is available. Large/multiple outgoing travel agencies appreciate this benefit more frequently than their
small/independent counterparts [X2 =8.7,DF =2,S ig =0.01]. Similarly, outgoing travel agencies which
promote a higher percentage of package holidays to their leisure market, as well as the vertically integrated
ones which have ownership or alliances with tour operators and airlines, highlight this benefit
[X2 =5.7,DF =1,Sig =0.01 and X2 =7.7,DF =1,Sig =0.005 respectively]. It is argued that as these types of
agencies usually employ inexperienced and less trained personnel, they tend to benefit more from having
access to user friendly computerised systems which can provide information from a variety of tourism
suppliers. Outgoing travel agencies which overrate their interest in increasing individually organised trips,
also emphasise this benefit.
Moreover, more than half the respondents claim that the reservation process improved dramatically due to
the new technology utilised in the industry, as an increasing number of tourism products worldwide are
bookable through their computer terminals. However, there are no statistically significant relationships
between the characteristics of outgoing travel agencies and their claim of this benefit.
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As communication costs account for a considerable fraction of outgoing travel agencies' overheads, several
respondents explained that technology plays an instrumental role in reducing their communication costs.
This is mentioned by the ones which concentrate on the leisure market as they tend to emphasise this benefit
more frequently than their counterparts. Qualitative research provides evidence that although outgoing travel
agencies appreciate the reduction achieved in their telephone bill, the need to update electronic equipment,
as well as the connection costs for videotex networks and CRS, make ITs' contribution to their bottom line
doubtful. Finally, only few respondents believe that technology has reduced employment cost for their
enterprises. Although there are no statistically significant relationships between their characteristics and the
mentioning of this benefit, respondents tend to concentrate on the leisure market and offer a higher
percentage of packages to holidaymakers, while they are equally divided into small/independents and
large/multiples.
The above results are in line with the ranking of automation advantages and disadvantages provided by other
research projects, as reported in Table 7.16 (D'Souza,1991,p.224-226). However, it should be noted that
since D'Souza's research took place in 1988, before videotex networks were transformed to direct
connections, some of the disadvantages, such as the unreliability of systems or high telephone bills, were
resolved in the early 1990s.
Table 7.16 Advantages and disadvantages of automation in outgoing travel agencies
Advantages of automation Disadvantages of automation
Easy to make reservations Systems failing and being unreliable
Greater accuracy of information No personal contact with principals or clients
Speed of information retrieval Overreliance on system
Better image Variety of systems confuse
Client is impressed Large telephone bills
Telephone savings Supplier follow-up poor
Greater staff efficiency Gives biased information
Paperwork reduced Unsuitable / Untrained staff
Competitive advantage More mistakes committed
More managerial control
Source: Adapted from D'Souza, 1991, p.224-226
From the above analysis it is quite apparent that outgoing travel agencies fail to identify strategic advantages
emerging through the usage of ITs and concentrate on improving their traditional business operation.
Larger/multiples seem to benefit slightly more from ITs, not only because of the effects on their efficiency
and the facilitation of coordination with their head office, but also due to the despecialisation of staff it
introduced, which effectively enabled large/multiples to occupy less qualified, younger and underpaid
personnel. In contrast, small/independent outgoing travel agencies seem less technologically advanced and
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therefore tend to mention less benefits from technology, as they utilise more traditional communication
methods for their function. It is quite evident that all types of agencies underestimate the strategic
opportunities ITs can provide in customised marketing, marketing research and support of decision making,
by producing meaningful reports and statistics. They often fail to regard ITs as an opportunity to provide
a more comprehensive service for clients, which would enable them to strengthen their position and increase
their customers' loyalty.
7.4.4 Expenditure of outgoing travel agencies on information technology
Assessing outgoing travel agencies' expenditure on ITs is a difficult task, as branch managers rarely know
the cost of the systems they operate in their outlet, while most executives are not involved in "these details".
Complicated and rigorously confidential agreements between outgoing travel agencies and videotex and CRS
suppliers, which incorporate not only networking fees but also hardware leasing, make this issue even more
complicated. As there is fierce competition between IT suppliers, both Videotex and CRS providers decline
to publicize their charge policies. Therefore an analysis of both qualitative research and industrial reports
is performed in order to facilitate an understanding of the ITs expenditure of outgoing travel agencies.
Qualitative research confirms that the cost of Videotex varies enormously according to the network utilised,
the type of usage, as well as whether the equipment is owned, leased or rented. For example, ISTEL and
Fastrak, offer a fixed annual "direct connection" subscription charge for each "port" supplied at a branch,
regardless of their usage. The installation of dedicated lines connecting outgoing travel agencies with most
videotex networks means that there is no cost per usage and reservation. A wide range between £400 to
£26,000 is quoted by the respondents as their annual videotex cost [mean =£3,470, STD =6,898]. This is
similar with the fees quoted in outgoing travel agencies' manuals as presented in section 3.3.2.3.2. Multiples
tend to pay a higher annual fee, as they normally utilise a larger number of terminals and networks for their
operation. As expected, there is a positive relationship between the number of selling desks in an outlet and
the annual cost of videotex [R =0.52,Sig =OA]. In contrast, the number of employees per outlet does not
formulate a statistically significant relationship with the videotex cost. The more trips sold per year from
an outlet, the higher the annual videotex cost it has [R =0.69,Sig =0.006], as evidently it would have to
support a larger number of terminals. Finally, branch managers quote higher figures than executives,
perhaps implying that there is a certain degree of confusion about Videotex charges in the industry.
However, the respondents indicated that large/multiple outgoing travel agencies, and especially the ones
which are owned by tour operators, negotiate special agreements with videotex networks, as several services
can be offered as trade-offs between multiples and videotex networks. On one occasion, for example, one
multiple outlet reported to accommodate the regional istel node in its premises.
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Similarly, the connection and operational cost of computer reservation systems and global distribution
systems vary according to commercial agreements, depending on the volume of bookings undertaken by
outgoing travel agencies. However the majority of respondents were unable to offer accurate information
on their CRSs/GDSs cost. Fierce competition between major GDSs, makes it incredibly difficult to acquire
accurate information on GDSs' charge structures for outgoing travel agencies, to such an extent that even
direct communication with GDS companies failed to provide any information. Few guidelines are presented
in section 3.3.2.1.4, based on some published examples. Nevertheless, the "rule of thumb" in the industry,
confirmed by the ABTECH Chairman is that, outgoing travel agencies booking 300 air transportation
sectors, per month, per terminal, can gain adequate incentives to break-even their automation cost, ie
hardware, software, dedicated lines, maintenance and training. Apart from respondents who do not use
CRS/GDSs and therefore have no cost, a wide range between £800-24,000 annual cost is quoted
[mean =£4,833,STD =7,860]. There is a positive relationship between the cost quoted and the number of
employees and selling desks in an outlet [R =0.63,S ig =0.04 and R =0.63,S ig =0.09 respectively] as more
terminals and connections are required. However, unexpectedly there is no statistically significant
relationship between the trips sold per year and the CRS/GDS cost, illustrating that individually negotiated
agreements influence CRS/GDSs' cost structure. Outgoing travel agency respondents explained that as they
rent dedicated lines to facilitate their communication with CRS/GDSs, there are no charges per inquiry or
reservation made through these systems. In contrast, they highlighted that several incentives are provided
for confirmed booking which in fact reduce their cost.
Understanding the structure of outgoing travel agencies' "wiring costs" is fundamental for the pricing policy
of DICIRMSs, as it has profound implications for their willingness to pay for connection and networking
services. It is quite apparent that apart from the annual cost of dedicated lines for Videotex terminals,
agencies pay little for other electronic services, as the most productive ones do not need to pay for GDSs'
connections, provided that they make adequate reservations monthly. Thus DICIRMSs would need to find
effective ways to reach outgoing travel agencies through the existing networks or to utilise alternative and
innovative communications methods such as the World Wide Web, which can be available for a marginal
cost.
7.4.5 Requested/foreseen ITs improvements for increasing the profitability of outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies claim that relatively few changes should be made on the ITs utilised in their outlets
or organisations, as demonstrated in Table 7.17. However, the majority of the respondents believe that
current technology is sufficient for their needs. This results not only from their lack of IT training and
understanding, but also from their tight profit margins, which prevents them from investing in anything less
than their necessary activities.
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Table 7.17 Information technology improvements required by outgoing travel agencies
Improvements Percentage
Improvement in the existing systems 62.5%
Introduction of information technologies 12.5%
No need for improvements in information technologies utilised 12.5%
Notes: Multiple answers-Percentages do no add up to 100%.
As these issues are based exclusively on interviews with outgoing travel agencies, due to the mail survey
space constraints, there are no statistically significant differences between the characteristics of outgoing
travel agencies and the frequency of their responses. However, a brief examination of their attributes is
attempted based on both qualitative and quantitative evidence. Most respondents believe that several
improvements in the existing systems should be made in order to increase their profitability. The need to
improve existing ITs was mentioned equally by small/independent and large/multiple agencies. In addition,
few non-computerised agencies, mentioned that ITs' introduction should increase their efficiency and
improve their services. They tend to be small/independent agencies while they express a greater interest in
increasing the share of independently arranged trips sold through their outlets. On the other hand, few well
equipped outgoing travel agencies believe that there is no need for improvements in their ITs' facilities.
These seem to be small/independent agencies, operating smaller outlets with 4-5 selling desks, while they
tend to concentrate on the business travellers market. Finally, they also tend to be younger and have less
academically qualified respondents. Although a number of additional issues such as the introduction of
electronic brochures, offer of a multimedia self-service terminal, either within the shop or at its window,
and finally institution of point-of-sales in outlets by adding more terminals, emerged during the outgoing
travel agencies' pilot study, no respondent favoured them during the field research. This is attributed to their
inability to identify strategic usages for ITs as illustrated in the following paragraphs.
Qualitative analysis establishes that outgoing travel agencies are required to access a larger number of
tourism principals from one terminal and increase the "transparency" of their systems. One interviewee
suggested that "technology has increased the complexity of our function, as we need to check several CRSs
in order to construct the itinerary and examine availability, while we then have to call consolidators in order
to find the best available price. This reduces our efficiency while it makes our customers wonder why we
spend their time". Thus the need for integration of the existing CRSs of the entire range which tourism
provides is highlighted by the majority of outgoing travel agencies. They explain that "ideally they would
like to enter the key variables of consumers' requirements in a single terminal and expect the computer
[expert system] to identify the best available products, at the best prices". The also required products
currently unavailable on computerised systems, such as small hotels and discounted tickets, to be available
through the existing CRSs. Further integration between the front and back offices is considered essential by
a large number of the interviewees, as it would reduce their work load and enable them to concentrate on
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customer service. Finally the proliferation of electronic mail is also long overdue for outgoing travel
agencies, as they feel that it would enable them to enhance their communication and efficiency. Evidently,
the transformation from videotex systems to computerised ones, which would enable compatibility with
GDSs and integrated agency management programmes, is an essential prerequisite for the required
improvements. Despite the majority of the respondents recognising the potentials for this transformation, tliey
are quite reluctant to undertake the necessary action, mainly due to the investment required.
From the above analysis it is quite clear that outgoing travel agencies ignore the opportunities arising
from new technology applications such as CD-ROM, multimedia and INTERNET distributed applications
such as the World Wide Web, which essentially enable outgoing travel agencies to demonstrate the tourism
product in pictures, maps and visual format to prospective travellers during their selling session. As
increasingly a wider range of travel products become available on CD-ROM and on-line multimedia
environment, plenty of opportunities arise for utilising these technology applications as selling and training
tools. Some examples include SabreVisionnaguar, enabling outgoing travel agencies to display photographs
from 50,000 hotels; UtellVision offering visual illustrations from the Utell system; and Chromajet showing
data, and pictures of hotels, resorts and area maps from holidays arranged by Jetset. Numerous travel related
CD-ROMs are distributed by national tourism organisations or principals to the travel trade, while
technology companies create CD-ROMs for tourism suppliers at an affordable cost.
However, although technology experts assume that outgoing travel agencies have the capability and
willingness to demonstrate these new technologies to their personnel and clientele, in reality they are neither
ready nor enthusiastic about the new potential. Only a fraction of the respondents operate a PC in their
outlets and no respondent had acquired a CD-ROM capacity at the time of the field research. Beaver
(1993,p.1390) echoes some of their views: "the time that it takes to show such pictures to customers in a
travel agency causes another problem, for it is likely to make what is already a low cost sale into an
unprofitable one". He also quotes Istel's managing director claiming "a key argument against electronic
brochures is that they tie up agents' staff for too long compared with paper brochure bookings. There is
another difficulty; travel clerks have a simple problem in the use of VDUs during face to face situation with
customers", although he acknowledges that "the current computer/customer/travel clerk interface is not
satisfactory". The requirement for screen visibility by both clerks and customers; the need for more space
to hold the more sophisticated equipment on outlets' congested selling desks; as well as the prohibiting cost
of adding a second dumb monitor for customers, are regarded as additional obstacles for the utilisation of
multimedia at the selling point. Nevertheless, new successful developments such as self-service kiosks and
home holiday shopping experimented by Thomas Cook, demonstrate that consumers are becoming
increasingly more familiar with technology and are willing or even demand to make their travel arrangements
in a self-service terminal or from the convenience of their armchair at home (Adamson and Toole, 1995;
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Jolley,1995a; Burnside,1994; Blackwood,1994,p.66; and Nicholas,1994,p.18). Hence outgoing travel
agencies need to reconsider their attitude towards technology and outlet design, in order to provide a
competitive service to their clientele, before other suppliers move in to supply the market (Hyde,1993,p.6;
Jolley, 1995; Freeman, 1995).
7.4.6 Conclusions on outgoing travel agencies' usage of information technologies
The analysis of the utilisation of ITs in outgoing travel agencies, illustrates their inability to regard ITs as
a strategic tool which can improve service and increase profit margins. Despite having adequate traditional
telecommunication supplies, ie telephone lines, faxes and telexes, the majority of outgoing travel agencies
base the majority of electronic communication on limited Videotex technology, while only a relatively low
percentage of agencies have access to CRSs/GDSs, which prevents them from taking advantage of a variety
of newly available products and services.
In spite of the majority of the respondents suggesting the need to improve the existing available ITs, in order
to enhance the efficiency and reliability of their services, they are reluctant to invest in the essential
transformation from Videotex to computerisation, due to the financial cost involved and their tight profit
margins. Apart from few exceptions driven by their personal interests, respondents seem unable to identify
new areas where technology can assist them to achieve competitive advantages, either through better
marketing research and provision of specialised tourism products or through integration between "front
office" and "back office". For example, marketing research on clients' records and identification of their
preferences would provide a critical strategic opportunity for outgoing travel agencies, which currently fight
to identify new value-added products and services, in order to strengthen their position in an increasingly
integrated tourism distribution channel which may jeopardise their existence. In addition, transaction records
are invaluable tools for forecasting of demand trends and for identifying appealing products for clientele,
which can empower outgoing travel agencies to specialise and perhaps create competitive niches. Direct
communication with tourism suppliers and arrangement of specially negotiated rates can also provide
competitive advantages. Moreover, electronic integration of all transactions, both within outgoing travel
agencies and with external suppliers, would essentially minimise unprofitable bureaucratic processes. It
would also enable the establishment of a management information systems, which can improve the control
of the operation and liberate more time to concentrate on strategic planning or operational issues. Therefore
a thorough re-engineering of operational processes is essential for outgoing travel agencies. Ultimately, they
would need to take advantage of newly available ITs' tools and identify the areas where they can add value
to tourism products, in order to ensure their profitability and future prosperity.
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7.5 Synopsis - Information technologies in the tourism industry
In conclusion, the analysis of the technology utilised by the four core members of the tourism distribution
channel illustrates that, hitherto, the tourism industry has received a relatively low degree of ITs'
penetration, as only a comparably small part of the industry is adequately technologically equipped. This is
attributed to several major factors and principally to inadequate ITs' training and education of the majority
of tourism industry decision makers and employees; the tight profit margins for each partner which prevent
tourism distribution channel members to invest on technology; and finally to the institution of "technology
islands" providing a limited range of services for relatively low costs. Existing systems tend to facilitate
inventory management for tour operators and accommodation establishments as well as for the entire range
of tourism principals. They also enable the distribution of tourism products to outgoing travel agencies and
facilitate communication between tour operators and incoming travel agencies. A variety of computerised
systems are used as "back office" systems facilitating several administration and organisational functions of
all partners in the tourism distribution channel, such as accounting; personnel and payroll; marketing;
forecasting; planning; and decision making. It is argued however, that ITs are massively under-utilised on
the strategic level, as they are rarely utilised to enhance any of the tourism distribution channel members'
competitiveness. Several benefits are consistently recognised by all tourism distribution channel members,
such as the contribution of ITs to their speed and efficiency, customer service, labour cost, reservation
process and labour costs.
Perhaps, destination based tourism distribution channel members, ie accommodation establishments and
incoming travel agencies, tend to be less sophisticated. This is as a result of the small size of the enterprises
which believe that ITs are unnecessary for their operations; the lack of training and comprehension of their
benefits for both entrepreneurs and executives; the inadequate telecommunication infrastructure which limits
the potential functions of ITs and benefits; and finally the entrepreneurs' characters who often feel that they
loose control over their enterprise, should an ITs expert be in charge for part of their operation. In contrast,
vertically integrated intermediaries at the place of origin of the tourists, tend to be the most technologically
advanced organisations because they promote very large numbers of holidays yearly and therefore are forced
to use ITs to manage their inventory efficiently. In addition, technology enables them to increase their
efficiency and hence contributes to the their cost advantage strategy. Smaller outgoing travel agencies and
tour operators are gradually increasing their ITs' usage, in order to enhance their competitiveness by offering
timely and accurate service.
Evidently, ITs are under-utilised in the tourism industry, as most channel members fail to explore the entire
• variety of opportunities ITs can offer, while limiting their usage in operational functions. Enterprises which
seek competitive advantages in the contemporary tourism industry would probably need to explore the
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opportunities ITs provide, in strategic management, marketing, forecasting, life style and consumer
behaviour segmentation, distribution and promotion, as well as through the integration of the "back office"
operations. The gradual integration of the entire range of CRSs will eventually provide access to almost all
tourism products worldwide through a single terminal, and would re-engineer the entire distribution
mechanism. Consumers' direct access to these networks through home based computerised systems may
signify the disintermediation of the tourism distribution channel and may jeopardise the prosperity of all
channel members which fail to contribute value-added to the tourism experience. Thus exploiting the entire
range of ITs in order to acquire information, make reservations, distribute and market tourism products, as
well as support organisational functions, are inevitable developments for all members of the tourism industry.
Several factors determine the penetration of ITs in the tourism industry, although the most important one
would probably be the innovatory approach of entrepreneurs and executives. As traditionally younger and
better educated professionals tend to be more innovative and computer literate, it is expected that future
generations of decision makers would be both able and qualified to take full advantage of the new tools. This
is also encouraged by the fact that ITs are increasingly becoming more affordable for all tourism enterprises,
and thus they will be able to equip themselves adequately. The development of the "electronic
superhighway", and particularly applications such as the World Wide Web, which provides unparalleled
opportunities to distribute multimedia information worldwide through very inexpensive equipment,
revolutionise the future potentials for all tourism industry users. Finally, although the penetration of ITs in
the tourism industry has improved dramatically during the last decade, there is still plenty of space for using
ITs as a strategic and competitive weapon. It becomes evident that instead of tourism enterprises using ITs
in order to achieve competitive advantages, organisations should use ITs to avoid competitive disadvantages,
which may marginalise them from the marketplace. Consequently, the motto should really read "if you
compete, compute", as failure to comprehend the importance of ITs from any type of tourism service
provider would jeopardise its long term prosperity and challenge its future.
The availability of adequate equipment throughout the industry is also instrumental for the development and
success of a DICIRMS, as it determines the ability of tourism distribution channel members to have access
to such systems. Developers of DICIRMSs should examine carefully the availability of ITs among the
current tourism distribution channel members, as well as the technologies that are most likely to be used in
the future, in order to build up appropriate interfaces to facilitate the connection with a wider network of
both suppliers and buyers. Chapter 8 concentrates on tourism distribution channel members' perception of
DICIRMSs, where it is quite clear that adequately equipped partners, tend to have a more positive approach
to DICIRMSs' developments and also higher expectations.
CHAPTER 8
Research findings
Destination Integrated Computer Information
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Systems
DICIRMSs can provide a variety of benefits for both destinations and SMTEs, by enabling an integrated
destination management and marketing. These systems empower local enterprises at destinations, such as
accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies to bridge their distance with both their
consumers and the travel trade. The DICIRMS concept as well as the variety and purpose of existing
destination oriented systems are described in paragraph 3.3.2.5 and in Appendix D, where several brief case
studies are also provided. In addition, other members of the tourism distribution channel, such as tour
operators and outgoing travel agencies can profit from DICIRMSs, by retrieving specific information and
by making reservations for the entire tourism destination product through a centralised system, while they
can utilise DICIRMSs during the package planning process as well as for their training function. Following
the DICIRMS conceptualisation in section 3.3.2.5.3, this part illustrates an analysis of tourism distribution
channel members' perceptions on the utilities a DICIRMS is most likely to originate for them. Interviewees
were introduced to the DICIRMS philosophy by a verbal description and illustration of several images from
the System AEGEO, while a small description of the DICIRMS concept was also provided for the mail
respondents. Consequently, respondents were asked to assess a wide range of DICIRMSs' features as well
as to explain their opinion/perception on several issues concerning their willingness to utilise DICIRMSs.
In addition, the expected benefits for each tourism distribution channel partners were assessed and their
willingness to pay was investigated. Finally, DICIRMSs' presentation and organisational issues are also
examined, in order to identify the critical differences among tourism distribution channel members'
preferences. The analysis demonstrates clearly that different members have distinctive commercial interests
and therefore their perception and willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs varies widely. As partners in
the distribution channel have dissimilar expected gains and roles, they tend to adopt alternate approaches to
the DICIRMS concept. The analysis concentrates on the illustration of the similarities and differences of the
views of each channel member, as well as on the specific requirements for each partner.
8.1 Tourism distribution channel members' support and willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs
The willingness of each channel member to support the development of DICIRMSs is analysed in this part,
as well as their inclination to be involved in the development and operation of a system. They answer
whether they believe that DICIRMSs should be developed; whether they would be interested in having a
connection with the system, in order to retrieve information and have reservation facilities; and finally,
whether they would expect the system to increase their income and profitability. The analysis is undertaken
for each member separately while a comparison is provided in the synopsis. The aim of this section is to
illustrate that the willingness of each channel partner to support DICIRMSs is closely related with their
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commercial interests which are underlined by their intra-channel role and power. Therefore it would be
expected that destination enterprises, as well as the smaller organisations throughout the channel, would be
more supportive than larger, vertically integrated corporations, which currently concentrate on the channel
leadership and therefore can impose their interests upon their partners, as illustrated in chapters 5 and 6.
Consequently, it is argued that the attitudes of channel members are dictated by their commercial interests.
8.1.1 Accommodation establishments' support for DICIRMSs
As expected, the vast majority of the accommodation establishments in the Aegean islands are very
supportive towards the development of DICIRMSs, as a total of 90.8% of the respondents expressed their
full support towards; 6.9% expressed their uncertainty by declaring that they "Do not know/not answer";
and only 2.3% denied that DICIRMSs should be developed. Qualitative research illustrates that a large
fraction of the interviewees felt that these systems are essential in order to improve their competitiveness,
while they would originate a long term modernisation process and enable them to operate in the future
marketplace. Interviewees also expressed the view that DICIRMSs would principally serve the independent
traveller market, which despite its fragmented size, is the most lucrative part of the market. Interestingly,
there is a statistical significant relationship between their rating of the importance on increasing co-operation
at the local level and their support to DICIRMSs' development [X' = 28.7,DF =8,Sig =0.0003], indicating
that accommodation establishments which appreciate the need for further co-operation tend to perceive
DICIRMSs as a tool towards this direction. In addition, smaller properties tend to express more doubts about
DICIRMSs and are less certain in their support [X2
 =11.1 =6,Sig =0.08]. However, there is no statistical
significant relationship between respondents' position, educational background, age and their support for
these systems. Apart from the vast majority supporting DICIRMSs' development, the minority who
expressed their uncertainty tend to be smaller and more traditional establishments.
Qualitative research demonstrates that most respondents support the development of DICIRMSs, as they can
perceive it as a marketing tool for both their destination and enterprise. However, two major concerns were
raised, especially by respondents who claimed that the development of a system is not necessary. On the one
hand, some feared that DICIRMSs would be incompatible with the distribution channel utilised currently,
and therefore may cause "disciplinary or coercion actions" from the channel leaders, and particularly tour
operators. On the other hand, very small and lower category accommodation establishments often feel that
this development would be primarily helpful for larger properties. They tend to have preconceptions that they
would be unable to benefit, since they lack technology, expertise and funds, which they perceive essential
in order to gain benefits. This is a perceptual fear, as these concerns were raised before technological
requirements or charges were mentioned by the interviewer. Their willingness to be involved is examined
in two parts. On the one hand, the desire to retrieve information is analysed, and on the other, the
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willingness to receive reservations through the system is also examined. In addition, the perceived possibility
to increase their profitability, as a result of their involvement with DICIRMSs is also investigated. Table 8.1
summarises the results of the accommodation establishment respondents.
Table 8.1 Accommodation establishments' willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs
Involvement in DICIRMSs Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Interest in access to an information system 3.542 1.438 3.378 3.705
Interest in access to a reservation system 3.854 1.303 3.706 4.002
Perceived possibility to increase profitability 3.987 1.050 3.867 4.106
Note: Likert Scale 1-5 Very Little - Very Much).
Hotels have quite a positive attitude towards their involvement with DICIRMSs. They strongly believe that
the system can contribute to their profitability, while they are quite willing to use the system in order to
receive reservations. They are also less keen to access the system for tourism information, as in most cases
they believe that they are very familiar with their local area and have an excellent knowledge of the island
and all available attractions.
8.1.1.1 Accommodation establishments' participation in the information element of DICIRMSs
A total of 67.8% accommodation establishment respondents rated their interest in having access to the
information element of DICIR1VISs above the "much" mark, signifying that there is a healthy interest for
this part of these system. An additional 10% has an average interest, while 24.2% rate their interest below
the "little" mark. Qualitative research indicates that often, local entrepreneurs tend to be overconfident in
their local knowledge and believe that they know all the possible answers to enquiries about their destination.
Therefore they tend to see little need for an information system and they relatively underrate their need to
have access to the information side of DICIRMSs. Evidently, larger and higher category hotels, tend to be
more interested in having access to the information section of a DICIRMS [R =0.12,Sig =0.03 and
V=29.2,DF =16,S ig =0.02 respectively], which they feel would enhance the services provided to their
customer and would enrich tourists' satisfaction. There is also a weak positive relationship between the
satisfaction of accommodation establishments with their performance and their interest in having access to
an information system [R=0.13,Sig =0.02], illustrating that the more satisfied they are, the more optimistic
and inclined they are to experiment innovations while the less satisfied ones tend to have a more pessimistic
attitude. There is also a positive correlation between the rating of the need to increase co-operation, and the
interest in the information part of DICIRMSs [R =0.34,Sig =0.00000], illustrating these enterprises'
commitment to enhance their local knowledge and co-operation. Moreover, hotels with a larger promotional
budget tend to rate their interest in the information part of the system more highly [R =0.13,Sig =0.07]
highlighting that marketing active properties are more receptive of the DICIRMS concept. The existing level
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of computerisation also determines their desire to utilise this information system, as properties which use a
PMS already, as well as, the ones with higher IT budget, tend to be more positive towards the need to access
an information system [X2 = 10.8,DF =4,Sig =0.03 and R =0.1,Sig =0.009 respectively]. Moreover, their
views on computerisation influence their willingness to access the information section of DICIRMSs.
Accommodation establishments which declare that no improvement in their ITs is essential, tend to underrate
their interest in accessing an information section of DICIRMSs, while in contrast, the ones who appreciate
the need to introduce or improve computers tend to overrate their interest in having access to the information
section ofDICIRMSs [X' = 19 .5,DF = 4,S ig .0006 and X 2 = 19 .9,DF =4,S ig =0.0005 respectively] . Finally,
there is statistically significant evidence that, managers in comparison with owners, younger, as well as
better academically qualified respondents, express a higher interest in having access to the information part
of a DICIRMS [X2 =8.8,DF=4,Sig=0.06; X2 =22.8,DF=12,Sig=0.03; and X2 =30.4,DF=20,Sig =0.06
respectively], demonstrating quite clearly that qualified professionals can foresee more benefits in having
access to a reliable, up-dated source of local information.
8.1.1.2 Accommodation establishments' participation in the reservation part of DICIRMSs
It is quite apparent however, that in general, accommodation establishments are more interested in having
access to the reservation part of DICIRMSs as it can be a direct contribution to their profitability. Similar
preference patterns can be observed in the characteristics of these enterprises with the ones supporting their
need to establish connections with the information part of DICIRMSs. More than 73% rate their interest in
having access to the reservation part of a system above the "much" mark, demonstrating their desire to
establish a new distribution channel for their products. Understandably, larger and higher category hotels
rate their willingness to establish access with the reservation part of DICIRMSs more highly
[R =0.18,Sig =0.002 and X2 = 40.1,DF =16,Sig =0.0007 respectively], in order to increase their occupancy
level and their average room rates, by attracting more bookings from individuals or alternative tourism
distribution channel, which allow higher profit margins. Qualitative research confirms that smaller and lower
category properties inevitably have less flexibility, as they operate fewer rooms, often on a commitments
contract, which restricts them from receiving extra reservations. Therefore they are less keen to access the
reservation part of DICIRMSs. Surprisingly though, older properties tend to be more interested in a
reservation system [R=-0.18,Sig =0.001], although this may be as a result of being of higher category and
larger size. Accommodation establishments which rate highly the need to increase co-operation at the
destination as well as the ones with higher promotional expenditure, indicate a higher interest in the
reservation part of DICIRMSs [R=0.26,Sig =0.00001 and R=0.14,Sig =0.05 respectively], illustrating that
respondents who realise the challenges emerging from their small size tend to overrate their interest in
receiving reservations from alternative tourism distribution channels.
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It can also be observed that, hotels which utilise a PMS and have a higher expenditure on ITs in the last 5
years, tend to be more interested in having access to a reservation system [X2 =14.7,DF=4,Sig =0.005 and
R=0.17,Sig =0.004 respectively], as they have a great familiarity with technology and can perceive how
a DICIRMS can be utilised as a promotional tool for their products. Moreover, respondents' views on their
ITs' needs influence their inclination to have access to the reservation section of a DICIRMS.
Accommodation establishments which declare that no ifs improvement is essential tend to underrate their
interest in accessing the information section of DICIRMSs, while in contrast, the ones who appreciate the
need to introduce or improve computers tend to overrate their interest in having access to the reservation
section of DICIRMSs [X2 =9.8,DF=4,Sig =0.04 and X2 =9.8,DF=4,Sig =0.04 respectively]. Moreover,
properties which believe that ITs are not essential due to their small size, as well as the ones which claim
that !Ts are very expensive and thus inaffordable underrate their interest in accessing the reservation part of
a DICIRMS [X2 =14.6,DF =4,Sig =0.005 and X2 =14.9,DF =4,Sig =0.005 respectively]. Understandably,
all hotels which are currently connected with a CRS/GDS overrate their willingness to participate in the
reservation section of DICIRMSs. Respondents with higher educational qualifications are more keen to have
access to the reservation part of the system [X2 =34.5,DF=20,Sig =0.02], while there are slight, but
statistically insignificant tendencies for managers in comparison with owners, and younger respondents to
rate their interest more highly than their counterparts.
There are several reasons and concerns determining_ respondents' wishes to participate in a DICIRMS 
reservations system, as summarised in Table 8.2. Qualitative research demonstrates that there are two major
tendencies which underline their attitudes toward this issue. Firstly, certain respondents are optimistic and
actively seek bookings from new distribution channels. In contrast, several properties adopt a very
conservative approach towards new developments, and therefore concentrate on bookings secured by existing
tourism distribution channels or demand up-front guarantees on the volume of extra bookings generated
through a DICIRMS, before deciding whether they do like to co-operate.
Table 8.2 Major reasons and concerns for participating in the reservation part of DICIRMSs
Reasons	 t Percentage
Reservations are always welcomed from every possible channel 49.8%
Increase on independent tourists 30.4%
Improves the reservation process 17.3%
Depending on reliability of reservations through DICIRMSs 10.6%
Depending on extra reservations generated by DICIRMSs 4.0%
Note : Multmle resnonses - Percentages do not add IlD to 100%.
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Half of the respondents tend to always welcome new reservations, regardless their source, as they realise
the potential benefits for their occupancy and total yield. Classification plays an important role
[X2 =15.1,DF =4,Sig =0.005], as higher category hotels which have a more diverse distribution mix and
lower category properties which accommodate predominately individual travellers tend to mention this reason
more frequently. This is also confirmed as accommodation establishments which base a lower percentage
of clientele on the top three producing tour operators, as well as older properties which commenced their
operation before 1980, mention this reasoning more frequently than their counterparts
[V=17.7,DF =4,Sig =0.001 and X2 =9.7,DF =3,Sig =0.02 respectively]. In addition, accommodation
establishments which operate for 12 or 2-4 months normally have a larger percentage of individual customers
as demonstrated in section 5.1.5 and therefore are keen to attract more reservations from individual clients
through the system.
Moreover, higher category hotels, the ones which overrate the need to increase their co-operation, as well
as properties which depend on their top three producing tour operators for a smaller percentage of their
clientele also tend to believe that DICIRMSs can increase bookings from independent travellers
[X2 =8.6,DF =4,Sig =0.07; X2 =8.4,DF =4,Sig =0.08; and X2 =7.8,DF =4,Sig =0.1 respectively]. They
appreciate that these systems can contribute to the disintermediation of the tourism distribution channel and
enable them to attract individual consumers, while increasing their profit margins. This is also explained
more frequently by most better academically qualified respondents [X2 =9.2,DF=5,Sig =0.1]. In addition,
several respondents believe that the reservation section of DICIRMSs can contribute to the improvement
of their reservation processes and thus result in an efficient tourism distribution channel. The higher
respondents rate their need to increase co-operation at the destination level, the more likely it is to mention
this potential benefit from DICIRMSs [X2 =13.5,DF =4,Sig =0.009]. Similarly, properties which depend a
modest percentage of their reservations on the top three producing tour operators mention this reasoning
more frequently [X2 =8.2,DF =4,Sig =0.08], as they would probably benefit more from the reservation
process improvements introduced by DICIRMSs. There is also a slight, but statistically insignificant tendency
for younger and better educated respondents to mention this reasoning more frequently.
However, the field research illustrated clearly that respondents' interests in having access to the reservation
part of DICIRMSs depend on two major issues. Firstly, they expressed their anxiety about the reliability
and consistency of reservations emerging from DICIRMSs. They are often concerned about unfulfilled
reservations or "no-shows", which inevitably would force them either to lose customers and/or overbook
their properties, and thus suffer from legal and financial implications. Unreliable reservations emerging from
DICIRMSs, which do not materialise are highly undesirable for the vast majority of the respondents. This
is emphasised by properties which operate for 12 months and to a lesser extent by seasonal ones
[X2 =7.3,DF =2,Sig =0.03], as they face a greater problem to achieve a reasonable occupancy during the
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shoulder months. In addition, more managers, in comparison with owners stress the importance of this
concern [X2 =3.5,DF= 1,Sig =0.06]. However, qualitative research as well as section 6.2.2.1.4 confirm that
only a fraction of tour operators' contracts are covered. Hence several interviewees highlighted that
DICIRMSs would assist them to promote their products even if a limited number of no-shows were evident.
Finally, the catalyst of the willingness to participate in the reservation part of DICIRMSs is the volume of
extra reservations generated through DICIRMSs. Qualitative research indicates that as accommodation
establishments suffer from occupancy problems, especially in the low season, they need a system which can
generate valid bookings throughout their operation season and increase their occupancy levels. This is
highlighted more by properties operating 5-7 months, as they tend to suffer more during the low season.
8.1.1.3 DICIRMSs' ability to increase the profitability of accommodation establishments
The perception of accommodation establishments on whether DICIRMS can increase their overall
profitability clearly demonstrates their willingness to participate in a system, in anticipation of financial
benefits. On a Likert Scale (1-5: Very Impossible to Very Possible) respondents on average rated that it was
"possible" for DICIRMSs to increase their profitability [mean =3.97, STD = 1.04, 95% Confidence Interval =
3.85-4.1] with more than 77% claiming that it is "possible" or "very possible". There is a very slight
tendency for larger and higher category hotels to overrate this possibility [R =0.1,Sig =0.08 and
V=23.1,DF =16,Sig =0.1 respectively] which is also supported by qualitative evidence, as they feel that
an alternative tourism distribution channel would facilitate a closer communication with both consumers as
well as their partners. In contrast, some smaller and lower category properties often believe that although
DICIRMSs will contribute to their profitability, larger hotels would benefit more, and thus rate their
response fairly lower. Furthermore, the higher the rating on the need to increase co-operation at the
destination, the higher the possibility respondents can foresee in increasing their profitability by using
DICIRMSs [R =0.24,Sig =0.00002]. Their current distribution mix plays a critical role as, the lower the
contribution the top three producing tour operators have on accommodation establishments' clientele, the
higher the possibility to increase the profitability attributed to DICIRMSs [R =-0.1,Sig =0.08]. This is
because they tend to regard the system as a supplementary distributor of their products, as well as a
facilitator to decrease the power of the existing channel leaders, ie tour operators, and therefore boost their
profit margins. Interestingly, the higher the expenditure on ITs, the higher the perceived possibility of
increasing income by using DICIRMSs [R = 0.22,S ig =0.0004], as respondents who currently utilise ITs are
capable of identifying areas and methods to use DICIRMSs in order to contribute to their profitability.
Furthermore, better educated respondents tend to rate this possibility more highly than their counterparts
[X=36.8,DF =20,Sig =0.01], as they can realise the potential of DICIRMSs.
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The expected improvement in profitability, as a result of the utilisation of DICIRMSs is attributed to
several reasons, as demonstrated in Table 8.3. Hotels expect DICIRMSs to assist them in developing of
innovative distribution channels, in bridging their distance with consumers, as well as in empowering their
intra-channel position, which will enable them to increase their profit margins.
Table 8.3 Reasons for increasing the profitability of accommodation establishments by using a DICIRMS
Major reasons Percentage
Increase of arrivals/bednights and occupancy 39.3%
Increase of individual customers 36.3%
Reduction of dependence upon tour operators 26.3%
Improvements in the distribution process 9.1%
ote: Multiple answers - percentage do not add up to 	 .
Accommodation establishments expect to be able to increase the arrivals/bednights of tourists at their
property, as well as the total occupancy due to support by DICIRMSs. This is emphasised particularly by
larger and higher category hotels [X2 =13.9,DF =6,Sig =0.03; X2 =8.3,DF=4,Sig=0.08 respectively] as
they have a more diverse distribution mix and as a result, can benefit more from promoting their products
through new channels. This is also confirmed as properties which commenced their operations before 1980
overrate this factor as a potential contributor to their profitability [X2 =8.9,DF =3,Sig =0.03]. More seasonal
properties, operating for 2-4 or 5-7 months, also mention this benefit more frequently
[X2 =5.5,DF =2,Sig =0.06], as they are very keen to extend their operational season, and perceive a
DICIRMS as a method of supporting their occupancy in the low season. In addition, the current distribution
mix influences this variable, as properties with a low percentage of tour operators' clients, as well as the
ones which offer a low percentage of their capacity to the top three producing tour operators, tend to
emphasise this benefit [X2 = 11.1,DF =4,Sig =0.03 and X2 = 10.5,DF =4,Sig =0.03 respectively), illustrating
that hotels which have a healthy demand from individual consumers tend to believe that DICIRMSs would
support their occupancy. Similarly, respondents who overrate the need for more co-operation at the local
level tend to mention this reasoning more frequently [X2 =10.1,DF=4,Sig =0.04]. Finally, better educated
respondents have a slight, but statistically insignificant, tendency to believe more often that DICIRMSs can
increase their occupancy and profitability.
Moreover, hotels mention that DICIRMSs can empower them to bridge their distance and attract more
individual clients, and therefore it will assist them to improve their profit margins. Qualitative research
illustrates that medium category and sized properties tend to emphasise this possibility more frequently, as
they are the ones who have adequate capacity to accommodate this demand, but lack promotional budgets
and expertise to achieve it. This is also emphasised slightly more by accommodation establishments which
operate for 5-7 months, as they currently base the majority of their clientele on tour operators and encounter
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severe pricing problems. In addition, respondents who rate highly the need to increase co-operation at the
destination level, as well as the better educated ones tend to mention this reasoning more frequently
[X2 =16.5,DF =4,Sig =0.002 and X2 =11.1,DF =5,S ig =0.05 respectively], as they realise that developing
alternative distribution channels, which can support fair returns on their investment by eliminating
intermediaries and their commissions, is critical for their future prosperity.
Several accommodation establishments mention that DICIRMSs would enable them to reduce their
dependence upon tour operators, and assist them to increase their profit margins. Although qualitative
research illustrates that this is often emphasised by smaller and lower category properties, as they tend to
suffer more from this dependency, there are no statistically significant relationships illustrating it.
Interestingly though, respondents who overrate the importance to increase co-operation at the local level,
tend to mention this expected benefit, emerging from DICIRMSs as a contributor to their profitability, more
frequently [X2 =7.6,DF =4,Sig =0.1]. Perhaps because they realise that a close co-operation of destination
enterprises, utilising DICIRMSs as a platform, would enable a re-organisation of the power allocation within
the tourism distribution channel. This is also mentioned more frequently by owners, in comparison with
managers [X2 =3.5,DF =1, Sig =0.06], not only because of the size and type of operations of the properties
they represent, but also because they tend to be more dissatisfied with their performance, as illustrated in
section 5.1.7, and feel the urgency to react against the current situation. Finally, respondents can see an
increase in their profitability, through the improvement of the distribution process of accommodation
establishments. This issue is mentioned especially by lower category properties [X2 =7.9,DF =4,Sig =0.09]
which often distribute their products directly to consumers and tend to serve a low percentage of tour
operators' clientele [X2 =7,DF = 4,S ig =0.1].
It can be concluded that accommodation establishments expect a wide range of benefits generated by
DICIRMSs and therefore express their willingness to participate in these systems. It is also observed that
larger and higher category hotels are more enthusiastic in their support and willingness to be involved in
DICIRMSs not only due to their size, which enables them to have a more diverse distribution mix and
balance between sources of customers, but also due to their higher degree of professionalism of their
managers. In addition, as these properties have a higher marketing expenditure they are more aware of the
markets' needs and requirements and are prepared to invest in order to satisfy them. As the majority of these
enterprises have a certain degree of computerisation within their property, they feel more familiar with ITs
and have a better comprehension of their usage. Finally, larger hotels are often managed by qualified
managers, who can foresee market developments and realise how they can benefit by utilising innovative IT
applications. In contrast, the majority of smaller and lower category properties seem less willing to support
the DICIRMS concept. Despite their dissatisfaction with their current performance, which is partly attributed
to their greater dependence upon the existing tourism intermediaries, these properties are less determined
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to take advantage of the newly available ITs' tools, as they still concentrate on the traditional distribution
methods. Their marketing and management weaknesses, as explained in section 1.3, in combination with
their ITs' illiteracy and lack of resources, as demonstrated in section 7.1, forces them to have a less
enthusiastic approach for DICIRMSs. They follow a fatalistic approach, where their competitiveness and
future prosperity are being jeopardised, due to their inability to comprehend the paradigm shift experienced
in the tourism marketplace.
8.1.2 Incoming travel agencies' support for DICIRMSs
Incoming travel agencies also support the development of DICIRMSs quite strongly, as they realise their
importance for the promotion of a destination and their value in the long term. About 76.5% suggest that
DICIRMSs should be developed, 10.3% express uncertainly, while the remaining 13.2% suggest that such
systems should not be developed, as the tourism distribution channel is already operating properly. Although
their attitude tends to be positive in general, they are less positive than the overwhelming acceptance of
DICIRMSs by accommodation establishments, as described in paragraph 8.1.1. This is attributed to their
role as representatives of tour operators, which forces them to have a closer relation with tour operators'
commercial interests rather than the ones of local SMTEs, as illustrated in section 6.2.1 and 5.2.5. Despite
the lack of statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of incoming travel agencies and
their opinion on whether DICIRMSs should be developed, several observations can be made. For example,
respondents on developed islands, e.g.Kos and Rhodes, tend to be more sceptical about the prospects of
DICIRMSs' development, as they feel that, on the one hand, the concept is remote from the realities of the
current tourism industry, while on the other hand, their role may be jeopardised should their intermediary
function is reduced. It is only respondents who depend more than 90% of their operation on foreign
incoming tourists, who express their concern about the development of DICIRMSs. Similarly, agencies with
a larger number of employees and tour operators' representatives, tend to be slightly more sceptical than
their counterparts in the need for a DICIRMS. The majority of agencies objecting or being doubtful, tend
to represent a large number of tour operators at destinations. Although all manager respondents supported
the idea of developing DICIRMSs, about 30% of owners are sceptical (17.3% negative) towards this
development. Finally, there is a tendency for less educated respondents to be more sceptical of a DICIRMS's
development. The desire of incoming travel agencies to take part in DICIRMSs is examined through their
willingness to participate in the information and reservation parts of the system, while their perceived
possibility to increase their profitability is also surveyed, as summarised in Table 8.4.
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Table 8.4 Incoming travel agencies' willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs
_
Involvement in DICIRMSs Mean STD 95% confidence interval	 j
Interest in information system 3.239 1.548 2.861 3.616
Interest in reservation system 2.910 1.583 2.524 3.297
Possibility to increase profitability 3.672 1.330 3.347 3.996
ote: Likert Scale -(Very Little - Very Much).
Although, incoming travel agencies have a positive attitude towards their involvement in a DICIRMS, it is
quite apparent that they are less enthusiastic than accommodation establishments. They rate the possibility
to increase their profitability higher than the other elements, as they appreciate the promotional role of these
systems for the entire destination, and foresee its benefits for destinations' visibility. As a result, they expect
that they would benefit from the increased visitation and the provision of services to both individuals and
the travel trade through the system. However, they are less interested in having access to an information
system in order to retrieve information for their region, as they feel confident about their destination
knowledge. They also underrate the potential of utilising DICIRMSs for reservation purposes, as they fear
that this may result in disintermediation which will jeopardise their control over local suppliers and their
intra-channel power.
8.1.2.1 Incoming travel agencies' participation in the information part of DICIRMSs
The potential of having access to the information part of DICIRMSs attracted a balance of responses from
incoming travel agencies. On a Likert Scale (1-5: Very Little-Very Much), 29.9% of respondents rated the
potential as "very much", 22.4% as "much", while a further 16.4% and 20.9% rated the possibility as
"little" and "very little" respectively. This response indicates that incoming travel agencies' opinions are not
unified on this issue and they perceive different benefits according to their characteristics and operation
orientation. In addition, the higher the percentage of inbound foreign tourism they concentrate on, the less
they rate their interest in having access to an information system [R=-0.22,Sig =0.08], as they have a
greater confidence in their destination knowledge. This is also confirmed due to the fact that there are also
negative relationships between the number of tour operators' representatives accommodated on an incoming
travel agency's premises and its rating on the need to have access to information through DICIRMSs [R =-
0.22,Sig =0.07]. In addition, respondents assessing that their relation with tour operators is improving, tend
to underrate the need to have information through DICIRMSs [R=-0.22,Sig =OA], illustrating that agencies
which enjoy a good relation with tour operators are more reluctant to utilise these systems. However, there
is a positive relation between their rating on increasing the co-operation level at a destination with the need
to access information through DICIRMSs [R=0.48,Sig =0.0005], which indicates that respondents
appreciating the need to co-operate more closely at the destination level can foresee DICIRMSs as a platform
of closer collaboration. Finally, younger respondents tend to overrate the need to access information through
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DICIRMSs [R=-0.23,Sig =0.06], signifying that younger generations can appreciate the importance of
information provision as well as the emerging tools for information diffusion, although there are no other
statistically significant relationships between the personal characteristics of hoteliers and their rating.
Qualitative research demonstrates that the location of incoming travel agencies is critical in the rating of their
interest in having access to the information system of DICIRMSs, as agencies based on developed islands
such as Rhodes and Kos tend to have more of a negative attitude towards this issue. In contrast, respondents
located on developing islands tend to overrate their interest. This can be explained because their control over
information varies from location to location. The ones on developed islands, which are probably established
for many years, feel that they are self-sufficient with local information, while the ones in other areas
comprehend their need for access to databases with more thorough information, not only for their own
destination, but also for destinations nearby in which their clients may express an interest.
8.1.2.2 Incoming travel agencies' participation in the reservation part of DICIRMSs
Incoming travel agencies are more reluctant to perceive the benefits from making reservations through
DICIRMSs and they tend to underrate their need to use the system for local reservations. As the vast
majority of their reservations are made in local accommodation establishments and other SMTEs, they see
little justification in using these systems. The reservation option is the least favoured by incoming travel
agencies and it also scores below the rating of accommodation establishments. Respondents express their
inclination to negotiate directly with principals, while they fear that their negotiated preferential rates and
commissions would be affected and become public, should DICIRMSs be in operation. However, incoming
travel agencies do like to receive reservations through DICIRMSs for accommodation establishments and
other services at a destination, either from individuals or the travel trade. As illustrated in section 5.2.2, they
often have allocations in hotels and other tourism services, and therefore they would appreciate to receive
bookings for the entire range of products they distribute and represent.
Larger incoming travel agencies, operating many outlets, as well as occupying more employees and tour
operators' representatives, tend to be less interested in making or receiving reservations through DICIRMSs
than their counterparts [R =-0.31,Sig =0.01; R =-0.33,Sig =0.007; R =-0.31,Sig =0.01 respectively].
Agencies which operate in many different destinations also tend to underrate their interest in making or
receiving reservations through DICIRMSs [R=-0.31,Sig =0.1]. Also, the ones which have a higher
percentage of inbound foreign tourism, tend to underrate their desire to participate in the reservation part
of these systems [R =-0.41,Sig =0.0007], while there is a negative relationship between the number of tour
operators, an incoming travel agency co-operates with and the rating of the desire to receive or make
reservations through DICIRMSs [R =-0.33,Sig =0.007]. As these agencies have established and operated a
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mechanism which enables them to receive reservations from a wide range of partners and make reservations
to multiple destinations and enterprises by negotiating preferential rates and by controlling the demand
towards service providers, they find that the reservation part of DICIRMSs would provide little benefits for
them.
Moreover, there is a positive relationship between the rating of importance to increase co-operation at the
local level and the interest in receiving reservations through DICIRMSs [R=0.37,Sig =0.0021 illustrating
that respondents regard these systems as a tool for closer collaboration and a mechanism for administrating
reservations at the local level. The interest in having access to the reservation part of a system is particularly
underrated on developed islands, where industrial liaisons have been established for years, while agencies
on smaller and developing islands tend to rate their desire for this option quite highly. Paradoxically, there
is a statistically insignificant negative relationship between the computer terminals operated and the interest
in receiving reservations through DICIRMSs. This is attributed to the fact that technologically advanced
incoming travel agencies tend to have a central function in the current tourism distribution channel and thus
are reluctant to utilise new reservation methods. Younger respondents are more positive in their interest in
utilising DICIRMSs for reservations than their older colleagues [X2 =18.8,DF =8,Sig =0.01] as they realise
the potential, while surprisingly, educational background does not seem to influence respondents' rating.
In conclusion, established incoming travel agencies which run a large scale operation, by using traditional
methods for receiving and making reservations, tend to be more reluctant to express their interest in utilising
DICIRMSs as a tool for their reservation functions. This may be attributed to their fear that a re-engineering
of the reservation process in the tourism industry would alter the balance of power within the channel and
therefore may jeopardise their dominant position. In contrast, smaller agencies which attempt to establish
themselves in the marketplace are more willing to utilise any tool which would enable them to support their
operations. As a result, they tend to regard the reservation option of DICIRMSs as a great opportunity to
grow.
8.1.2.3 DICIRMSs' ability to increase the profitability of incoming travel agencies
Although incoming travel agencies are fairly reluctant to participate in the information and reservation parts
of DICIRMSs, they are still quite positive that a similar system could contribute to their profitability. This
is as a result of their expectation that these systems would promote their destination abroad, and consequently
they would benefit, even if consumers utilise other tourism distribution channels to make their reservations.
However, there is a negative relationship between the number of outlets an incoming travel agency operates,
as well as the number of employees and tour operators' representatives it occupies, and the rating of the
possibility to increase their revenue and profitability by using the DICIRMS [R=-0.24,Sig =0.05; R=---
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0.29,Sig =0.01; and R =-0.31,Sig =0.01 respectively]. This is because established agencies which operate
a network of partners tend to undervalue DICIRMSs' potential contribution to their profitability. Incoming
travel agencies which operate in many locations, on several islands and throughout Greece, also tend to
underrate this possibility [R=-0.19,Sig=0.11. In addition, the higher the percentage of inbound foreign
tourists and the more tour operators an agency serves, the lower it rates the possibility to increase its
profitability through DICIRMSs [R =-0.23,Sig =0.05 and R=-0.2,Sig =0.1 respectively]. This is attributed
to their strong position in the traditional channel. Therefore respondents who represent tour operators and
depend for most of their income on their clients, are reluctant to comprehend how the tourism distribution
channel may progress towards using DICIRMSs, and as a consequence, they underrate the potential
contribution to their profitability.
Surprisingly, the more computer terminals an incoming travel agency operates, the less it rates the possibility
to enhance their profitability through DICIRMSs [R =-0.22,Sig =0.07]. This is because technologically
advanced agencies are active members in the tourism distribution channel and therefore benefit from their
current dominant position while underrating the possibility of enhancing their profitability by DICIRMSs.
There is also a positive relationship between the ratings of the need to increase incoming travel agencies'
co-operation at the local level and the rating of the possibility to increase profitability through a DICIRMS
[R=0.2,Sig =0.09], illustrating that respondents expect that DICIRMSs would support local collaboration,
and thus enable agencies to increase their profitability. Finally, better educated respondents tend to rate this
possibility more highly than their counterparts [R=0.21,Sig =0.08], as they can realise the potentials and
opportunities emerging from DICIRMSs.
The prospects of a DICIRMS to increase incoming travel agencies' profitability is attributed to several
reasons as presented in Table 8.5. The "increase of arrivals due to destination publicity" is the only benefit
which is shared with accommodation establishments. In addition, qualitative analysis illustrates that the
"increase of competition in the area" implies that the DICIRMS as an information exchange platform, would
force hotels to compete more fiercely at the destination level. Therefore incoming travel agencies would be
able to take advantage and promote their product at a lower price. Consequently, they would increase the
volume of tourists they serve and enhance their profitability. In addition, the amelioration of "customer
service" as well as the "improvement of efficiency and productivity" would enhance their competitiveness
and strengthen their profitability.
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Table 8.5 Reasons for increasing profitability of incoming travel agencies by using a DICIRMS
Reason Percentage
Increase of arrivals due to publicity and promotion abroad 23.9%
Improvement of efficiency and productivity 13.0%
Enhancement of customer service 10.9%
Increase of competition at the destination 4.3%
Note: Multiple answers - percentages d5not add up to 100%.
Despite the lack of statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of incoming travel
agencies and the reasoning they provide for the contribution of DICIRMSs to their profitability,
due to the lack of clear patterns between responses, there are however several inferences emerging from both
qualitative and quantitative analysis. The prospect of increasing arrivals due to publicity and promotion
abroad, is highlighted by almost one fourth of respondents. Qualitative research indicates that smaller
agencies, occupying fewer employees and tour operators' representatives as well as operating up to three
outlets, mainly within only one island tend to emphasise this reason. It was also highlighted by the
respondents on Lesvos island, a rapidly developing island which has plenty of natural and man-made
resources for special interest tourism, that DICIRMSs would enable them to promote and establish their
destination in the marketplace. This reasoning is also emphasised by incoming travel agencies with no or
a few computer terminals as well as older respondents. Agencies which concentrate on inbound foreign
tourists tend to mention that improvements in efficiency and productivity would enable them to increase
their profitability more frequently. Moreover, the ones with fewer employees and few or none tour operators'
representatives, as well as the ones with lower marketing budget tend to emphasise this reasoning. They tend
to operate none or a few computer terminals, while they normally represent none or one tour operator at the
destination. Enhancement of customer service and the ability to offer personalised tourism services is also
supported as a reasoning to increase agencies' profitability by a smaller fraction of the respondents. They
tend to be small, operating 1-3 outlets, on one island and concentrate primarily on the inbound foreign
market. They also tend to have a lower marketing budget and none or one computer terminal. Owners in
comparison with managers, as well as higher academically qualified respondents tend to offer this reasoning
more often than their counterparts. Finally, the increase of competition at destinations as a result of
DICIRMSs is supported as a potential to increase profitability by incoming travel agencies in Kos, a
developed island serving primarily inbound mass tourists. Incoming travel agencies supporting this reasoning
are normally small, operating 1-2 outlets within an island and serve exclusively inbound foreign tourism.
They serve few tour operators and have a small marketing budget.
In conclusion, the above analysis indicates that smaller, rather than larger incoming travel agencies, have
higher expectations of DICIRMSs, as it provides greater opportunities for their development and
profitability, and therefore are more willing to be involved in both information and reservation functions.
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Similarly, this possibility is also underrated by incoming travel agencies operating on developed islands, e.g.
Kos and Rhodes, as they tend to believe that DICIRMSs would not be able to interfere in the already
established tourism industry, while they feel that they can only maximise their profit margins under the
current structure and operation of the industry. In contrast, smaller agencies as well as the ones on
developing islands feel that DICIRMSs would promote their destination overseas and therefore more tourists
would be attracted, generating more business for the tourism industry of the island. Thus they are more keen
to co-operate with DICIRMSs, while they expect that these systems would benefit their profitability.
8.1.3 Tour operators' support for DICIRMSs
Evidently, tour operators are the most reluctant partners in the tourism distribution channel to support the
development of DICIRMSs, as only 56.6% favour their development, a further 32.1% are negative and
a further 11.3% claim uncertainty. This is attributed to their confidence on their supply of destination
information, as well as the fear that the reservation section of DICIRMSs may jeopardise their established
booking functions and therefore their intra-channel power over partners at destinations. As expected, the
country in which tour operators operate influences their decision, as the ones from countries which have less
developed "inclusive holiday" markets tend to be more positive towards the need for DICIRMSs. In contrast,
tour operators from countries with dominant inclusive tours market, such as Britain and Germany, are less
supportive on the development of these systems, as they can identify little use for their organisation, while
they often believe that it would be fairly "useless" for destinations. Qualitative analysis illustrates that the
size of a tour operator also plays a critical role in their verdict. Very large operators believe that DICIRMSs
are of no use, as their brochure contains all the necessary information, while their staff are always on hand
to support both prospective and active tourists with all their enquiries. Similarly, very small tour operators
claim a very good knowledge of the particular destinations they operate and therefore feel that they do not
need such systems. Medium-sized tour operators though, are more supportive, perhaps because they regard
DICIRMSs as a potential tool to enable them to compete with their larger counterparts, who have more
available resources to gather information and support their clients.
Qualitative research confirms that respondents feel that they have all destination information available, while
they have established efficient mechanisms for their reservation processes and therefore they see little point
in using DICIRMSs for these functions. Consequently, they tend to regard these systems as suitable
exclusively for the independent market. However, they recognise that "consumers are becoming very
knowledgable and we need to know more about destinations". They find the DICIRMS concept useful as
it would enable them to develop multimedia destination demonstrations for consumers, while it would
facilitate their training programme as they would be able to train travel consultants without necessarily
having to send them on educational trips. One interviewee explained that these systems would be "tools for
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the future, as consumers would go through home distributed electronic brochures", while numerous
respondents illustrated the success of Thomas Cook's innovations in electronic distribution as an indication
that the travel industry is already heading towards this direction. They also emphasise that a DICIRMS
should cover the entire range of tourism products, for all the destinations they operate, in order to provide
similar services for each region. Their interest in participating in a DICIRMS is examined by investigating
their desire to participate in the information and reservation side of a system, as well as their perceived
possibility for a DICIRMS to contribute to their profitability, as presented in Table 8.6.
Table 8.6 Tour operators' willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs
Involvement in DICIRMSs Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Interest in information system 2.941 1.377 2.554 3.329
Interest in reservation system 2.471 1.433 2.068 2.874
Possibility to increase profitability 2.980 1.319 2.609 3.352
Note: Likert Scale 1-5 Very Little - Very Much).
It is quite obvious that all tour operators' ratings are not only below the "average" mark, but also much
below the ratings of other partners, for the reasons explained above. The majority tend to identify a very
limited number of potential benefits emerging from DICIRMSs, while they are less enthusiastic to utilise the
reservation function of a system.
8.1.3.1 Tour operators' participation in the information part of DICIRMSs
Tour operators' interests in having access to the information section of DICIRMSs depends on several
factors. Firstly, their country of origin plays an important role, as organisations located in northern European
countries, where the inclusive tours market is fairly overdeveloped, tend to rate their interest more highly
than their counterparts. This is expected, as these tour operators normally operate tours and excursions,
instead of back to back charter operation and therefore need more information, as they lack an established
mechanism providing information on a regular basis. Surprisingly, their size does not play any statistically
significant role in their desire to have access to the information side of these systems. Very large tour
operators tend to feel confident about their in-house ability to collect accurate and timely information about
a destination and their services there, while their very small counterparts tend to feel similar for the
destinations they operate on. Also surprising is the fact that respondents 'personal characteristics, like title,
education background and age, do not seem to influence the rating of their interest in having access to
information through DICIRMSs.
V
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8.1.3.2 Tour operators' participation in the reservation part of DICIRMSs
The interest of tour operators in participating in the reservations section of DICIRMSs is rated less than all
other channel members, with 58.8% rating their interest below the "little" mark. Their country of origin is
a critical determinant of their desire to participate in the reservation section of DICIRMSs. Similarly with
the above, tour operators originating from countries with a developed inclusive tourism market tend be more
reluctant to foresee the opportunity arising from making reservations through DICIRMSs. In contrast, tour
operators from countries where prospective tourists organise their holidays independently tend to rate their
interest in making reservations through DICIRMSs higher than their counterparts. About 83.4% of British
respondents, for example, rate their interest below "little", remarkably below the average. Moreover,
surprisingly the size of tour operator does not impose any pattern on the rating of tour operators' interest
in making reservations through DICIRMSs, as both small and large ones tend to believe that their existing
reservation mechanisms are adequate for their functions. Medium-sized tour operators tend to rate their
interest slightly higher, as they attempt to identify alternative reservation mechanisms to improve their
efficiency. Finally, equally surprisingly, respondents' personal characteristics, such as education and age
do not seem to influence their rating, indicating that even younger and better educated respondents cannot
see any benefits from electronic reservations through DICIRMSs.
8.1.3.3 DICIRMSs' ability to increase the profitability of tour operators
As tour operators cannot perceive major benefits arising from the information and reservation functions of
DICIRMSs, their underrating on the possibility that these systems can increase their profitability, is not
surprising. The country of origin plays an important role in the perceived ability to increase tour operators'
profitability, as operators from countries with strong "inclusive holidays" market tend to be much less
optimistic than their counterparts about DICIRMSs' ability to contribute to their profitability. In contrast,
tour operators from southern European countries which operate on a less regular basis, tend to rate this
possibility more highly than their counterparts. There seems to be no statistically significant relationship
between the size of tour operators and their rating of this possibility, although there is a vague tendency for
medium and large ones to rate it more highly than their very small or very large counterparts. As explained
earlier, these operators can perceive more benefits from DICIRMSs as they currently lack the specialised
knowledge of their smaller counterparts and the efficient mechanisms of the larger ones. This is also
demonstrated as there is a weak negative relation between the number of employees and representatives, and
their rating of the possibility to increase their profitability by using DICIRMSs [R=-0.20,Sig =0.1 and R =-
0.25,Sig =0.1 respectively], indicating that relatively smaller operators have a higher inclination to believe
that DICIRMSs could contribute to their profitability. Finally, respondents' personal characteristics have
no statistically significant relationships with their rating.
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In conclusion, it is quite apparent that tour operators are the most reluctant channel members to support the
need for DICIRMSs development or to suggest that they will utilise the system for information retrieval or
reservations. In contrast, they tend to regard these system as a tool for the fragmented independent traveller
market, while they can foresee few aspects of these systems contributing to their operation and profitability.
There is some evidence that very small and very large tour operators tend to underrate their interests in co-
operating with these systems, as in the both cases, respondents are confident that they have established a
mechanism to collect up-to-date information and make reservations for either very few or too many
destinations. In contrast, medium and large-sized operators which operate in several destinations tend to rate
their potential involvement slightly higher, as they attempt to improve their destination knowledge in order
to compete with smaller/specialised ones, as well as their efficiency in information retrieval and reservations
in comparison with their large/mass counterparts.
8.1.4 Outgoing travel agencies' support for DICIR1VISs
Outgoing travel agencies are also quite supportive to the development of DICIRMSs, as the majority (68.8%)
believe that these systems should be developed for each destination. However, a considerable 18.8% express
a negative opinion in the necessity of DICIRMSs, as they tend to believe that the current tourism distribution
channel provides both adequate information and facilitates reservations appropriately, while a further 12.5%
express uncertainty in their opinion. As it can be observed, outgoing travel agencies' support is below
destination accommodation establishments' and incoming travel agencies' support, but still higher than the
one expressed by tour operators. This can be interpreted as an influence of their regular contact with
prospective tourists and therefore their appreciation of the potentials and value of comprehensive DICIRMSs
in responding to customers' request and their potential to enhance their satisfaction. Outgoing travel agencies
are the front line or the selling force of the tourism industry and thus understand better than everybody else
the needs, concerns and influences of consumers' decision-making process. Consequently, they feel that if
DICIRMSs becomes available for every destination, they would be able to explain the tourism product in
a better way for customers, as well as respond to specific requests. Although they strongly believe that
currently they can also offer comprehensive information for every resort by using their manuals, indexes
and other periodically up-dated material, they appreciate that such systems would enable them to answer
specific questions more efficiently, and as a result, offer a better service to their clients. This is also
confirmed, as the branch and front line managers tend to be more supportive than outgoing travel agency
executives, as the 84.6% and 77.8% respectively reply that DICIRMSs should be developed for destinations,
in comparison with the 37.5% of owners/chairpersons and 66.7% of general managers.
Despite the lack of statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of outgoing travel agencies
and their support of DICIRMSs' development, several observations can be outlined. The ones which tend
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to have a negative opinion or express uncertainty about the development of DICIRMSs tend to operate in
smaller outlets which occupy few employees and have few selling desks. In addition, they tend to sell a
relatively small number of trips, while they concentrate on the leisure market and sell quite a higher
percentage of package holidays to this market. In contrast, the majority which make individual arrangements
with accommodation establishments and organise tailor made trips support the need for these systems quite
strongly. Similarly, the higher the respondents rate their interest in increasing the individual trips they
organise, the more frequently they claim that DICIRMSs should be developed. Outgoing travel agencies'
attitudes towards the development of these systems and their willingness to participate is assessed through
their interest in having access to the information and reservation parts of DICIRMSs, as well as the
perceived possibility of increasing their profitability by using such systems, as illustrated in Table 8.7.
Table 8.7 Outgoing travel agencies' willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs
Involvement in DICIR1VISs Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Interest in information system 3.369 1.404 2.953
_
3.786
Interest in reservation system 3.178 1.435 2.747 3.609
Possibility to increase profitability 3.465 1.279 3.072 3.859
Note: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Little - Very Much).
As it can be observed, outgoing travel agencies rate their interest in accessing the information part of
DICIRMSs almost equally with accommodation establishments, the most enthusiastic group towards these
systems. Similarly, they are only second in the need to have access to the reservations part of these system,
but quite lower than accommodation establishments. This is because outgoing travel agencies and specifically
multiples realise that their parent companies have a greater interest of all bookings to be directed through
tour operators, at the place of origin. This is not only easier from the administration point of view, but also
the parent corporation has double benefits, should a booking be directed through the parent tour operator,
as they increase their market share in both holiday wholesaling and retailing, as well as increase their
profitability by not paying commissions to external retailers.
However, in comparison, there is a less optimistic attitude as far as the possibility to increase the profitability
of outgoing travel agencies is concerned. Although, they rate this possibility above the "average possibility"
mark, it is marginally behind incoming travel agencies and quite lower than accommodation establishments.
The higher ranking can be interpreted, as outgoing travel agencies feel that access to the information and
the reservation parts of DICIRMSs would improve their service, and therefore would enable them to increase
their profitability. However, unlike hotels and incoming travel agencies, outgoing travel agencies serve a
wide range of destinations and therefore, they do not believe that DICIRMSs would make a substantial
contribution to their profitability.
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8.1.4.1 Outgoing travel agencies' participation in the information part of a DICIRMS
As explained above, outgoing travel agencies desire to have access to an information system, which would
be able to act as an updated fact-finder for at least the most important destinations. Thus they rate their
willingness to have access to the information part of DICIRMSs, only second to accommodation
establishments. Almost 24% rate their interest in having access to an information as "very much", while a
further 32.6% rate it "much". Surprisingly, there is no great differentiation between independent and
multiple outgoing travel agencies in the rating of their interest in having access to information, although the
latter have access to information systems and a larger number of support material like indexes and
destination videotapes. However, respondents in larger outlets which employ a larger number of employees
as well as the ones which have a large number of selling desks tend to rate their interest slightly more highly
than their counterparts [R =0.23,S ig =0.1 and R = 0.43,Sig =0.03 respectively], indicating that larger outlets
attribute higher importance in having access to an information system. However, there is a negative
relationship between the number of trips an agency organises per year, and its interest in having access to
the information section of DICIRMSs [R =-0.28,Sig =0.1]. This is attributed to the fact that the volume-
oriented multiples, primarily utilise brochures and the traditional tourism distribution channel. In addition,
outgoing travel agencies which concentrate on the leisure market tend to overrate their interest in having
access to the information part of the system [R=0.26,Sig =0.08], as they realise that these systems would
be ideal to serve the leisure market. Similarly, branch and front line managers, who face a greater demand
for tourism information on a regular basis, express a higher interest in having access to an information
system than outgoing travel agency executives.
In addition, the computerisation stage of outgoing travel agencies plays an important role in their willingness
to have access to the information part of DICIRMSs. The ones claiming that ITs have improved their speed
and efficiency as well as their customer service, rate their interest for information higher than their
counterparts [R = 0.4,S ig = 0.05 and R = 0.49,S ig =0.01 respectively]. Moreover, the more Videotex terminals
an outgoing travel agency operates, the more inclined it is to overrate its interest in accessing DICIRMSs'
information part [R =0.26,Sig =0.08]. Finally, there is a strong positive relationship between respondents'
interest in increasing their share of independently organised trips and their interest in having access to the
information part of DICIRMSs [R = 0.48,5 ig =0.001], illustrating that these agencies can identify DICIRMSs
as *a tool to boost their independently organised trips.
8.1.4.2 Outgoing travel agencies' participation in the reservation part of DICIRNISs
Although the interest of outgoing travel agencies in the reservation part of DICIRMSs rates almost as
"average", it also rates second td the mean value of accommodation establishments. As agencies feel that
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they will be able to increase customers' satisfaction by making bookings to specialised tourism products
which are unavailable through the packages promoted within the current tourism distribution channels, they
tend to overrate their interest in accessing the reservation part of DICIRMSs. Understandably, there is a
slight tendency for independents to overrate their interest in comparison with multiples, which inevitably
concentrate on selling holiday packages, often formulated by their parent tour operators. In addition,
respondents working in larger outlets which occupy more employees and have a larger number of selling
desks, tend to slightly overrate their interest in accessing the reservation part of DICIRMSs
[R=0.23,Sig =0.1 and R=0.29,Sig =0.1 respectively], illustrating that larger outgoing travel agencies which
face a higher number of inquiries daily tend to consider the reservation part of DICIRMSs as a useful tool.
There is a positive relationship between outgoing travel agencies' interest in increasing the share of
independently organised trips and their interest in having access to the reservation part of DICIRMSs
[R=0.37,Sig ---0.01], as they can realise that a similar system would empower them to promote
independently organised trips.
	 .
Qualitative research illustrates that agencies which use the Prestel videotex system tend to have a greater
interest in having access to the reservation part of DICIRMSs. This can be explained as Prestel users tend
to "dial-up" information databases as well as make reservations to less popular tourism providers and tour
operators. Unlike their interest in accessing the information part of DICIRMSs, outgoing travel agencies
which highlight In' contribution to customers service, as well as to their speed and efficiency, do not rate
their need to have access to the reservation system significantly more highly than their counterparts. In
general, there is a fairly low differentiation between outgoing travel agencies of different characteristics and
the rating of their interest in utilising the reservation part of DICIRMSs. Only the ones which express their
willingness to increase their independently organised trips tend to highlight their desire to access the
reservation part of DICIRMSs, as they appreciate that they provides opportunities to bridge the gap between
destinations' tourism providers and the travel trade.
8.1.4.3 DICIRMSs' ability to increase the profitability of outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies rate the possibility to increase their profitability above average, as 51.2% believe
that this is "possible" and a further 16.3% "very possible". Surprisingly, there is no significant
differentiation between small/independent and large/multiple outgoing travel agencies. However, there is a
positive relationship between outlets' size, and specifically the number of employees and selling desks of the
outlet and the perceived possibility for a DICIRMS to increase their profitability [R=0.34,Sig =0.03 and
R=0.54,Sig =0.007 respectively], illustrating that larger outlets which serve a higher number of inquiries
daily are more inclined to expect a greater benefit for their profitability. In contrast, outgoing travel agencies
which sell a greater number of trips per year tend to underrate this possibility [R=-0.31,Sig =0.08], as they
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have a greater emphasis on efficiency and thus promote a greater percentage of packages. Agencies which
concentrate on leisure tourism tend to rate this possibility more highly than their counterparts
[R=0.29,Sig =0.06]. There is also a positive relationship between the interest in increasing the share of
independently organised trips and the perceived possibility to increase their profitability by using DICIRMSs
[R=0.43,Sig =0.004], as they explain that the reservation part of these systems would enable them to
achieve this strategy. Outgoing travel agencies' technological infrastructure and its computerisation level
affect their perception of the potential DICIRMSs' contribution to their profitability. Consequently, there
is a positive relationship between their rating on the possibility to increase their profitability due to
DICIRMSs and the number of videotex sets and CRS terminals operated in an outlet, as well as the
percentage of clients served by utilising a computerised system [R=0.29,Sig =0.05; R=0.24,Sig =0.1 and
R=0.31,Sig =0.06 respectively], illustrating that technologically advanced agencies expect higher benefits
from DICIRMSs. Most importantly, respondents suggesting that a better service is offered to their clients
due to ITs, tend to rate higher their perceived possibility to increase their profitability by using DICIRMSs
[R=0.36,Sig =0.08]. They appreciate that these systems can improve customer service and thus increase
their profitability by enhancing customers' loyalty.
It is quite apparent that outgoing travel agencies in larger outlets, as well as the ones which attempt to serve
the independent holidaymakers tend to expect that DICIRMSs would assist their profitability. Similarly,
technologically advanced agencies and especially the ones which believe that ITs can improve their customer
service, tend to have higher expectations of DICIRMSs' contribution to their profitability, as they have
already experienced some of the benefits introduced by ITs.
8.1.5 Synopsis - Tourism distribution channel members' support and willingness to be involved in
DICIRMSs
The above analysis illustrates clearly that different tourism distribution channel members have dissimilar
commercial interests and thus a disparate behaviour towards the development of DICIRMSs. As these
systems re-engineer the entire distribution channel and re-arrange the allocation of power within the channel,
some of the partners are expected to enhance their intra-channel power at the expense of others. Therefore
a comparison of each channel member's response provides a clear overview of their commercial interests
in the establishment of DICIRMSs. Consequently, channel members reply dissimilarly on whether
DICIRMSs should be established for destinations. Table 8.8 presents that although the vast majority of
the hotels support the idea, the tourism distribution channel intermediaries are more reluctant.
Accommodation establishments are very keen to develop DICIRMSs as they expect them to contribute to
their promotional and marketing campaign, as well as develop complementary tourism distribution channels
in order to maximise their occupancy and profit margins. Larger and higher category hotels, which have a
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greater capacity to fill as well as a more diverse distribution mix and marketing activity tend to be more
supportive in the development and operation of DICIRMSs. In contrast, smaller and lower category
properties, which often depend on commitment contracts with a limited number of tour operators are more
reluctant to appreciate that an innovative tool like DICIRMSs would enable them to improve their
distribution mix and enhance their profitability. They are preoccupied that technology and marketing are very
expensive and unaffordable, and therefore should be left for larger accommodation establishments, enlarging
their profitability difficulties. Moreover, incoming travel agencies also have a fairly positive attitude, as they
can appreciate DICIRMSs' contribution to the promotion of destinations, and thus they expect that a system
would boost the volume of tourists visiting the area and increase their activity. In general, established
agencies, which have developed an extensive network of travel trade clients, are less enthusiastic about
DICIRMSs, while in contrast, smaller ones which attempt to attract new clients and establish themselves in
the marketplace, tend to be more enthusiastic.
At the place of origin of the tourists, outgoing travel agencies are quite supportive for the development of
DICIRMSs, as more than two thirds feel that it would be useful for their operations. This is attributed to
the new demand trends, as explained in section 1.1.2, which are experienced by respondents in their regular
contact with prospective tourists. It is quite apparent that multiples which belong to a vertically integrated
travel corporation, tend to promote tourism packages almost exclusively, and as a result they are less keen
on the development of DICIRMSs. In comparison small/independent outgoing travel agencies, which
normally serve a higher proportion of the independent travellers market tend to be more supportive, as they
can perceive more benefits emerging for both information provision and reservations. In contrast, tour
operators are the most reluctant partners in the tourism distribution channel to support the development of
DICIRMSs, as they felt that it would only have a marginal impact on the tourism distribution, while they
feared that it may jeopardise their channel leadership and power. Moreover, medium-sized tour operators
are more supportive for the development of DICIRMSs, due to their understanding that their counterparts
have an extensive established network which they utilise in order to up-date destination information, while
smaller/niche ones normally specialise in few destinations and therefore build personal relationships and
achieve a superior knowledge of destinations as well as a flexible reservation network. Therefore medium-
sized tour operators provide higher support to the development of DICIRMSs, as they recognise the potential
benefit in providing them with adequate local knowledge and assistance to establish a reservation network,
in order to compete with both their large/mass and small/niche counterparts.
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Table 8.8 Synopsis-Support for the development of DICIRMSs by tourism distribution channel members
Development of DICIRMSs Hotels ITAs TOs OTAs
Yes 90.8% 76.5% 56.6% 68.8%
No 2.3% 13.2% 32.1% 18.8%
Do not know/no answer 6.9% 10.3% 11.3% 12.4%
The degree and scope of tourism distribution channel members' willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs
also varies according to their commercial interests as presented on Table 8.9. It is quite apparent that
accommodation establishments and outgoing travel agencies are the more interested channel members who
would use DICIRMSs for information and reservation purposes. On the one hand, accommodation
establishments are interested in diffusing information about themselves and their destination and are also keen
to receive reservations in order to boost their occupancy. Thus they are quite positive that the system could
enhance their profitability. On the other hand, outgoing travel agencies which feel the tourism demand trends
and the requirements of prospective tourists, also have a more positive attitude towards the reservation and
information functions of DICIRMSs. They believe that their profitability can be improved, since they will
be able to improve their services. In contrast, incoming travel agencies and tour operators are not prepared
to use the reservation and information functions of a DICIRMS, since they rely on their established networks
to perform these tasks and to a certain degree fear that a similar system may deprive them from the power
they exercise over tourism principals and may jeopardise their position within the channel. On average, they
rate their interest in utilising a reservation system below the "average" mark, while tour operators are the
most reluctant partners to suggest that they would be interested in making reservations through DICIRMSs
as they feel that their currently utilised reservation mechanism is sufficient and appropriate for their needs.
However, although tour operators can see little possibility in increasing their profitability by using
DICIRMSs, incoming travel agencies rate this possibility only second in the tourism distribution channel.
This is attributed to incoming travel agencies' expectations that tourist volumes would be stimulated, and
thus they would benefit from the exceeding activity at the destination.
Table 8.9 Synopsis - Tourism distribution channel members' willingness to be involved in DICIRMSs
Hotels ITAs TOs OTAs
Involvement Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD
Interest in information system 3.54 1.44 3.24 1.55 2.94 1.38 3.37 1.40
Interest in reservation system 3.85 1.30 2.91 1.58 2.47 1.43 3.18 1.44
Possibility to increase profitability 3.99 1.05 3.67 1.33 2.98 1.32 3.47 1.28
Note: Li ert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
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The above analysis clearly demonstrates that the commercial interests of tourism distribution channel
members determine their support for the development of DICIRMSs as well as the parts that they are more
interested to utilise. Accommodation establishments are more enthusiastic about the potential benefits, as they
can provide alternative distribution channels for their products. Outgoing travel agencies are also quite keen
to utilise the reservation and information parts of DICIRMSs in order to retrieve information and make
reservations especially for the independent market. Incoming travel agencies support the development of
DICIRMSs and expect a contribution to their profitability, despite their underrated interest in utilising the
information and reservation parts of a system. Finally, tour operators are the most uninterested partners of
the tourism distribution channel in utilising DICIRMSs and predict the less possibility of a system to
contribute to their profitability. This is attributed to their fear that DICIRMSs may divert some of their
clients through an alternative and "disintermediated" tourism distribution channel, and hence, jeopardise their
position and profitability. The next section analyses the interest of each channel member in using DICIRMSs,
as it elaborates the major benefits and conflicts expected to emerge for each partner from the utilisation of
DICIRMS s .
8.2 Major benefits and potential conflicts arising from DICIRMSs
DICIRMSs can offer numerous benefits for each tourism distribution channel member, depending on the
orientation of their operation and their role in the tourism value-chain. The four core partners appreciate
different expected benefits introduced by DICIRMSs, although the list of benefits presented in the following
sections are not exclusive, as qualitative analysis illustrates that each organisations can appreciate particular
gains emerging from DICIRMSs for their operations. In addition, channel members in general, often fail
to appreciate strategic advantages and potentials coming through DICIRMSs, as they are reluctant and
unqualified to appreciate the paradigm shift experienced in the industry and the transformation of the best
practices. Hence in most cases they assess the system according to its suitability to the existing structure of
their operation and distribution mix. Similarly, they underline that various potential conflicts can arise
through the usage of DICIRMSs. Not surprisingly, different channel members tend to specify distinctive
conflicts, depending on their role in the channel, their distribution mix and dependency levels, as well as
their intra-channel power.
8.2.1 DICIR1VISs' benefits and conflicts as perceived by accommodation establishments
A wide range of potential benefits and conflicts can be perceived by accommodation establishments,
emerging from the development and operation of DICIRMSs. In terms of benefits, they emphasise that a
system would enable them to provide information and promote both their destination and properties, and thus
they expect to achieve a higher occupancy levels and profitability. In addition, they expect benefits from the
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re-balance of power within the tourism distribution channel, as well as through co-ordination of local
resources and distraction of isolation experienced on islands. However, they warn that potential conflicts may
also arise, should the system be mismanaged and inappropriately handled. Not only can it charge prohibiting
fees for smaller properties, but it can also generate further conflicts with partners of their current tourism
distribution channel and result in the exercise of coercion power. A comprehensive analysis of both potential
benefits and conflicts is illustrated in the following paragraphs.
8.2.1.1 Benefits emerging from DICIR1VISs for accommodation establishments
A number of potential benefits emerging from DICIRMSs are perceived by accommodation establishments,
as demonstrated in Table 8.10. Properties with dissimilar characteristics tend to perceive these benefits
differently, although in general, there is a strong support on the provision of information for tourists who
are planning their holidays in the destination, as well as the promotion of the destination abroad.
Accommodation establishments appreciate the contribution of DICIRMSs to the marketing of both the area
and individual enterprises. In contrast, there is a lower faith in these systems ability to act as a crucial tool
to attract tourists with higher spending power, or to reduce the dependence upon tour operators and re-
address the channel balance.
Table 8.10 DICIRMSs' major benefits as perceived by accommodation establishments
Major benefits from DICIRMSs Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Provide information for tourists 4.483 0.885 4.379 4.586
Promotion of destination abroad 4.320 0.862 4.217 4.423
Co-ordination of local enterprise 4.026 0.988 3.906 4.146
Distracts isolation of islands 3.989 1.109 3.855 4.122
Attract tourists with higher spending power 3.835 1.330 3.675 3.996
Reduce dependence upon tour operator 3.483 1.490 3.304 3.662
Note: Likert Scale	 1-5 (Very Ummnortant - Very Important).
The vast majority of accommodation establishments appreciate that a DICIRMS can provide information
for tourists, and consequently, stimulate their interests, encourage their visit and facilitate their experience
while at the destination. This function is perceived as part of the promotional and marketing effort for both
destinations and enterprises, and it is fundamental to the attraction and satisfaction of prospective tourists
at the destination. There are no statistically significant relationships between the different types and sizes of
hotels and their rating of this benefit, as respondents of all types tend to rate this benefit quite highly.
However, there are some low positive correlations between the ratings of hoteliers satisfaction with their
performance, as well as the need to increase co-operation at the destination, and the appreciation of the
provision of information for tourists [R = 0.14,S ig =0.02 and R = 0.12,5 ig =0.06 respectively], indicating that
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these accommodation establishments regard the institution of an information system as instrumental for their
competitiveness. Qualitative research also explains that the properties which offer lower discounts to tour
operators, in the low-period allotment contracts, tend to rate this benefit quite highly, as they expect that
the diffusion of information can encourage tourism demand. There is also a tendency for owners, in
comparison with managers, to underestimate the importance of this benefit, as they tend to be product
oriented, and often declare that "consumers know about the destination and our property as we have been
here for years".
Furthermore, accommodation establishments regard DICIRMSs as a tool to promote a destination abroad,
as more than 85% rate this benefit above the "important" mark. There is a slight tendency for higher
category properties to rate this benefit higher than their counterparts, while the ones with a lower percentage
of tour operators' clientele support it more enthusiastically, as they can foresee DICIRMSs bridging their
distance with consumers. Moreover, better academically qualified respondents, as well as managers, in
comparison with owners, tend to believe that DICIRMSs can promote the destination to a greater extent than
their counterparts [X' 8.7,DF =4,Sig =0.07 and V=31.4,DF =20,Sig =0.05 respectively], illustrating that
qualified professionals can identify better the potential benefits emerging through a system. Not surprisingly,
older respondents underrate the promotional benefits emerging from DICIRMSs for destinations and
enterprises [X2 = 19.3,DF =12,Sig =0.08]. Accommodation establishments also recognise that DICIRMSs
can contribute to the co-ordination of the tourism services at the destination, in order to integrate the
tourism industry and offer a seamless service, enhancing the total tourist satisfaction for consumers.
Understandably, there is a low negative correlation between their capacity and their rating of this benefit
[R=-0.1,Sig=0.1], as smaller enterprises appreciate more the potentials for closer collaboration at the
destination level emerging from DICIRMSs. This is also confirmed, as there is a positive relationship
between their rating of the need to increase co-operation at the destination and the co-ordination benefit
expected from DICIRMSs [R =0.2,S ig =0.001].
In addition, accommodation establishment respondents argued that DICIRMSs would reduce the isolation
of their islands by providing the platform to diffuse information and news both within the Aegean
archipelago and also worldwide. Thus people on neighbouring islands, or even abroad would be able to
acquire information about the island and the events taking place, while the host population would be able
to utilise DICIRMSs as a communication platform with their major markets. Moreover, a better co-
ordination between SMTEs of different islands, would enhance the tourism satisfaction and the opportunities
for island hopping. Qualitative research confirms that higher category hotels tend to overrate this benefit,
while respondents representing lower categories tend to underrate this benefit, as they believe that a closer
co-operation with neighbouring islands is less important. Furthermore, there is a positive relationship
between the ratings for the need for further co-operation at the destination level and the perceived benefits
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emerging from DICIRMSs [R=0.12,Sig=0.05]. Improving tourists' spending power and quality is also
perceived to be another important benefit arising through the development of DICIRMSs. Respondents
believe that offering better quality and taylor made tourism products through DICIRMSs would attract
tourists of higher quality, who would be able to spend more while on holiday. This is particularly argued
by interviewees of lower categories and smaller properties which often suffer more to increase their profit
margins. In addition, respondents who rate highly the need to increase the co-operation at the destination,
tend to overrate this benefit as well [R=0.16,Sig=0.009], illustrating that these enterprises may regard
DICIRMSs as a potential tool for improving local collaboration and thus act as an effective method of
increasing consumers' disposable income.
Finally, although DICIRMSs would facilitate the reduction of tour operators' power within the tourism
distribution channel, and consequently the dependence upon them, discouragingly accommodation
respondents rated this benefit as the least important one, with only 58% believing that this is a more than
"important" benefit. The domination of tour operators in the market place, in combination with the lack of
both strategic vision and marketing functions, as well as decision makers' IT and marketing illiteracy make
this benefit very remote for the majority of the hotels, and it is rated far below the expectations. Smaller
properties tend to rate this benefit slightly higher than their counterparts [R=-0.12,Sig =0.06], as they tend
to suffer more from the exercise of coercion power, as demonstrated in section 6.2.2.1. In contrast, hotels
of "A" and "Lux" categories tend to underrate this benefit, as they normally negotiate with numerous tour
operators and have a more distinctive product, and thus accumulate a higher degree of intra-channel power.
Qualitative research indicates that larger properties claim that they would never be able to fill their capacity
with independent travellers and therefore underrate the potential to reduce tour operators' power. The
different rating of dissimilar categories is also reflected on their age, as the more recently an accommodation
establishment has commenced its operation, the higher it rates this benefit [X' =29.1,DF =12,Sig =0.004].
Properties which base a very large percentage of their clientele on tour operators, have a slight tendency
to underrate this benefit, than the ones which offer a lower percentage [R=-0.1,Sig =0.1]. This can be
explained, because properties which principally accommodate tour operators' clients tend to follow a more
pessimistic attitude and are reluctant to redesign their distribution mix. In addition, qualitative research
illustrates that accommodation establishments with a lower percentage of tour operators' clientele often
dislike the current power distribution in the tourism distribution channel and thus have a more diverse
distribution mix and can appreciate DICIRMSs' contribution to the reduction of tour operators' power.
Moreover, the greater the greater the seasonality problem, ie the less the months a property operates, the
more it rates this benefit [V=12.8,DF =8,S ig =0.1], as they often believe that despite tour operators'
pledges, they are unable to reverse the seasonality concentration experienced. There is also a positive
relationship between the need to increase the co-operation at the destination level and the perceived benefit
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to reduce tour operators' power rating [R =0.11,Sig =0.06], illustrating that hotels which seek closer co-
operation can regard DICIRMSs as a tool to re-address the balance of power within the channel.
It is quite apparent from the above analysis, that accommodation establishments tend to regard DICIRMSs
simply as a supporting tool of the present structure of the industry, while they fail to identify innovative
benefits emerging from the re-engineering of the tourism distribution channel and the paradigm shift
experienced currently. It is therefore inconceivable for the vast majority to foresee the emerging strategic
benefits from the introduction of DICIRMSs, while they fail to realise that these systems will empower them
to readdress the intra-channel power allocation.
8.2.1.2 Concerns arising from DICIRIV1Ss as perceived by accommodation establishments
Apart from the aforementioned benefits, a number of concerns are also highlighted by accommodation
establishments, when the DICIRMS concept is explained to them. Although the majority expressing concerns
about the introduction of a DICIRMS fear coercion actions from their existing tourism distribution channel
partners may undertake in order to discourage them from diversifying their distribution mix, several other
concerns, mainly about the development and operation of a DICIRMS, are expressed by respondents, as
demonstrated in Table 8.11.
Table 8.11 Major concerns for accommodation establishments arising from DICIRMSs
Major concerns Percentage
Conflicts with partners in the existing tourism distribution channels 25.3%
Proper implementation and operation of system 24.9%
Reliability of DICIRMSs in operation and bookings 17.3%
DICIRMSs might be biased, in favour of certain enterprises 6.8%
Financial problems and feasibility of DICIRMSs 3.0%
Note : Multip le response - Percentages do not add 11D to 100%.
More than a quarter are concerned about their relationships with their existing tourism distribution
channel partners, and specifically with tour operators and incoming travel agencies which often demand
exclusive rights over their properties. They fear that co-operating with DICIRMSs would create conflicts,
and that they would be penalised in certain ways for disloyalty. Many interviewees for example, fear that
the coercion action would go as far as to eliminate them from some tour operators' brochures, should they
participate in DICIRMSs. This problem is quoted more often by larger and higher category hotels
[V=12.4,DF=8,Sig =0.1 and V= 15.7,DF=6,Sig =0.01 respectively], partly because they are the ones
which expect a more regular usage of the system, and partly because smaller properties normally feel that
DICIRMSs primarily address larger properties and thus expect a lower association with the system. Perhaps
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because of their size, the older the accommodation establishments, the more they tend to mention their fear
for coercion action from their partners in the existing tourism distribution channel
[V=6.5,DF=3,Sig =0.09]. This can also be attributed to the fact that older properties tend to be less
competitive, as they lack essential facilities and are in desperate need for renovation, which makes them
more vulnerable within the tourism distribution channel. Naturally, properties which depend for the majority
of their clientele on tour operators, fear this problem to a greater extent [R =0.15,Sig =0.02], due to the
excessive power their partners concentrate, and the implications of a potential direct confrontation for their
profitability.
In addition, there is a misbelief about the implementation and operation of DICIRMSs. Almost one fourth
of the respondents felt that this can be a very faraway project, which may face severe difficulties in the
implementation and operational phases. They often highlight that other similar initiatives were unsuccessful
and express their concern about the practicalities of the development of a DICIRMS, especially within the
Greek tourism environment. Larger and medium-sized accommodation establishments tend to mention this
potential problem more frequently [V= 12.2,DF =6,S ig =0.05], as they are the ones which are totally
dependent on the current tourism distribution channel for their operation. Numerous respondents also debated
the reliability of DICIRMSs in operation and bookings, as well the legal implications of the operation
of these systems. They questioned the ability of DICIRMSs to confirm and honour bookings, while they
debated the legal aspects of information and reservations provided through the system. Larger and higher
category hotels, stress this potential problem [X= 16.3,DF =6,Sig =0.01; X' = 12.1,DF =8,Sig =0.1
respectively], while accommodation establishments with a higher percentage of tour operators' clientele and
a greater contribution by the top three producing tour operators tend to mention the reliability concern more
frequently than their counterparts [R = 0.13,S ig =0.05 and X' =9.2,DF = 4,5 ig =0.05 respectively]. In
addition, managers, in comparison with owners, tend to be more concerned about this issue
[r= 3 .8,DF = 1,Sig =0.05]. It is quite apparent therefore that there are numerous respondents who mistrust
new tourism distribution channels which do have not a proven record in the market. This is probably as a
result of countless tour operators' bankruptcies which larger hotels have suffered over the years, as analysed
in section 6.2.2.1.3.
Based on experiences with other CRSs and other centralised reservation services, few accommodation
establishments feel that DICIRMSs may be biased, in favour of certain enterprises. Qualitative research
confirms that the majority tend to be smaller and medium-sized enterprises, which feel that larger enterprises
or systems' vendors may have unlawful commercial interests in supporting certain organisations. In addition,
they tend to accommodate a smaller percentage of tour operators' clients [X' = 8,DF =4,S ig =0.09], perhaps
because they become marginalised and unable to compete. Finally, a small number of respondents feared
that DICIRMSs might suffer from financial problems and debated the feasibility of the system. These
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respondents take into to consideration the current competition level and the inability of tourism enterprises
to make a financial contribution to the development and operational costs of a system. Despite the lack of
statistically significant relationships between their characteristics and the frequency they mention this
concern, qualitative research illustrates that accommodation establishments which emphasise this problem
are larger and medium-sized hotels and belong to higher categories, while the majority of them offer a high
percentage of their property to tour operators, and they are fairly dissatisfied with the performance of their
enterprise. Thus they have a greater degree of pessimism and fail to recognise DICIRMSs as a distribution
opportunity which would attract investments from local principals and other beneficiaries.
In conclusion, although hoteliers attribute a wide range of benefits and concerns to DICIRMSs, they fail to
address strategic issues in the introduction of DICIRMSs in their operations. Some express concerns about
their development and operation, as well as their implications for the relationships with existing channels
partners. Interestingly though, these concerns clearly indicate that some accommodation establishments are
quite reluctant to try and institute new and innovative tourism distribution channels, despite emphasising their
intra-channel conflicts as illustrated in section 6.2.2.1. This is attributed to the management and marketing
weaknesses of SMTEs, as well as to the lack of professionalism by a large fraction of hoteliers, preventing
them from actively seeking and adopting innovative business practices which would enable them to enhance
their competitiveness and re-address the balance of power in the current tourism distribution channel.
8.2.2 DICIRMSs' benefits and conflicts as perceived by incoming travel agencies
Both qualitative and quantitative research indicates that incoming travel agencies expect a wide range of
benefits through the utilisation of a DICIRMS. However, as they are predominated with the mechanisms of
the existing distribution channel of tourism, they often tend to fear that either DICIRMSs would have little
potentials and penetration in the current industry or that they will threat the intermediary role of incoming
travel agencies and therefore jeopardise their prosperity.
8.2.2.1 Benefits emerging from DICIRMSs for incoming travel agencies
Numerous benefits can be identified by incoming travel agencies, as illustrated in Table 8.12, although,
understandably they tend to rate their importance quite lower than accommodation establishments. However,
there is little strategic scope when these benefits are rated and only few incoming travel agencies could
suggest new strategic opportunities emerging for their organisation through utilising DICIRMSs. This can
be attributed to the fact that incoming travel agencies often depend the vast majority of their revenue on the
existing tourism distribution channels and therefore are unwilling to diversify from the existing situation to
the development of new distribution methods which they do not control.
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Table 8.12 DICIRMSs' major benefits as perceived by incoming travel agencies
Major benefits Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Provide information for tourists 4.297 1.049 4.035 4.559
Promotion of destination and tourism product abroad 4.031 1.168 3.739 4.323
Distract isolation of islands 3.793 1.399 3.425 4.161
Co-ordination of local enterprise at destination 3.458 1.406 3.091 3.824
Attract tourists with higher spending power 3.190 1.583 2.773 3.606
Reduce dependence upon tour operators 2.638 1.586 2.221 3.055
ote: Likert Scale -(Very Unimportant - Very Important).
Relatively few statistically significant relationships can be identified, mainly due to the high rating of most
of the aforementioned benefits. The provision of information for tourists is rated highly by the majority
of incoming travel agencies, as it is regarded as the most influential promotional activity undertaken by
DICIRMSs. A relatively small differentiation and only a few statistically significant relationships in the rating
of this benefit can be observed, according to the characteristics of incoming travel agencies. However,
respondents in less developed destinations tend to rate this benefit higher than their counterparts on
developed islands, as they appreciate the importance of information diffusion for the destination. In addition,
the promotion of destination and tourism products abroad is regarded as the next most important benefit
by incoming travel agencies, as DICIRMSs can be part of national and regional promotion and can facilitate
back-up support to general advertising campaigns. Surprisingly, qualitative research suggests that this benefit
is underrated by incoming travel agencies with a greater marketing budget, a higher percentage of foreign
clients as well as the ones occupying more tour operators' representatives, indicating that the ones which
depend heavily on tour operators' clients for their operation, tend to express a misbelief towards this benefit.
Incoming travel agencies predict that DICIRMSs would distract the isolation of islands and enable a better
communication between the islands at a destination. This is highlighted by agencies on remote and smaller
islands while it is underrated by respondents on developed islands which dominate the tourism movement
of the Aegean Archipelago. Similarly, incoming travel agencies overrating the need to increase their co-
operation at the destination level tend to rate this benefit highly [R=0.3,Sig =0.02]. In contrast, the larger
the number of tour operators represented at a destination, as well as the higher the percentage of inbound
foreign tourists an incoming travel agency serves, the more likely it is to underrate this benefit
[R=0.28,Sig =0.04 and R =-0.29,Sig =0.03 respectively]. Thus it is quite apparent that incoming travel
agencies which play a dominant role in the current tourism distribution channel discount this benefit, mainly
because they feel that they have adequate information for all islands and they do not feel that islands are
isolated. Moreover, the co-ordination of local enterprises at destinations is another potential benefit
emerging from DICIRMSs, which incoming travel agencies tend to underrate in comparison with
accommodation establishments. Qualitative research illustrates that despite respondents rating this benefit
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slightly above the "important" mark, they feel that they would benefit little, since they believe that they
already control the majority of tourism enterprises at the destinations they operate in. As expected smaller
agencies with less employees tend to overrate this benefit [R=-0.23,Sig=0.081, as they appreciate the
potential emerging through DICIRMSs, which will enable them to have similar benefits with their larger
counterparts. Naturally, there is positive correlation between this benefit and the need to increase local co-
operation at the destination level [R=0.29,Sig =0.02]. In contrast, incoming travel agencies which have a
larger percentage of inbound foreign tourists, and occupy more tour operators' representatives tend to
underrate this benefit [R=-0.32,Sig =0.01 and R=-0.32,Sig =0.01 respectively], as they feel that further
co-ordination at the destination level may jeopardise their intra-channel power.
As incoming travel agencies depend on tourists' disposable income for their own income, they are keen to
attract tourists with higher spending power who can afford to buy more local excursions and use more
ancillary services. To a certain extent, they believe that DICIRMSs can contribute towards this direction,
although several interviewees highlighted that other elements of the Aegean islands tourism product, such
as inadequate infrastructure and the undifferentiated product tend to push this market away. Qualitative
research demonstrates that smaller agencies, operating few outlets within an island or neighbouring islands,
as well as the ones in less developed islands, tend to rate this benefit more highly, suggesting that a
DICIRMS may be able to attract some up-market segments. Similarly, the ones which appreciate the need
to co-operate to a higher degree, as well as younger respondents highlight this benefit [R=0.3,Sig =0.02
and R=-0.26,Sig =0.05 respectively]. In contrast, incoming travel agencies with a higher percentage of
foreign inbound tourism, as well as the ones occupying a larger number of tour operators' representatives
tend to underrate this benefit [R=-0.4,Sig =0.001 and R=-0.31,Sig =0.02 respectively], debating whether
DICIRMSs can attract high spenders and expressing misbelief that alternative tourism distribution channels
may attract different target segments.
Finally, the reduction of dependence upon tour operators is a controversial issue for incoming travel
agencies, as on the one hand tour operators' power essentially provides them with referent power at the
destination level, while on the other hand it minimises their fees and benefits, such as transfer fees and
excursion prices, as examined in section 6.2.4.2. Not only is this benefit rated below the "importance" mark,
but it is also rated one unit below the accommodation establishments' average score. Qualitative research
illustrates that respondents on developed islands, e.g. Kos and Rhodes, which depend almost their entire
clientele on tour operators, tend to underrate this benefit, as they believe that tour operators' power cannot
be eliminated. This is also the case for the ones operating in several neighbouring islands and all over
Greece, which depend on a higher percentage of inbound foreign tourists for their income. Similarly,
incoming travel agencies which represent a larger number of tour operators tend to support this argument
[R=-0.19,Sig=0.1]. As a result, only agencies which operate on a smaller scale and have a lower
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involvement with tour operators tend to overrate this benefit, illustrating that their commercial interests lie
closer with tour operators and also illuminate why incoming travel agencies are fairly reluctant to support
DICIRMSs as a platform for destinations' product distribution.
8.2.2.2. Concerns arising from DICIRMSs, as perceived by incoming travel agencies
Although incoming travel agencies are modestly positive towards DICIRMSs, there is a number of major
concerns which are expressed about DICIRMSs' development and operation, as described in Table 8.13.
Apart from the debate whether a DICIRMS would be compatible with existing tourism distribution channels,
the majority of these concerns concentrate on the control of these systems as well as whether it would
provide reliable and unbiased services.
Table 8.13 Major concerns for incoming travel agencies arising from DICIRMSs
Major concerns Percentage
Conflicts with existing tourism distribution channels 26.1%
Proper implementation and operation of system 10.9%
Reliability of DICIRMSs in operation and bookings 8.7%
DICIRMSs might be biased, in favour of certain enterprises 2.2%
Note : Multiple response - percentages do not add up to
	 .
Few statistically significant relationships can be identified between these concerns and the characteristics of
incoming travel agencies, as space constrains in the mail questionnaire reduced the respondents in this
section, while only few agencies claimed the above potential conflicts. As it can be observed, they rate the
same problems with accommodation establishments, although fewer agencies tend to mention these problems.
The only potential conflict highlighted to a higher degree than accommodation establishments, is the possible
conflict with existing members of the tourism distribution channel, and especially the tour operators,
which may emerge whenever DICIRMSs become operational and certain principals distribute and promote
their products through this new channel. Qualitative research suggests that incoming travel agencies fear that
tour operators would be displeased about this prospect and they may exercise their coercion power by
penalising principals, cancelling contracts, keeping occupancy in low levels, or promoting alternative
destinations. This potential conflict is highlighted, especially on developed islands e.g. Kos and Rhodes,
where the vast majority of tourists are tour operators' clients. Incoming travel agencies which depend their
clientele on tour operators' clients find the prospect of a new distribution channel fearful for their future
operation and therefore tend to mention it as a potential conflict more frequently. They also tend to be
medium-sized agencies, operating mainly 1-3 outlets, having a medium-range marketing budget and
occupying more employees and tour operators' representatives. The implementation of DICIRMSs'
construction and the proper operation of these systems are also a source of concern for incoming travel
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agencies. The enterprises which mention this potential problem tend to be smaller, operating 1-3 outlets, on
one island and occupy a small number of employees. They also tend to have a modest marketing budget as
well as operate no or few computer terminals. Better educated respondents also tend to highlight this
potential conflict. In addition, the reliability of DICIRMSs in operation and bookings is also regarded as
a potential problem by certain incoming travel agencies, as they debate who would be responsible for both
immaterialised bookings from the demand side and overbookings and "book-outs" from the supply side. The
respondents mentioning this potential conflict are also small, operating 1-3 outlets, mainly within the same
island and they tend to concentrate on the inbound market. They are owners, rather than managers and they
hold a university degree. Finally, a very small percentage fear that DICIRMSs may be biased, in favour
of certain enterprises.
In conclusion, as incoming travel agencies play quite a dominant role in the existing tourism distribution
channel as the destination co-ordinator for tour operators, they are quite reluctant to support the development
of DICIRMSs wholeheartedly, in spite of identifying a range of benefits. Therefore incoming travel agencies,
and especially the ones which have a greater involvement in the operation of the existing tourism distribution
channel, tend to underrate their perceived benefits, while they emphasise the potential problems DICIRMSs
may cause, and debate their credibility and reliability.
8.2.3 DICIRMSs' benefits and conflicts as perceived by tour operators
Despite tour operators' generally unenthusiastic approach to the development of DICIRMSs and their low
willingness to participate in these systems, as indicated in section 8.1.3, there are several benefits which are
rated above the "average importance" level, indicating that some operators can perceive some gains arising
from DICIRMSs. In addition, a number of potential conflicts are highlighted by tour operators, as they find
that these systems may damage the current tourism distribution channel.
8.2.3.1 Benefits emerging from DICIRNLSs for tour operators
The major benefits arising from DICIRMSs, as perceived by tour operators, are illustrated in Table 8.14.
It can be observed that all benefits are closely rated together above "average", indicating that tour operators,
appreciate these benefits marginally. It is also quite apparent that they perceive these benefits as an
opportunity to complement the existing tourism distribution channel, by supporting several functions which
are currently problematic, such as training and promotion. Interestingly however, they fail to identify
strategic benefits and innovative methods to re-engineer the tourism distribution channel by utilising these
new available tools.
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Table 8.14 DICIRMSs' major benefits as perceived by tour operators
Major benefits Mean STD 95% confidence interval I
Provide information for tourists 3.676 1.292 3.245 4.107
Facilitation of reservations 3.676 1.415 3.204 4.148
Offer of information to tour operators 3.595 1.343 3.147 4.042
Training for travel consultants 3.541 1.325 3.099 3.982
Promotion of destination 3.459 1.169 3.070 3.849
Co-ordination of tourism 3.444 1.252 3.021
Distract isolation of islands 3.229 1.215 2.811
3.8681
3.646
Note: Likert Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
The highest rated advantage by tour operators, is the provision of information for prospective tourists.
Hitherto, this service has traditionally been offered by public tourism organisations while respondents suggest
that DICIRMSs would contribute to this function quite significantly. Small and medium-sized ones tend to
rate this benefit higher than very large ones [R=-0.29,Sig -----0.081, as they normally approach a different type
of clientele, which is more interested in the resources of destinations. The differentiation of tour operators
according to their size is confirmed, as there is a negative correlation between the number of brochures
produced per year and the rating of this benefit [R=-0.57,Sig =0.021. Negative, but statistically insignificant
relationships, between the number of their employees and representatives can also be observed [R=-
0.24,Sig =0.14 and R =-0.28,Sig =0.13 respectively]. In contrast, vertically integrated tour operators with
in-house airlines and outgoing travel agencies, rate this gain lower than their counterparts, as they feel that
adequate information is already supplied in brochures and other promotional material. Finally, younger
respondents rate this benefit higher [R=-0.42,Sig =0.01], because they have a better appreciation of ITs'
usage in the industry. Moreover, several tour operators can foresee facilitation of their reservations by
using DICIRMSs to communicate their bookings to their tourism distribution channel partners, as well as
to check availability and prices throughout the destinations they operate. Evidently, this benefit is rated more
highly by medium-sized tour operators, which operate in several destinations and attempt to identify efficient
ways to communicate with all suppliers. In contrast, both small and large operators have established efficient
distribution channels to facilitate their reservations. This tendency is also confirmed, as the ones occupying
fewer employees and representatives rate this benefit more highly [R=-0.36,Sig =0.03 and R =-
0.33,Sig =0.07 respectively]. Moreover, personal characteristics of respondents play an important role as
"directors" rate this benefit more highly than "owners/CEOs" [V= 13.2,DF = 8,S ig =0.1], while the lower
the academic qualifications respondents have, the higher they tend to rate this benefit.
The provision of information to tour operators is also rated more highly by small and medium-sized ones,
as there is a negative correlation between the number of passengers served yearly and the rating of this
benefit [R=-0.27,Sig =0.1]. This is attributed to the fact that, these types cannot employ adequate
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representatives at all the destinations they operate in, as well as the fact that they cannot afford the high
research cost involved in expanding to new resorts. This is confirmed as there is a negative relationship
between the number of employees and representatives employed and the rating of this benefit [R=-
0.29,Sig =0.08 and R=-0.26,Sig =0.1 respectively]. Vertically integrated tour operators which have
ownership or strategic alliances with other operators, airlines and outgoing travel agencies, also tend to
underrate this benefit. Moreover, tour operators are particularly keen to utilise DICIRMSs for travel
consultants' training, as they can save considerable sums from educational trips, while they can benefit
from the "hallo effect", ie consultants develop a favouritism for destinations they have investigated through
these systems as they will be able to demonstrate them to their clients. Understandably, this benefit is
highlighted by small and medium-sized tour operators, as there is a weak negative relationship between the
number of employees and their rating of this benefit [R=-0.27,Sig =0.1], due to their inability to develop
adequate training material or to provide enough educational trips.
Moreover, certain respondents supported that DICIRMSs will contribute to the promotion of destinations
and therefore it will stimulate demand for their packages. Tour operators with lower marketing budgets, as
well as the ones which have a higher flight cost in their package price, rate this benefit more highly,
illustrating that their smaller operators appreciate this gain more than their larger counterparts. In addition,
the co-ordination of tourism at the destination level is another perceived benefit, although no statistically
significant relationships can be observed between the rating of this benefit and the characteristics of tour
operators. However, qualitative research illustrates that this benefit is overrated by smaller tour operators,
who often lack the resources to have adequate representation at destinations and therefore appreciate more
the need for co-operation at these resorts. Finally, the least important benefit introduced by DICIRMSs, as
perceived by tour operators, seems to be the distraction of islands' isolation, as it is rated slightly above
the neutral line. Similarly with most other perceived benefits, smaller operators tend to overrate this gain,
as there is a negative relationship between tour operators' employees and their rating [R=-0.27,Sig =OA].
This is attributed to the fact that they often organise multi-destination tours and island-hopping and therefore
gain more from the reduction of isolation through the diffusion of information between islands. This is also
confirmed as vertically integrated tour operators consistently underrate this benefit, while there is a negative
relationship between the percentage of the clientele flying by charter flights and the rating of this benefit
[R=-0.4,Sig =0.02], illustrating that large/mass tour operators see little benefits from the reduction of
islands' isolation.
However, the education level of respondents plays a critical role in their ratings, as better educated
respondents consistently underrate most of the aforementioned perceived benefits. This is surprising
because in general it is assumed that better academically qualified respondents tend to be more supportive
and expect a larger number of benefits from DICIRMSs. Nevertheless, this unexpected relationship can be
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attributed to the fact that better educated respondents tend to occupy higher positions in the existing tourism
distribution channel and therefore are not only reluctant to realise the potential emerging from the
development and operation of DICIRMSs, but they also fear that these systems may jeopardise tour
operators' intra-channel power and role.
In conclusion, tour operators can predict several benefits arising from a DICIRMS for both destinations and
their operations. However, these benefits are rated below other partners channel in the tourism distribution,
as tour operators have established their leadership within the channel which enables them to support the
information collection and reservation functions based on their own resources. Small and medium-sized
operators often rate these benefits higher, as very small and very large ones have a stronger presence at a
destination. This is also confirmed as in general, tour operators with lower marketing budgets tend to rate
emerging benefits from DICIRMSs more highly than their counterparts. In contrast, very small/specialist
operators appreciate fewer benefits from these systems as they normally develop long term personal
relationships at the few destinations they operate, while very large/mass ones, utilise the vertically integrated
tourism distribution channel approach to support both their reservations and information needs.
8.2.3.2 Concerns arising from DICIRMSs as perceived by tour operators
In general, respondents feel that DICIRMSs may upset the established status-quo, and change the distribution
of power within the tourism distribution channel. Initially, they suggest that similar systems would not be
viable, as they would be extremely difficult to attract adequate investments. Especially smaller ones explain
that their financial position prevents them from investing in less than absolutely essential ITs, while they
claim that the existing tourism distribution channel and more cost effective organisations have been offering
these services for some years. In addition, few large tour operators explained that DICIRMSs would cause
"commercial damage" for their organisation as it would "encourage by-passing", while another tour operator
claimed that "if outgoing travel agencies have all this information and reservation capability they would kick-
out our brochures". In addition, they highlighted that DICIRMSs would not be able to offer value-added
services, such as cheap accommodation, seats in charter flights, local representatives and guidance for
travellers, as well as it would not protect consumers from mismanagement and disputes in the tourism
industry, such as overbooking. Similarly, they questioned the reliability of the information provided and the
reliability of reservations made through the system, while they emphasised that the "1992 EU holiday
package directive" may have some implications for the ability of such systems to operate. They also claimed
that it would be uneconomical for outgoing travel agencies to spend all the time and resources, ie computer
terminals, required to demonstrate to consumers the entire range of information included in DICIRMSs, for
each potential destination prospective travellers consider to visit.
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Moreover, a certain degree of confusion between CRSs utilised in the industry is observed, as few
interviewees claim that they are "already connected with Videotex CRSs and therefore do not need any other
CRSs". Several interviewees also expressed their unwillingness to distribute their packages through
DICIRMSs, while a few predicted that similar systems "may have a future in 10 years time, but it is
hopeless today". They also emphasised the need for human interaction in the pre-travel period (with outgoing
travel agency consultants) and during the trips (with tour operators' representatives), and felt that "computers
would never offer a similar standard of service". In addition, they claimed that the "consumers would never
be able to utilise these systems to make reservations, due to their complexity", and therefore predicted that
the reservation part of DICIRMSs would be under-utilised.
It is quite apparent that the vast majority of tour operator respondents refuse to recognise the changes in
tourism demand and the consequent implications for the industry. As a result, they fail to realise the
undergoing paradigm shift and the re-engineering of business practices propelled by ITs and simply attempt
to identify the features of DICIRMSs which would facilitate the current function of the industry. This is
demonstrated clearly by suggestions which reflect the existing business practices, but are inappropriate for
the electronic marketplace supported by DICIRMSs. For example, some interviewees claimed that "unless
you put our brochure in these systems, we would not be able to benefit", while few explained that "these
systems would be helpful if all outgoing travel agencies had a terminal and tour operator staff would guide
them on the phone to explore consumers' itineraries through DICIRMSs".
8.2.4 DICIRMSs' benefits and conflicts as perceived by outgoing travel agencies
Outgoing travel agencies suggest that numerous benefits can originate by DICIRMSs for both their operation
and the tourism industry in general. They stress the benefits for travel consultants familiarisation with more
destinations and tourism products, while they foresee benefits for tourists' satisfaction. More importantly,
they regard DICIRMSs as an important tool to reduce the intangibility of the tourism product and thus
eliminate clients' insecurity and uncertainty. However, a considerable amount of respondents would be
hesitant to make a reservation through these systems, as they feel that this could initiate disputes with the
existing channel partners. This is particularly the case for large/multiples, which have an extensive network
of tourism providers belonging to the same corporation and need to support them. Moreover, several
administration problems are feared such as, commission payments, reliability of information and reservations
and confirmation of reservations. Qualitative research establishes, that outgoing travel agencies realise the
pressure exercised by consumers for improvements in the information provided and the reservation process
and are more enthusiastic about DICIRMSs than some other members of the tourism distribution channel.
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8.2.4.1 Benefits emerging from DICIRMSs for outgoing travel agencies
Table 8.15 demonstrates the ratings of outgoing travel agencies for benefits emerging through DICIRMSs.
As they sell tourism products to prospective tourists, they tend to emphasise that DICIRMSs would provide
a valuable marketing tool. They also express their appreciation for information provided through these
systems, as they explain that they can be helpful for both building realistic expectations for consumers, as
well as to familiarise inexperienced travel consultants with destinations and products they have never visited.
Table 8.15 DICIRMSs' major benefits as perceived by outgoing travel agencies
Major benefits Mean STD 95% confidence interval
Provide information for tourists 4.342 0.708 4.109 4.575
Offer a selling tool for OTAs and travel consultants 4.154 1.089 3.801 4.507
Provide training and familiarisation for travel consultants 4.108 0.906 3.806 4.410
Facilitate reservations 3.972 1.055 3.615 4.329
Promotion of destination worldwide 3.750 0.996 3.413 4.087
Co-ordination of tourism at destination level 3.639 1.046 3.285 3.993
Distract isolation of islands 3.583 1.131 3.201 3.966
Note: Liken Scale 1-5 (Very Unimportant - Very Important).
Unfortunately, due to space constraints in the mail questionnaires, this analysis is based entirely on
interviews with outgoing travel agencies, and thus only a few statistically significant relationships can be
identified as a result of the small sample size. Provision of information for prospective tourists is the most
important benefit perceived by outgoing travel agencies. As they are confronted with a great variety of
specific questions for destinations around the globe, 88% of respondents rate this benefit above the
"important" mark. They claim that DICIRMSs providing information and making reservations for tourism
products for as many destinations as possible, would enable them to offer a better service and enhance
customer satisfaction. Evidently, there is a positive correlation between outgoing travel agencies' rating of
their interest in increasing the individually arranged trips they sell, as well as their rating of information
provision as a benefit of DICIRMSs [R=0.47,Sig =0.004]. However, this benefit is rated similarly by both
small/independents and large/multiples, while there are no statistically significant differences between the
characteristics of outgoing travel agencies and their rating. Moreover, respondents believe that DICIRMSs
offer a valuable selling tool for travel consultants, and almost 80% rate this benefit above the "important"
rate. They feel that DICIRMSs would enable them to convince customers more easily than the brochures
used currently, due to the interactivity and the multimedia presentation of the information. Respondents who
operate larger outlets with more selling desks tend to rate this benefit more highly than their counterparts
[R=0.4,Sig =0.04]. Surprisingly however, the fewer trips they sell per year, the higher the rating they offer
to this benefit [R----0.37,Sig =0.04], illustrating that specialised outgoing travel agencies which provide
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personal services, tend to value this benefit more highly than their counterparts. This is confirmed as there
is a positive relationship between the rating of their interest in increasing the individually arranged trips they
sell and their rating of this benefit [R= 0.42,S ig =0.01]. Finally, the younger the respondents, the higher they
rate this benefit [R=-0.29,Sig =0.07], identifying that younger generations are keen to utilise innovative
selling tools.
Moreover, outgoing travel agencies believe that DICIRMSs would improve the training and familiarisation
for travel consultants with tourism destinations and products. As clerks are often young and
inexperienced, they have little insights of destinations and tourism products, while they are expected to
provide "expert advice". Although "educational trips" are frequently organised for clerks to visit destinations
and tourism products, they are never enough for all members of staff. As a result, 81% of the respondents
feel that this is a more than "important" benefit emerging from a DICIRMS, which would support their
training on destinations inexpensively and without the need to be absent from their position. Qualitative
research demonstrates that this benefit is rated slightly higher by multiples, which frequently employ younger
and inexperienced travel consultants. In contrast, smaller/independent agencies underrated this benefit, as
they feel that they have a better understanding of destinations and much more loyal staff, and therefore they
need a DICIRMS less in order to promote their product. The higher the interest respondents express in
increasing the share of individually organised trips, the higher they rate this benefit [R =0.36,Sig =0.03].
Evidently, front-line and branch managers tend to rate this benefit more highly than executives, while the
lower academic qualifications respondents possess, the higher they rate this benefit. Younger respondents
also tend to highlight the contribution of DICIRMSs to outgoing travel agencies' clerk training. As a result,
it is quite apparent that the majority of the respondents on the "shop floor" tend to overrate this benefit.
Small/independents agencies tend to emphasise that DICIRMSs would facilitate the reservation process for
a greater variety of tourism products, in contrast with multiples which insist on the current reservation
process, due to the administration load they fear, and the need to support their parent tour operators. This
is confirmed as there is a negative relationship between the number of outlets operated and the rating of this
benefit [R= -0.24,Sig =0.1]. Similarly, outgoing travel agencies which sell fewer holidays per year, as well
as the ones which sell a lower percentage of package holidays to their leisure market tend to highlight this
benefit [R=-0.28,Sig =0.1 and R =-0.4,Sig =0.02 respectively], illustrating that respondents interested in
independently organised leisure travel overrate this benefit. In addition, independent outgoing travel agencies,
which have no ownership or strategic alliance with tour operators also rate this benefit higher than their
counterparts [X' = -0.29,DF =3,Sig =0.09]. Respondents also believe that DICIRMSs would have quite an
important contribution to the promotion of destinations worldwide should, of course, the system be
developed in a way to achieve high visibility and usage by both the travel trade and the public in a wide
spread geographical area. Larger outlets with more employees, as well as the ones which rate their interest
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in increasing the independent trips they organise, tend to rate this benefit slightly higher than their
counterparts [R = 0.25,S ig = 0 .1 and R = 0 .25,S ig = 0.1 respectively] .
The co-ordination of tourism at destination level is characterised as a more than "average importance"
benefit for outgoing travel agencies, as their clients enjoy a better and more integrated service while at the
destination. Finally, they rated the distraction of islands' isolation as a "quite important" benefit emerging
from DICIRMSs, as it facilitates the "island hopping" opportunities and provides a wider range of choice
for tourists at the destination. Agencies which offer a lower percentage of package holidays to their leisure
market have a tendency to emphasise this benefit [R=-0.25,Sig =0.1], as their customers tend to have a
greater tendency to visit other neighbouring islands and require more information. However, there are no
statistically significant relationships between their characteristics and the rating of the two latter benefits.
In conclusion, outgoing travel agencies appreciate a variety of benefits emerging from DICIRMSs. They
concentrate on the availability of specialised information, which would enable prospective tourists to check
the attractions and facilities of destinations, and thus remove part of the intangibility problem. In addition,
they highlight the opportunity to use these systems as a training aid, where travel consultants would
familiarise themselves with both tourism destination and products, as well as to utilise the DICIRMSs to
demonstrate the destination to consumers augmenting their selling tools. Finally, smaller/independent
agencies, which undertake a greater percentage of individually organised holidays, tend to illustrate the
potential benefits of DICIRMSs on the reservation process.
8.2.4.2 Concerns arising from DICIR1VISs as perceived by outgoing travel agencies
Qualitative research indicates a number of concerns expressed by outgoing travel agencies, as potential
conflicts emerge from the development of DICIRMSs. Firstly, they tend to dislike everything which offers
customers direct access to tourism suppliers, as they fear being excluded from the transaction which reduces
their profitability and jeopardises their prosperity. Although they do not regard DICIRMSs as a potential
threat, at least for the near future, they are sceptical with all new developments of ITs such as home-
shopping and self-service kiosks, which aim to provide innovative methods for tourism distribution. In
addition, they fear that DICIRMSs would need to increase the time spent with each customer, as customers
would spend a lot more time at the counter going through information for a destination. As outgoing travel
agencies attempt to secure a booking in the shortest time possible, they try to offer a fair time allocation for
each customer, without reducing the possibilities to serve other tourists. Should a booking reduce the
possibility to sell other tourism products, the revenue of a marginally profitable outgoing travel agency may
be minimised. Interviewees feared that consumers may still book cheaper packages but use DICIRMSs as
a "reference book" in order to answer all their questions. In this case the time spent going through a similar
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system may be even less productive for outgoing travel agencies. Moreover, similarly with Beaver's
(1993,p.1390) suggestion, the issue of space and extra screens required was questioned by interviewees,
especially in smaller outlets, where space is scarce. The issue of DICIRMSs' reliability and accuracy of
information as well as the security of bookings were also of extreme importance and outgoing travel agencies
feared that should DICIRMSs fail to be developed properly, it may have similar problems with the bias of
airline CRSs, which would damage both customer satisfaction and the credibility of the tourism industry.
They also explain that a mechanism should be developed in order to ensure that reservations would be
honoured and commissions would be paid. Respondents also emphasised the responsibilities they bare under
the "EU package holiday directive" and explained that unless DICIRMSs develop a penalty scheme for
members of the industry which fail to deliver what they promise, the systems would find little adaptation
by the trade. In addition, the compatibility with existing computerised systems and videotex technology
hardware and software is also under consideration, as outgoing travel agencies are quite reluctant to make
radical changes in the technology they utilise in their operation, while they are unwilling to use specialised
terminals for accessing DICIRMSs.
The amount of destinations covered is another potential problem. Hitherto, DMS developments have
concentrated on several particular destinations, while no industry standards on the technology, operation
procedures, reservation forms and general business practices appear to exist. Each DMS promotes one
particular destination, region or country and uses a totally different combination of hardware and software
for its operation. Outgoing travel agencies fear that incompatible DMSs and DICIRMSs, which offer
information and reservations for only one or a few destinations cannot be used, due to the cost involved in
purchasing equipment and training personnel. One respondent summarised it best by explaining: "even if
each destination creates the most marvellous but incompatible system, we still need to have one system for
each destination, creating enormous space and training problems". Therefore a DICIRMS platform or
prototype should become universally applicable which should be used as a uniform pattern to build these
systems, similarly with GDSs which have unified airlines and hotel chains' computerised systems to
transparent systems of information interchange. Finally, the cost of DICIRMSs is central to outgoing travel
agencies' decision to join these systems or not. As their profit margins have been suffering, not only due
to the reduction of tourism product prices but also because of price wars and merciless discounts, they are
very hesitant to pay extra money to be connected to an additional system. Consequently, should DICIRMSs
be unavailable through CRSs and videotex terminals or fail to utilise existing hardware and networking,
outgoing travel agencies would probably be unable to join. Although, all these potential problems are
mentioned, outgoing travel agencies believe that a properly organised DICIRMSs, which would be able to
take into account the hitherto industrial experience and some of the operation practices of the current
industry, would have better chances to be incorporated and offer benefits to everybody involved.
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8.2.5 Synopsis - Benefits and conflicts arising from DICIRMSs as perceived by tourism distribution
channel members
In conclusion, a wide range of benefits can be forecasted by each tourism distribution channel member, as
demonstrated in Table 8.16. A comparison between the ratings by each tourism distribution channel member
provides useful inferences, while it highlights that respondents' business interests guide their perception and
ability to foresee benefits emerging from DICIRMSs. At the destination, accommodation establishments
primarily perceive DICIRMSs as a promotional tool which diffuses information for both a destination and
its facilities, while they also expect them to contribute to the co-ordination at the destination level, distraction
of isolation as well as improvement of tourists' spending power and reduction of dependence upon tour
operators. On the other hand, incoming travel agencies also support most of these points, although they are
more reserved in the perceived benefits, due to their role as handling agencies for tour operators, and as a
result tend to underrate most of the benefits in comparison with accommodation establishments. Smaller
incoming travel agencies however, which offer a wide range of services to independent travellers and often
attempt unsuccessfully to commence co-operation with tour operators, tend to be more enthusiastic about the
potential benefits emerging from DICIRMSs, as they can identify several opportunities to improve the
current tourism distribution channel and its implications for destinations and customers.
On the other hand, organisations at the place of the origin of the tourists tend to identify slightly different
benefits, while they tend to rate them according to their own commercial interests. Evidently, tour operators
are the most reluctant channel members to accept the usefulness of a DICIRMS. Large/mass ones already
have an established network of information and reservations and can, therefore expect little benefits coming
through the system for their organisation, while vertically integrated ones inevitably express a greater
preference for tourism principals belonging to the same corporation. However, they appreciate DICIRMSs'
potentials for training outgoing travel agencies' travel consultants. Smaller and medium-sized tour operators
expect some more benefits, especially when they need to introduce a new destination or when they wish to
organise a taylor-made package, as DICIRMSs can provide substantial savings in time and money, by
reducing the essential ground research at new destinations. Finally, as outgoing travel agencies are at the
forefront of the tourism distribution channel, they experience consumers' pressure for better quality of
information and therefore tend to be considerably more positive towards DICIRMSs. Consequently, they tend
to overrate the importance of DICIRMSs' services in answering consumer enquiries and also appreciate the
opportunity to demonstrate images of the destination on a multimedia environment as a selling tool. In
addition, outgoing travel agencies can recognise the new potential for direct reservations, as it would enable
them to build the fragmented but lucrative independent holiday market. Outgoing travel agencies are the
second most encouraging channel members, after accommodation establishments, mainly because they realise
the contemporary consumer trends and the necessary developments required in order to satisfy them.
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Table 8.16 Synopsis-DICIRMSs' major benefits as perceived by the tourism distribution channel members
Major benefits Hotels ITAs TOs OTAs
Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD
Provide information for tourists 4.48 0.89 4.30 1.05 3.68 1.29 4.32 0.71
Provide information to tour operators - - - - 3.59 1.34 - -
Offer selling tool to consultants - - - - - - 4.15 1.09
Training of travel consultants - - - - 3.54 1.32 4.11 0.91
Promotion of destination 4.32 0.86 4.03 1.17 3.46 1.17 3.75 0.99
Reduce dependence upon tour operators 3.48 1.49 2.64 1.59 - - - -
Attract better quality of tourists 3.84 1.33 3.19 1.58 - - - -
Co-ordination of local enterprises 4.03 0.99 3.46 1.41 3.44 1.25 3.64 1.05
Distract isolation of islands 3.99 1.11 3.79 1.40 3.23 1.21 3.58 1.13
Facilitate reservations - - - - 3.68 1.42 3.97 1.05
Note: Likert Sã1e 1-5(Very Unimportant - Very Important).
Several potential problems and conflicts are also predicted by each channel member. These conflicts
concentrate mainly on the coercion power partners in the existing distribution channel may exercise, in order
to avoid the disintermediation of the channel or the jeopardy of their channel leadership. Moreover, the
excessive development and operational costs of DICIRMSs were also mentioned quite frequently as potential
barriers for the ability of smaller channel enterprises to join these systems, as well as in the achievement of
their objectives. In addition, channel members expressed their concern about the development and operation
of DICIRMSs, its accuracy and reliability, the security of reservations from both the demand and supply
sides, as well as its compatibility with hardware and software utilised by the existing CRSs and GDSs.
As it can be observed in the above analysis, most of the perceived benefits and conflicts emphasised by
channel members only reflect the current distribution mechanisms, while they ignore the experienced
paradigm shift and the emerging tourism distribution channel re-engineering as a result of ITs' revolution.
Thus they fail to perceive strategic benefits arising from DICIRMSs in the long term, where the holiday
decision and purchasing process will rely on the new realities imposed from the technological environment.
The vast majority of these operators ignore developments in the Internet, for example, where distributed
multimedia interfaces, ie the World Wide Web, and access to GDSs through services such as the
CompuServe's Travelshopper introduce travel shopping to individual customers through their own personal
computer, at their own pace, time and space. Therefore it can be argued that the vast majority of the current
tourism distribution channel members suffer from a contemporary "marketing myopia", which would have
severe implications for their future competitiveness, should they fail to take action and provide new services
in the emerging "tourism cyberspace". Innovative channel members who would be committed to the
investigation of the new possibilities would be able to take advantage of newly available IT tools such as
DICIRMSs, and identify ways to benefit and empower their position in the industry.
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8.3 Forms of DICIRMSs' presentation
The presentation of DICIRMSs is a very important element of these systems, as it can determine their appeal
to both consumers and the travel trade; the hardware requirements; the compatibility with existing
CRSs/GDSs; the construction costs; as well as the update processes. In order to facilitate the research
process, interviewees were shown pictures from the system AEGEO, as demonstrated in Appendix B, and
consequently, they were asked to choose the ones they would prefer to use, should they connect with a
DICIRMS. In general, there is a consensus between interviewees towards the usage of multimedia systems,
which can utilise a variety of media and technologies to demonstrate information and make transactions.
Respondents highlighted that "multimedia is a powerful tool attracting prospective tourists' attention, while
it is a strong selling tool which can transform enquiries to sales". However, few respondents perceive the
text-based system as a more efficient and less expensive option, and therefore more affordable. Hence it was
emphasised that a combination may be required, where trained personnel would use the text based interface
to check availability and make reservations, while both consumers and personnel would be able to use a
multimedia system to familiarise themselves with destinations and gain a brief experience through the system.
8.3.1 Preferences of accommodation establishments as regards DICIRMSs presentations
The vast majority of the accommodation establishment respondents expressed their clear preference for a
multimedia system or a combination between the multimedia and a conventional text-based system (91.3%),
as demonstrated in Table 8.17. Qualitative research confirms that this choice is also influenced by
respondents' fear towards complicated computerised systems, as they perceive that a multimedia, and often
a touch screen environment is much more user friendly than other computerised systems. As a result, only
a small percentage expressed their preferences to a text based system, basically because of the cost benefit.
The superiority of the multimedia in the presentation and user friendliness is clearly reflected on
accommodation establishments' respondences.
Table 8.17 Presentation form for DICIRMSs as perceived by accommodation establishments
Interface environment Preference
Combination between multimedia and text based interface 46.9%
Multimedia environment 44.4%
Text based interface 2.9%
Do not know / no answer 5.8%
Due to the unanimity of the responses, there are no significant differences between the characteristics of
accommodation establishments, and the various forms of DICIRMSs' presentation chosen. However,
qualitative analysis illustrates that smaller and lower category properties tend to be more cost-conscious, and
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therefore suggest that a textual form should be adopted or they express their uncertainty
[X2 =18.9,DF = 12,S ig =0.09]. Interestingly, a larger percentage of younger respondents suggested that a
textual interface would be sufficient, in contrast with middle aged respondents who claimed that a multimedia
system is more appropriate and older respondents, who expressed their uncertainly more frequently
[X2 =14.9,DF = 9,S ig =0.09]. This is attributed to the familiarity of younger generations with ifs, which
enables them to have a more confident attitude towards computerised systems, and minimise their fear
towards a text-based system.
8.3.2 Preferences of incoming travel agencies as regards DICIRMSs presentations
Similarly with accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies emphasise the need to utilise a
multimedia environment in the presentation of tourism information, in order to enhance the attractiveness
of these system and to improve the interactivity with consumer requests. However, incoming travel agencies
to a greater extent, require a combination between multimedia and simple text presentations, in order to save
money and time. As experienced personnel are familiar with other CRS procedures, frequently they would
not require to use the multimedia part of the system, especially when transactions and reservations are
required. As a consequence, the vast majority of incoming travel agencies (91.3%) expressed their
preference in the multimedia environment, while only a small percentage felt that textual presentation would
be enough, as demonstrated in Table 8.18.
Table 8.18 Presentation form for DICIRMSs as perceived by incoming travel agencies
Interface environment Preference
Combination between multimedia and text based interface 54.3%
Multimedia environment 37.0%
Text based interface 6.5%
Do not know / no answer 2.2%
Although there is a very little differentiation between incoming travel agencies' characteristics and their
preferences on the presentation of DICIRMSs, qualitative research indicates that smaller agencies operating
one outlet, within a single island, tend to support the idea of a textual system, as they express their
confidence about the knowledge of their destination, and thus feel that they do not need pictures. In addition,
these agencies place their emphasis on incoming foreign tourism and as a consequence, they underrate their
need to gain information and have access to multimedia presentations for other resorts in the area.
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8.3.3 Preferences of tour operators as regard DICIR1VISs presentations
Tour operator respondents express a strong preference for a multimedia presentations of DICIRMSs, as it
enables them to present the tourism product as realistically as possible, while it would also enable them to
train all selling staff both within their organisations and at outgoing travel agencies. Respondents expressing
their support for a multimedia system tend to emphasise the importance of the incorporation of a
geographical information system (GIS) which will enable the presentation and reproduction of maps for
destinations. Qualitative research suggests that a minority of tour operators express their preference for a
text-based presentation because it will be more inexpensive to develop and operate, while it would enable
them to interface the system with their existing computer equipment. Table 8.19 illustrates the preferences
of tour operators. However, there is no statistically significant relationship between tour operators'
preferences and their characteristics, due to the consensus that a multimedia-based DICIRMS would be
required, underlying that there is no pattern in their preferences.
Table 8.19 Presentation form for DICIRMSs as perceived by tour operators
Interface environment Preference
Combination between multimedia and text based interface 46.7%
Multimedia environment 40.0%
Text based interface 13.3%
8.3.4 Preferences of outgoing travel agencies as regards DICIRMSs presentations
Finally, the vast majority of outgoing travel agencies prefer an exclusively multimedia environment for
DICIRMSs' presentation, as it enables them to use the system as both a selling tool and a training aid, as
demonstrated in Table 8.20. However, almost one fifth of the respondents require DICIRMSs to be available
in a text format, in order to be able to use it through their existing videotex terminals, which cannot facilitate
access to a multimedia environment.
Table 8.20 Presentation form for DICIRMSs as perceived by outgoing travel agencies
Interface environment Preference
Multimedia environment 57.7%
Combination between multimedia and text based interface 23.1%
Text based interface 19.2%
Interestingly, while smaller/independent outgoing travel agencies emphasise the need for a multimedia
environment, larger/multiple ones tend to require a textual format [K2 = 7.1,DF = 4,S ig =0.1]. They explained
that they would perhaps need to use DICIRMSs only as a fact-finder, should some destinations or tourism
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products be inadequately described in holiday brochures. In contrast smaller/independent ones who have a
greater involvement in the development of specialised tourism packages and often provide services to niche
markets tend to prefer a multimedia presentation. Finally, younger respondents tend to require a textual
presentation, perhaps due to their higher presence in multiple outgoing travel agencies and their familiarity
with computers. In contrast, older respondents tend to support multimedia presentations as they appreciate
the power of multimedia as information and selling tools.
8.3.5 Synopsis - The presentation of DICIRMSs as perceived by tourism distribution channel members
The presentation format of DICIRMSs is one of the very few areas where a unanimous agreement is
achieved by the members of the tourism distribution channels. As illustrated in Table 8.21, the vast majority
of the all respondents emphasised the need for utilising multimedia in order to facilitate both the training of
the tourism industry as well as the information provision. They often claim that "one picture is a thousand
words" and therefore believe that a multimedia-based DICIRMSs would be the ideal selling tool, as they will
be able to demonstrate part of the tourism experience. In addition, several respondents explained that
DICIRMSs would enable prospective tourists to identify the appropriate products for themselves, achieving
a better match between their expectation and their experience, and as a result maximise their satisfaction.
Table 8.21Synopsis-Presentationform for DICIRMSs as perceived by tourism distribution channel members
Interface environment Hotels ITAs TOs OTAs
Combination between multimedia and text based interface 46.9% 54.3% 46.7% 23.1%
Multimedia environment 44.4% 37.0% 40.0% 57.7%
Text based interface 2.9% 6.5% 13.3% 23.1%
Do not know/Do not answer 5.8% 2.2% - -
There is also a tendency for numerous tourism distribution channel members to support the textual interface
as it provides a more inexpensive and efficient access to DICIRMSs. Especially experienced computer users,
who employ such interfaces regularly to communicate with other types of CRSs, tend to support the need
for a textual or mixed presentation. Textual DICIRMSs' presentation is especially favoured by outgoing
travel agencies, as the upgrade from their current videotex systems to PC work-stations is a highly
controversial issue, which has caused hostility in the tourism industry. It is concluded that although the
support for a multimedia-based DICIRMS presentation is overwhelmingly supported by the majority of the
respondents, DICIRMSs' developers would need to take into consideration the emphasised need for a parallel
textual system, as well as one which will aim to provide information to experienced CRSs/GDSs users,
through the existing equipment. Perhaps this textual system would benefit from using similar commands with
the ones utilised by established GDSs/CRSs and videotex systems, depending on the distribution method
selected for each system.
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8.4 The economics of DICIRMSs
The financial issue is central in the DICIRMS debate, as illustrated in section 3.3.2.5.4.4. The challenge
is to split the cost fairly, between all the users who benefit from the system, without increasing the final
consumer price and making the tourism product uncompetitive. Hitherto, the public sector has reluctantly
financed several DMSs, either through marketing or research budgets, in an attempt to promote destination
areas and their enterprises. However, it increasingly becomes evident that unless the tourism industry
manages to finance at least part of the development and operation of a DICIRMS through the value-added
generated in the marketplace, it will inevitably face financial problems, and as it has happened in several
cases, it may collapse. This is due to the reluctance of the public sector, in several Western countries, to
intervene in the marketplace and to subsidise industrial activities. The willingness of channel members to
support financially the development and operation of DICIRMSs is central in this analysis, as it provides
some initial indications on the feasibility of these systems. Although in this phase, the discussion of
respondents' willingness to pay is only theoretical and preliminary, it stimulates a resourceful thinking
process by forcing entrepreneurs to assess the cost and benefits of a DICIRMS, and attempt to value the net
outcome of these systems as perceived by respondents. It is only natural for decision makers to find it
difficult to attach a price to a unique new product, in the product development process in marketing research.
As often there are no preconceptions of the value of innovative products, as well as of the generated benefit
from its usage, respondents found it difficult to attach a value on these types of products. Similarly,
respondents in this research often felt uncomfortable to suggest a price for DICIRMSs' product/service,
Consequently, they were advised to provide a price they would be willing to pay, according to the perceived
savings or additional revenue this system can initiate for their operation.
As illustrated in section 3.3.2.5.4.4, the economics of DICIRMSs is divided into two major parts, ie
development and operational economics. In the former case the willingness of respondents to invest an initial
amount for the development of a DICIRMS is questioned, while in the latter their willingness to pay an
annual fee and commissions on business generated is debated. The analysis is undertaken from the different
perspective of each tourism distribution channel member, illustrating that their commercial interests, as well
as intra-channel position determine their willingness to pay. As described above, the question who is willing
to bear the development cost of a DICIRMS needs to be answered. One approach could be that the public
sector, and especially public tourism organisations, should invest in the development of these systems in
order to attract visitors to the destination and enhance the economic impacts of tourism. This has been the
case for several systems, as for example with the Irish Gulliver. The European Union and other development
agencies have also been contributing to the institution of DICIRMSs through regional development or
technology research funds. However, increasingly public sector organisations are becoming unwilling and/or
unable to finance such projects, while in other cases the industry suggests that flexible and responsive private
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sector organisations should undertake these developments. Therefore the willingness of the channel members
to support financially the development of a system needs to be examined. In addition, DICIRMSs' operation
economics essentially assess the willingness to pay of tourism distribution channel members, based on their
usage of these systems. As a result, the level of commission per transaction and annual fees they are
prepared to pay in order gain access to the information and reservation section of a DICIRMS, are
investigated. The synopsis illustrates a demand analysis for DICIRMSs and draws the entire picture together,
illustrating the industry's total willingness to pay for DICIRMSs services.
8.4.1 Accommodation establishments' willingness to pay for DICIRIVISs' services
The willingness of accommodation establishments to participate in the development and operational costs of
DICIRMSs is examined in the following paragraphs. In general, hotels are consistent with their expressed
support of DICIRMSs, as demonstrated in the previous sections and therefore are the most willing tourism
distribution channel partners to pay both for the development and operation of a system. The analysis
confirms that quite a large fraction of properties are prepared to pay both the initial subscription fees as well
as commissions for bookings, provided that sufficient and regular reservations are administrated through the
system.
8.4.1.1 Accommodation establishments' willingness to co-finance the development of a DICIRMS
Consistently with their support to the development of DICIRMSs, the majority of accommodation
establishments agree that they should contribute financially to their development. Thus, 12.9% agree
unreservedly, suggesting that it would definitely co-finance the development, while a further 47.7% answer
positively, but set several conditions. About 30.1% refuse to contribute to the development of a system,
while 9.3% express their uncertainty by replying "Do not know/no answer". Several statistically significant
relationships between the characteristics of accommodation establishments and their willingness to co-finance
the development of DICIRMSs are evident.
Naturally, larger and higher category hotels tend to be more willing to support the development of a
DICIRMS than their counterparts [V=32,DF=18,Sig =0.02 and X 2 = 16.3,DF =12,Sig =0.1 respectively],
as they have larger capacity and turnover and it is easier for these types of enterprises to have a greater
financial commitment to the development of a DICIRMS. It can be observed that there is more uncertainty
in the higher hotel categories, as a higher frequency of "do not know/no answer" occurs. This can be
attributed to the lack of authorization by managers/respondents to commit the organisation to expensive long
term projects, as these decisions are almost invariably undertaken by the owners/entrepreneurs. The location
of accommodation establishments also plays an important role. Properties on developed and matured islands,
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which often face a more disadvantaged position within the tourism distribution channel due to oversupply,
are more keen to participate financially. In addition, seasonality influences the willingness of hoteliers to
contribute as properties operating for 12 months, are more willing to support the development of DICIRMSs,
while the ones operating for 24 months are the least willing ones. Surprisingly, the ones with a higher
percentage of tour operators' clientele, offer their support more willingly than their counterparts which have
no or lower allocation to tour operators. This can be attributed to the fact that they try to increase their profit
margin by attracting rack rate paying customers, while it is a direct effect of attempting to redesign their
distribution mix in order to regain some intra-channel power. Moreover, the higher the respondents'
satisfaction with their performance, as well as the higher the need to co-operate at the destination level is
rated, the more likely it is for them to express their willingness to support financially the development of
DICIRMSs [X2 = 14.4,DF =9,Sig =0.1 and X2 = 16.1,DF =12,Sig =0.1 respectively]. Therefore satisfied
hoteliers as well as the ones emphasising the need to co-operate tend to follow a more optimistic approach
and consequently identify these systems as a tool to achieve their strategy. Not surprisingly, properties which
believe that DICIRMSs can contribute to their profitability, as well as the ones which express higher interest
in participating in the reservations part of a DICIRMS, are more willing to support financially its
development [X2 =59.5,DF =8,Sig =0.00000 and X2 =72.5,DF=8,Sig =0.00000 respectively]. Finally,
respondents' title also affects their willingness to support these systems as managers are also more
enthusiastic than owners [X 2 =6.7,DF=3,Sig =0.08], not only because they normally work for larger and
higher category hotels, but also because they tend to be better qualified than owners and have a better
understanding of the potential benefits. Furthermore, understandably better educated respondents, tend to
be more willing to co-finance the development of DICIRMSs [X 2 =23.1,DF=15,Sig =0.08], as they can
foresee the implications of these systems for the competitiveness of destinations.
8.4.1.2 Conditions and issues examined by accommodation establishments to assess their willingness
to co-finance the development of a DICIRMS
A wide range of conditions and issues are taken into account by accommodation establishments, when they
consider whether they would like to finance the development of DICIRMSs. These issues concentrate on the
cost of participation, the anticipated benefit and the involvement of other local parties in the development
process, as demonstrated in Table 8.22.
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Table 8.22 Conditions and issues considered by accommodation establishments when co-financing the
development of a DICIRIV1S
Major consideration Percentage
Positive response
Depends on the total cost of participation 36.1%
Participate under the condition that all destination's SMTE would contribute financially 11.2%
Depends on the extra bookings generated through the system 9.5%
Depends whether the public sector would support the DICIRMS development 2.1%
Depends how many SMTEs at the destination would be represented on a DICIRMS 1.7%
Negative response
Cannot support - because cannot afford to 20.7%
Cannot support - rooms are allocated or committed to tour operators 7.9%
ote: Multiple replies - Answers do not add up to 100%.
Evidently very few statistically significant relationships can be identified in hoteliers' concerns and conditions
due to their diverse concerns to DICIRMSs' financing. As a consequence, the following analysis is based
on qualitative research. Most respondents are concerned about the total cost of participation in a
DICIRMS. As profit margins in tourism enterprises are minimised due to fierce competition,
accommodation establishments find it extremely difficult to pay for anything that is not absolutely essential
for their operation. In addition, several properties are willing to participate and co-finance the development
of DICIRMSs, provided that all local SMTEs would contribute financially, perhaps on a proportional to
capacity and category basis, and therefore everybody would share the cost of development. This is assessed
as an unadventurous and less innovative approach, which enables accommodation establishments to join only
if everybody else does. It is often more critical for smaller and lower category ones, as well as newer
properties which find it difficult to survive through expensive mortgages. Similarly, properties with small
IT expenditure mention this condition more frequently as they feel that greater investment is required by
themselves to become part of DICIRMSs, due to their need to purchase hardware. Finally, owners in
comparison with managers, and less qualified respondents, tend to mention this condition more frequently
than their counterparts.
Another reserved approach is by respondents considering the marginal bookings generated through the
system, in order to assess whether they would like to invest in the development of DICIRMSs. This
illustrates an attempt for rapid returns on investments and a lack of strategic vision, where hoteliers fail to
consider the contribution of DICIRMSs to their intra-channel power and competitiveness, as well as the
development of their distribution mix but instead they concentrate on the short term benefits. Moreover, very
few respondents would only consider co-financing the development of a DICIRMSs only if the public sector
support it financially. This response often comes from owners of smaller and lower category properties,
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who have enjoyed numerous development incentives in the past, and expect that the public sector would
undertake a marketing campaign to support their operation. Moreover, respondents tend to emphasise the
importance of building a comprehensive DICIRMS, and depend their decision to finance a system on what
percentage of the local tourism enterprises would be covered by the system. This condition is highlighted
mainly by higher category and older accommodation establishments, as well as by younger respondents, and
managers in comparison with owners, probably because they realise that the comprehensiveness of these
systems would be instrumental to their success.
Respondents expressing their unwillingness to co-finance the development of DICIRMSs declare that they
cannot afford to make any payments, often because they operate on small profit margins. Lower category
and smallerproperties mention this issue more frequently [X2 =7.6,DF =4,Sig =0.1 and R=-0.16,Sig =0.01;
and R = -0.14, S ig =0.00000 respectively] , along with new establishments [X2 = 8.6,DF =3,S ig =0.03], which
often have difficulties to pay their mortgages. As expected, most of them are unsatisfied with their
performance [X2 =7.6,Sig =3,S ig = 0.05], and as a result they are reluctant to invest any more money.
Hoteliers which underrate the need to increase co-operation at the destination level tend to emphasise that
they cannot afford investments in DICIRMSs [V=8.1,DF =4,S ig =0.09] illustrating that several enterprises
follow a pessimistic approach to their operations. Owners in comparison with managers
[X2 =10.4,DF = 1,S ig =0.001], and to a certain extent older, as well as less qualified respondents, stress this
reasoning more frequently not only because they tend to represent smaller and under-resourced properties,
but also because they cannot realise the paradigm shift in the industry and the threats for their
competitiveness. Few respondents declare that their rooms are already allocated or committed to tour
operators, and therefore it will be pointless to support the development of DICIRMSs, as they cannot accept
any more reservations. Understandably, these enterprises depend for a high proportion of their clientele on
the top three producing tour operators [X 2 = 10.6,DF =4,Sig =0.03], while they underrate the need to
increase co-operation at the destination level [X2 =9.7,DF =4,Sig =0.04], as they believe that once they
commit their rooms to tour operators, they can gain little benefit from co-operating with their local
counterparts. This reasoning is also claimed more frequently by less qualified respondents, illustrating that
under-qualified decision makers appreciate less the benefits of a diverse distribution mix.
8.4.1.3 Accommodation establishments' willingness to pay annual fees to access a DICIRMS
Although, accommodation establishments are quite hesitant to pay an initial sum for the development of a
DICIRMS, they are less reluctant to pay an annual fee to have access, as well as a commission on bookings
arranged through the system. Qualitative research establishes that hotels are in favour of a proportional to
their capacity and category annual fee, as they feel that this would enable them to pay according to their
expected benefit from the system. Table 8.23 demonstrates the distribution of their willingness to pay an
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annual fee, in order to have access to a DICIRMS. It should be noted though, that non-computerised
properties, or the ones with incompatible computers, frequently assume that the annual fee would include
the provision of hardware on a lease basis for the same period. In summary, a great fraction of
accommodation establishments are willing to co-finance a DICIRMS, provided that the cost is affordable and
proportional, although smaller properties, managed by older owners are more sceptical and frequently
declare that they cannot afford to contribute to a system. Although, the annual fees they are willing to pay
are not very encouraging, the novelty of the service and the uncertainty of the benefits emerging through
a DICIRMS, interpret their reluctance to offer more. On several occasions respondents explained that when
"the system has operated for some years and has proved its validity, they would be willing to pay a higher
annual fee" for their participation.
Table 8.23 Distribution of accommodation establishments' willingness to pay annual fees for a DICIRIUS
Annual fee for DICIRMSs in Drs Annual fee to DICIRMS in £ Percentage
Nil Nil 32.8%
1-100,000 1-274 20.3%
100,001-300,000 275-822 17.8%
300,001-600,000 823-1,644 7.5%
600,001-1,000,000 1,645-2,740 2.1%
More than 1,000,000 More than 2,740 0.8%
Do not know / no answer Do not know / no answer 18.7%
Note: £1=365 Drs.
Naturally, larger and higher category hotels are willing to pay higher annual fees, as demonstrated in Tables
8.24 and 8.25. As these establishments tend to have more beds to supply, they can invest in diversifying
their distribution mix and therefore increase their competitiveness within the tourism distribution channel.
In addition, they face a smaller overbooking problem, as they re-allocate their supply according to the
demand arising from the different channels they co-operate with. Hotels which depend for a greater
percentage of their clientele on tour operators tend to be willing to pay greater amounts, while the ones
which offer smaller discounts to tour operators in the high season, tend to offer a higher annual fee for
DICIRMSs [R=-0.18,Sig=0.021. This is attributed not only to the fact that these enterprises tend to be
larger and higher category, as illustrated in section 5.1.6, but also because they realise that a more diverse
distribution strategy is essential in order to increase their competitiveness. Moreover, the current level of
computerisation in hotels influences their willingness to pay, as computerised properties are willing to pay
higher amounts than their counterparts [XC= 14.2,DF =6,Sig =0.02]. As expected, the higher the ifs
expenditure they have had in the last five years, the higher the annual fees they are willing to pay to a
DICIRMS [R=0.24,Sig=0.001], as they can appreciate the contribution of ITs to their competitiveness and
profitability.
A.l_CAT
1.0
LUX
2.0
A Cat
3.0
B Cat
4.0
C Cat
5.0
D-E Cat
6.0
Bungalows
7.0
Appartments
8.0
Pensions
9.0
Rooms to let
Row
Total
4
2.0
37
18.9
39
19.9
58
29.6
9
4.6
3
1 .5
37
18.9
6
3.1
3
1.5
196
100.0
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Table 8.24 Accommodation establishments' willingness to pay
a DICIRMS's annual fee according to category
A.l_CAT Category of accommodation by B.10 _ANN Willingness to PAY ANNUALLY
B.10_ANN
Count
Row Pct 0 drs	 1-100 00 100 001- 300 001- 600 001- More tha
0 drs
	 300 000 600 000 1 000 00 n 1 000
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
1 1 2
25.0 25.0 50.0
12 9 5 5 4 2
32.4 24.3 13.5 13.5 10.8 5.4
13 9 11 6
33.3 23.1 28.2 15.4
23 17 14 3 1
39.7 29.3 24.1 5.2 1.7
4 4 i	 1
44.4 44.4 11.1
1 2
33.3 66.7
22 6 7 2
59.5 16.2 18.9 5.4
2 3 1
33.3 50.0 16.7
1 1 1
33.3 33.3 33.3
Column 79 49 43 18 5 2
Total 40.3 25.0 21.9 9.2 2.6 1.0
Number of Missing Observations: 108
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Table 8.25 Accommodation establishments willingness to pay a DICIRMSs
annual fee according to capacity
A.2.1_CA	 Capacity of
Count
Accommodation	 by	 B.10_ANN	 Willingness to PAY ANNUALLY
B.10_ANN
Row Pct 0 drs	 1-100 00 100 001- 300 001- 600 001- More tha
0 drs	 300 000	 600 000
	 1 000 00 n 1 000	 Row
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 Total
A.2.1_CA
1.0 11 9 6 1 27
0-30 beds 40.7 33.3 22.2 3.7 13.8
2.0 18 9 8 1 36
31-60 beds 50.0 25.0 22.2 2.8 18.4
3.0 19 12 9 4 44
61-100 beds 43.2 27.3 20.5 9.1 22.4
4.0 16 12 8 4 1 41
101-200 beds 39.0 29.3 19.5 9.8 2.4 20.9
5.0 10 3 8 6 2 29
201-400 34.5 10.3 27.6 20.7 6.9 14.8
6.0 4 3 2 3 1 13
401-800 beds 30.8 23.1 15.4 23.1 7.7 6.6
7.0 1 1 2 1 1 6
801+ beds 16.7 16.7 33.3 16.7 16.7 3.1
Column 79	 49	 43	 18	 5	 2 196
Total	 40.3	 25.0	 21.9	 9.2	 2.6	 1. 0	100.0
Number of Missing Observations: 108
CORRELATION STATISTICS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (NOT ON THE ABOVE TABLE)
Statistic
Approximate
Value	 ASE1	 Val/ASEO Significance
Pearson's R .26632 .07817 3.84842 .00016 *4
Spearman Correlation .20651 .07045 2.93966 .00368 *4
*4 VAL/ASEO is a t-value based on a normal approximation, as is the significance
Number of Missing Observations: 108
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In addition, there is a positive relationship between the rating of the need to increase co-operation at the
destination level and the annual fees accommodation establishments are willing to pay for DICIRMSs
[R=0.19,Sig=0.008], indicating that these enterprises appreciate more the services provided by these
systems. Furthermore, managers, in comparison with owners, as well as, better qualified respondents are
more willing to pay a higher annual fee [V=10.6,DF=6,Sig=0.1 and V=42.1,DF=30,Sig=0.07
respectively]. Surprisingly, there is no statistically significant relationship between the age of respondents
and their willingness to pay annual fees. For apparent reasons, accommodation establishments' support of
DICIRMSs is reflected in their willingness to pay, as the higher they rate their perceived possibility to
increase its profitability through a DICIRMS, the more they are willing to pay for their annual subscription
[R=0.4,Sig =0.0008], while a similar situation is observed for properties which overrate their interest in
having access to the reservations and information parts of DICIRMSs [R=0.44,Sig =0.0000 and
R=0.47,Sig =0.00000 respectively].
8.4.1.4 Accommodation establishments' willingness to pay commissions for receiving reservations
through a DICIRMS
The vast majority of accommodation establishments are willing to pay a commission for confirmed
reservations provided through DICIRMSs. The industry standard of 10-12% is the rate mentioned most
often, while respondents are keen to keep the total commission payable, to all intermediaries involved, as
low as possible. Table 8.26 demonstrates the distribution of commission rates, accommodation establishments
are willing to pay to DICIRMSs for confirmed reservations provided.
Table 8.26 Commission rates which an accommodation establishment is willing to pay for bookings
through a DICIRMS
Commission Rate Percentage
0 % 12.5%
0-4.99% 4.6%
5-9.99% 19.4%
10-11.99% 34.6%
12-14.99% 7.5%
15-19.99% 9.6%
More than 20% 2.5%
Do not know / no answer 9.2%
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As demonstrated in Table 8.26; higher category hotels are prepared to pay higher commission levels to
DICIRMSs, as they can comprehend that despite paying high commissions, they still increase their profit
margin, as they spend a smaller fraction of the discount offered to tour operators. In addition, larger hotels
follow the same strategy, although a number of smaller and desperate for new business properties, tend also
to offer high commission rates, should DICIRMSs provide rack-rate paying tourists. There is no statistically
significant relationship between the percentage of tour operators' clients in a property and the commission
they are prepared to pay to these systems, while the majority of respondents which have commitment
contracts with tour operators refuse to pay any commission to DICIRMSs. They prefer to remain with their
secured income rather than take their chances to attract individual and premium paying tourists. Surprisingly,
the higher the discount accommodation establishments offer to tour operators in the low season, the lower
the commission they are prepared to offer to DICIRMSs for the reservations provided [R=-0.18,Sig =0.03].
This confirms the lack of marketing vision of these entrepreneurs, who fail to identify new opportunities to
promote their products. In addition, respondents which overrate the need to increase the co-operation level
at the destination level are prepared to pay higher commission rates to DICIRMSs [X2=41,DF=28,
Sig=0.05], as they realise the potential of these systems towards this task. Understandably, the ones who
express a higher interest in the information and reservation parts of DICIRMSs tend to be willing to pay
higher commission levels [X2 =56.1,DF =28,Sig =0.001 and X2 =77.3,DF=28,Sig =0.0000 respectively],
as they can anticipate a higher return from these systems.
However, it should be noted that a comparison between the discounts offered to tour operators' contracts,
as analysed in section 5.1.6, with the commission levels hotels are willing to pay to DICIRMSs and all the
intermediaries involved, illustrates that there is a gap. Despite the fact that tour operator
discounts/commissions reach as high as 70%, the vast majority of accommodation establishments are
prepared to offer up to 12% for reservations emerging through DICIRMSs. Qualitative research indicates
that respondents attribute this differentiation to the lack of any commitment by DICIRMSs, as well as to their
fear that most bookings originated from DICIRMSs would concentrate exclusively on the high season. They
also expect that DICIRMSs would contribute a low volume of reservations, while they fear that they would
have no obligation to supply customers in the low period, as arranged with tour operators. Thus it can be
concluded that DICIRMSs are perceived as any-other travel retailer, and therefore commissions and
discounts are minimal. This is despite the fact that they realise that tour operators' contracts provide little
coverage for them, while their obligations and guarantees are kept to a minimum as analysed thoroughly in
section 6.2.2.1. Evidently, their willingness to pay these commission levels is underlined by their
management and marketing weaknesses, which prevent them from appreciating the long-term potential of
DICIRMSs for the competitiveness and profitability of SMTEs.
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8.4.2 Incoming travel agencies' willingness to pay for DICIRMSs' services
Based on the analysis of incoming travel agencies' operation in section 5.2 as well as their support for a
DICIRMS, their willingness to pay for participating in a system needs to be examined. As in the majority
of cases, agencies are paid commissions or fees for undertaking intermediary jobs, they are quite reluctant
to pay large sums for the development and operations of DICIRMSs. In contrast, they tend to suggest that
tourism principals, who attempt to promote their products through the tourism distribution channel, as well
as the public sector, should pay DICIRMSs' expenses as part of their marketing cost.
8.4.2.1 Incoming travel agencies' willingness to co-finance the development of a DICIRMS
The willingness of incoming travel agencies to pay for the development of DICIRMSs is little less than
accommodation establishments', as 6% are willing to contribute to the development costs unreservedly, while
a further 46.3% impose certain conditions. In addition, the 41.8% deny any financial contribution to
DICIRMSs while 6% are uncertain about their willingness to pay at the development stage.
Larger incoming travel agencies, operating more outlets on several islands or throughout Greece, are more
likely to be more negative towards contributing to the development costs of DICIRMSs. This is hardly
surprising, as these agencies express low support for DICIRMSs systems and underrate their perceived
possibility to increase their profitability as a result of these systems. In addition, respondents representing
a large number of tour operators in the destination often express their unwillingness to pay development fees
for DICIRMSs as they feel that they would contribute little to their operations. Qualitative research also
indicates that incoming travel agencies on larger and established islands tend to be less willing to pay
towards the development of DICIRMSs. This is because their profit margins have been eliminated due to
the fierce competition within the tourism distribution channel and tour operators' pressures, and there are
"little spare funds for innovations". In contrast, incoming travel agencies on developing islands tend to be
more willing to contribute financially to the development of DICIRMSs, as they realise the potentials it has
for the promotion of their destination.
Furthermore, incoming travel agencies who have a greater satisfaction with their performance understandably
tend to be more supportive and declare their willingness to pay for the development of DICIRMSs more
frequently [X' =21.2,DF =12,Sig =0.05]. Similarly, respondents who overrate the need to increase incoming
travel agencies' co-operation at the destination level are more willing to support financially the development
of DICIRMSs. Moreover, the development of incoming travel agencies' relationships with tour operators
plays a role in their willingness to pay development fees for DICIRMSs. Agencies who believe that their
relationships with tour operators deteriorate tend to be more willing to contribute financially to the
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development of DICIRMS s [V=27. I,DF =12,S ig =0.007]. Finally, there is a tendency for older
respondents, to be less willing to support the development of DICIRMSs [X' =15.6,DF=6,Sig=0.0l), while
less educated respondents are also less inclined to support financially this development.
8.4.2.2 Conditions and issues examined by outgoing travel agencies to assess their willingness to co-
finance the development of a DICIRMS
As the majority of the incoming travel agencies which are prepared to co-finance the development of
DICIRMSs impose several conditions, qualitative analysis attempts to identify these factors. Due to their
commissioned agent role as explained in section 5.2, they have fairly limited fixed investment on their
enterprises. This underlines their attitudes towards co-financing the development of DICIRMSs, as in
general, they are less willing to pay for the development than accommodation establishments. They feel that
since they earn a small commission from each transaction, they cannot afford to pay a fee for the
development of DICIRMSs, while they often claim that "tourism principals like accommodation
establishments should pay, but they should not increase their final prices as a consequence".
Several conditions are also emphasised by incoming travel agencies. The total amount required to pay for
co-financing the system as well as to gain access are a prime consideration. In addition, the extra business
generated through DICIRMSs is also quoted as an important criterion quite often. Similarly, they express
a reluctance to invest until they "see the results of the system first" and examine its market penetration at
both the place of origin and the destination, ie the number of enterprises connected with a system and its
usage by the industry. In general, incoming travel agencies are less prepared to invest in DICIRMSs, as they
also foresee that this system may have implications for their existence as to a certain extent it promotes the
tourism distribution channel disintermediation.
8.4.2.3 Incoming travel agencies' willingness to pay annual fees to access a DICIRMS
Incoming travel agencies are willing to pay considerably less annual fees than accommodation establishments.
As most of them find few direct positive impacts for their profitability and in fact can foresee a danger for
their role, they tend to be more reluctant to pay a standard annual fee. The distribution of amounts incoming
travel agencies are willing to pay is demonstrated in Table 8.27.
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Table 8.27 Distribution of incoming travel agencies' willingness to pay an annual fee for DICIRMSs
Annual fee to DICIRMSs in drs Annual fee to DICIRMSs in £ Percentage
Nil Nil 58.7%
1-100,000 1-274 4.3%
100,001-300,000 275-822 13.0%
300,001-600,000 823-1,644 6.5%
600,001-1,000,000 1,645-2,740 2.2%
Do not know / no answer Do not know / no answer 15.2%
Note: £l=365drs.
More than half of the incoming travel agency respondents are not willing to pay any money as an annual
fee to DICIRMSs, in comparisons with almost 33% of the accommodation establishments. The vast majority
of the larger ones and especially the agencies which operate more than four outlets and the ones located on
neighbouring islands or all over Greece, tend to be less willing to pay any annual fees. Surprisingly, smaller
ones, which operate less than 3 outlets tend to be more willing to contribute. Qualitative research suggests
that they feel that DICIRMSs can assist them to grow, establish themselves in the marketplace, as well as
increase their profitability, and as a result they are more supportive.
Moreover, agencies which overrate the need to increase co-operation at a destination tend to be more willing
to pay an annual fee [R =0.25,Sig =0.09], indicating that these enterprises, which consistently overrate the
benefits from DICIRMSs are more willing to pay. Surprisingly, the number of computer terminals formulates
a slight negative relationship with the amount they are willing to pay annually. This is interpreted by the fact
that computerised agencies are more involved in the current tourism distribution channel and therefore are
less interested in being part of DICIRMSs. Finally, there is a vague and statistically insignificant positive
relationship between respondents' academic qualifications and willingness to pay an annual fee for a
DICIRMS. Thus better educated respondents are more willing to pay higher annual fees to a DICIRMS.
Similarly, younger respondents are much more willing to pay an annual fee than older ones, indicating that
these respondents can foresee that DICIRMSs would be instrumental in their future operation.
8.4.2.4 Incoming travel agencies' willingness to pay commission for reservations through a DICIRMS
Similarly with annual fees, incoming travel agencies are less willing to pay for a commission for either
receiving or making reservations through DICIRMSs. Although making reservations through a system would
essentially provide substantial reductions on their telecommunication cost and time, they are unwilling to give
a certain fraction of their commission to DICIRMSs, should they use them for reservations. However,
similarly with any principal, they do appreciate receiving reservations for their tourism products, such as
transfers and excursions, as well as the products they distribute, such as accommodation and packages of
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local tourism products. Therefore they are willing to offer a percentage to all tourism intermediaries involved
in a booking. As demonstrated in Table 8.28, almost half of the respondents are not willing to pay any
commission, while a further 15% are uncertain about the commission percentage. Qualitative research
indicates that incoming travel agencies tend to believe that commissions should be paid by tourism principals
who, they claim, are the main beneficiaries of DICIRMSs' contribution.
Table 8.28 Commission rates which an incoming travel agency is willing to pay for bookings emerging
through DICIRMSs
Commission rate Percentage
0 % 47.8%
0-4.99% 15.2%
5-9.99% 17.4%
10-11.99% 4.3%
Do not know / no answer 15.2%
Although there are no apparent statistical relationships extracted, there is an evident tendency for smaller
incoming travel agencies, with fewer outlets and fewer employees, which are trying to increase their market
share, to be more willing to pay higher commissions. In contrast, larger ones, which operate more outlets
in several resorts around the country, and have an established clientele and operation are more reluctant to
pay a commission, as they feel that the current tourism distribution channel provides adequately demand
without sacrificing their commission levels. This is confirmed in section 5.2, where it is explained that larger
agencies often co-operate with large tour operators, and therefore they see little scope in making or receiving
reservations through DICIRMSs. As a consequence, less satisfied respondents with their performance have
a slight tendency to be willing to pay higher commission rates, as they struggle to increase their business.
Finally, younger respondents tend to offer a higher commission percentage for reservations emerging from
a DICIRMS than their counterparts, as they appreciate the potential.
In general, it is observed that established incoming travel agencies which run a larger operation at the
destination are more reluctant to support a DICIRMS financially in all stages. They are less willing to co-
finance the development or to pay annual operation fees and commissions for reservations made or received
through the system. Qualitative research illustrates that these enterprises underestimate the potential benefit
of DICIRMSs but they also fear that they may damage their operation as these systems would distribute
destination expertise to the major markets. In contrast, smaller agencies which are desperate to increase their
visibility and attract both individual and institutional customers are more willing to pay for DICIRMS
services in all occasions. The above analysis, however, demonstrates that respondents underestimate the long
term potential of DICIRMSs and therefore are quite reluctant to lead the developments and take advantage
of the system in order to strengthen their competitiveness.
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8.4.3 Tour operators' willingness to pay for DICIRMSs' services
In general, tour operators and especially the larger/vertically integrated ones, seem to be the most unwilling
tourism distribution channel members to support financially the development and operation of a DICIRMS,
not only because of their expected limited usage, but also because of their tight profit margins, as explained
in section 5.2.6, which prevents them from "unnecessary" investments. Moreover, they have also established
a network of external partners who facilitate both their reservation and information collection functions.
Hence DICIRMSs attribute little value added to tour operators' own operations and therefore are reluctant
to support them financially.
8.4.3.1 Tour operators' willingness to co-finance the development of a DICIRMS
Only 5.9% of tour operators are willing to co-finance the development of DICIRMSs, while a further
13.7% would do so under certain conditions. However, the vast majority (68.6%) of the respondents declare
quite clearly their unwillingness to pay for the development of DICIRMSs, while a further 11.8% expresses
uncertainty.
In general, as responses are highly concentrated, there are few statistically significant relationships with other
variables. However, qualitative research establishes that small and medium-sized tour operators tend to be
more generous, than very small and very large ones, as they perceive a larger number of benefits emerging
from DICIRMSs. Interestingly, the higher the cost per brochure copy for tour operators, the more likely it
is that they will be willing to support the development of DICIRMSs, indicating that higher quality ones
which promote their products for a premium are more willing to be involved. Surprisingly however,
respondents' personal characteristics, e.g. age and educational background do not formulate any statistically
significant relationship in their willingness to support financially DICIRMSs. Thus tour operators are the less
willing of all tourism distribution channel members to pay for services from a DICIRMS. Only few smaller
and medium-sized and specialising ones are willing to support the development of DICIRMSs financially,
in order to achieve a competitive advantage over their larger, undifferentiated and vertically integrated
counterparts.
8.4.3.2 Conditions and issues examined by tour operators to assess their willingness to co-finance the
development of a DICIRMS
Qualitative research demonstrates that tour operators are fairly firm in their unwillingness to pay for the
development of DICIRMSs. This is often related with their understanding that DICIRMSs may jeopardise
some of their functions as it will encourage direct information retrieval and reservations. A minority of
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smaller and medium-sized operators who can perceive benefits from DICIRMSs often expect that these
systems would enable them to promote their packages as well as facilitate their operations. Therefore they
are willing to pay relatively small sums for the development of DICIRMSs provided that a sufficient
coverage of the destination is achieved, while the system provides its services for an adequate number of
destinations. On several occasions tour operators clearly indicated that they would be interested in investing
in DICIRMSs under the condition that they would have the exclusivity of its usage. As the major principle
of the DICIRMS concept is the development of an alternative tourism distribution channel in order to re-
engineer the distribution of destinations' tourism products as well as to re-address the intra-channel power
issue, the exclusive usage of DICIRMSs by few tour operators is incompatible with their philosophy and
mission.
8.4.3.3 Tour operators' willingness to pay annual and usage fees to access a DICIRMS
As demonstrated in Table 8.29 only a very small percentage of tour operator respondents are willing to pay
an annual fee in order to gain access to DICIRMSs, while the remaining either refuse to pay on an annual
basis and explain its uncertainty. The amounts offered vary between £500-5,000, although statistically valid
inferences cannot be produced due to the high concentration of tour operators' replies. However, it is
apparent that the tour operators which are willing to pay are of small size and do not use charter flights for
their passengers' transportation, while these respondents are younger than the majority of their counterparts.
Table 8.29 Willingness of tour operators to pay for DICIRMSs' services
Co-finance
development
Annual fees Fees per information
retrieval
Fees per
reservation
Nil 68.6% 72.2% 75.9% 70.4%
More than nil 19.6% 3.8% 0.0% 5.7%
Do not know/no answer 11.8% 24.1% 24.1% 24.1%
Moreover, no tour operator respondents are prepared to pay per information retrieval every time they
utilise a system for information search. They explain that since information is freely available from public
tourism organisations, DICIRMSs would be expected to provide information for free, while they claim that
retrieving information does not guarantee bookings and therefore DICIRMSs can reduce their profitability
should they retrieve information for the travel trade or consumers, and reservations fail to materialise. Hence
they expect that the information section of a DICIRMS would be freely available. Similarly, the majority
of tour operators are unwilling to pay DICIRMSs per reservation they make through a system and a further
quarter express their uncertainty. Thus only a small minority of respondents suggest that they would be
willing to pay a reservation fee, which varied between £1-5 [mean =£2.5]. Qualitative research explains that
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these tour operators tend to operate in non "inclusive tours" dominated markets, such as Italy and France,
while they tend to be small and medium-sized, indicating that they are specialised companies which attempt
to build their competitive advantages, while they can foresee that a DICIRMS can support their efficiency.
In conclusion, the majority of tour operators are unwilling to pay a usage fee, either on an annual or a usage
basis, as they perceive little benefits emerging from DICIRMSs for their operations. Few operators are
prepared to pay a sum to participate, and these tend to be small and medium-sized ones, which are
specialised and charge a premium for the holidays they organise. They feel that access to DICIRMSs would
enable them to build their competitiveness, by improving their efficiency and services.
8.4.3.4 Tour operators' willingness to pay commission for receiving reservations through a DICIRMS
Some tour operators express an interest in utilising DICIRMSs in order to promote their holidays, which are
organised for a particular destination a prospective tourist would like to visit. Due to the space constrains
in the mail questionnaires, this issue was only examined in interviews with tour operators and therefore no
statistically significant relationships with other variables can be extracted. In general however, it is smaller
tour operators that are more willing to pay commissions for packages sold through DICIRMSs, as large/mass
ones which distribute a large number of holiday packages have established extensive distribution networks.
Consequently, they are unwilling to distribute their products through DICIRMSs and therefore are less
prepared to pay commissions to these systems. This is also confirmed, as respondents who are willing to pay
higher commissions, tend to occupy a smaller number of employees and representatives at destinations.
Moreover, tour operators who under-utilise charter flights, as well as the ones having a higher transportation
cost contribution to their holiday price are more willing to pay commissions to DICIRMSs for distributing
their products. In contrast, the higher the accommodation contributes to the cost of a package, the less likely
it is for operators to offer a commission for distributing their products through the system. The
aforementioned indications illustrate that large/mass tour operators, are more reluctant to offer a commission
for distributing their products through DICIRMSs.
Therefore 42.8% of tour operators are prepared to pay a commission to DICIRMSs for distributing their
products, as demonstrated in Table 8.30. The majority of them (35.7%) are willing to pay in total the
industry standard commission rate of 10%, regardless of how many intermediaries are involved in a
booking. Hence, DICIRMSs would be able to share the 10% commission with retailers who would book a
holiday through these systems. Qualitative research illustrates that these are normally small and medium-sized
tour operators, selling a few thousand holidays per year, printing a small number of brochure types and
employing few employees and representatives, which can see an opportunity in using DICIRMSs to attract
customers and strengthen their position within an increasingly integrated industry. Moreover, these operators
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tend to use a lower percentage of charter flights, while accommodation accounts for a smaller percentage
of their package price confirming that they are small and specialist operators. A further 7.1% offer a
commission rate of 3-5% for bookings received by DICIRMSs, plus the commission of retailers, which
in fact, equals the current override commission rates (10-18%) quoted by tour operators. However, 50% of
all tour operators are unwilling to pay any commission to DICIRMSs, while a further 7.1% express their
uncertainty. These are mainly larger ones, with a large number of employees, and representatives. In
addition they tend to produce more types of brochures, while they use almost exclusively charter flights for
their clients' transportation. Often, they cannot see any benefits emerging from DICIRMSs as they have an
established network of retailers promoting their products and therefore are unwilling to use these systems.
Table 8.30 Commission tour operators are willing to pay to DICIRMSs for receiving reservations
Commissions payable Response
Nil 50.0%
3-5% 7.1%
Total of 10% 35.7%
Do not know/no answer 7.1%
In conclusion, it seems that larger tour operators which have established distribution channels, are less
willing to pay fees and commissions to utilise the DICIRMS services and distribute their packages through
the system. However, smaller and medium-sized ones which find it difficult to rack their brochures in
vertically integrated outgoing travel agencies and are often requested to pay extraordinary override
commissions are more willing to give DICIRMSs a chance to distribute their products for a commission,
which is comparable with the industry standard. In addition, they are more willing to take advantage of the
services provided and are more prepared to pay for having access to the system. Thus smaller and medium-
sized tour operators are more willing to innovate and test this new distribution method.
8.4.4 Outgoing travel agencies' willingness to pay for DICIRMS services
The willingness of outgoing travel agencies to pay their participation in DICIRMSs is examined, not only
by analyzing respondents' answers but also by examining the current situation on their payments to access
tourism principals' computerised systems. In general, outgoing travel agencies are the third more enthusiastic
partners of the tourism distribution channel for paying fees to access and use DICIRMSs. Qualitative
research indicates that not only are their profit margins reduced due to price wars which make them unable
to afford any "unnecessary payment", but also it is a common practice to pay nothing more than their
videotex or CRS/GDS instalment to be able to use tourism suppliers' computerised systems, in order to
retrieve information, search for availability and undertake reservations. In general, they claim that they will
be willing to access DICIRMSs through their existing networks and thus their communications and hardware
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costs should be covered by currently utilised technologies. Although, the vast majority of branch and front
line managers have no authority to influence these type of expenses, their opinion holds high importance for
this research as they can assess whether a system would provide valuable benefits for them and whether they
can compare it with any other item in their budgeting. Whenever branch managers were reluctant to suggest
their willingness to pay, they were advised to answer what they would suggest to senior management, should
their opinion be asked.
8.4.4.1 Outgoing travel agencies' willingness to co-finance the development of a DICIRMS
The willingness of outgoing travel agencies to co-finance the development of DICIRMSs is examined first.
No respondents replied that they would be definitely willing to co-finance the development of DICIRMSs.
Qualitative research also confirms that, if these systems provide services and information exclusively on one
country, region or destination, outgoing travel agencies would never consider to pay any money at the
development stage, as they regard that there is no need for them to be part of the promotional and
organisational obligations and expenses of tourism principals and public tourism organisations. Similarly a
further 46.9% of the respondents suggest that they would definitely not pay for the development of
DICIRMSs as suppliers and intermediaries normally make their computerised services freely available
through videotex or CRS networks for outgoing travel agencies, and therefore no fees are applicable. They
also expect that a similar situation should be followed for DICIRMSs. Smaller agencies, which operate less
than 100 outlets, are more reluctant to pay than multiples, while the majority of general manager
respondents (70.6%) prefer this reply also.
However, 19.1% of the respondents would agree to support the development of a DICIRMS under
certain conditions. In some cases these conditions could be exclusivity of system usage, which apparently
would offer a competitive advantage to these particular outgoing travel agencies, but would be against the
mission and the principle of DICIRMSs. Qualitative research confirms that these respondents tend to belong
to both small/independent and large/multiple agencies while a larger percentage of owner/chairman
respondents tend to choose this category. In addition, better educated respondents, are more frequently
willing to contribute financially to the development of DICIRMSs. Finally, a considerable 34% express their
uncertainty and answer "Do not know/no answer" and refuse to attach a value on DICIRMSs. These
respondents tend to be branch managers, in large/multiple outgoing travel agencies which have no previous
experience in strategic decision making and are unprepared to provide their opinions. In conclusion, outgoing
travel agencies are quite unwilling to support financially the development phase of DICIRMSs, not only
because they cannot afford it, but also because they are not used to paying for the development of
computerised systems for principals. Nevertheless, more than half of the respondents do not provide a
definitely negative answer.
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8.4.4.2 Conditions and issues examined by outgoing travel agencies to assess their willingness to
co-finance the development of DICIRMSs
Although several outgoing travel agencies expressed their support of DICIRMSs, they were less prepared
to evaluate the benefit they expect to gain and therefore the price they would be willing to pay in order to
co-fmance or access the system. They often claim that they have "nothing to compare it with" and therefore
are reluctant to attach a price to its services. However, several interviewees expressed their unwillingness
to pay for "yet another computerised system" and therefore claimed that it would be better if DICIRMSs
could be accessible through their videotex terminals or CRS/GDS systems for free. A number of interviewees
also explained that the number of destinations covered is instrumental in their decision, while they explained
that a DICIRMS variable cost can be substituted with their budget for annual indexes and gazettes, which
provide information for all available destinations. In addition, several outgoing travel agencies explained that
they are not willing to pay for a DICIRMS due to their low profit margins as well as due to the established
business practice, where principals distribute information as a method to promote their products.
8.4.4.3 Outgoing travel agencies' willingness to pay annual and usage fees to access a DICIRMS
As demonstrated in Table 8.31, almost half of outgoing travel agency respondents are not willing to pay an
annual subscription fee for a DICIRMS, mainly due to the aforementioned reasons. Similarly, a large
number of the respondents express their uncertainty. However, the remaining (10.4%) outgoing travel
agencies are willing to pay an annual fee which varies between £50 and £1,200 per year [Mean=£530].
Although there are no statistically significant relationships, due to the small response size and the irregularity
of the responses, several inferences are evident. Outgoing travel agencies which are willing to pay an annual
fee are all small/independents, with less than 3 outlets each, while they operate small outlets with 5-7
employees and 2-5 selling desks. They also they tend to sell between 2,500-3,300 trips per year, which is
below the average outgoing travel agency. Only half of the holidays they sell are packages, and all overrate
their interest in increasing their share of independently organised holidays.
In addition, respondents were asked what amount they would be willing to pay for using DICIRMSs and
especially for information retrieval and reservations. The vast majority were equally negative, as
demonstrated in Table 8.31, where it clearly demonstrated that outgoing travel agencies declare their
unwillingness to pay for using a system or express their uncertainty, for both the information retrieval and
reservation functions. They feel that as they are not charged to use the fact finders and reservation facilities
of the networks they are currently connected with, they should not be charged to use similar facilities in
DICIRMSs. Moreover, qualitative research illustrates that, although respondents can perceive value to the
information side of DICIRMSs, they tend to compare them with comprehensive travel fact
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finders/manuals/indexes which they buy periodically. These outgoing travel agencies which offer an amount
per reservation or information retrieval value it between £1 and £2.
Table 8.31 Outgoing travel agencies' willingness to pay for DICIRAISs' services
Co-finance
development
Annual fees Fees per information
retrieval
Fees per
reservation
Nil 46.8% 47.9% 56.3% 54.2%
More than nil 19.1% 10.4% 2.1% 4.2%
Do not know/no answer 34.0 41.7% 41.6% 41.6%
Although the number of respondents is insufficient to allow valid and statistically accurate inferences,
qualitative research demonstrates that outgoing travel agencies would not be willing to pay a further annual
fee to their subscription to one or two videotex systems and one or two CRSs/GDSs. Thus it is pivotal for
DICIRMSs to be distributed through one of these existing networks were outgoing travel agencies are already
subscribed in order to achieve accessibility to their desktop. Although the vast majority of the existing
systems in outgoing travel agencies are incapable of delivering multimedia presentations, they would be
sufficient to facilitate a textual system which can support both information provision and reservations.
8.4.4.4 Outgoing travel agencies' willingness to pay commission for making reservations through
DICIRMSs
Similarly, most outgoing travel agencies are unwilling to offer a fraction of their commission to DICIRMSs
in order to use their reservation facility. The majority feel that principals which receive reservations need
to bear their costs and outgoing travel agencies should be paid a net commission. However, 30.6% are
prepared to pay a fraction of their commission for this facility as demonstrated in Table 8.32. These
agencies belong to both independents and multiples, while they rate highly the interest in increasing their
share of individually organised holidays that they promote. Also, respondents who are more willing to offer
a fraction of their commission tend to be branch managers and younger respondents, who realise the
potentials from assembling individually arranged holidays. In contrast, owners or chairmen and older
respondents oppose to the idea more fiercely, as they prefer to use the more traditional ways of packaging
and distributing the tourism product and therefore undervalue DICIRMSs' contribution.
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Table 8.32 Commission which outgoing travel agencies are willing to pay to DICIRMSs in order to make
reservations
Commission payable Response
Nil 53.8%
0-2% 15.4%
3-5% 3.8%
6-7% 3.8%
More 7.6%
Do not know/no answer 15.4%
It can be concluded that the majority of outgoing travel agencies are unwilling to pay a commission for
making reservations through DICIRMSs. This is underlined by their existing reservation services, i.e.
videotex and CRSs/GDSs, where as examined in sections 3.3.2.3.2, 3.3.2.1.4 and 7.4.4, in the first case,
outgoing travel agencies pay an annual fee to access the nearest videotex node and from there onwards use
the principals' computer systems to check availability and make reservations free of any additional charges.
Principals then need to pay for their part of the connection between the videotex node and their CRSs.
Outgoing travel agencies normally use CRSs/GDSs for free, as they are credited a bonus per reservation
made, which break evens at approximately 300 airline segment reservations monthly. Therefore with the
exception of the less popular Prestel videotex systems, outgoing travel agencies do not need to pay for their
electronic reservations per usage, while in contrast, they are given incentives to utilise their systems more
frequently. Therefore the practice of charging outgoing travel agencies according to usage or reservations
made through a computerised system is not followed in the current transactions and hence, respondents are
very reluctant to accept usage charges for DICIRMSs.
8.4.5 Synopsis - Tourism distribution channel members' willingness to pay for the development and
services of DICIRMSs
The above analysis illustrates the willingness of each member of the tourism distribution channel to pay for
the development and services of DICIRMSs. Perhaps the most important inference of the analysis is that the
willingness to pay for each tourism distribution channel partner is determined by the commercial interests
of each organisation; the existing practices; the value DICIRMSs can provide for an organisation; the
distribution of power within the tourism distribution channel; and the volume and value of business these
systems are expected to yield. The analysis focuses on four critical issues in DICIRMSs' development and
operation economics, namely the tourism distribution channel members' willingness to co-finance and pay
the development of a DICIRMS; annual fees; fees per information retrieval; fees per reservation; and
commissions for
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Table 8.33 summarises the willingness of tourism distribution channel members' to co-finance the
development of DICIRMSs. It is quite apparent that channel partners based at destinations, ie
accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies, are more willing to co-finance the development
of DICIRMSs, by paying a proportional amount to their capacity or expected business generated through
these system. This is attributed to the fact that these enterprises realise their distribution and marketing
weakness, as analytically explained in chapters 5 and 6, and are more willing to support the development
of DICIRMSs as a strategic tool to strengthen their marketing and reservation functions and diminish their
dependence upon their existing intermediaries. In contrast, partners at the place of origin of the tourists, ie
tour operators and outgoing travel agencies are understandably more reluctant to pay a contribution for the
development of DICIRMSs. This is resulted from their relatively lower commitment to particular
destinations, as well as their advanced position in the existing tourism distribution channel, which underlines
that their commercial interests may be undermined by DICIRMSs. Therefore they are less willing to co-
finance them. In addition, as demonstrated in chapters 2 and 5, the majority of intermediaries operate with
minimal investments, and therefore are less prepared to invest on fixed assets for DICIRMSs.
Table 8.33 Synopsis - Tourism distribution channel members' willingness to co-finance the development
of DICIRMSs
Co-finance development Hotels ITAs TOs OTAs
Yes 12.9% 6.0% 5.9% 0.0%
Yes, under conditions 47.7% 46.3% 13.7% 19.1%
No 30.1% 41.8% 68.6% 46.8%
Do not know/no answer 9.3% 6.0% 11.8% 34.0%
Moreover, the willingness of each channel member to pay an annual fee to access DICIRMSs is also
examined, as illustrated in Table 8.34. In general, the commitment of each partner to participate in
DICIRMSs is also reflected in these figures. Similar reasoning with the aforementioned discussion is also
applicable here, as destination-based channel members, and particularly accommodation establishments, are
more willing to pay an amount yearly in order to gain access to DICIRMSs and establish links with a wider
basis of business providers. In contrast, the vast majority of partners at the place of origin of the tourists
tend to declare their unwillingness to pay an annual fee or to express their uncertainty. This is not only
attributed to their lower interest in utilising DICIRMSs, but also to the fact that the majority of these partners
are often already connected with a variety of videotex and CRS/GDS systems, and therefore expect that most
of their information and reservation needs would be accomplished through these systems. Although outgoing
travel agencies in particular, appreciate DICIRMSs more as a selling tool and are more willing to pay an
annual fee, they explain that space, budget, training and administration complications force them to retain
as few systems as possible, and therefore would prefer to access a DICIRMS through their existing systems.
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Moreover, tight profit margins throughout the industry are quoted very often, from all types of respondents,
as a major barrier to express a higher interest and to commit more funds on an annual basis for DICIRMSs.
Table 8.34 Synopsis - Tourism distribution channel members' willingness to pay annual fees to access
DICIRMSs
Co-finance development Hotels ITAs TOs OTAs
Nil 32.8% 58.7% 72.2% 47.9%
More than nil (£50-5000) 48.5% 26.1% 3.8% 10.4%
Do not know/no answer 18.7% 15.2% 24.1% 41.7%
The willingness of channel members to pay fees per information retrieval is investigated for the partners
at the place of origin of the tourists, which would benefit more from accessing destinations' information.
Almost invariably tour operators and outgoing travel agencies claim that they are either unwilling to pay for
this service or uncertain about a fee they will be willing to pay. However, a greater percentage of tour
operators express a definitely negative answer on this issue, mainly because in most cases their established
operation mechanism provides adequate information, while they also expect public tourism organisations to
supply all types of information for a destination freely. Outgoing travel agencies are slightly less negative
as they appreciate more the consumer needs and trends for more specialised, comprehensive and prompt
information. However, they also fear that extensive travel inquiries, which often do not materialise into
bookings, would undermine their profitability and therefore are quite reluctant to pay a fee for information
retrieval. The only information sources they pay on a yearly basis are independent indexes and gazettes
which provide unbiased information for both destinations and enterprises. Should DICIRMSs provide similar
quantity and quality of information for all destinations they serve, they will probably be willing to replace
these publications and pay for information retrieval through DICIRMSs.
Similarly, tour operators, outgoing travel agencies and incoming travel agencies were asked whether they
would be prepared to pay fees for reservations they make through DICIRMSs. A very small percentage
from each category replied positively and explained that they will be willing to pay a value of f1-3 pounds
per reservation. In addition, only one third of outgoing travel agency respondents are prepared to pay a
fraction of their commission for making reservations through DICIRMSs, as illustrated in Table 8.35, as
they appreciate that they will have access to a wider range of products and services and they expect to
benefit from selling more commissionable products. However, the vast majority of channel partners denied
to pay a fee for making reservations or expressed their uncertainty about the amount they will be prepared
to pay. This results from the existing pricing reservation framework, where tourism distribution channel
members pay an annual subscription to be connected with videotex and CRS/GDS systems and then use the
reservation systems free of charge. In the GDSs' case, they are even given incentives for making
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reservations on a particular system, which assists them to break-even the annual cost of the system.
Moreover, a complicated mechanism has been established for administrating reservations through the
channel, and consequently, channel members often believe that the current system is adequate and less
expensive to maintain. Therefore despite the telecommunication savings and gains in efficiency expected to
emerge by using DICIRMSs, the majority of respondents are reluctant to pay a fee for making reservations.
However, most channel partners (apart from outgoing travel agencies) expressed their willingness to pay
commissions per reservations received through DICIRMSs for their products. Table 8.35 illustrates the
commission levels each channel member would be willing to pay for receiving reservations through
DICIRMSs, with the exception of outgoing travel agencies which illustrate their willingness to pay for
making a reservation. It is quite apparent that the profit margin and the current profitability determine the
commission they are willing to pay for using DICIRMSs as a reservation tool. Accommodation
establishments are apparently the most generous channel members as they appear prepared to provide higher
commissions than their partners. This is resulted by the fact that the existing intermediaries demand discounts
up to 80% of the rack rates as illustrated in section 5.1.6. Therefore hoteliers would benefit and increase
their current profit margins significantly, even by paying higher commissions. Incoming travel agencies on
the other hand are also prepared to sacrifice part of their profit margin in order to attract customers for local
tourism products. They justify their decision by suggesting that they expect a greater tourist volume to
emerge through DICIRMSs, which would increase their power over suppliers, while it would also enable
them to increase the productivity of their own tourism products, i.e. transfers, excursions, vehicle hire, etc.
The majority of tour operators are unwilling to pay any commission for reservations made through
DICIRMSs, as they feel that this practice may offend outgoing travel agencies who can then exercise
coercion power and refuse to rack their brochures. As a result, they prefer to utilise traditional ways of
distributing their product. However, small/specialist tour operators which distribute their products directly
to the public, often due to the discriminations against them by large/multiple outgoing travel agencies, can
identify an opportunity in DICIRMSs, as they tend to specialise in destinations or activities. Therefore they
claim that they are willing to pay a maximum of 10-12% commission or the equivalent standard
remuneration in the industry, for reservations emerging from DICIRMSs. Finally, outgoing travel agencies
are the only tourism distribution channel members which do not receive reservations, but instead they can
generate them. As the current practice is that once an outgoing travel agency is connected with videotex and
CRS/GDS systems it does not pay any fees or commission for reservations, the majority of them are
reluctant to pay or express their uncertainty. However, almost a third of the respondents can identify
opportunities in increasing their profit margins by providing independently organised travel itineraries,
attempting to attract the lucrative independent market. They believe that as they will be able to have access
to more destinations' information and services, they will be able to promote a larger variety of
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commisionable tourism products and thus increase their profitability. As a result, they are prepared to pay
a fraction of their commission back to DICIRMSs for their intermediation.
Table 8.35 Synopsis-Commission tourism distribution channel members are prepared to pay for products
sold through DICIRMSs
Commission levels Hotels ITAs TOs OTAs (*)
Nil 12.5% 47.8% 50.2% 53.8%
0> =5% 4.6% 15.2% 7.1% 19.2%
5>=10% 19.6% 17.4% - 11.4%
10> =12% 34.6% 4.3% 35.7% .
12> =15% 7.5% - - _
15> =20% 9.6% - - -
More than 20% 2.5% -
Do not know/no answer 9.2% 15.2% 7.1% 15.4%
Note: All commission refer to bookings received by tourism distribution channel members andJlliistrate the
total commission levels tourism distribution channel members are willing to pay for all intermediaries
involved. (*) In contrast, outgoing travel agencies' figures refer to commission levels they are prepared to
pay for making reservations to tourism products through DICIRMSs.
In conclusion, the above analysis clearly illustrates that tourism distribution channel partners' willingness
to pay for DICIRMS services is determined by the expected commercial value a system is likely to offer for
each enterprise. Distinctive benefits and values-added are identified by each partner and therefore dissimilar
approaches are utilised in determining the levels of initial, annual, reservation fees and commissions each
tourism distribution channel partner is willing to pay. In general, destinations' enterprises are more keen to
develop and operate DICIRMSs as a means to promote their destination and business, as well as in order
to strengthen their intra-channel position and accumulate a larger allocation of power. Their major benefit
would emerge by establishing an electronic marketplace, which would enable them to design a better
distribution mix, achieve a certain degree of disintermediation, and in general, empower them to resist the
price struggle attempted by certain members of the existing tourism distribution channel. Therefore
destinations' enterprises are more willing to pay for both the development and services of DICIRMSs . In
contrast, channel members at the place of origin of the tourists, ie tour operators and outgoing travel
agencies, are less supportive due to their dominant intra-channel position, established information and
reservation mechanisms, as well as lower commitment to particular destinations. As a result, they are
considerably less willing to pay for the developments, operation and services of DICIRMSs. Interestingly
however, small and medium-sized tour operators and outgoing travel agencies, which suffer extensively from
the concentration in the industry, due to the domination of vertically integrated corporations as explained
in chapter 6, are in general more willing to support these systems. This is due to the opportunities they can
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identify for closer and more efficient co-operation with destinations' enterprises, which can improve the
competitiveness and provide mutual benefits for all involved parties. DICIRMSs' developers and operators
would therefore benefit from examining closely the distribution mix and costs for each tourism distribution
channel member, and identify benefits, savings and overlappings emerging from these systems, formulating
the basis for a pricing policy. Evidently, the paradigm shift experienced in the tourism industry and the re-
engineering of the product distribution would inevitably force tourism distribution channel members to seek
a greater utilisation of DICIRMSs, and therefore they are expected to increase their willingness to pay for
their services.
8.5 The organisational framework of DICIRMSs
The organisation formula which would hold responsibility for the development and operation of DICIRMSs,
was also discussed with tourism distribution channel members. This is a very sensitive issue, as a the
organisation of DICIRMSs would need to ensure unbiased and accurate services and information, and also
operational consistency. Furthermore, this organisation would oversee the development and marketing of
DICIRMSs; act as intermediary between users and technology experts; design a pricing and fees policy for
each particular user; and administrate the information and reservation databases. In addition, a DICIRMS
organisation will need to co-operate closely with financial institutions in order to establish a clearing house
for fee, commission and service settlements for all users of these systems. As a result, a very stable and
innovative organisation will need to be designed to undertake all the aforementioned tasks.
The pilot study interviews provided several suggestions on the most appropriate organisations which would
need to administrate the system. Public tourism organisation's responsibility to develop DICIRMSs is
acknowledged by many respondents. They tend to regard DICIRMSs as part of the general marketing
campaign and information provision for a destination, functions traditionally performed by public tourism
organisations. As leaflets, brochures and telephone enquiries' are dated methods of communications,
respondents consider that public tourism organisations should develop modern systems to cope with
contemporary information diffusion and reservation methods, in order to serve their purposes and maintain
destinations' competitiveness. The associations of accommodation establishments and incoming travel
agencies at the destinations were also proposed, on the grounds that they also undertake several marketing
activities for the development and promotion of both destinations and specific enterprises, while their
members are expected to receive the majority of DICIRMSs' benefits. In addition, a number of respondents
supported the idea of a co-operation between all the tourism organisations at the destination level, in
order to provide comprehensive and representative DICIRMSs. The European Union is also suggested as
it, hitherto, has played a significant role in several DMS developments, as part of the regional development
and ITs' research support programmes, as well as through consumer protection legislations. Finally, despite
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serious scepticism emerging from the past experience of DMSs with the private sector as described in section
3.3.2.5.5.3, numerous respondents suggested that unless a profit anticipating entrepreneur/enterprise heads
the development and operation of a DICIRMS, the system would probably fall, due to the inefficiencies
occurring in collaboration schemes and the diversity of users' commercial interests and requirements.
Providers of current information and reservation facilities, such as Videotex or CRS/GDS companies, as well
as software, hardware and communication houses were often proposed by interviewees. Finally, few
respondents suggested several other organisations which should be involved in the development and operation
of DICIRMSs. These included universities and research centres; municipalities and regional and
peripheral authorities. In the former case, universities and research centres are regarded as experts on
technology and innovation, while they have a reputation of "objective technocrats" and therefore were
proposed by several interviewees. Moreover, it was also highlighted that some regional authorities already
operate "welcome centres" which are involved in the provision of information and accommodation
reservations for independent tourists arriving at destinations and therefore have an expertise of the area. It
was also suggested that since these enterprises are responsible for the generic planning in the area they will
need to be part of DICIRMSs. The following analysis attempts to examine each tourism distribution channel
members' perspective and to interpret their requirements from a DICIRMS's organisation.
8.5.1 DICIRMSs' organisation formula as suggested by accommodation establishments
Similarly, several organisations are proposed by accommodation establishments, as the most appropriate to
develop and operate a DICIRMS, as presented in Table 8.36. Respondents can identify the advantages and
disadvantages for each particular option, while on the other hand, they are reluctant to support a co-operation
scheme, as they fear that it would be inefficient and inflexible.
Table 8.36 Most appropriate organisations for DICIRMSs' development as perceived by accommodation
establishments
Organisation Percentage
Public tourism organisation 52.3%
Association of hoteliers at the destination 42.4%
Independent entrepreneur 23.4%
European Union 11.5%
Association of incoming travel agencies at destinations 11.2%
Co-operation of tourism enterprises 10.2%
ote: Multiple responses - Percentages do not add up to
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Public tourism organisations' leadership is primarily supported by smaller and lower category
accommodationestablishments[X2 =9 .4,DF = 6,S ig = 0.1 and X2 = 15 .8,DF = 8,S ig = 0 .04respectively], which
have no resources to support any collective type of action and no power to influence the associations of local
tourism providers. As these particular properties, similarly with most SMTEs, rely almost exclusively upon
the support of public tourism organisations for marketing the destination and consequently their product, it
is only natural for them to suggest this option. Their ITs illiteracy makes them suspicious of "technology
solutions" and accordingly, hoteliers with no or little expenditure on ifs tend to support the public tourism
organisation responsibility more highly than their counterparts [X 2 =14.2,DF =7,S ig =0.05]. This is also the
case for newly opened accommodation establishments, especially after 1981 [X2 = 19.7,DF =3,Sig =0.0002],
as they have been heavily subsidised and expect almost unlimited support by the state. Properties which
depend a higher percentage of their clientele on the top three producing tour operators, tend to support
public tourism organisations as the most appropriate organisation for the DICIRMS more frequently
[X2 =27.7,DF = 4,S ig =0.00001], perhaps because they have limited resources to spare for marketing, due
to the greater pressure, and also because they primarily rely externally for the promotion of their products.
Finally, respondents with lower academic qualifications support public tourism organisations' involvement
in a DICIRMS more than their counterparts [X2 = 14.6,DF =6,Sig =0.01], due to their lack of confidence
in the public sector.
Moreover, the association of hoteliers at the destination gains support by a considerable percentage of
accommodation establishments, as they feel that in this way they would be able to control the system and
also re-address the issue of the tourism distribution channel power distribution. This is endorsed primarily
by larger and higher category hotels [X2 =15.6,DF =6,Sig =0.05 and X 2 =9.4,DF=4,Sig =0.05
respectively], which normally have a strong representation on the associations' bodies and can exercise a
closer control. More ITs' literate respondents, which have a higher ifs expenditure over the last years also
suggest this organisational scheme as they are more confident that the hoteliers' association will be capable
of accomplishing the task [X 2 = 14.7,DF =7,Sig =0.04]. Similarly, properties which have a higher percentage
of tour operators' clients as well as the ones which depend a greater percentage of their clientele on the top
three tour operators tend to mention the hoteliers' association more frequently [X2 = 14.5,DF =4,Sig =0.006
and X2 =8.4,DF =4,Sig =0.08 respectively], as they appreciate that co-operation at the local level, through
a DICIRMS, would enhance their competitiveness within the tourism distribution channel.
Almost one forth of the accommodation establishment respondents suggested that an independent
entrepreneur should undertake the development and operation of a DICIRMS. Qualitative data clearly
illustrates that these respondents tend to believe that unless someone has a commercial interest, the system
would never develop and operate properly. Older properties, which commenced their operation before 1980,
tend to support this option [X2 =7.3,DF =3,S ig =0.06], as they often feel disappointed by the inadequate
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performance of public and collective organisations. However, no other statistically significant relationships
can be identified. As the European Union often supports regional development by providing funding for
infrastructure and ifs' penetration, respondents suggested that the EU can undertake the development and
operation of DICIRMSs. Seasonality affects the proposal of the EU as a suitable organisation for DICIRMSs,
as accommodation establishments which operate for 2-4 or 12 months tend to mention this proposal more
frequently [V= 173,DF=2,Sig =0.0002]. This is resulted due the difficulties these operational enterprises
face, which drive them to claim that the EU should develop DICIRMSs as part of their peripherality support.
Interestingly, properties which accommodate a lower percentage of tour operators' clientele, and the ones
which have a lower dependency on the three top producing tour operators, tend to mention the EU as an
appropriate organisation to lead DICIRMSs more frequently [X2 =26.3,DF =4,Sig =0.00003 and
X= = 4,S ig = 0.002 respectively], as they believe that certain subsidies should be appropriate due
to the seasonality and peripherality of their operation. In addition, respondents overrating the need to
increase co-operation at the destination level also support this organisational scheme
[V=10.8,DF =4,Sig =0.03]. Finally, owners in comparison with managers tend to regard the EU as the
most appropriate developer for a DICIRMS [X=10.7,DF =4,Sig=0.03].
A smaller percentage of hoteliers believe that the association of local incoming travel agencies may be the
most appropriate organisation to develop a similar system, as incoming travel agencies are the most active
tourism distribution channel members to attract the travel trade to a destination. Larger hotels have a greater
inclination towards this direction [X2 = 14.2,DF =6,Sig =0.03], perhaps due to the closer and better
relationship they have with incoming travel agencies. This is also reflected on properties which have higher
IT expenditure, as well as the ones which enjoy higher satisfaction levels with their performance
[X2 = 23 ,DF =7,Sig =0.002 and V= 7.3,Df =3,S ig =0.06 respectively]. Finally, only a very small percentage
of respondents claimed that a co-operation scheme between local SMTEs should be appropriate for the
development of DICIRMSs. Although there are no statistically significant relationships between this proposal
and the accommodation establishments' characteristics, the majority of these respondents tend to be in
smaller and lower category properties, while they tend to support the need to increase co-operation at the
destination level. More managers than owners as well as younger respondents, tend to mention that a co-
operation scheme would be more appropriate to support a DICIRMS's development.
In conclusion, therefore smaller and lower category properties, which are unconfident about their skills,
expertise and resources tend to overrate the public tourism organisation and the EU as the most appropriate
developers and operators of DICIRMSs. In contrast, larger hotels, which operate for more years, have a
larger ifs budget and a more established distribution mix, tend to express their preference for private sector
controlled organisations, such as the associations of local accommodation establishments and incoming travel
agencies.
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8.5.2 DICIRMSs' organisation formula as suggested by incoming travel agencies
A similar variety of organisations are proposed by incoming travel agencies for the development and
management of DICIRMSs, as presented in Table 8.37. However, few differences in the rating of these
organisations can be identified as for example the association of incoming travel agencies at the destination
is overrated in comparison with hotels' rating. Incoming travel agencies also express less confidence in the
national tourism organisation as an organisation to lead the development of DICIRMSs.
Table 8.37 Most appropriate organisations for DICIRMSs' development as perceived by incoming travel
agencies
Organisations Percentage	 1
Public tourism organisation 38.8%
Association of hoteliers at the destination 31.3%
Association of incoming travel agencies at the destination 29.9%
Independent entrepreneur 25.4%
Co-operation of tourism enterprises at destinations 19.4%
European Union 13.4%
Note: Multiple responses - Percentages do not add 110 to 100%.
Evidently, a lower percentage of incoming travel agencies trust the public tourism organisation as a
development agent for DICIRMSs, in comparison with accommodation establishments. This was attributed
to GNTO's inadequacies in designing and implementing tourism policies and the lack of faith in the
organisation by Greek business people. In general however, few statistically significant relationships can be
identified between the organisation structure and incoming travel agencies' characteristics. However,
qualitative research illustrates that agencies on small and less developed islands mention public tourism
organisations more often as an appropriate organisation to develop DICIRMSs, due to their lack of
experience and resources for tourism marketing [X' =22,DF =11,Sig =0.021. Moreover, smaller agencies,
with fewer outlets (up to 4), occupying fewer employees and tour operators' representatives, mainly operating
within one island are in favour of the public tourism organisation leading the development of DICIRMSs.
Similarly, public tourism organisations are favoured by incoming travel agencies which underrate the need
to increase co-operation at the destination level [V=8.7,DF =4,S ig =0.07], the ones who believe that their
relation with tour operators is improving, and finally the ones with few or no computer terminals in their
operation. Thus the above relations illustrate that smaller agencies on developing islands, which often lack
the resources and the expertise, tend to support the public tourism organisation leadership of a DICIRMS
as they feel that these organisations have the responsibility for destinations' marketing, as well as the
expertise and the means to design it.
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Moreover, associations of hoteliers at destinations are also favoured by almost one third of incoming travel
agencies. They tend to be located on developed islands, which primarily serve inbound foreign tourists. It
seems that larger agencies favour this idea, as the more personnel and tour operators' representatives they
occupy, the more often they suggest this organisational formula [X 2 = 10,DF =3,Sig =0.02;
X2 =-18.2,DF =4,Sig =0.001 respectively]. Similarly, incoming travel agencies which represent more tour
operators, as well as the ones operating more computer terminals, tend to support this organisational option.
The associations of incoming travel agencies at destinations are closely ranked, as almost one third of the
respondents support these as the most appropriate organisations to lead the developments of DICIRMSs. This
is also highlighted by agencies which have a larger number of outlets, employees and tour operators'
representatives [V=7.9,DF=3,Sig=0.05; X= 2 =5.7,DF=3,Sig=0.1; and X2=14.2,DF=4,Sig=0.007
respectively], as they operate on a larger scale and believe that unless their local associations are involved
in the development and operation of DICIRMSs, their involvement in this emerging tourism distribution
channel will be diminished. Surprisingly though, respondents who rate the need to increase incoming travel
agency co-operation at the destination level do not support this organisational scheme more than their
counterparts. Qualitative research indicates that these agencies operate a greater scale operation and believe
that a DICIRMS needs to be controlled by members of the existing tourism distribution channel, as they have
a better understanding of the processes undertaken. They also object to the GNTO option due to its
inefficiencies and bureaucracy.
The option of an independent entrepreneur to lead DICIRMSs is supported by one fourth of incoming
travel agencies, which primarily serve inbound foreign tourists, on developed islands. This is also highlighted
by older respondents who tend to support that unless someone has direct commercial interest in DICIRMSs,
these systems may never be implemented [X2 =9.4,DF = 2,S ig =0.009]. Moreover, several agencies suggested
that a co-operation of tourism enterprises at destinations can originate a viable organisation to develop
and operate DICIRMSs. This was mainly supported by smaller agencies, with up to 3 outlets, operating
mainly within one island, which concentrate their efforts on the inbound foreign tourists market. Not
surprisingly they tend to overrate the need to increase incoming travel agencies' co-operation at the
destination level, while it is also supported especially by younger agency respondents
[X' =7.6,DF =2,S ig =0.02]. Interestingly, incoming travel agencies supporting this option tend to have
ownership over some accommodation establishments at the destination [X2 = 3.7,DF =1,Sig =0.05] and thus
appreciate the value of co-operation for DICIRMSs. Finally, the European Union is favoured as a developer
of DICIRMSs, especially by respondents on developing islands which are desperate for infrastructure
investments. Qualitative research indicates that most agencies supporting this organisational scheme are
small, with 1-2 outlets, occupying few employees and tour operators' representatives, operating within their
island. They also tend to serve a lower percentage of inbound tourism [X' =10.2,DF = 2,S ig =0.006], while
they have a relatively small marketing budget. They also have very few or no computer terminals. Finally,
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younger respondents suggest the EU as an appropriate developer and leader for DICIRMSs more frequently
than their counterparts [X=
In conclusion, it is quite evident that smaller incoming travel agencies, which operate on developing islands
and attempt to build their inbound tourism market, tend to regard the public sector, ie public tourism
organisations and EU, as the most appropriate organisations to develop and operate DICIRMSs, as they feel
that the level of investment required as well as the information collection and reservation mechanisms
required can only be supported by the public sector. They also explain that the public sector would ensure
that these systems would be unbiased and that smaller partners would have equal chances to distribute their
products through DICIRMSs. In contrast, larger scale ones, which are heavily involved in the current
distribution channel, have a tendency to suggest that the associations of local accommodation establishments
and incoming travel agencies at destinations would be more suitable, as members have greater experience
in these functions.
8.5.3 DICIRMS's organisation formula as suggested by tour operators
Similarly with other tourism distribution channel members, the vast majority of tour operators are in favour
of the public tourism organisation to lead the development of DICIRMSs, as demonstrated in Table 8.38.
These organisations are similar with the ones proposed by destination-based channel members, although the
European Union option is eliminated, as it was proved unpopular in the pilot study. However, as public
tourism organisations traditionally distribute tourism information for destinations and undertake their
promotional campaigns, tour operator respondents feel that DICIRMSs would be a natural upgrade of their
services.
Table 8.38 Most appropriate organisations for DICIRMSs' development as perceived by tour operators
Organisation Percentage
Public tourism organisation 73.3%
Association of hoteliers at the destination 26.7%
Independent entrepreneur 26.7%
Association of incoming travel agencies at the destinations 20.0%
Co-operation of tourism enterprises at destinations 13.3%
Note: Multiple responses - percentages do not add up to 100%.
As a result of the mail questionnaire space constraints, this analysis is exclusively based on interviews with
tour operators. Hence, very few statistically significant relationships can be observed between the
characteristics of tour operators and their preferences. Public tourism organisations are consistently
regarded to be the most appropriate organisations to develop and operate DICIRMSs, although there are no
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major differentiations between their characteristics, due to the overwhelming support. Moreover, the second
most favourite organisation ranked is the associations of hoteliers at destinations, while they rate equally
the possibility of an independent entrepreneur to lead the development and operation of DICIRMSs. It is
mainly smaller operators, with a small number of employees and representatives as well as better educated
respondents, which support that a commercial organisation should organise DICIRMSs, as they believe that
this scheme would enable them to be efficient and flexible. In addition, medium-sized ones and younger
respondents tend to suggest that incoming travel agencies' association at the destination should be the most
appropriate organisation to develop and operate DICIRMSs, as they comprehend both the requirements of
both destinations and consumers better than anybody else, due to their bridging role in the current tourism
distribution channel. Finally, a co-operation of tourism enterprises at destinations achieves lower
confidence, as respondents feel that it can be an inefficient organisation, which would not be able to perform
its strategic task, due to the dissimilar commercial interests by each type of enterprise. Although there are
no statistically significant relationships between the characteristics of tour operators and their preferences
for DICIRMSs' developer and operator, it is quite evident that different types prefer dissimilar organisational
structures. Often their position in the current distribution channel is critical, as tour operators attempt to
recommend an organisational structure which would enable them to increase their competitiveness, at the
lowest possible cost. However, public tourism organisations are undoubtedly the most favourable
organisations.
8.5.4 DICIRMSs' organisation formula as suggested by outgoing travel agencies
Similarly with the other tourism distribution channel members, outgoing travel agencies suggest the major
public and co-operative partners of a destination as the most responsible partners to develop and operate a
DICIRMS, as illustrated in Table 8.39. However, similarly with tour operators, they also eliminate the
European Union involvement as they have less faith in initiatives emerging from "bureaucratic Brussels".
They rate public tourism organisations' involvement as their first option, while they underrate the possibility
to operate a DICIRMS by a collaboration of local tourism enterprises through their associations.
Table 8.39 Most appropriate organisations for DICIRMSs' development as perceived by outgoing travel
agencies
Organisation Percentage	 I
Public tourism organisation 58.3%
Association of hoteliers at the destination 29.2%
Association of incoming travel agencies at the destination 12.5%
Independent entrepreneur 8.3%
Co-operation of tourism enterprises at destinations 4.2%
ote: Multiple responses - Percentages do not add up to 	 .
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Similarly with tour operators, this analysis is based exclusively on outgoing travel agency interviews and
therefore there are very few statistically significant relationships between their characteristics and
preferences. The public tourism organisation is consistently rated as the most suitable organisation to
develop and operate DICIRMSs. Similarly with tour operators, outgoing travel agencies feel that as public
tourism organisations currently provide all information and marketing material it is only natural to play a
leading role in DICIRMSs. No statistically significant differences exist between outgoing travel agencies
suggesting public tourism organisations and their characteristics. The associations of hoteliers at
destinations are second in ranking, which are supported by agencies having a greater interest in increasing
their share of individually arranged holidays. Almost half of the respondents from the previous category
suggest that the associations of incoming travel agencies at destinations are an appropriate organisation
to be involved in the development of DICIRMSs. These tend to be smaller and independent agencies while
they usually offer a lower percentage of package holidays to their leisure market than their counterparts and
express their interests in increasing the share of independently organised holidays. Qualitative research
confirms that these outgoing travel agencies feel that DICIRMSs would enable a closer direct communication
with incoming travel agencies. As a result, they expect the facilitation of tailor-made package arrangements,
which they anticipate to boost their profitability. Finally, they rate the involvement of an independent
entrepreneur or a co-operation scheme of tourism enterprises at destinations quite low, indicating their
lack of trust for the capability of these options to meet the financial requirements of DICIRMSs and their
ability to provide an up to date and timely service through DICIRMSs.
In conclusion, outgoing travel agencies explain that public tourism organisations needs to be pivotal in the
development and operation of DICIRMSs as they are regarded as an essential extension of their promotion
and industry co-ordination responsibilities. However, considerably less faith is provided in the co-operation
schemes at destinations.
8.5.5 Synopsis - The organisational framework of DICIRMSs as perceived by tourism distribution
channel members
In conclusion, an investigation on the organisational framework for the body which would lead the
development and operation of DICIRMSs illustrates that different tourism distribution channel members have
dissimilar priorities and approaches. Table 8.40 provides a comparison between the different partners, where
it is evident that the commercial interests of each member determine their preference of organisational
schemes.
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Table 8.40 Synopsis-Appropriate organisations for DICIRMSs' development as perceived by tourism
distribution channel members
Organisation Hotels ITAs 'FOs OTAs	 I
Public tourism organisation 52.3% 38.8% 73.3% 58.3%
Association of hoteliers at the destination 42.4% 31.3% 26.7% 29.2%
Independent entrepreneur 23.4% 25.4% 26.7% 8.3
Association of incoming travel agencies at the destination 11.2% 29.9% 20.0% 12.5%
Co-operation of tourism enterprises at destinations 10.2% 19.4% 13.3% 4.2%
European Union 11.5% 114% - -
Note: Multiple responses - Percentages do not add up to 100%.
Evidently however, public tourism organisations are consistently ranked first by all tourism distribution
channel members as they claim that most of DICIRMSs' functions, such as information provision and
promotion are currently undertaken by these organisations and they are part of their responsibility. However,
their lower rating by destinations' enterprises, ie accommodation establishments and incoming travel
agencies, are probably specifically related with the Greek National Tourism Organisation as a considerable
number of interviewees debate its ability to lead such an innovative approach. The associations of hoteliers
is also consistently rated as the second most important organisation to be involved, as channel members
recognise the importance of this organisation and the commitment of hoteliers in the promotion of
destinations. Similarly, local associations of incoming travel agencies are rated quite highly by incoming
travel agencies, although other tourism distribution channel members normally tend to underate their
suitability, due to their competing commercial interests. Nevertheless, the suggestion that an independent
entrepreneur would need to develop DICIRMSs as an enterprise is problematic, due to DICIRMSs' design
as non-profit organisations. Therefore despite the apparent benefits on efficiency, the private sector would
have no legitimate interest in investing in a non-profit organisation. A co-operation by all SMTEs at
destinations is underrated considerably, as the majority of the respondents believe that a co-operative
management would be inefficient, while it would create obstacles due to the conflicting commercial interests
for each participant. Finally, tourism distribution channel members at the destination suggest that the
European Union should be heavily involved in the development and operation of DICIRMSs through
programmes for peripheral development and information technology penetration. In general, small variations
can be observed in tourism distribution channel members' preferences on the organisational framework for
the development and operation of DICIRMSs. Therefore a combination of the aforementioned organisations
needs to be designed according to the peculiarities of destinations, in order to facilitate the development and
operation of DICIRMSs. The clarity of DICIRMSs' objectives and the commitment of all organisations
involved would provide a consensus and would enable both destinations and SMTEs to take advantage of
the opportunities emerging in order to establish a strategic tool for the marketing, management and
communication of all partners implicated in the tourism industry.
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8.6 Synopsis - tourism distribution channel members' perspectives towards a DICIRMS
The above analysis illustrates clearly that different tourism distribution channel members have dissimilar
approaches towards their expectations, perceived benefits and willingness to participate and pay in emerging
DICIRMSs. This is explained further in the synopsis sections, proceeding each DICIRMS issue examined,
where a comparison between the perceptions and responses of partners are cross-examined. It is illustrated
that the degree of enthusiasm and commitment to the utilisation of a DICIRMS depends heavily on each
channel partner's role in the current channel; their size and operational orientation; the place of origin and/or
destinations they operate; their existing marketing literacy and activity; the current ITs penetration; as well
as the personal characteristics of the decision makers and especially their commitment to a profession, their
age and educational background. Evidently therefore DICIRMSs' developers will need to customise their
core product and generate dissimilar interfaces to fulfil the objectives and utilisation of each type of user.
Interestingly, there is a clear distinction in DICIRMSs' perspectives between tourism distribution channel
members based on destinations and the ones at the place of origin of the tourists. In the first cases
accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies are predominately interested in developing a
DICIRMS which would promote their destination, and support them to attract more tourists, as well as to
improve their distribution mix and occupancy levels. In addition, a degree of disintermediation is also
expected, as destination-based enterprises attempt to attract a greater percentage of individual travellers
by facilitating the information provision and reservation function through DICIRMSs. However, a
differentiation between accommodation establishments and incoming travel agencies can also be observed,
as hoteliers are clearly more eager to experiment with DICIRMSs. They identify these systems as a strategic
tool capable of supporting the promotion and co-ordination of their destination, as well as to re-address the
balance of power within the channel and strengthen their competitiveness. In contrast, the majority of
incoming travel agencies, and especially the ones which depend their living on the intermediation between
accommodation establishments and tour operators, tend to regard DICIRMSs as a potential threat for a
fraction of their role, and consequently, are less willing to utilise their features. In general, larger hotels,
which have a greater marketing and ITs understanding, as well as a more complicated distribution mix, are
understandably the most supportive enterprises to DICIRMSs, as they anticipate a greater variety of benefits.
However, smaller properties fear that technology will jeopardise their sovereignty over their enterprises,
while they tend to perceive that DICIRMSs would increase their operational risk and costs. Consequently,
they tend to be less enthusiastic in participating and often claim that these developments would primarily
benefit their larger counterparts. In contrast, incoming travel agencies operating on a smaller scale are more
keen to promote their destinations and services, in order to attract both individual and institutional customers.
Thus they tend to be more enthusiastic, in comparison with their larger counterparts which have established
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their operation on the current tourism distribution channel, and have a higher degree of dependence upon
their existing institutional clients, ie tour operators, for their revenue.
On the other hand though, tourism distribution channel members at places of origin of the tourists
frequently express their reluctance to utilise DICIRMSs as they often feel that most of their functions are
already adequately supplied, from the existing wealth of information and reservation mechanisms. This is
particularly the case for large/mass tour operators, as they have established a vertically integrated mechanism
which has facilitated the entire delivery of their product. Similarly, very small operators feel that they have
established a process to operate, often based on personal relations with suppliers, which provides them with
a very thorough understanding and control of the few destination they utilise. In contrast, smaller and
medium-sized tour operators tend to appreciate a wide range of DICIRMSs' services, which they foresee
that may assist them to overcome their competitive disadvantages and enhance their position in the
marketplace by facilitating both the assembly of tourism products for the development of innovative tourism
packages, as well as by advancing their distribution options. Interestingly, outgoing travel agencies in
general, are quite supportive of DICIRMSs as they comprehend that they would provide them with selling
tools to serve the emerging sophisticated demand. As a result, the majority express a relatively high interest
in utilising DICIRMSs, while small/independent outgoing travel agencies which express a higher interest in
increasing their independent tourism market tend to be more supportive towards DICIRMSs.
The aforementioned differentiation between each partner is also reflected in their willingness to pay. Channel
members at destinations, and especially larger accommodation establishments and smaller incoming travel
agencies, are more willing to pay for the development and operation of DICIRMSs, by paying joining and
annual fees, as well as commissions on reservations arranged through these systems. They tend to regard
DICIRMSs' expenses as part of their marketing function, as these system would contribute to their visibility
in the marketplace. In addition, they explain that the re-allocation of marketing budgets, as well as the
reinvestment part of their recaptured profit margins they anticipate to achieve by improving their distribution
strategy, would enable them to pay for DICIRMS services without jeopardising their profitability.
The situation is more complicated for the channel members at the place of origin of the tourists as, in
general, they are very reluctant to pay for DICIRMS services, while they suggest that the system should be
distributed freely by using their existing hardware and networking. This is attributed to several factors,
namely their unwillingness to invest in single-destination solutions; tour operators' hesitation to identify the
major benefit of DICIRMSs; outgoing travel agencies' unwillingness to invest in "yet another" computerised
system; the "price wars" in the marketplace which impose a "high volume, low profit margin" strategy for
the majority of the enterprises, and thus prevent the "unnecessary expenses"; the tight control of the industry
by vertically integrated corporations; as well as their fear that DICIRMSs will facilitate the bridging between
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consumer and tourism principals and as a result, it will contribute to the "disintermediation" of the tourism
distribution and jeopardise their position. As a result, the majority of outgoing travel agencies and tour
operators express their reluctance or uncertainty to pay any fees for DICIRMS services, although a
considerable number are willing to pay commissions for product purchases made through the system. In
conclusion, it is illustrated that existing information, reservation, promotion and communication expenses
have to be identified for each DICIRMS user, in order to establish the costs and benefits for each user and
design a pricing structure accordingly. Consequently, a pricing policy for DICIRMSs would need to depend
on users' willingness to pay, as well as the value-added provided for each participant, while it should also
need to take into consideration the strategic benefits emerging from the system as well.
The qualitative research also illustrated that the geographical coverage of DICIRMSs is another major area
of differentiation between channel members at destinations and the places of origin of the tourists. On the
one hand, destination-based enterprises favour the development of single destination DICIRMSs , which would
serve exclusively one area and its service providers. They tend to believe that this is a fundamental condition
in achieving competitive advantage over competing destinations which do not provide similar services.
However, channel partners at the place of origin of the tourists tend to believe that inevitably every
destination would develop some sort of destination computerised system, while they highlight that they would
only be interested in utilising multi-destination DICIRMSs which would allow them to benefit from the vast
majority of the destinations they serve. They draw a parallel with the indexes and gazettes they use currently,
which have comparable information and features for a wide range of regions. In addition, they emphasise
the benefits of multi-destination DICIRMSs on the consistent service to customers, where a similar quality
of information is provided for each destination; the compatibility with ITs' equipment for all DICIRMSs;
as well as the less staff training required. As a result, the need for standardisation of DICIRMSs is gradually
emerging in the marketplace, and perhaps European and world centralised organisations, responsible for
computer application prototypes, would need to be involved in the development of a DICIRMS structure
which would conform the operation and distribution of these systems.
Therefore the proliferation of destination-oriented computerised systems has pivotal implications for the
utilisation of DICIRMSs as a strategic tool for the prosperity of both destinations and SMTEs. It is
becoming clear that DICIRMSs would not be able to provide a long-term sustainable competitive advantage
on destinations at the macro and micro levels, unless ceaseless innovation accompanies their development
and operation. However, a DICIRMS would be instrumental in assisting destinations and SMTEs to avoid
a competitive disadvantage by rival regions which take advantage of such systems. The competition nature
in the tourism industry is changing towards ,increasing the profit margins rather than the tourism volumes.
One of the implications is that instead of destinations and SMTEs competing with each other for the same
market, the competition focus shifts towards identifying and co-operating with more lucrative tourism
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distribution channels, which can provide higher profit margins. Thus DICIRMSs would not only compete
to attract consumers from substitute destinations, but mainly to attract them from more traditional tourism
distribution channel configurations which minimise profit margins of SMTEs. This approach facilitates a
certain degree of disintermediation of the current distribution channels, and provides alternative and/or
complementary destination-based tourism distribution channels. Consequently, it contributes to the
elimination of some of the intra-channel conflicts experienced as explained in chapter 6.2, and enables the
re-engineering of the power distribution within the channel. As a result, a great potential emerges for the
enhancement of the competitiveness of destinations and SMTEs, provided, of course, that a commitment to
the appropriate implementation and development of a DICIRMS would be undertaken by all involved parties.
However, the qualitative analysis clearly indicates that the vast majority of the respondents, and especially
the ones at the destination, are incapable of conceiving the radical strategic implications of DICIRMSs.
This is as a result of their firm belief that it would be very difficult to alter the existing tourism distribution
channels, as well as to illiteracy of their decision makers on management, marketing, and ITs issues. Hence
despite the fact that interviewees realise, (to a different degree according to their own competence), that the
current structure and orientation of the channel generates severe obstacles for the entire range of smaller
partners in the industry; originates major pressures on destination-based enterprises which make them unable
to survive; contributes to the constant deterioration of the tourism product quality; and accelerates the
exploitation of economic, natural and sociocultural resources of destinations, as elaborated in chapter 6, they
are still reluctant to take action in order to improve this situation. Destination-based enterprises also fail to
realise the radical changes in consumers' demand for more sophisticated and specialised tourism products,
mainly due to their marketing weakness and the lack of any type of marketing research, and they are mislead
to believe that an endless supply of tourists would always be seeking for their services. The vast majority
of respondents are incapable of comprehending ITs' implications for business practices, and the radical
paradigm-shift and business processes re-engineering experienced. The proliferation of ITs' services, through
the emergence of the "electronic superhighway" in early 1995, enabled the easy and inexpensive delivery
of multimedia presentations through INTERNET, facilitating the "electronic cybermarket" and having
profound implications for all enterprises which fail to consider the revolutionary opportunities and threats
in their strategic planning. Hence several tourism organisations and industry leaders warn that should the
industry fail to facilitate the newly available tools, they would suffer profound competitive disadvantages,
while enterprises from other sectors would move into the industry to develop IT based services. As a result,
this thesis clearly demonstrates that DICIRMSs would enable destinations and SMTEs to enhance their
competitiveness, while they would provide an exchange mechanism for the closer interaction of all the
smaller partners in the tourism industry. It also illustrates that innovative ITs based tourism product delivery
and distribution would enable both tourism destinations and SMTEs to survive the unfavourable competitive
environment in the industry and provide them with strategic tools for the future.
CHAPTER 9
Conclusions and recommendations
Towards strengthening SMTEs and peripheral destinations
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9. Conclusions and recommendations - Towards strengthening SMTEs . and peripheral destinations
This thesis addresses the distribution problem of SMTEs and peripheral destinations in the context of their
marketing mix and elaborates on the new challenges originated by the revolution of ITs. Distribution
emerges as the most important element of strategic marketing and has substantial implications for the
competitiveness and profitability of organisations. This is more apparent in the tourism industry, due to the
intangibility of the product and its remoteness from consumers. As a result, tourism intermediaries
increasingly accumulate power over principals and become capable of determining the international tourism
flows, jeopardising the ability of smaller and peripheral players to attract their target markets. However, the
revolution of ITs re-engineer business processes globally and institutes innovative communication tools which
enable SMTEs and peripheral destinations to enhance their distribution functions and ameliorate their
competitiveness. In particular, the DICIRMS concept holds great potential, as it facilitates the co-ordination
of SMTEs at destinations and enables them to establish closer partnerships with both consumers and the
travel trade. As a prerequisite, SMTEs need to activate their marketing strategy and tactics, as well as to
comprehend the opportunities emerging through ITs. This can be encouraged by providing incentives and
guidance for SMTEs to rationalise their marketing and management functions, as well as by actively
involving their associations in the development and operation of DICIRMSs. Against this theoretical
framework, this thesis attempts to develop strategic thinking and to provide innovative strategic tools, in
order to empower SMTEs and peripheral destinations to compete and strengthen their distribution function
in the increasingly globalised, centrally controlled and highly competitive marketplace. The European leisure
outbound tourism industry and the Aegean islands destination provide the geographical context, although
inferences can be applicable globally.
The research follows a holistic and triangulation methodological approach. Thus, the main research themes
are analysed both qualitatively and quantitatively, from the point of view of each of the four core tourism
distribution channel members, namely accommodation establishments, incoming travel agencies, tour
operators and outgoing travel agencies. As a result, the entire processes of tourism production and delivery
are illuminated, while the significance of the distribution function is elaborated. The implications of
distribution strategies for the operation and profitability of each channel member are also analysed. In
addition, the utilisation of ITs in the management, operation and communication of channel members
illustrates the degree of their ability to comprehend the paradigm shift and to take advantage of the newly
available tools. Finally, each tourism distribution channel member's perspective on the proposed DICIRMS
concept explains their willingness to undertake strategic action in order to ameliorate their distribution
process, as well as their competence to appreciate the potential introduced by these systems.
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9.1 Strategic weaknesses and challenges of SMTEs and peripheral destinations
SMTEs are widely recognised as the backbone of the tourism industry, as they provide a great variety of
tourism products in most destinations globally. They also bridge the distance between host populations and
visitors by involving local people in their management and operation. Consequently, they promote the
diffusion of tourist expenditure in host communities, supporting the multiplier effects. The small size and
flexibility of operation provide SMTEs with a unique capability of delivering tailor-made tourism products
and to cater for the specific needs of individual customers. This asset becomes increasingly more important
as tourism demand is being transformed towards a specialisation/sophistication/segmentation/satisfaction
prototype, where product differentiation and the ability to address special interest segments becomes
instrumental in enhancing the competitiveness of tourism enterprises and destinations.
9.1.1 Strategic weaknesses of small and medium-sized tourism enterprises
However there are a wide range of strategic weaknesses are attributed to SMTEs. Although their lack of
standardisation contributes to their charm, it also illustrates the unpredictability of their product quality and
the difficulty in planning and promoting their delivery. In addition, the majority of SMTE entrepreneurs and
employees have never had formal training, and consequently they lack essential marketing and management
skills and techniques. The shortage of financial resources and the reluctance of SMTEs to employ external
experts reinforce their competitive disadvantages in comparison with their larger counterparts. Hence,
SMTEs often have neither expertise nor resources to promote themselves to their target markets and thus
rely on intermediaries in order to attract their clientele. Due to their inability to undertake marketing
research, SMTEs fail to investigate consumers' needs, frequently resulting in a product rather than a
consumer orientation. Lack of professional management and formal organisational structure lead to
unprofessional and ad-hoc decision making, while personal judgment and relationships dominate the
management processes. As a result, numerous irrationalities and inconsistencies are often evident. In
addition, due to lack of economies of scale as well as of financial resources, the smaller the tourism
enterprise, the less services and facilities it tends to offer and therefore, the lower the classification it can
attain. This reduces its appeal in comparison with larger counterparts, which provide a wider range of
amenities and a more comprehensive service. SMTEs tend to suffer from a greater seasonality problem due
to their inability to undertake a forceful marketing action as well as to provide off-season attractions. Finally,
due to their small size, SMTEs inevitably have a fairly concentrated distribution mix and co-operate with
fewer channel partners. Hence, they experience a higher level of dependence on their partners for their
clientele and profitability.
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These strategic weaknesses outnumber SMTEs' traditional strengths of flexible operation, committed
entrepreneurs and ability to specialise, thus jeopardising their ability to compete in the international tourism
arena. In essence, the size of SMTEs is responsible for deficient resources and expertise being available for
their management and marketing functions. Hence the small size frequently results in competitive
disadvantages as it affects the competitiveness, productivity, efficiency and profitability of SMTEs. As
destinations are amalgams of SMTEs, the size of the local private enterprises also has critical implications
for the tourism impacts on host populations. It is acknowledged therefore, that SMTEs are becoming
endangered species, while it is also apparent that they are not scaled-down versions of larger enterprises,
but they have distinctive characteristics and requirements. As a result, a wide range of strategic actions need
to be undertaken at both the micro and macro level in order to reverse the diminishing competitiveness of
SMTEs and enable them to strengthen their position in the global market place.
9.1.2 Strategic weaknesses of peripheral destinations
Similarly, peripheral, remote and insular regions are often unable to compete in industrial and technological
sectors, due to their lack of human resources, management and ITs expertise, capital for investment,
infrastructure and access to sufficient raw material or markets. Their distance from metropolitan areas not
only increases their transportation cost, but it also restricts their accessibility. However it is evident that due
to the lack of industrialisation in such regions and the consequent maintenance of their natural and socio-
cultural resources, they tend to be capable of achieving competitive advantage as tourism destinations.
Nevertheless, their distance from major markets and their geographical dispersion yield a dependence upon
external corporations for their ability to attract visitors. On the one hand, distance empowers transportation
companies due to their contribution to physical movement of tourists to destinations, and on the other hand,
intermediaries facilitate market access by providing effective communication, promotion and distribution
mechanisms. The strategic weaknesses of remote, peripheral and insular regions are also reflected in their
private sector, which it effectively has to bare the operational difficulties, transportation costs and
dependence on organisations controlling accessibility. These regions are almost by definition under-resourced
and less capable of finding suitable financial resources.
The domination of SMTEs in the tourism supply magnifies these problems, as the weak local private sector
is usually unable to undertake its promotional and distribution role and as a consequence it facilitates the
domination of multinational intermediaries and transportation companies. Hence, the private sector in these
regions often requires strong investment incentives and operational support by the public sector as well as
by external agencies for peripheral development. The public sector not only has to provide infrastructure and
legislation for the tourism industry, but it also needs to strengthen the local private sector by reinforcing its
promotion and distribution, as well as by ensuring that multinational corporations do not jeopardise its ability
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to operate and compete. Thus, the overdependence of peripheral destinations on multinational corporations
which control their accessibility and distribution; their limited financial and human resources; the growth
of tourism as a single development option; and the weak local private sector, based almost entirely on
SMTEs, illustrate the vulnerability of their economic structure and requires strategic planning in order to
minimise the potential risks from external determinants.
The strategic weaknesses of SMTEs contribute to the vulnerability of peripheral, remote and insular
destinations and vice versa. As local SMTEs usually formulate networks and value-chains of tourism
production and delivery, their competitiveness largely depends on the destinations in which they operate,
while regions rely on indigenous SMTEs for their ability to provide suitable and attractive tourism products.
Hence, there is a complementarity between the competitiveness of SMTEs and destinations which is also
reflected in the inferences and recommendations proposed in this thesis. Consequently, the strategic
weaknesses of both SMTEs and peripheral destinations have unfavourable implications for the
competitiveness and profitability of SMTEs at the micro level, as well as for the economic impacts of
tourism on destinations at the macro level.
This is clearly illustrated in the Greek Aegean islands and the local SMTEs. The islands increasingly depend
on tourism for their economic prosperity, due to the decline of other industrial and agricultural activities.
However, inadequate destination research, planning, infrastructure, investment and management jeopardise
their competitiveness and force local SMTEs to operate in an unfavourable economic environment. On the
other hand, the quick return-on-investment seeking private sector led development, and the near-anarchic
operation of a plethora of weak SMTEs which are unable to compete in the international tourism arena,
result in unfavourable implications for the tourism product quality and competitiveness. It also affects the
profitability of the private sector and its ability to achieve appropriate return on investments. Therefore, the
peripherality of the islands and the inadequacy of the tourism planning process, in combination with the
vulnerability of the local SMTEs jeopardise the positive economic impacts of the tourism activity on both
the micro and macro level. This is illustrated in the diminishing profitability of Greek tourism enterprises,
as there is a negative average profit margin for the entire industry (-2.7%), while this figure deteriorates
further for accommodation establishments (-6.9%). Similarly at the macro level tourism expenditure per
capita diminishes, despite the rapid increase of tourism volumes, while several environmental and socio-
cultural problems emerge, endangering the sustainability of local resources. Thus, the contribution of tourism
to the welfare of the host population becomes questionable.
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9.1.3 Strategic challenges for the future prosperity of SMTEs and peripheral destinations
Within the above framework several challenges emerge in the global business environment influencing both
SMTEs and destinations. The radical ITs developments enable rapid, easy, inexpensive communication with
remote organisations and facilitate a more efficient management and marketing function, which can support
geographically dispersed operations. ITs reduce the importance of size and location to the ability of
organisations to communicate with their consumers or partners. As a consequence, unprecedented
opportunities emerge for SMTEs which can benefit by supplying niche products and by targeting special
interest segments. Thus, ITs developments provide the means to overcome some of strategic weaknesses of
SMTEs, especially by operating a DICIRMS as a strategic tool for local collaboration and product
amalgamation as well as for promotion and distribution. However, ITs increase the competition levels for
all types of business, and particularly for information-intensive industries, such as tourism. SMTEs' illiteracy
in ITs and the lack of infrastructure in peripheral regions may provoke further disadvantages, as not only
are they less capable of taking advantage of these developments than their larger and metropolitan
counterparts, but also because they would encounter greater competition by multinational organisations.
In addition, the recognition of small enterprises as one of the most dynamic parts of the global economy and
the increasing support by national governments and international agencies provide great opportunities for
SMTEs to improve their strategic position. A variety of training and networking programmes are initiated
by the EU and other agencies, demonstrating how SMEs can utilise ITs in order to facilitate collaboration
with partners and take part in the globalisation experienced. Moreover, the undergoing re-allocation of the
European labour distribution would encourage peripheral, remote and insular regions to concentrate on
economic activities which would enable them to achieve competitive advantages. Consequently, tourism is
encouraged and supported in these regions and therefore, destinations and SMTEs would probably benefit
from infrastructure improvements as well as from incentives for the enhancement of their competitiveness.
Finally, the transformation of tourism demand is a great challenge for both SMTEs and destinations.
Increasingly it becomes evident that the "4Ss" [sun-sea-sand-sex] of the mass tourism stereotype are
inadequate to satisfy the new, experienced, demanding and sophisticated consumer. As a result, a new "4Ss"
framework [sophistication-specialisation-segmentation-satisfaction] is proposed, supporting the demand for
special interest and tailor-made products, based on individuals' preferences and taste. ITs contribute to the
tourism demand transformation, by providing efficient mechanisms for retrieval of specialised information
and reservations throughout the world, and also by facilitating closer co-operation between tourism
enterprises, and by enabling the delivery of "seamless products". Although SMTEs are ideally placed to take
advantage of demand trends and to provide flexible and specialised services, the majority fail to comprehend
the evolution, due to their lack of marketing research and ITs understanding. Consequently, SMTEs need
to undertake action to improve both their tourism products and distribution.
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The strategic analysis illustrates clearly that SMTEs and peripheral destinations need to develop
differentiation strategies in order to address the aforementioned challenges as well as to provide uniquely
formulated products, and attract a strong, intentional demand. This will enable them to enhance tourists'
satisfaction by addressing their needs and wants; to strengthen their competitiveness by rationalising their
management and improving their long term profitability; to support the sustainability of local resources and
to develop the host population's prosperity. Based on the above conceptual framework of strategic
weaknesses and challenges for both SMTEs and peripheral destinations, the following sections synthesise
the research findings. The operation and function of the tourism distribution channel is examined,
demonstrating the imbalance of power within the channel and the domination of large international
intermediaries over smaller principals and peripheral destinations. The utilisation of ITs is also investigated,
demonstrating the degree of their penetration in the operation and management of tourism distribution
channel members, as well as the ability of the industry to comprehend the paradigm shift experienced due
to the technological revolution. In addition, channel members' perspective on the proposed DICIRMS
concept is examined, illuminating their willingness to take advantage of innovative ITs solutions which would
enable them to readdress the intra-channel power allocation issue. Thus, the analysis illustrates the problems
originated from the distribution function and examines the emerging ITs solutions. It also evaluates
DICIRMSs as potential strategic tools for strengthening the competitiveness of SMTEs and peripheral
destinations.
9.2 Tourism distribution channels and the position of SMTEs and peripheral destinations
Despite the hitherto little attention given to distribution as part of strategic management and marketing, it
increasingly becomes a focal point in strategic thinking due to its pivotal implications for organisational
performance. It is recognised that distribution is responsible for delivering the right product, to the right
customer, at the right time and price. As products become standardised and universally available, consumers
need less promotion for identifying suitable commodities for their needs, while prices are formulated
according to their willingness to pay. Therefore, distribution gains importance and becomes one of the most
significant marketing mix elements. The tourism distribution channel is more important in comparison with
other industries, as it bridges the gap between tourism principals and consumers while acting as adviser for
both tourism demand and supply. Although the literature is primarily focused on industrial product
distribution and logistics, inferences can also be drawn for tourism. This is despite the fact that the tourism
distribution channel effectively reverses the distribution flow, structure and logic, by facilitating the
movement of customers to production sites, rather than by bringing products to consumers. Services'
characteristics, i.e. inseparability, heterogeneity, intangibility and perishability magnify the significance of
the tourism distribution channel, as it undertakes the task of informing and advising consumers about
intangible and often unpredictable products which they are unable to sample before purchasing. In addition,
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due to the involvement of several tourism principals in the delivery of a single tourism product, ie the
tourism experience, intermediaries have a greater responsibility for packaging, amalgamation and co-
ordination of individually produced and delivered services. Consequently, distribution needs to be a key
element in the strategic management of each tourism enterprise and destination.
9.2.1 Distribution as part of strategic management: power and dependency
The need to include distribution in the strategic management of tourism organisations is often attributed to
the concentration and globalisation of the industry. This is particularly evident in travel intermediaries, where
a smaller number of corporations control a greater percentage of the global tourism flow and thus,
accumulate unprecedented power over destinations and local enterprises. They set barriers to entry for new
tourism intermediaries, formulating an oligopoly at the place of origin of the tourists and an oligopsonistic
situation at destinations. In particular, powerful distribution channel members, and especially large/mass tour
operators (as channel leaders), can take advantage of the weaknesses of SMTEs and peripheral destinations
and super-impose their desires. As a result, intermediaries gain a great power over principals' management
and marketing functions. Several strategies are often followed at destinations, depending on the level of
development. Multinational corporations may invest in providing local services, in order to achieve further
vertical integration, or alternatively, they can provide incentives for local enterprises to expand and develop
their operations. This often aims at developing destinations' facilities in order to accommodate mass tourism
demand, as well as at achieving a certain degree of oversupply which enables wholesalers to increase their
intra-channel power. Due to the deficient marketing function evident in the majority of SMTEs, which
prevents them from attracting their consumers and achieving adequate profitability, they rely almost
exclusively on tourism intermediaries for distributing their products. Multinational corporations use their
intra-channel power to influence the entire range of marketing activities undertaken in both the private and
public sectors of destinations. Their power is augmented by the aforementioned strategic weaknesses of
SMTEs and peripheral destinations and their inability to address target markets effectively. Not only does
this originate a great dependence upon the channel partners of SMTEs, but it also enables intermediaries to
determine the profitability of the private sector and the economic impacts of tourism at destinations.
This research clearly illustrates that tour operators, and particularly the large/mass ones, are the unchallenged
tourism distribution channel leaders. Frequently they exercise coercion, reward, referent and expert power
over principals and incoming travel agencies at the destination, as well as over outgoing travel agencies at
the place of origin of the tourists in order to influence their marketing or management functions. The only
notable exception in the intra-channel power allocation is the power of large/multiple outgoing travel
agencies over small/independent tour operators, which often lack the resources to build a strong brand name
in the marketplace. Ultimately however, as multiple outgoing travel agencies are often part of corporations
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controlled by large/mass tour operators, small/independent tour operators depend on their large/mass
counterparts for their visibility in the marketplace and their ability to communicate with consumers. The
domination of tour operators is more apparent for principals located at peripheral, remote and insular
destinations due to their strategic weaknesses. In addition, tour operators' ability to govern the accessibilit)
of these regions by determining the capacity of charter flights enhance their power. This essentially controls
the number of passengers that can arrive at the destination on convenient and inexpensive flights, as well
as frequency, seasonality and timing the flights. Similarly, tour operators accumulate greater power over
suppliers in overdeveloped areas where supply exceeds demand. Principals in these regions compete fiercely
as they attempt to attract more customers for their products. Therefore tour operators take advantage of this
situation and influence the marketing mix of principals in order to enhance their own profitability and
competitiveness. In most cases tour operators utilise their power in price negotiations with principals and
achieve great discounts which enable them to promote competitively-priced tourism packages.
Evidence also illustrates that other intermediaries, such as incoming and outgoing travel agencies, often have
little option but to support the domination of their tour operator partners in the tourism distribution channel
in order to strengthen their partnership and consequently their profitability. Should they fail to satisfy tour
operators' needs and wants they fear that their partners would be dissatisfied and that their remuneration
generated through their partnership would evaporate. Therefore, other intermediaries also pressurise
principals towards the objectives set by the channel leaders, ie high volume and low profit margin and
effectively manage to influence their marketing mix as well as to minimise their prices. This is illustrated
clearly in the relationships between incoming travel agencies and local principals, where the former utilise
tour operators' criteria to select partners, while they often negotiate contract prices on their behalf. Thus,
other intermediaries inevitably contribute to the tour operators' channel leadership and support their strategic
orientation. In contrast, principals whose's strategy conflicts with the leadership direction and attempt to
achieve differentiation, find it difficult to identify compatible partners who are willing to contribute to their
strategy and profitability.
9.2.2 Conflicts in the tourism distribution channel
A wide range of conflicts can be observed in the tourism distribution channel. Perhaps the most frequently
emphasised conflict by principals focuses on the determination of intermediaries to reduce the prices of
tourism products. Principals complain that intermediaries consistently attempt to minimise their profit
margins in order to offer competitively priced tourism products and increase their own market share, as well
as to maximise their own profit margin. In addition, they often question the financial security of their
partners due to the large number of bankruptcies occurring. Principals often accuse their partners of
bankrupting a company and starting a new one with relatively few implications, due to the lack of fixed
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assets. Tour operators' bankruptcies have severe effects on their principal partners which can lose their
revenues for up to two years. Similarly, intermediary partners, ie incoming travel agencies and outgoing
travel agencies, tend to suffer devastating financial implications, while their reputation is damaged.
Bankruptcies of small/specialised tour operators are often attributed to their inability to compete on price
with their larger counterparts, as well as to the fact that their differentiation advantage is often imitated by
others. In addition, large/mass tour operators frequently fail to survive price wars and low profit margins,
especially in upheaval periods when unpredictable factors reduce the demand. Finally the coverage of partner
contracts and the fulfilment of their promises are other major areas of conflict in the tourism industry. As
smaller principals rely on fewer intermediaries for the majority of their clientele, contract fulfilment is
pivotal for their profitability. Failure to achieve a reasonable coverage has direct implications for the
profitability of principals, as smaller enterprises have limited alternative sources of clientele and therefore
are unable to re-allocate their capacity. Principals often feel powerless to resolve these conflicts as their
deficient intra-channel power does not allow them to support their position; their size and marketing
weaknesses prevent them from redesigning their distribution mix as well as from attracting a more diverse
clientele; and their inability to use their power bases efficiently, eg. quality of product, staff training,
marketing, distribution mix, due to their lack of resources and expertise minimise their potential.
In contrast, intermediaries' conflicts with principals concentrate on the quality and delivery of tourism
products, although they tend to be underrated due to their ability to switch partners, should they fail to
perform. Interestingly, intermediaries rarely complain about the price of tourism products as they feel
confident that they can "fix the right price" through bargaining. Often intermediaries accuse principals of
being incapable of delivering the quality of products they promise. Despite the evidence confirming this
view, intermediaries rarely realise that their cost orientation and pressure on prices inevitably force principals
to reduce their variable costs, damaging the output produced. Intermediaries also fail to appreciate that
principals are often unable to survive under the price pressure they encounter and that the economic viability
of their enterprise is operational. Evidence also demonstrates that the majority of SMTEs survival depends
on the unpaid workforce provided by entrepreneurs' families and the sentimental significance of enterprises
for entrepreneurs. Ultimately negotiations and conflicts between principals and intermediaries depend on
tourism demand and supply for a region. In the first stages of tourism development, tour operators and other
intermediaries have little choice but to utilise the existing capacity. Therefore they are more willing to co-
operate and pay reasonable prices, and fewer conflicts are generated. However, when destinations reach their
maturity stage and a certain degree of oversupply is evident, intermediaries accumulate more power and can
negotiate further price reductions, as they have a choice of substituting partners which fail to deliver the
desired level of quality at the desired price. The coverage of contracts also declines, due to the inability of
intermediaries to spread their custom, while intensive competition within the destination reduces the intra-
channel power of principals to a minimum and stimulate further conflicts.
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Several conflicts also arise in the partnership between intermediaries of the tourism distribution channel. To
a certain extent these conflicts reflect the lack of power of smaller players who struggle to maintain their
profit margins and profitability whenever they compete or co-operate with larger members of the tourism
distribution channel. Smaller intermediaries complain that their larger partners attempt to mislead consumers
towards principals or intermediaries which provide higher commission rates, while they impose barriers to
entry, preventing smaller companies from penetrating the market or from expanding. Smaller tour operators
condemn their large counterparts for initiating severe price wars and for minimising their visibility by
demanding unrealistic commissions for distributing their packages through controlled multiple outgoing travel
agencies. Smaller outgoing travel agencies also encounter direct competition from retail branches controlled
by large/mass tour operators, while they have little intra-channel power to defend their operation. In
addition, travel retailers often complain that tour operators do not deliver what they promise, resulting in
customer complaints, compensations and distraction in their relation with consumers. In conclusion, there
is an antagonism for the distribution of profit margins between the numerous principals and intermediaries
involved in the production and delivery of tourism products. Naturally each partner attempts to increase its
share and hence, a conflict of interest is inevitable. As intermediaries employ less fixed assets than
principals, they tend to be more flexible in the geographical coverage of their operation, destinations they
serve and partners. In addition, their intra-channel power emerging from their understanding of consumers'
needs, enables them to resolve conflicts in their favour. As a result, intermediaries and especially the larger
ones enjoy higher profitability, less conflicts and are more satisfied with their performance than principals.
9.2.3 Dependency implications for SMTEs and destinations
The overdependence of SMTEs and peripheral destinations on tourism intermediaries, in combination with
their management and marketing strategic weaknesses have several unfavourable implications for their
competitiveness and profitability. Perhaps the most critical effect is the ability of large/mass tour operators
and other intermediaries to determine the marketing mix of both tourism principals and destinations. In
particular, as large/mass tour operators are anxious to increase their market-share they attempt to minimise
the prices and profit margins of principals. This is a result of the "high-volume, low-profit-margin" strategy
followed by the large/mass tour operators as channel leaders, as well as to the failure of principals to
differentiate their product and attract intentional demand. It also enables intermediaries to superimpose a cost
orientation strategy, directing the operation of SMTEs and destinations towards maximisation of the volume
of consumers they attempt to serve, rather than towards optimisation of the total yield by managing the
number of consumers and their average expenditure. At the micro level, this approach essentially minimises
the prices charged, diminishes the profitability of principals and jeopardises their ability to survive. At the
macro level, it decreases the economic impacts of tourism on the destination as it reduces the return on the
resources utilised. Multiplier effects are also diminished while the contribution of tourism to the GNP and
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the balance of payments suffers. Both the quality and quantity of employment are also affected as enterprises
are anxious to reduce their labour costs. Therefore, SMTEs often have no option but to over-employ
members of the entrepreneur's family as well as to occupy fewer and harder working members of staff, in
order to maintain competitive prices. In general, the cost orientation of the mass market and the tourism
distribution channel direction minimise the economic benefits of tourism at both the micro and macro level
and challenge its financial viability.
More importantly, the mass tourism orientation ignores the sustainability of local socio-cultural and
environmental resources and inevitably precipitates the degradation of destinations by assuming that they
have unlimited resources to provide for an ever increasing number of visitors. Thus, mass tourism and the
current tourism distribution channel orientations accelerate the transition of destinations through their life
cycle stages. Destinations are therefore pushed to their saturation stage, where they experience more negative
impacts than positive and as a consequence a vicious cycle is originated at both the micro and macro levels.
As tourists realise the degradation of the tourism product quality, they are less keen to visit the destination
and its facilities and less willing to pay for services, which effectively reduce the prices charged and the
product quality further. The increasing vertical integration experienced in the marketplace, where
international large/mass tour operators gradually expand by developing or taking over transportation
companies, outgoing travel agencies and other enterprises, enables them to gain a tighter control over the
tourism product formulation and delivery. It also provides them with more intra-channel power and therefore
reinforces their ability to determine the strategic management and marketing throughout the channel.
Inevitably, smaller enterprises have a higher degree of dependence as they co-operate with fewer
intermediaries and as a consequence, they are more vulnerable due to their inability to diverse their
distribution mix and achieve a more balanced clientele base.
The main paradox in tourism distribution is therefore that, enterprises which invest vast amounts in building
and operating tourism facilities fail to achieve adequate returns on their investment, yet in contrast
intermediaries which have minimal investments and very little fixed assets, accomplish satisfactory returns.
As a result, principals feel frustrated because they are unable to achieve sufficient returns on their
investments at the micro level, while at the macro level it becomes evident that tourism does not necessarily
compensate for the economic, socio-cultural and environmental resources it consumes. Consequently, tourism
contribution to the local prosperity as well as its viability as an economic activity and a regional development
tool becomes questionable. On several occasions the public sector unintentionally subsidises international
holiday-makers, as it provides incentives for local and international private companies reducing their fixed
and/or variable costs. Therefore distribution should be a focal point in the marketing strategy of private
enterprises, but it should also be taken into consideration when assessing tourism impacts on destinations,
as well as in both planning processes and feasibility studies.
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9.2.4 Tourism distribution in the future and major trends
Several trends emerge in the tourism distribution channel highlighting its pivotal role in the future success
of every tourism enterprise and destination. Further concentration is expected by large tourism corporations,
due to the vertical and horizontal integration observed in the tourism industry. In the UK the "march of the
multiples" epitomises this trend, as travel retailing is concentrated in a smaller number of players which
effectively can manipulate the behaviour of a larger part of the market. The expansion of tourism
corporations beyond their geographical barriers by mergers or acquisitions also illustrates that intermediaries
aim to enhance their bargaining power by handling a larger part of the international market. Consequently,
the dependence of producers upon distributors grows, while a re-allocation of the intra-channel power is
experienced, where principals are gradually deprived of their power which is transferred to middlemen. This
is also attributed to the fact that intermediaries formulate partnerships with consumers as well as having
better access to information on consumer behaviour. Thus, they have a greater expertise of their needs and
desires as well as a better ability to predict market fluctuations.
However, a polarisation trend is also evident. In contrast with the large, vertical integrated corporations
which tend to concentrate on achieving cost advantage and increasing their market share by addressing the
mass market, a variety of small/independent tourism intermediaries have emerged. These tend to focus on
special interest segments by providing unique, specialised, personalised and differentiated products. These
intermediaries formulate smaller scale distribution channels and focus on providing quality products and
value for money rather than cost differentiation. Hence, they are less likely to attempt to reduce the prices
of principals but rather push for improvements in the service quality. In contrast with the mass distribution
channel controlled by large/mass tour operators, smaller intermediaries are often beneficial for SMTEs and
destinations by guiding them to comprehend consumer needs and to improve the quality of their services.
However, SMTEs and destinations are frequently unable to differentiate between the two channel
formulations because they fail to realise the differences in their respective strategic orientation and objectives.
The polarisation tendency has great implications for the entire tourism industry, as SMTEs and destinations
need to assess which strategy fulfils their strategic orientation and addresses their target market better. The
identification of suitable partners would manifest enterprises which share similar strategic objectives and
consequently, achieve a harmonious co-operation with compatible partners. This will need to be addressed
in the selection criteria utilised to identify suitable partners in the distribution channel. Evidence illustrates
that the existing selection criteria reflect the "high volume, low profit margin" orientation of the tourism
distribution channel. The majority of principals seek high occupancy and coverage of contracts rather than
higher prices, while the majority of the intermediaries demand lower prices rather than better quality
products. The partner selection processes should be determined by each partner's strategic orientation and
need to be rationalised throughout the channel. Smaller tourism organisations which follow a differentiation
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strategy will need to co-operate with other small/niche channel members which attempt to serve the same
market segment. In contrast, large/mass tourism corporations which target the price-conscious mass market
need to co-operate with partners which can provide standardised and inexpensive tourism products in order
to achieve cost competitive advantage. Targeting appropriate distribution partners is pivotal for designing
an appropriate distribution strategy and mix for both destinations and SMTEs. In addition, it also determines
the type and levels of conflicts that are likely to occur within the channel.
The proliferation of ITs has major implications for the distribution processes in the tourism industry. On the
one hand, ITs introduce potential threats for SMTEs and peripheral destinations as they reinforce
intermediaries' power by enabling them to forecast demand levels well ahead of principals, empowering their
negotiation process and facilitating the formulation of "relationship marketing" with consumers. Moreover,
SMTEs and peripheral destinations are endangered being marginalised from the core tourism industry due
to their inability to be represented in the existing business travel orientated CRSs and GDSs. Failure to be
accessible through these pervasive electronic distribution channels challenges their visibility and consequently
their ability to attract customers. On the other hand, ITs provide a great opportunity for SMTEs and
peripheral destinations to bridge their distance with consumers and to co-ordinate their products in order to
deliver a seamless tourism experience. This thesis proposes DICIRMSs as platforms for tourism product
amalgamation and distribution and therefore, explains their usage as information providers and reservation
facilitators for both individual and institutional consumers. ITs also encourage a certain degree of
disintermediation by empowering a closer interaction between principals and consumers. This essentially
reduces the intra-channel power of intermediaries and enables tourism principals to achieve more reasonable
profit margins and return on investments, improving their profitability and competitiveness. Hence,
unprecedented ITs developments and specifically the "electronic superhighway" are anticipated to transform
intra-channel relationships, while they place consumers in the driving seat of the production and delivery
process for most products and services.
9.2.5 Towards a distribution strategy for SMTEs and peripheral destinations
Several lessons can be learned from the research which would enable SMTEs and peripheral destinations to
improve their distribution mix and strategy. It is increasingly evident that distribution should be a focal point
of the strategy of both tourism enterprises and destinations due to its contribution to their competitiveness,
profitability and prosperity. However, the research illustrates that only very few SMTEs have a formal
marketing department and even fewer have a long term strategy. Both peripheral destinations and SMTEs
therefore need to draw-up comprehensive strategies which would ameliorate their performance and identify
directions and objectives in order to assist their prosperity. Through the strategy design a realisation of
strengths and weaknesses would be essential, while the opportunities and threats emerging from the external
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environment should also be taken into account. Aggressive marketing strategies need to be drawn, where
SMTEs and peripheral destinations should identify and target lucrative segments by providing suitable
marketing mixes. More importantly, the rationalisation of tourism production and delivery, as well as of the
cost and pricing functions is instrumental in the ability of SMTEs to survive in the long term. As ultimately
demand and supply determine the price individual and institutional clients are willing to pay for tourism
products, strategies should address the issue of destinations' carrying capacity where both supply and demand
limits need to be defined. Avoiding oversupply will enable SMTEs and destinations to maintain adequate
intra-channel power to ensure fair negotiations with their tourism distribution partners.
The lack of resources and expertise resulting from the size of SMTEs and the peripherality of destinations
may be overcome through closer collaboration between local tourism enterprises. SMTEs need to increase
their horizontal co-operation with their counterparts at the destination level by undertaking joint marketing
and management strategies and tactics, similar to international consortia. Co-operation will enable SMTEs
to increase their bargaining power when negotiating with partners, while it will provide sufficient resources
for representation and advertising to their main markets. The need for closer co-operation is also apparent
in both reservation and delivery processes. As the vast majority of tourism products are delivered by
independent SMTEs, they need to co-operate more closely in order to provide seamless tourism services and
amalgamate the tourism experience for consumers. Diagonal integration of destinations, where both
homogeneous and complementary enterprises interact would improve product quality. Consequently,
customers' satisfaction as well as the competitiveness and profitability of SMTEs and destinations would be
improved. In addition, it may also improve tourism economic, socio-cultural and environmental impacts on
destinations, as closer co-ordination will lead to the realisation that sustainability of resources is essential
for the long term prosperity of both host communities and local tourism enterprises.
Perhaps the most fundamental issue in drawing the distribution strategy of SMTEs and destinations would
be the identification of distribution partners who share a compatible strategic orientation and attempt to
address similar target markets. Lack of clear strategy and irrational selection of partners are partly
responsible for the inability of SMTEs to achieve adequate profitability. A rationalisation in the selection
process and a comprehension of the role each intermediary plays would improve the distribution function
of SMTEs and destinations. It is evident that smaller intermediaries tend to address specialised markets by
differentiating their products and identifying niches. In contrast, large intermediaries inevitably concentrate
on the mass market by supplying rigidly packaged tourism products and adopting a cost advantage strategy.
Hence, tourism enterprises and destinations need to assess the intermediaries which can assist them to
achieve their long term strategy and formulate partnerships accordingly. This will not only improve their
ability to address their target markets but also it will minimise customer complaints emerging through
misinformation and unrealistic expectations.
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SMTEs which co-operate with a smaller number of intermediaries experience a greater dependence on these
partners and consequently are less satisfied with their performance. This is more evident for smaller
accommodation establishments and especially for those distributing their capacity on a commitment basis.
Therefore, SMTEs need to diversify their destination mix and clientele portfolio in order to achieve a
broader representation in different markets, enlarge their clientele basis and increase their bargaining power.
Regardless of its size, the distribution mix of every SMTE needs to include individual and domestic tourists
as well as to incorporate several institutional clients and intermediaries. Even commitment contracts need
to be divided between a number of partners in order to achieve a more balanced intra-channel power
allocation and to divide the risk between several clientele sources. However, compatibility between the
different targeted market segments should be ensured, as several markets are fairly incompatible and
therefore the product quality may suffer. The diversification policy may have unfavourable effects on prices,
operational practices and convenience in the short term. In the long term though, a diversified distribution
portfolio would reduce the power of individual partners over the management and marketing decisions of
SMTEs and destinations; diminish the financial risk involved and the effects of intermediaries' bankruptcies;
and enable SMTEs and destinations to address a more secure clientele base. As the higher the risk, the
higher the remuneration from a contract, SMTEs would need to balance their distribution, pricing and risk
mixes by selecting the most appropriate combination of partners in order to maximise their income and
minimise their risk in the long term.
The pricing policy and mix of SMTEs and peripheral destinations should also be rationalised, as it becomes
apparent that the current system, where intermediaries can determine the pricing structure of principals, have
disastrous implications not only for the profitability of tourism enterprises but also for their competitiveness
and product quality. SMTEs need to draw-up their pricing mix and policy according to the willingness to
pay of their target markets and their cost structure, while they should take into account external environment
factors. Therefore, marketing research should demonstrate the willingness to pay for each targeted market
segment while, SMTEs would need to analyse their costs and identify their variable, semi variable and fixed
costs. This process will enable them to identify the absolute minimum prices they should charge for their
services, which should be higher than their variable cost plus a minimum contribution to their fixed cost for
depreciation. Family members should be included as paid employees and their salary should be estimated
according to the labour market standards. This represents an opportunity cost for resources utilised in the
enterprise and therefore should be added to the total production cost. SMTEs also need to comprehend yield
management techniques, aiming to optimise the total revenue by maximising both occupancy and average
expenditure per customer. Evidence illustrates that currently the majority of tourism distribution members
aim for occupancy and customer volume maximisation, as well as for operational convenience, rather than
optimisation of their yield. SMTEs and peripheral destinations also need to realise that not every customer
either individual or institutional is a good customer. Only tourists which enable them to achieve their
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strategic directions and objectives should therefore be targeted. Consequently, SMTEs and peripheral
destinations need to undertake a detailed segmentation, where apart from consumers' needs, motivation and
preferences, their willingness to pay, consumption on extras and attitude towards local resources need to be
taken into consideration. It also needs to be realised that tourism is not necessarily a profitable activity and
that a wide range of prerequisites need to be fulfilled in order to achieve long term profitability.
Entrepreneurs should also distance themselves from their enterprise and assess it as a business, rather than
as part of their personal life realising that alternative investment opportunities may provide better returns.
This will enable them to rationalise the operation of their enterprise and to realise the necessary action
required, when an enterprise fails to be viable.
Finally, a certain degree of disintermediation is required in order to allow SMTEs and peripheral destinations
to establish closer partnerships with their individual and institutional clients and improve their profitability
and competitiveness. Thus, the tourism distribution channel should be limited to the members which have
a significant contribution to the value chain. Fewer intermediaries effectively means that consumers will
establish a more direct involvement with tourism principals, and therefore, they would avoid some of the
current intermediaries which often mislead them about products and destinations in order to benefit
themselves. On the other hand, principals will be able to increase their profitability by saving part of
intermediaries' commission and by giving the remaining to consumers as discounts.
Several prerequisites emerge from the need for disintermediation. Principals should undertake marketing
research in order to comprehend consumer behaviour and identify critical factors which determine the
tourism product purchasing process. Mechanisms should then be developed to facilitate the marketing and
promotion processes as well as the reservation function for individual consumers. Relationship/database
marketing also needs to be employed in order to establish a closer relation with consumers. Training will
enable principals' employees to address each market according to its needs and wants, as well as to
encourage closer interaction. Furthermore, transportation and accessibility would need to be a focal point
in the disintermediation process especially for SMTEs in remote, peripheral and insular destinations, as they
provide current intermediaries with remarkable intra-channel power. In addition, national/regional tourism
boards should activate their co-ordination role and promote diagonal integration at the destination level, in
order to deliver seamless tourism products. Hitherto, the public sector is responsible for the marketing and
promotion of destinations, while it contributes to the distribution process by supplying information and
advice. A closer collaboration between the public and private sectors at destinations will enable them to
design appropriate marketing mixes as well as convenient distribution methods for each particular market
segment.
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The emerging information technologies are instrumental in the distribution channel disintermediation as they
provide the means for bridging the distance between demand and supply. ITs enable the representation and
distribution of tourism products in the increasingly globalised marketplace. They also facilitate intra-
organisational efficiency and provide the opportunity for partnership marketing. In particular, the
proliferation of computerised reservation systems revolutionises the tourism distribution process and
empowers the channel disintermediation by offering mechanisms for direct communication. Furthermore,
the proposed Destination Integrated Computer Information Reservation Management Systems introduce a
strategic tool for destination co-ordination and promotion, while empowering the representation of SMTEs
and peripheral destinations in the global electronic marketplace.
9.3 Information technologies as facilitators of tourism production and delivery
ITs revolutionise the global economy and enterprises, by originating a paradigm-shift in the best operational
practices and a re-engineering of business processes, which effectively transform organisational functions,
strategies and competitiveness. Inevitably, the tourism industry converts its business practices in order to take
advantage of the newly available tools. ITs are principally utilised by tourism firms for co-ordination of their
internal organisation functions, as well as for communication with their tourism distribution channel partners.
Hence, ITs emerged also as facilitators and enablers of the tourism marketing and distribution functions. By
revolutionising the intra- and inter- organisational communication processes, ITs empower tourism
enterprises to react more efficiently to market trends and to provide more sensible products matching
consumers' need and wants. In addition, they improve the amalgamation process by enabling a closer
interaction between complementary enterprises and the provision of seamless tourism products. Nevertheless,
ITs alter the tourism distribution radically as they affect the intra-channel allocation of power and re-address
the issues of partners' selection, conflicts, negotiations, and remuneration. Both principals and intermediaries
have already taken advantage of the emerging technologies, mainly at the intra-organisational level. As a
result, they increasingly become capable of managing their inventory more profitably as well as
communicating with remotely-based units inexpensively and efficiently.
A gradual but radical re-engineering of all tourism distribution channel processes is currently being
undertaken, in order to take advantage of the emerging ITs potential. The revolutionary "electronic
superhighway" introduces unprecedented opportunities for inter-organisational communication, as well as
for partnership marketing with consumers. The utilisation of international networks for information
provision, reservations and tourism product delivery co-ordination plays an increasingly instrumental role
in the global tourism industry. A virtual tourism marketplace is therefore established, re-engineering the
entire production and delivery processes as well as the management and distribution functions of the tourism
industry. INTERNET and the World Wide Web in particular, lead these developments by providing
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multimedia interfaces and enabling consumers and enterprises to acquire information and to purchase
products globally through their own terminal. This innovative communication method is expected to have
major implications for tourism distribution, as consumers become more knowledgeable and powerful being
able to identify, amalgamate and purchase their own tourism products, often without the interference of any
intermediaries. In addition, several new types of intermediaries emerge, providing interface services between
consumers and principals, intermediaries and computer reservation systems. Naturally, some of these new
intermediaries tend to have originated from technology corporations rather than tourism ones, demonstrating
that both tourism intermediation and intra-channel allocation of power are undergoing major alterations as
new partners are entering the market. The degree of biased information observed in the current tourism
distribution channel is gradually reduced, by extending the quantity and quality of available travel
information, as well as by minimising the role of the geographical location of partners in their distribution
function. Thus, channel members which contribute real value to the holiday experience, either by producing,
distributing or identifying specialised or inexpensive products would benefit more. Principals who take
advantage of these systems and develop effective communication interfaces to address their target markets
will be able to enjoy several benefits emerging from relationship marketing and a certain degree of
disintermediation. Consequently, ITs support a greater equity in the allocation of intra-channel power.
However, channel members which fail to follow the ITs developments and continue to operate in a traditional
manner would be unable to provide adequate value-added for their consumers, and would eventually
endanger their involvement and profitability. Therefore, SMTEs and peripheral destinations should identify
ways to develop their ITs capabilities and facilitate the transformation process in order to be able to reinforce
their intra-channel power and strengthen their competitiveness.
9.3.1 The current state of information technologies in the tourism industry
However the current state of utilisation of ITs in the tourism industry demonstrates that the vast majority
of the tourism distribution channel members fail to take full advantage of the technological developments.
Only very large corporations such as airlines, hotel chains and mass tour operators utilise integrated systems
which enable them to use ITs at both operational and strategic levels as well as to pioneer CRSs for their
management and distribution. This is often due to these corporations' complexity, geographical dispersion
and magnitude of operation. At the tactical level for example, large tour operators utilise ITs for their
inventory control, distribution of packages to retailers and forecasting of potential mismatching between their
demand and supply. At the strategic level, they utilise the information collected from their computerised
systems for marketing research and in particular for market segmentation, competition analysis, productivity
assessment of outgoing travel agencies and regions, as well as long term forecasting. Similarly these
corporations are most likely to utilise ITs for co-ordinating remotely-based branches and operation units by
establishing intra-organisational networks. In addition they often perform a certain degree of inter-
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organisational electronic communication by utilising technology to receive reservations from partners and
also to promote their products or special offers. However, the utilisation of ITs in the tourism distribution
channel is quite primitive compared with the capacity of the emerging technologies and the opportunities for
rationalisation and efficiency provided.
In general, intermediaries are better equipped than principals, due to the importance of information and
communication on their operation and competitiveness. Principals often tend to follow a product orientation,
where the operation of the core business predominates their management processes, and thus ITs are
regarded as useful but unnecessary management tools. The vast majority of smaller tourism enterprises
under-utilise the potential of the ifs and tend to use piece-meal applications which facilitate specific functions
of their operations such as accounting, payroll or reservations. This is more evident for destination-based
tourism enterprises and it is attributed to their incapability to comprehend the benefits introduced by ITs;
the perception that ITs increase the dependence on external experts and thus jeopardise the sovereignty of
entrepreneurs over their enterprises; the autocratic management style performed by ITs' illiterate
entrepreneurs; the firm belief that ifs can be useful exclusively for larger enterprises; as well as the limited
availability of funds for investments in ifs. Small tourism distribution channel partners consistently complain
that technology is very expensive and so inaffordable, given their small profit margins. This is particularly
the case for small and seasonal accommodation establishments which can neither purchase expensive ITs
equipment, nor subscribe to CRSs or GDSs. As they run a small operation they often feel that ITs cannot
provide sufficient benefits to justify the investments required and that they should be utilised exclusively by
larger corporations. This is also reflected in their inability to conceive their future ITs needs, in contrast with
larger enterprises which seem to have a long term ITs vision and can identify ways to improve their ITs
utilisation in order to enhance their productivity.
9.3.2 Future competitiveness as a function of information technologies' utilisation
The proliferation of ifs becomes pervasive, affecting all aspects of personal and professional life. The
competitiveness of all types of enterprises will therefore, among other parameters, be a function of their
ability to compute and communicate. Innovative entrepreneurs and destinations which utilise ITs to improve
their production, distribution, communication and delivery, as well as the ones who exploit ITs in their
strategic planning will gain major benefits. Hence, SMTEs and peripheral destinations need to take action
in identifying technological applications which can provide competitive advantage, either through cost or
product differentiation. In the long term, failure to take advantage of the emerging ITs will result in further
competitive disadvantage for SMTEs and peripheral destinations and will affect both their competitiveness
and profitability. Close co-operation is needed at the destination level in order to pool ITs' resources and
expertise as well as to facilitate the purchasing of hardware and the purchasing/amendment/development of
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software. Even more importantly, collaboration is essential for the development of the "human-ware".
Organising training programmes and developing an understanding of the revolution of ITs and its potential
will be pivotal for the ability of local enterprises to appreciate the emerging strategic benefits and to realise
methods in order to take advantage of these opportunities. Perhaps some assistance and incentives from
development agencies in the purchasing and training processes would enable SIvITEs to benefit sooner from
the potential of ifs.
Tourism distribution channel members will increasingly need to employ ITs in their strategic management,
marketing, segmentation, distribution and promotion, as well as general administration in order to improve
their competitiveness. A greater integration between systems and applications will also enhance their
efficiency, while the usage of consumer behaviour information will ameliorate the segmentation process and
enable the provision of specialised products. In addition, a greater transparency between the existing
technology systems in the current distribution channel is also essential, in order to enable partners to perform
multiple tasks by sharing the available equipment and invariable information. This may be opposed by
several system vendors who benefit from the isolation of the existing computerised systems, as their
commercial interests are served better by the current "technological islands". Inevitably however, a greater
degree of transparency will be available in the future, as it yields sound benefits both for consumer services
and industry productivity.
The recently developed GDSs institute platforms for tourism product distribution and amalgamation. Due
to their reservation facilities for the entire range of tourism products and their connectivity with most tourism
intermediaries, GDSs epitomise the transformation of the tourism distribution process to a global electronic
marketplace. However the lack of ITs in SMTEs, in combination with their unstandardised nature, small
size, geographical dispersion and lack of ITs vision are partly responsible for their marginalisation from the
mainstream of CRSs and GDSs. These systems hitherto concentrated on scheduled airlines and large hotel
chains, catering primarily for business travellers. In contrast, leisure travel distribution is limited to videotex
connections between tour operators and outgoing travel agencies. This magnifies the strategic weaknesses
of SMTEs and peripheral destinations, as they are unable to take advantage of the ITs utilised in their
distribution process, whilst it enlarges their competitiveness gap with their larger counterparts. As a result,
SMTEs in peripheral, remote and insular destinations which cater for the leisure market are marginalised
from the electronic tourism distribution and hence, achieve little visibility in the marketplace.
In an attempt to reverse the unfavourable situation for SMTEs and peripheral destinations, the realisation
of the potential emerging through ITs and its necessity in the leisure tourism force the proliferation of
various destination-oriented computerised systems worldwide, as facilitators of the co-ordination, promotion,
and distribution functions of destinations and SMTEs. This thesis proposes the institution of Destination
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Integrated Computer Information Reservation Management Systems, which support the multi-integration and
management of destinations and SMTEs. These systems provide a strategic tool in order to enable both
remote, peripheral and insular destinations and SMTEs to take advantage of the emerging ITs in order to
overcome some of their strategic weaknesses and enhance their competitiveness. Not only do DICIRMSs
facilitate the diffusion of the understanding and utilisation of ITs, but they will also provide a vehicle for
the representation of the small and peripheral leisure sector in the global electronic tourism marketplace. As
far as the technical capability of the industry to connect with the proposed DICIRMSs is concerned, the
analysis of the utilisation of ITs by tourism distribution channel members illustrates that most partners at the
place of origin of the tourists are familiar with ITs and already utilise some sort of computerised systems,
which would enable them to connect to a DICIRMS without major investments. In contrast, a lower degree
of computerisation is observed in the destination-based partners, demonstrating that they would need to invest
in hardware to facilitate their connection. In addition, they are unfamiliar with the computerised systems
concept and therefore, are less capable of comprehending the emerging utilities and benefits from a
DICIRMS. In the light of the undergoing business re-engineering, the small sector needs to realise that their
exclusion from the emerging electronic tourism distribution platforms will diminish their visibility in the
marketplace, and therefore, jeopardise their competitiveness further. Consequently, urgent action is required
by SMTEs and peripheral destinations in order to avoid severe competitive disadvantages. It is critical for
them to appreciate the possibilities emerging from a DICIRMS for their distribution, promotion and
management functions and to adopt it as part of their strategic planning.
9.4 DICIRMSs as a strategic tool for the competitiveness of peripheral destinations and SMTEs
This thesis introduces the DICIRMS concept as a strategic tool and mechanism for the distribution,
promotion and management of SMTEs and destinations. DICIRMSs not only facilitate the destination
information diffusion and reservation functions for the entire range of SMTEs at destinations, but they also
contribute to the strategic and operational management of both individual enterprises and destinations.
Therefore, DICIRMSs revolutionise tourism product promotion and distribution by diffusing information and
empowering the reservation function for destinations' amenities, transportation services attractions, activities
and ancillary services, while they support the distribution of ready-made packages. In addition, DICIRMSs
support the management of tourism at both the macro and micro levels by circulating suitable business
software and tourism intelligence. DICIRMSs can also support the decision making process of consumers
by providing destination-based electronic marketplaces for tourism product amalgamation, as well as expert
systems enabling the design and proposal of tailor-made packages, based on consumers' set of rules and
conditions.
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DICIRMSs can be distributed through a wide range of networks both domestically and internationally. The
development of some sort of standardisation would eventually enable these systems to be distributed through
GDSs. On the one hand, DICIRMSs would benefit by utilising extensive GDSs' networks, which already
provide access to most travel agencies worldwide. On the other hand, GDSs would strengthen their role as
genuine global tourism information and distribution platforms, and therefore, they would not only gain more
commission from transactions undertaken through DICIRMSs, but also they would establish themselves as
irreplaceable tools for tourism enterprises worldwide, increasing the spectrum of their clientele. Moreover,
the revolutionary developments of the information superhighway, and the technical capability of the World
Wide Web which enables multimedia presentations through the INTERNET, provide unprecedented
opportunities for the institution of a global distribution mechanism accessible directly by consumers and
tourism intermediaries. The current insecurity of financial transactions through the INTERNET however,
make this distribution method unsuitable for reservations, although it is anticipated that these problems will
be resolved in the near future. The potential of this distribution method are demonstrated by the fact that
tourism information is already one of the most popular and demanded features of the INTERNET. Almost
all destination countries were represented only few months after the launch of the World Wide Web, either
officially as a result of a professional representation by their public tourism organisations, or unofficially
by individuals and organisations who have either a commercial or personal interest in a destination.
Consequently, DICIRMSs would need to be distributed through GDSs, as they have already established
connections with several channel members and instituted mechanisms supporting tourism distribution, as well
as through the INTERNET and specifically the World Wide Web, for individual travellers and the travel
trade who appreciate the multimedia presentation.
9.4.1 DICIRMSs empower the distribution function of SMTEs and peripheral destinations
DICIRMSs are a major opportunity for SMTEs and peripheral, remote and insular destinations as they
provide platforms for tourism product co-ordination and amalgamation, as well as empowering their
promotion and distribution. These systems revolutionise the distribution function by assisting SMTEs and
peripheral destinations to bridge the distance between their individual and institutional clients. Hence,
DICIRMSs institute a parallel and complementary distribution channel which effectively enables SMTEs to
communicate directly with their clients. As a result, they facilitate the reduction of SMTEs' dependence upon
intermediaries and improve their visibility in the marketplace. DICIRMSs also expand the clientele base and
reduce the risks involved from specific markets. Hence, they reinforce a certain degree of disintermediation
and improve the intra-channel power of SMTEs. At the macro level, DICIRMSs contribute to the destination
by encouraging further diagonal integration and by assisting the provision of seamless products. These
systems also play an imperative role in facilitating closer collaboration and inter-sectoral linkages at the
destination, and hence contributing to tourism multipliers.
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The distribution of DICIRMSs through the INTERNET and the World Wide Web allow the multimedia
presentation of destinations and enterprises providing unprecedented opportunities for interactive and live
demonstrations. This enables the simulation of tourism experiences at the destination and facilitates the
retrieval of rich and realistic information, empowering consumers to follow their special interests and design
tailor-made products. The demonstration of socio-cultural manifestations as well as the scarcity of
environmental resources through DICIRMSs would increase the consciousness of visitors and consequently
reduce their socio-cultural and environmental negative impacts on destinations. Thus, DICIRMSs act as
strategic management and marketing tools for the promotion and distribution functions of both destinations
and SMTEs by providing a complementary and innovative distribution channel; enabling the targeting of
specialised market segments; diffusing information and promoting destinations' and SMTEs' features;
reinforcing a certain degree of disintermediation and enhancing the intra-channel power of SMTEs and
destinations; reducing the risks associated with the overdependence of SMTEs on specific partners or
markets; enabling partnership and database marketing; assisting closer collaboration at the destination level
towards the delivery of seamless tourism experiences; reinforcing the diagonal integration of destinations and
enhancing multiplier effects. Therefore DICIRMSs institute platforms for wealth creation at the destination
level, which strengthen the grand strategy and strategic objectives of both SMTEs and destinations. They
also reduce the strategic weaknesses of SMTEs and peripheral, remote and insular destinations and enhance
their competitiveness and long-term prosperity.
Apart from destinations and principals, DICIRMSs may also assist intermediaries to promote their products
through the system, provided that they contribute adequately to the value chain formulated. In addition,
intermediaries can also utilise these systems to train their personnel and travel consultants.
9.4.2 Tourism distribution channel members' perspectives on DICIR1VISs
Research inferences demonstrate that DICIRMSs are regarded as "the way ahead" by the majority of the
tourism industry, due to their revolutionary approach to the management of destinations and SMTEs as well
as their ability to support the new demand trends and to delight consumers by designing personalised
products. The destination-based tourism industry, in particular, appreciates that although these systems are
in their infancy and need further research to define their operational framework and function, they address
a variety of critical issues and provide solutions to long standing strategic problems. However, the majority
of respondents are unable to conceive the magnitude of DICIRMSs' contribution to the strategic management
of private enterprises and the co-ordination of destinations, due to their deficient comprehension of ITs or
to their inability to conceptualise the tourism industry as a total system of value creation. In contrast,
intermediaries at the place of origin of the tourists are more sceptical of the contribution of DICIRMSs, as
they fear that these systems can jeopardise their intra-channel power.
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The analysis of the perspective of each channel member on DICIRMSs clearly illustrates that the eagerness
of each partner to utilise these systems and support their development and operation is a function of their
current role and intra-channel power. The more profitable and powerful organisations are in the current
channel, the less keen they are to encourage innovative and alternative distribution methods and vice versa,
as these methods would eventually jeopardise their intra-channel domination. As a consequence, powerless
accommodation establishments are keen to promote DICIRMSs in an attempt to institute new distribution
potential and thus, improve their visibility to their clientele and travel trade. In contrast, tour operators as
channel leaders are the least appreciative of DICIRMSs, as they fear that it will endanger their leadership
and ability to determine managerial decisions of their partners. Interestingly, established incoming travel
agencies which tend to tie their commercial interests closer to tour operators, tend to discount the
contribution of DICIRMSs, as they feel that their referent power over local SMTEs would evaporate. In
contrast, new incoming travel agencies which try to overcome the barriers to entry and penetrate in the
marketplace are more appreciative of DICIRMSs' abilities, as they identify potential to increase their
activity. Finally, outgoing travel agencies recognise the potential of DICIRMSs in customer service, and
despite their belief that a system would never replace the existing channel, they recognise that a DICIRMS
can be instrumental in travel consulting and training, as well as in the development of niche and lucrative
market segments.
A close collaboration between the public and private sectors at destinations is regarded as essential for the
successful development and operation of DICIRMSs. The public sector needs to ensure that the infrastructure
required is available and that adequate telecommunication networks are provided. It should also provide
information on the destination and ensure that all DICIRMSs displays are impartial and objective, while no
bias towards any particular enterprise is evident. The public sector has to provide a certain degree of
financial support from its tourism promotion budget, as evidence illustrates that the private sector is unable
to cover alone the devastating development and operational cost. The public sector should also encourage
inter-sectorial linkages and collaboration through a DICIRMS in order to reinforce diagonal integration and
enhance multiplier effects. The private sector, on the other hand, needs to develop its technological capability
in order to facilitate local networking and take advantage of the system. In addition, accurate and timely
information on facilities and availability should be provided. The private sector has the responsibility to
deliver the tourism products and experiences sold through DICIRMSs and to guarantee and honour any
confirmed bookings through the system. Evidence illustrates that neither the public nor the private sector
can operate a DICIRMS alone and therefore, close co-operation is instrumental in developing and operating
of any system.
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9.4.3 Willingness to pay for DICIRMSs' services
The economics of a DICIRMS is one of the most complex issues. As DICIRMSs are designed to reinforce
the equity in the tourism distribution channel, as well as the profitability and competitiveness of SMTEs and
peripheral destinations, they need to be non-profitable organisations. Instead, fair contributions by both the
public and private sectors should support the development and operation of DICIRMSs. The public sector
needs to finance DICIRMSs through its traditional budgets for tourism promotion and infrastructure. This
is also regarded by the majority of intermediaries as a natural evolution of the public sector's traditional role
as information provider and promoter of tourism destinations. DICIRMSs should be perceived as tourism
marketing and management infrastructure and their efficiency should be measured against the economic
benefits generated for the destination, ie the marginal visitation and expenditure per capita, as well as the
improvement to local tourism multipliers. In addition, the measurement of the effectiveness of DICIRMSs
should also take into consideration their improvements on the socio-cultural and environmental impacts.
Thus, financial contribution of the public sector can be justified against the emerging benefits introduced by
these systems.
The contribution of the private sector to DICIRMSs' economics is also a challenging issue because
enterprises are reluctant to suggest a value for a system which is not yet operational and has not proven its
effectiveness. Unless these systems are non-profit organisations they will fail to perform their role as
contributors to the equity within the channel and inevitably they will re-produce the dependency, intra-
channel power imbalances and conflicts observed currently. As a result, the private sector should not be
seeking direct returns on investments from DICIRMSs. This is demonstrated by the fact that hitherto private
investors in DICIRMSs tended to belong to telecommunication or information technology corporations which
attempt to sell their technological expertise, capabilities, capacity and networking facilities and attempt to
initiate demand for their core business, rather than to create new strategic business units. Other private
investors included airlines and hotel chains which unsuccessfully aimed to use DICIRMSs in order to
increase their core business. It is increasingly evident therefore, that the private sector alone, cannot afford
the devastating development and operational costs, while the inability of DICIRMSs to generate adequate
return on investment led several destination-oriented systems into liquidation. Encouragingly principals and
destination-based intermediaries are willing to pay joint and annual fees according to their capacity and
potential benefits, as well as commissions on the business generated through these systems. Although the
cost per reservation through a DICIRMS may be as high as 25% of their total price, it is still more profitable
than the average discount provided to tour operators in the current channel. In contrast, intermediaries at
the place of origin of the tourists and tour operators in particular, are reluctant to pay any fixed or variable
fees for utilising the system. This is due to their belief that information should be provided freely by national
tourism organisations as well as due to their fear that a DICIRMS would be a competitor and a threat to the
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traditional tourism distribution channel. Outgoing travel agencies, though, are marginally more willing to
pay for DICIRMSs' services, due to pressures they face by consumers to provide a more comprehensive and
knowledgeable service.
DICIRMSs should be supported through the marketing, distribution and communication budgets of private
enterprises. Consequently, they need to be assessed against their long term contribution to their profitability,
efficiency and competitiveness. Advertising in DICIRMSs is a controversial issue. Supporters suggest that
it will enable these systems to break even and become financially autonomous, while critics fear that
advertising in DICIRMSs will widen the gap between smaller and larger tourism enterprises at destinations
and thus, it will inevitably increase antagonism and destroy the motion for close collaboration promoted by
these systems. Ideally DICIRMSs will need to break even, although a loss on their operation would also be
acceptable, provided that they contribute sufficiently to the micro and macro level and could be covered by
promotional budgets for destinations and local enterprises. The ultimate willingness to pay by each DICIRMS
user will need to be determined by marketing research where, the effectiveness of the system needs to be
assessed. A cost and benefit analysis of the contribution of DICIRMSs to the awareness and purchasing of
users' products and ultimately on their profitability, as well as the savings emerging from these systems
would need to be assessed against the total cost. In addition, strategic benefits emerging through the
disintermediation of the channel and the amelioration of the intra-channel power allocation should also be
taken into consideration.
9.4.4 Challenges in the development and operation of DICIRMSs
Several challenges are evident in the development and operation of DICIRMSs. Many destination-oriented
systems encounter financial problems as private and/or public sector sponsors have withdrawn their support,
forcing them into liquidation. It becomes clear that both the private and public sectors will need to contribute
to the development and operation of DICIRMSs according to their traditional role in the promotion and
delivery of tourism products. The appreciation of the long term nature of this investment will enable all
parties involved to comprehend that consistent and tireless effort is essential for the development and
operation of these systems. Intermediaries at the place of origin of the tourists emphasise that comprehensive
coverage for all major destinations should be provided by DICIRMSs, while they suggest that a certain
degree of standardisation and interactivity would be essential in order to provide comparable services and
also to reduce training and operation times. In addition, the tourism industry illustrates that the utilisation
of all existing technologies and communication networks and methods would be essential, as due to their
small profit margins, respondents are reluctant to invest in additional equipment and networking for
accessing DICIRMSs.
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Although DICIRMSs aim to support the smaller sector throughout the tourism distribution channel, their
inability to comprehend the potential of ITs and their reluctance to invest in technology, jeopardise the
feasibility of these systems and their ability to cover the entire range of tourism suppliers at destinations.
Training of the "human-ware" and early involvement of SMTEs in the development process of a DICIRMS
will reduce their fears of technology and encourage them realise that these systems enhance, rather than
threaten, their sovereignty over their enterprises, by reinforcing their competitiveness and intra-channel
power. Principals fear that DICIRMSs will generate further conflicts with the existing intermediaries and
particularly with the channel leaders, ie large/mass tour operators. SMTEs in particular are concerned that
this will have unfavourable effects on their relationships with their partners. They fear that, should they co-
operate with a DICIRMS, the channel leader would exercise coercive power and disciplinary actions to
punish them for disloyalty. Although this might be critical in the short term, the diminishing competitiveness
and profitability of the smaller sector of the tourism distribution channel allow little space for optimism. The
competition between channel leaders and their anxiety to increase their market share lead an increasing
number of smaller channel partners and competitors into receivership, whilst it dramatically reduced the
profitability achieved throughout the industry. At the macro level, the return on resources utilised by
peripheral, remote and insular destinations for tourism declines due to the harsh channel leadership they
encounter, jeopardising the positive impacts of tourism on destinations and making its contribution to the
host population prosperity questionable. Therefore, SMTEs and peripheral destinations need to rationalise
their distribution mix. A thorough assessment of their partners' contribution to their profitability and
prosperity should indicate that innovative distribution solutions and marketing tools are urgently required
in order to reinforce their strategic position. The contribution of DICIRMSs to their long term profitability
and competitiveness should therefore compensate for the short term upheaval which might be experienced.
9.4.5 DICIR1VISs as a major opportunity for competitiveness amelioration
DICIRMSs provide an unprecedented opportunity for the competitiveness amelioration of both peripheral
destinations and SMTEs, as they bridge their distance between their individual and institutional clients,
reduce their dependence levels and strengthen their intra-channel power. It becomes increasingly evident that
SMTEs and destinations which fail to utilise the emerging strategic marketing tools dynamically will be
unable to attract their target markets and as a consequence, they will encounter pivotal implications for their
future prosperity. Therefore, a closer co-operation between SMTEs at destinations, as well as with other
destinations, will enable the institution of DICIRMSs as platforms for tourism product amalgamation and
distribution. It will also assist the delivery of seamless products and enhance tourists' experience, while it
will support the diagonal integration and improve the tourism impacts at destinations. This will reinforce the
ability of both destinations and SMTEs to achieve equity on their return-on-resources utilised for the tourism
production and delivery. More importantly DICIRMSs provide the opportunity to rationalise the distribution
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strategy of SMTEs and peripheral destinations by strengthening their intra-channel power. Thus, these
systems not only enable them to achieve a certain degree of disintermediation but also to improve their
bargaining capabilities with their existing partners and to diversify their distribution mix towards addressing
specialised market segments and individual customers. The rationalisation of the distribution and strategic
marketing of destinations and SMTEs through a DICIRMS is also expected to promote the concept of
sustainability of local resources, as well as to contribute to the development of special interest tourism.
Destinations pioneering DICIRMSs can achieve major competitive advantages and enhance the
competitiveness of their SMTEs in the marketplace. However, it is increasingly recognised that these
competitive advantages would only last until competitors imitate the DICIRMS concept and establish similar
systems. This has three major strategic implications. Firstly, constant innovation is pivotal for achieving
competitiveness, and therefore DICIRMSs should not be regarded as panacea, but rather as a strategic tool
which will require constant improvements in order to take advantage of emerging ITs and distribution
innovations. Secondly, destinations and SMTEs which fail to develop DICIRMSs and to establish effective
mechanisms for tourism promotion and distribution inevitably develop competitive disadvantages, and suffer
further competitiveness and profitability deterioration jeopardising their prosperity. Thirdly, there is an
increasing sense of co-operation between traditionally competing destinations and enterprises. This is due
to their realisation that instead of competing with each other for the same target markets, they should focus
their efforts on co-operating against the increasing intra-channel power of their intermediaries, which is in
fact responsible for their deficient profitability.
Principals and destinations realise that they would need to reinforce their distribution position and achieve
a certain degree of disintermediation in order to improve their profitability and prosperity. As a result,
instead of DICIRMSs competing with each other, they should concentrate on attracting consumers from
alternative distribution channels which have unfavourable implications for destinations and SMTEs. Greek
DICIRMSs therefore would not need to compete with Spanish ones, but rather with established
intermediaries, such as tour operators, which damage the profitability and competitiveness of principals. This
approach revolutionises the existing tourism marketing strategy and enables the achievement of equity on
returns on resources utilised in tourism production and delivery.
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As a result, future research needs to focus on innovative applications and methods in order to achieve a more
consumer-oriented, efficient, effective and flexible tourism industry, which ultimately will be capable of
delivering the right products, to the right customers, at the right time and at the right prices". In addition,
research should also concentrate on the factors affecting the adaptation of ifs in the industry; the integration
of technology applications within the administration and strategic management of organisations; the training
requirements of both decision makers and employees; the difference of requirements between large and small
organisations; the appropriate incentive policies for the penetration of ITs in the industry; the sources,
determinants and facilitators for expanding the usage of ITs; the emerging opportunities for direct and
interactive communication with consumers and partners; and the policies required to stimulate further
compatibility between the tourism industry ifs applications. As ITs expand rapidly and diffuse their usage
in most parts of organisational functions, there is plenty of scope for research in this area.
The above research themes are epitomised in the rapidly expanding computerisation of the tourism
distribution channel. Evidently, numerous systems emerge to diffuse travel information and provide a
comprehensive reservations service for the entire range of tourism and ancillary products. Constant research
into these developments needs to be undertaken, in parallel with research into the newly emerging ITs. This
can be a two fold research portfolio. On the one hand, the needs of the tourism industry should be
investigated in order to lead the development of suitable technological applications. On the other hand, the
potential emerging from ITs innovations and their applications on tourism would enable the industry to take
advantage of the new potential. Moreover, two major ITs developments concentrate the interest of both
tourism researchers and industry. Firstly, the integration, concentration, globalisation of the existing CRSs
and GDSs which emerge as electronic tourism marketplaces, revolutionise the tourism production and
delivery.
Future research needs to focus on the types of CRSs available for each member of the industry; the number,
type, location and distribution of users; the potential and actual market shares for each system and their
business generating capability; the cost and other participation requirements; the power allocation within
these systems and their objectivity; the regulatory and legal framework for their operation; their inter-
connectivity and compatibility; and even more importantly the implications for the competitiveness and future
prosperity of tourism industry members.
Secondly, the rapid proliferation of the INTERNET and the "electronic superhighway" revolutionises the
concepts of communication and introduces unique opportunities for interactivity between business and
consumers. Hence, the utilisation of INTERNET applications, such as the World Wide Web, as a media for
marketing, promotion, consumer research, and ultimately as a tool for information diffusion and
reservations, require extensive research. As technology transform consumer behaviour, each member of the
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tourism industry needs to investigate how it can take advantage of the emerging potential in order to achieve
its strategic tasks. Therefore, research should be applied to both ITs and organisational sides, in order to
facilitate a continuous process of identifying technology requirements for organisations, as well as suitable
ITs applications, and thus redesign strategies and tactics accordingly.
Thirdly, the central theme of this dissertation, ie destination-oriented systems and DICIRMSs, deserve an
on-going thorough examination due to the immaturity of the concept. As a result, research should address
design and operational issues for DICIRMSs; users' requirements, preferences and willingness to pay; as
well as anticipated benefits and willingness to participate for each member of the tourism industry. The
willingness of CRSs and GDSs to incorporate DICIRMSs into their systems, as well as their technical and
financial requirements need to be thoroughly investigated. Another area of great importance is the
compatibility between DICIRMSs from different destinations and the development of standardised platforms
for DICIRMSs. As these systems proliferate in various destinations worldwide, research into their difficulties
and success will provide feedback and useful inferences for later stages of the system development and
operation.
The research also examines several critical issues, which deserve further illumination. Firstly, a wide range
of operational and strategic issues for each member of the tourism industry, such as pricing policies as well
as internal and external factors affecting competitiveness and profitability will need to be investigated. In
addition, the peculiarities of SMTEs and the sources of their management and marketing strategic weaknesses
need further examination, in order to identify methods and training requirements to strengthen their
competitiveness. Similarly, the special needs of peripheral, remote and insular destinations should be
explored further, as an attempt to improve their distribution process and competitiveness in general. Finally,
a clear requirement for research on consumer behaviour is evident, as a better understanding of the
information seeking process is essential, in order to supply this service through a DICIRMS. In addition,
the implications of tourism information for the decision making process, tourists' behaviour while at the
destination and satisfaction levels in the post-travel period, are also valuable areas for further research.
The aforementioned suggestions are only indicative, due to the wealth of research opportunities in these
themes. The lack of standardisation, the constant progress and the significance of the research themes'
implications for prosperity at both the micro and macro levels, in combination with the immaturity of the
academic research in these areas, illustrate the research potential.
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9.6 Realism or utopia revisited - The tourism industry in the third millennium
This thesis attempts to contribute towards the enhancement of the competitiveness of SMTEs and peripheral,
remote and insular destinations. It explains their strategic weaknesses and elaborates on their distribution
functions, illustrating their inability to promote their product effectively to their target markets. The research
demonstrates that this situation has severe implications for their intra-channel power allocation and their
capability to achieve adequate profitability and competitiveness. Hence, it proposes a DICIRMS as a strategic
tool to strengthen the promotion and distribution elements of SMTEs' and destinations' marketing mix, in
order to improve their ability to achieve their desired pricing policy. It assumes that tourism products
delivered by SMTEs and peripheral destinations are appropriately designed and consumer-oriented. However,
evidence from the marketplace, as well as consumers' complaints illustrate that often tourism products are
inadequate, usually due to deficient infrastructure, lack of co-ordination and inadequate training resulting
in an inability to deliver totally satisfactory consumer experiences. Although a DICIRMS supports a closer
co-ordination and collaboration through the industry, and thus, provides opportunities for amelioration of
the tourism product, it is strongly argued that both the private and public sectors need to undertake thorough
marketing research and redesign their products in order to deliver a seamless tourist experience and
ultimately delight their customers. This will be the only way for both SMTEs and peripheral destinations
to survive the emerging global competition.
The thesis also illustrates a rationalisation of all production and distribution processes, based on conceptual
strategic management and marketing,frameworks, ITs developments and opportunities, as well as consumer
demand trends. However, the low comprehension level of the above concepts and techniques by both
peripheral destinations and SMTEs, as well as the forceful domination of the channel leaders illustrate that
the proposed strategic approaches and solutions may be regarded as utopian by the current tourism industry.
It is hoped that peripheral destinations and SMTEs will realise their vulnerability and undertake strategic
action to reverse the rapid deterioration of their competitiveness, while it is anticipated that some of the
concepts discussed in this thesis will stimulate their strategic thinking, as well as their appreciation for
innovative marketing and management processes based on revolutionary ITs. It is firmly believed therefore,
that ITs and DICIRMSs in particular, hold a possibly utopian but great opportunity for empowering the
competitiveness and prosperity of SMTEs and destinations in the new millennium.
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Department of Management Studies
for the service sector:
• Food Management
• Hotel Management
• Retail Management
• Tourism Management
Mr Colin Savery	 Guildford 18/4/94
IT Director
Going Places
Meiron House
Guildford Rd
Woking GU22 7QF
University
of Surrey
Appendix A : Invitation for interviews
Dear Mr Savery
RE: TOURISM PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION & NEW TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH
We are writing to you to request your assistance in a research project which is taldng place
in the Department of Management Studies for Tourism and Hotel Industries at the University
of Surrey. The aim of the research is to identify the ways in which tourism distribution
channels operate; and the implications of recent developments in information and
telecommunication technologies. The research is supported by various organisations,
including the European Union, the Greek National Tourism Organisation, the Association of
Independent Tour Operators and Contour Consultants.
We have selected your organisation to participate in this research and would like to ask you
for a brief interview of around 35 minutes, which will give us the opportunity to discuss
these issues with you. Of course, our conversation will be treated with strict confidentiality
and no identification of individuals or organisations will be disclosed.
We are sure that you understand the importance of this project and hope that you will be able
to assist us. Thus we would really appreciate it, if you could let us know a date and time
convenient for you. Please, communicate with Mr Buhalis on Tel/Fax: 0483 574463 or Tel:
0483 259654, Fax:0483 259387 in order to arrange an interview.
We are grateful in advance for your assistance and we believe that the results will benefit the
entire tourism industry.
Yours sincerely.
C ^ Ca;1‘Q
imitrios Buhalis
Researcher
TO/MA
Dr Chris Cooper
Research Leader
University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey. GU2 5XH England. Tel: (0483) 300800 Fax: (0483) 259387 Telex: 859331
Yours sincerel
Dimitrios Buhah
Researcher
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Department of Management Studies
for the service sector:
• Food Management
• Hotel Management
• Retail Management
• Tourism Management
University
of Surrey
Guildford 1/4/94
For the attention of the General Manager
Dear General Manager
Re: TOURISM PRODUCT DISTRB3UTION & NEW TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH
We are writing to you to request your assistance in a research project which is taking place in the
Department of Management Studies for Tourism and Hotel Industries at the University of Surrey.
The aim of the research is to identify the ways in which tourism distribution channels operate; and
the implications of recent developments in information and telecommunication technologies. The
research is supported by various organisations, including the European Union, the Greek National
Tourism Organisation, the Association of Independent Tour Operators and Contour Consultants.
We have selected your agency to participate in this research and would like to ask you to
complete this questionnaire. This will offer us invaluable information and considerably advance
the research. Of course, all information will be treated with strict confidentiality and no
identification of individuals or organisation will be disclosed.
We are sure that you understand the importance of this project and hope that you will be able to
assist us. Thus, we would really appreciate it, if you could complete and return this questionnaire
to us (D.Buhalis, MSTHI, University of Surrey, Guildford, GU2 5)CH, UK). If you need to
communicate with us please call Mr Buhalis on 0483 300800 ext 3118 or 0483 574463, Fax 0483
259387. It is estimated that an average time of less than 15 minutes will be required for the
completion of the questionaire.
We are grateful in advance for you assistance and we believe that the results will benefit the entire
tourism industry.
C _4 Gscic.i
Dr Chris Cooper
Research Leader
OTA/MA
University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5X1-1 England. Tel: (0483) 300800 Fax: (0483) 259387 Telex: 859331
n•••n
M. aim/
GREECE
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NATIONAL TOURIST ORGANISATION OF GREECE
EAAHNIKOI OPFANIIMOI TOYPIIMOY-A/NIH M.BPETANNIAI KAI IPAANAIAI
OFFICE FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND
4 Conduit Street, London W1R ODJ
Tel: 071-734 5997 (3 lines). Grams: 'GRECTOUR'. Telex: 21122 GR TOUR G. Fax: 071-287 1369
Dear Tour Operator/Travel Agent
Re: Assistance required for research project.
We are writing to ask your support for this research project,
undertaken at the University of Surrey.
The concentration on such contemporary issues, such as tourism
product distribution, small and medium tourism enterprise
development, and technology implications are considered as
very important for the modern developments in our industry.
Therefore, the GNTO would like to enlist the help of all Tour
Operators and Travel Agencies in this research and
consequently contribute to its success.
Your assistance in this matter is such appreciated.
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Questions excluded from mail questionnaires due to scarcity of space
Organisation
A
RICIRMS
B
Information
Technologies
C
Distribution
Channels
D
Consumers 1
E
Accommodation A.11.1 B.3.1-B.3.6 C.3 D.1.3
Establishments A.11.2 B.5 C.6 D.1.5
A.12.1-A.12.7 B.6 C.9 D.1.10
A.14 B.7 C.10 D.1.14
A.15 B.8.1-B.8.6
A.16 B.9.1-B.9.8
B.10
B.11
Incoming Travel Agencies A.8 B.5 D.1.6
A.15 B.6
B.7
B.10
B.11
_
Tour Operators A.2 B.8 C.1 D.1 Section E Section
A.9 B.9 C.2
A.13 C.7 D.2.1
A.14 D.2.2
D.2.3
D.2.6
D.2.10
D.3.2
D.3.4
Outgoing Travel Agencies B.8 C.1 D.1 Section E.1.1-E.1.3
8.9 C.2 E.2
C.4 D.2.2
C.11 D.2.5
D.2.6.1-D.2.6.7
.
APPENDIX
B. Photographs of the system AEGEO

Picture 9: Hotel reservation screen
Picture 12: Terminal station for System AEGEO
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Picture 7: List of local accommodation establishments
	 Picture 10: Ancillary local services
Picture fl: Hotel presentation and reservation panel 	 Picture 11: Pilot applications of System AEGEO at Chios airport
APPENDIX
C. Participants in the research
,
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Numbe Code Hotel Name Respondent Title Cat. Beds	 Address Island
1
	
1/1 Anna Maria Dias Mavralcis Renter D 45 Papalouka 18 Rodos
2	 1/2 Majestic Stefanos Papalcostis Manager C 147 Zervou Rodos
3	 1/3 George Apts Anna Stamatiou Manager Apt 45 Papalouka 49 Rodos
4 1/4 Fedra Criannis Mathioudakis Owner C 120 Adcadiou 7 Rodos
5	 1/5 Aglaia Euaggelos Salvaris Owner B 220 Syllogou Amerikis 35 Rodos
6 1/6 Alexia Evaggelos Mostakalcis Manager B 280 Orfanidou 54 Rodos
7 117 Sunrise Apts Georgia Nikolaou Owner Apt 36 Alcti Maouli 16 Rodos
8	 1/8 Blue Sky Manolis Kastelorizios Owner A 350 Psaropoula Rodos
9 1/9 Kypriotis Antonis Diakonikolaou Manager C 450 Balaoritou Rodos
10	 1/10 Chevalier Palace Emanouil Stamatiou Owner A 385 Griva 3 Rodos
11	 1/11 Erodia Apts Hlias Kondylios Owner Apt 60 Kritis 7 Rodos
12	 1/12 Four Seasons Manolis Crisafmas Owner C 72 Alcti Ivliaouli 32 Rodos
13	 1/13 Diana Giorgos Martinis Owner C 84 Griva 68 Rodos
14	 1/14 Villa Rodos Stamatis Georgantis Owner C 53 Lecntos 36 Rodos
15	 1/15 Helios Appaa-tm. Giannis Mpohoridis Manager Apt 64 Dragoumi 5 Rodos
16	 1/16 Esperia Sofi Ellina Manager B 360 Griva 7 Rodos
17 1/17 Apollon Basilis Minaidis Owner A 600 Falirald Rodos
18	 1/18 K anstantin Georgios Georgiadis Owner B 250 Amerllcis 65 Rodos
19	 1/19 Sarcais Stavroula Mavnicou Renter C 58 Mandilaxa 51 Rodos
20 1/20 Coral Giorgos Diakogiorg,akis Manager B 217 Papanikolaou 28 Rodos
21	 1/21 Pearl Dimitris Michalos Owner C 76 Griva 15 Rodos
22	 1/22 Olympic Nikos Chaviaras Owner B 86 Vas. Pavlou 12 Rodos
23	 1/23 Iviskos Michael Vroudaos Owner A 400 Nisurou 17 Rodos
24 1/24 Pavlidis Despoina Pavlidi Owner C 100 28 October Rodos
25 1/25 Europa Mary Psaropoulou Owner B 190 28 October 94 Rodos
26	 1/26 Palm Fotis Psaris Owner B 143 Ex. Panteleimcnos 2 Rodos
27 1/27 Mediterannean Iommis Psaris Manager A 292 Ko 35 Rodos
28 1/28 Bella Vista Thanasis Mavrikis Owner B 70 Alcti Ivliaouli & Tilou Rodos
29	 1/29 Ala Konstantinos Sideris Owner C 100 Vas. Pavlou 10 Rodos
30 1/30 Flora Gerasimos Papakolodoukas Owner C 188 28 October 13 Rodos
31	 1/31 Sivarest Giorgos Zympoulis Manager A 180 Vas. Pavlou Square Rodos
32 1/32 Athina Prodromos Kaloudis Manager B 267 Lean 27 Roden
33 1/33 Elite Ioannis Marietis Manager C 200 Ex. Panteleimonos 15 Rodos
34 1/34 El Greco Nildtas Kalafatas Owner C 145 Georgiou Efstathiou 2 Rados
35 1135 Acadia Albertos Valenstain Owner B 180 Irma Polyteclaniou 6 Rodos
36 1/36 Riviera Nilcolaos Asporalcos Owner A 116 Akti kfmouli 2 Rodos
37 1/37 Adonis Emmanouil Margakis Owner C 26 Papanicolaou 7 Rados
38 1/38 Imperial Panagiotis Palaiologos Owner A 165 Papanllcolaou 23 Rodos
39 1/39 Semiramis Michael Intzas Owner C 230 Metaxa 18 Rados
40 1/40 I.Emoza Sevi Goorgiadou Owner C 117 Endathiou 4 Rodos
41	 1/41 City Centre Nikitas EIatzikonstantinou Owner B 101 Iroon Polytediniou 2 Rodos
42 1/42 Dietbnes Prolcopis Karpathakis Owner C 80 Kazoulis 12 Rodos
43 1/43 Plaza Kostas Karasoulis Manager B 250 lerou Lochou 7 Rodos
44 1/44 Florida Eleni Masi Owner C 68 Amarantou 5 Rodos
45 1/45 Astron Dimitris Gialousis Owner C 82 Kammlis 10 Rodos
46 1/46 Lydia Kostas Koufou Owner C 111 25 Martiou 31 Rodos
47 1/47 Candia &sills Diakontis Owner Apt 35 Fanourald 25 Rodos
48 1/48 Marie Giannis Petridis Manager C 248 Ko 7 Rados
49 1/49 Regina Giorgos Spartalis Manager A 182 Makaron 20 Rodos
50 1/50 Butterfly Salcis Blasis Manager C 90 Ammocbostou 49 Rodos
51	 1/51 Hermes Nikolaos Kavetzidakis Manager C 64 Plastira 5 Rados
52 1/52 Tilos Aggelos Lamprakakis Owner C 39 DK Makariou 46 Rodos
53 1/53 Savoy Eleutherios Vogiatzis Owner C 81 Dodelcanision Rodos
54 1/54 Victoria Aristofanis Vasilopoulos Manager C 80 25 Martiou 22 Rados
55	 1/55 Man isms Apts Maria Manisca Owner Apt 45 Nikitara 38 Rodos
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Numbe Code Rotel Name Respondent Title Cat.	 Beds	 Address Island
56	 1/56 Sylvia Stelios Pintzos Owner C 73 Kolokotroni 114 Rodos
57 1/57 Aeg,li Maria Farmakidi Owner C 69 Kolokotran 90 Rodos
58 1/58 Impala Apartments Ioanna Ftaplalci Owner Apt 92 Par. Canada 72 Rodos
59	 1/59 Congo Ioannis Karagiamis Owner C 56 Dendrinou 145 Rodos
60 1/60 Kamiros Makourios Papamichail Owner A 90 25 Martiou 1 Rodos
61	 1/61 Thermai Spiros Kassapidis Owner B 240 Dimokratias Rodos
62	 1/62 Rodini Giorgos Zervos Owner D 55 Lindou 42 Rodos
63 1/63 Seven Palms Manolis Agialcatsil(as Owner D 50 Proeic Dendrincn 1 Rodos
64 1/64 Star Stavros Presviris Owner D 36 Dendrinou 129 Rodos
65 1/65 Zephyros Dimitrios Koumnalcis Owner D 25 Dendrinou 135 Rodos
66 1/66 Sea View Nikos Fotis Owner C 70 Faliraki Rodos
67 1/67 F,deli Rock Nilcos Viglcopoulos Manager A 720 Koskinou Rodos
68 1/68 Continental Katerini Hampipi Manager B 238 Ag. Ioannou 8 Rodos
69	 1/69 Kalithea Nikos Papadopoulos Owner C 29 Leof Kallitheas Rodos
70 1170 Paradise Alexandros Manouseas Manager A 1176 Kalithea Rodos
71	 1/71 Pegasus Chrisoula Tsakogia Manager A 436 Faliraki Rodos
72	 1/72 Tsampika Giorgos Argyrou Owner C 90 Falirald Rodos
73 1/73 John Mary Studio Maria Aggelinou Owner Apt 27 Falira1ci Rodos
74 1174 Rodos Beach George Karanikolas Manager A 500 Faliralci Rodos
75	 1/75 Kalithea Sun & Sky Michael Kouloubris Manager B 400 Led Kalithea Rodos
76 1/76 Virginia Thanasis Hastas Owner B 190 Ran-Koskinou Rodos
77 1/77 Olympus Beath Nikos Diakoyannalds Manager A 316 Faliraki Rodos
78 1178 Calypso Spiros Sotiris Manager A 580 Faliraki Rodos
79 1/79 Blue Sea & Star Dimos Filias Manager A 600 Faliraki Rodos
80 1/80 Faliraki Bay Kostas Fotis Owner C 70 Faliraki Rodos
81	 1/81 Villa Angela Maria Papaleutheriou Owner Apt 10 Faliraki Rodos
82	 1/82 Anemoni Studios Meletios Fotis Owner Apt 16 Falirald Rados
83	 1/83 Gondola Ivfichalis Ivfichalas Owner C 122 Fafiralci Rodos
84 1/84 Kastelo Di Rodi Michalis Kaklios Owner B 100 Koskinou Rodos
85	 1/85 Princes Flora Katerini Pagan Manager B 240 Kalithea Rodos
86 1/86 Caravel Avgenia Karanisa Owner Apt 60 bcia Rodos
87 1/87 Imperial Grecotel Giorgos Smiths Manager Lux 765 bcia Rodos
88 1/88 Belair Beach Kaastantinos Kotmtouris Manager A 300 bcia Rodos
89 1/89 Metropolitan Kapsis Mikis Kapsis Manager A 1288 bda Rodos
90 1/90 Lito Jam Karamanos Manager B 220 Ixia Rados
91	 1/91 Okeanis Christos Kaastantinou Manager A 432 bcia Rodos
92 1/92 Olympic Palace Giannis Voulgaroglou Manager Lux 730 Ixia Rodos
93 1/93 Posidonia Dimitrios Nilcolis Owner Apt 120 Ixia Rodos
94 1194 Blue Eyes Giannis Ftaklalclis Owner Apt 29 Ixia Rodos
95 1/95 Avra Hotel Stamatis Diakidis Manager A 353 bcia Rodos
96 1/96 liefiramare Spiros Diamantidis Manager Lux 350 Ixia Rodos
97 1/97 Le C000tiers Fain Delaporta Manager Apt 156 Ws Rodos
98 1/98 Vellois Sofia Intza Manager C 100 bcia Rodos
99 1/99 Irene Hotel Apts Panagiotis Gavogiatmis Owner Apt 42 Faliraki Rodos
100 1/100 Nefeli Ioannis Nilcolos Owner D 42 Faliraki Rodos
101	 1/101 Esperos Palace Antanis Antamkakis Manager A 800 Faliraki Rodos
102	 1/102 Rodos Bay Giorgos Marg,aritis Manager A 650 Ixia Rodos
103	 1/103 Belle Helene Nikos Vasilaras Owner Apt 40 Iallysos Rodos
104 1/104 Elina Emmanouil Mpilpis Manager A 300 Iallysos Rodos
105 1/105 Alexandra Apts Stefanos Tharenos Owner Apt 54 bda Rodos
106 1/106 Dicnysos Nikos Pampakas Manager A 530 bcia Rodos
107 1/107 Solemar Criannis Glinatsis Manager B 196 bcia Rodos
108 1/108 Elisabeth Hotel Apts Giorgos Hatziantoniou Manager Apt 530 bcia Rodos
109	 1 /1 09 Osiris Hotel Apts Thomas Saris Owner Apt 101 Iallysos Rodos
110	 1/110 Blue Horizon Nlichael Pontikas Manager A 412 Iallysos Rodos
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111	 1/111	 Heleni Nikolaos Tsilcis Owner 45 lallysos Rodos
112 11112	 Golden Beada Kostas Ladaaniatis Manager A 740 lallysos Rodos
113 11113	 Forum Stamatis Ganiotakis Owner Apt 80 lallysos Rodos
114 1/114	 Sun Flower Stergos Koutros Owner 180 lallysos Rodos
115 11115	 Blue Bay Chrisanthos Pouliasis Manager A 600 lallysos Rodos
116 1/116	 Benelux Hotel Apts Giorgos Tharenos Owner Apt 140 LAVS06 Rodos
117 1/117	 Electra Palace Christos Karidis Manager A 600 lallysos Rodos
118 1/118
	 Rodos Palace Giorgos Barbouti.s Manager Lux 1560 Ma Rodos
119 211	 Memos Studio F. Flora Owner Apt 20 Pmalidi Kos
120 212	 Hippocrates Palace M. Argyropoulos Manager A 400 Psigidi Kos
121 2/3	 Archipelagos Apostolos Markopoulos Manager A 220 Psalkii Kos
122 2/4	 Coralia Studio Spiros Tripas Owner Apt 20 Psalidi Kos
123 2/5	 Ramira Dimitris Savas Manager A 600 Ptalidi Ken
124 2/6	 Ednaark Efstathia Anastasiadi Owner 98 Psalidi Kos
125 2/7	 Aristos Apts Aristos Kounelakis Manager Apt 120 Psalidi Ken
126 2/8	 Blue Lagoon B. Kadoulis Owner 90 Nall& Kos
127 2/9	 Oceania Naos Laanprou Manager A 657 Psalidi Ken
128 2/10	 Sunset Mary Kypraiou Owner 200 Tigald Ken
129 2/11	 Tigaki Star Giorgos Pasonaolalcis Owner 143 Tigaki Kos
130 2/12	 Garden City Eleni Kritikou Owner Apt 30 Tigaki Ken
131 2/13	 Villa Andrew Andreas Kordatsaki Owner 59 Tivdd Kos
132 2/14	 Basilis Apts Vasilis Gerovasilis Owner Apt 59 Tiingd Ken
133 2/15	 Ipanema K. Petinieris Owner 21 Tigald Kos
134 2/16	 Myros Apts Myron Georgiadis Owner Apt 66 Tigald Kos
135 2/17	 Park Lane Themis Ffanthiou Manager B 120 Timid Kos
136 2/18	 Fili Apts Eleni Hatzaalininiou Owner Apt 30 Zipald Ken
137 2/19	 Paladium Panagiotis lvfiras Owner 120 hfinnaad Kos
138 2/20	 Tans Apollonia Antonis Hatzigeorgiou Owner 78 Manotad Kos
139 2/21	 Caravia Beach Stelios Kammas Manager A 563 Merman Ken
140 2/22	 Nina Kostas Koukoulas Owner 120 /Amami Ken
141 2/23	 Blue Sky Anti:cis Master's Owner 72 Tigald Kos
142 2/24	 Paxinos Kiranna Paxinou Owner 45 Tigsgd Kos
143 2125	 Golden Star Evaggelos Owner Apt 80 Tigald Ken
144 2/26	 Jonathan Stergia Alachiotis Manager Apt 36 Tigald Kos
145 2/27	 Aspro Spill Stamatia Diakaiaastasis Owner Apt 84 Tigald Kos
146 2/28	 Princess Christos Kostiris Owner A 480 !Amami Kos
147 2/29	 Roselands It. Ntamou Owner 212 hfimmad Kos
148 2/30	 Marilisa Bungalows Prokopis Kompolcis Omer Bun 48 /Ammnaad Kos
149 2/31
	 Captains Studios Makes Sfoundoulakis Owner Roo 12 /Amman Kos
150 2132
	 Sandy Beach Giorgos Drarapoultis Manager B 250 Mennen Kos
151 2/33	 Angela Mare Panagis Palatsidis Owner A 404 Idimmiad Kos
152 2134	 Mastichari Bay Giannis Pavloudis Manager A 330 Mastiltari Kos
153 2/35
	 Mastichari Beach Antcnis Mavros Owner 21 Mastaari
Ken
154 2136
	 Kynaa Antcnis Mammas Owner 25 Naististali
Kos
155 2137
	 'Thalia Apartments Thalia Atsalaki Owner Roo 24 Mastiluai Kos
156 2/38
	 Arant Antaais Gam Owner 24 Mashad
Kos
157 2139
	 Karantanis Apts Athanasios Karautcnis Owner Apt
70 Mastitari Kos
158 2140
	 Neptun Neofitos Neofitou Manager
A 631 NiasChad Ken
159 2/41
	 Marika Apts Maria Giallidou Owner Apt
24 lelastillari Ken
160 2/42
	 Fenareti Saragia Diakea Owner
24 Mastaari Ken
161 2/43
	 Bios Maria Tarhald Owner
16 Mastaari Ken
162 2/44	 Aelos Beach Thodoros Lagoudakis Manager A 250 Langg
Ken
163 2/45
	 Georgia Apartments Georgia Mamouzelou Owner Apt
23 NeaAhicamassos Ken
164 2/46
	 Ideal Ippolcratis Karagiannis
Owner NA 44 NeaAlikamassos Ken
165 2/47	 Captain Cook Alexis Katupouroglou Owner
Apt 37 NcaAlliarnamm Kos
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166 2148 &arm Argiro Fotopoulou Owner 190 Nea Alikamassos Kos
167 2/49 Roula Apts Maria Koukis Owner Apt 32 Nea Alikamassos Km
168 2/50 Leonidas Giorgos Giallousis Owner 43 Nea Alikamassos Km
169 2/51 Aerides Takis Hatzipanagiotis Owner Apt 40 Nea Alikamassos Km
170 2/52 Blue Sea Beada Giorgos Zacharias Owner 84 Nea Alikamassos Kos
171	 2/53 Athina Epaminondas Kastounis Owner 168 Lambi Km
172 2/54 Atlantis Achlleas Fostiris Manager A 1000 Lambi Km
173 2/55 Cosmopolitan Nikolaos Hatzimidmil Owner 150 Lambi Km
174 2/56 Apollon Miles Koulias Owner A 280 Lambi Km
175 2/57 hini Paraskevi Trlltouli Owner 72 Lambi Km
176 2/58 Argo Ioarmis Kozatapanis Owner 100 Lambi Kos
177 2/59 Columbia Beach auistina Thalassinou Owner 120 Lambi Km
178 2/60 Emanouel Apts Manolis Petris Owner Apt 34 Lambi Km
179 2/61 Oriaa Popi Kostoglaki Owner 19 Porphiriou Sir Km
180 2/62 Nikm Apts Spyros Toulantas Owner Apt 44 Paradisi Km
181	 2/63 Palm Beach Manolis Kamateros Owner 130 Psafidi Km
182 2/64 Theodorou Beach EThimios Theodorou Manager B 120 Psalidi Km
183 2/65 Yiorgos Giorgos Anastnsiou Owner 59 Chdintilou Sir Km
184 2/66 Koala Anti:Enos Pattakos Owner 110 Charmilou 21 Km
185 2/67 Aka Kontia Giannis Gambrellis Owner 114 Meropida Sir Km
186 2/68 Galaxy Vaggelis Kappas Owner 42 Makrigianni Sir Km
187 2/69 Kos Sunrise Giamis Mastromichalis Owner Apt 36 3 September 3 Km
188 2/70 Thomas Thomas Mammas Owner 46 Artemisias Kos
189 2171 Lakithira John Apgar Manager A 420 Kardamma Km
190 2f72 Agrelli Basitis Agrellis Owner 65 Kardamena Km
191	 2173 Norida Giorgos Diaraadogjou Owner A 1200 Kardamena Km
192 2174 Muses of Appolaaia Zaphira Kampouri Owner A 250 Kardamena Km
193 2/75 Carmelina Ansansios Hatzipanagiolis Manager Apt 108 Kardamena Kos
194 2/76 Marnouzelos Apartments Vag,gelis Mamouzelos Owner 60 Kardamena Kw
195 2/77 Aegean Village Charalambos Laggas Owner A 660 Kardamena Km
196 2178 Valinakis Beach Sakelaris Kampouris Manager 160 Kardamena Km
197 2179 Varkas Apts Giorgas Varkas Owner Apt 60 Kardamena Kos
198 3/1 Panorea Pansion Kostas Alvanmoulos Owner Apt 24 Koamincn 21 Mytilini
199 3/2 Heliotrope Giannis Antoniou Owner Apt 42 Vigla Mytilini
200 3/3 Sappho Thalia Vekrelis Owner 55 Kountouriotou 31 Mytilini
201 3/4 Argo Persa Pitou Manager Pam 80 Kcnstanfinoulcpeos 1
mr it ini
202 3/5 Erato Giorgos Sitaras Manager Pensi 45 Vostani 2 Mytilini
203 3/6 Lesvicn Elaai Manola Manager B 65 Komtouriotou 27 Mytilmi
204 317 Vafios Studio Efstratios Raptis Owner Apt 20 Petra mytirmi
205 3/8 Dion Vacilis Chiotelis Owner 70 Petra mytirmi
206 3/9 Marina Giorgos Eleftheriadis Owner Pensi 36 Petra myl irmi
207 3/10 Paliria Studios Pavlos Kret7ns Owner Apt 20 Petra Mytilini
208 3/11 Petra Ritsa Georgoula Owner 34 Petra Mytilini
209 3/12 Afi-oditi Dimitris Vattis Owner 106 Molyvos Mytilini
210 3/13 Sea Horse Dimitrios Takes Owner Penio 28 Molyvos mytairti
211 3/14 Olive Press Giannis Kartanis Manager B 120 Molyvos Myt dint
212 3/15 Molyvos I & Souls Tsaliki Manager B 56 Molyvos Mytihni
213 3/16 Posidcn Charalampos Zafiriou Owner Pensi 12 Molyvos Mytilini
214 3/17 Delfmia Antoni Bertolis Owner 250 Molyvos mytilnai
215 3/18 Sunrise Maria Havoutsiotou Manager Bun 80 Eftalou my! ilini
216 3/19 Katia Bungalows Stratos Mpanis Owner Bung 78 ICratigos Mytilini
217 4/1 Akti Myrina Theofilos Mavromatis Manager Lux 250 Myrina Linmos
218 4/2 Argo Apartments Bias patsnhakis Owner Apt 38 Myrina Limos
219 4/3 Paris Pantelis Pantelaroudis Owner 70 Myrina Limnos
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220 4/4 Castro Basilis Tartaros Owner B	 136 Myrina Linmos
221 4/5 Alcteon Fads Klienlos Owner D	 28 Myrina Limnos
222 4/6 Nefeli Sofia Kafigeri Manager B	 24 Myrina Limnos
223 4/7 Limnos Village Dimitris Karavasilis Manager Lux	 323 Plati Linmos
MAIL QUESTIONAIRFS
Code Hotel Name Respondent Title Cat,	 Beds	 Address Island
224 3/20 Sea Horse Stergios Tekes Owner 27 Molyvos Mytilmi
225 3/21 Lesvion Elan Manola Owner 65 Kountourioti 27 Mytilini
226 3/22 Aeolis B. Kallipolitis Manager Bung	 65 Molyvos Mytilini
227 3/23 Princess Studios Laslcaris Owner Apt	 65 Neapoli Mytilini
228 6/1 Petra Apts Kostas Stergiou Owner Apt	 36 Grikos Patmos
229 6/2 Skala Emmanouil Grillis Manager 156 Patmos Patmos
230 6/3 Vizanticn I & H Konstantinos Riklcas Manager 44 Skala Patmos
231	 6/4 Galini Dimitrios Leousis Owner 21 Skala Patmos
232 6/5 Adonis ivlichail Stamatiou Owner 50 Skala Patinas
233 7/1 Manto Nikos Karadimas Owner Penn
	 29 Naousa Paros
234 7/2 Masamas Apts Giorgos Malamas Owner Apt	 30 Parikia Paros
235 7/3 Lcndos Anonymous Owner 74 Piso Livadi Paros
236 7/4 Korali Criorgos Perantinos Manager 24 Piso Livadi Paros
237 8/1 Aigialis Irini Gianakopoulou Owner 57 Aigiali Amorgos
238	 19/1 Homer's Inn Antonia Gilcaki Owner 80 Ios Ios
239 19/2 Markos Beath Markos Papadopoulos Owner 60 Mylop otas Ios
240 20/1 Giamtaki Maria Daktilidi Manager 75 Omos Mykonos
241 20/2 Carvounalci Theodoros Rousamelos Owner 39 Panaohrantou 21 Mylcanos
242 20/3 Golden Star Athanasios Mammal Owner A	 38 Mykonos Mykonos
243 2014 Psarou Beach Konstantinos Aggeletakis Owner 48 Psarou Mykonos
244 21/1 lkarion Theodoros Oilconomou Owner 52 Thama Ikaria
245 21/2 Oinoi Aristotelis Xenalcis Owner 32 Therms lkana
246 23/1 Artemon Voula Lebesis Owner 43 Sifilos Sifnos
247 23/2 Kiki Anoaynous Owner 35 Kamares Silims
248 22/1 Massouri Beath bolichael Bairainis Owner 60 Massouri Kalymnos
249 20/5 Artemis Antonis Zougan.elis Owner 39 Agios Stefanos Mykonos
250 22/2 Porto Potha & Ioanna Nilcolas Antonopoulos Owner 40 Massouri Kalynmos
251	 1913 Far Out Hotel Dimitrios Milo:Maas Owner 95 Ios Ios
252 18/1 Firulda Theodoros Andreadis Owner 30 Oia Santorini
253 18/2 Santorini Palace Dimosthenis Gounaoudis Owner A	 220 Fira Santorini
254 18/3 Dana Villas Grigoris Kitsos Owner Apt	 17 Fira Santorini
255 18/4 Orion Marianna Pelelci Owner 102 Kaman Santorini
256 18/5 Villa Renos Petros Matekas Owner 13 Fira Santorini
257 4/8 Ifestos Antal:nos Konstantakelis Owner 79 Myrina Limnos
258 17/1 Althia Evripidis Tatsionas Owner 80 Tinos Tinos
259 17/2 Porto Tango Anonymous Owner A	 120 Tinos Tinos
260 17/3 Golden Beach Dias Souranis Owner Apt	 70 Agios FO1CaS Tinos
261	 16/1 Argo Apostolos Klouvatos Owner 27 Chora Naxos
262 16/2 Glaros Ioannis Frantzeskos Owner 22 Chora Naxos
263 15/1 Giarrnoulis Criamioulis Owner Apt	 23 Adamantas Milos
264 15/2 Semiramis Petros Argireas Owner 29 Adamas Milos
265 14/1 Maistrali B. Rousaki Owner 38 Livadi Serifos
266 14/2 Naias E. Peloponnisios Manager Penal	 49 Serifos Senfos
267 13/1 Aegli Elisavet Valma Renter 27 Hora Andros
268 13/2 Myrto Sofia Chala Owner Apt	 35 Chora Andros
269	 12/1 Porto Sikinos Antonis Makris Owner 37 Sikinos Sikmos
270	 11/1 OttlirOS Anonymous Owner A	 26 Ermoupolis Syros
271	 11/2 Maistrali Antonios Vamvalcaris Owner 62 Gallisns Syros
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272 11/3 Possidonion Dimitris Vasilalcopoulos Owner 101 Possidaaia Syros
273	 11/4 Smaragdi Criorgos Lalezios Owner Apt 18 Foinilcas Syros
274 10/1 Meltemi Giorgos Mprousianos Owner Apt 26 Pigadia Karpathos
275 9/1 Aeolis Ioannis Mavratzotis Owner 87 Sofouli 33 Samos
276 9/2 Aris Eleftherios Zafiriou Owner Apt 40 Katsottni Samos
277 9/3 Merope Georgios Chiotis Owner 152 Karlovasi Samos
278 9/4 Aggelilci Athanasios Moschogiamis Owner 35 Irecn Samos
279 9/5 Doryssa Bay Nikos Kritsalakis Manager A 650 Pithagorica Samos
280 9/6 Blue Sea Konstantinos Kalogeris Renter Perasi 18 Kolckari Samos
281 9/7 Aspasia Kostas Dallis Manager 82 Karlovasi Samos
282 9/8 Nefeli Fotis Sfantos Owner 40 Karlovasi Samos
283 9/9 Eleni-Giolanda Evaggelos Malalcis Owner 40 Kokkari Samos
284 9/10 Oceanida Bay bannis Pontikos Owner 78 Mesokampos Samos
303 18/6 Aressana Evaggelia Mendrinou Manager 110 Fira Santorini
304 18/7 Theoxenia Evaggelia Maadrinou Manager 22 Fira Santorini
PRE-FIELD RESEARCH INTERVIEWS
tunbe Code Hotel Name Respondent Title Cat. Beds	 Address Island
285 2/80 Posidon Evaggelos Kalpas Manager C 67 Charmilou Sir Km
286 2/81 Artemis Michail Diakaaikolis Owner 124 Kanari 93 Kos
287 2/82 Dios Kostas Dios Owner 164 Tigaki Kos
288 2/83 Gaya Katerina Mparmpantoni Manager B 128 Lambi Km
289 2/84 Tropical Sol Nikos Hatzimanolis Owner 160 Tigaki Kos
290 2/85 Hippocrates Palace Stamatis Hatzistergos Manager A 315 Psalidi Kos
291 2/86 Apollo° Kostas Nezeritis Manager A 280 Lambi Kos
292 2/87 Anastasia & Zlas Panagiotis Papadimitiou Renter 92 Ethn. Antistasis 53 Kos
293 2/88 Frosini Ivlichalis Pantelidis Owner 100 iambi Km
294 2/89 Dennis Apts Giannis Toulantas Owner Apt 70 Psalidi Kos
295 2/90 Alexandra Nikon Giamiou Manager B 150 25 Martiou 16 Km
296 5/1 Golden Sand Petros Fegoudakis Manager A 208 Kazfas Chios
297 5/2 Morning Star Giorgos Bizas Manager B 80 Kcatari Chios
298 5/3 Faedra Manolis Stathis Owner Paasi 20 IvL Livanou 13 Chios
299 5/4 Kima & Kardamila Theodoros Spordilis Owner 82 Chios Town Chios
300 5/5 Toulipa Pension Evaggelos Dolomas Owner Psi 46 Agia Earnioni Chios
301 5/6 Xenios Nikon Xertios Owner 44 Vrentados Chios
302 517 Hanclris Giant:Us Kokkinakis Manager B 300 Chios Town Chios
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INCOMING TRAVEL	 AGENCIES INTERVIEWS
Number Code Agency Name Respondent Title Address Island
1	 1/1 Airotel Travel and Tourism Salcis Vlasis Manager Griva 32
2 1/2 Seven Stars Alexandros Kibassis Owner Le& Linden is Rodos
3 1/3 Panorama Travel Andreas Makris Owner Venetodecn 39 Rodos
4 1/4 Plotin Rhodes Ivlidiail Kozanitis Manager Meg. Konstantinou 20 Rodos
5 1/5 Binge Taus Ioaimis Balsanidis Owner Akti Ronan 17 Rectos
6 1/6 Gem Travel Giorgos lvfichalakis Owner Papaloulea 31 Rodos
7 117 Visit Hellas Tourist Su-vices lvfichalis Petraki Owner Papaloulea 31 Rodos
8 1/8 Ringas Travel Spires Ringas Owner Papamleolaou 15 Rados
9 1/9 Zeus Rodos Pantelis Hapipis Owner Ioannou Metaxa 24 Kudos
10 1/10 Travelland Rhodos Kostas Tsalacttoudis Manager Mandilara 71 Rodos
111/11 Europe Travel has Kotiadis Owner Mandilara 71 Rodos
12 1/12 Kydon Travel Elan Psilaki Owner Dodekanision Rodos
13 1/13 Rodos Tours Giannis Hat7iliamis Owner Ammochostou 23 Rodos
14 1/14 Argo Notis Papatharomis Owner Dragoumi 5a Rodos
15 1/15 Scarabee Travel Marios Stratakis Manager Leontos 16 kudos
16 1/16 Moschatos Travel Tsampilcos /vIosehatcs Owner Karpathou 16 Rodos
17 1/17 Panp,as Travel Elan Zagoritatiou Owner 28 October 39 Rodos
18 1/18 Castello Travel Emmanouil Harkianalcis Owner Papanacolaou 1 Rodos
19	 1/19 Alba Travel Aristomeni Malandrou Owner Dodekanision 3 Rodos
20 1/20 Travelco Tours Kostas Fotoulis Owner Dragouni 5 Rodos
21	 1/21 Ereta Tours Marios Karras Manager Amenlis 111 Rodos
22 1/22 Iviscus Tours Stelios Geordamnis Manager Ierou Lochou 11 Rados
23 2/1 Meropis Travel Giorgos Gerolimaki Owner BouboulMas Kos
24 2/2 Traveland Rhodos Dimitris Cousinos Owner Politedmiou Square Kos
25 2/3 Aegeas Travel Kostas Tedmitis OW/1CS Politediniou Square Kos
26 2/4 Aeolos Travel Kostas Kouramis Owner Artemisias 17 Kos
27 2/5 Plotin Kos Nacos Toumbis Manager Themistokleous Kos
28 2/6 Zeus Kos Dimitris Vissaritis Manager Salaulcios 14 Kos
29 2/7 Dodecanese George Georgopoulos Owner Argirokastrou 111 Kos
30 2/8 Kos Express Mary Ryziridis Manager Salaminos Km
31 3/1 Praeus Tours Andreas Koukos Owner Kountourictou 63 Mytilini
32 3/2 Mytllana Travel Eustratios Korakas Owner Kondourictou 69 Mytilini
33 3/3 Aeolic Cruises George Vaacousis Owner Prolcimea Mytilini
34 3/4 Chiotelis Tours Lampros Chiotelis Owner Petra Mytilini
35 3/5 Petra Tours Firica Meyer Owner Pdra Mytilini
36 3/6 Panatella Holidays Aristomenis Grigoriou Manager Molyvos Mytilini
37 3/7 Travel Services Vasiilis Siggelakis Manager Molyvos Mytdini
38 3/8 Vrissa Tours Vasilis Molyviatis Owner Kavetsou 10 Mytilini
39 4/1 El Travel Grigoris Kouklidis Owner Xristoulidou 10, Myrina Linmos
404/2 Petridou Travel Maria Petridou Owner Myrina Limnos
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INCOMING TRAVEL AGENCIES MAIL QUESTIONNAIRES
Wier Code Agency Name Respondent Title	 Address Island
4116/1 Orbit Travel Services Fay Screta Owner	 Chora Naxos
4216(2 Century Tours Rini Krassa Owner	 Chora Naxos
43 19 Variamis Travel Rafail Variamis Owner	 Chiou 4 Lesvos
443(10 Aistours Greece Lesvos Achileas Sougiohzis Manager	 Molyvos Lesvos
4523/1 Aegean Thesaurus Travel Apostolos Dimcpoulos Owner	 Apollcnia Sifnos
46 1/23 Friars Thalassa Allsanasios Makris Manager	 Theodoraki 13 Rodos
47 1(24 International Travel Services Peter Kalogrides Owner	 Kennedy 38 Rodos
48 1/25 Savaidis Travel Nikon Savaidis Owner	 Lindos Rodos
491126 Rodos Odes Tours Christos Palmos Owner	 Etimarchou Makariou 26 Rodos
50 1127 Golden Sun Holidays Fokice Karavokyros Owner	 Petridis 2 Rodos
51 2/9 blirasol Travel Andreas Andreadakis Owner	 Parodos Bouboulinas Kos
5211/I Virginia Tourist Office Virginia Parissis Owner	 Ralli 8 Syros
53 7/1 Melteni Travel IoPonis Bizas Owner	 Paroalcia Pares
547/2 Parilia Tours Kostas Akalestos Owner	 Panikia Pares
5520(1 GATS Travel Stratis Eleftheriou Owner	 Xenias 24 konos
56 20/2 Eros Travel Andreas Renieris Owner	 Mykonos Mykonos
57 20/3 Hellenic Travel Centre Mykonos Georgios Giannoulis Owner	 Marrla Mykonos
5821(1 Manolaros Tours Sofia Manolarou Owner	 Therms lkaria
5916/1 Santovolcano Nikolaos Koulouriotis Manager	 Firs Santorini
60413 Pravlis Alexandros Pravlis Owner
	
Myrina Limnos
615(1 Aigaion Travel Giorgos Benovias Owner
	
Kanari 20 Chios
62 20/4 Fortes Travel Dimihis Rousounelos Owner	 Papackantou 12 Mykcnos
INCOMING TRAVEL AGENCIES PRE FIELD RESEARCH INTERVIEWS
Number Code Agency Name Respondent Title	 Address bland
63 2/10 Kosland Achilleas Fragos Owner	 Venizelou 18 Kos
64 2/11 Alexandra Travel Chrisoula Mpakaloglou Manager	 Meg. Alesandrou 34 Kos
65 2/12 V Tours Stamatis Vukuvalidis Owner	 Venizelou 9 Km
662(13 Mourati Tours Mouratis Bourinakis Owner	 Ipsllandou 1 Kos
67 5/2 AirToux Greece Chico Michael Kovas Owner	 Omirou 3 Chios
68 5/3 knia Touristild Theodoros kifidialakis Owner	 Ronan 9 Chios
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OUTGOING TRAVEL AGENCIES
Cole Type	 Name	 Respondent
	 Title	 Address
	
11	 1 Lunn Poly	 Paul Brett
	
Chief Executive Officer 	 Brittania House, Luton Airport, LU2 91413
	
46	 1 Thomas Cook	 Leaky higsaV
	 Business Development Man 45 Berkeley Si, London, WIA 1EB
	29	 2 Great Moor Travel	 C. M. Haworth
	 Owner	 371 13inton Rd, Great Moor, Cheshire, 5K2 7EY
	
28	 2 Boscombe Travel
	
Elisabeth Reid
	
Owner	 713 Christchurch Rd, Bournemouth, 8117 *SAF
	
37	 2 Gerry Latham Trawl	 Gerry Latham	 Owner	 33 Pernian Road, Cada CF2 3P6
	
47	 3 Lova Travel & Leisure	 Jeff Lown	 Ovsta	 5 high sir, Brantley
	
33	 2 Star Travel	 Jane Dirties	 Owner	 106 Nantwch Rd.,'England
	
4	 Moon Trawl	 Ram Jaggi
	 Owner	 67 Chancery Lane, London, WC1A OAF
	
30	 2 Inter Town Travel	 Nig,e1 Jacobsin	 Owner	 21 Chester Rd, Ellesmene Port
	
35	 2 Egger-atoms	 V.H.Shah
	
Managing Director	 136 Brent Sir, NW4 2DB
	
17	 1 Greaves Trawl	 Kehael Myers	 Marketing Director	 33-34 Maryiebone High Str, London, Wild 3PF
	
13	 1 RPM	 Keith Write	 Director	 140 Buckinchaon Palace Rd, London, SW1W 9SA
	
27	 2 Access Travel	 WA
	
Director	 Transfer!) House,Southan Arterial Reilionachnrcht, Baser..
	
41	 2 N/A	 NIA
	
Director	 Dartford, Kent
	
9	 1 Holiday Planners	 Iris Tolley	 Director	 6-8 Sackville Sir, London, W1X 1130
	
5	 1 Chalais Trawl and Tours	 Madhy Sudiak
	
Director	 171 Great Pordand Sir., London, WIN 5TD
	
10	 1 Aneyn International Travel	 Dolores Jones	 Director	 161 Lavender 11111, Landon, SW1I 5QH
	
12	 1 Jebsens Travel	 Alec Perkins	 General Manager	 'abseil House, 16 Denbigh Sir, London. SW 1 19 2ER
	
19
	
1 Trawl Cut	 Nilzky	 General Manager	 295 Regent Sir. London, WI R 7IYA
	
25	 2 Alan Bartray Travel	 N/A
	
Gateral Martartar 	 3 Albion Sir, Dunstable„ Beds, LU6 1SU
	
36	 2 Deeping Travel	 S. A. Aaron	 Manager	 Market Place, Bourne, Lam
	
31	 2 Mclean Travel	 Isla Buda	 Manager	 82 Iftgh Street, Hadefington, Scotland
	
42	 2 TravelWrirld, Northern	 Niccola Sheldon	 Manager	 11 High Street, Alfreton, UK
	
39
	
2 Dawson and Sandakan	 N. Piapoint
	
Manager	 60 MGddlest Comdr., England
	
ao
	
2 Thorpe Travel	 Rol Gage	 Manager	 175 Pturitstead Rd, Norwich, 1181 4AJ3, England
	
26	 2 Cresta World Travel	 Wally Mee	 Manager	 TOVil Square, Sak,Cheshire, M33 UM
	
38
	
2 Silver Wings Holidays	 Val Cared]	 Manager	 49 King Street, Ralworth, Warka
	
8	 I Travel Around	 Mr Sawna	 Manager	 61 Notting Hill Gate, Landon, WI I VS
	
34	 2 Kenil Worth Travel	 N/A
	 Manager	 63 Station Rd, Kaulwor
	
6	 1 Pickards Travel	 Rick Wright
	
Manager	 96 Southampton Row, Landon, WCIS 4B13
	
45	 2 Caledonian Trawl	 Joy Ramsay	 Manageress	 14 High Sir, knerkeithrog, Scotland
	
48
	
3 Limn Poly	 Tanya Honge	 Branch Manager	 14 Irish Str, Guildford, GUI
	
43
	
2 Stamen Travel	 G. Broughton	 Branch Manager	 Market Square, Ship/c, England
	
44	 2 Thomas cook, Bracknell 	 Claire Travis
	 Branch Manager	 299 high Su., Bracimell, England
	
7	 1 Thomas Cook at Harrods 	 Tracey Moody
	 Branch Manager	 Harrods, Knightsbridge, London, SWDC 7XL
	14
	
1 Going Places, Guildford 	 Sheila Glinting	 Branch Manager	 19 Tunsgate, Guildford, GUI
	 5	 I Thomas Cook, Picadilty 	 Tracey Scads	 Branch Manager	 45 Batdcy Sir, London, WIA IEB
1 American Express, Glair/ford 	 Fiona Harris
	 Branch Manager	 38 High Str, Guildford, GUI 3EL
	
2
	
1 Thomas Cook, Guildford
	
Owen Geach
	
Branch Manager	 46 High Str, Guildford, GUI 3128
	3
	
I Going Places, Woking	 Jane Francis
	 Branch Manager	 16 Commercial Way, Woking. 0U2I 'ET
	
21
	
1 Going Places, Guildford	 Sue Hyde-East
	
Branch Manager	 26-28 Swam Lane, Guildford, GU1 4EQ
	
24	 2 Bath Travel, Lumington	 Pam Seedling	 Brands Manager	 16 I-Egh Street, Larmingban, Hants
	
32	 2 Wickens Trawl	 John Wakdin	 Branch Manager	 12 Stones Sir, Bolton, PL3I 2AL
	
20
	
1 Thomas Cook, Woking	 John Warr
	
Branch Manager	 2 Macia Way, Woking, GU21 1XS
	16
	
1 Thomas Cook, Selfridges 	 Steve Brace
	
Branch Manager	 Selfridges, 400 Oxford Sir, London, W1A 1AB
	
23
	
1 Sovereign Trawl and Leistan 	 Maribel Lopez	 Branch Manager	 3 Chobham Rd, Woking, 0U21 1HX
	18
	
1 Hogg Robinson at Salomon Bross Nidry Rae and Tim Ricketts 	 Assistant Branch Managers 111 Buckinghant Place Road, Landon, SWIW OSB
	
22	 Britamfic Travel
	
Liza Frazer
	 Retail Supervisor
	
3 Wolsey Walk, Woking. 0U21 Dal
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Informal research discussions and interviews 
AT THE PLACE OF ORIGIN OF TOURISTS
TRAVEL TRADE
Martin Blackenbury	 President	 International Federation of Tour Operators
Alan Flook
	
General Secretary	 International Federation of Tour Operators
Tony Bennett	 ex- Strategic Marketing Director	 Thomas Cook
TOURISM TECHNOLOGY EXPERTS
Dr Graham Barnes
Dr Paul Byerley
Gilbert Archdale
Philip Haines
Graham McCenzie
Irene Rowe-Vlitos
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
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TIM
Consultant ASW
Consultant INFOCENTRE
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Consultant
PUBLIC TOURISM ORGANISATIONS
Dr Roger Carter
Panos Argyros
Tassos Vafiades
ACADEMICS
Prof Eduardo Fayos-Sola
Prof Jafar Safari
Prof Pauline Sheldon
Dr Marion Bennett
Dr Auliana Poon
Dr Andy Frew
Alison Morrison
Hillary Main
Martin Friel
ENTREPRENEURS
Nikos Kokoromitis
Fotis Kassetas
Giannis Ganasios
Giannis Toulantas
Giorgos Patriarchis
John Fotis
Spyros Pappas
George Drakopoulos
PUBLIC TOURISM ORG
John Stefanides
Elisabeth Hatzinikolaou
John Hatzis
Joanna Tseliga
John Thomaidis
Dimitra Kaplaneli
Chief Executive
Director
Ex-Director
AT THE DESTINATION
Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur
Marketing Consultant
Director
Manager
ANISATIONS
President
Director of R&D Department
Ex-General Director
Director
Ex-Director
Director
Edinburgh Tourism Board
Greek National Tourism Organisation, London
Greek National Tourism Organisation, London
World Tourism Organisation
University of Wisconscin
University of Hawaii
University of Surrey
Consultant
Napier University
Strathclyde University
Swansea Institute of Higher Education
Leeds Metropolitan University
Travel agency and car rental in Kos
Motorbikes rental in Kos
Night Club in Kos
Restaurant in Kos
Restaurant in Kos
Rhodes
Association of Greek Tourism Enterprises
Association of Greek Tourism Enterprises
Greek National Tourism Organisation
Greek National Tourism Organisation
Greek National Tourism Organisation
Greek Hotel Chamber
Southern Aegean Periphery Branch Rhodes
Northern Aegean Periphery Branch Lesvos
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